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IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION

WZDUUDAY, OCT5JUM 16, 107

U.S. SZNATE,
COMMITTax ON FINANCE,

Wakingo, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice at 10.05 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Smathers Anderson, McCarthy, Hartke,
Ribicoff, Harris, Williams, Bennett, Curtis, and Dirksen.

(The committee press release announcing these hearings follows:)
iPm rsIm , Commates an 7mIA, dept. MOP 9

RusszuL 3. LONG, CEARUtNAN, ANNouNmcus CoMMIrra HtAmNoS ON IMPORT
QuoTA LawAnToo

Senator Russell B. Long (D., La.) Chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, today announced that the Committee will hold three days of public
hearings beginnlnp October 18, on vatiousproposals to impose import quotas on
specified commodities. Among the commodities on which he indicated testimony
would be taken, Chairman Long mentioned oil, mat, lead and sin W64i, #teel
and dairy produda. With the exception of steel, bills dealing with these com-
modities have been introduced in the Senate. Sted has been the subject of a
year-loii, study by the Committee staff.

The Chairmaun reported that because considerable interest had been expressed
by legislators for imposing quotas on all of these commodities, the Committee
was setting aside time for those in favor of quotas and those opposed to them to
present their case. He stressed, however, that the enumeration of commodities
he described should not be construed to bar statements with respect to other
products.

Senator Long indicated that since the hearitig was not to exceed three day1,
It would be necessary to limit the number of witnesses who would be able to make
oral statements. He stressed that it was important for persons with common
interests to consolidate their statements so that one spokesman could present
the sinl views of several like-minded groups. Persons who will not be scheduled
to present a personal statement to the Committee may submit written papers for
the record. These papers will be given the same consideration by the Committee
as though they had been delivered orally. Witnesses who are scheduled to appear
are urged to make their statemeNts ms brid as poseibis to conserve the time of the

Leading off the hearing will be spokesmen for the Adminstration. Represents-
tives of the State Department Comm Department, Interior Department and
the Agriculture Department will be heard, with respect to those commodities on
which quotas hsve boen proposed which fall within their jurisdition.

Thee desiringto patpat in this pMedin should make their request to
Tom Vail, Chiefd sl Committee on lna ce, 227 New Senate Oc Building
no later than Pridy, Odobor 7. All statements should Include a summary sheet
and subject h tdng. Statements to be presented orally should be submitted to
the Committee the day beort the witness is to te=f. Chaasa Le urmd
fdeslr wo nJg to tribute written statements to submt them no later thi
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The CHAIIwAN. This hearinwill come to order.
This morning we conumenchearing for 3 days or perhaps longer

with regard to proposals to impose quou" on ertain import that
have been subutted to the committee for consideration.

We have with to today several of the outstanding public Servants
of this country: the Secretary of State, Mr. Dean Rusk; the Secretarv
of Agriculture, Mr. Orville Freeman; we ar honored to have both of
you, and we are honored to have the Secretary of the Interior, Mr.
btewart Udall; the Secretary of Commerce, \fr. Alexander Trow-
bride; and Ambasmador Roth, the Special Trade Rejpreentative £f
the President and the iprucilml U.S. negotiator in the Kennedy round
of trade agreements.

I believe our first witness will be the Secretary of State, Mr. Dean
Rusk.

If it is agreeable with the committee, in order to expedite the hear.
ilgs, I suggest we permit the S&cretaries to make their statements
first and t ien, having the full statements before us we will try to limit
ourselves during the first round of questions and after thit we will
p.r.eed as the commit tee wishes.

Mr. Secretary, we extend to you and your colleagued a hearty wel.
come. It has been a long time K'nce I have welomed such sni arrty of
executive talent before this committee. It attests tv the importauce
which you must attach to the legislation on which we are taking
testiioy. I might add that many of us in the committee and in the
Senate also attach great importance to this same legislation.

We recognize that the United States plays a major role in foreign
trade. It is the world's greatest mingle market. Our exports, now run.
ning at a rate in excess of $30 billion a year, constitute about 16 per-
cent of total world exports, even though ins relation to our gross sia-
tional product, they are only 4 percent. Our inports are only slightly
Ie. •

We would like to keel) it that, way or even improve it to help our
balance of payments. But with imports coming in under conditions
which prevent domiestit;i producers frmi conlpetin g fairly with non-
tariff barriers to U.S. exports sprinllg up ArMund the world, it is
time someone begau to show a little concern for our own people.

The Secretary of Agriculture is gui9. to tell us this morning that it
was protectionist trends in Europe which caused the troubles of the
U.S. dairy industry as export prgrams of Iumrlman countries autto-

.natically dumped surplus dairy products, on the world market at
distress twes.

Our Finance Conmittee staff is coinpleting work on a report of the
impact of steel import. It is going to show that the saiae situation is.
largely behind the sharp hikes in U.S. steel imports.

The European markets are substantially closed to Japanese textiles
and many other of their products. Their protectionist attitude---i
some instance, they don't even grant mostmfavored-nation treatment
to the Japanese-forces Japmnese products, produced at wage rated
far below our own, into the U.S. Market".

As for petroleum, if it were not for the administrative quota now
al)I)lied. tie great diffentia in foreign oil costs would mean that
IaraA'tally all of our oil would be imported and there would be no
donestic industry. It costs $3 a barrel here, but foreiatn oil can be aid
down in this country at approximately $1.50 a barrel.



Now, before you gntlemen begin your statements, let me express
the hope that you will provide anse's to these questions, demonsrat.
ing that unilateral action in trade matters 6 not limited to this
country.

What happened to U.S. tobacco exports to Australia when they
decided to grow their own? The action Australia took sas unilateral.

What happened to the U.S. chicken exports to the Common Market?
The action the onionmn Market took in that instance was unilateral.

What happened to U.S. exports to Great Britain when, they uni.
laterally imposed a tariff surcharge on virtually all their import&?

What happened to U.S. leather export. to Japan when they decided
to place an embargo on our producers? In that case the action was
unilateral against us.

What is going to happen to U.S. agrultural exports to the Common
Market when they raise the variabl, levy again? We know it is coming.
What happened when they raised it last time? That is a unilateral act
and I miglit add the variable levy is one of the nmtt diabolial devices
in restraint of trade that. the mind of man has yet conceived.

This hearing tMay does not concern a matter which can be branded
10nll0istie "free tra(le" or "irtectionist" labels or slogans. There are
problems for many industries and workers in this country, due to
sharp increases in imports. Many menibers of this committee, ineld-
ing this Sitator, worked hard for the Trade Expansion Act of 1962,
but we are keenly aware of the manifold prisblmti at home, and we
are going to find solutions for then.

A score of UT.S. industries have come under increase ig competition
fnn inolrtK. This Nation has thrived on competition, and "Yankee
traders,' if given an equal opportunity to compete, will strengthen
this country. But there are numerous indications that the rule of
competition are not equal. I have cited some. I will just mention a
few other barriers which foreign countries have established against
U.S. trade, some of which seem to his occuring even after the Kennedy
round agreement: The incres4 in European protectionisn under the
variablelevy system, export subsidies, uinport equalization fees, border
taxes, cartel,.governent proeurement practices, dumping, import
quotas, and a host of administrative practices and procedures, which
while not written into law, nevertheless constitute an ebffeetive wall
against imported prioducts and against our exports. These are cases
in Iswint.

We do not waant to deny anybody fair access to our markets,
nor do we like it when others act tin terally to shut us out of their
markets. Not ody is our market the greatest in the world, but there
are fewer nontariff barriers here than anywhere els. If foreign coun.
tries can erect nontariff devices to substitute for tariff barriers which
are coming down around the world, the United States should demon.
strata that it, too, has ingenuity in this respect. Otherwise, we are
gtig to become patsies to the rest of the world and U.S. industry
and employment is going to be sacrificed in a blind effort to "uphold
our international commitments."

Try explaining to a U.S. textile worker who just lost hi4 job because
of riing unpOrts that it is al in the national interest. Tell that to his
family. Tell them their father wa laid off so we could keep our "in,
terintional commitm ts."

I DMRT QUOTAS LGISIATION
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We here in Conrees have another commitment--a commitment to
our own people. We hope these heari zs will bring out the facts
involved in each situation and their ifications.

I want to make it clear that tie committee has not prejudged the
situation. We want to hear from all *idea, examine all the facts, and
then determine the coure of action that we feel is in the but interests
of this Nation.

Senator BNmzxrr. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. Ye.
Senator BBNNuirr. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I holed

to get in th record before the testimony began. I would ike to o er
it for the record and take less than a minute to highlight my point
of view.

Mr. Chairman, I think the serious problenw caused by foreign
imports must be faced. The fact that there are four members of the
President'd Cabinet this morning indicate, that tto administration's
position will be very well presented, and it. story very well told.
There are, of course, two sides to every question, and the real service
that is being rendered here is the opportunity for the injured American
industries and parties to present their side.

I think it is very important in dealing with this whole problem that
we understand at the begin that the sver industries, particularly
those related to agriculture, who will be heard here are not king that
foreign exports be excluded. These parties who will tetify will testify
for a variety of quota system, and they realize that the United States
must import if it hope* to export.

Utah s an important producer of domestic nink, and our mink
people will come later asking only that import quotas be pegged as
High as 40 percent of domestic consumption. To me that appears to
be very generous, particularly when one considers that the American
market was origui ly developed by American producers rather than
the foreign importers who are now taking advantage of it.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thaAk you for achadulin these hearings
during the course of which produced of many prod ucts now being
injured by imports will have the opportunity to tell their story.

(Senator Bennett's statement follows:)

8TATSMUNT OP HON. WALLAC8 F. Bmissrr, A U.S. Sa AsTOR
FROM Ti STATS OF UTAR

I am very pkad that the Clairman hae seen fit to oonduct these hearings.
The serious problems caused by foreign imports must be faced. I'm sure that

the Adminstation will tell its store very well. There am o( course, two sides
to every problem, said the real semrvee that is being rendered here I the oppom
tunity for the Injured industries and parties also to be heard.

Them will be agret deal said hern about free trade. It will have the support
of the Adm station, the academic world and the nations and foreip industries
that benefit from it at the expense of American farmers and Industry. But through.
out this land there are farmers and busnesmen who, In spit. (i very effieent
opertiom, are finding it most difficult, and In some casm posble, to compete

uth fore iImports. For once someone must listen to their story, and it mudt be
undestod I a workable solution can be found.
I think it is very iman t in desling with this whole problem that we under.

stand that the several idustri c eularly those in utur an not &skin
atm foreign Imports be eclud Tose parties whoo

tyes aot realise tha the United Sta musA Imor we hope to report.
that amost countries produce may product no aPer M tha the Uited
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States. They are o1y that preetleM be examined ad whoe nose.
wrl brought hito proper t"lancs

t is utortanate that the agricultural parity ratio is only 73 at the present time.
Many dairy, cattle and mink fwam being driven off their farn through no
fault of their own. I know what the free troders would say about that situation.
However, these independent b fac to h proepet of losin a maor
Investment, and in some case their life's savings.

Utah is an impant producer of donuitie mink. Our mink people for instance
Are only skin t=at Import quotas be pegged at 40 percent ofnrmmo oonump.

to. T a6iapmrtob very eerupairticularly when one cousiders
that the American market was aind ooutaes to be developed almost solely by the
American mink industry.

Our dairy Iad cattle ieer onl asiA ht oohoe and evassive prastlees
which have i Inur their operations be dosed.

Our mink, dairy and most producers have found no lonstrm remedy to the
Import problem. They are toned to live with yearly fluotuations, market changes
and cheap imports to the extent that miuk farmig, dairy farming and cattle
production have become a ha-ardous economic venture.

Our lead mad sine producers only ask for a fair Whare o the American market.
The same can be mid for the domeatic oil industry.

Mr. Chairman, again I want to thank you for sobedulng these hearing
Senator SMATAHas. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might make a

very brief statement as long as this seems to be the practice. As long
as you saf the committee has not prejudged this matter and to prove
there is a diversity of opinion about it, I would like to say as one who
ha supported very enya dtiually the Trade Expanion Act of 1962,
and wh also applauded very enthusiatically the results which we
achieved at the Kennedy round in Geneva just this past yer, and
believing that what was achieved will be helpful to our overall econ-
omy, I must confess, Mr. Chairman, that I have grave doubt. aboutthe wisdom of holdi.. hearings at this time with respect to quotas on

specialized commoditm before we have eveo given the results cf the
Kennedy round an opportunity to work or be felt.

Furthermore, I have additioal doubts as to the wisdom, if I have
read correctly, of taking any ate* which might attach the quota bill
to the so-cd allal security bL I think the social smurity bill is
an eawntial bill and to get it involved with any sort of a quota
bill to which it has absolutely no relationship is very dangerous insofar
as the 20 million elderly people in the United States are concerned
who are depending upon us passing a social security bill this year.

SoIshall Mt back andwait and-observe these hearing. But I do
so with grave mis iving I believe, as the Senator fro. Utah has
said, our country has been made great in many respects because we
have been wim to import in order to export. And I believe we can
meet overall any type and character of cowptition, and I think that
our economy is strong today primarily because of our wilingnes to
compete through the world.

Senator HAWKS. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask a question.
I understand that the Cabinet members are to be called to a meeting,
to a Cabinet meeting st 12.00. As a matter of procedure is this going
to be the full extent of the opportunity to question thes members?

The Czatmoux. No; not at all, Senator Hartke. This is late in the
sesion, a you know, and if we are going to vote on these prposak
that have been 8u9g1ted we wil have to abbreviate the hetira
insofar as we can. [-certainly hope to offer every Senator the same
opportunity that I would accord myself to ask questions of the wite
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aeses, and I have no intention of cutting off anyone. In fact if you
want to make a statement at this time go right ahead.

Senator Rziicon. Just one oommnat Mr. Chairman. While I am
a cosponsor of some of these proposalsI think it would be the hei ht
of sh 0 irrponsibility to try to ue this on to the social security
bill. This would be a great "d=isce to 22 million Americans who are
waiting the results of the social security improvements that have been
advocated. I hope that we will keep our perspective and, while we may
have a difference of opinion on trade matters, we won't tie this to the
social Aecurity bill andthereby kill social security for 22 million people.

The CHAIRMA. Senator Harris, do you desire to make a statement?
Senator Hmtss. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement from my senior

colleague, Senator ofnroey, who is presiding, as you know, over the
Post Ofice and Civil Service Committee th6 morning and could nti,
be here and I would just ask that at the appropriate place i the
hearing that be inserted hi the record.

The CHAIRtMA.Ar. That will be done. (&ee P. 362.)
Senator ANDOSRON. I do have a statement, but I thought because

of the size of the crowd I would like to file it.
The CUAIMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Anderson.
(Senator Anderson's statement follows:)

8TATMENST oip Hoe. CLINTON P. ANDEBSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM T11 STAT3
or NEW M8XICO, ON IMPORT QUOTA LzoISLATION ron LEAD-ZINc, OIL, ANDPoT~sE

Mr. Chairman, I bring to this committee's attention the problem of three of
this nation's strategic industries: lead and zinc oil and Potash. These industries
are vital to our national defense and all are R extreme Inportance to the State
of New Mexico. I believe that ltsltion must be enacted or some kind of action
is essential if we are to prevent orign Imports from jeopardiaiig the continued
stability of these industries.

LBAD-ZINC

As the members of the Finance Conmnmittee know, adequate supplies of kad
and zinc are basic to our national security and the development of our economy.
Our country is blesed with substantial reserves of these two metals, but despite
increasing demand, the domestic industry has been characterised by peaks sad
valleys in its operations and in the financial return from those operatimis. Sme-
oessive Congressional and Tariff Commislon hasrings have establiahed the fact
that this dangerous and unwholesome instability Is the direct result, in large pmrt,
of excessive imports from low-wage-cost mines ov, rseas.

The domestic leal-sine industry, as in the case of any other large-scale industry,
requires stability. The American economy and securty must not be dplnt
upon foreign countries whose governments might not always be friendly to us in
an hour of need.

Also, I ani certain that many members of the Committee are awa e that for a
substantial mber of years now I have vigorously advocated legislation to help
stabilize the domestic lead-zinc industry. Then' is before this Committe at the

recent time R. 289, a bill which I sponsored for myself and 27 atorsv,, from
th parties. This measure would provide flexible quotas on Imports of lead and

sine for a five-year period beginning on the date of enactment. Thee quotas
would come Into effect only if needed when supplies o( either metal on hand reached
levels considered excessive to normal requirements. It is not and I wish to em-
phasise the "not," a price-fAxing mmasre in any senes of the word nor is it a
subsidy measure. Nor does it establish riid import tonal Rather, foreign
suppliers are guaranteed a share of the United states market, and this share
cannot go below a fixed minimum, distributed on a country-by-country basis.



Thus, the proposed kgislation provides a measure of protection and iiientlve
to operators of the domestic mining and smelting industry by stabUsing ore
supplies and metad stocks In relation to consumption atbresonable market pri.
based on normal operations of supply and demand. The smelting and reining
Indst will be assured of adequate raw material supplies to maintain their
opea and friendly exporting nations wi have a i share of our markets.
The consumer will share the benefits with the producer through lotg-erm market
stability of metal price and supply.

The Jnterior Committee, which has Initial responsibility for mines and m8nlnr
genially, and for the development of mineral resources o the public domain
held hearings on & 289 in April of this year and favorably reported It. The bid
was then properly re-referred to this Committee.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am not wedded to the flexible
quota approach provided in K 289. However, I am fry convinced from the
recw of the hearings over the years by the Interim" Committee and by the Tziff
Commission that our domestic lead-zlne industry does need assistance through
legislation. Action through the Tariff Commision or by the Executive Branch ha&
pved futile. Clearly, the responsibility is one for the Congress to shoulder at
this time, and I most earnestly urge that the Finance Committee answer the need
for ikitha action either throg . 289 or some other legislative vehicle.

OIL

As a citisen and senior Senator from a state in which lies a substantial paW of
the great Permian Basin, one of the greatest energy reservoirs of our nation, I am
also vitally hiterested in the oil Import program . On the workiug of this progmm-
on its sucetss or failure n ftdallhig its stated objective of promoting our national
security-depend the continued conservation and development of this vast
natural resoure, and the livelihood and well-being of many thousands of my fellow
cltiens of New Mexico.

Of course, the issue is far greater than the well-being of a shigle state. It is
emseteial to all the people of all of the states that we have a viable domestic oil
and gas Industry. We must not be dependent upon foreign imports. 8o vital is
this matter to our national security that I do not think it should be le(t wholly
to administrative discreation as It now is Therefore, I have johied with the
distinguished chairman of this Comnittee and 27 other Senators in sponsoring
8. 332. 1 do not contend that this bill is necesarily perfect in its present form,
but in principal we beliee it would go a long way in solving the oil import prob-
lem. But I am convinctd that control over imports of oil should be the responsi-
bility of Congres and the subject of legislation duly cosddered and acted upon
by It.

"0TAM

The production of potash Ii another important domestic Industry that is having
its troubles. Although it is recogized that there is room as well as a need for
imports of various strategic materials such as potash, it must also be reeognised
that our nation's security is dependent, to a large extent, upon a stable lomestuo
industry Capable of iiupplying thee same materials. In the case of potash, I need
only remind you of the tremrudous problems this nation faced during World War I
when almost all potash Imports were cut off without a domestic dusty upon
which to fall bck

Today the potash industry's very existence is being threatened by ever in.
Greasing import& In New Mexico, potash is the state's largest mining industry
employig approximately 4.000 people with an annual payroll of 25 million,
having gron sales of over $111 million and paying over $10 million in annual
local and state taxes and royalties and over $10 million in annual Federal taxes.
In 1962, potash mining waslaunched on a large scale in Canada. Since that time
the production and sale of Canadian potash has grown by leaps and bounds.
Today Canadian potash has become so competitive for the United States market
that tie Burefd oi Customs has recently Instituted antl-dumpin proceedings
to ascertain whether or not potash is being imported in violation of the Federa
Anti-Dumping Act.

Unmatchae CaMadian tax r and low freight rates have msed United
States producers to begin moving segments of their operations to Canad& As a

ty Is in the proe of in production apacity.
The tota ofpsaa a Gnigfl dcomemI po&tash6 Indsrs a D

possiility

I IMPoRT QUOTA& LEGISLATION
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I thank the Committee for the opportunity o parenting my views of those
magtwes, espcil s they relate to tM soonomy of the State of New Mexico.
Ia ope. thate hearings wigl ass"s us in reaching the right solution to

Secretar-Y RUSL Mr. Chairman and distinguished Senators-
Senator Duxtsm. Mr. Ch' .man, you haven't asked me yet.
The CA1aDmAc. Senator Dirksen I didn't call anyone but certain

Senators who indicated they wanted to supplement what I said in the
opening statement of the chairman, and I accorded them that privilege.
I certainly respect a similar statement from the minority leader of
the Senate.

Senator DiaszsN. I jtst want to express my pride at the oppor
tunity to sit in on a cabinet meeting. (Laughter.J

The CuAiRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Secretary RuBr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The (IAIRMAN. I would suggest that we permit the statements of

the Cabinet officials to be made, because I know that there is a meeting
at the White Houwe at which the various Secretaries of the Depart-
ments are expected to be present. 1 will try to see that every Senator
has a chance to ak at leawt one or two questions and we will resume
any questions in discussion we want with the President's Cabinet at
some future point, perhaps tonworrow or later when they are available
to us. But there will be representatives of each Department available
this afternoon a well. Will you proceed, Mr. Secretary?

STATIXE1NT 0 RON. DUNA RUSK, SgIUTAiY 0 STATIC

Secretary Ruez. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen. With
regard to Senator Hartke's remark, the other Cabinet meeting has
been deferred for about 45 minutes so we do have a littl, moe tiu
here this morning.

It is a great pleasure for me to appear here with my Cabinet col-
leagues to comment on the international economic and political
implications of a unilateral retreat to protectionism affecting large
sectors of our national economy.

I am sure that all of us here realize that the matter before us is one
of fundamental importance. For 33 years it has been the policy of the
United States to lower, on the basis of reciprocity, barriers to inter-
national trade. This policy has served our Nation well. It has con-
tributed I believe-especially since the Second World War-to the
remarkable rise in our national prosperity and in the standard of
living of our people. At the same time it has served our vital interest
in promoting world peace, by helping to make it possible for other
nations to obtain the goods which they need from abroad through
trade.

Recently, another major advance in freeing world trade was
achieved: the successful conclusion of the Kennedy round negotiations.
Your committee now has before it proposals which, if adopted, would
not only destroy the advance made in the Kennedy round but reverse
a longstanding national policy. The cotuequences of such a repudiation
would be critklly detrimental to our basic national interest.

We live in an age when nation states can no longer afford the
luxury of indulgingin sudden actions which affect others without the
most careful scrutiny of the probably repercussions. If we glance



back a few decades, we find the interdependence of the world economy
had even then reached a point where unilateral actions on a grand
scale were self-defeating. Thus, an effort by this country to isolate
itself from the world economy through the Smoot-Hawley tariff led
to offetting actions by others, resultisg in a spiral of trade restrictions
whose invidious effect. are only now-37 years lat--on the verge
of being eliminated as a major force in world affairs.

The name of one of .my distinguished preecesors, Cord ell Hull,
immediately comes to mind when one reviews the recent tariff history
of this country and our chamionship of the cause of lowering barrios
to trade. I in no way minimi his tremendous contribution f I observe
he has had lots of company. Democratic and Republican administra-
tions alike--from Roosevelt to Lydon Johnson--and the Congress
too, have conuiztenly supported the brad thruvt of the same foreign
trade policy. This has been so whether or not the majority in Congress
has been of one party or another, and whether or not that majority
has been of the same party as the President.

The reasons for this consistency are not, I believe, very difficult to
find. First, there is the fact that a policy of trade restrictionism had
been tried and found to be a failure. Secondly, the extrardinary
growth of science and technology gives an entirely different dim men
to the old, respected, and sound theory of comparative advantage.
Modern industrial society is built around the concept of productivity:
high output at low unit cost.. Our comparative technological lead,
plus our higher labor costs, has made it more and more to our advan-
tage to have the access to world market. made possible by a liberal
tride policy. For, in the familiar phrase, "trade i6 a two-way street."
I don t apologize for using that cliche, because it expresses a basic
truth-a reality which is vital in maintaining the prosperity of this
country and the entire fabric of international cooperation we have
constructed so carefully over the y

Let me emphasize that the Department of State's approach to
international trade is not theoretici. We ar deeply concerned with
the practical problems of American busmiesi-its owners manage ,
and workers. K strong national economy is the indis e founda-
tion for our national icurity, and for our efforts to organic a reliable
peace. Promotion of our national economic growth has been an objec.
tive of our foreign policy since Benjamin Franklin first went abroad as
our first Am= or to stimulate the trade of this country.

Five years ago especially I instructed our chiefs of mission abroad
to take an active Personal role in assisting American firms to expand
export market.. Where our product. have been subjected to un-
warranted restrictions, we have negotiated to remove such restrictions.
I, myslf, on one occasion made a tp to Bonn to discus chickens with
the Chancelior of the Federal Republic of Germany.

I might insert here just a comment, Mr. Chairman: we am aware
of the variety of restrictions to America export. that we find in other
eountrie; and we ar constantly rT"li with those. I think never a
week goes by without some rnious discussion with other govern-
ment. about some of the very restrictions which you talked about. I
am not a that, in a sens, we are the 6nly offender or aeonliz, E" ing the ofender in this ray mplex m er.
TWr is much to be done In tm= of what oter govanmnts ae

I /MPORT QUOTAS LtO/IMATION
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tared to do on their side to open up the channels of more liberal

We have greatly expanded our programs to assist American business.
men to do more business abroad. Over 10,000 trade opportunities a
year are uncovered by the U.S. Foreign Service and duseminated to
the US. business community through Department of Commerce
facilities

All dynamic businessmen want more busines--for them, there is
no such thin as enough. This quality has had a lot to do with the
growth and 1erormance of our economy. But resort to political action
to obtain governmental intervention in behalf of a particular industry
raises serious problems, when one of the consequences would be damage
to some other American producers. If, as a nation, we wish to sell, we
must buy. Realistically, we cannot talk about chipping away half of
the Kennedy round without talking about long the benefits of the
other half.

Let us suppose that all or most of the restrictions on imports cur-
rently being considered were put into effect. What would other coun-
tries do? Would they issue protests, make nasty speeches and criticize
us? They would do a great deal more than that. They would undoubt-
edly strike back. Nor would this be an unfriendly act on their part.
Indeed, a number of our leading trading partners, with all of whom we
have the closest political ties,-have a dy submitted formal diplo-
matic notes to the Department of State expressng their very great
concern about the poesle impairment of trade concessions negotiated
with us if the bills under consideration were to become law. Australia,
for example, drew our attention to its estimate that 60 percent of
Australia s exports to the United States would be affected if these
restrictive measures were applied.

Retaliation would simply be what is pemtted by the rules of the
game as that game is now practiced by some seventy countries account-
ing for about 85 percent of world trade. I refer, of course, to the
Genral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade-the GATT.

The GATT is essentiay a code of conduct for fairplay in inter-
national trade. The United States played a major role in its negotia-
tion in 1947. Like many of the great initiatives of the early post-
World War II days, it reflected a conviction that there must surely
be a better way to organize man's affairs than had been the case im
the preteding decades of self-centered nationalism. In the area of
international trade policy, the GATT represents an attempt to prevent
a repetition of some of &le economic blunders of the 193's.

The GATT does this by establishing a legal framework for the
stability of trade concessions negotiated in good faith among sovereign
countries. We accord others access to our market in return for the
right of our exporters to sell in their markets. If we impair the access
we have agreed to give others, two courses of action are available
under the GATT. We ourselves can offer reductions of our import
barriers on other products equivalent in trade value to the imare
concession. Or the foregn country can withdraw concessions affecting
an equivalent trade value for American exports in the foreign market.
This may sound a bit comp kcated-the legal lnguag of the GATT
is much more compliated-but the idea is clear. It i retaliation-by
agreement among al pa in advance, that recve action by
one party entitles the grieved party, as a matter of legal right, to
Compensatory action.

10
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As this committee knows, the administration's authority to nego.
tiate reductions of our trade barrrn expired on June 30 of this year.
What would happen today if we were to impose new trade or tigter
quotas affecting $86.3 billion or more of our imports? The prospectswould be nothing short o appalling.

As we would be unable to offer compensate reductions of other
trade barriers because our authority has expired, foreign countries
would automatically and promptly remove an equivalent value of
trade conesions granted to the Uiited States either in the Kennedy
round or in earlierngotiations. Moreover-and I would like to stress
this poit because I fear it i not well understood in this country-we
could not choose the sectors which foreign government, might select
for increased barriers against our exports. Many foreign governments
would be likely to make it as iful as possible for us, hoping thereby
to bring us to our senses, as they wouldsee it.

We have the sovereign right, of course, to impose restrictions to pro-
tect particular sectors of our economy, but we have no control over
who will pay the costs. Thus a congressiomal decision to isolate our
steel industry from foreign competition might be paid for not just by
higher prices for steel in this country but by reduced forei sales
opportunities for our farmers our pr6ducers of machine tools, com-
puters, canned fruit, automobiles, and who knows what else. And
reduced sales opportunities for our export industries mean reduced
production, emPloyment, and profit in these industries.

We cannot act in isolation in trade policy, any more than we can in
political and military policies A way of giving this inescapable fact
of modern life the attention it deserves would be to include a separate
section on who should pay the price for proposed legislation which
at restrivtin foreign access to our market Just to illustrate it, such a
section or title might express the sense of Congress that if foreign
countries do not consider the United Stat es inhs ficted sflaciet
pUnishment upon itself by requiring its citizens to pay higher prices
for the particular product, then it is hoped that retaliation will be
focused on certain specified U.S. export items which the Congress
feels are best able to suffer the consequences Of course, for interests
probably would not respect such advice-indeed would-no doubt
deliberately select other more vulnerable taets. But, by including
some such provision in the bill or the legislative record, Congress
would cause the public to face the fact that there are penalties for
restrictive trade legislation.

Let's examine for a moment what some of those costs might be. It
is a very complicated statistical task to match up domestic production,
exports, imports, and employment. Therefore our statistical compila-
tions for these interrelationships have a long leadtim. The figures I
will give in a moment are a bit dated-1964--but that has the effect
of m rather than exaggerating the possible consequences.
We exported computers valued at $369 million in 194-this was 18

r ent of our total domestic output in an industry of 160,000 workers.
ports of tractors valued at $188 million accounted for. 20 percent of

the output of our farm machine industry of 147,000 employees; 14
percent of our domestic output of commercial refrigeration equipment
amountingto $ million was exported that year from an industry
with 70,000 employees. There a inumi abnle other examples in the
industrial sector, which we can-mater on whic we mn furnish to
the 0o0mmitteu.
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For agricultural products more up-to-datef are available.U.S. commercial sales abroad, not food-aid, in fiscal year 1966, included
feed grains valued at $923 million, oils and seeds valued at $826 million,
fruits and vegetable6 $371 million, wheat and flour at $344 million,
tobacco $264 million, cotton $246 million, rice $127 million, and many
others. These are, I repeat, commercial sales.

Which of these sectors of our economy do you think is prepared to
have a smaller market, reduced sales, lower pries, lower profits, and
a shorter workweek in exchange for insulating other sectors of our
economy from import competition?

If we keep out our imports, foreigners will keep out our exports,
which means reduced employment for AmI As trade barriers
rise, there will be an increased incentive for our own entrepreneurs
to establish or buy up subsidiaries abroad in order to ge inside the
barriers erected against our direct exports. Again, this would mean
fewer jobs for Americans. Our farmers don't have this option; they
simply have smaller sales and lower prices. Thus, trade restrictions
do not help keep jobs here; they, it seems to us do just the opposite.

Our domestic economy, our rade police , and our forein relations
can and do survive occasional departures Trom the objectives we have
pursued for so many years. We have had what are called escape clause
actions over the years-not many but not insificant in trade terms.
Thee exception procedures provide additional time for industries
to adjust to import competition. Other countries also do thing from
time to time which adversely affect our trade and ive rise to
diplomatic complaints. But as I indicated, these have ben actions
which attract attention because they have been genuinely exceptional.
We are currently confronted with an array of protectionist appeals
which, if the Congres were to succumb, would constitute not an
exception to, but a reversal of, policy. It would be beyond the bounds
of plausibility for us to argue international that US. trade restrio-
tionsaffectig $5 or 8 b 'on or more of our imports were just an
exception. That is the immense volume we think might be involved
if we were to further restrict all forms of textiles, steel, petroleum,
watches, meat, dairy p ucts, and lead and since. All of our trading
partners-and virtually all of them would be affected-would inter-

T such a move, correctly I believe, as a fundamental shift in
Xmocaa trade policy.
The particular foim of protection being sought by most of the

special interest groups is that of quotas. Quotas are illegal under the
GATT except under certain carefully prescribed circumstances, which
do not cover the kind of sweeping protection currently pending in the
Conrs. The general GATT prohibition against quotas was adopted

g a American insistence-it has always been regarded as one of
the GATT's greatest achievements. This is because the absolute
limitations impod by quotas are a far more drastic interfeence with
market forces than even high tariffs which can be overcome by in-
creasing efficiency, reducing cats, or offering a product with special
design, quality or other features. However, no amount of efficiency or
"4genuity can overcome a quota, and the resulting monopoly position
of domestic producers reduces the incentive for cost reduction and
product improvement. In addition to these disadvantages quotas
are difficult and costly to administer.

I should like to offer an observation as to the intattioma IfSot .
bility of some of the proposals now pending before the Sateo

12
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of them would give the administration a few months to negotiate
so-called voluntary restraints with foreign governments, fa which
the quotas would be imposed by the United States-and in a more
restrictive form. It is difficult for me to visualize a "negotiation" on
this basis. In relations between friendly countries, there is always a
reluctance to negotiate under threat, and we ourselves would be under
the threat of retaliation at the end of the ,day. Thus, while there is an
aura of reaonableness in some of these bills it is in my opinion a false
one. I have commented on some of the economic costs of trade re-
strictions. There would be other costs which are equally important
to me in my capacity as Secretary of State. They, wouldtear at the
fabric of international cooperation and economic development we
have so carefully nurtured over the years in our efforts to build a more
peaceful world for future generations.

A reversion to a protectionist policy would nullify 20 years of our
efforts in Western Europe to build up a healthy partner able to defend
itself and join us in meeting the vast needs in other parts of the world.
A massive outbreak of trade restrictions in the United States would
turn Western Europe inward a against us because they would have
no realistic alternative. This would have incalculable consequencesfor our political ad military positions. Economica.ly, it would destroy
the great initiative of John F. Kennedy embodied in the Trade Expan-.
sion Act of 1962 and the multilateral achievement which bershi

name: the Kennedy round. My colleague, Bill Roth, will speak to
this point in more deta.

To many poor nations of other continents, an outbreak of tiade
restrictions in America would occasion more than just despair. They
too would retaliate with such weapons as they pose, economic s
well as political.

The wteratonal political ramifications of our trade policy a a
weighty factor in the daily conduct of foreign relations. A very ge
number of foreign ministers expressed their great anxiety to me in
New York just a few weeks ago about where li country is going on
trade policy. The subject of trade policy was one of the fo&al points of
the Joint United StsJapan Cabinet Committee meeting in Wasb-
ington last month. Earlier in the year, when I acpompaied the
President to the meeting of chiefs of state of the Inter-American system
at Punta del Este, t e policy was again a major topic of dicusson
and on the part of our Latin-American friends, a matter of ipavest
concern. Thii is .o because we in this country, with our continental
market and vasi indigenous natural resources, could get by without
foreign trade if-end it is a very big "if"-w--e were willing to forgo the
benefits of competition and pay the costs of substitutes, fewer choices,
higher prices, lower profits, and reduced employment. We would have
a poorer life. Perhaps it would be endwibl-lthough we cannot
lightly dismiss the danger of precipitating a serious depression. In
any event, most other countries ar more dependent on fegn trade
than we are. For many of them, it is a life-or:death matter. Therfore,
they watch the trend of opinion in this country with an 1aous eye
for the sign of a shift in trade policy which could be disastrous for
them.

I have tried to assure my foreign coll-Ag that AmeA will
not repudiate its liberal trad policy. I havi-told them that it is n
human that those who benefit from our lbera trade policy remain
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rather satisfied but, unfortunately, also rather quiet, while those
who feel themselves under some pressure, real or imagined, speak
with a loud voice and try to enlist action by Congress to revise our
basic police . I have asured them as forcefully as I know how that
this n traction thinks this would be a great mistake.

It os my earnest hope, Mr. Chairman, that these hea:'ings will
help clear the air in ths country and abroad as to where the United
States stands on tirade policy. The adminstration is opposed to a
retreat into protectionism because it will harm our domestic economy,
injure rather than help our labor force, contribute to inflationary
presures, and un min our foreign policy by breeding hostility
and discontent when we need peace and cooperation. That would be
far, far too high a price to pay. Instead of tearing down the trade
policy that has helped so much to increase our annual exports from
the vy low level during the depression to over $30 billion last year
and helped provide new job opportunities for our industry and
farmers, we-the executive branch and the Congres-should be
working together to strengthen that policy and improve it to meet the
new tasks of the coming decades.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My colleague, Mr. Udall,
has a statement.

STATIXIT OF NON. STEWART L. VDA 1L UITANR OF T=

Secretary UDALL. Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement and
I would like to have it appear in its entirety, and to save time I amto skip a few paragraphs and hit the hhlights.

W Chairman, I share Secretary Rusk's concern over the damage
that might be done to our economy and to our foreign relations by
this legWation.

As far as commodities under my authority I am particularly con-
cerned that action to erect more barriers at this time would incite
retaliation from abroad with respect to commodities which we export.
Coal is a good case in point. We have ample reserves of coal which
can compete effectively in the world marketplace, provided artificial
trade barriers are not erected. But if we are in the process of plac-
ing impediments in the path of international trade, are we not
inviting-indeed insuring-sinilar action by other countries?

Exports of U.S. coal earn about one-half billion dollars annually
as a credit toward the U.S. balance of payments. During the past
5 y coal exports have stabilized at approximately 50 million tons
annually--an unprecedented level in a nonemergency period. This
remarkable record has been achieved despite the existence of coal
trade barriers in several of the major importing countries. To most
nations in which barriers do not exist or have been relaxed, U.S. coal
has registered significant gains, and there are positive indications of
further relaxation in the next few years. We have been working on
that constantly.

Recent studies of foreign market potentials for U.S. coal indicate
possibilities for increasing exports to 80 million tons or more annually,
provided we are not prevented from competing. Restriction of imports
of other commodities and products to this country would tend to
create more restrictive coal import policies in those countries which
now have them, but more importantly Auch action would probably

14
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encourage the adoption of restrictive policies by countries which are
now increasing their imports of U.S. co.

Similarly, we are opposed; to the enactment of such measure as
8. 289 which would provide for the impction of quotas on imports
of lead and zinc. Our reasons are set out mn sono detail in a separate
statement which, with your permison, I would like to offer for the
record here.

(The statement referred to appears at p. 524.)
Trade restrictions have been covered in genera. However, there is

one point which has been mentioned only briefly upon which I should
expand. I am speakin of one exception under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and TradeQuotas are illegal under GATT except for cer-ta specified circumstances. A very notable one is the national secu-
rityof the nation involved and oil falls under this exMeption. In fact
I hate to see a lot of it discussed an a matter of trade.1 think oil should
be discussed strictly as a matter of national security. Imports of oil
from abroad are controlled-and are permitted entry only within a
quantitative restriction.

I would like to state here my firm view that, in the present world
petroleum situation, oil imports should be controlled in the interests
of our national security. I think there has always been a strong case
for this and there is today. This is the paramount, the only reason
why such imports are controlled. In no sens does this position alter
my views with respect to opposing trade barriers geneily. But in
the case of oil, our security would-be jeopardized un we have a
strong, healthy, domestic ol industry, cap be of meeting the demands
of any conceivable emergency. One only has to look at the Middle
East and what happened there a few months ago; Isr@a had to win orlose a war in a matter of days because of the fact that the mobility
of their machines rested on very limited supplies of petroleum andI
just use this to underscore what I mean.

This we could not do if low-cost oil from petroleum-exporting
countries were to flood this country, with consequent damage to our
ow:n energy-producing industries.

The reltionship between our national security and adequate sup-
plies of oil is dear. On this score, it suffices to point out that oil is
practically the sole source of energy for transportation-both civilian
anid military, and we are a highly mobile Nation.

Adequate domestic supplies depend upon exploration and dis-
coveries and these activities will not be carried on in the absence of an
adequate market for domestic production.

It was with these circumstances in mind that in 1957 the President's
Special Committee To Investigate Crude Oil Imports reported to
President Eisenhower that taking all factors into consideration our
national security requires the maintenance of some reasonable balance
between imports ad domestic production at this time, and as a result
of that, the President took action that ended in 1959 in the mandatory
program under Presidential proclamation. The report to President
Eisenhower is as follows:

Your committee recognize that there ae important foreign policy aspects to
the problem o limiting petrMeum ImportL The oil reserves and production capso.
itles of other frem nations, a well a our own, are Important to our national
security. A number of countries inevitably depend in vwin degree upon access
to our domestic market for their petroleum exports andit must be recognized
that it is also in the Intermt of our national security that our allies and frWnd
have healthy and expanding economies. It Is believed, however, that taking all
fators into onside tion, our natonal security requires the maintenance of some
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reaoab balanm btwen oe and dmestle luatlon at this tim. In
light ot the feesoi aidrtions our BaAr framed with the
oetve of limiting imports in order to maintain such a balance and yet to allow
oth nations to paticopto in the vth ot our domestic demand to a dope.

Bosse With OW naioascrity.
An attempt was made to attain a reasonable balance in 1957 to

1958 through the voluntary program recommended by the Commnittee.
The attempt failed. The President was advised by the Director of
the Office of Civil Defense and Defense Mobilization that, in his
opinion, "crude oil and the principal crude oil derivatives and by-
pioducts are being imported in suc quantities and under such ew-
cumstances a to threaten to impair the national security," and
mandatory controls were imposed under the authority of the Trade
Agreements, Extensaun Act of 1958.

In my judgment, the recent Mideast crisis had no harmful impact
on our economy or on our ability to carry on the conflict in Vietnam
largely because the United States was not dependent upon foreign
oil. Our oil industry was healthy and capable of meeting the increased
demands placed on it, including assistance to Canada and Western
Europe during recent months.

Mi. Chairman, I understand this conmtittee has asked me to
furish the background of the oil import program. I have here what
started out to be a brided history' but even a brief history of such a
complicated subject is rather long. I request, therefore, that this
"history" be inserted in the record at this point and I will Pum&rie

the high iiute before I motion soe furthr details on oil ii genera
with s*eific reference to the oil import control program.

Brieify summanng the past, after World War IS was over, there
was a rush of drilling activity not only in the United States, but
throughout the world. Huge reserves were discovered, particularly in
Venezuela and the Middle East, and later in north and west Africa.
The United States for the first time became a net importer of oil in
194& From that point on, imports continued to increase with inter-
ruptions during the Korean war and Sues crisis of 19"-57. The con-
cern over these rapidly increasing import. resulted in efforts by the
Government to restrict imports through voluntary action.

A formal voluntary oil iinport program was instituted in 1957 but
it failed. I see no particular point in going into the reasons why this
failed. It is enough to say that it did fsi and this failure was recognized
by all concerned. The result was that the mandatory oil import pro-
grant was placed in effect on March 10, 1959.

The level of imports in district I-IV--the oa east of the Rocky
Mountain--was originally set at 9 percent of demand. In the fall f
1962 the proclamation wow am eded to provide that the imlprts into
districts [-IV would be limited to 12.2 percent of domestic production.
Some members of this Committee were involved in that arrangement,
this became eLfective for the year 1963, and in the following year this
was changed to 12.2 percent of estimated production.

The levd of imports into district V-the west coast and Arizona,
Nevada, Alaska and Hawaii-- a crude deficit arm, was set at the differ-
ence between domestic supply and total demand, with overland oil
from Canada counting as a part of the supply. In other words, offshore
imports were to be used to fill the supplyadeiand ap.

Now a bri word on overland imports. Shortly ter the mandatory
program began, it was felt that the national security apeets of the
program made it neessary to recogase the relative security of Western
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He'" '---hero oil production which could be deliverel directly to the
United 8tatas by land. Rectnizing this fact of life, the proaamtion
was amet iMtely amended to exempt from ie licensing require.
ments of the progru oil imlxrted ov.rlawd from the country of
origin. Oil imported from Mexwo under this exemption is limited to
30000 barn er day by agremuent with the official Mexican oilageney.MPW% . .. _(, - .k ... ,_•...

Oil is imported overland from Canada to disrie V via trans.
mountain pipeline and to districts I-IV mainl, via the interprovincial.
Lakehead pipeline system. This oil supplim referies along the
northern border in Puget Sound--d~trict V-end in St. Paul Minn.,
Superi, Wi.; Alma and Detroit, Mich. Toledo, Ohio, and bufalo
N.Y., four district. I-IV. This is a thumbnail sketch and if I may I
would like to show something of the impact of the program as brky
as I can. I have a number ofchart; they are attached to your state .
meant, but we also have them here and I just want to very quickly
hit some hwhligh

They will indicate the extent of increased imports from Canada,
virtually all of which, it mWht be pointed out, s delivered b pipe-
lines, the same as the majority of oil is delivered from U.S. oileldS to
refining centers. I "nught idd that as far as the eat coast is concerned,
the rehning centers tere are mainly depeudent on crude oil received
by tanker frum the gulf coast or from a .

The level of ipr.into Puerto Rico is set to provide for the
demand on the isand, exports to foreign croas, and limited shipments
to the United State.

This, in brief, is a thumbnail sketch of the oil import program and
it. development over the years. Now, if I may, I would like to show
something of the im act of the program.

The Cwuaxw. Might I suggest that those charts be placed
over here in this corner, so everyone in the room can see them!

CHART 1
FREE FOREIGN CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION AM)
US SPORTS OF CRUDE AND UNSHED OILS

4. 0 IG DI 54 54 De if 6, 4. #4
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Secretary UDALL. Since World War II the growth of oil production
outside the United States has been tremendous. An shown in this
first chart, free foreign production has increased from 2 million barrels
per day in 1946 to more than 18 million barred per day in 1966;
and nuree than one-half of this production has resulted front wtivities
of U.S.-owned companies that have done a really remarkable job
in helping other countries develop those resources.

Senator SmATHEps. May I ak, yo*. have on the chart here foreign
production running from zero to 20 and on the bottom you have
U.S. import. Does that reflect what U.S. production is? Why did you
shift from production to import.?

seret~ar UDALL. No, this i showing, Senator, merely the imports
to the United States over this same period. It is really the postwar
period and that has shown a tremendous growth of production and
yet imports into the United States--

Senator SMATHZIIS. They are not importing a great deal more, or
we are not importing a great deal more, but they have a great deal
more production.

Secretary UDALL. That is precisely it. And the world consumption
of petroleum has increased enormously during this period.

Oil production in this area is prolific compared to the United State.
For example, it is not uncommon for a well in the Middle East to
produce more than 5,000 barrels per day while the average production
ger wellin theUnitedStatesisabout2 barrels per day, and any welltates is consider to be extremely good. Imports nito the UnitedStts have remained almost constantL, in relation to domestic pro-

duction since the inauguration of the mandatory oil import program in
1959.

Our second chart shows the international flow of petroleum in 1988.
Oil is by far the largest commodity in international trade and, as
shown by the arrows on this chart, by far the largest flow of oil is
from the Middle East to Europe and to Far Eastern art As you
can see from the chart, most of the oil moving into the United States
comes from our neighbors in the Western Hemisphere.

is
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The third chart shows U.S. oil imports in 1966; what they were,
whore they came from, and where they entered the United State.
Total imports into the United Statea in 1966 were 2,316,000 barrels
per day. Of this quantity, the most important segment was crude
il and unfinished ois which amounted to 1,335,000 barrels per day.
Residual fuel oil imports were 882,000 barrels per day aid other
petroleum product. constituted 98,000 barrels per day.

CuT 3

OIL IMPORTS 1966 If
WHAT THEY WEI

WHERE THEY W
WMLA

OWN d. toM

?hZ .Aa

J/3

wasr seasr ! flrLST6sr k

The origin of our imports during l is shown in the last portion of
the chart which indicate that our largest source of imports, 1 208,000
barrels per day, or almost one-half, come from Venezuela. Imports
from the Midde East were 318,000 barrels per day, or about 3 percent
of total U.S. consumption. There has been a myth around that we
are dependent on the Middle East for our petroleum supply. This is
3 percent of the total and we just demonstrated during the past
summer that when that is cut off or seriously reduced wedid't even
break the stride. In other words, we have the stsegth and capacity
to handle any reduction of that order.

Imports from Canada were 387,000 barrels per day, nearly all of
which came in by pipeline. From other Western Hemisphere coun-
tries, such as Colombia and Mexico, we received 235,000 barrels per
day, and from other Eastern Hemisphere countries, such as Libya,
Nigeria, and Indonesia, 168,000 barrel per day were received. Most
of the oil from oversee areas was imported into the east coast.

This fourth chart shows that our source of imports into district.
I-IV has shifted d the 8 years we have had an iport rormL.
Imports from the Mi2 dle FAs have not changed ap whle
imports from Canada have grown rapidly. There have been some

0
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real discoveries in Canada as you know. Imprt. from the new pro.
ducing field in Africa have grown in recent years while crude oil
imports from Venezuela have declined. However, while not shown on
thshart, the decline an crude imporw from Venezuela have been
offset by incres residual fuel oil imports from tha country.
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The fifth chart illustrates the operation of the oil import program
in district V, which is the west coast area and includes Alaka, Hawaii,
Nevada, and Arixona. Domestic production on the west coast re.
mained static through 1964 but in the last few years has Mcre
signitc.ndy while imports from overseas areas have decreased. The
future of domestic production also looks promising due to exteuive
exploration in west coast offshore areas and with production inAk mince sing rapidly. %A T(W5551( ~CHAT 8

DISTRICTS I-IV PRODUCTION & IMPORTS
(EX RESD)

4AF CAML
CN

Our last chart shows production and imports in districts I-I, the
area east of the Rocky M1ountains During the life of the oil import
program from 19659 thr last yea, domestic production has in
creased from about 7 million barrels per day to over 8J4 million
barrels per day. Imports in the same period increased from 873,000
barrels per day to 1,027,000 barrels per day. As this chart illustrates
for the whole perid, the oil import program has restricted controlled
imports to an avenrap of about 12.2 percent of domestic production.
I want to say this is represented in mny judgment in terms of the
work we have had to do, the cooperation with other nations, a very
substantial accomplshet. If we exclude the first year of the

The CHRAnub. Does that calculation include district V?
Secretary UDALL. No, this is district I-lIV, Mr. Chairman. If we

exclude the first year of the program which we should because controls
did not apply for the first part of that year the Average for the period
is 12.18 peent. In other words, we got slgtyunder the 12.2 percent.
We believe that maintenance of a 12.2 percent ratio of imports to

production in districts I-lIV demonstrates that there is no need for such
leiltion as is proposed by 8. 2332.
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One of the main provisions of S. 2332 would change the basic au-

thority for controlling import to a rigid public law instead of by a
Presidential proclamation which allows flexible action under adminis-
trative techniques that have worked extremely well for nearly a decade.
I submit that experience under three Presidents shows early that the
flexibility inherent in the present p rograin has enabled us to achieve
the national security objectives of the program.

I pointed out earlier that the national security foundation of the
mandatory oil import control program requires that we "preserve
to the greatest extent posble a vigorous, healthy petroleum industry
in tie United States," while we, at the sauie time, prevent serious
dishations "in oil industries elsewhere which also have an impact
bearing on our own security * $ 0." Our security also includes the
security of their areas. Thii philosophy, most recently, was the basis
for activating the voluntary agreement under the Defense Production
Act to assure adequate petroleum supplies to Western Europe and
other free countries of the world.

Other oil producing areas, particularly those in the Western
Hemisphere, are our good customers for exports of all products. We
are convinced and emphasize therefore that imposition of rigid con-
trols pursuant to fixed formula would not only result in serious reper-
cuions in our for en relations with those friindly to us, most closy
to us, but would adversely affect continued growth of our exports by
inviting retaliatory action on the part of our major trading countries.

Since we have maintaed import. administratively over the whole
period of the program at about 12.2 percent of domestic production,
which is the principal aim of S. 2332, we find no need for such legisla
tion. Our principal concern in Interior is a means of ineasin our
reserves, and maintaining our productive and refining ltyook-
ing toward the future everincreasing demand for petroleum energy

A review of the past indicates we have succeeded in maintinin a
healthy petroleum industry which within the past 3 months has
demonstiated its ability to meet an international petroleum emergency
and meet it very effectively and we will in my judgment. This has been
done under the existing orgram. We believe the enactment of . 2332
would serve no beneficial purpose but would only make it more
difficult to meet unexpected contingencies, and create a whole host of
new pressures and problems for consumers on the east coast in par.
ticular, for the U.S. petroleum industries as a whole.

I thank you.
(Background material supplied by Mr. Udall follows:)

BACKOUOUND OF TUB MANDATIORT OIL IMoat PRoOGAN

After World War I there was a general belief that the United States eventually
would be forced to depend upon foreign sources for the bulk of its petroleum.
Accordingly, no effort was made to restrict oil imports, which by 1921 had risen
to 28% of domestic demand. In the late 1920s domestic exploration resulted in the
discovery of large reserves and changed the domestic supply-demand balance from
shortage to surplus. Excessive domestic production coupled with unrestricted
imports led to Federal action in 1932, when there were imposed import duties of
21 cents barrel on crude oil and residual fuel oil, and duties in excss of $1.00
per barrel on gasoline, motor oil and lubricating oil.

Import dutis proved to be an IneffeeUve barrier to increasing volumes of
iniported oil. Although excise tam* were at their highest in 1932-1933, the
Government, under the National Industrial Recovery Act, imposed mandatory
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quantitative restrictons on oil imports and domestic production. During the
period f the restrictions, the Government limited such imports to approuimately
III percent of 1982 domestic demand. Subsequently th ntdStates bcMe a
1kr-exporter r Achn peak of 680 MIU n 19K& These exports were eroded

n6Allaation bea ant porter in 91 because of large foreign discovere,
parteularmy V and the Midl-Est.

In July 194. the Pesident e an Advisory Cmttee oan rgy
Supply and Resources Poliy. The committee was directed to make a study on
energy supplies and resourceln the United Stato "with the aim oftrgthening
the national defense providing ordery growth and a supplies for our

panding national economy and for any future emerpncy.In Februay 195 the committee ported and ex the beef: "that If
the Imports o crude and residual oils should exceed Miilfcany the respective
proportions that thes imports of oils bore to the prodution otdmsUcrude
WiI In 1954 the domestfuels situation could be so impaired as to endanur the
orderly industrial growth which assums the military and civilian supisand
reserves that are necemry to the national defems. There would be an adequate
Incentive fo exlration and the discovery of new sources af supollee.

On June 21 19554 section 7 of the Trade Agrements Exteuion Act of 1955
became law. Ghl stutory provision required the- Director of the Office of
Defense Mobilisation to advi the President whenever the Director had "reason
to believe that any article is e ported into the United States in such
quantities as to threaten to impai national security."#

Following thereceip of such advice, the Presidest wa autbarleed to make an
lavespaton ad, f h found an artice was being Imported In such quantities
as tothreatnto mpir the uational security, he was authorised to adjust the
mpos of such article to a level that would obviate the threat

Augus of 1956 the Director of ODM called the attention of companies
Importing oil both to section 7 of the Trade Agrement. Act of 1955 and to the
recommendations of the Advisory Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources
Policy and theater, in effect, requested that sporting omaies restrct their

p in accordance with the committee's lommdatio. The Advisory
Committee and the Direetor continued to keep the situation under surveillanc
and on several occasions issued warnings to importing as with respect to
the quautity of o pra for importation.

Fo owg&a"hear-on a petiton filed by the Independent Petroleum Amo.
elation of Ame a that the Impoton of oi threatened to impair the
national security, the D o o 0DM, in December 1964, issued a statement
that evidence preented at the hearing "onfArmed the conclusion that Import.
in excess of the (Advisory) Committes recommendations would threaten to
ImpAIr the national security" and that of the ompanIs
recently filed with the Office of Defense 11-sion show '~ PAW"
had formulated for 1967, I carried out, would be coaM to the C1ommittee s
recommendations and would constitute a threat to our national security." How-
ever, because at the Sues crisis in 1966, the Diretor suspended action on the
petition Aled by IPAA.

In April 1967, following the resolution of the Sues ri, the President was
advised by the director 6f ODM that he had reaon to believe that crude oil
was being imported into the United States in such quantities a to threaten, to
Impar the national security. The President, agreeing with the advice given him
by the Director, stated that he would cause an investigation to be made, and
asked the Director to Investigate the possibility of the limitation of imports of
crude oil by individual voluntary action. Thereafter the President appointed a
six-man Special Committee to Investigate Crude Oil Imports. This committee
was headed by the Secretary of Commerce and included the 8ecretaries of State,
Defense, Treasury, Interior, and Labor. In July of 1967, the "pcial Committee
advised the President that a limitation on imports of crude ou was required In
the Interest of the national security. The committee recommended a plan for
voluntary limitation of Imports into the area east of the Rookies (Diettricts I-IV).

The committee observed that the West Coast (District V) was a crude deficit
area and that the level of imports must be such as to make up the difference
between the demand and the quantity of domestic crude oil available to that
area. While the committee did not Initially propose voluntary restrictions on
oil Imports Into District V It subsequently took such action. The 8pedial Com-
mittee also recommended that new importers should have an opportunity to
enter and share In a reasonble manner in the United States market. The oom-
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mittee's recommendations were approved by the President and the Department of
the Interior was chosen to administer the oluntary Ol Import Program.

In the latter part of 198, it became evident that the Voluntary Ol Import
Program was not accomplihing the desired purpose. This failure was attributed
to excessive Imports by a few companies P not ;oplyng with the voluntary program
and increased lmawts of uin ished oil and prdut&.

On January 1969 the Secetary of State and the Deputy Secretary ot
Defense requested the Direetor of 0CDM to conduct an investiption of the airee
upon the national security of imports of crude ol, Its derivatives and products.
On February 27, 1959, the Director reported to the President that, in accordance
with this invetigaton pursuant to Sectin 8 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 198, crude oil and the principal crude oil derivatives and products wer
being Imported in such quantities and under such circumstance as to threaten to
lmmplr the national Security.

n Mrh ,1969, the Special Committee to Invesut Crude Oil Imports
submitted a report to the President recommending a program Impming mandstory
eorls on crude oil and on liquefied petroleum gases, gaolne, ker.see, jet fuel,
distillate fuel oi, lubricaings rei l fuel o , and uapha The Committee
recommended that, In Districts I-IV, the level of Imports of crude oil, unfinished
oils and finished products, other than residual fuel oil, be limited to 9 pecnt
of total demand for Petroleum Products in those districts, (clnm ed to 12.2%
of production in 1962) and that imports of finished products should not excee
the 1937 levelIn Distrct Vthe level of Imports of crudeoiA unflnseolsand
fished products, was to be limited to such an amount as, when added to domestic
production and supply, would approximate total demand in the Distriet. The
Committee further sated that Imports of crude oil and finished products into
Puerto Rico should be limited to the level of Imports during all or part of the year
1958. While the Committee recommended that imports of residual fuel oil be set
at the 1957 level, it also recommended that the Secretary of the Interior keep such
imports under reviw and that he be authorized to adjust the level of such imports.
The Committee's report contained other recomm dations on other aspects 6 tho

grath icgrallocatio of imports. The President, on March! 19AK;;tion 3279, which in substance arried into effect the Specia
Committee's reoommendations.

On March 10, 1959, in Jewing Prsdential Proclamation 3279, the President
"tted:"The new program is deds d to insure a stable, healthy indutry in the United
States capable of exploring for and developing new hemisphere n.eryes to replace
those being depleted. Thi basis of the new program, like that for the voluntay
program is the certified requirements of our national security which make it
necesary that we preserve to the greatest extent possible a vigorou4 healthy
petroleum industry in the United &Lates.

"In addition to serving our own direct security interests, the new program will
asoo help prevent severe dislocations in our own country as well as in oil Industries
elsewhere which also have an important bearing on our own security. Petroleum.
wherever it may be produced in the free world, is important to the security, not
only of ourselves but also o the free ple of the world everywhere.

"During the past few years, a surplus of world producing capacity had tended
to disrupt free world markets, and, unquestionably, revere disruption would have
occurred in the United States and elsewhere except for cutbacks in United Stae
production under the conservation programs of the various state regulatory bodies.

"The voluntary controls have been and the mandatory controls will be flexibly
administered with the twin alms of sharing our large and growing market on an
equitable basis with other reducing areas and avoiding disruption Of normal
patterns Of iternato a .

The Cwa wx . Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Now, Seretary Freeman.

STATIINT 01 ROM, OVILLE L. lMUAN, SCMUTAI 01
ARRIULTUR

Secretary Fauawu. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity
to talk with this committee on the vital matter of fa trade.
I use the term 11oreign trade" deliberately. We cannot ta about
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further restricting imports without talking about restricting exports.
Moreover, we cannot talk about industi trade and agriculIural
trade separately. In this context, they are not separa Is. What
happens in one sector too often has a direct impact on the other.

rom where I sit, I see this regularly. Just the other day we were
reminded by another government that what the United States does
on watch imports wil have a direct impact on whether we will be
able to export poultry yprts. It gets that specific. And the United
States does some reminding of t kind also, in its fight to keep U.S.
expor-t. high.

Tht is why I have always taken a keen interest in all our trade
actions, across the board. That is why I am alarmed at the quota
proposals before us. We seem to be losing sight of the importance of
our exports.

For 7 yeas now, we in the U.S. Department of Agriculture have
worked hard to expand our agriculture exports, and I have had the
satisfaction of s them grow from $4.5 billion in fiscal year 1960-
the year before I tok office-to a new record of $6.8 ilon in the
1961 fiscal year that ended last June. Exports for dollar climbed
from $3.2 to $5.4 billion in that period.

These agricultural dollar export earnings are important-
To the country as a whole. Only a few months ago, when we were

t about the U.S. balance of payments, Secretary Fowler told
me that we would long since have faced a national economic crisis of
gave proportions-that the value of the dollar would have been
seriously indermined-were it not for the substantial flow of dollars
into our accounts from agricultural exports;

To industyA and commerce. Without them, farmers would not have
maintained industrial farm inputs at their high levels; transport,
banking, insurance, and port activities would -have been at lower
levels;

A to farmers most especay. Without these export dollars, farm
income would have sufferid severly.

The exports facts should by now be well known by all farmers. But
let me repeat them.

Production of one out of every four cropland acres harvested is

sports provide employment for one out of every eight farm-
workers; they account for 17 cents out of the farmer's market dollar.

Farm exports have been increasing at a rate substantially higher
than domestic consumption of farm products. An increasing per-
centage of many farm products is being exported. For five major farm
products, exports exceed 40 percent of the value of farm sales.

And when commercial faim exports for dollars are compared to
farm imports, the farmer clearly comes out ahead. Out of our total
agricultural exports, well over $5 billion are commercial sales. These
ar dollars earned. Against this we have around $2.5 billion of agri-
cultural imports that are more or less directly competitive with our
agriculture-meat, wool, dairy products, sugar, and so on. We could
say these are dollars spen t us, for every $2.50 imported, we export
$5 commercially. We have a good business. And a lot to lose.

A continuing climb in U.S. exports is more important to American
farmers than to any other major segment of our economy. If farmers
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support protectionism, they are making a serious mistake, because
they ar endangering their own export market.

These facts have been repeated over and over. Perhaps that is the
trouble. Perhaps we have aid them too often-have talked ourselves
into believing that ever-increasing exports will come to us as a matter
of course.

Well--they wil not,
Exports have not just grown. We have worked at it-hard. We have

invested money and time in market development, in product pro-
motion and in reducing foreign barriers to tiade so that we can sell
more. We continue to work hard on all fronts t4 export more and
more. The level of effort on them fronts ia-up, up, and up.

We must not be fooled by the idea that countries buy from us,
and will keep buying from us, simply because they need our products.
That is bad reasoning. There are very few of our export product.
that other countries cannot produce for themselves, or buy elsewhere,
or do without if they really want to. We fight a daily battle against
restrictionist forces in these countries all the time. Sometimes progress
is slow, but we are making progress-witness the steady climb in
a ultural export.

If other nations conclude that we are acting in an unreasonable
and protectionoist manner-that we are shutting them out of our
markets unfairly and without justification-they are not only per-
fectly willing and capable of shutting us out from theirs, they are
likely to do so.

I have spoken at some length on the problem or export. and the
noed for expanding trade, because it is absolutely cru ial for us in
agriculture. We must never overlook the impact on expo'ts when we
consider frposing import controls.

Agriculture everywhere does have special problems. Generally
speaking, all over the world farm incomes are only halt those in other
sectors of the country's economy. To help meet such problems, vir-
tually every government has stepped in with price and income and
other support programs. These in turn can have severe repercussions
on trade. To deal with these repercussions, the United States some-
times has to control imports.

But we should be certain before we act to put on controls:
That there is a clear and present need for additional rotection;
That the protective instrument chosen fits the need;
And that the dollars-and-cents cost of our action in lost exports

will not be way out of proportion to the benefit it confers on some
of our producers.

These are sensible, prgmatic tests.
Let me turn specificaly to the question of the need for additional

protection on dairy products. At the outset, it should be made clear
that we have experienced unique circumstances in daiwy as a result
of the efforts of foreign countries to protect their dairy farmers'
income.

The subject of dairy import. is of great concern to me. It is a part
of the U.S. dairy income and pice picture. No problem I have had
as Secretary has been more dfcult and more unyielding than that
of trying to achieve a stable and healthy dairy economy. The d airy
problem s also intimately related to the Department's budget; in the
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cost of the dairy price support program and the operations of the
Commodity Credit Corporation.

Dairy imports rose rapidly and very substantially, beining in
early 1966. We had become a target for countries whose dary licies
had resulted in surpluses. These wore flooded into the United States,
circumventing our import control system.

As background to this problem, let me point out that because ofsystems of high dairy support prices, protected by strict import con-
trois, production of dairy products in some fore countries had in-
creased to the point that heavy surpluses were a glut on their markets.
Under such circumstances in the EEC, for example, an export pro-
gram operates almost automatically to move these surpluses out of
the EEC at distress prices. Because of this surplus world situation,
increasing quantities of butter were entering the United States as abutterfat-sugar mixture in circumvention of theft existing U.S. con-
trols. This butterfat could not have gone to other potential markets
such as Japan, or the United Kingdom, or Canada. These all have
tight controls on imports. It came to the United States.

Because our domestic milk production was down, about a year
passed before prices dropped and the CCC started to buy heavily.

As soon as it was clear that our inventory acquisitions and expendi-
tures were going to continue to be sizable we moved to bring dairy
imports under full control-specifically to halt evasions of the aupurt
quotas established under section 22 o the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, as amended.

In March, I recommended to the President that he initiate section
22 action looking toward these objectives. In this move, we had the
full support and leadership of President Johnson, who directed the
Tariff Commission to car out the required investigation promptly
and expeditiousl -which it did.

The result, to be brief, wos to stop the flood of imports. Presidential
Proclamation 3790, issued June 30, 1967, put import quotas on those
items which had accounted for virtually all of the import upsurge.
Our purpose was to prevent these imports from interfering with our
income programs by bringing total daiiy products im. rts back to the
level which had prevailed fiom the establishment of import controls
under section 22 in 1953 until 1966. During that period, dairy imports,
taken alt gthr, were equal to something less than I percent of our
domestic dapry production.

Domestic dar pouction this year is8 expected to be about 120
billion pounds, mlk equivalent. In establishing the new dairy import
quotas, the administration has aimed at holding the dairy import
total--quota items and nonquota items combined-to approximately
1 billion pounds, milk equivalent.

While our section 22 action was being taken, we heard a lot of
sharp criticism--both of the law and the manner in which it was
b carried out. We were told that section 22 was too slow, too
cumrme to provide an effective remedy. What hes been demon-
strated is that this just not so. We faced a difficult and very complex

IOblt. both domestically and internationally; we acted under the
lM "aion; all concerned had the opportunity or a fair hearing; and
we have achieved a solution.
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In brief, section 22 has stood the test. It enables us to deal with
special agricultural problems as and when they arise-flexibly, selec-
tively, and succesfly.

Our critics sy that we cannot really control import&-that the
smart boys will always be able to find loopholes. My int is that the
situation can be ke pt under control, u the stion which we
now have, and that the recent section 22 action has demonstrated this.

The Congress has before it numerous bills, most of them identical,
to .re aicr -h-board import restrictions on all dairy producte-

Mn12uding items containing butterfat or nonfat milk solidswhich are
not usualy thought of as dairy pducts. I think we all recognize that
a blanket import ban would seriously hurt our foreign trade. Almost
surely it would provoke foreign retaliation against our farm exports.

As I judge the situation now, there is no need to pay this price. Im-
ports have been cut back to a tolerable level. We expect to kep them
there. Our foreign trading partners did not like the new control which
were applied under Presidential proclamation, but they recognized
the fact of evasion, and they have long ago aci!pted our use of section
22 to protect our farm programs from serious hijury. This is important.
It means that our foreign suppliers are much leis likely to retalite
against our exports to them when controls go on. As I see the situation
tday, we have faced the dairy import problem, and we have already
overcome it.

Let me now turn to the question of bee imports, where we also had
a special problem. In the early 1960's our only market protection was
a modest duty. We have no domestic support system. Other countries'
systems, however, were becoming more heavily supported and pro-
tective. The EEC was perfecting its variable levies; the United King-
dom had a domestic support system which made it increasgly
profitable for exporters to sell there than in the United States. Japan
had strict quotas. Thus, quantities of fresh chilled, and frozen beef
and veal were flowing to the United States from exporters who found
it impossible or much los profitable tW sell elsewhere. The heaviest
imports of these products occurred in 1963 and led to the enactment
of the meat import law of 1984 (Public Law 88-482).

The meat import law does not actually impose quotas. It sets a
target which imports cannot exceed in anyear without trigeing
quotas. If quotas are imposed, they will hod imports to a level based
on average imports in the 195943 period, adjusted to take accountof chanim "m US.production.

Theff mnit on imports under the law would be approximately 6.7
Percent of dommtic production. Actually, imports m 1966 were &6
pe-rcet of reduction, and we expect them not to exceed 5.8 percent
this year. By contrast, imports amounted to 8.6 percent of production
in 1963.

What our importers bring in by and large, is beef for manufacturing.
The price effect of this is small and falls largely on domestic cow be,
which is used for the same prpur . It ii instructive to note that
although imports have risen slightly sine 1965 U.S. cow priem have
also increasW-from $13.40 per hundredweignt 1965 to $16.60
to farmers in 1966 and $16.90 during the first 9 months of 1967. We
do not expect imports of this meat, at the levels permitted under the
law, to a any appmiabWl downward pressure on domestic cow
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prices in the years to come. The demand for manufacturing beef is
expanding rapidly. Total cow numbers on farms in the United States
have changed little since the mid-1950's and dairy cow numbers-the
main domestic source of this kind of beef in the past--have dropped
one-third over this period.

We do not believe that these import. are having any appreciable
impact on fed beef prices. They rise and fall in relation to tIe supply
of fed cattle marketed in this country. I would expect fed beef prices
to continue their upturn this winter as marketing continue to drop
off.

Currently, there are many bills pending to amend our meat import
law. These bills would impose mandatory and more restrictive annual
import quotas on such meats. They would base average annual
imports on the years 1958 through 1962, rather than the years 1959
through 1963, as now provided. They would divide annual quotas
into quarterly quotas, the unfilled portion of which may not be
carried over into the following quarter. If the most restrictive features
of the legislation presently eore Congress were implemented, it is
our estimate that the price rie on domestic cutter and canner cows
would be less than 2 percent, and on fed cattle, les than I percent.

Accordingly, I do not see the need for these changes in legislation.
Imports are at moderate levels and are meeting manufacturing beef
needs without disturbing prices. The present law will keep them at
moderate levels. The equal quarterly distribution of thp~e mandatory
quotas would tend to disrupt trade patterns unnecessarily without
really helping domestic prices.

The import controls we have now seem fully adequate to their task.
They have been accepted by our suppliers-although reluctantly. I
emplsize--reluctantly. Other countries do not care to see t heir
exports cut back. But they did recognize-and do-the special situa-
tion facing us.

Mr. Chairman, earlier I said that, before we used controls, we should
be sure there is a clear and present need for them and that their
dollars and cents costs in loss of exports are not out of proportion to
their benefit to wone of our producers. In the case of quota legislation
for dairy products and meat, I do not see a present need. The situation
is now under control, and the cost of more restrictive controls on these
products, in my judgment, would be far greater than we should pay.

arme producing for export would be hurt and dairy and beef pro-
ducers will not raly benefit.

Where imports of other agricultural commodities may be concerned,
we must apply the same down-to-earth, pragmatic tests-are the
restrictions in the best interest of the American farmer and the United
States? We should not hesitate to decide against restrictions if the
answer is clearly that they are not.

Mr. Chairman might I call to your attention and that of the
Committee that there are here in the room or in the hallway representa-
tives from five or stx major national farm commodity groups who colleo.
timely e rt about billion worth of agriculturat'commodities every
year. They do nnt necessarily subscribe to every statement I have
made here, but they are here u they stand in opposition to the
protectionism that is implicit in the legislation before this committee.

They include-and if they are here, they have indicated their will-
ingness to answer questions if the committee wishes-Herschel New-
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80,m of the National Grange, John Palmer of Tobacco Associates
Glen Pogeler of the Soybean Council of America-no Jake Hart of
tie American Soybean Association, Ken Naden of tie National Coun-
cil of Farmer Cooperatives, Joseph Parker of the Institute of American
Poultry Industries, Glen Hofer of the National Association of Wheat
Growers, and L. C. Carter of the Arkansas Rice Growers, all of whom
will express their concern and deep interest in maintaining our agri-
cultural export program.

The.C'AIRMAN. I would like those gentlemen to stand so we might
recognize them. We are happy to have them here reprepenting the
groups.

Mr. Th)wbridge?

STATEINT 0F SON. ALEXANDER 3. TROWBRIDS g,
81CRITARY 0F COMMIRCI

Sec-retary Taowmnioo. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the com-
mittee, I join with my colleagues in appreiaLting this opportunity to
discuss foreign trade policy in general and the bils before this com-
mittee. It was just 6 years ago last Wednesday that the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1902 became law. This country then embarked on a major
international trade negotiation which culminated in the Kennedy
round agreement signed in Geneva last June 30. Thee agreements
clearly represent the free world's most suetssful effort to reduce the
barriers which impede the exluuge of goods between people. Our
nationl interest, in ternis of the extra jobs created by our foreign
trade as well as positive contributions to our balance of lainients,
will be well served by these agreements.

Now, 3 months after the Kennedy round, we have before us a
number ofill which are so all encompassing that they bring into
queston the entire direction of the foreign trade policy which this
Nation has followed for more than 30 yas.

In my considered opinion, our d relation with the rest of the
world would undergo-s -serious setbG.k if these proposed measures
were approved. Certain enatment of these bils, which provide
restrictions on a wholesale bais, will provoke very serious counter-
moves against our exports. These countermoves would come at a time
when we will be trying to eliminate the many nontariff barriers to our
exports, and when so many American businesses are cooperating with
ther Government in extensive programs to promote exports and to
remove our belne-of-payment. problem in a constructive fashion.

To be sure, import quotas-as opposed to embargo or high
tariffs-do preserve some portion of the domestic market for foreign
good, However, no one is nave enough to think that thi difference
will avoid retaliatory meau by other countries a our export,.
Moreover, quota protection can do harm to our domesic economy
and consumers in that local industries become isolated from techno-
logical changes abroad and artificial price ad market conditions ar
created. It may be, of course, that unusual load circumstances can
make a good case for some form of protection in idected i stance.

However, the issue cannot be viewed only in the context of imports.
It is important to remember that our exports become imports. when
they reach foreign shores. Since we must buy if we are to seU to the
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rest of the world, it is clear that we should impose restrictions on
imports only in the exceptional cases. When we handle those problems
in a fair anid objective manner, we are able, in the vast majority of
caes, to renegofiate our international obligations and avoid retalia-
tion against our exports. We can do this because all countries confront
such difficulties and accordingly have agreed to provisions in the
GAT' for h these situations through the negotia process

The Congre has generally agreed with this appra and over the
year it has tried to r for use by the Tariff
Commsion in its investatioas of injury due to imports. The present
criteria may not nearly be the best that can bi developed, but I
think it is a completely sound concept that tariff or other forms of
relief from imports should be provided only after an objective
thorough, factual analysis and investigation..Onjy one of the broad
industry groups now proposed for import reifhas taken the o p.
portunity provided by law to put its case before the Tariff Commis-
iuon. In that inMstMe, the laid and zinc industry obtained im port3uota relief which was not terminated until 196 when the Presid.ent

determined, after a long and comprehensive review, that the situation
in the industry had improved to the point where the extra relief was no
longer emential. Even in that case, the President went to considerable
length in his 1985 statement to request the Tariff Commison to

-tr line its procedures and redouble its efforts to expedite proed-
inp in any case where delay might bar effective relieF. Obviously in
this statement the President was resmi his wish that prompt
attention be given to any further app tion for relief by this or any
other industry.

Generally, however what has happened is that over the last few
yes industries desiring restrictions on imports have claimed that
they cannot obtain the relid they need from the Commission through
the legal procedures etablished by the Congress. Instead of asking
congresss to change these pro ures, which one would expect in.the
crumstances, the appeal is for protection through legislative action.

With respect to the individ ualbills, the Secretary of Agriculture has
co eted on meat and dai proda and the Secretary of the
Interior has commented on bifli to set import quotas on petroleum as
well as lead and zinc

I would like to make several points with regard to textiles.
It is well known that this administration has long been committed

to the maintenae of strong domestic textile and apparel industries.
We &ve costety r the major contribution, made b
these industries to the American economy. The seven-point textie
p of May 1981 represented conete action to back up this
omm int. Implementation of that p am has included enact-

mant o one-prie cotton lton, a NbFment of review depreo.
ciation allowaincae on mwlney, expanded resmrch for the develop-
ment of now products, and the negoiation and implementation of the
Geneva loiter cotton textile arrangements(TA). All of the e
have play a important role in substantially improi the condi
tiom of ihe tatile and appeal industries over those whi-h prevailed
durg the late 190s ad early 19600's. The te ile .industy, inclU "
leader of the 6ar movement, is the fnt to rognise the vaue of this
lWAWram.
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We, of course, have continued to pay close attention to the textile
import situation. We have increased our effort to apply the provisions
of the LTA and at present approximately 185percent of our cotton
textile imports are controlled pursuant to e LTA.

During the past ear we completed extensive negotiations which led
to the extension Jthe LTA from September 30, 1967, to September
30, 1970. In my view, Mr. Chairman, despite occaional difficulties in
its enforcement, the LTA has been effective and is a program with
which all concerned have learned to live reasonably well.

As this committee may be aware, we have on several occasions at.
tempted to negotiate international agreements on wool textiles. These
attempts have not been successfuL In the field of manmade fiber
textiles substantial inc in imports have developed during the
past several years along with the shift in the domestic market to an
increasing use of manniade fiber textiles and blends.

The concern of many in the textile and apparel industries, and
their representatives in the Congress, about the increase in overall
U.S. textile imports is well known to us. Our textile advisory com-
mittees meet frequently to advise the Government of the views of
industry, labor, and the trade general, on existing market and in-dustry conditions. Recogni"ing the widesra concern in the i
dustry and the Congress about conditions in the textile industry and
the n ed for having as much information as can be obtained promptly
from all the resource available to him, the President on October 4
asked the Tariff Commisson to report on " * * the economic
condition of the U.S. textile and apparel industries, especially the
rsent and prospective impact of imports upon those industries

Chairman Mills of the House Ways and Means Committee
joined in that request. Public hearing have been called by the Com.
mission, amd its report is to be funised to the President by January
15, 1968. 1 trust that it will be a valuable report, and as the Presidentsad, "will permit all of us who ar deeply interested in the welfare of
the textile and apparel industries to take a course of action which will
be both in their interest and the national interest." In light of this
request, Mr. Chairman, I believe that further discussion of the textile
situation can most profitably be deferred until the Commission s re-
port, plus other information that will be developed within the ad-
ministration during this period, has been made available to the
President for review and anaymi.

The committee also has befoi it a bill to reuWtthe importation
of pig iron and steel mill products at a level 9ofrecent
domestic consumption. The steel industry has an impressive record
of self-help in adjusting to the increased volume of imports and at
the same tAme growing steadily within the economic SXpaion of
the last 5 years. In 198 production was at an aitime high; shipments
were close to the record levels of 1965; employment in 1966 and 1966
was her than in anyyearn 1957; assets of the industrywere
at an alltame high in 1968; so was revenue; and net income in 1985
and 198 matched the peak level of 1957 though the ratio of net
income to sae was down a point or so. Capital expenditures in 196were $2 billion, and are pro jected at around 82.4 billion thi year,
mostly for more efficient and competitive production and distribution
facilities. Dividends last year approached halta billion dollars, wluich
exceeded the 3 previous years but were somewhat below 1962 and
previous years.
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Imports, at 10.9 percent of domestic consumption in 1906, were
also at an alltime high, while exports declined back to the level of
1959, in part because of a decline in shipments financed by AID.
The year 1959, Mr. Chairman, was the year of the long steel strike
and is, I think, a key year. Many users of steel began importing foreign
products for the fit thime, and international competition has m-
crosed each year since then. Also in that year, as well a in 1958, our
exports dropped sharply and have not recovered since. What we have
had over the last few years is a heavy demand for steel accompanied
by more diverse purchasing by some hrg users who, fearing a domestic
shortage or loo for price advantages, meeting their needs by buying
both foreign and domestic steel. Thus we end up with a high ratio of
steel imports to consumption which by and of itef is not a sufficient
cae for import quotas. Though industry shipments and profits have
declined m 1967 because of a drop in construction and auto production,
steel imports have increased at a far slower pace than during the
1962-6 period. I think it fair to say that the steel industry appears
now to have pa seed through its slac period earlier this year, and,
through heavy investments, it certainly is becominF more eficient as
it moernizs. On the basis of these facts, I find it difficult at this time
to see that there is a need for import restrictions.In short I believe we shouldprovide relief from imports only
in the exceptional cases in which it is demonstrated that such a
remedy is necessary. We have existing procedures which are avail-
able to accomplish this. As the President said last week, our approach
should be to " * * maintain a fair and just concern for the well-
being of those industries and their employees who suffer unusual
hardship from imports."
AD ofthe six bills now before this committee, taken tofe ther, would

provide new or more restrictive quotas on close to 6 billion or about
one-third of our dutiable imports. If enacted, we can expect that
countermoves will result to the detriment of our most efficient indus-
tries, those that are providing the most intense competition abroad.
These industries will be the first targets for counteraction by other
countries. If we take action affecting some $6 billion of our imports.
then we must be prepared to have our trading partners retaliate.
But let us realize that once we have taken the first big step, we will
have very little to say about which of our exports will be affected.
Nor can we estimate in advance what value foreign countries will
attach to these restrictions. Here I believe we have the ingredients
of a very large trade war.

But even worse, I feel these bills in the aggregate, and those surely
to follow if these become law, would be, in fact, a major and highly
unfortunate turnabout in U.S. foreign trade policy, which, once made,
could probably not be reversed in our generation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CQuimAu. Thank you. Ambassador Roth?

STAT INT 01 ADAR DGI WI0A M. OTI, SPECIAL
IZPEMINTA2TVI FOR TRAM NEIOTI2IOS

Mr. ROTu. Mr. Chairman and Senators, although the President's
negotiation authority under the Trade ExpansAon Act of 1962 expired
on July I this year, the rest of that act is still force. and I hope
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that its stated purposes remain an expression of the intent of the
Congress.

Two of those purposes were stated in the act in precisely the
language in which ey were approved by this very committee a
little over 5 years ago:

1. To stimulate the economic growth of the United States amd maintain and
enlarge foreign markets for the products of the United State. agriculture, in-
dustry. mining, and commerce; and,

2. To strengthen economic relations with foreign countries through the develop
mnt of open and nondiscriminatory trading in the free world.

The Trade Expansion Act won the approval of overwhelming
majorities of both Houses of Congress. Comprehensive trade negotia-
tions, spontaneously and universally known as the Kennedy round,
were caMed out under the authority of the act.

Mr. Chairman, may I say the negotiators did not trade a horse
for a rabbit. We did, Ieleve, get a good Yankee deal that will
in the future lead to an increase in our exports and to a growth in
American lobs.

Under t le agreement that resulted, tariff concessions were exchanged
covering about 540 billion of world trade. For example, the external
tariff of the Common Market was reduced on over $10 billion of its
import trade, includingg tariff reductions on 87 percent of its dutiable
imports from the United States. The largest share of the duty reduc-
tions we obtained from the EEC was in the field of industrial products,
but tariffs were reduced on more than a quarter of their dutiable
agricultural imports from us. In addition, 582 million of their agr.i-
cultural imports from us is accounted for by wheat which was in-
cluded in a new World Grains Agreement negotiate as part of the
Kennedy round and which we will sign this week.

It is, however, just as important to the United States now as it was
in 1962 to maintain and widen its access to world markets--particularly
as iegional trading blocs like the European Economic Community
grow in significance.

The big gain for American producers, as they confront the evolving
patterns of world trade, is that much lower tariffs against our exports
in Europe, in Canada, and in Japan will come into effect in stages
over the next 4 yearw-unless we put our trade policy into reverse and
throw them away.

I do not think it is possible to exaggerate the gravity of the decisions
that this committee hiam been aZked to make by the authors of the
quota bills that are the subject of these hearings. If they were to be
enacted not only would these most recent gains from the trade agree-
ment prgram be sacrificed but all the progress made b! the United
States since 1934 toward establishing fair and orderly international
trade relations would be put in serious jeopardy.

These bills, if enacted, would run contrrto international commit-
ments undertaken under authority exp ry conferred by the Con-
grow. U.S. imports of the products covered by bills to impose new
quotas or make existing ones more restrictive amounted last ear to
over $6 billion. If the eral quota bill that has been describing the
press were to be add& these specific product b'ls, the figure would
not be $6 billion but more than $12 billion, or nearly 50 percent of our
total imports in 1966.
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Countries that take by far the largest part of our exports have
already put the U.S. Government on notice--as Screta Rusk
indicated-that they are watching closely the fate of these bills. We
can be sure they are already studying the measures they could take in
retaliation. The prime candidates for such retaliation would almost
certainly be those in which American exports are now contributing
heavily to our export earnings or have the greatest potential for growth:
chemicals, farm equipment, industrial machinery, wheat, fed grins,
soybeans, fruits and vegetables, electronic equpment, and tobacco,
to take a few examples. The effect on our balance of payments would be
incalculable.

But the sacrifice of the hard-won pains of the Kennedy round and
the likely disruption of a large portion of our export tride are only
two of the costs we will have to pay for the pisag of these bill.
Another is the direct impact on our domestic economy of the curtail-
ment of imports.

Consumers will be hit both by higher prices and restrictions on their
freedom of choice. This will be a heavy burden upon households and
upon all Americans whose incomes are low and fixed-notably our
senior citizens. Many of the small businesses they patronize will suffer
as well. Iwe-_

Producers will find the costs of the supplies they ne going up-
and their ability to compete in export markets will nocesarly be

F ers will suffer from a cost-price squeeze. The costs of the thin
they buy will increase at the very moment their exports are drastically
reduced by the retaliation our own quotas ar certain to provoke.

Perhaps even more frightening is the almost inevitable effect on the
position of the United States as the principal advocate and defender
of the free enterprise stem. Quantitative restrictions are the negation
of the market mechanism. They are the antithesis of the concepts on
which our free enterprise system is based.

The bills before this committee represent a drastic revered of the
trade policy the United States has pursued and an undermining of the
foundation upon which the whole structure of our international com-
mercial relatfons is built. I do not see how these relations or the inter-
national organizations we have nurtured to support them, could sur-
vive such a reversal.

One might be able to understand if not to sympathize with, the
rationale of these bills if the Unitd States were in a depression, or
even a recession. The contrary is true. Our gross national product in
constant dollars, is up 27 percent since 1If. Corporate profits, aiter
taxes, have gone up 38 percent in the same period. Unemployment
has gone down from 5.5 to 4.1 percent.

I do not say, Mr. Chairman, that particular firms or groups of
workers, or pmossbly even specific industries are not expeencing
difficulty because imports. 1 do say that if ey ae being adverely
affected by imports, they should see relief through the pr ure
provided under existing legislation, rather than attempting to bypss
them. These procedures--ith one exception--e avalle cand-ca
provide relief which is meaningful as well as consistent with our
liberal trade policy. These include the escape-la provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act which have not yet been thoroughly tested,
as well as the Antidumping Act, the copntervailing duty provision
the unfair trade practice statute, and section 22 07 the Agricultural
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Adjustment Act. The one exception is the adjustment assistance
provision of tWe Trade Expanion Act which we hope will be liberalized
by the Congrs in the administration's trade bill.

Let me briefly sum up ioy conclusions concerning the bills that are
under consideration:

1. They would undoubtedly bring heavy retaliation against U.S.
export that are e"entia to the health o our American industry,
labor and agriculture, and to our balance of payments.

2. They would place additional burdens on U.S. consumers and
producers, when the economy is already facing serious inflationary
pressures.

3. They would undo many of the benefits obtained in the Kennedy
round.

4. They would be a breach of faith with an international agreement
concluded only 4 months ao-an agreement that was negotiated
largely on U.S. initiative, with th authority, support, and encourage-
ment of the Congres I-s.

B. They would imair a long time to come, the ability of the
Un i a . W-brigother countries to the negotiating table when

-- W need to protect our trading interests, particularly to come to
grips with nontariff barriers to our exports.

6. They could very well cancel out all the progress we have made
since the war in persuading many countri to rely on free enterprise
and free competition as the strongest stimulus to world trade and to
their own economic growth.

The basic question here is what kind of an economy we want--one
cosseted by quotas and immunized from competition, or one vigorous
enough to compete effectively in the world market.

To give quotas to one industry, experience shows, merely sparks
demands for them by others. The national interest is much more than
the mere totality of sectional interests. The national interest, as
Presidents and ongresses of both parties have determined it for the
past third of a century, lies in the expansion of world trade, not its
contraction, and in free competition, not protectionism.

Thank you Mr Chairman.
Secretary Rura. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the patience of the

committee in hearing what might appear to be a surplus of Cabinet
offices.

Two of my colleagues, the Secretary of Treasury and the Secretary
of Labor, were very regretful that they could not be here today.
Secretary Fowler has sent in a statement, and we would submit it to
the committee for the record if the committee wishes to have it.

The CHAIRMAN. We are always pleased to have a communication
from the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Henry Fowler. It will be0 in the record at tis point, and I wi reia it as soon as I have
an opportunity.

(The statement from Secretary Fowler folowso

Tax 8tCaLBTAUY OP TU TRASUIRt," W~hinonm, D.C.# Odobw 18t IN?.
lion. RUGssLL B. LODo,
Chairman, &oak PiUmms CommNe,
WaAingso, D.C.

D&Aa Ma. CajsrmAI: I am writing to you to OpR my j.lpnent that the
recently proposed import quota bill, if enaete4 would worsen out baianesd.
payments problem, arady spravated by the Vietnam conflict.

84-4e&.-T--O 1----
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During the post-war period our substantial trade surplus has been the major
sustaining element in our b"iance-of-payments picture. This trade surplus has
provided the financial means for carrying on necessary military, economic, and
diplomatic activities throughout the world with a convertible dollar of constant
gold value. Because of this trade surplus, we have not had to resort to the restric-
tions on personal freedom of travel abroad or on direct Investment abroad which
so many countries have used. I shudder to contemplate what would have happened
to our balace-of-payment, position and our gold reserves In the absence of this
strong plus factor In our payment. situation.

A country with a large trade surplus is uniquely vulnerable to the adverse
effects of a quota war and that is what wide use of import quotas would create.
To Incite such a war would be a fool's game since the U.S would be bound to
end up as a loser. The broad use of import quotas may, at times, make temporary
sense for Inward-looking trade deficit countries; but It has no place in thepollcy
of a major trade surplus country such " ours.

Import quotas would probably reverse the continued recovery of our trade
balnoo upon which the solution to our balance-of-paymeute problem so heavily
depends. They would do this by causing a loss of U.S. exports that would almost
c exceed any reduction in U.S. Imports that they would produce.

There ar three reasons for anticipating a substantial adverse effect on our
exports as a result of widespread imposition of import quotas. These may be
referred to as the "feedback" effect, the "retaliation' effect and the "competitive
lose" effect. Let me describe each of these, in turn.

Feedback Rffed. When we import, we put dollars In the hands of foreign countries
which are likely to woe the bulk of them directly or indirectly either to purchase
U.S. goods, U.S. services or U.S. long-term investments.

Experience Nuggests that for each $1 billion reduction in our merchandise
imports, we will loe somewhat over half a billion dollars of exports. Other Items
in our balance-of-payments accounts will also change; but I am speaking of the
observable statistical relationship between our merchandise imports and exports
over a period of years.

If foreigners earn less from us because of quota barriers which we erect against
their goods, we can surely anticipate that their purchases of our goods will decline
ewn in a a.ewce of retoaialory actiu against our goods. But there will certainly
be such action-and this leads me to the second adverse effect that the proposed
quotas would have on our exports.

Retaliaiian Effed. President Kennedy In his Balance of Payments Message to
the House of Representatives on February 6, 1961 warned:

"A return to protectionism is not a solution. Such a course would provoke
retaliation; and the balance of trade, which is now substantially In our favor,
could be turned against us with disastrous effects to the dollar."

President Johnson in his Balance of Payments Report to the Congress on
February o 19M, emphased our obligation to avoid "beggar thy neighbor"
restrictions on trade.

If we start down the quota path, ther will be retaliatory action abroad and our
trade surphs position will suffer.

The six Common Market countries have already given a veiled warning that
they would retaliate. I do not think they are bluffing. The Commission which is
the executive arm of the Europn Community is reported to have already under-
taken a study of posible reu action. A Commi-son recommendation along
this line to he Community's Council of Ministers would certainly receive very
careful consideration.

Other countries would follow suit. I understand the Australian Government
has estimated that the proposed quotas would apply to 80% of Australla's exports
to us. I hardly think tha country, or other countries in comparable situations,
would remain passive In the face of U.S quota limitations affecting so Iarp a
portion of exports to uL

Let me add that foreign countries have a variety of devices with which they
could retaliate against thi proposed U.S. quota These Include not only counter-
quotas but also administrative devices such as licensing rquiments which are
not so obvious but which could be quite effective in reducing their Imports from
the U.S There is no doubt In my mind that these Instruments would be brought
into play within a short time after action by the U. along th lines of the pro-
ped legoo elation.

In adton, then to the G&W"rs "f~edbsck .Ied on our exports resulting from
a quota-Induced reduction in our imports, there would he a decline In ou' exports
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due to foreign reluiatiu Loss of U.S. experts due to these two reasons lone
might well exceed any reduction in our mports resulting from the proposed
quotas. But the above losses would be supplemented due to a third adver e effect
resulting from impositiqu of import quota.

Compe itive Losi ERffe. Imposition of the proposed quotas, by curtailing cor-
petition from foreigners, would encourage higher domesti prices for various
materials and components which enter our export products As a result, our ex.
ports would tend to be les competitive in foreign markets, and we could expect
foreigners to buy les of them for this reason.

In August I testified before the House Ways and Means Committee on the
President's fiscal program. In that testimony I emphasized the importance of
keeping our exports competitive over the longer run and pointed out that the
requested tax Inrase would contribute to this end. Maintaining an open
economy-that is, one free from widespread quotas and other barriers to trade-
also contributes to tis end. We cannot hop to produce in a highly pro ted
domestic market and sell succesfully in highly competitive int onA markets.

I have described above three edvwe ec s that the import quotas
would have on U.S. exports. I cannot prediot exactly wra their o efed
would mean in terms of dollar loss of U.S. exports for each dollar reduction In
U.S. imports brought about by the proposed quota&. But my judgment is that
the ratio would be onsiderably greater than one for one-that is, more than one
dollar's loss of exports for every dollar reduction of imports. In summary, the
proposed quotas would hurt our trade balance and, therefore, our balance ofnamerits.

Phe approach under or balance-of-payments program has been in exactly
tle opposte direction-namely to achieve an expansion of sports that would
outstrip the rise in our imports. in short, we are striving for a balne-of-psyments
solution in the context of a healthy expanding international economy such as
has been developing in the last decade or two. The proposed leon, by con-
trast, would foster a retreat to protected markets which could easly become
cumulative. Protectionism is like inflation. There is never enough of it for the
firm whose costs are seriously out of lhie.

Any adverse effects of inmased imports on particular firms or individuals are
not remedied from the national point of view by transferring the disruption to
firms and workers engaged in exporting. Adverse effects, in any event, are likely
to be temporary in a period of healthy domestic growth and near capacity utiliza.
tion of domestic resources. We are not facing a period of mass unemployment and
low rates of plant capacity utilisation such as featured the 1930's. The Adminis-
tration's policy has been directed more and more firmly towards the maintenance
of a full employment, non-inflationar economy In which nterntionl trade In
both directions pls an impotat rob.

Enactment pro ed bills would bring to an end an era pofve
Iberasaton n teaonal trade-an era which has witnessed tbehighest
growth rate that the industrialised area of the world has ever experienced.

The U.S. has played a lading role in this liberalisatiou process. In addition
to completing successfully the Kennedy Round of trade negotiations, the U.S.
and other Free World countries have recently agreed on a facility for supple-
menting existing international reserve asets, as needed, In order that a shortage
of such reserves will not impede the continued growth of world trade.

Our best interests at home and abroad would suffer if the U.S. were suddenly
to forsake its role in the expanding Free World economy for the illusory benefits
of an inuxwt qota systemH.Fou~a

Know* OUM HxaT H. Fowwu&

The CHAIaRAx. I would suggest that Secretary Rusk act as the
chairman of the panel for the moment, and either answer the question
or designate whi-hever witness he thanks most appropriate to answer
it.

I am going to ask each Senator to limit himself to 5 minute on the
first roudol questions, and we will discuss our procedure thereafter.

I think that w take up the ader of this morning's testimony.
Mr. Secretary, statements by administrtion witnesses this m ornng

all amumed that every quota bill before us will be passed as introduce .
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It is of course, lo gcal to mums that the administration opposition
would not be nearly so fervent unless we were dealing with a theory
that the legislative branch is not as competent to act in trade matters
as the executive branch.

There are a number of executive quotas in effect today. The Secre-
tary of Agriculture administers at least four-on sugar, on dairy prod-
ucts on meat, and on raw cotton. I have a pamphlet here of a great
number of others that he administers.

The Secretary of Commerce has a quota on textiles. The Office of
Emergency Plining and the Secretary of the Interior administer one
on petroleum. In addtion, there are certain tariff quotas now in our
statutes.

I take it that these quotas, especially those imposed administra-
tively, indicate Executive awareness that there, Is a point where
imports are so severely harmful to domestic producers that it would
be unconscionable not to provide some relief. I take it that there is no
objection to these quotas that are administratively imposed.

Now, it would seem to this Senator that to some extent it is merely
a matter of degree as to what you believe is good for the Nation when
it is done administratively, and in some instances tead to view the
situation as bad if we enact similar quotas by law.

A"iuming we in the Congress, who are elected to these positions, are
as competent to judge the Nation's interest as those in the executive
branch appointed by the President, then is there any reason why we
who make laws should not exercise our judgment by passing a law
after hearing the arguments for both sides, and then doing so, cannot
act in the national interests every bit as effectively as youf

Secretary Ruax. Well Senator, we in no sense challenge the great
constitutional responsibility of the Congress in this field.

I think there is a difference between quotas that are prescribed by
law and the use of machinery that can find flexible answers to cope with
particular situations.

I must say that, in dealing with the quotas that we have, to which
you referred, I think there n a general understanding in other parts.
of the world that section 22, for example, of the Agricultural Act, is
necessary in connection with support of our own domestic agricultural
policy here in this country, and the use of that section is not likely
to set off a chain of retaliation of the sort that we have been con-
sidering.

Frther, if I may refer to some of my own personal expeience with
regard to the sugar quotas, there, from an international point of view
we are in effect conferring a benefit by special prices on a number o
other countries. But the political action taken by other countries who
are competing with each other creates each year a most difficult foreign
policy isue for us, and when one thinks about generalizing that or
extending it to a large number of other items, we are projected into
what could almost be called a state trading system in which the
political burdens we would bear would be very heavy indeed.

I do believe sir, that the Congress has provided flexible machinery-
Mr. Trowb. 'A e referred to some of then-in which we can find
answers within the general policy of the Congress and find ways and
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means to deal with the specific problems that on the merits are
demonstrated as far as particular industries are concerned.

Now, one of the major achievements in this field was the long-term
agreement on cotton textiles. But I hope the committee would not
underestimate the enormous difficulty we had in negotiating that
agreement at the tine that it was negotiated, and in getting it ex-
tended.

I just think that if we are not careful we go into a jungle of inter-
governmental action, and what concerns me must specifically, Mr.
Chairman, is that, also in some of these bills that are fore you, we
are getting into fields where there is a general understanding hat the
priv ege of retaliation is a part of the system. We will be furnishing
the committee, and perha pyou have a great dead of that yourself,
some typical examles of the exports that would be subject to
retaliation.

So I would-some of my other colle gum may wish to comment on
this-but I would say there is a difference between legislative guidance
to provide flexible machinery for dealing with specific problems and
the establishment of quotas by legislative action which could cause
us geat problems.

he CHAIRMAN. I would like to say that as far as the chairman of
this committee is concerned, I have no quarrel in depth with you or
any of your colleagues in the ways in which you are administering the
laws pased by the Congress.

Secretary Musk. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. I woud stress those words, "in depth." I might

differ with you on individual decisions, but in depth I think you are
doing a very fine job on it, and so are your colleagues here.

Secretary Rusy.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAktMA.. The questions that this Senator asked, and I think

some of the rest of us would ask, are whether these laws we have are
adequate to serve the national interests, and to do equity and justice
to the American producers.

Senator Smathers.
Senator SMATHIR& Mr. Secretary I want to ask you a couple of

broad-range questions to get some obvious other answers and try to
see if we can make it understandable to the general public.

Do we now have a favorable trade balance and, if so, how much,
how many dollars in our favor is it?

Secretary RuSK. It is approximately $3.9 billion last year, Senator.
It looks as though thin year Might be $4.6 billion.

Senator SMATHERS8. So it would be fair to sy that, under present
conditions, having a favorable trade balance that the present system
which we have is working rather well inofar as the Nation is con-
cerned?

Secretary Rus. I think, sir, so far as the economy a a whole is
concerned, we are demonstrating that we have a livey capability in
world markets. I will be glad to submit to the on ttee someof the
components of the stake which Ame production has in export
market.In many industries, this isacruci part of their total effort.

Senator SUATUBas. I think it would be helpul if you would do that.
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(The committee subsequently received the following information:)
INDUSMIES HAVING SUBSTANTIAL EXPOTS

11t4--Me M t Im r 1ww comparable stists ane preemtie vaiMablol

Workers
Domestait PercMt Domesti" dependet
pro. Reports exports

sic toI listytie (mis) beuutot at= markets
(Man"es (esti.

11 ...
12 .........
2041 .......
201. ..
21 .......
2812 ........
2631 ........
2818 ........

2819 ........
2121 ........

2522 ........
23 4.....
2131, 4...

2861 ........
2171, .....

3511 ........
3513 ........

3531, 2 ..

3541 ........
353S. 6....3W ........35428 .....

3551......
3555 ........
361 ........3571,6,9 ....

3562 ........

U1 ......11,21.28..

3161 ........
3613 ........
321 ........
371 ...

Anthracite coal .............................
S tuminms a ............................
* Flour and other grain mill produce ...........
. Vegetable Oil mill products ............*Tobacco manufactures..................

Alkalies and chlorine products ...............
Paperboard mill products ................
Industrial organic chemicals (not elewher

classiId).
Industrial inoranic chemicals ..........
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Senator SMATjaERs. What is our situation with respect to our
balance-of-payments deficits? How big is it?

Secretary Rusx. The figure for last year was about 81.4 billion, and
it looks at the moment as an annual rate of $2 billion at the present
time.

Senator SzaATms. If we adopted these measures that have been
poposed, which as you sy woud result in retaliation, and I am sure
that is correct, what would be the situation then witi respect to our
balance-of-payments deficit? Would it be worse or better?
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Secretary Rusx. I think, sir, that we would get ourselves into very
serious difficulties with our balance of payment., because our balnce-
of-payments deficit in part stems from obligations which we cannot
avoid, our security commitments abroad and, indeed, some share of
the total of what is called foreign assistance in the world.

Now, if we start a downwardspiralin the trade field, then we inev-
itably shrink our ability to earn on the merchandise account the sur-
plus that will keep that balance-of-payments deficit in reasonable
bounds.

Senator SMATHZERS. So it is reasonable to assume, if we adopted
these bills, not only would our balance-of-payment. deficit not im-
prove but it is reasonable to assume it would be worsened.

Secretary RuSK. I think, sir, these bills, plus the action taken by
other governments, would have that result.

Senator SMATURS. Mr. Secretary, how many jobs are directly
related to our foreign trade-directly related?

Secretary TROWBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say we use
a rule of thumb which, if I am not mistaken, is about 100,000 jobs
per each billion dollars' worth of our exports. So this would come to
close to 3 million jobs at the current level of our exports.

Senator SMATHziS. All right.
If we pass these bills, it is obvious that we would have less foreign

trade, so is it logical to conclude that there would be thereby more
unemployment in the United States, that these people would lose
jobs?

Secretary RUSK. I think, sir, there is no question there would be
a very serious effect on employment in this country, with a spir g
downward of production, of exports, and indeed, of jobs that are
taken up under imports and processing of imports. So, through the
economy, I think there would be shrinking employment.

Senator SUATJaIs. The Secretary of Agriculture indicated today
that much of the farmer's income, a good proportion of his income,
results from export trade. If we adopted these bills what in your
judgment, specifically would happen to the farmer Secretary 1ea

Secretary Faziwr. Well, there would be a sarp drop-off in net
farm income, without any question. Exports account for about 17
cents out of every farmer's net income, and that net income was
$16.5 billion last year.

I might add also, Senator Smatihers, that in the employment
figures to which you are referring, there would be included 538,000
jobs that are tied directly to agricultural exports.

Senator SMATHERS. So it is reasonable to conclude is it not, that
the farmers as a group would actually suffer rather drastically if we
passed these limitations?

Secretary FRzzMAN. No question about it. I think, as I tried to
emphasize, that the farmer has a greater stake in expanding trade
than perha any segment of our economy.

Senator SCATazsS. Now, Mr. Secretary Rusk, would it not be
reasonable to conclude if we passed these bills, therefore, and condi-
tions of unemployment might result in the manufacturing business,
the farmers are not better off, would it not be reasonable to conclude
that because we are not importing competitively certain items, that
the price of most consumer goods could ise?
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Secretary RuSL I think, sir! the consumer has a tremendous
interest in this issue, not only with respect to prices, which would be
very real, but also with respect to selection, choice, taste, and questions
of that sort.

Senator SMATHERS. So while it would be that we might be helping
in some instances those people who are directly related and directly
working with a particular industry, the fact of the matter is, is it not,
that if these bills were passed not only would we worsen our balance-
of-payments pl.oition, not only would we lose the balance of trade
advantage which we have, not only would we increase unemployment
but in addition to that we would increase the cost of living for all
of our citizens?

Secretary RusK. That is our deep view of the matter, sir.
Senator SMATAHE. Now, has it been your observation, since you

have been around Washington-I do not mean to put you on the
spot with this-but for years, has it been your observation that the
Congress acts rapidly in matters of specific industries or specific
questions when they arise? Well, anyway, do you see what I am driving
at? Has it been your observation [Laughter.]

Secretary RuK. Well, Senator, I think I see what you are drivingat. [Lughter.]te ee from time to time, if I may put it in very friendly terms,

what might be called a little guerrilla war by particular interests or
another.

But let me say this, sir, that when you look back over the last
several years, and when the Congress is seized with the fact that as
a corporate body it has the responsibility, for al of its people, the ex-
porters, the importers, the farmers, the consumers, and everybody
else, that, on the whole the CoDgress comes out pretty well.

Senator SMATHERS. Y agree with that. I am very much for the
Congress-but has it not been your observation that the Congress can
act well and does act well with respect to basic broad programs, but
when it comes to taking over administrative duties and-legislating
specifically in certain types of industries and things of that character,
such as the railroad industry or the airlines, or whatever it is, we have
seen fit to establish agencies to do that for us, and I think wisely so;
is it not your observation that probably the Congress would not be in
a position to act as quickly with respect to some quotas as such, as
we are talking about today, if conditions should change in the foreign
country or here with the rapidity which i. needed?

Secretary Rus. I think that is one of the very im ortant factors
here, because flexibility requires that there be a capability to act at a
pace that is faster than the Legislative Calendar of the Congres.Senator SMAiaE~. Mr. Chairman, my 5 minutes are up, so I yield
temporarily.

The CHAIRAN. Senator Williams.
Senator WLMS. Mr. Chairman, I will have some questions. But

I recognize the hour is late and some of our members have to leave,
so I am going to yield to the Senator from Utah first.

Senator BNNzTT. Mr. Chairman this has been a most enlighten-
ing morning for me. We have heard every old bogeyman about the
effects of protectionism raised that has ever been raised in the history
of the country. They have all been waved before us again, all the
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effects on the total economy and all the effect. even on the poor peo-
ple who, I guess, are going to be injured if this bill is attached to the
social security bill, or whether the bill is passed or not.

It has been interesting to me that the Secretary and Mr. Roth have
raised these bogeymen and then the Secretary of Agriculture, who has
attempted to help the dairy industry by putting restrictions on the thin*
that we are asking, the type of consieration we are sking, for othei
industries, has done a beautiful job of saying we can do it without
generating all the retaliation that the Secretary and Mr. Roth have
raised for us.

He made it clear to us that it is a very difficult job to negotiate
these problems. It is difficult, and it is painful. But the Secretary of
Agriculture did it.

would like to address my first question to the Secretary of Agri-
culture. Is it fair to say that under section 22 the farmers in thi
country have a protection that is not available to the industrialists?

Secretary FimsMAN. No; I think it is not. I think the same pro-
tection that the farmers can get under section 22 is accorded to other
segments of our economy by the escape clause, countervailing duties
and antidumping procedures.

Senator CURTle. Does not section 22 authorize specifically the
curtailment of imports in order to make our own price..upport
programs effective?

Scretary FF MAN. That is correct.
Senator DsZiTT. Is that available to industry?
Secretary FEzxMAx. There are no price4upport programs and no

comparable examples.
Senator BN TNTr. The answer is, "yes," it is not available to

industry.
There was one comment in your statement that intrigues me.
Secretary FZumxAN. Thank you for answering the question.

[Laughter.l
Senator BzNNETr. Do you want to correct my answer?
Secretary FREEMAN. Well, I do not think it is a very meaningful

answer, if I may say so because you are talking about apples and
oranges, and not about the same things at all.

Senator BzrNzTr. Well, my point is and I think I have established
it, that the farmer does have a type of escape in his products if they
come under attack, which is not available to the producer of ii-
dustrial products It grows out of the difference in the basis of his
production, and it grows out of the difference in the law affect
production, but he does have a basis of escape, and you have used it,
and you have used it without the kind of ietaliation that we have
been frightened with hers this morning.

Secretary FREMAN. In the interest of accuracy, might the record
show that section 22 applies only to those items where we have prie-
support programs, that, as a matter of policy set down by the Con.
gress, it operates in the national interest to protect the Natlonal Treas-
ury, if you will, and that the products affected run to, oh, roughly, less
than 40 p t of farm commodities.

Senator BENNIrr. Are our dairy products among those items?
Secretary FaRzMAN. YeL
Senator B3NNs. They are.
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I was interested in another comment or combination of rather
widely separated comments on essential the same subject in your
statement, and I would like to get it straightened up in my ind.

You said, in effect, that the unportation of beef had not substan-
tially damaged the price of beef, and you said that the particular
volume of beef that was imported in chief is manufacturing cow beef,
and you pointed out proudy that the prices had been risig.

Then at the very end, you said, and I quote, "And in dairy cow
numbers the main domestic source of this kind of beef in the past has
dro ad one-third over this * I'

Mydid it drop one-thir 0
Secretary FRazurN. It dropped one-third because dairy farm in-

come, particularly the price for butterfat, had been far below a level
that would permit a continuing of output at the level we enjoyed from
the number of animal in the earlier period.

Senator BENNETT. Don't you think the import of, or importation
of dairy products had anything to do with the decision of the dairy
farmers to cut their herds?

Secretary FREEmN. I think not- imports had a very, very small
impact, because out of the 125 billion pounds of consumption, les
than one billion pounds was imported. These amounts are very
modest, and I think have almost no effect.

Senator BENNETT. Well, why then did the dairy farmers cut their
herds one-third? Did the consumption of milk in the United States
go off

Secretary FREEMAN. Yes. In a number of years-the consumption
of milk in the United States this year, for example, is about 5 percent
les so far than it was last year.

The dairy industry, like most segments of agriculture, is goimg
through a very basic adjustment wbich has involved larger units,
primarily family farm units.

Senator BENNETT. You mean larger cows?
Secretary FmmAN. I mean more productive cows. Some of them

may be largur, too, but the yield from the average animal today
is substantially greater than it was 10 years ago.

Senator BENNETT. Is it as much as one-third greater? In other
words it seems to me, and I am not a dairy farmer, that there must
be a direct relationship between the importation of dairy products
and the reduction of the number of animals by one-third.

Secretary FREMAX. I would say that that is not true. There is no
relationship whatsoever.

Senator BZNN-rr. Well, this is strange economics to me.
Now, much has been made, particulalyby my friend from Florida,

of the fact that Congress moves very slowly but the administration
can move very quickly.!

The newspapers have been suggesting the last little while that the
setting of these hearings is forcing the administration to move rather
quickly on the preparation of alternative proposals to give relief to
these industries.

Can we expect such proposals?
Secretary TaowBAIDG. I could comment in general on that. I

think we have to specify which industries are under consideration.
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Senator BwzxNMr. Let us just say any one of the industries whose
representatives will appear before us in the next 2 days.

Secretary TsOWDIUDGI. I could comment on, for instance, the
textile industry whose concerns on thE impact of imports have been
particulry strong this year.

I would think that our attention to the problems of that industry
has been constant, and has not necessarily sped up in the last few
months.

We have determined that a rapid Tariff Commimion stud, should
be accompLAed. Well, as son as that study is received, we wall put ittogether with our own information and come up with some recom-
mendations on future policy. But I do not know of any immediate
speedup as a result of these hearng.

Senator B=Nz'rT. Perhaps the man to whom--
Secretary RusL Senator, Ambassador Roth mentioned one ex-

ample of one point under consideration, and that is the adjustment
provision of the Trade Expanasion Act. Perhaps he might want to
comment on your question further.

Mr. ROTE. Mr. Senator, I think there was some misstatement of
what was said in the newspapers. The administration is not going to
come in with a a e in ihe esape clause procedures, for instance,
under which an industry that is injured by imports can apply for
relief either through quota or tariff increase.

We will come in as a part of a tripartite billwith more liberal criteria
for adjustment assistance to groups of workers and individual firms.

Senator BzN rr. In other words, unemployment compensation
which leaves the men still without a job because their jobs are now
being done by someone overseas.

Just one more comment.
Mr. Ros. The point--
Senator BEN~inri. The gavel has gone down on me. Unfortunately,

the Secretary of the Treasury s not hers, because what I am reading
is that you are coming up with special tax benefits or proposals for
special tax benefits for these industries.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cu tAN. Senator Anderson.
Mr. RoTe. Mr. Chairman, if I could just say apropos of tax

benefits in adjustment asitance to firms, there are tax benefits
presently in the law.

Senator Awiwasox. Senator Hartke has to leave and I will pass to
him.

The CEmuA . Senator Hartke
Senator Hia . Mr. Secretary, do you think the United States can

continue to afford the loss of Arican jobs as an instrument of our
forewg polio?1

Secretary RuSL I think the great trend has been the other way,
that we are gfiin jobs and increasing employment by the increase
in our exports and the more lively participation of the United States
In two-way trade at a rapidly sn rate.

Senator HArnu. Would you sy that i true in the question of steeld?
Secretary Rus Well, the steel-
Sectary TROwBRWGE. I might comment, on that Mr. Chairman.

Theljndustry, the steel industry, employment in totals from 1960 to
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1968 moved from 572,000 downward then moved back up again to
584,000 in 1985, and 578,000 in 19686.

It is, therefore, at about the same total level of employment, but at
considerably increased productivity P worker.

Senator HARTFM Yes. But the fact is that for every I million tons
of steel which are shipped, our mills in the United States employ
6,400 wage earners. There are an additional 1,300 jobs which were
directly involved in coal and ore mining and in transportation. So,
therefore, for every 1 million tons of steel this means employment for
7,700 Americans.

Now, you will not deny this, I am sure, that steel imports have
gone, during that same period of time, roughly, from about 1 million
tons to 11 million tons, to roughly 10 percent of the total American
production; is that right or wrong?

Secretary TRowUmuDG The figures for the samne period of time,
3,300,000 tons in 1960, 10,750,000 tons in 1966, 11 percent.

Senator HARTK. We have 11 million offshore tons of-steel imported
into the United States; is that correct?

Secretary TRowBJJDGZ. About 11 million tons, about 11 percent;
yes, sir.

Senator HARTKE. And this represents the export of 69,000 American
jobs in the basic steel industry alone, and 14,000 jobs in supporting
activities, an export of 83,000 jobs in that industry alone; isn't that
true?

Secretary TRowBiDo. If you use the basic premnie, Senator
Hartke, that imports always displace American jobs, I suppose your
arithmetic is true. But imports also provide many jobs or others
connected with the handling of imports. You have to discount that
portion.

Senator HARTK. I saw where the Secretary of State had to go
back to 1964 statistical material to find a favorable basis upon which
to even make a statement. I am dealing with the latest figures we have.

Secretary RusI. Senator, I believe I will ask Ambassador Roth to
comment additionally on this, too, but we do export steel mill products,
which ought to be taken into account.

Senator HARTEL I understand that.
Secretary Rusl And we also export very large quantities of ma-

terials that have steel in them, machine tools, an& all the rest of them,
automobiles. 

I

Senator HARTER. I understand.
Secretary RuL So those all mean jobs, too.
Ambassaor Roth, would you like to add to what Secretary Trow-

bridge said?
Senator HARTEn. We export how many automobiles to Japan?
Secretary TROWBRDG. About 4,000.
Senator HARTEN. Four thousand.
Who is the biggest exporter of steel to the United States?
Secretary TaowMnxDo. Japan.
Senator HARTEx Dollarwiie, who has a favorable balance, auto.

mobiles, machinery, tools, anything else with Japan-how much? Do
you know?

Secretary TRowrnunom. We have. In 1967 we will have a trade
surplus in total trade with Japan of an estimated $400 million, if I
an not mistaken.
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Senator HARTKsE. Is that on the basis-
Secrewtry TRowaio. That is all product&
Senator H rrKs. I understand.
Last year, did we have an unfavorable balance?
Secretary TROWIDMOL We had an unfavorable balance of $600

million.
Senator HARTKZ. I the favorable or unfavorable balane--not

taking into account projections as of today?
Secretary TRowiioDGs. Without taking into account projections,

our unfavorable balance for the first 8 months of this year is less
than half the $450 million deficit for the corresponding period in 1966.

Senator HARTKE. I understand the 6-month balance showed a
favorable balance in favor of Japan. These are only projections. Last
year was the first time there was a favorable balance of trade in favor
of Japan and against the United States; is that correct?

Se&etary TOWDRJDOR. No, the first unfavorable balance of trade
with Japan arose in 1905.

Secretary RusK. Senator, it depends on how far you go back. When
we first set up the United States-Japanese Cabinet Committee, we
had a favorable balance over Japan, and the results were very un-
favorable to Japan.

This depends on the circumstances of a favorable growing economy
as against ours, and we have an annual meeting to go over thie fao-
toni. But, perhaps, Ambassador Roth can comment on your question.

Mr. ROTH. Senator, I wanted to give an example of what Secretary.
Rusk described in terms of imports of products which contain steel.
One firm, Caterpillar Tractor, as I understand, buys something under
I percent of U.9. steel production, which gives work to 8,000 steel-
workers.

Of their 45,000 workers in their own factories, however, 15,000 of
those workers are dependent upon the export of those products.

Senator HART~e. The truth of it is, if you take the facts here, that
one of the biggest reason for our even having an export trade balance
is we take int account i the first place, foreign aid-tied purchases.
Is that not true?

Mr. RoTu. That is right.
Senator HARTKz. How much does that amount to?
Secretary TnOwBnIDGL I think it is a billion and a quarter for aid.
Senator HARTKE. I am not interested in the tecimcal details of

amounts, because, as you well know, and as I well know, if you take
out the foreign aid military sales and subsidized agricultural sale.4,
there is not a favorable trade balance for the United States of America.

Secretary Rue. I think, sir, when you take those out, my under-
standing is last year it was about $0.6 billion, and before that it had
been about 2-42 billion a year-for about 4 or 5 years, taking out
the factor you are talking about.

Senator HIaTLz. That is right; $0.6-
Secretary Rus. That is, if you take out--
Si&tr HARTKL The fori ad-tied sales.
Secretary Rus. The aid increment; that is right.
Senator HAaTK3. The foreign military sales, military equipment

salkis, and subsidized agricultui sales.
Secretary RusK. I am not sure about the foreign military equip-

ment sales, because those are-
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Senator HARTU. That is all right. I am not arguing on the facts
of it, I am just t those tr factors. In other words, your
military equipment sales, your foreign aid-tied sales, and your ap.cudturs subsidy

Mr. RoTH. fou are still in a surplus position.
Senator HAzTr. You are still with an unfavorable balance of

trade.
Mr. ROTH. You are stili in a surplus position.
Senator H Tmux How much?
Mr. RoTH. We will get those figures for the record.
(The committee subsequently re ved the following information:)
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Senator HARTE. I will supply thoe figures for you, Mr. Roth,
and show you you are wrong.

MAr. ROTH. Also, with respect to steel employment, I think your
figures included coal workers as wel, did they not?

Senator HARTER. I did not hear you. What? Coal workers?
Mr. ROTH. Yes.
senator HARTER. I used co-al1, transportation, in addition; sure
Now, is steel a basic material of our economy?
Secretary RusL. Yes, sfr.
Senator IARTKU. You are with the words of President Johnson

of August 12 of this yeartt tosteel "is the core of industrial America.
It has helped to ake American productivity and technology the
wonder of the world. This vital product whic we produce in un-
matched abundance is basic to our economy and essential to our
security.$#

I understand those words mean something; right?
Mr. ROTH. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTER readingw:
It supports our buildina"us our rivers, arms our fightin men. It is funda-

mental to thousands of products which are of everyday life of every citizen
of this nation. It will become increasingly imotntto usIn the years that He

ahead. Research continue to uncover new uses for this double and versatile
product to htisy exacting military and civilian requirements.
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Those are the words of President Johnson on August 12 of this year,
and I am sure you agree with that.

Yet, do you relisi that the industry in the last 5 years, and I am
talking about the last 5 years, and the experts can correct me if they
want to, have never earned more than-I will quit in 1 minute-
never earned more than 70 percent of the profits that they earned
during the period from 1951 to 1955 or 1955 to 1968 and 1959, or
do you realize that in the last 10 years, the industry had the lowest
return on investment capital of the 40 major manufacturing
industries?

Do you realize that the steel industry has higher fixed costs than
almost any other manufacturing industry, and that a far as their
increase in exports it cuts down from domestic steel output, and
became of the high fixed costs which occur, r ed o output,
the cost per ton of domestic steel is continuing to increase, and eal-
izingin the first 6 months of 1967, contrary to our testimony given
here, imports rose by 10 percent, domi ales fell by 7 percent,
and profits fa by 28 percent?

Do you real e that the steel industry in their attempt tto ut ots
by investing in new technology and that this cannot be done unless
there are returned and their profits do not fall.

Contrary to Mr. RotIs statement, it you take the periods Of
corporate profits after taxes, instead of going up 38 percent, they have
dropped 28 pereent in the first 6 months of this year.

I would ust like to get one other statement in, and that is the fact
that there is an overcapacity of steel in the world today of some 70 to
80 million tons, and the United States of America has helped to finance
steel mills in 30 countries since 1950, and Russia has helped to finance
six more.

Before 1950 there were 30 steel producing countries in the world and
now there are 66. The U.S.S.R. has snt nearly a billion dollars to
finance steel plants in India, Iran, Al.eia, and the United Arab
Republics. We have spent over $2.2 blon to finance most of the
other newcomers, and, thereby, reduced our exports, increased our
imports, and cut down job opportunities for steelworkers.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Hartke.
Senator Hartke's time has expired.
Senator Curtis.
Senator CuaTm. Mr. C airman, I want to yield to the distigh ed

minority leader because of the time element, and I would just ask one
question, not to be answered now, but to be supplied for the record
by the Secretary of cultureu.

Mr. Secretary, wou you rovide the committee with i complete
tabulation of afl the costs and the expenditures of the United States
to promote agricultural exports, what they are, how they work, and
what we spend out of the Federal Treastry one way or another, both
in giveaway subsidized price, subsidized freight, and so on, if youwillI do that for the record.

Secretary FR1E3MAN. Yes.
(The Secretary of Agrculture subsequently informed the committee

that an answer to Senator Curtis' question could not be prepared
in the time available.)

Senator CuaTs. Then I yield to Senator Dirksen.
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Senator Ditmsm. Mr. Chairman, first I had better inquire of our
distin wished Cabinet guests here, what is your time picture? I see
thatock says 12:23.

Secretary Ilusic. I am afraid, sir, we ought to leave at 12"30. We
originally thought we might have to leave at 11 A5, but our other
meeting was deferred for 45 minutes.

Senator DIRKSEr. You know 7 minutes is as nothing in the life of a
Senator.

Secretary RUSK. I understand. [Laughter.
Senator Di KSXN. I have got a whole line of questions, Mr. Secre-

tary, and I assume, I would just as well defer that because I can get
this at any time.

ISecretary RuSac. I can arrange for witnesses to be available, Senator.
Senator DiRKsNN. I am sure you can. So I would rather not in-

convenience the Cabinet, since iey are going en masse to another
place to meet.

I just want to once more express my delight to see them al. I wish
you had "brought your colleagues along, the Secretary of Defense and
a few more; it would have been, that would have made it a complete
meeting.

So I think at this point you will probably, for the sake of con-
venience and because of the traffic, want to get back to the next
appointed meeting.

The CHAIRMAN. May I just make this statement with regard to
the news media. This committee has been gradually liberalizing its
rules with regard to radio and television coverage.

Recently, we have respected the request of the Senators who wanted
radio and television in this committee room. It started as of this
year. We have not had the radio and television coverage unless it
was requested by a member of the committee.

The news media inquired about the situation with regard to this
morning's hearing and with the chairman on his way here, the staff
member informed them of the rule.

If any member of the Cabinet at any future date wishes to request
that we have television and radio coverage of any particular hearing
before this committee, as far as the chairman n concerned, he would
expect to honor it.

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator HAiTED. I have a question Senator Young of Ohio wanted

to ask, which I will submit for the record.
(The questioD above referd to follows:)
Question. I understand that the Petrochemical Companies have a vital interest

in the oil Import program. What are your views and n"osittion regarding special
seeds as ata as raw materials (feed stocks) are concerned?

(The answer received by the committee follows:)
Answer. Import allocations are made av~dlable for petrochemical companies

under the mandatory oil import control program. A group of 10 petrochemical
companies has suggested to the Adminl ration that the existing program be
revised to take account of these companies' increasing need for feedstocks derived
from petroleum. These companies maintain that, unless they have increased
access to foreign feedstocks In the future, their competitive position In the U.S.
market and In foreign markets will be adversely affected, with attendant implica-
tions for the U.S. balance of payments. We are reviewing the chemloda company
proposal and other alternatives.
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The CHAIRMA. We will be back here, then, at 2 o'clock, and we
are going to change the order somewhat to accommodate the time
prob m of the members of the committee. We will hear from those
representatives of the mink producers at 2 o'clock.

We will have a statement from Gaylord Nelson, Senator from
Wisconsin, and we will hear from Mr. Richard Westwood, and Mr. G.
Wedell, of the Danish-American Trade Council. Mr. Westwood is from
the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations.

Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
(Whereupon, at 12 25 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. this same day.)
(Two bills, S. 1856 and S. 1897, to amend the Tariff Schedules of

the United States with respect to the rates of duty on whole skins (if
mink, whether or not dressed, follow:)

a-4--4-t. 1-4
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MINK SKIN IMPORTS*

CONGRESS S. 1856

IN THE SENATE OF TH UNITED STATES

MAT B4, 1967
Mr. Niiox (for himself, Sir. Yoixu of Ohio,M. uau r.c6wRM.

McC.wonr, Mr. 1Jixrrww. Mir. )h.rv.ur. Mir. 3hDNixLr. Mr. Mvx"r, Mr.
Mom, Mr. MuzR, Mr. Siv, r. Pauxxiax, Sir. JACKSON, and Mr.
IL~oi.Lvux) iutrodtked Itho following bill; which was red twice mad
referred to thes Committee oat Fimtae

A BILL

to 6# ra of dutJ 0a Whi. ad=n ai whochw W

1 Be it aaaW by tqSoad Hnou f peewuow

2 five of &h U Wuikvi811. of Auswio is Coesgiw a. U-2

3 That (a) schedl it pan t ,abpat B of &h Tarif 8ch.

*Witneum testiying on thi subjects, pp. 68-10
Comwdatlasreceved by them mte on thi subject, pp. 100-110t and

p. 1 1 5 L.
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I ue of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended

2 by inserting after item 123.50 the following new items:
WmW Woe -d MIW4 vlWW W

"ot drewd:
1L ft I& em e.mdw teer bwWm

tn roy, or wltbdmwgl
(me wreb ws, 1 ea-
mamptios ef t member ci
reb skims whc equab 40%

cith doestic SOMemUos
at mc skim during tht
year, a atstagd by he
Secrary al Aarimum un-
der b"ote a tohis -
,_,-..... .......

12S.0 la aw calade yea 0oe
the etry, or withdMMwa
trom waMof% for Sm-
smptc ci thre number f
mo skim wbeh equal 40%
of thU domevse comumptoe
l uob skim durbk t

year. ntimae by theNewow at Asmw ob-
der bmdmote & to this mb-
pt...................... %sad vL 60%, ad v&L

123.0 ts mPade tm Wor me wbo.
kim c m("k. whethm or set
dred........................ 0% d v.L 50% ad vL

3 (b) The h dnot for schedule i pnt, subpart B of

4 such &hedules are amended by adding at the end thereof the

5 following headnote:

* "5. The Secretary of Agriculture, for each calendar year

7 after 1967, shall, before the beginning of such year, estimate,

s publish, and certify to the Secretary of the Treasury the

* number of whole skins of i whether or not dressed, that

10 will be domestcally consumed during such year. Estima-

1l tions made by the Secretary of Agriculture under this head-

12 not* dll be finalI.
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3

1 ISo. 2. The amendment made by the first section of

2 this Act sh apply with ropet to parties entered, or with-

3 drawn from warehouse, for consumption on or after Janu-

4 ay 1, 1968.



IngSuwS. 1897

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. 1Jvqxnrr (for hiazelf rnd Mr. 1,u.) introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Coommitte on ]ittaum

A BILL
To amend the Tariff Schedules of the United States with respect

to the rate of duty on whole skins of mink, whether or not
dressed.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repreint

2 live, of the United States of America in Congren anembld,

3 That (a) schedule 1, part 5, subpart B of the Tariff Sched-

as
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2

1 ule of the United states (19 U.O.. 12 2) Is anendod

2 by inserting alter item 128.50 the following now itms:
Wbole skn of mink, wbelrwo

xat dressed:
12Lso In eash madd yew bfor

the entry, or withdrawal
from warebousk for so..
sumptios of the number of
seh skins whish equla 40%
of the domestle soosumptio
of sucb skin durig that
yer, as estimated by tm
Beee tary of Agriculture
under beadnote 6 to ths
subpart .......... Fre tree

13S.62 In each adar year after Owe
entry, or withdrawal from
whrehou, for consumption
of the number of such skins
whieh equals 401% of the
domestic consumption o
such skins during that year,
a estimated by the Seer.
try of Agriculture under
hadnote t tho subpart... 60% ad vaL 60% ad vaL

123.6 Plates made of two or more whole
ens of mink, whether or not
dressd .................. 0% ad V 30% ad va

3 (b) The headitotes for schedule 1, part 5, subpart B of

4 such Schedules are amended by adding at the end thereof the

5 following headnote:

6 "5. The Secretary of Agriculture, for each calendar year

7 after 1967, shall, before the beginning of such year, estimate,

8 publish, and certify to the Secretary of the Treaury the

9 number of whole skins of mink, whether or not dressed, that

10 will be domestically consumed during such year. Eetma.

11 tion made by the Secretary of Agriculture under this hea&

12 note shall be final."
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1 Sm. 2. The a dment made by the BM seciom of

2 this Act shall apply with resped to articles enwre or with-

S dmwn from warehouse, for consumption on or after Ju-

4 amy 1, 1968.
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Senator BENNzTT (presiding). Ldies and gentlemen, we are going
to start the hearing promptly, even in the absence of the chairman.

In accordance with the arrangements previously made, the first
witness was to have been the Honorable Gaylord Nelson, who has
advised the committee that he will not appear but will submit a state-
ment and, therefore, we will go on to the second witness, Mr. Richard
E. Wwtwood, of West Jordan, Utah.

(Senator Nelson's statement appears at p. 102.)
Will you take the stand, Mr. Westwood, please.
I have a special interest and satisfaction in opening this hearing for

Mr. Westwood because he comes from my State of Utah, and is a
mink rancher from West Jordan.

He produces about 8*500 pelts annually at the present time, and
has been producing miik for 22 years.

He is a member of the West Jordan Town Board and the Salt Lake
Valley Citizens Committee, so he has had a deep interest in civic
affairs.

He is also president of the EMBA .Mink Breeders A."ociation, which
is a national association marketing its products worldwide.

He is also first vice president of the National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations, representing all mink rancher associations, and has
other responsibilities in other industry organizations.

With im is Mr. David Henderson, formerly from Utah, and now
executive secretary of the National Board of Fur Farm Organiza-
tions; and Mr. Harold Lovre, former Congreisman from South
Dakota, presently the attorney for National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations.

Mr. Westwood has subinitted to the committee 22 letters written
by mink producers expressing their position on this legislation.

I should say, without objection, but as I look around I do not see
anyone to object, so we will put in the record the names of a number
of people, and their letters, many of which are written by hand, will
be added to the files of the conuittee in this hearing but not included
in the printed record.

(The names above referred to follow:)
Andersen, Dide V., President; Peterson, Dennis, Secretary-Treastirer; Stone, John

R., National Board Member, South Dakota Fur Farmers, Mitchell, South
Dakota.

Arndt, Eriest, Prisident, North Central Wisconsin Mink Club, Inc.; Grald,
Merrill, Secretary; Magnuson, Hlerbert, National Board Director, Phillips,
Wisconsin.

Bender, Frank, President; Pipkorn, Elmer J., Sceretary; Sheuerkau, Gerald,
Director, National Board of Fur Farm Organizations Inc., Upper SMichigan
Mink Breeders' Aseiation, Escanaba, Michigan.

Bennett, Lester W., L. W. Bennett and Sons, Inc., Victor, New York.
Blom, Arthur, Director of Emba, Salem, Wisconsin.
Coleman, Benton, President, Lake Region Fur Producers Association; Bohn,

Donald, Rep. to the National Board; Eidcnschink, Patricia J., Secretary-
Treasurer, Like Region Fur Producers Association, Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.

Dougan, Elbert M., President; Dougan. Carlene Secretary-Treasurer; Gibson,
Lloyd W.. National Board Director, Western Colorado Mink Breeders Asso-
ciation, Delta, Colorado.
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Earhart, Lste, President; Slack, Mrs. Ella, National Board of Fur Farm Organ-
isatons, Secretary; Upton, Gain, Hoosier Mink Breeder Assocition, Royal
Center, Idn

ulsmo. Oscar & President, Trenton, Illinois; Pirok, Henry T. Secrta,
Wordmc, Ilio, Cetr lei Mink Ranchers Association.

Erekeon, Alma 0., President- Sear Charles L., Secretary; Westwood, It .,
Vice Presdent and Nation Board Representative, Fur Breeders Agricultura
Cooperative, Midvale, Utah.

Frisch; Robert IL, Executive Vloo-President, Northwood Mink Farms, Inc.,
Cary, Illinois.

Gordon, Roy F., President, Nebraska Mink Breeders Association, Bennington,
Nebraska.

Hacklander, John R., President, Wisconsin Board of Fur Farm Cooperative,
Janieville, Wisconsin

Harman, Roy D., Harman Fur Farms, Christianmburg, Virginia
Harmon, Robert, President, Northwest Fur Breeders Cooperntive, Edmonds,

Waishington
Hofacre, Paul, Director to National Board of Fur Farm, Organisations Mead,

Emmett, President; Chylsta, Charles, Secretary-Treasurer, Ohio Mink Breeders
Asociation, Ravenna, Ohio

Jacob, Ted, President, Oregon State Fur Breeders Awiation, Tillamook, Oregon
Janaen, John, President, West Iowa Fur Breeder's Association, Simmons, V shtl,

Secretary
Klinger, John, President Gannon, Francis, Secretary, Wenstadt, John, N'. B.

Dir., Chippewa Valley Fur Growers Chippewa FalLs, Wisconsin
Kosinski, Daniel, Secretary; Pavek, kobert, President, Lakeland Fur Growers'

Association
Krieger Frank, Great Lakes Mink Association, Director to the National Board of

Fur Farm Orniztions Kenosha, Wisconsin
Kurbajec Frank, Kenosha, Wisconsin
Mtahon, A. E., Executive Sec'y, Olympic Fur Breeders Assn., Inc., Port Orchard,

Washington
M:%dn, Austin, Secretary; 8;ralght, Leslie, President, Western New York Mink

Breeders Association
Meyer, Robert F., President, North Shore Mink Breeders Association, Kenosha,

Wisconsin
Moore, Larry, President, Larry Moore Ranch, Inc., Suamico, Wisconsin
Mueller Everett, President- Erickson, Palmer, Jr., Legislative Chairman; Iowa

Fur Farmers Association, Fredricksburg, Iowa
Plier, Martha, Secretary, Mink Breeders Association of Illinois North Chicago,

Illinois
Rabel, Larry, Jr., President; Mlngo, Phil J., Secretary and National Board

Representative, Fur Farmers Cooperative Association, Mnneapolis, Min-
nesota

Saxby, Allan W., President, Saxby Fur Farm, Inc., New York State Mink
Farmers Association, Holcomb, New York

Schmidt, Leonard, President, Minnesota Fur Breeders Assn., Okabena, Min-
nesota

Spac, Ralph, President, New Jersey Fur Breeders Association and Director,
National Board of Fur Farm Orgaizations, Inc.; Yuclus, Walter, Secretary,
New Jersey Fur Breeders Sussex, New Jersey

Trabucco, Ugo, Secretary, hoard of Directors, Oregon Fur Producers; Willson,
Woodrow, Dlrector, National Board of Fur Farms, Oregon State Fur Breeders
Association, Astoria, Oregon

Wakefield Lawrence, Secretary, bichign Fur Breeders Association, Traverse
City, ies

Werth, John A., President, Fur Fo Co-op Inc., Madison, Wiconsin; Jarls-
berg Warren, Secretary-Tresmurer; Brown, bwight T., National Board of Fur
Farms Director

Westwood. Richard E., President; Sturgeon Andrew, Socretary, Zimmerman,
Myrle, Vice-Preeldent and Director to dhe National Board, Emba Mink
Breeders Association, New York New York

Wiesman, Emil 0. Member of the NaUonal Board of Fur Farming Chain O'Lakes
Fur Breeders Representative, Caroline, Wisconsin, enclosing letter from
Heistad, Arthur, Manager, Production Credit Association, Shawano, Wisconsin
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You, WiWam Dw' Presdent; Osn, Ems B., Semtary and Treaurer,chede Clyde, Direto to Nationa Boad of Fur Farm Orgntljous,
EtilkW'aoml

9imbal bert, Preddent; Brat, Hu Secrtary; Bak, Chster National
B a d Dir tor, K ttle M ra ie Br ds A so iton ymout

Senator BENmr. Mr. Westwood, we ars very happy to welcome
you, and we will be glad to hear you.

STATMNT OF RICIARD 1. WRSTWOOD, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL BOARD OF FUR FAIM ORGANIZATIONS, INC.;
ACCOXPANJID By DAVID NINDUSON, EXECUTIVE SICRE-
TAIY; AND ZAROLD LOV]R COUNSEL
Mr. WESTW( OD. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNzTT. Anybdy who has been chasing 8,500 mink

around West Jordan should be able to make himnilf heard.
Mr. WEBTWOOD. I am going to leave out part of the text of my

prepared talk in the interest of keeping within the time limit.
Senator BZNNZTr. It will all be included in the record.
Mr. WZSTWOOD. I would like to have it all included.
Senator BENNZTT. It will be.
Mr. WZSTwooD. Thank you.
My name is Richard E. Westwood, of West Jordan, Utah, firstvice President of the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, Inc.,

a nationwide trade association devoted to the domestic mink ranching
industry. This org anization represents over 95 percent of the mink
ranchers of the United States and its 51 constituent member asso-
ciations represent virtually al mink ranching association activity in
the United ZStates. I also speak in the capacity of president of EMBA
Mink Breeders Association.

It is my sad privilege to speak to you today on behalf of a group of
proud and otherwise self-reiant agrcultural producers, the mink
rangers of the United States, who are fighting for their very survival.
Imports, riding "piggyback" on a new and unique industry, and
shelter by duty-free entry, have reached the proportions of a tidal
wave which inundates our markets and paralyzes our sales.

Unlike most of the industries scheduled to speak at these hearing
the mink ranching industry is not merely concerned with its rate o
profit but with its right to survival. Its last crop of mink pelts, some
9 xnilh'on, a quantity far below the total annual consumption in the
United Sitates, has now been marketed, with great difficulty, far below
cost of production. As a result, its producers face imminent disaster,
since, lihke many othor agricultural producers, the sales proceeds of one
crop must provide the financial resources for reseeding and propagating
a succeeding g one.

In prducing the 1965 crop, over a billion pounds of agri ultural and
marinebyproducts were utilized by mink ranchers who spread their
$69 million worth of feed p purchases over grains, packin house andpoultry offal fish, and nutritional fortification matI. Over hal. of
the States sell a million or more dollars' worth of byproducts for mink
feed annually.
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Now, we have never asked for, nor do we want any subsidies but
out of sheer desperation, we have turned to the Congress of the
United States as a last resort, hoping that its rower and wisdom will
find a way for us to retain our farm, and our skills, and our life's

Mink ranching, as a profession, i just as American as movies and
jazz and mass production. And like other American genius that has
spawned endless enriching industries for the benefit of mankind, its
roots lie deep in native ingenuity and self-reliance Mink is peculiarly
native to North America only, and the idea of converting its forest
beauty into an agricultural product for the benefit of the fashion-
conscious women of the world was a North American idea. In the
span of about 40 years, the mink rancher has brought this difficult
little animal from an esoteric forest oddity to its present rank-by
far the most popular of all furs in the fashion world.

After 1940, American mink farmers, having solved some of their
cagey breeding and production problems, formed marketing groups,
&I ! it was their geius to recognize from the start that funds must
be provided from their own sales to build consumer demand and to
set quality standards for the protection of the consumer. Further
foresight and genetic skill enriched the product of providing, in rather
rapid succession, a range of natural mutation colors ing it endless
adaptability. No other livestock industry can match the rapid sci-
entific breeding progress developed by American mink ranchers. For
more than a generation, its associations have insisted on:

(a) Quality control and consumer protection;
(b) Product enrichment from new color and texture; and
(c) Self-generating programs to build consumer demand through

promotion and advertising.
All of these cardinal points of self-help took money which might

otherwise have been taken as profit by less progressive producers.
The ranchers' association efforts since the early 1940's have been able
to double the consumption of mink in the United Statto every 10 years
and they have spent an aggregate of about $20 nuliun in doing this.

In the last crop year-1965--for which records are complete, the
ranchers produced 81/ million mink pelts, then worth $160 million.

But little profit. In fact, during the past five seasons, 40 percent of
our producers have been forced-out of business and currently the
survivors are facing disaster. Why?

No rich and promising market such as that created and built by the
American mink ranchers can escape the hungry gaze of enterprising
foreign producers--especially while that market remains exposed
mercile'y to invasion, from the binding of mink to the free entry
list, a clatsification, by the way, which was erected without consulting
the mink rancher who created the product.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the rancher long ago became
conscious of an unfair foreign competition, slowly stealing his mar-
ket away, riding "piggyback" on his promotions, producing at a lower
cost and expanding exports into the rich American happy hunting
grounds which lay ahead, wide open, without an iota of import
regulation.

After import quantities began to back up at trade levels in the
American market in 1959, the ranchers, through their legislative arm,
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the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations Inc. asked for Gov.
ermnent relief through the escape clause, but Is Tariff Commission
after a study of the industry, ruled that imports were not the injury
claimed.

As predicted by the ranchers, ingestion of increased quantities of
mink, particularly from Scandinavia, sent the world market crashing.
Prices fell from $21.48 to $16.41, a 23-percent drop, establishing a
valuation base from which we have never really recovered. Since that
time we have lost over 40 percent of our producers, forced out of
business by the cost-price squeeze.

Other avenues of Government relief were earnestly searched for,
with none promising to be effective. Since the Trade expansion Act
of 1962 established rigid policy lines for freer world trade, we have
lived in a kind of terror, on the one hand respectful of ennobling
Government efforts to upgade world prosperity, and on rhe other
hand fearing the inevitable catastrophe from foreign competition
which believed that the American woman would consume an endless
number of mink pelts without the logical financial assist to build
new consumer demand.

And the inevitable descended upon us. In the past marketing season
prices fell from $19.48 to well below $14, nearly a 30-percent break,
and well below the cost of production. What industry can take such
dislocations as this? What respect for free world trade can be generated
from competition that demoralizes and displaces a unique andvaluable
contribution to our agricultural and national economy?

In 1966 total imports increased 16 percent and in the case of the four
Scandinavian countries, over 23 percent. As examples of unreasonable
expansion, Denmark increased her imports to the United States 28
percent and Norway over 38 percent.

Senator BENNETT. May I interrupt at this point to ask you if that
is an increase in I year?

Mr. WESTWOOD. YeS.
Senator BENNETT. That is an increase in 1966 over 1966?
Mr. WESTWOOD. That is correct.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you.
Mr. WESTWOOD. In the corresponding period, growth of production

on American ranches remained at a mild and cautious 9 percent.
Why cautious? Still mindful of the crash of 1960. Still tr ying to find

money to build now consumer demand. And still hardly able to make a
profit from the price structure of the sixties, from which 40 percent of
the producers gave up.

The price structure of the 1960's, however, did not impede our foreign
friends. Imports grew from 2% million, the total at the time of the 1959
Tariff Commission escape clause failure, to 5,675,000 in 1966, more
than doubling in that short span of years.

In 1956, imports claimed 30 percent of the American market, in
1959 we were concerned that they claimed nearly 35 percent of
consumption, but in 1966 their probable share will be 42 percent.
Where will they stop?

Apparently, there is no limit to the ability of imports to swallow
up the domestic market. American producers, facing this stealthy
encroachment of their o(J n rightful domain, are only too conscious of
the advantages handed out by Government to foreign mink ranchers
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through duty-free entry. For the foreign rancher works from a lower
06 o =li , produces with noticeably lower labor costa, and makes

little . contribution to the building of consumer demand.
And, forgive us, to point out here that he pays no taxes to the

US community, maintains no schools here, carries no locl civic
responsibte.an eet.o public officials. Forgive us too2 if
borrowing a term from railroading, we use the term "plgy" o i
in a loose manner.

As an example of the kind of competition we face, the last 3 or 4
year. have resulted in a total of 15,000 to 20,000 Scandinavian
producers, each of whom it is said averae about 450 pelts per annum.
Such "isiifcant average ranch production is hardly more than
moonlight and obviously does not constitute the producers' principal
source of income. By contrast American ranches average over 2,260
pelts per annum, a quantity which requires serious full-time engage-
ment.

Under the moonlighting conditions of the average Scandinavian
producer, labor is provided largely by a member of the family in spare
hours and payroll demands such as face American ranchers are hardly
a major production factor.An exception to this frightening picture of for'gn competition .
Canada, our neighbor and coinventor of mink ranching. Canada, in
the ears before 1959, assisted financially in building a mink market
i Xhe United States. Her ranchers share similar cost-of-production
demands with us and, understandably, her growth rate, like our own
in recent years remains halting and cautious. Once the prmcipaj
source of imports, Canada now ranks in fourth place and shipments
to us are slowly declining.

Other foreign competition remains relatively static. But Scandi-
navia which two decades ago was of little consequence, now exceeds
the United States as the world's major producer of mink. That is-
achieved such status in the year of world market disaster-is, we
think, significant.

Though Scandinavian rancher associations have spent some money
in the Americau market, it has been largely used at trade levels in
pirating our own trade customers and trade relationships-but little
to the building of new consumer demand.

Our brief to the committee staff will certainly contain a tight
documentation of our case, but our reason for being here today is
very simply a case of survival.
Though total export figures on mink pelts do not tell the whole

story tFere has been a sady increase in the percentage of ranch-
raise mink pelts going abroad. Last year exports totaled well over a
million and brought home $22 million in gold. Ranchers' pelts ac-
counted for more than three-fourths of this bullion and the total will
steadily increase. By contrast, imports cost us in 1966 well over 873
million in gold.
* Analyzing the statistics in the case is very interesting, and our brief

to the committee staff will certainly contain a tight documentation
of our case, but our reason for being here today transcends the theory
and practice of free or reciprocal trade. It is-very simply-a case of
survival.
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Competition with foreign producers, as they are presentlI aided by
duty-free entry, has brought us to the brink of disaster. g ex
hausted all hope of administrative relief, we have laid our cause before
Congress, where in the last months we have found many Comea
and Sentor who have given us courage and encouragement. o date,
over 75 companion bill or cosponfsohri have been introduced on
our behalf patterned after the pilot H.R. 694, introduced by Con.
gressman James Burke of Massachusetts.

In this action we have requested Congress to grant a simple device-
that is, to freeze the status quo as to the sharing of the American
market with imports. The bill directs the Secretary of Agriculture to
determine the domestic consumption of mink in I year and to estab-
lish a quota limiting imports to 40 percent in the next. We think this
is a faii bill.

What other American industry, protected or not by tariffs, is willing
to guarantee its foreign competition that share of its domestic market
even in the face of disaster? Who else is willing to share future growth
to that extent? Some of our congressional friends say that this is too
liberal and that a freeze of status quo will but perpetuate the elements
of disaster already so apparent.

Your indulgence in our case to hear the cor laint and to carr it
to careful staff investigation is appreciated by all of the mink ranchers
of the United States. Without Government intercession at this point,
their proud and resourceful industry will certainly vanish. Without
some reasonable economic device that will assure stability in future
years, their ability to accumulate funds for product and market
promotion will qcy evaporate. Without the mink rancher, the
ur indus itself will find it hard put to promote and vitalize its own

consumer demand, something it has never been able to do for itself.
Now, in summary, I would like to say that we produce an agricul-

tural product and use vast quantities agricultural and marine by-
products in doing so. We have created the product and built the
market by spending $20 million of our own money on advertising
and promotion.

Imports. have taken a share of the market over the years, a large
share-an increasing share.

Forty percent of our ranchers have gone out of business due to the
cost-price squeeze, due to foreign competition.

The remaining ranchers face disaster from selling the last crop
below cost of production.

Our bill allows continued trading, duty free up to 40 percent of
domestic consumption. This will pemit more imports as a profitable
market is developed. We need help now

Mr. Chairman, i behalf of the domestic mink ranching industry,
I wish to thank you for the fine consideration you have given us in
permitting us to present our case to you. As an industry, we are in a
state of crs, and it is our hope that you can give us expeditious and
remedial relief.

Again, thank you for your consideration.
Sator Bu zm. Thank you very much, Mr. Westwood. I have

no particular questions, and since there is no other member of the
committee here, there will be no questioning, but I should like to add
to the record the figures developed-by the committee staff and found on
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pacg 156 of its booklet "Background Material on Quota Legialation,"
which show that for tIe years 1963 through 1968 the percentage of
mink imports ieto the United States was greater than 40 percent, a
high of 43 percent in 1906 and 1966- 42 in 1963; and 41 in 1964; so
that it seems to me your proposal ok a 40-percent quota is approxi-
mately equal to the present relatiothiip, and rather than eu1 a
dramatic cutback, which would give you back part of the market
which you have lost would, in effect, actually holdyou where you are
now, more or leaw

Mr. WESTWOOD. Yes, sir.
Senator BsNNizrr. I think these figures are important.
(The prepared statements of Mr. Westwood pud Mr. Ienderson

follow:)

Tax Mi.c .ANCIIIN(I lNLJtA'TRY F.W&Ki EXTINCTIOx Fitux UNIiR FoiKcwN
COMPETITION N

Statement of l)avid W. Ilnderson, Execuitive Secretary of the National board
of Fur Form O)rguaisatiows, hac., With Itichard E. Westwood

Since the early I1940'P, when mink ranching Ixcame a fll-lledged indulstry,
ranchinag as4sociaitiouas have sotight governinwnit zisistance in regulating imports.
As the new Auwricva industry grew, it appropriated from Its own gross ales a
fmid to build new coIJPminer denuimd. Fear of invasion of its market on the part
of tuiregulated imports was therefore based on two considerations:

a. Imports, dsity-free, exploited an advantage of lower cost of production,
based on foreign economies representing lower living standards.

b. Imports contributed nothing to the building of cosuner demand to
accommodate increasing supply.

Since the United States was the world's principal cosniemer, it would only be a
matter of time before imports would drive domestic production out of the Amer.
can market.

American ranchers sought to offset these disadvatags by tipgrading the quality
of their product, and by creAting new mutation colors in an effort to achieve
new adaptability and to bring new fashion color to the world market before foreign
competitors could imitate their offerings.

By 1958 this race for survival has reached a critical peak, when excessive
quantities of imports begin to back up at trade levels in alarming quantities.
Imports had grown in volume over the years from most nothing to more than
fifty percent of donstic production. The National Board of Fur I arm Organiza-
tions, Inc., speaking for the entire mink ranching industry in 1939 requested
government relief through an 1ecapo Clause action, but the Tariff Commission
ruled that imports were not the cause of injury, within the concepts then laid
down by law governing executive action, and, as the ranchers predicated excessive
over-loading of the market by imports in the following year sent the market
crashing from a pelt level of $21.48 to $16.41, a 23% drop, sending 40% of the
domestic producers out of business in the succeeding years. The price structure,
hovering close to cost of production, has never recovered from this break.

Imports, encouraged by failure of American ranchers to secure government
regulation through the Escape Clauw, mushroomed in volume from 2.846,000
in 1960 to 4,131,000 in 1961, accounting for over 40% of domestic consumption
in the latter year. Imports now had incieased to more than 61 percent of domestic
production.

The mink ranching industry, paralyzed by these developments, bring in a kind
of terror from duty-free imports from which no relief could be found, struggled
through the sixties tolerating a wobbly market bringing prices birely covering
cost of production, losing 40% of its producers, and slackeuing its rate
growth to an average of less than 6% per year. In these yt-srs, the volume of
imports roe from 2,846,000 in 1960 to 5,67.,000 in 1966, doabliaig in tut short
span; and this growing burden of quantity in the domestic market vuAtly increased
the need for membership contributions to build new consumer demand.

After a brief rise. In world market prices in early 196, excessive quantities of
imports began to back up at trade levels in September and October, and in No-
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vember it became apparent that over a million skin in excm of normal lnven-
tories, were lying on shelves waiting for demand. At t' opening o the marke In
December, and I spite of a tight money squeese claimed by te trd American
buyers went to Europe and purchased another million skins, dumping them into
am rc market already stu eat a cost of $12) mi Fal ig priesm,

an already obvious serl td"""ss from United
to h t bargain at Burop"n whee olicies $gout the

goods loo1! without limitI. This burden of Import volume continued through
anuay wIth yet another mg altme records.

By tetime American ranchers could organise a major sale, their market had
become completely demoralized by phantastically exoesve quantities and falin
prim already below Amerimn cost 6f production. In the months ahead America
ranchers inaly succeeded in disposing of 96% of their 1988 crop with an average
price break, compared to the season = of over 30%. Such a market let
thm, destitute and far short of th necinsry unds to mature a succdin crop,
already well under way. From preliminary estimates for 1966 It now sems prob'-
alc that imports climbed to a record 42% of domestic consumption.

At the opening of the 19M6/87 season Scandinavian marketing associations
proudly announced that they would offer 9.4 million pelts, thereby establishing
thenuielves the four Scandinavian nations coUectvely, as the world's major
producer ok mink:

Such distinction was achieved largely because of-
a. Duty-free access to the American market,
b. Free use of the American ranchers' promotional funds finding new

consumers,
c. Ready access to the American market to dump surplus crops whenever

they could not be sold elsewhere.
Such extravagant opportunity had put the consumer market on a roller-coaster

price ride, completely eliminating stability In market conditions, and leaving
the American producer high, dry and bankrupt on his relatively high American
standard of living. Are these the goals of free and reciprocal trade?

Some idea of the economics loss accruing to the internal economy of the United
S,,tee from this dislocation of national trade policy can be gained from the
figures below. isolating the shortages of funds suffered by the American mink
rancher in livi and facing the reseeding and propagation ot a new agricultural
crop:

THE ECONOMiC CONSEQUEKCS OF SEULGN THE INS CO LOW COST OF PROOUCTION, UNITIS STATES
CAPACITY

TOt invstme .............................. 7 5M 000 .................. ..................
Te... pe p............................. 00,

Sra ......................... 4,47 .......... .......
NNeWudbero mL. ................... . sj 000 ...

61, Mbes....................................1 00 " i'i,. I'

PIGOUCTION COSTS

cab- .................................. 1000 2,o0

LW d ................................ "k8000 01, 000 11.36.000

Ceuul.Eqi1gd MW..I.............. 1,3,00 M. it' 00 ,2307m, .68;0 ,". 0FEED N IIT

TOM.,,k ,,.,, .................................. 0 $_4%00 $- 00 31 .W
Cons. df ,ne id ....................... 13 W.00 1 I. 00 X cs'0o
,bh .................................... ooo I0000

r-WYbypmd .......................... IS -1we- 0000
3m 14m0 Oct 7)0

Seem: mleeMM by o NOalM oerd @ Fm Farm OrpulNKe If,
6--Lt. 1-
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The integration of American mink ranching with the national agricultural
economy is evident from the fact that the $75 million feed bill faced in maturing
the 9 million pelts of the 1968 crop, accounts for over one billion pounds of agri-
cultural by-products, as detailed in the above chart segregating the economic
factors allocated to cereals and dry ingredients, fish, poultry, meat scraps, liver,
tripe and other fortifications. The ability of the mink rancher to successfully
utilize these waste or by-products is often the essential factor which allows a
profit in the operation of these supplying agricultural industries.

The extinction of the American mink rancher as a necessary cog in the agri-
cultural sector, therefore, would have many consequences in local economies in
most of the states.

Without belaboring the reader with ponderous economic arguments, we find
the RECORD sufficiently dramatic to illustrate the ranchers' case for relief. We,
therefore, submit herewith a series of exhibits, based solely on Department of
Commerce reports of imports and expos, and on rancher census reports to the
National Board of Fur Farm Organizations:

Figure I-Growth rate of the domestic rancher industry against the average
price curve for crop years 1956-1966, illustrating the parallel market crashes of
1960 and 196.

Figure 1-A-Addenda to the preceding Figure.
Figure 6--Domestic pelt price averages for crop years 1963-1966 with the

disastrous price break percentages from the latest market.
Figure 6-The total mink imports into *te United States for calendar year 1966,

comparing volume with 1965, by principd sources.
Figure 7--Import trends from 1961-1966 illustrating the sharp acceleration of

volume from Scandinavia in recent seasons.
Figure 8-Total raw imports into the United States for Calendar years 1964-

1968 showing dramatic growth of volume from Scandinavia compared with other
principle sources.

Figure 10--The increasing "bite" of imports into the domestic market from
1956-1966.

Figure 11-Growth of the American market by cropyears with domestic con-
sumption divided percentagewise between imports and domestic production. We
would like to highlight this exhibit as the record in that it contains all the
salient statistics to illustrate the case, and for a period of years sufficient to account
for developments.

Figure 11-Total mink prod -. tion in the United States and its relation to
imports, exports, price, and domestic consumption.

(Figures retain their original numbers as taken directly from An Economic
Report to the Mink Ranching Industry, 1967, as delivered to the Directors of the
National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, Inc., in annual meeting, August
1967. A copy of this report will be mailed separately to each of the members of
the Senate Committee on Finance).

Among those industries clamoring for relief, we believe the American mink
ranching industry is unique for the following reasons (to summarize):

Far from having any semblance of profit left from competing with duty-free
imports, It fights now for its very survival, having sold Its last crop far below cost
of production. The on-coming market contains similar conditions for disaster to
those in the preceding one. Without government intercession such conditions
will leave the rancher bankrupt.

Duty-free entry exposes the domestic mink market to unfair foreign competi-
tion, sinoe imports:

Do not pay their share of market development;
Do not share similar cost of production;
Do not support the national economy.

Duty-free entry stimulates a foreign growth rate far in excess of this country's
ability to absorb excessive foreign production.

Fai from calling for a roll-back of imports, it requests its government only to
freeze the status-quo, an action which should be compatible with free-trade policy.

It expects to share future growth or future decline with its foreign competition
in the ratio to the status-quo.

It was not pressed for and does not intend to press for either state or. federal
aid or support In any way, shape or form.

As a group which created, perfected, and in all ways excels in, the production
of the world's most popular fashion material-furs it expects its government
to ensure its survival against foreign competition on re&4obls :econo4on;W terms.

Exhibits attached. 0
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FOUR I
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FziGuan 1-A

RANCH MINK PRODUCTION IN muS UNITED STATES, 1956-1966

In this year of crisis a closer examination of the ranch mink production curve
reveals the following detail:

Planned liquidation of the 1966 crop, as reported to the National Board on
ranch census cards as of last November 1st, was indicated at 8.7 million. Suc-
ceeding sluggish sales and low auction prices apparently forced an additional
300,000 breeder females, from "winter pelting", into the market, as indicated
from final IBM totals struck on June 30th. A we assume the normal average
yield per breeder female to be 3.5, this attrition from economic pressure prevented
the production of well over I million kits in the 1967 crop.

This is in answer to Scandinavian inquiries, citing reports in which the four
Scandinavian producing countries are alleged to have killed off more than a
million kits from the 1967 crop in an effort to adjust supply and demand for more
normal prices, which ask what American efforts have been made to limit pro-
duction.

In early 1967 press reports indicated that the Scandinavian countries were
planning an increase for the new season of about 200o from 1966 crop levels,
which had already been announced to the trade at about 9.4 million. Such figures
would produce a 1967 crop of 11.3 million, far in excess of anything expected in
the United States.

If, after the highly-touted Scandinavian plan to kill back 2.4 million kits from
the probable 1967 crop of 11.3 million, we generously assume that 1.5 million
kits were actually liquidated, we can still expect the 1967 Scandinavian crop to
total 9.8 million skins, plus whatever breeding stock liquidation is forced from an
admittedly poor market prospect, leaving Scandinavian production higher than
ever.

a'HB PRICU CURVE HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE PRODUCTION CURVE

After the National Board failed in 1959 to gain relief from imports through the
Escape Clause, from a Tariff Commission review, the market crashed, as pre-
dicted, in 1960, and during the succeeding years the ranching industry lost over
40 percent of its producers, obviously not able to produce profits from the sluggish
market returns. Even including the brief respite of a more bouyant market in the
1965-66 season, prices averaged only $17.71 gross, for the crop years 1960 through
1965 hardly above cost of production.

Through those years American production growth was halting and cautious
and ranchers searched for new methods of production efficiency, and renewed
their efforts, through voluntary sales deductions, to build new consumer demand
and to perfect new merchandising methods.

The gross auction price average for the 1966-67 season is nAgged at $14.28 with
the reservation that 40,000 to 500,000 pelts remain yet to be sold, proceeds from
the final sale of which will no doubt result in a final gross auction price average
well below the $14.00 level.

FIGURE S.-DOMESTIC MINK PELT PRICE AVERAGES, 1M CROP COMPARED WITH 3 PREVIOUS YEARS

Averag V=e pelt -* 1-4 pee eown a
Type n me o

1963 1364 116 1368 declne by auca

Darks:
a.tye..................... $303 $1..17 2 4

Standard ..... ........................... 1123 21.06 1490 29.25 22.62
Other............................. 17.22 1165 12.32 21 01 96

Pstel ................................. 1& 21 1.91 111 12. 233 6 23.67
hie BMrown ............ . 15. 24 15.7 IL6 12. 44 33.44 13I
S taw.rd .oh................................... 17.95 1&" 21 .9 1 5L.1
Sapphire ..................... ..... 165 1131 24.06 15.63 35.04 612
Gunmeta ............................. 17.75 17.94 20.11 12.72 36.7s 2.48
Gnm....... .. 14.23 15.91 17.42 11.20 35.71 7.1Blum........................ . 21. N 14.31 34.48
io-29.1 --------------. 20.92 2816 10.02

Lav dee-hope ......................... 20.81 20.98 23.8 16 53 30.51 . 12
Lvend......e .................... 17.90 1. 95 23.88 11 90 29.23 I. 00
WhPel .............................. 15. 32 17.90 23.90 14.16 40.75 2.74
Hl0 shades ............................. 25.11 17.9 29.6 3.8
U*sAld ............................ 14.66 IL "2 11.1 7.1 34.81 2.57

Total ............................ 18. 06 17.57 19.48 14.28 2 06 100.01



Tie figures given above are strictly preliminary, since 400,000-500,0(lO peltsfrom the 1966 crop remain to be sold, market prospects for which remain depress-ing. All the averages shown above will, no doubt, be revised downward. Theoverall average gross auction price of $14.28, when all reports are in will wind upwell below the $14.00 mark.Price averages as abcve are computed on the basis of 5.2 million pelts, sold byall auction outlets to date and reported to us by
Now York Auction Company, Inc., New York CityHudson's Bay Company, Fur Sales Inc., New York CityHancliers' Ft.' Auctions, Milwaukee
Seattle Fur Exchange, Seattle
New York Auction Company (Minnesota), Inc., Minneapolis

FIGURE 6.-TOTAL MINK IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES, CALENDAR YEAR 1966

Number d Averqs
pot value Total value

er 4t Percent Increase
of tutal (de sraw Import8 over li

Canada ................................ 79,734 $15 04 $ 026,43 14.15 (. 58)
Scandinavia:

Denmark ...........................
Finland ............................
Norway .................
Sweden ..................

Total, Scandinavia .................
Netherlands ............................
United Kingdom ........................
Poland .................................
East Germany ...........................
Japan ....................All othr ............... ".."...........

Total, raw Imports.........
Dressed Imports...............

Total imports ...............
Compare 1W ......... .......

I -ncre .....................

1,507,559 12.32 18,567,477 26. 68 2L 32695,984 12.60 8,770,959 12.32 15. 981,182,411 13.28 15 700,458 20.92 3661,001,339 12.46 12,479,445 17.72 8.44
4,387,293 12.65 55,518,339 77.64 23.5572,850 12.10 882,2M 1.29 9.9258,451 11.02 644,222 1.03 (2&.83)124,850 10.9 1,369,426 2.2178,320 10. 22 800,148 1,39 2.13)68,305 11.62 793,923 1,21 (fl. 75)61,126 12.01 734,392 1.08 75.61

5,650,929 12.88 72. 769,148 100 16 3724,045 12.00 t288, 540 ............ (6. 05)
5,674,974 12. 87 73,057,688 ............ 16 244, 88 317 13.16 64,375,723 .......... . .............

792,657 ........ 8.39419 ............ 16.24
~Estimated.I Estimated.
I Price declined $0. or 22 prcet
Source: U.S. Dopeament of Commemr.

Imports from-
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FIGURE 3.-TOTAL RAW MINK IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES 196446, CALENDAR YEARS COMPARED

Impors1964 1966
Number of Averae Number of Averae Number of Average

units value units value unts value

Canada ............................ 675,325 $15.20 846,984 $15.63 794,734 $15.04
Scandinavia ........................ 3,143,951 14.14 3,551.023 12.89 4,387.293 12.65
Netherlands ........................ 73,868 12.55 65.366 11.44 72,850 12.11
United Kingdom ..................... 74.972 12.22 78,804 10.87 58.451 11.02
Poland ............................. 145,230 12.73 120,756 10.27 1 4,850 10.97
Japan.............................. 86,692 11.44 77,403 11.83 6, 305 11.62
Allolhers ....................... 163.345 12.45 34,807 9.82 139,446 11.00

Total ........................ 4,363,883 14.08 4,856,167 13.16 5,650,929 12.88

Note: Curves showing import trends taken from the above figures. from principal sources, are set forth on fig. 7, pre-
ceding. Volume is traced across the chart for a 3-year period and related to average pelt value.

Source: Official publications of the I .S. Department of Commerce, and compiled by the National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations, Inc.

FiouRE 10

THE INCRE.ASINO "BITEC" OF IMPORTS INTO TIS DOMESTIC MARKET

PRlVISIONAL ESTIMATES

est.new
peak 1966

~:i- - -- - - ti - 41.92 %

SQ 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
The curve above is built from a computation of apparent annual consumption

of mink in the United States, found later in this report, and based upon import
and export figures supplied by the U.S. Department of Commerce, as worked
against annual ranch census figures of the National Board.

In arriving at annual consumption, the following formula is used: list total
ranch and wild mink production, subtract total exports for net U.S.A. production,
then add total imports.

The lion's share of this "bite" is taken progressively more by the Scandinavian
producers, and progressively less by Canadian producers. Canada's share, illus-
trated by the curve across the bottom of the graph, is based on imports only,
but the shape of the curve is similar when adjustments arc made for exports to
Canada.



FIUIE I-41)WTH OF THE AMERICAN MARKET BY CROP YEARS
•OUVJ"TW OF MINK PfLT!, IMIRTED AND DOMESTIC PERCENTAGES COMPARED, 104s

To US.A. plNul Admericamn mak m Cempgm In vdWted S.4R"a- Wad c"bb Te l Lamposierto Not US.A. Average Ples bbs Ama" value Tol Pprieductm swu Price impr d A mpWuT o Imwt(1) ) (3) (4) 5) (6) (7) (8) () (e) (1) (1)M 4.417 m ............... 4,W 4n, 4,345,000 t..454 1,.,0 si 6.2100 30. 1956
...... ................ 4,914 ,9. 

_5,000 602,0 00 222,000 19.3 260 n L8000 39.5 195078..0o 3220 400 5.o 4,525, OW 20.6 59 W 15.17 7,116,000 36.41 1958
me ------------------ 72 01 1 00 ,,226 , S00 21.48 277, 0 O I go a,0. 5003.8IVIS1 ---------0-- GLMOOO 35,m Lm 0 00 , 5,918,00 16.41 2;go 15.6 8,764,000 32.47 19601R 6.....1................ 1,000 1,50 9000 6,725,500 16.66 35,000 1&51 10,1509.,67 ....... 7 0O$ 443,000 1,.8000 6,355,000 18.08 4,460,000 13.86 10,815 000 41.24 1963n".. .. 10 317,000 7831,000 901,000 6,930,000 17.51 4,445,000 14.03 11,375,000 M0 1964

M .................... 225,000 000 512000 1,200000 732000 19.48 4,,000 116 12,194 4.03 19651M60 28,0 .. 987,000 1,124000 4863 000 -14.00 5,675,000 187 13,53k.000 41.92 1966

Scres: ThL" toasfidI , I"ru m~ ranchpeddlm are basedl on ranch ce~nsusUnird sumteloste Naiea her b* a ma0ift of the mink rachers ef the
The lliures in cot. 3 WO &ram fr oad Pubications d te Fish aid Wildlf Service, Depar.
Figures in mWLS. 57.6 a.nd 9 are baoed diretl em import aMd empeft reports of the Departmentos Commerce.
Ranch preductiom toals fOrW yaw 166 are eloative eetlmates only so tha aml toal for thatyeare subject In merrecilon at he Pai where Wfar res be oavalable. The Overall grosssection Prce shen at mims $14 ay well drop cemeiderabl below that Sogur before all low mindsof thokcurret crop an Iaft aaLd

-ogl 71 erd nn ml Mesr otepbi a PO~e' HP tiNO mink in the United States, based en the figures aboe p eer a"dobl..ughl very 10 yeas due n no smallmesure to t puliity bdp,. of th meng secia.t eonsOf EMBA, UMPA and GEMA, whose aggregate annual exenitures have toalldm than1.25 million in the past 10 or 12 seasons. Withot sick a boos the m.nk m..certain. l weuld haeremaned stat i, and would not have offered foreign production the rich target for expitbon..'Tree riding" foreign production has mow toughtlessl- expanded beyond all reasonable eeromic
cannot remain ha1in8 provided

Continuously since 1959 price levels in the American mar koe be- agrvated by eaceseivoquantities of cheap foreign #mport which have beoa absibed lageyby the trmiag trades.
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Senator BENNETT. The next witness is Mr. G. Wedell, president
of the Danish American Trade Council.

Mr. Wedell, we are very happy to hear you present the other
side of the story. I am sure that that is why you are here.

STATEMENT OF GUSTAVE WEDELL, PRESIDENT, DANISH AMERI-
CAN TRADE COUNCIL, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS D.
BLAKE, AND KNUT SORENSEN, SECRETARY, DANISH AMERICAN
TRADE COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. WEDELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNETT. You have not supplied the committee with

copies of the statement; is that correct?
Mr. WEDELL. Yes, sir; I have.
Senator BENNETT. You have?
'Mr. BLAKE. Yes, sir; I delivered it myself.
Senator BENNETT. Proceed with the statement. We will not hold

you up while they try to find the copies.
Go ahead, Mr. Wedell.
Mr. WEDELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Gustave Wedell. I am president of

the Danish American Trade Council, Inc., which is an American
corporation, 665 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. The council's
membership consists of leading United States and Danish firms and
individuals who are striving to encourage and promote the two-
way street of trade between the United States and Denmark.

Trade developments between the two countries have been markedly
successful as the combined exports and imports of the two nations
have increased from $258.9 million in 1959 to $420 million in 1966.
In every year the trade balance has been in favor of the United States
to the tune of $32.5 million in 1959, increasing to $45.3 million in 1966.
However, for the first half of the year of 1967, the trade balance in
favor of the United States is $47 million, that is, already more than the
favorable balance in all of 1966, and with 6 more months to go.

Denmark has few things to export when it comes to the United
States, and most of them are agricultural products, and all of them
for trade with the United States of America. Three major agricultural
items of farm products, if you prefer them, make up 60 percent
of our exports to the United States in 1966, this being canned products
that is, canned ham, or canned ham products, dairy products, and
mink skins.

It might interest the committee, Mr. Chairman, that I mention
that 42 percent represented ham products, 5.5 percent dairy products,
and 11.5 percent mink skins. In turn, Denmark purchased in the
United States steadily increasing amounts of agricultural products,
such as foodstuffs and grain, and, in addition, machinery, electronic
equipment, commercial aircraft, military aircraft and other military
equipment for the Danish NATO forces, all of which supplies, as is
well known, Denmark is now paying for in cash. These military items
alone amount to tens of millions of dollars per year.

As stated before, international trade is a two-way street. Any
impediment to the flow of goods results in a diminution of the trade
flow in both directions. It is as simple as that.
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Denmark needs dollars to make her purchases in the Unite.l States.
Denmark gets these dollars by selling herproducts to t~ie United
States. If the United States dams the flow of Danish goods by enacting
quota systems, Denmark will sell the United States less goods, wll
receive less dollars and will spend less dollars buying U.S. goods.
Trade dollars come back to the United States as a constant, and in
recent years, increasing source of income to the entire U.S. economy.
A throttle on the access to the trade dollars is bound to have a bad
effect on the United States, but a very severe effect on Danish economic
life, and we are your best customer.

The mere possibility of the enactment of quota legislation now be-
fore this committee has a debilitating effect on the Danish-American
exporter and importer. For the past 10 to 15 years Danish exporters
and American importers have spent considerable funds advertising
and promoting Danish products in the American market and American
exporters and Danish importers have done the same in Denmark.
Now, however, with the possibility of roadblocks to be thrown up by
this proposed legislation, able businessmen on both sides must begin
to consider retrenchment in current expenditures in order to take
care of a possible decline in future business. After all, if the bulk of
Danish export to the United States is facing jeopardy, Denmark
could be forced to revise their trade policy by sheer necessity, and this
is not a threat, it is not retaliation. It is more probable that Denmark
could not retaliate anyway. We might not like it, but we would be
forced to do so.

In the case of Denmark, it is difficult to see with what logic the new
legislation is being proposed, when one considers the fact that the
United States of America is selling 30 percent more to Denmark than
Denmark is selling to the United States. The mere prospect of an
import quota on Danish agricultural products is made further ironical
and, if I may add, unreasonable, when bearing in mind the U.S. own
export to Denmark of agricultural products such as oil-bearing seeds,
including soy beans, grand and grain products, feed concentrates,
tobacco, rice, as well as animal and vegetable raw products-products
which are raised in most of the States whose Senators have proposed
quota bills.

Senator BENNz rr. Mr. Wedell, I hope you will pardon me if I
interrupt you at this point. I have got to leave in a minute because I
have another committee, from which I may not be absent, and I have
one question that I would like to ask you before I leave, and then
Senator Curtis will take my place as chairman, as acting chairman, un-
til a member of the majority comes in. We have been told by Mr.
Westwood that the imports represent between 40 and 43 percent of
our American market for mink. Can you tell us what percentage of the
Danish mink production is exported to the United States?

Mr. WEDELL. Well-
Senator BENNETT. If you do not have that here, can you supply it

to the committee?
Mr. WEDELL. Senator, may I give the dollar amount because then

we can figure it out. For 1966, I have a dollar amount, skin or minks,
that is raw skins or minks, amounted to $21.4 million of Denmark's
total exports to the United States. Denmark's total exports that year
to the United State-
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Senator BENNETT. I do not mean that. I am trying to get the
figure that represents the percentage of your total mink production
that was exported to the United States, not the percentage of the
mink production to your total exports.

Mr. WEDELL. I understand, Senator. I am sorry to say I cannot
now reply to that, but a 22-page--or 20-page, rather-report that has
been filed with the committee-it will be filed by Mr. James R.
Sharp who is counsel for the American Fur Merchants Association,
with al covering facts.

Senator BENNETT. You think that figure would be in that report?
Mr. WEDELL. I believe it is; if not we will submit it.
(The statement referred to above follows Mr. Wedell's remarks.)
Senator BENNETT. I would appreciate it very much because I think

we need it for a comparison between the two statements. Also, I
think it important for the record that we should have the name of
the gentleman who is sitting on your left.

Mr. BLAK. My name is Thomas D. Blake, B-l-a-k-e. I am asso-
ciated with Mr. James R. Sh rp I am not a lawyer.

Senator BENNETT. Now, will you identify Mr. Sharp, since you
mentioned him.

Mr. BLAKE. I beg your pardon, sir. James R. Sharp is a lawyer at
1108 16th Street, Washington, and he is the counsel for the American
Fur Merchants Association of New York City.

Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
Mr. BLAKE. Mr. Sharp is filing his statement tomorrow.
Senator BENNETT. That is fine. I am glad to get you identified for

the record.
I hate to run, but I am not always the master of my own faW these

days. I am sorry. I will read the rest of your statement, even if I
won't be able to hear it.

Mr. WZDELL. I would appreciate it.
Senator CURTIS (presiding). You may proceed.
Mr. WEDZLL. Thank you.
And, Mr. Chairman in the case of Denmark, this is not a matter of

unfair competition and price cutting. By and large, this is a matter of
high quality Danish products fetching higher prices and justifiably so.
A further trade handicap, however, as proposed by these quota bills
is bound to kill a happy commercial relationship to the advantage of
no one because Danish exports will simply price themselves out of
the market.

The advocaters of import import restrictions in the United States
must realize that the question of introduction of such restrictions on a
string of important commodity groups are not merely temporary
safeguards for this or that narrow branch of industry, but can in
principle contain a breach with the previous fundamental basis of
international trade during the postwar years.

These advocaters will have to ask themselves the question whether
broadly speaking the United States will be well served by leading the
way in a 'reversal" of the laboriously adopted principle 6f free trade.
If this is what U.S. trade and industry want and get, the relapse to
restrictive import policy will leave its mark on other countries. And
in such case, US. exports will undoubtedly shortly be faced with ob-
structions and quota arrangements in other countries, which will nei-

on
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ther be in the interest of American exporters nor of international trade
collaboration.

It will be no less than tragic if the United States should revert to
the import restrictions of the thirties which caused such immense harm
to international trade. The British economist, John Robinson, de-
scribed that policy as a "beggar-my-neighbor policy."

Has the United States forgotten that during the Marshall aid 20-odd
years ago, its spokesmen urged the Danish people to work harder, to
work longer, and to produce more, in order also to take advantage of
the U.S. market andthus recover and be able to stand on their own
feet?

And has the United States forgotten the very recent vigorous
Kennedy round negotiations which Denmark, among other countries,
worked so hard to help make a success?

We hope not.
We urge that your committee, Mr. Chairman, reject the idea of

fixed quotas such as are here proposed and remain faithful to the
principle of free trade as represented by the Kennedy round which
this committee authorized some years ago. By so doing, you can do
much to maintain the happy trade relations which indeed now exist
between Denmark and the United States, and always have.

By so doing, American agriculture and American industry will not
have to suffer should Denmark and its European neighbors, through
no fault of their own, be forced to withdraw the tra g advantages
which they have granted U.S. products under the Kennedy round.

Mr. Chairman, may I just conclude by pointing out that when I
said the agricultural exports to Denmark are a very important thing
to Denmark because it is practically the only thing we can sell over
here, then Denmark must look on minks as a lifeblood for their dollar
earnings, and with the United States seeing 30 percent more of their
merchandise to Denmark than Denmark is able to sell to the United
States, I do think that most people in Denmark would be unable to
understand if they are being restricted on the mink skins, or the other
products I mentioned.

As a matter of fact, most people in Denmark, since 1951, when
quotas were put on a certain type of Danish cheese, have been in very
much hope that someday bill will be introduced in the Congress
proposing complete elimination of any quota on Danish cheese.

So to give the Danes a chance to try to make up some of the dollar
deficits which now exist in their trade with the Uited States in rela-
tion to the U.S. exports to Denmark, we hope that will be done.

Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to appear here
today.

Senator CuRTIs. I want to ask you a few questions. What Danish
concerns are members of the Danish American Trade Council, Inc.,
of 665 Fifth Avenue New York?

Mr. WRZDLL. Web1, to start with, American firms mostly that have
been doing business with Denmark many, many years. You are
speaking abut exporting to Denmark?

SenatorCURTIS. What Danish firms are members of that council?
Mr. WuDzuL. What Danish firms are members? The Danish firms

which operate as exporters of merchandise to the United States
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exporting to Denmark, and also members who are importers here
and imports of merchandise from Denmark.

Senator CURTIS. Yes. But I want to know the names of the Danish
companies that are members of this trade council.

Mr. WEDELIL. The members-well, I have a member list here that
I am sure, Mr. Chairman, you would not want me to-for me to read
the number of members, but I can deliver that for your guidance.
I have a membership book of all the members that are stated in
that book.

Senator CURTIS. All right, you may wibmit that. It will not be
reproduced in the rec )r , but it will be here for reference by the
committee.

Mr. WEDELL. I must have left that in my h wtel room.
Senator CURTIS. You may send that in.
(The above referred to was received and niate a part of the official

files of the committee.)
Senator CURTIS. You understand, of course. that these bills do not

suggest the shutting off of all imports into the United States of
products which they cover, do you not?

Mr. WEDELL. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Is Denmark a member of the EEC?
Mr. WEDELL. Denmark is a member now of the outer market.
Senator CURTIS. The European Economic Community; they are?
Mr. WYDELL. They are not a member of the Common Market.

They are a member of the outer market, the outer seven market.
Senator CURTIS. Now, the other countries that do belong to the

EEC have an export subsidy on ham, $48.50 per hundred kilos. This
amounts to about 50 cents for a 2-pound can. Has that cut down
Denmark's export of ham to the United States?

Mr. WEDELL. Mr. Chairman, I have an aide here sitting among
the audience named Sorensen. I know he could answeryou.

Senator CURTIS. All right. Will you identify yourself and answer?
Mr. WE DL. He is secretary of the Danish-American Trade

Council.
Mr. SORENSEN. My name is Knut Sorensen.
I do not remember the up-to-date export figures from Denmark

or from Holland to the United States. Offhand, I can say that the
Danish export figure to the United States for the first 6 months of
this year is lower than the same period last year. I believe that the
Dutch export figure this year is comparable or higher than it was the
same period last year.

Senator CURTIS. Well, we are faced with a situation here where
other European countries are offering an export subsidy which amounts
to about 50 cents for a 2-pound can of ham, which, if it is not detri-
mental to Denmark now, certainly will be. This is nothing set up by
the United States. In fact, it is not favorable to the United States,
and I wonder if Denmark was objecting to it and, if so, where did
you lodge your objection?

Mr. SORENSEN. I am sorry, I am not able to answer the question.
Mr. WSDELL. Mr. Chairman, we will submit to the comittee

that information and a proper answer to your question.
(The following letter was subsequently received by the committee:)
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SHAiRP, So-ITM & llJ'rt'iiisuN,
l|Washuington, l).('., Octobe-r W'0, 1967.I lion. U est..I. oN(J,

Chairtan, Finan-c 'omnonilee of the Srnate-,
WI(Ia/h inl/ton, D.C.

DEAR MR. ('+IRI.iilM&.N: I aceoiiip+):1lied Mr. ( utsta\c Wcdell, I'reside.nt of the
I).a'lish-Aie'rie:ti T'Ird(' ('emicil. Iie., 665 "ifth A,v'iue, New YVrk, . V..
when hi' testitied bfore yoiur ('Omittliit't' io ti .obcer 1. 1.167 during yo)lr heatiuig,'
oil import quota Jlgislatioli.

.MIr. Wedell was *isked Ito f(trnish additional iitforuwit ion to lie ('iaii , ilid,

i'illi."(' of the tille ehliiiuiut iiavolvi'd, is ui-tldi to write, you hi 11Clf, 1k. has,
hiowetr, ftirliihed i1e wil t hi ilifornitioi (h-irIa anid I itl. tIra lismlillia it to
Villi,

.ir. Wedell wits asked to giye th,' nanwins of thi' uiiulire of his ('oiiacii. I ,ill

('iielosiiig ti%*C (5) vollies of i I .|(7 ])ircrtory of .\lnilcrhi i of teit oanti.ai
Aniericnin Trade ('ouncil. lIc.

(The aborr it ,ferril to was rae a paJrt of the' official ies of the itic.)
Mr. Well wis ask(d to furnish the 1wretage of the I):iiih lititik fur skin

I)rodtlction which is exported to thli U.S. Here are ilh- tealillual figures for 11162-
19 t66, i)roItict'ion, (,xortst to the lt'.S. ad the' pi.,reeutl:agt' '%hich lh.,e exports
l'ar to l)iiiiilt pr)(Iiiit tiotl:

Year Production in skins Exports to United States Percenta# of exports Unitedin skins States to Projuctan

1966 ....................... 3.336.000 1,134.000 34
196 ........................ 2.912,000 911,OU0 31
1964 .......... .... .. . 2.355.030 764.000 32
1963 ...................... 1.836.000 739.000 40
1962 ........................ 1.437,000 750.000 50

Source: Board of the Scandinavian Fur Farm Organizations and the Statisti.al Department, Denmark.

Mr. Wedell was asked the following two questions I)y 'lleuator Cutrtis:
"Now the other countries that do belong to the EEC have an eNport subsidy

on h*mn, $48.50 per 100 kilos. This amounts to about 500 for a 2-potnd can. has
that. cut down Dennmark's export of hain to the United States?"

"Well, we are faced with a.situation here where other European countries are
offering an export subsidy which amounts to about 500 for a 2-pound can of hars,
which, if it is not detrimental to Detniark now, certainly will be. Tbis is uothing
set tip by the United States. In fact, it is not favoraible to the United States, and
I wondh'r if Denmark was objecting to it and, if so, where did you lodge yourobject ions?"

Mr. Wed(,li states that it is difficult to evaluate whether the alleged subsidy
has cut Denmark's exports of canned hams and shoulders to the United Statai.
The U.S. Department of Commerce figures for the first six mouths of 1967 coin-
paired with the first ix months of 1966 show a decline of about 9 million pounds
(4,.7 million pounds in 1966 versus 40.8 million pounds in 1967), At the sane
time Dutch exports of canned hams and shoulders for the first six niou1ths of 1967
were tip 1.2 million pounds (32.9 million pcatads in 1966 versts 34.1 million pounds
in 1967). The Danish decline may have been due to factors other thaa the alleged
subsidy. To Mr. Wedell's knowledge no objection to the alleged subsidy has bten
lodged.

The Committee was informed that it was believed that there was no Danish
Government control similar to the U.S. farm subsidy program. Nir. Wedell states
that It is a fact that there is no such Danish Government control quantity-wise
on farm products.

I trust this gives you all the information your Committee requested. On behalf
of Mr. Wedell and myself, I want to thank the Committee for its courteous treat-

iiett of Ius.
Very truly yours, Tiou D. B3&;.

Senator CURTIs. Now, another question. What does Denmark
import from the United States which they can produce themselves?

Mr. WVELL Wel, we do produce a lot, ourselves, in Denmark of
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industrial products. But when it comes to certain machinery like
electronic equipment or when it comes to a commercial airplanelor
comes to weaponry like military aircraft, and so on, we just do not
produce them. If we produce it, it just is not good enough for that
purpose. There are many other things that we have to import from
the United States, I grant you, but there is no doubt about it that
if we do not have the money to pay for it, then Denmark will have to
go shopping somewhere else, and whatever that amounts to, that
dend on what adjustments we will have in our dollar earnings.

So it is difficult to say what we could do without it, because we
might do without a lot if we make more favorable trading agreements
elsewhere. But this is a natural pattern of trade that goes on between
the United States and Denmark, and if I may be permitted to say,
a very good trade to the United States, because it is selling 30 percent
more to the Danes than the Danes are able to sell here, including the
minkL

Senator Curns. In Denmark are there any restrictions on agri-
cultural production imposed by the Government?

Mr. SoENsEN. I believe there are only veterinary regulations like
you also have in this country when it comes to imported minks.

Senator CuRTIs. No; no. What I mean, is production itself re-
stricted? Here we have a farm program that is based upon restriction.
The American farmers' individual farm plant is, quite a portion of
it is, idle by Government edict.

Mr. SORzSzN. I do not believe that there are restrictions in
Denmark in that respect, anyway similar to what you have in this
country.

Senator CuRTIs. That is all. I would like to go on, but we have a
long list of witnesses. I thank you gentlemen for your contribution.

Mr. Wzizxu Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. Sharp's statement, referred to previously by Mr. Wedell,

follows:)
STATEMENT TO TxE FINANCE COMITT22 Or THn SENATE IN OPPOSITION TO THU

LEGISLATION ESTABLSmNG A QUOTA ON Tax IMPOaTATION o RAW MINE
SKxIs

(Submitted by James R. Sharp Washington D.C., on Behalf of the American
Fur Merchants Association, Inc., New York, N.Y.)

SUMMARY

Mr. Sharp states that imports of raw mink skins are not responsible for a
temporary decime in prices of fur skins in the U.S. He points out that the real
reason for the wide swns in the prices of mnik skins is due primarly to the fact
that the market I. dominated by other factors, mainly the fashion whims of
American women.

Mr. Sharp submitted with his statement a Fact Sheet on the U.S. and foreign
mink skin Industry. This fact sheet carries its own summary.

OcTOBRi 20, 1967.
Hon. RUSSZLL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
The Capitol, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I would like to submit the following statement to your
Committee in connection with your hearings of October 18, 19, and 20, 1967, on
quota legislation on a wide variety of products.

My name is James R. Sharp. I am an attorney with offices at 1108 16th Street,
N.W., Washington. In these hearings I appear as a lawyer with many years ex-
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perience in the international trade field, but particularly as counsel for American
Fur Merchants Association of New York City, the largest aociation of fur dealers
in the United States.

For many years I have represented firms, organizations and individuals in the
international trade field. The problems ranged from customs, appeals appearances
before the Treasury Department, the Tariff Commission, the Ways and Means
Committee and your dibtinguished Committee. The products run the gamut from
hardboard to plywood, to steel to carpets, to clothespins to raw mink skins. I have
always been on the side of the importer, the man who has to battle the attempts
by the Government on the legislative side and on the executive side, to impose
tariffs, quotas or other restrictions on foreign imports. And being on the side of
the U.S. importer means that I have been and am on the side of the U.S. consumer
who. under a free unfettered trade system, enjoys the products of all the world at
a reasonable price.

PAST HISTORY OF CLAIMS OF INJURY FROM IMPORTS CONSISTENTLY UNFOUNDED

My experience indicates that it is almost a consistent pattern of repetitive
action whenever an internationally produced product suffers a price decline.
Immediately the U.S. producer claims that the foreign producer is "dumping',
his product in the U.S., is producing his product with cheap labor or cheap mate
rial and the poor U.S. producer i being forced to the wall because of foreign
imports. The only thing that will save him is protection by Uncle Sam, either
by an embargo, or quota or a raising of tariffs. The greater the protective wail,
the better so far as he is concerned.

Invariably, as in all markets, after the fall of prices giving impetus to the cry
for legislative or administrative relief, prices pick up, profits rise and the U.S.
producer, threatened with death, thrives again mightily. No cat ever had so
many lives.

Take the raw mink skin ranchers in the U.S. In 1959 they invoked an escape
clause action before the Tariff Commission, claiming injury from imports and
requesting an absolute quota. The Tariff Commission turned down this applica-
tion after conducting Open Hearings and an extensive investigation of the entire
problem of mink producers here and abroad, mink marketing systems, the history
of the growth of the mink industry and other matters germane to the issue.

From this exhaustive study, the ariff Commission concluded that increases
in imports resulting from the duty-free status of mink skins as frozen in the
GATT Agreement were not injuring or threatening injury to the domestic pro-
ducers. In 1959 when this finding was made, the test used by the TariffCommie.
sion for injury findings required only that imports had contributed substantially
to the serious injury or danger thereof. This was a much milder test than the
more strict test which became applicable with the adoption of the Trade Expan.
sion Act of 1962 which requires that imports be the ,ajor can& ng fear.
to injury.

PAST TRENDS WHICH INDICATED NO NEED FOR RELIEF AE CONTINUING

In denying relief in 1959, the Commission stated that "the trend of domestic
production (of mink) has been rising; that in terms of volume the increase in
domestic production has been greater than the increase in imports."

That was the situation in 1959. What is it in 1967? Here are the figures for
1961-1966, as reported by Assistant Secretary of State Macomber on May 31,
1967:

U.S. RAW MINK STATIS1CS-IS-46
Ron*~t b mgii. akbmu

Imports as
Yer PmdWi I"U Lapsb Ceusum pnet o

1961 .......................... 6.4 4.1 0. .5
1 .......................... 5.I .5 I 3
IOU. .......................i 4LI 7 41
1964 ........................... 4. 1.
- ......................... 4., .1-1low .......................... L,.IR-1

W_-46 ---6 --t 1-----
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A further analysis of the State Department's figures is quite interesting. Pro-
duction increased from 6,400,000 skins in 1961 to 8,20}0,0X0 in 1966, an increase of
1,800,000 skins. Each year was higher than the previous year. Imports increased
in the same tperiod from 4,10(),00 skins to 5,7tJ),000 skins, an increase of
1,600,000. Thus the same condition exists today as in 1959; the trend of domestic
production has been rising and, in terns of ,olume the increatie In domestic produc-
tion has bxen greater than the increase in Imports (1,800,000 production increase
vs. 1,600,000 increase in importa.

In support of the legislative efforts to obtain quantitative import quotas, and
the administrative effort with the Tariff Commission in 1959, the domestic milk
ranchers have on each occasion claimed that in a short time their industry would
be bankrupt and destroyed unless relief was fort coming. Yet the domestic mink
pelt producing industry has grown and--except for short-lived price setbacks, a
vhemwnetion normal in any business- has always proven quite- profitable. i)David

leniderson, Executive Seeretary of the National Board of Fur Farm Organiza-
tiomas reported in his recent Economic l Report issued in August, 11967, that U.S.
product aon in 1966, just nine years after the Tariff Conni.ion decision, was
84. million and in 1967, ten years later, would be close to 9 million, at ten-year
increase of nearly 100%. The Entba link Breeders Association ailnolluiced at its
April, 1966, nwtitiaag in Milwaukee, that the 1,97,079 pelts sold through its
marketing auspices through February 19166, averaged $21.07 per pelt up from
$17.49 in 1965 and from $17.27 ini 1164, this despite an increase in domestic
production of mink skins from 1965 to 1966 of 700,0X0 pelts or over 10% and an
increase in imports in 1965 to 1966 of 800,000 pelts, or approximately 160.

Mr. Richard E. Westwood, of the National Board of Fur Farm Organilatiouis,
Inc., who appeared before this Committee on Wednesda made another highly
emotional appeal for relief, claiming immediate need for legislative quotas if hts
industry was to survive. Mr. Westwood said that his group was concerned not
with rate of profit butt with "right to survival." This is the same cry his organize
tion made in 1959. But, as this Committee must know, dying industries are gen-
erally not going industries. Yet, Mr. Westwood's industry has increasedits
production from 1958, the year before the hat Tariff Commission hearings were
heOd, from 4 83,t)00 pelts to 8,987,004) in 11)66, just eight years later. This is an
increase of about 86,o in that short eight year period. Average pelt prices in 1958
were $19.01 per pelt. In the selling season 1965/1966 they were $19.48 per pelt.
On that record could mink ranching really be an uneconomic losing proposition?
The low prices of the past selling season are now on the way up. recent auctions
in this country and abroad show the price trend is up-10 to 15% over the earlier
auctions this year. The earlier auctions were what provided stimulus to the cries
for immediate "help" by the domestic mink ranches.

Mink pelts, I can assure you, were not the only luxury commodities which in
the economic stagnation we ex prienced in 1967 dropped in price. And now that
the economy is again surging lorward-forward at a rate which brings fears of
inflation-mink pelt prices are not the only prices which are dramatically rising
from the lows experienced last year.

PRICE FALL IN 1966-671 RANCIILBS CRY

%link rics and fur pricet and prices of a lot of luxury items did fall in late
1966 and 1967. They have fallen all other the world, not just in the U.S. But,
imports tre down those from Scanditut'ia off 17% in the first 8 months of 1966
over 1967 and Od nearly 10' froin all countries. It can't be the imports that
caused the price drop. What coud it be?

WOMEN'tS FASHIONS THlE DETERMnINING FACTOR IN critic SWIN08 IN FUR MARKET'

Furs are not nece.sities of life like wheat, textiles, milk or petroleum. Furs, and
particularly miik, are fashion products and in the final analysis are subject to
the whinw and constalitly changing tastes of women, consequently demand can
change radically from year to year. In addition to fashion, fur; not being a
necessity are highly sensitive to economic conditions and insmediately react
to an economic slow-down, or the fear that one is on time horizon. A study of fur
prices reveals constant and substantial fluct nations. It 1966167, the price decline
in all furs was especially sharp due to a complication of factors:

(1) The general economic slow-down towards the end of 1966 In Europe,
particularly in Germany, coincided with our own economic slow-down here in
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America. These changes caused an Immedialo slackening of demand simultano-
ously in both Europe and in the United States with a consequent strong pressure
or priced.

(2) At about the same time, mink dressing factories introduced a new revolu-
tioeary dressing process. The new process made it possible to buy a relatively
modestly priced standard mink, the color of which became much darker after
processing by the new method, and the value of which then became equivalent to
a very expensive mink pelt.

As an example, an ordinary color mink which was bought for $20.00, after
dressing, received the same value as a good color dark skin for which $50.00 was
paid. It goes without sayhlg that all goous took an Immediate decline. Why should
anybody pay $50.00 if the $20.00 skin, treated by the new process, would give him
practically the same color?

To compound the confusion, the Federal Trade Commission ruled that mink
dressed by this new process could be called "Natural". This ruling was iaubse-
(lentJly amended twice and as a result, full confusion in the fur Industry reigns
today.

The above are two major reasons foi the unusually sharp decline in mink prices
In 19W0/67. Neither has any thing to do with imports.

It is important to note that th prices of all furs declined-not just mink. 11r.
are reports on some typical sales.

SOUTHWEST AFRICAN PERSIANS'

July 19" July 19V7 Decline

Hudson's Bay Cc............68/10-894...............47/5-6.4.................. 31.2
Annang. Chiadwick ............. 6814-$.56............ 5"i-$7-................... 25.
Eastwood & Hal%~ Ltd........... w646$0 ... ........ 461-- $L44 ................... 2A1a

RUSSIAN PERSIANS$

Buchars ................... 75 ..463.................. 31.5
Turkmn......................... ......... .................. 33.4
Kazaktan ....................... $4. 21 ......................... 32.6

ALASKA SEALS'

April 1966 April 196 Decline
(percent)

Aveap ......................... $127.48 ....................... $94.45 ........................ 25.91

SOfficial London auction onpanies reports.
I Calculation based on (a) units In the July 1967 auction; and (b) actual prices realized In the July 1967 and 1966 auctions.
I Official lagurn supplied by Fouke Fur Co. (official seal processs for the U.S. Government).

In addition, both muskrats and foxes, American and Russian, declined 50%
in price, 1967 over 1966

The case of Alaska seals is particularly significant. Here is a fur which is a
monopoly of the U.S. Government and there is no foreign coniptliiiof, hence no
imports and yet Alaska seal prices declined nearly 26% In 1967 as compared with
1960, about the same price decline as the U.S. mink ranchers claim in 1967 for
their product.

The facts simply do not support the claim that legislative relief is needed to
limit imports of mink skins. The facts show that in 1966 when prices were delight-
fully high, imports were unusually high; that in 1967, when prices were low,
imports declined measurably although domestic production went up; that the
price decline experienced this year is not unusual in this trade, which heretofore
has with frequency experienced price decline and increases of is much as 20 to
30%, in a single year; changes attributable not to imports but Instead to changing
economic conditions and the whims of women's fashion.

Add to this the fact that almost the entire f(ur trade In the United States with
the exception of the U.S. ranchers believe quotas on mink imports are highly
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undesirable. This is the belief of the broken and dealers who are members of the
American Fur Merchants Association which I represent, of the Fur Manufacturers
Association, of the major fur processing organizations of the fur trappers, of the
fur finishers unions andof most of the major retailers 0/fur garments. The ranchers
stand alone in their demands for Congressional action. The remainder of the U.S.
fur Industry-and the remainder is large In number although much less vocal than
the ranchers, are flatly a t it.

Finally, I should like to point out that restrictive quotas and other measures
heretofore adopted in relation to fur products have been disastrous instead of
helpful. Let me give you a couple of examples:

The American silver fox industry at one tie was large and an annual production
of 350,000 skins a year was reached in 1939, according to the Department of
Interior Fish and Wildlife Service. Silver foxes were protected by a duty of 37%
percent. In 1939, at the height of its fashion demand, the fox ranchers succeeded
in having Congress impose an import quota which limited the importation of
foreign produced silver foxes to 100,000 skins per year. On top of this, in 1951, the
ranchers succeeded in imposing an outright embargo on all foxes from the Soviet
Union. The import quota, the duty and the Russian embargo are still on the books
today and what is the unhappy result?
(a) Importation of silver foxes fell rapidly and is today practically zero.
b) American yearly production of silver oxes is down to a few thousand skins.
c) American consumption of silver foxes is down to zero.

Neither an embargo against the Russian foxes nor a general protective tariff
against all other countries has helped the domestic silver fox industry. In the fur
industry fashion is the primary determining factor, and restrictions on the normal
supply ok any given fur, drive the manufacturing and dealing segments of the trade
into other furs. The end result is almost always to the detriment of those who
sought "protection." Many of the mink ranchers today are the sons and daughters
of former silver fox ranchers, but the lesson seems to have been lost on them.

At the same time that the ranchers succeeded in imposing an outright embargo
on Russian foxes, they also succeeded to embargo Russian muskrats. The em-
bargo on muskrats is still on the books today and the unhappy result is:

Importation of Russian muskrats went down to zero.
b Production of American muskrats steadily declined and was down to

4,305,096 skins in 1965 according to Field and Wildlife Service of the Department
of Interior, a decline 0 50% from 1951 when the embargo was imposed.

(c) American consumption of muskrats steadily declined and was down to
only 228,067 skins in 1966, according to information supplied by American dress-
ing factories.

(d) The bulk of the American crop of muskrats (95%) has to be marketed
abroad, including Scandinavia, or by mink rancher definition "dumped in Europe."

These two examples show the uselessness of quotas in a fashion industry.
Mink quotas would equally make no sense.

In the belief that it will be helpful to the Committee, I am attaching to this
letter a recently prepared Fact Sheet on the U.S. and Foreign mink skin industry.
The source of most of these facts is the Department of Commerce. The facts given
in that paper support fully the statements I have made above as to the lack of
need for quota legsation in this field. I thank you for the opportunity of sub-
mitting this statement

FAcS oN THU U.S. AND FOREIGN RAw MhNx Swu INDUSTry

(Prepared by: James R. Sharp, Washington, D.C., and Thomas D. Blake of
Wa=non, D.C., for The American Fur Merchants Association Inc., New
York, N.Y., the Leading Fur Dealers Association in the United States. Con'.
sultant: Eugene Dreisin, Chairman, Foreign Trade Committee, American
Fur Merchants Association-October 9, 1967)

1. CURRENT DEMAND FOR LEGISLATION LIMITING IMPORTATION OF RAW MINK

As of October 4, 1967, some 50 Representatives and 21 Senators had sponsored
bills to establish a quota on the importation of mink skins. Except for two of the
House bills, all bills are identical; they provide for the Secretary of Agriculture,
before each calendar year, to make an estimate of the number of mink skins
the United States will consume during that year. His decision cannot be appealed.
Duty4ree imports will be limited to 40 recent of this amount, the remainder
will be subject to a duty of 50 percent ad valorem. Two of the House bills limit
the duty-free imports to 30 percent of U.S. prodpcton, as estimated.
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2. PAnSSUR ON WHITS HOUSE FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

Simultaneously the domestic mink ranchers brought considerable pressure
on the White House to take action in order to "save the domestic mink industry"
The White House resisted these pressures, its position being clearly set forth
in two letters from Mr. William M. Roth, Office of the Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations, Executive Offices of the President. Both letters were
addressed to Rep. H. C. Schadeberg (R., Wise.), one of the strongest advocates
of quota legislation.

T he first letter, which appeared in the Congressional Record of June 12, 1967,
read its follows:

"Your letter to the President of May 18, 1967, has been referred to this Office
for further reply. In your letwr, you urge that the President request the Tariff
Commission, under section 332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930, to make a study of
imports of mink.

"I frankly do not believe that the President would consider requesting such a
study of the Tariff Commission without considerably more information about
the nature of the problem. I might add that under section 332(g) the Ways and
Means Committee or the House of Representatives may ask the Tariff Commission
to undertake such a study.

"In any case, however, we would be reluctant to consider the imposition of
additional restrictions on imports of mink without a showing that such imports
are causing or threatening serious economic injury to the domestic industry. This
is especially true since the domestic industry already enjoys extraordinary pro-
tection through the total embargo on imports from the Soviet Union, which has
been in effect since 195 1. This embargo is provided for in headnote 4 of subpart B
of vart 5 of schedule 1 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States."

The second letter, which appeared in the Congressional Record of August 8,
1967 read as follows:

"Thank you for your letter of June 12 with further reference to the matter of
mink import&

"I assure you that my letter of June 8 should not be construed as indicating
a lack of concern for the mink industry. However, without more information the
Administration does not have a basis for a decision on the imposition of additional
import restrictions. As I pointed out in my earlier letter, under section 332(g)
of the Tariff Act of 1930 the Ways and Means Committee or the House of Repre-
sentatives may ask the Fariff Commission to make a study of the problem.

"Any decision as to administrative relief for the mink industry would have to
be made by the President himself on the basis of the best possible information.
It has been suggested to us, for example, that the President use his authority
under section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956, as amended to negotiate
agreements with foreign countries to limit their mink exports to the United States.
We have carefully considered this suggestion and have concluded that more
information would be needed in order to evaluate the advisability of using this
procedure. It seems clear that other countries could not reasonably be expected
to give serious consideration to agreeing to limit their mink exports to the United
States in the absence of data demonstrating convincingly that it was necessary
to curtail shipments of mink from foreign countries because of the situation in
the domestic mink industry. For this reason, I believe the President would not
be inclined to ask other countries to enter into negotiations unless there had been
a showing, as a result of a careful investigation, that such agreement was necessary.

"As to the extraordinary protection which the mink industry has had since
1951, I can only point out that the provision which prohibits the importation of
mink from the Soviet Union applies only to six other specified types of furs and
to no other products whatsoever. For this reason, the protection which the mink
Industry has had for more than 15 years must be regarded as extraordinary.

"Since I wrote you earlier this month, we hove learned from the American
Embassy in Copenhagen that mink breeders in Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Finland, like their counterparts in the United States, are disturbed over the de-
clining prices for their mink pelts and have decided to take drastic steps to counter-
act the downward trend. At a recent meeting in Stockholm, the association of
mink breeders in the four Scandinavian countries agreed to reduce mink produo-
tion by 30 percent.

"The Embassy reports that for Denmark alone this will mean that between
600,000 and 700,000 newborn mink cubs of the standard type will be killed during
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the coming months. It Is planned that the destruction of mink cubs will continue
until prices have been brought back to what the breeders regard as the normal
level. According to the Embassy, the Scandinavian fur breeders consider that the
present low price level is due to oversupply and, therefore, consider it reasonable
to respond by reducing the supplies of mink pelts.

"The four Scandinavian countries are the major source of United States im-
orts of mink. The 30-percent reduction In their mink production should therefore
el relief the downward pressure on mink prices in this country to the benefit
omUmited States mink breeders."

L. PRESIDENT CALLS ON TARIFF COMMISSION TO REPORT ON MINK INDUSTRY

On August 29, 1987, the President of the United States exorcised his authority
under the Tariff Act of 1930 by requesting the United States Tariff Commission
to conduct an investigation of the conditions of competition in the United States
between domestic produced mink and imports of mink requiring that the Tariff
Commission report on all pertinent facts including, i6ut not limited to, facts
concerning U.S. consumption, production, imports, exports, prices, employment,
financial returns of the domestic ranchers, and the effects of imports on domestic
producers.

It is anticipated that the Commission will require from 5-6 months to make the
comprehensive investigation required of it under the Presidential order. The
events of the past have established that the best source of the required informa-
tion would be an objective report of the fact-finding Tariff Commission.

The Tariff Commission has announced that as a part of its investigation, public
hearings will be commenced December 5, 1967. Those concerned with the imposi-
tion of import restrictions on mink pelts should be prepared to present their views
in the course of the Tariff Commission public hearings. The Tariff Commission,
as usual, has invited the views of all interested parties and has requested that
written views by organizations and persons who do not intend to make an appear-
ance at the hearings, be submitted on or before December 5, 1967.

4. THE AMERICAN FUR MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION READY AND WILLING TO PRESENT
FACTS TO THE COMMISSION

The American Fur Merchants Association, the leading fur dealers group in the
United States, intends to cooperate fully with the Tariff Commission and will be
prepared to present the following facts to the Commission, as well as any other
pertinent data.

. HISTORY OF EFFORTS BY DOMESTIC PRODUCERS FOR IMPORT LIMITATIONS

This is not the first time that attempts to obtain a quota on mink import, luave
been tried. In 1946, 1951, 1965 and 1966 bills were introduced in the Congress
seeking absolute quota limitations on the import of mink skins. In early 1959, the
U.S. mink ranchers filed an application with the U.S. Tariff Commission under
the "escape clause" of the Trade Agreements Extension Act stating that they
were threatened with injury from imported mink skins and requesting an absolute
quota.

The Tariff Commission turned down this application after conducting Open
Hearings and an extensive investigation of the entire problem of mink producers
here and abroad, mink marketing systems, the history of the growth of the Inink
industry, and other matters germane to the issue.

From this exhaustive study, the Tariff Commission concluded that increases
in imports resulting from the duty-free status of mink skins as frozen in the GATT
Agreement were not injuring or threatening injury to the domestic producers.

6. PAST TRENDS WHICH INDICATED NO NEED FOR RELIEF ARE CONTINUING

In denying relief in 1959, the Commission stated that "the trend of domestic
production (of mink) has been rising; that in terms of volume the increase in
domestic production has been greater than the increase in imports."

That was the situation in 1959. What is it in 1967? Here are the figures for
1961-1966, as reported by Assistant Secretary of State Macomber on May 31,
1967:
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V.S. RAW MINK STATISTICS-161-0S

IQuantity In million skh

Imports a
Year Production Imports EsXerts ComUtion percent of

on-u"Pt

IL6 64 4. 0.8 is.5
.7 3. .8 &.7

1963 ........................... 7.0 4.5 .1 10.71964 ........................... 7.44 O 1
14 7.1 4.4 .710.6 41

1965 ........................... 4. .9 11.5 43
19 ................. 18 44

A further analysis of the State Department's figures is quite interesting. Produc-
tion increased from 6,400,000 skins in 1961 to 8,200,000 in 1966, an increase of
1,800,000 skins. Each year was higher than the previous year. Imports increased
in the same period from 4,100,000 skins to 5,700,000 skins, an increase of 1,600,000.
Thus the same condition exists today as in 1959; the trend of domestic production
hats been, rising and, in terms of volume the increase in domestic production has been
greater than the increase in imports (1,800,000 production increase vs. 1,600,000
increase in imports).

In support of the legislative efforts to obtain quantitative import quotas, and
the Administrative effort with the Tariff Commission in 1959, the domestic mink
ranchers have on each occasion claimed that in a short time their industry would
be bankrupt and destroyed unless relief was forthcoming. Yet the domestic mink
pelt producing industry has grown and-except for short-lived price setbacks, a
Phenomenon normal in any business-has always proven quite profitable. David

enderson, Executive Secretary of the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations
reported in his recent Economic Report issued in August, 1967, that U.S. produc-
tion in 1966, just nine years later after the Tariff Commission decision, was 83
million and in 1967, ten years later, would be close to 9 million, a ten-year increase
of nearly 100t. The Enba Mink Breeders Association announced at its April,
1966, meeting in Milwaukee that the 1,978,079 pelts sold through its marketing
auspices through February 1966. averaged $21.07 per pelt tip from $17.49 in 1965
and from $17.27 in 1964, this despite an increase In domestic production of mink
skins from 1965 to 1966 of 700,000 pelts or over 10% and an increase in imports
in 1965 to 1966 of 800,000 pelts, or approximately 16%.

7. WHAT HAS HAPPENED SINCE 1966? PRICES DOWN-U.S. PRODUCTION UP-
IMPORTS DOWN

Prices Have Fallen.-Aecording to the National Board's figures, prices which
averaged $19.48 per pelt in 1965/66 have fallen to $14.28 thus far in 1966/67.

U.S. Production Up.-But, and this is important, U.S. production, according
to National Board's figures, increased from 7.5 million pelts in crop year 1964, to
8.2 million in crop year 1965 and close to 9 million in crop year 1966.

Imports Down.--Acandinavian imports, December, 1966 through August, 1967,
decreased by 560,000 pelts over the same period a year earlier a decrease of 17%.
All mink imports dropped almost 10% in the saire period. Here are the official
Department of Commerce figures for the first eight months of 1966/67:

Raw mink Imports Raw mink Imports
from Scandinavia all countries

1st I month s 1966 ............................... 3,309,000 4,215,061
It I moth 1967 ............................... 2,749,000 3,77. 853

Decreas ............................... 560,000 417.20 1
Permt decrease .......................... 17 3.3

Thus, duringthe recent substantial price decline, we also had a decline in mink
Imports from all sources and a particularly substantial one from Scandinavia.
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DOS A ONM TSAR RADICAL PRICS DUCLINS ENTITLU AN INDUSTRY TO RLIEF
FROM IMPORTS?

The answer Is that obviously no such relief should be considered. Practically
every industry in the United States suffers occasionally from cyclical changes.
The mink producing industry is no different. Mink was in great demand in 1968;
average prices rose sharply over the prior year and the crop produced in the
United States was fully absorbed b1 both U.8. and foreign buyers. During the
early part of this prosperous 196 /66 marketing season the following years
crop was produced that the females were bred) in larger numbers than in the
prior breeding season. As a result the 1966/67 crop was larger by 700,000 pelts
than in the prior year. But the U.S. economy in the second part of 1966 eased up-
a tight money market developed-all of which resulted in substantial slackening.
off of demand for consumer goods-automobiles, appliances, homes, apartments,
clothing-and of course fur and fur trimmed products including mink products.
Simultaneously, most European countries experienced an economic slowdown and
purchases of furs and other consumer goods (by West Germany particularly) from
both U.8. sources and from Scandianvian sources, decreased substantially.

9. SCANDINAVIAN MINK IS NOT BEING DUMPED ON THIR U.S. MARKET

U.S. mink ranchers claim that huge amounts of foreign mink skins have been
"dumped" on the American market, resulting in a serious price decline in domes-
tically produced mink.

There has been no "dumping" whatever definition of "dumping" may be used.
To dump, according to the dictionary, is "to market goods in a foreign country
at a price below that charged in the home country." Legally, dumping involves
the sale to the United States at prices (FOB the forei n source) less than prices
for the same quality, quantity, and type of goods sold to buyers for delivery in
the exporting country and/or third countries. "Dumping" is a term that cannot
be applied to the marketing of mink fur skin, for fur skins of all types enjoy an
international market in the fur auction rooms in the fur producing countries of
the world. Buyers from all over the world bid in free and open competition for
the mink pelts. In January 1967, at Copenhagen alone, there were 296 buyers
from more than 20 countries attending the auction.

No buyer is forced to buy anything; if the quality does not please him, or if
the price is not right, he need not buy. However, if consumer demand exists as
it has in the U.S., then a dealer will buy, confident that his purchase can be sold
at a profit. Ameriran buyers compete for mink skins with buyers from all over
the world, whether they are buying in the American, Scandinavian, British or
Canadian sales. The same price and quality considerations guide American
buyers whether they are in the New Yor or Scandinavian auction room, there-
fore they will pay the same price for Scandinavian mink that they will pay for
comparable mink in New York, freight and other imponderables, taken into
consideration.

Different prices for different buyers from different areas are not set. There is
no possible way of "dumping" foreign mink skins in the U.S. in any sense of
the word as long as the skins are sold at open public auctions.

10. THZ UNITED STATES, BEING AN AFFLUENT SOCIETY, HAS A WIDA RANGS OF
MINK CONSUMPTION

Different countries produce different types and qualities of mink; this is due
to different climate, food and breeding habits. Different countries also have
different consumer demands. This is due to social conditions and different dis-
tribution of wealth.

The U.S. is the largest consumer of mink skins, some 12,800,000 skins in 1966
alone. The U.S. produces some of the finest skins in the world and the luxury
mink products manufactured in the United States are beyond compare. At the
same time, the U.S. enjoys an affluent society stretching on down the economic
ladder far greater than is the case in any other country. As a result, the U.S. can
consume a large variety of qualities of mink, in cap"m, in coats, and more im-
portantly in fur trimmed coats, jackets, sweaters, dresses and other garments.

Italy, on the other hand, produces little mink and while it enjoys a demand for
high grade fashions at the upper level of the economic strata, it does not enjoy
an in-depth affluent society. Hence, Italy buys the better grade skins in the world
markets, making them Into lovely garments for its rich citizens, but does not use
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the cheaper grades for trimming and low cost garments. TAi paUrns applies
in varying degre to all European cou s .

This difference between demands for mink by various countries is well exempli-
fled in the following table:

TOTAL EXPORTS OF RAW MINK SKINS FROM SCANDINAVIA. 1%2-40

Untd Stats Oter ountriee
Year

Number ofIs Tota value Avera Number of It Total value Average
(thousands) val2e thousandn) (thousands) value

1966 ............ ,76 $4, 700 12.83 3,627 560.727 $16.74
1965------------3.242 40,363 12.63 3,045 52,806 17.34
1964.......... 2.746 39.277 14.30 2.189 38,326 17.51
1963 ........... 2,717 36,154 1.32 1 956 33,9 W 17.38
1962 ............ 2,378 32,012 1346 1,61 26. 125 17.10

Source: The Scandinavian Government statistical departmets.

In 1966 the breakdown between countries (shown by the same source) was as
follows:

Percent of Average
Country Number the tot v Averags

number

United States ............................................... 3.875.514 51.6 $49,700,000 12.83
West Germany .............................................. 1,267, 310 16.9 20,449.725 16. 14
England .................................................... 367,538 11.6 12,554, 649 14.47
Italy ... ........................................ 688,459 9.2 14,329,793 20.81
France ....................................... 153,988 1 2,713,037 17.62
Switzerland ................................................. 127,609 1.7 2.454,712 19.24
Canada .................................................... 242,101 3.2 3,524,690 14.56
Austria .................................................... 3, 151 .5 594,327 16. 44
Benelux .................................................... 46,347 .6 85, 605 1. 53
Other countries I ............................................ 197,948 2. 6 3,293,855 16. 64

1 Including inter-Scandinavian export.

It will be noted that Italy received 9.2% of the total exports, at an average
price of $20.81 per skin. The U.S., on the other hand, took 51.6% of the exports
at an average price per pelt of $12.83. In fact, the three leading importers, next
to the U.S. at 51.6%, were West Germany, England and Italy, whose combined
share of the Scandinavian exports was 37.7,y et in dollar value this amounted
to over $47 million, nearly equal to the U..s 51.6% value of $49.7 million.
This clearly demonstrates that the low average price of the imported mink is due
strictly to the demands of the American consumer for substantial quantity of the
cheaper quality mink.

It. CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES OF MINK SKINS

Raw mink furs receive uniform grading before being offered for sale in auction
rooms all over the world. The skins are graded by sex, by color, by size and by
quality.

The females, which are smaller than males, bring a lower price than mates of
the same quality and color. Standard mink skins are graded for color from dark
shades which are most expensive, to the lighter shades. Mutation minks are
graded for color from the light shades, which are the most expensive, to the
darker shades. Taking all grades in the mink trade, assorted by color, quality and
size, there are well over 100 gradeL

!.". REASONS FOR PRICE FLUCTUATIONS IN THE FUR TRADE

Furs are not necessities of life like wheat, textiles, milk or petroleum. Furs, and
particularly mink, are fashion products and in the final analysis are subject to
the whims and constantly changing tastes of women, consequently demand can
change radically from year to year. In addition to fashion, furs not being a neces-
sity are highly sensitive to economic conditions and immediately react to an
economic slow-down, or the fear that one is on the horizon. A study of fur prices
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reveals constant and substantial fluctuations. In 1966/67, the price decline in all
furs was especially sharp due to a complication of factors:

(1) The general economic slow-down towards the end of 1966 in Europe,
particularly in Germany, coincided with our own economic slow-down here in
America. These changes caused an immediate slackening of denmnd simultaneously
in both Europe and in the United States with a consequent strong pressure on
prices.

(2) At about the same time, mink dressing factories introduced a new revolu-
tionary dressing process. The new process made it possible to buy a relatively
modestly priced standard mink, the color of which became much darker after
processing by the new method, and the value of which then became equivalent
to a very expensive mink pelt.

As an example, an ordinary color mink which was bought for $20.00, after
dressing, received the same value as a good color dark skin for which $50.00
was paid. It goes without saying that all goods took an inmediate decline. Why
should anybody pay $50.00 if the $20.00 skin, treated by the niew process, would
give him practically the same color?

To compound the confusion, the Federal Trade Commission ruled that mink
dressed by this new process could be called "Natural". This ruling was subse-
quently amended twice and as a result, full confusion in the fur industry reigns
today.

The above are two major reasons for the unusually sharp decline in mink
prices in 1966167. Neither has anything to do with imports.

It is important to note that the prices of all furs declined-not just mink.
Here are reports on some typical sales.

SOUTHWEST AFRICAN PERSIANS I

July 1966 July 1967 Decline
(percent)

Hudson's Bay Co 8............ /10=$9.64 ............. 47/5-$6.64 .................... -31.2
Annin& Chadwick............ 68/4-$9.56 .................... 50/8-$7.09 .................... -25.9
Eastwood & Holt. Ltd..........64/6-.0 .................... 461--644 ................... -28.11

RUSSIAN PERSIANS3

Buchara ................. $6.75 ................... $63 .................... -31.5
Turkmen ........................ $6.86 .................. 4. 57....................-33.4
Kazakstan ................. $24 ......................... $4.21 ......................... -32.5

ALASKA SEALS#

April 1966 April 1967 Decline
(percent)

Average ........................ $127.48 ....................... $94.45 ........................ -25.9

I Offial Lpa auction e;rnlan(bs reports.
s Calculation based on (a) units in the July 1967 auction; and (b) actual prim realized In the July 1967 &W 1966 auctio
I Official figures supplied by Fouke Fur Co. (oilcia seal processors for the U.S. Government).
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In addition, both muskrats and foxes, American and Russian, declined 50%
in price, 1967 over 1966.

The case of Alaska seals is particularly significant. Here is a fur which is a
monopoly of the U.S. Government and there is no foreign competition, hence no
Imports and yet Alaska seal prices declined nearly 26% In 1967 as compared with
1966, about the same price decline as the U.S. mink ranchers claim in 1967. for
their product.

13. THU DOMESTIC MARKET 18 EXPANDING

Eight years ago, the domestic ranchers, in their appeal to the Tariff Commis-
sion, stated that unless they received relief from the importation of foreign mink
skins by the institution of a quota, their industry was immediately doomed, a
plea they have repeated in 1967. They proved to be poor prophets in 1959 and
for the years 1961/66, when:

(a) U.S. mink consumption rose from 9.5 million to 12.8 million skins, up 34
percent.

(b) U.S. production during that period actually out-distanced foreign mink
im ports by 200,000 skins.

(c) U.S. mink exports during that period rose 37 percent.
(d) Domestic ranchers actually realized an average of $3.07 more per pelt in

1966 than in 1961.
(e) As a percentage of U.S. consumption, mink imports compared to U.S. con-

simption rose only one percent during this six year period (from 43 percent in
1961 to 44 percent in 1966).

(f) Between 1962/66, the domestic mink crop grew in value from $116,000,000
to $160,000,000-despite an increase in imports of 1.9 million skins.

(g) In 1960/61, one year after the appeal to the Tariff Commission, dark ranch
mink averaged just under $15.00 per pelt, and represented about 18% of the crop.
In 1965/66, five years later dark ranch mink averaged well over $20.00 per pelt
an increase of 33%-this despite the fact that it represented more than 26% of
the greatly expanded crop.

14. IMPORT LEVELS AND PRICE DECLINES AND INCREASES ARE NOT RELATED

The major argument advanced by domestic mink ranchers in support of
demands for administrative and legislative relief is the drastic price decline ex-
perienced in the most recent domestic marketing period, January through June
1967, the reponsibility for which is said to lie primarily at the feet of imports
from Norway, Finland, Sweden and Denmark. David Henderson, Executive
Secretary of the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, in his report to the
American mink ranching industry for 1967, states that the American mink ranchers
grossed 26.7% less for their pelts this season than they did a year ago ($14.28
average per pelt as compared with $19.48 for the prior year 1965/66), or 18% in
1966/67 ow the 1964/65 average of $17.57.

But these variations are not at all unusual in the mink market and are the
result of fashion and economic changes-not increases in imports. Note price
fluctuations in the schedule on the following page, fluctuations differing in each
year from color phase to color phase, and unrelated to the generally increasing
volume of imports.
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Single year changes, it will be noted, are substantial and requently have been

much greater than the 16.7' experened in 1966/67. Note for instance that in
1957/68, the average price standard was up 36.61% over 196/57. (Comparison
of 1968/69 with 1966/ 7, shows a two year increase of 57.5%.) Note also that
1960/61 price. of standards were 28.86% lower than 1959/60. (Comparison of
1960/61 with 1958/59 shows a 8 year decreae of S.41%.) Following these two
years of decreases, the price shot up again so that in 1961/62 there was a 18.88%
increase In the price of standards over 1960/61. (Comparison of the 1962/63
standard price with the 1960/61 shows an increase in the two years of 39.30%.)

Simil gyrations appear in the cawe of the sapphires. Prices declined in the two
years following 1956 57, a total decline of 24'12/ In 1959/60 from the 1956/57
level. Prices of sapphires then remained fairly levef until 1962/63 when they were
11.76% below the 1958/59 level. Three years later, in 1965/66, they had shot up
41.20% over the 1962/63 level of sapphires.

The fact that fashion is a primary factor in price fluctuations is evident from
comparison of the increases with the decreases in a single year in various color
phases. Thus in 1958/59 standards and pastels enjoyed a considerable price increase
while all other color pases decreasd from 3% .to 167 from the prior year. In
the followg marketing year, 1959/60, standards and pastels declined whereas
all other color phases increased, in two of them as much as 16 to 17% over the
prior year.

Finally, comparison of the price fluctuations shown by the schedule with
increases and decreases In Imports shows the two are unrelated. In 1965/66
average prices per pelt according to the National Board were $19.48, an Increase
of 9.8% over 1964/65, but from Decenber 1965 through June 1966, imports
increased 16% over the same period 1964/65. In 1966/67 imports decreased 7%
under the leva in 1965/66 yet the average domestic pelt price dropped to $14.28,
according to the National board, a decrease of 26.7 %. The price drop seems wholly
unrelated to imports and certainy cannot be blamed on an increase in inports
for there was in fact a decrease. Later figures show that in the first eight months of
1967, the decrease below the first eight months of 1966 is almost 10%--a total
of 417,208 pelts.

1& PAST UNHAPPY EXPERIENCES WITH IMPORT QUOTAS AND RESTRICTIONS ON PUR5

Import quotas and embargoes are of dubious value to start with. In the fur
trade we know fron. bitter experience that they do not work at all.

The American silver fox industry at one time was large and an annual production
of 350,000 skins a year was reached in 1939, according to the Department of
Interior Fish and Wildlife Service. Silver foxes were protected by a duty of
37 4 percent. In 1939, at the height of its fashion demand, the fox ranchers suc-
ceeded in having Congess impose an import quota which limited the importation
of foreign produced siver foxes to 100,000 skins per year. On top of this, in 1951,
the ranchers succeeded in imposing an outright embargo on all foxes from the
Soviet Union. The import quota, the duty and the Russian embargo are still
on the books today and what is the unhappy result?

(a) Importation of silver foxes fell rapidly and is today practically zero.
(b) American yearly production of silver foxes is down to a few thousand skins.
(a) American consumption of silver foxes i3 down to zero.
Neither an embargo against the Russian foxes nor a general protective tariff

against all other countries has helped the domestic silver fox industry. In the fur
industry, ja#hivw is the primary determining factor, and restrictions on the normal
supply of any given fur, drive the manufacturing and dealing segmet of the
tradeinto tha furs. The end result is almost always to the detriment of those
who sought "protection". Many of the mink ranchers today are the sons and
daughters of former silver fox ranchers, but the lesson seems to have been lost on
them.

At the same time that the ranchers succeeded in imposing an outright embargo
on Russian foxes, they also succeeded to embargo Russian muskrats. The embargo
on muskrats is still on the books today and the unhappy result Is:

(a) Importation of Russian muskrats went down to sero.
(b) Production of American muskrats steadily declined and was down to

4-0 096 skins in 19 6 .% according to Field and Wildlife Service of the Department
of Interior, a decline of 50% from 1951 when the embargo was Impos

(c) American consumption of muskrats stely declined and was down to
onl~y 228,067 skins in 1986t according to Information supplied by American
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(d) The bulk of the American crop of muskrats (95%) has to be marketed
abroad, including Scandinavia, or by mink rancher definition "dumped in Europe".

1,. A QUOTA WOULD UPSET U.S. tUX MARAMTS

A mink quota would harm the American fur trade as a whole, and would have
an immediate disastrous effect on the ranchers, for it would completely disrupt
the already chaotic marketing situation in the mink trade.

There are 15 foreign mink producing countries in the world, aside from Russia,
namely: Carada, )enmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland England, Netherlands,
West Germany, East Germany, France, Belgium, Poland, Spain, Yugoslavia
and Czechoslovakia. All these countries have always sold their mink in free com-
petition to the highest bidder regardless of from what country he came.

Now, assuming a quota of 5 million mink is established for the importation of
foreign mink, it is logical to assume that all these countries would change their
marketing policies and there would ensue a scramble for the maximum share of
the American mink quota.

This would create an over-supply in the crucial early part of the selling season,
January-February, because the goods would be exported to the U.S. irrespective
whether or not an actual demand existed.

17. SCANDINAVIA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE BREED

The Scandinavian countries instituted measures in mid-1967 to improve the
quality of their furs. Such action encouraged the killing of stock to reduce the
number of skins in the dark and pastel shades, concentrating on the poorest grades.
They also planned to cut down on their breeding stock to ensure a lower level of
production after the 1968 mating season. The action by the Scandinavians was
taken at a time when uninformedstatements were being made on the floor of the
U.S. Congress that Norway and other Scandinavian countries were planning til
increase their production "by 20%". The program of the Scandinavians was
announced by Ivar Thoine, Managing Director of Oslo Fur Auctions on July 29th
before the opening of the Oslo fur auction:

"To help to bring about the stabilization of the international mitik market as
quickly as possible the four Scandinavia Fur Breeder Associations in a meeting of

lay 25th agreed upon a joint plan to reduce this year's production of mink skins
by 5%.

"The Scandinavian auction houses and the breeder associations are going to
pay individual farmers a premium for each animal taken out of production and
destroyed now.

"The scheme is, of course, not compulsory, on the. contrary it is voluntary, but
we are quite hopeful of its effect. The aim of the plan is to reduce the 1967 mink
crop in Denmark, Finland, Sweden and Norway by more than 2,000,000 skins of
dark mink and pastel and measures have been taken to insure that especially the
poor quality mink are taken out of production."

IS. SALt PRICES SHOW UPTREND IN RECENT 1067 SALIM

Price fluctuations are a normal practice in the fur trade. Prices for furs are
constantly going up or down. They almost never remain steady at one level.

In July 1967 the curve again started to move up and the whole industry is
in an upward move. Recent London auctions showed strong upward price tenden.
cies, as did sales in the last few weeks in Oslo, Copenhagen, Canada and New York.

Strong buying participation by West Germany-a conspicuous absentee earlier
in the season--accounted for much of the rise in the recent Scandinavian sales
and indirectly affected sales elsewhere.

19. U.S. CONTINUES SALE OF BREEDER STOCKS ABROAD

It is important to point out that the U.S. rancher is the undisputed father of
the ranch mink production abroad, particularly Scandinavia.

The U.S. rancher was primarily responsible for the great extension of the Scan-
dinavian mink industry, selling thousands of breeding stock to Norway, Sweden,
Finland and Denmark. In fact, in the three year period following the 1959 Tariff
Commission claim by the domestic ranchers that Scandinavian breeders were
going to bankrupt the domestic industry, domestic ranchers sold further quantities
of breeding stock to Scandinavia, no doubt at a substantial profit.
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30. QUOTA ON MINK SKINS WOULD HURT U.S. BEST CUSTOMEBS

The ranchers in propagandizing for protection, consider free trade as virtually
un-American. But the overall interests of the nation represent the true morality.

The nations that would be hardest hit under a mink quota system would be
Canada and the Scandinavian countries-both areas now providing the U.S.
with a favorable balance of trade. Canada's record imports from the U.S. in
1966 hit $8.7 billion-a favorable balance for us of $540 million.

As pointed out recently by Assistant Secretary of State Macomber, "our
(U.S.) exports to Scandinavia in 1966 were valued at $687 million and exceeded
imports from that region by $56 million."

A look at the figures on trade between the United States and Scandinavia shows
that our northern friends imported millions of dollars worth of our agricultural
products; in fact, their purchases of oilseeds, grains, and grain products repre-
sented the major portion of their dollar purchases.

Assistant Secretary of State Macomber also commented on the Kennedy Round
of tariff negotiations as follows:

"The successful conclusion of the Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations will
provide an unprecedented expansion of the opportunities for mutually beneficial
trade. To take advantage of this development the President on May 23 directed
the responsible executive agencies to find new ways and means of bringing about
a major increase in United States exports. However, in working toward this goal,
we must necessarily keep in mind that the willingness of Canada the Scandinavian
countries, and our other trading partners to continue to urchase increasing
quantities of American exports will be importantly influenced by our treatment of
their shipments of mink furs and other products to the United States market.
Thus, if we were to impose a quota on imports of mink furs it would undoubtedly
lead to demands in the exporting countries for restrictive action against United
States exports and the major benefits we hope to realize from the Kennedy Round
agreement would be jeopardized."

21. EUROPEAN NATIONS SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED TARIFFS UNDER ENNBDY
ROUND

It should be noted that there were substantial tariff reductions on furs and fuu
products by the Scandinavian and EEC countries (France, West Germany,

lgium, Holland, Switzerland, and Italy) in the Kennedy Round, thus giving our
tur industry more of an open sesame to these important markets. It is of mpor-
fance also to note that all but one of the Scandinavian countries and all of the
EEC countries rebound raw mink skins in a duty free status, the principal foreign
source of such skins in those markets being the United States and Canada.

M. MOST OF TH] U.S. FUR INDUSTRY OPPOSES QUOTAS

The overwhelming maority of all segments of the fur industry strongly opposes
a quota system for mink Imports.

(a) Skin dealer and brokers support a free mink market. The market is inter-
national and any attempts to separate one segment of the mink skin market
from another are Simply unrealistic.

(b) Maaufadurers representing both of the major manufacturing amociations
oppose a quota as a limitation of their free choice in making purchases, and as a
bd precedent that could extend to other furs, or become more restrictive on
mink.

(c) Fur deeirwe traditionally favor free movement of goods and ideas. They
know that there is only one satisfactory market--a world-wide market-for
mink, the most popular of furs.

(d) Retaiers oppose the quota because they want to offer merchandise at
various price levels conducive to the broadest possible distribution of their
products.

(e) The fur workers, at both the manufacturing and processing levels, are
firmly against a quota, because such a quota would curtail the domestic dressing
and manufacturing industry and would foreshadow possible unemployment.

2. QUOTA ZNDANGZS NNW YORK AS FUR CENTER

In 1951, when the Russia embargo went into effect, it had a great psychological
effect on international fur producers and fur traders. The fur trade is basically
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an international trade and any restrictions on the free exchange of goods works
economically against the country which imposes such restrictions. This is borne
out by the decline since 1951 in firms and workers connected with the industry
in New York.

In 1951, there were 50 dressing and dyeing firms. In 1966, there were 25. There
2,112 manufacturing firms in 1951 and 1,261 in 1966. There were 13,600 workers
employed in manufacturing firms in 1951 and 8,700 in 1966.0

m. CONCUSIzON

In conclusion, it is quite obvious that imports, far from injuring the domestic
fur industry, have been a distinct help to it. The United states does not produce
enough of the types of skins desired by the American woman and hence necessary
to the fur trade in meeting the market demand. Past history proves that any
obstacle in this highly changeable fashion world is generally bypassed and other
furs, more readily available at a more attractive price to the purchaser, will Jump
to the forefront of public fancy. The consumer, often forgotten in the struggle of
the marketplace, would lose another opportunity for a free and unfettered choice
were foreign mink skins barred from the U.S. market. Mink would again become
the possession of the few instead of the many.

(The following are communications received by the committee
expresing an interest in the preceding subject:)

STATEMENT OF HON. WAiRzN 0. MAGNUSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM Ta3 STATZ
OF WASHINGTON, CONCERNING Minx In'oRT QUOTA LEGIaLATION

Mr. Chairman mink ranching is an integral part of the agricultural economy
of my state of Washington. In 1965 the gross income to ranchers from mink
production amounted to $10,121,000 produced on 217 separate ranches. I am here
on behalf of these mink ranchers seeking support for legislation which has been
introduced to give these and other ranchers, at least, a small degree of protection
from imports of mink skins

Currently, mink pelts are found on the "free list" and are coming into this
country at an ever increasing rate. Largely as a result of these imports, the United
States has lost over 40 percent of its mink ranches in the past seven years. Un-
fortunately, Washington shared in that loss of mink ranchers, and in addition,
many of the fishermen in Washington lost a ready market for their by-product
since mink are probably the largest market for fish offal. Not only have the mink
ranchers in Wahington contacted me about the decline in ranch numbers because
of the imports, but also a number of the fish products producers have written me
letters asking relief for the domestic mink ranching industry.

Let me say here, that the protection being sought by the mink ranching in-
dustry is not protective legislation in the clasaical sens&. Already, our domestic
ranchers have lost 40 percent of the domestic market to imports. They are willing
that no roll-back in imports be made and that the foreign producers retain that
40 percent. I know of no other industry willing to make such concessions to freer
trade. After the 40 percent of domestic consumption is reached, however, the
dometic industry would like to see a 50 percent ad valorem tax placed on any
additional skins beyond the 40 percent. This not only means that the foreign
producer of mink skins would retain his current share of our domestic market
but in addition, would share in any increase in consumption in the United States.
This is a very enlightened view in this current period when so many of the agri-
cultural and industi segments of our economy are seeking a roll back on imports
or almost complete embargoes.

The vital need for this legation has been pointed out by representatives of
the mink ranching industry. I wish to state again that I support their approach
to their import problem and I hope that this committee will give them sym-
pathetic and expeditious consideration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members at the Committee.

8owcu. Far Drumas Guild. Furrlrs Joint Council of N.Y.. Fm Age W"Wky, N.Y. State Dpert-
meat of Labr, Furrs Joint Council of Now York.
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STATEMENT OF HON. EDWA J W. BaOOzJz A U.S. SERATOR FXoM THN 8AT
Or MA8ACRUsiSms

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss the effect of imports uponthe minkt industry, for I feel the plight of the nation's am"n manhers a a serious
one.

There are but 4,458 mink ranches in the United States. In number, they do
not represent a silficat contituency in any stat. But their ow is one that
is worthy o onsiraion

American mink is raised on small family-sued farms with some help. from hired
labor. These mink ranchers have organised to develop consumer markets. They
have went over W20 million to make mink the most coveted of furs. They have
succeeded In their aims, but the fruits of their efforts ar oing to foreign mink
ranchers.

Since 1950, the number of mink ranches in this country has been reduced by
2,742 or 38 percent, because of the tremendous influx of duty-free imported mink

ts, which have captured over 40 percent of the domestic market. Foreign
,Wport have depressed the average U.S. auction price from $21.48 in 1969 to
$1.00 in 1966. Since it costs on the average $18.25 to raise a mink pelt,- the
American mink rancher is no longer even "breaking even." Aside from the higher
cost of labor and feed, the cost of raising mink is high because of the strict veter-
inary regulations which do not apply in foreign countries.

The American mink rancher cannot reduce his costs. He cannot compete
successfully with foreign imports. More and more families that have raied mink
for generations will have to quit. Their only recourse is protective legislation.

Because I believe this industry should survive, I have added my name as a
o-sponsor of 8. 1897, a bi which would impose a tariff on all skins after a quota

amounting to 40 percent of the domestic market in a given year had been allowed
to enter the country duty-free. I urge the Committee to give S. 1897 favorable
consideration.

STATEMENT OF Hou. LEN B. JORDAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM Ta STATs
O0 IDAHO

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to give you and members of this
Committee my views on S. 1897 which will amend the tariff schedules of the U.S.
with respect to the rate of duty on whole skins of mink whether or not dressed.

This bill would limit foreign mink producers to 40% of the American consump-
tion market without a duty payment, then a 60W tariff would be added to any
additional imports on mink.

Mr. Chairman, we are trying to encourage people who now live or have employ-
ment in rural towns and farming areas to remain there rather than to migrate in
great numbers to overcrowded cities. The problem of our cities is well known.
It has been qpreatly publicised. Some of the problems are unemployment, lack of
proper housing, crowded schools, sanitation controls and increases in crime.
e have been told it may require hundreds of billions of dollars to attempt re.

habilitation. No clear cut programs have yet emerged. Now and for the past
several years more than a half million people a year leave the farms and rural
communities to move to the cities. Many of these people are untrained for any
city employment. This committee and members of Congress now have an oppor-
tunity to assist in making It possible to keep more families from joining this
migration.

Unk farming, if profitable, can keep thousands of families in rural areas where
the air is pure, the water clean and the environment for rearing families is favor-
able. Many of our mink farmers can operate a part of their farm in a mink pro-
duction program along with other operations. Their families can also assist in
rearing and caring for mink. It fits in well with our overall agricultural programs
in the intermountain area. We do not ask that all imports be stopped--40Q% of
our needs could still be filled from imports with no duty. Our high living standards,
high wages for help, higher taxes, higher cost of marketing than competitors in
other countries make it necessary that the American mink grower have protection
from foreign imports. This bill is reasonable and It is charitabl to mink producers
from other countries.

I, along with the mink producers of my State of Idaho request that members
of your Committee give full consideration to the need for protection from excessive
mink Imports to our country.

86-46---pt. 1-
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8TATSRNNT OF WiscoNsIn 8uiu-Toa GATLoa Nasov

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for this opportunity to offer my support
for legislation to place reasonable limitations on the importation Of duty-free
mink pelts to the United States. I am sure that my 22 other colleagues sponsoring
mink import legislation in the Senate join me in this appeal.

Our nation's mink ranchers have developed their industry over a period of
many years. It is an important agricultural product. It is only proposed by this
amendment that reasonable import controls be imposed so that dumping of
foreign mink will not wipe out an important American industry.

American mink ranching is not a hobby or simply part time work. It means full
time employment for thousands of Americans, who have an investment of nearly
$200 million in ranch production alone. Mink pelt s.W bring around $170 million
into the country's economy each year.

But the future of these ranchers and their families is being seriously threatened
by the alarming Increase in foreign mink imports, which have risen nearly 50%
over the past five years. Duty-free imports of foreign pelts surpassed the five
million mark last year for the first time in history.

More than 40% of our nation's mink ranchers have been forced out of business
since 1960 due to this rising volume of low-priced foreign pelts.

Not only have these imports disrupted the American mink industry, but they
have also accounted for a loss of gold flowing to foreign countries in the amount of
$73 million annually.

The Scandinavian countries have been the main source of the increasing imports
during the past few years. The combined mink production of Denmark, Finland,
Sweden and Norway now exceeds U.S. production. With a surplus developing in
those countries, they increased their shipments to America by more than 23%
in 1966 alone.

With government shipping subsidies and cheap labor costs, foreign countries
have been able to dump their surplus mink production on our markets at an
average price of $11 per pelt, at least $7 les than even the cost to produce a pelt
in the United States. This is not fair competition.

The mink import legislation that we have presented would allow foreign mink
pelts to continue entering the country duty-free until the annual total equals 40%
of the domestic consumption in the United States. All pelts imported after that
point would be subject to a duty equal to 507c of their value.

This proposal is just and fair to all concerned. It will enable our American mink
ranchers to retain the domestic markets that they have developed through years
of hard work and promotion. At the same time, the plan will allow foreign mink
producers access to a fair share of our market on a duty free basis with their share
increasing as consumption expands in the United States.

The latest figures that I have seen indicate that imports this year are well above
the monthly figures for 1966. It appears that there will be no voluntary let-up in
sight for the mink import problem. Immediate legislative action is needed if the
domestic industry is to be saved.

I would like to impress upon the Committee the very urgent need for immediate
action. The present mink crop must be marketed within the coming weeks.
Therefore American mink ranchers must decide very soon whether or not they
will be able to stay in business for another year. Unless controls are placed on this
present flood of mink imports, hundreds of additional mink ranchers will be
forced out of business.

However, if the ranchers receive some indication by the action of this Com-
mittee that their government is indeed concerned about their future, we may be
able to save businesses and jobs for many Americans.

Mr. Chairman, I think this is reasonable legislation which treats foreign pro-
ducers most generously by any free trade standard of measurement.

CONGRZss oF =Z UNITED STATZE8,
House or REPRESENTATIVES,

Wamhinglon, D.C.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, &nate Finance Commi&*i,
U.S. Senate, Wshington, D.C.

Dzaz Ma. CHAIRMAN: In view of the hearings which your Committee Is con-
ducting this week on the subject of import quota legislation, may I bring to
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Ur attention the desperate plight of the mink ranchers of this country who are
n dire need of relief from the flood of mink pelts which are being imported into
this country.

To illustrate, in my own district in Wisconsin, ten mink ranchers have gone
out of business in the past year. Predictions are that forty per cent of the remain-
ing ranchers will be put out of business by the end of the year unless relief is
forthcoming. The economic implications of this situation are clear when one
realizes that there are 1,000 mink ranchers in Wisconsin who employ 3,000 per-
sons, whose annual payroll is over $10 million, whose capital investments exceed
$50 million, and whose gross sales total $46 million.

We cannot afford to allow this Idustry to be submerged by competition from
abroad. Foreign mink imports are increasing by drastic proportions, particularly
from Scandinavia, while the American producers are struggling to remain in
business.

I will appreciate your strious attention to this matter and I trust that it will
receive the earnest consideration of your Committee during these hearings.

I will also appreciate your including this letter in the official transcript of the
hearings.

Cordially,
HENRY C. SCHiADEDERO,

Member of Congress.

STATEMENT 0r HONORABLE WENDELL WYATT, A U.S. RZPItSNTATIVE FROM
TIE STATE OF OREGON

The American Mink pelt industry is little known generally, but an economically
important national industry. This industry is presently endangered by the in-
creasing importation of low cost, low quality foreign, non-dressed mink pelts.

The magnitude of the mink industry in this country is greater than usuallyimagined. Today there are over 3700 mink ranchers in the United States gener-
atinl a total annual business of $160,000,000. In 1950 there were over 6,000 mink
ae.
While the domestic demand for mink pelts has risen 30% in the last five years,

foreign imports of duty free mink pelts have risen almost 40%.
A radical decline in the price per pelt paid producers during this period has

placed our domestic mink breeding industry on the borderline of a crisis. Marginal
profits enable today's mink rancher to barely keep his head above the flood of
cheap foreign pelts.

In 1968 pelts were worth an average of $19.48 per skin. This year the price
has dropped to less than $15 per pelt. Imported pelts, allowed in duty free, when
untreated or "undressed , are being marketed this year in competition with
American produced pelts at an average of $9.54 per pelt.

Oregon's mink industry alone produced pelts annually valued at over $7,500,000
representing a capital investment of over $8 million, just in Oregon, endangered
by the growing influx of low-cost duty-free foreign pelt imports

In the last 25 years the annual number of pelts imported has risen from about
865,000 annually to well over 5.5 million Our American mink ranchers need our
help now to protect their investment and the domestic mink market.

Over 50 Representatives including myself and 21 Senators have introduced
legislation to establish a quota-tariff on undressed mink imports. I certainly urge
that consideration be given this immediately in order that our domestic mink
ranchers be freed from the threat of unlimited and unfair foreign competition.

OREOON STATE FUR BasaDsas ASSOCIATION,

Hon. RUSSELL LoN, 84/11, Oreg.

Weahi gton, D.C., th U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am writing to urge you to do all you possibly can to

support the legislation concerning the mink industry and the other trawl
industry of Oregon.

Both industries are in a very critical situation at the present time and have
bills and investigations in process and would like to urge you to give us all the
support and influence you can in our efforts to keep imports from flooding our
home markets to the extent that they have during this past year.
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You are well aware of the extent of imports of both fish and furs and the impac
it has had on our industries during 1967. Thank you for your attention to this
matter.

Very truly yours, Tan J AcoB, Jr., Aeda

STATzmMT sT G3o3 &ToIUZ, MANAona, Fuwums JoIN CouncI or
Nzw Yoaz

My name 'a George Stofsky. I am the Manager ot the Furriers Joint Council of
New York, an affiliate of the Amagmated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen
(AFL-CIO). The Council has its olhoes at 250 W. 26th Street in New York.

The Council is composed of 10,000 members who work on fur skins and the
making of these skins into fur garments.

Our statement is an appeal for urgent help to obtain relief from the operation
of the embargo on raw and dressed fur skins from Russia and Communst China
which is conned in the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.

The provision is contained in Part 5, Subpart B(4), Section 121.65 of Schedule 1
of the Tariff Schedules (19 U.S. Code Annotated 1202) and forbids "the entry,
or withdrawal from warehouse, for consumption of ermine, fox, koliusky, marten,
mink, muskrat, and weasel fur skins, raw or not dressed, or dressed, which are
the product of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics or of Communist China."

As we point out below, a loophole in this ban has not only frustrated its purpose
but has operated to encourage the import of these banned skins at an accelerating
rate to the increasing detriment of all branches of the domestic fur industry, and
especially to the fur manufacturing employees whom we represent, and to the
national economy as wel.

This incredible result is due to the fact that the ban on he xortqf raw or dressed
skins, does *t rostric t impor of far garments maufacur ro rv skins/

As a result of this situation, it is entirely legal for manufacturers to buy these
banned skins for manufacture into garments in other countries such as Canada,
where the ban does not exist, and to ship and sell fur garments made from these
skins in the United States. Such garments have been increasingly featured and
promoted by such prominent stores in the New York area as Saki Fifth Avenue,
Tailored Woman, Macy's, and others. The same is true in other markets in the
United States with resulting los of scarce jobs and livelihood for American fur
workers and to the harm of domestic fur breeders and dealers in and manufacturers
of garments made from non-banned skins.

This harm is caused by the underlying fact that the ban on these skins tends
to depress their prices. Su__rficially, it would therefore seem that the ban is
accomplishing its p purpose. The contrary is the fact, for the lower price makes
these skins artifcally and, therefore unfairly competitive with other skins. The
increased volume of sales and rise o this practice, therefore, more than compen-
sates for the lower unit price because of the expanding volume. More importantly
also, the ban (in combination with the loophole) compels the manufacture of
these skins into garments to be performed in other countries, where standards of
wages, hours, sanitation, health, and other benefits are far below ours.

The finished imported garments are thus more than competitive with American
products and increaingly t ten the domestic industry, despite the superior
styling and workmanship of A can g ts and the greater productivity
and skill of American workers. Moreover, the hrm is not limited to them. The
balance of payments of the nation is adverely affected because the present situa-
tion encourages the expenditure of American dollars for labor abroad instead of
as payment of wages to American workers.-

The increasing rate of import.of such garments shows that any damage to the
target countries is miniscular in comparison to the damage to the domestic
economy, at least if the loophole continues to exist, and that the effect of the ban
is the very opposite of what Congress intended in enacting it.

We therefore urge the Committee to take steps to rea the ban altogether or,
if the reasons which impelled it are still deemed v I, to close the loophole by
extending the ban to garments manufactured from the prohibited skins.
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Camvmaa MINEEJT,Cabrdg, Wi.
Senator RUSSLL LoN,

S&ae O1we Building,
Washington, D.C.

DzA SENATOn LONG: I read in the Women's Wear Daily, this morning, about
the numerous pending quota proposals and was pleased with your statements
before the Senate Finance Committee.

Mink ranching suffered a severe blow with the 1988 crop of mink. Our ranch
has been in operation for 38 years and last year was the first loss we ever suffered.
Many of the small and under-capitalized ranchers are going out of business and
leaving heavy debts behind.

The ranchers are asking for a 40% quota of the United States consumption.
Personally, if it is going to do any good and save our industry a 25% quota would
be more realistic.

Mr. Johnson, has lost so much popularity with Vietnam, race riots, strikes and
other unrest and now he is taking another step... destroying U.S. businesses,
letting the farmer compete with nations that can undersell us. In our little business
we have spent a small fortune promoting our product (mink) and the outside
world moves in and capitalizes on our efforts. What do we do? Move to Europe?

Sincerely yours, E. CRISTENSEN.

STATEMENT OF HENRY FONER, PRESIDENT, JOINT BOARD, Fua, LEATHER & MA-
CHINE WORKEiS' UNIONS, MALGAMATD MJiAT CUTTas & BUTCR WORK-
MEN Or NORTH AmRICA (AFL-CIO)

The proposed Kennedy round tariff reductions on dressed and dyed fur skins
will have a serious effect upon an industry already hit hard by the competition of
foreign dressed and dyed fur skins, processed under wages and conditions far
inferior to those that have been established by the unions here after many years
of struggle and sacrifice. In this connection, the attention of the legislators is
called to the hardships already suffered by sectors of the domestic fur processing
industry, even before the impact of the Kennedy round is felt. For example-and
most graphically-our rabbit dressing industry, deeply affected by the changing
fashions in furs, was administered a virtual death blow by the flood of imports of
dressed and dyed rabbit skins that has inundated our market from France and
Belgium. The unfairness of this situation was pointed up by the fact that the
French rabbit dressers have been favored with a reduction in their social security
taxes, in proportion to the number of pelts that they were able to export to the
United States.

Similar effects have been felt by the Persian lamb processing industry, which,
until recently, has been confined to only two companies in the metropolitan New
York area (a third has just recently been added). For the past several years, these
processors have had their volume of work-and correspondingly the earnings of
their workers--sharply reduced due to the increased imports of dressed and dyed
Persian lamb skin from Europe, and particularly from West Germany.

In the cae of both the rabbit dressirs and the Persian lamb processors, we of
the Union have, together with the representatives of mana cement involved, con-
stantly sought relief from the appropriate tariff authorities Now we face a polifers-
tion of the problem, which threatens to engulf all other fur products as well.
Particularly vulnerable is our domestic mink dressing industry-a highly skilled
section of our trade which has long enjoyed wel-deserved primacy in the world
fur market. If the .ence of their 0olle[ues in the industry is any guide, they,
too, face considerable difficulty in maintaining their level of operation and m
continuing to provide employment for the members of our Union.

Our Union Is very proud of its record of achievement in establishing wages and
working conditions that are among the finest in the American labor movement.
We are also deeply proud of the consummate workmanship and skill that our
members have brought to this industry. We ask our legislative representatives to
enable us to maintain these standards b7 halting the proposed reductions in the
tariff on dressed and dyed fur skins. Failire to act literally threatens the continued
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existence of a significant service branch that has made significant contributions to
the American fur industry, to the American consumer and to the American
economy.

IOWA Fun FAiaMERS ASSOCIATION.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, ena Finance Commiles,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: We are writing on behalf of the mink farmers of the
State of Iowa in support of the position of the National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations pertaining to a quota on the importation of duty-free, cheaply
produced foreign mink pelt.

The mink farmers of Iowa, all of whom belong to the Iowa Fur Farmers Associa-
tion, have taken an increasingly severe economic whipping in recent years at the
expense of mushrooming expansion overseas. Their expansion has been clearly
deigned to capture the U.S. market since domestic consumption in their own
countries is practically nil.

Figures show they have expanded at a rate approximating five times that of our
U.S. farmers. Dumping this deluge of pelts on our market duty-free has caused
drastic price adjustments resulting in the loss of about one-third of Iowa's pro-
ducers since 1960. Industry spokesmen and credit sources claim the next one-third
may be wiped out in the coming season alone.

Our members feel the proposed 40% quota is more than fair. Even though we are
at the brink of being forced out of business we will concede the 40% of our market
they now have if we can have some assurance that our efforts to create new markets
will not be ambushed by increased imports of cheaper produced, cheaper quality
pelts.

The ranch raised mink business was born and conceived in the U.S. It is a very
sad feeling indeed to see people who have pioneered and devoted their lifetime to
an occupation being squeezed out and their considerable investment rendered
practically worthless by a competitor who has used our inventiveness and capital-
ised on it only by cheaper labor, cheaper production cost, a lower standard of
living, and especially by pirating the market created and maintained mainly by
our advertising.

Under these circumstances we feel our government can rightfully impose
reasonable restrictions to allow hard working people the opportunity to make a
reasonable living. The 30% price drop last year under the influence of a tremen-
dous increase in the foreign crop has resulted in prices well below the cost of pro.
duction. The United States is going to lose a very worthwhile industry in its
entirety unless we receive your help now.

Sincerely yours, EVERET MU3LLR

PALMxR ERICKSON Jr.,Leialai (Ca~usn.

NATIONAL BOARD Or FUR FARM ORGANIZATIONS INC.,
Stratford, Wis.

Senator RUssELL B. LoNGo,
Chairman, Senate CommiUe on Finance:

I am writing in support of the statement of the National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations, Inc., which speaks for the entire mink industry of the United States.

Mink ranching has been our whole life, having been in the business for over 30
years. I have seen many ranchers quit especially in the last 4 to 5 years. Within
our area, which is the central part of Wisconsin, some of the older and more prom-
inent ranchers has quit within the last year.

A rise in cost of the by-products needed for feed has increased our production
costs considerably.

Auction companies have dropped loan credit from $10.00 per kit a year ago to
between $5.00 and $7.50 per kit this year.

Labor cutback has averaged from I to % per ranch. Many medium sise ranchers
went out to work leaig their families do most of the work on the ranch.

At the present rate I feel that there will be very little left of the mink industry
if some steps aren't taken to control the imports from foreign countries.

Sincerely yours, Cmm SPINDLER,

NationalBoard Director.
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Senator RusseaL B. LoN, FoMUSTILL9, CONN.

Chairman Senate Commitee an Finance
Senate Oice Building, Waahingtn, D.d.

)EAN SENATOR Lost: At the request of Mr. David W. Henderson, Executive
Secretary of The National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, Inc., 152 W. Wis-
consin Avenue Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 532(, I am enclosing a statement which
I have entitled "The Plight o the U.S. Mink Farmer."

The National Board is made tip of representation from practically every state
mink organisation in the United States and is, therefore, in a position and has
the authority to peak for the entire mink ranching industry in the United States.

I trust you will give this statement your careful consideration. If there is addi-
tiond information I can supply, pleas; feel free to call upon me.

Very truly yours, JAMIES J. CRITUMLEY,
Secretary, Connecticut Mink Farmers' A~ociation.

THE PLIGHT OF T1E U.S. MzNK FAauaz

The U.S. mink rancher is battling for his very existence. 40% of the mink
farmers in the United States have been forced out of business because of the flood
of ptlts into the United States from foreign countries. The Scandanavian countries
(Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) are now producing more pelts than the
combined production in the United States and dumping their pelts onto our
market.

The mink industry in the United States has spent $22,000,000.00 in advertising
starting in 1944 to date to establish our market for mink garments. Last year
U.S. buyers spent $73,000,000 for foreign mink pelts. The cost of producing a
mink pelt in the United States from reliable sources is somewhere between $16.00
and $18.00 depending upon the rancher-yet these foreign pelts sold for an
average of $10.72 for the 4,572,988 pelts that arrived in this country during the
1966-67 season. The average for EMBA (U.S.) pelts sold to date for the 1966-67
season after deducting commissions, dressing, and assessments is $12.10 per
pelt-net to the mink farmer. And more startlhig the June, 1967 sale averaged
(gross) $10.32-a drop of 33% from the December, 1966 average. The U.S.
market is now glutted with pelts remaining to be sold and many ranchers are
awaiting funds from last year a crop. Reports are coming in where mink farmers
are offering their present kit crop for as low as $1.00 per kit. What other alterna-
tive do they have when they cannot get the money to buy feed? It is rather crystal
clear that our foreign competition is trying to capture our U.S. market.

A little review of the mink industry might be in order. There were a very few
individuals attempting to raise minks in the 1920s. To this number a few more were
added In the 1930.. Like many other pursuits, mink farming had to go through
its growing pains. In the early stages very little was known about balanced diets
and minks were fed on a trial and error basis. It was not until 1940 that minks
were raised in considerable numbers. Mink farmers found out how to feed minks
and how they should be housed, and more people entered this field of endeavor.
It takes an individual many years to establish a successful and profitable mink
farm. First, he must spend large sums of money for breeding stock-the best he
can buy. Then he must spend over a period of years additional large sums for
equipment, including grinders, mixers, feeders. But his biggest expense is involved
in the building of expensive sheds, cages, freezers and barns for storage and other
facilities. Of course, he has to purchase a farm to begin with and secure trucks
and pay the wages of men to help him operate his farm. The above pertains to the
mink farmer who goes into the raising of minks on a full-time basis and he is the
very one we are most concerned about. lie therefore has an over-all expenditure
of many thousands of dollars.

During this so-called "build up" of his farm he is plagued with disease and
poor production on occasions. Disease van wipe out many hundreds of his minks
before it is brought under control. Again the establishment of a successful mink
farm does not happen over night but requires a period of many yeare.

The facts and figures brought out above apply equally ell with regard to
Connecticut mink farmers. I feel that I am in a good position to state the facts
concerning Connecticut mink farmers since I started raising minks back in 1929.
I have also been Secretary of Connecticut Mink Farmers Association since its
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Inception in 1946. Although I did not raise minks on a large scale the period of
such raising covered 34 years. However, as far back as 1963 1 was just about
breaking even and finally had to quit the mink business because I could not make
a profit.

Let us go back to 1955. In that year 111 persons were licensed to raise minks
in Connecticut. Since that year our memberlip has dwindled every year until
now we have only 45 individuals raising minks in Connecticut. Reports now com-

ingi to me inaivate that several more mink ranchers will pelt out this fall.
Ohr mink farmers who have boon in the mink business for many years and who
have thousands of dollars tied up in their farms will attempt to hold out since
they do not want to see their life s work and invtwtment washed down the drain.
The success or failure of their mink farms will depend in a large measure on the
outcome of legislation which must be established on foreign mink pelts coming
into the U.S. market.

Let us take a typical case of a mink farmer here in Connecticut who is being
forced to throw in the spxige this cotuing fall. His name is Joe Wood and he lives
at Egypt Lane, Clinton, Connecticut. He has been raising minks for twenty years
and started his mink farm in Pewsylvania. Ho moved to Connecticut several
years ago because of the accessibility of ocan fish. Joe. is a conmcientious, hard-
working individual who has persevered right down to the end. He is a director of
Connecticut Mink Farmers' Association and has betn its president. He attended
Yale University and decided to uo his talents in the establishment of a mink
farm. He pelts* from 3500 to 4000 minks a year and has a huge investment of
several thousand dollars tied up in his minik business. When an experienced
rancher of his stamp and ability has to call it quits, I can former where hundreds
of other mink farmers are doomed unless some rather drastic import controls on
pelts are established.

Let me state that the U.S. mink ratncher contributes much to the U.S. economy
by PUrchasing millions of pounds of agricultural by-products per year. There issoa turn-over of over $150,00,000.00 in the sale of ranchers pelts. Like every
other individual, he pays huge sums in taxcm to help support our economy.

The mink rancher is asking support for Bill HR 6694. This bill would:1 permit
pelts to come into the United States duty-free until the amount equals 401" of
consumption in the United Sttt. Isn't this bill worthy of your support?

On behalf of Connecticut Mink Farmers' Association,'I am urgently requesting
that you support this bill.

MTlegrsml

MANHATTAN, MONT.
Senator RUSSELL LONe,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

Due to severe economic losses resulting from the excess dumping of Scandinavian
mink on our niarkets lin December and January, approximately 20 percent of
Moutana's mink ranchers have beemi forced out of business, another 20 percent
including myself are being forced out of btsiess this year. Continued dumping of
this quantity of pelts on our markets will mean the elimination of mink ranchers in
Montana within approxinmatcly 2 years. RALPH. CLUM.

Director, ,National Board of Fur Farvs, Montana Fur Breeders Aasociali,,n.

CENTRAL WIscONsIN Fun BaCxEDmas ASSOCIATION.
Senator RuSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Commiiice on Finance.

We are writing this letter in support of the statement of the National Board
of Fur Farm Organisation, Inc. This organisatio receives universal support and
speaks for the entire mink ranching industry in the United States.

Our association operates in the central part of the state of Wisconsin. At this
time it Is comprised of only 12 members. Lat year, 1966, there were 22 members.

A local feed distributor reports that five (5) years ago, he supplied to local
ranchers with ready-mix feed. Thrty (30) of these ranchers have pelted out. He
now supplies 40 ranchers with feed. This supplier Is demanding payment upon
delivery.
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Credit difficulties with Auction Companies have mounted to the point where
they have dropped accounts which they had several years. "S, ome 25 years."
To preferred, good risk ranchers, they are now lending $5.00 to $7.50 whereas
last year they would fully Iend $10.00 per kit.

Many small ranchers in this area have goie out to work, leaving their families
to care'for the mink. LArge ranchers have cut their labor force by 46 to ti.

We are having a hard time getting remaining membership out to meetings.
Members are striving to hang on for the remainder of this year, hoping for better
prices, but have the feeling this is the last year they can operate without relief
from foreign imports.

Almost all the members have raised mink all their lives and are at a loss to
know where. to make a living, if mink pelts remain at their present low price.

on Jon J .mINnL, Jr.,
President.

CARL SPINDLMR,
Director of National Board.

LUONARD R. PURVIS,
Secretary.

TainisT Miz~ RANrt', INC.,
Marion, Wit.

Senator Rvssr6LL B. LoNO,
Chairantis, .Seane Commilke on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

GKENTLMM4N: The drastic drop in mink pelt prices since December 1906 has
caused many hardships, financial losses, even bankruptcies undeclared as yet.
Many ranchers know they are going to x,It out this coming pelting season but
dare not say so now for fear of losing their hired help before they can get the-ir
animals pelted and sent to market, thus causing them the further hardship of
trying to bring their crop through to pelting time without sufficient help, only time
will tell how many there are in that category.

There are only 15 ranchers that are members of our Chain of Lakes Mink
Amsociation, but actually I only know of two ranches that are definitely pelting
out this December. Th,re are two more that may pelt out, but are withholding
their final decision until the last minute hoping the market might get better
by t he-n.

I have been to many rancher meetings, and have heard expressions from
hundreds of ranchers, niany of them young men quite heavily burdened with
debts, many of these are bankrupt right now and don't know it yet. Thi last
statement is a prediction, not a fact, because a fact is something that can ba
proved. Overall my mental picture of the mink industry is a rather gloomy one.
The above statements are true as I know them, but I realize they are not facts.
I will state my own case as facts.

I am 67 years old my family consists of my wife, and one son 21 years old. We
three incorporated in 1965 to make it possible for nie to retire and draw social
security.

Last year we sold 2110 pelts at an average of $14.68 net, the other 90 pelts
from the 1966 crop are not sold yet, when they are they will bring the average down
below $14.50, which is approximately $1.00 below our cost of production for 1966,
making a low of $1.00 per pl-t.

In 1965 our average was $18.49 while our cost of production was approximately
$14.50, giving us a profit of approximately $4.00 per pelt.

There are several reasons why our loss was not more than $1.00 per pelt in 66.
01 Our herd consists of the so called higher colored mink which the Scandinavian
countries do not have iu quantity or quality as yet. #2 We sold most of our pelts
in Deceimbr before the drastic price drop. For instance certain types of mink
that .old from $18.00 to $25.00 for males, and from $8.00 to $14.0 for females
in December in the so called higher colors, dropped from 20 to 30% in June, but
they were at least mildly in demand, but the colors that are sold in quantities
from the Scandinavian countries, such as pastel, and mediocre dark had prac-
tically no demand unless they were sold ridiculously low. Some ranchers just had
to sell to meet their obligations so they took what they could get, which was as
low as $3.00 for females, and $5.00 for males, an average of $4.00 per pelt. I do
not know what their cost of production was but $15.00 would be very close.
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Our chances for keeping our heads above water for 1967 are better than most
because of the colors we have, but my son has already told me that if things
don't break in 198 he wants out, andl don't blame him, and if he leaves I H
have to pelt out also.

If Bill 0HR6694 could be pamed and put into effect before Dec. 1967 it would
help everybody, but even If it is passed and doesn't go into effect until after the
first of January 1968 the mink rancher population will decrease considerably by
one year from now.

Your truly, CHAIN O'LAKZs MN AssoCIATION,
DAviD Tiiusr, President.
RusiN BuarrNst, Secretary,
EMIL 0. WIUSMAN,

National Bwod Director.

INDIAN HEAD FUR BREEDiRS AsOCIATION,Hayward, WI,.
Hon. RUSSLL B. LONH,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SZNATOR: Northern Wisconsin has long been an economically depressed
area in search of industry to improve our living standards without constant
Government aids. Fur farming has played an important part in lifting these
standards and providing decent incomes to many families living in this area.

Just three years ago Sawyer County, Wisconsin had in the Indian Head Fur
Breeders Association over 22 ranches producing over Mj million dollars annually.
From Washington this amount perhaps does not appear large but our county
has less than ten thousand people so this is a factor in our economy.

Our ranches supported over fifty families directly and of course with most of
our money being spent locally many other people benefited from fur farming.
As an example our ranch bought $8,000 worth of feed from our local feed mill thus
aiding employment in the commtmity. From your own home state, Senator Long,
we buy ton upon tons of chicken by-product. in this waywe aid your community.

With the vast increase in imports of mink skins our market has dropped so low
that we have lost over 12 of our Indian Head members with the possibility of
more going out this year. Our area boasted a feed supply plant costing close to
$200,000 it is now shut down and the men are out of work. Last March our own
ranch employed two full time men, both have had to be let go leaving only my
wife and myself to do the entire job.

As president of our group of ranchers I have tried to lay before you the plight
of the American fur farmer from conditions brought on by the imports that have
taken away the market we have worked so hard to build.

I trust the Senate Committee on Finance will support the statement of the
National Board of Fur Farm Organizations.

Thank you. Roasar D. Faarasw,
President.

Mrs. HzUss KAMIS,
Secretary.

(Hospitalized, no signature.)

(A bill, S. 612, to reulate imports of milk and dairy products, and
for other purposes, follows:)
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Nozthi ba&xota, Air. Y.Na of Oltio. mr. Ni-itmr. Air. RWI.E;.M.

Air. Mc"uA.mr. '.I'mamuiv. anoidSir. I~~u)ijarn'dtc.- the following
bill; r.'liis wits read twice sad referrett to the ('omiivet oil kgrictilturc
and Fort-try

A BILL
Tio regiliite ihuj)rts of wilk and dairy products, and for

other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Ilomws of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 Thait this Act mnay he cited as the "Dairy Impjort Act of

4 1967"

5 6I.2 No imports of dairy products shnll oce admitted

G' inito the 17niited States for conisump~tion except pursiut to

*Witnesee testifying on this subject, pp. 115-136.
Communications received by the committee onx this subject, pp. 138-153 and

p. 183.
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2

I authorizations- issued by the Secretary of Agriculture in ac-

2 cordance with the provisions of this Act.

3 Sm~c. 3. No authorizations for imports of dairy products

4 shall be issued by the Secretary which would result in total

5 imports for consumption in any calendar year of butterfat or

6 nonfat milk solids, in any form, in excess of tile respective

7 average annual quantities thereof which. were admitted for

8 consumption: during the five calejidar years 1961 through

9 1965.

10 SC. 4. In -the event that total annual domestic con-

11 sumption of milk and milk products in any calendar year

12 shall be greater or less than the average annual domestic

13 consumption of milk and milk products during the five

14 calendar years 1961 through 1965, the total volume of

15 imports for such calendar year authorized under section 3

16 shall be increased or decreased by a corresponding per-

17 centage. For 'the purposes of this Act, the Secretary may

18 estimate such total annual domestic consumption on a quar-

19 terly basis and reflect adjustments of such estimates in the

20 level of imports authorized in subsequent quarters or in the

21 subsequent year. In computing or estimating such annual

22 domestic consumption under this Act, milk and milk prod-
23 ntcts used in Federal distribution programs shall be excluded.

24 SEC. 5. The President may permit, if he finds such

5 action is required by overriding economic or national security
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3

1 interests of the United States, additional quantities of imports

2 of any dairy product. Additioiud imlprts peritted under

3 this section shall be admitted for consumption ider special

4 authorizations issued by the Secretay. No additional im-

5 ports shall be admitted for consumption under this section

6 at a time when prices received by dairy farmers for milk

7 on national average as determined by the Secretary are at

8 a level less than parity, unless the Secretary shall, at the time

9 such imports are authorized, remove from the domestic

10 market, in addition to and separate from other price support

11 purchases and operations, a corresponding quantity of dairy

12 products. The cost of removing such dairy products from

13 the domestic market shall be separately reported and shall

14 not be charged to any agricultural program.

15 SEC. 6. "Dairy products" for the purpose of this Act

16 includes al forms of milk and dairy products, butterfat, non-

17 fat milk solids, and any combination or mixture thereof, and

18 includes also any article, compound, or mixture containing

19 5 per centum or more of butterfat, or nonfat milk solids, or

20 any combination of the two.

21 SEc. 7. The Secretary may prescribe such rules and

22 regulations as he deems necessary for the effective adminis-

- trittion of this Act.

24 Swc. 8. Nothing contained in this Act shall be con-

25 strued to repeal section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
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4

1 Act or any import limitation established thereunder; but the

2 total annual quantitative limitations on imports of butterfat

3 and nonfat milk solids prescribed by this Act shall prevail,

4 and all imports authorized under said section 22 or any other

5 law shall be included in computing such total.
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Senator Curns. Senator Gaylord Nelson?
Senator Proxmire?
Then we will call Mr. E. M. Norton, secretary of the National

Milk Producers Federation.

STATEMENT OF 1. . NORTON, SECRETARY, NATIONAL MIL
PRODUCER' FEDERATION; ACCOMPANIED BY PATRICK B.

ALT, A TANT SECRETARY; AND K. I. GANSTANG, GIN.
ZEAL COUNSEL

Mr. NoRToN. My name is E. M. Norton, secretary of the National
MilW Producers Federation, 30 F Street, Washington, D.C. With me is
Mr. Patrick B. Healy, assistant secretary, same address, and Mr.
M. R. Garstang, our general counsel, same firm, same address.

I would like, with your permission, Mr. Chairman, to file this
entire statement for the record and read certain excerpts of it.

Senator CuRTs. Very well, without objection that will be done.
Mr. NORTO.. The National Milk Producers Federation is a national

farm organization. It represents dairy farmers and the dairy co-
operative associations which they own and operate.

Practically every form of dairy product produced in any substantial
volume in the United States is produced and marketed by dairy
cooperative plants represented ;v the federation.

The federation is, therefore, directly concerned with the adverse
effect of excessive dairy imports on American dairy farmers and on
the supply of milk produced in this country. We are also directly
concerned with the effect of excessive imports on dairy plants operated
in this country and with the effect of such imports on the domestic
market for dairy products..

In addition, there is presently in effect an important agricultural
program authorized by Congress for milk and dairy products. Under
this program, prices paid to farmers for milk are supported at levels
ranging between 75 and 90 percent of parity. This is accomplished by
removing surplus supplies from the market through purchases made
by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

Parity is a formula for measuring the relationship between the
prices farmers receive for the commodities they sell as compared with
the prices farmers pay for the things they buy.

One of the objectives of the dairy program is to maintain the pur-
chasing power of dairy farmers as an important factor in the national
economy.

Another objective, of great importance to the security of the Nation
and to its general welfare, is to assure adequate su*pies of essential
foods produced from sources within our own shores. we should be most
foolhardy to rely on an overseas source of supply of dairy products
which could not be depended upon in times of emergency.

Neither this important agricultural program, nor the American
dairy industry as we know it today, can exist under present conditions
of world trade without effective import controls.

We have no quarrel with the principle that foreign trade should be
expanded, provided such trade is beneficial and not destructive.

Broad general principles of free trade, however idealistic they may
sound in the abstract, are often impractical and unrealistic when ap-
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plied to specific commodities. This is particularly true when they are
considered in the light of the adverse conditions which prevail today
in world trade.

Beneficial foreign trade does not result to the United States from
excessive imports of dairy products which are already in surplus
supply and which we do not need. Such imports burden the support
program with millions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost,
undermine the Nation's agricultural production and markets, and
result in loss of opportunities for our own people.

This country is committed to a high standard of living, high price
levels, high wage rates, and the maintenance of agricultural prices at
levels which will protect the purchasing power of farmers. As a result
of these policies, our agricultural prices, in many cases, even though
still below parity, are far above world price levels.

As long as this condition exists, import controls %ill be necessary to
prevent world surpluses from being drawn to our more attractive
stabilized markets. The same price differences make export price
adjustments necessary if we are to retain a fair share of the world
agricultural market.

For example, butter is supported at a price of 679 cents per pound
in New York under the price support program. At the same time,
butter has been available in Europe for export to the United States
at about 20 cents per pound. The product came in as butterfat-sugar
mixtures in evasion of the quota on butter.

Senator CURTIS. Is that an ice cream mix largely?
Mr. NORTONi. Yes, sir. Shipping charges run about 3 or 4 cents per

pound and the tariff on such mixtures is about 4 or 5 cents per pound.
urthermore, there is a profit on the sugar ingredient, which aso was

imported in evasion of the sugar quota.
In our statement before the U.S. Tariff Commission in May of

this year, we quoted figures showing that the American price for
butterfat was more than three times as high as the European export
price and that the American sugar price was about two times the
European price.

These are matters which cannot be ignored without disastrous
consequences to our own country. Other countries have been more
astute at recognizing the realities of foreign trade and in protecting
their ag cultural programs and their own people against a destructive
level of imports than has the United States.

A reappraual of our forei# trade policies by Congress in a more
practical and realistic light is long overdue. The European CommonMarket has sharpened the need for such a review by rendering obsolete

earlier concepts of foreign trade, particularly in the agricultural field.
Aside from this, the extremely wide variations in prices, wages,

costs, and other factors which exist between different countries made
the general application of free trade policies impracticaL

We believe Congress is becoming increasingly aware of the fact
that our foreign trade policies are seriously out of line with realities.
The large number of Members of Congress who have introduced
import control bills so indicates. For example, 59 Senators and 198
Members of the House have introduced legislation to provide more
effective quotas on dairy imports.
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Import bills on other commodities also have an impressive number
of sponsors in both the Senate and the House.

The Dent bill, H.R. 478, passed the House by a vote of 340 to 29.
We compliment this committee on its foresight in initiating this

hering to take a new look at foreign trade policies and to explore the
need for import quotas. We are grateful for an opportunity to present
the need for more effective import controls on dairy products.

The federation helped develop and is strongly support he pro-
posed Dairy Import Act of 1967. As indicated above, this egsation
has been introduced by 59 Senators and 198 Members of the House
of Representatives.

I understand, Mr. Chairman, a question was asked this morning
whether section 22 was an adequate remedy, and the Secretaryof
Agriculture indicated that it was much more W diet to use sec.
tion 22 than to go through this "cumbersome" business of congres-
sional hea"ingson imports. other words, that the wheels of Congress
were much slower and I flexible than section 22 action. But I
would point out that it took one-half of the U.S. Senators and almost
200 Congresmen to bring this to the attention of the Secretary of
Agiculture before we could get action under section 22.

The Dairy Import Act of 1967 would provide a fair and practical
approach to the dairy import problem. Furthermore, it would be
effective, and it would put a stop to the long history of evasion and
subterfuge which importers and foreign nations have engaged in under
our present laws. It would be efficient, because it would be self.
activating at the prescribed level of imports and would bypass the
present time-consuming and unsatisactory proceedings bore the
U.S. Tariff Commision.

Basically, the Dai y Import Act would limit imports by quotas
to the average level imported during the historical bae period of
196-5. The years 196 and 1967 would not be included i the bas
period, because these were not normal import years.

Both 1966 and 1967 were cha terized by a great flood of evasion-
type imports. These were primarily butterfat-sugar mixtures and
Clby chees_ Neither of these products are normal historical imports.
The butterfat-sugar mixtures were imported in open and flagrant
evasion of import controls on butterfat and on sugar. The foby
cheese, practically identical with Cheddar cheese and used for the
same purpose, was used to evade the import quota on Cheddar cheese.

Limiting total dairy product imports to the 1961-85 average is
more than fair to foreign nations, b use these years include r ela-
tively high levels of imports which have be steadily increasing.

The Dairy Import Act would permit foreign nations to share in
future developments of the domestic market. This would be accom-
plished by increasing or decreasing the permitted level of imports in
proprtion to mnreases or decreases in domestic consumption.

New products could be allocated a share in the imports, but this
would be done within the limits of the overall quota. In the same
manner, special needs could be recognized by varying the import level
of articuarproducts within the overall quota limit.

r..vis.n is made also for emergency action and for overriding
considerations of national interest to be exercised by the President.

If additional imports were authorized by the Piesident under the
emergency provisions at a time when domestic market prices were
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below parity, the adverse effect of the imports on the market would be
offset by removing from the domestic market a corresponding quantity
of dairy products by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

It is our firm conviction that quotas are the most effective form of
import control and also that they are the fairest to all parties con-
cerned.

Tariffs have been rendered meaningless by currency devaluation
and manipulation, by steadily incre"g inflation, and by export
subsidies in whatever amounts are necessary to move the product
into our markets. The volume of imports which will enter under a
fixed tariff is uncertain and cannot be predicted for future years.

On the other hand, when quotas are set, foreign nations know ex-
actly what they can depend on in the American market, and they can
adjust their production and marketing accordingly.

In the same manner, American producers know what the volume
of imports will be, not only currently but for several years ahead,
and they can make long-range plans, as they must do, if this country
is to enjoy assured supplies of an essential food.

Furthermore, it is our belief that a definitely known volume of
imports causes less disruption of the market than would the sne
volume when coupled with uncertainty as to whether the imports
would stop at that level or possibly go far beyond it.

We have just been through a situation where imports got completely
out of hand. The effect was to drive prices to the support floor, add
many millions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost to the support
program, and demoralize and discourage American dairy farmers.

egslation is desperately needed to prevent this from happening
again. Unless Congress steps in to bring some measure of dependability
and respectability to our dairy in port controls, we fear another similar
fiasco will result. The plans for it are already being explored by im-
porters and foreign nations.

Import controls are presently in effect on some dairy products under,
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

This section, as I pointed out before is not adequate, and controls
under it have been weak and ineffective. For example, it has been
characterized by a long history of easy and repeated evasion of its
quotas.

For exam.pe a uota was placed on butter in an effort to regulate
imports of butterfat. This was evaded by imports of butteroil. A
quota was then placed on butteroil. This was evaded by imports of
Exylone, a product com ed of butterfat to which a small percent-
age of sugar had been added. A quota was placed on butterfat-sugar
mixtures containing 45 percent or more of butterfat. This was promptly
evaded by imports of a butterfat-sugar mixture containing 44 percent
of butterat. A quota was then imposed under the sugar law on butter-
fat-sugar mixtures containing more than 25 percent of sugar. This
was promptly evaded by imports of butterfat-ugar mixtures con-
taining 24 percent sugar.

In the same manner, a quota on Cheddar cheese was evaded by
imports of Colby cheese. Colby cheese is used for the same purpose
as Cheddar cheese It is not a normal historical import.

Senator CuRTI. Except for what, the age?
Mr. NoRToN. Yes, air; it is not aged.
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A quota on cheese in original loaves is evaded by simply cutting
the loaves in half and then putting them back together again.

During 1966 and the first half of 1967, there was in effect a finding
by the Tariff Commission that imports of butter in excess of 707,000
pounds would interfere with the support program. A butter oil quota-
was in effect at 1,200,000 pounds. n 1966, butterfat-sugar mixtures
imported in evasion of these quotas totaled 106 million pounds. In
the first half of 1967, the evasion imports were 92 million pounds,
the equivalent of an annual rate of 184 million pounds.

During the same period, 1966 and the firtt half of 1967, there was
in effect a finding by the Tariff Commission that imports of Cheddar
cheese in excess of 2,780,100 pounds would interfere with the prie
support program. In 1966, Colby cheese im,3orted in evasion of this
quota totaled 46 million pounds. Colby chiese imports in the first
half of 1967 were 48 Vilion pounds, the equivalent of an annual
rate of 96 million pounds.

That new legiation is needed to provi(ie more permanent and
effective controls is forcefully pointed up by the recent Tariff Com-
mission hearing brought to c ose loopholes in previous quotas. The
level of imports recommended by the Commsion was unreasonable
and unrealistic, and its suggested quotas left additional loopholes open
for future evasion.

It was necessary in this instance for the President, after conferences
with the Secretary of Agriculture and dairy loaders, to override the
Commission's recommendations by establishing much lower levels of
imports and by including frozen cream in the new controls.

Even so, the new controls are again weak wrd inconclusive, par-
ticularly with respect to evaporated or condensed milk and cream-
these two products have been left open--and retail size packages of
butterfat-eugar mixtures, and other products.

There i before the Bureau of Customs now an inquiry about
consumer-size packaging of a butterfat-sugar mixture containing 90
percent butteat.If it is a proved, we are wide open again. These
imports could again reach the same size they were last year. Imports
of evaporated milk are also being explored.

We are concerned that the way may again have been left open for
the writing of another chapter in the already too long history of
"Invasion by Evasion."

Another reason section 22 controls are inadequate is that they are
available only to protect certain agricultural programs. Legislation is
needed not only to provide more positive controls but also to provide
coverage for agricultural commodities which may not be subject to
a support program.

We, therefore, urge you, Mr. Chairman, most earnestly to reevalu-
ate the import control program for dairy products and to provide
positive and effective controls under the proposed "Dairy Import Act
of 1967."

Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Do I understand that by resorting to mixtures has

been the method by which the importers have substantially boosted
their imports in the last year or so?

Mr. NORTON. Well, that is one way. Another way, Mr. Chairman
is that the original import proclamation back in 1953, prescribed
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Italian-type cheese in original loaves as the only type under quota.
What the importers and foreign governments did was merely cut the
cheese in two, wax both faces of it, put it in the same box and it then
became cheese not in original loaves. So you see it isn't always just a
mixture.

Senator CuaTIS. This mixture, has this imported mixture been very
sizable?

Mr. NORTON. Oh, yes, it has.
Senator CUttS. And a number of American manufacturing com-

panies of ice cream have used it in very substantial quantities.
Mr. NORTON. Right. About 200 million pounds of this mixture

came in during 1968 and the first half of 1967.
Senator CuaTm. About 200 million pounds.
About what is our total import of butterfat?
Mr. NORTON. Well, in the first half of 1967, imports in terms of

milk equivalent were running at an annual rate of about 4.4 billion
pounds.

Senator CURTIS. And you feel that while import restrictions based
upon a historical base period of 1961-65 would be a considerable help
to the American dair industry, do you also feel that is rather a
reasonable period for the fori n producers?

Mr. NORTON. Yes, sir; we do, because in 1966 and the first half
of 1967 is when the evasion imports of ice cream mixes and Colby
cheese became most prevalent.

Senator CUTis. I something isn't done there will be new inio-
vations-

Mr. NoRToN. Excuse me.
Senator Curms (continuing). To increase the imports; would they

not?
Mr. NORTON. Pardon, I didn't hear you.
Senator CuRTis. I say if Congress does not take some action there

are apt to be new innovations.
Mr. NORTON. Yes.
Senator CURTI. On how to increase the imports; isn't that right?
Mr. NORTON. Yes, Sir.
Senator CURTIS. Now, why is the number of dairy cattle down

one-third? The Secretary of Agriculture referred to that this morning.
Mr. NORTON. Well I understood that he indicated that imports

had nothing to do with the declining herds. Herds are being dispersed
and are decihninj. I would feel sure that, as in any other business, the
decision to stay in business relates somewhat to profit or price. Dairy
herds are dispersing and I would relate that directly to the effect of
imports on price and on the uncertainty of future markets.

If you have imports at a level that the support program must be
in effect at all times, you are at the very Minimum of what you can
make in the business. I would think imports have a very direct rela-
tionship to declining herds.

Senator CuRTs. -Yes. It would be quite a factor in our economy
if housing starts dropped one-third.

Mr. NORTON. That is right.
Senator CURTIs. If one-third of any other manufacturing capaty

were to be discontinued, and I think it is a very significant figure.
Mr. NORTON. Yes.
Senator CURTIs. Because the consumption of dairy products, the

per capita consumption of dairy products his not decreased, has it?
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Mr. NORTON. If it has gone, down, it has been very slight. Now it
happened, Mr. Curtis, that imports last year were extremely heavy
and rising rapidly. This must have had some effect on price and it
must have had some effect on decisions to stay in or go out of business.

Senator CURTIs. And an effect on the U.S. Treasury.
Mr. NoRToN. Yes, sir; considerable.
Senator CuRTIS. I think that is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir. I will read this state-

ment. I came in while you were presenting it, but I will certainly study
it.

(Mr. Norton's prepared statement with a supplemental state.
ment submitted by the National Milk Producers Federation, follows:)

PRUPASED STATUM3NP OF 9. M. NoRTON, SwacTzAr, NATIONAL MILK
PUonucsas FmnDRATloN

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm ornisation. It
represents dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which they own
and operate.

Some of these cooperatives are bargaining sociations. They enable farmers,
by acting together, to bargain mom effectively for the sale of raw milk to processorsand handlers.

In other cooperatives, farmers have banded together to build and operate their
own dairy plants. Through these plants, they process, on a cost bass the milk
produced on their farms and market it in the form of finished fairy products.

Practically every form of dairy product produtced in any substantial volume in
the United States is produced and marketed by dairy cooperative plants repre-
sented by the Federation.

The Federation is, therefore, directly concerned with the adverse effect of exces-
sive dairy imports ou American dairy farmers and on the supply of milk produced
in this country. We are also directly concerned with the effect of excessive imports
on dairy plants operated in this country and with the effect of such imports on the
domestic market for dairy products.

In addition, there i presently in effect an important agricultural program
authorized by Congress for milk and dairy products. Under this program, prices
paid to farmers for milk are supported at levels ranging between 75 and 90 percent
of parity. This is accomplished by removing surplus supplies from the market
through purchases made by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

Parity is a formula for measuring the relationship between the prices farmers
receive for the commodities they sell as compared with the prices farmers pay
for the things they buy.

One of the objectives of the dairy program is to maintain the purchasing power
of dairy farmers as an important factor in the national economy.

Another objective, of great Importance to the security of the nstlon and to Its
general welfare, is to assure adequate supplies of essential foods produced from
sources within our own shores. We would be most foolhardy to rely on an overseas
source o supply of dairy products which could not be depended upon in times of
emergency.

Neither this important agricultural program, nor the American dairy industry as
we know it today, can ezi under preset conditions of worldd trade without effeci
import controls.

We have tio quarrel with the principle that foreign trade should be expanded,
provided such trade is beneficial and not destructive.

Broad general principles of free trade, however idealistic they may sound in the
abstract, are often impractical and unrealistic when applied to specific commodities.
This is particularly true when they are considered in the light of the adverse condi-
tions which prevail today in word trade.

Beneficial foreign trade does not result to the United States from excessive
imports of dairy products which are already in surplus supply and which we do
not need. Such imports burden the support program with millions of dollars of
wasted and unnecessary cost, undermine the nation's agricultural production and
markets, and result in loss of opportunities for our own people.

This country is committed to a high standard of living high price levels, high
wage rates, and the maintenance of agricultural prices at levels which will protect
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the purchasing power of farmers. As a result of these policies, our agricultural
prices, in many cases, even though still below parity, are far above world pricelevels.

As long as this condition exists, import controls will be necessary to prevent
world surpluses from being drawn to our more attractive stablised markets. The
same price differences make export price adjustments necessary if we are to retain
a fair share of the world agricultural market.

For example, butter is supported at a price of 67 X4 cents per pound in New
York under the price support program. At the same time, butter has been avail-
able in Europe for export to the United States at about 20 cents per pound. The

product came in as butterfatsugar mixtures in evasion of the quota on butter.
hipping charges run about 3 or 4 cents per pound and the tariff on such mixtures

is about 4 or 5 cents per pound. Furthermore, there is a profit on the sugar in-
gredient, which also was imported in evasion of the sugar quota

In our statement before the United States Tariff Commsion in May of this
year, we quoted figures showing that the American price for butterfat was more
than 3 times as high as the European export price and that the American sugar
price was about 2 times the European price.

These are matters which cannot be ignored without disastrous consequences
to our own country. Other countries have been much more astute at recognising
the realities of foreign trade and in protecting their agricultural programs ant
their own people against a destructive level of imports than has the United States.

A reappraisal of our foreign trade policies by Congress in a more practical and
realistic light is long overdue. The European Common Market has sharpened the
need for such a review by rendering obsolete earlier concepts of foreign trade,
particularly in the agricultural field.

Aside from this, the extremely wide variations in prices, wages, costs, and
other factors which exist between different countries make the general application
of free trade policies impractical

We believe Congress a becoming increasingly aware of the fact that our foreign
trade policies are seriously out of line with realities. The large number of members
of Conge who have introduced import control bills so indicates. For example,
59 Senators and 198 members of the House have introduced legislation to provide
more effective quotas on dairy imports.

Import bills on other commodities also have an impressive number of sponsors
in both the Senate and the House.

The Dent bill, H.R. 478, passed the House by a vote of 340 to 29.
We compliment this Committee on its foresight in initiating this hearing to

take a new look at foreign trade policies and to explore the need for import quotas.
We are grateful for an opportunity to present the need for more effective import
controls on dairy products.

The Federation helped develop and is strongly supporting the proposed "Dairy
Import Act of 1967." As indicated above, this legislation has been introduced by
59 Senators and 198 members of the House of Representatives.

It would provide a fair and practical approach to the dairy import problem.
Furthermore, it would be effective, and it would put a stop to the long history
of evasion and subterfuge which importers and foreign nations have engaged in
under our present laws. It would be efficient, because it would be self activating
at the prescribed level of imports and would bypass the present time-consuming
and unsatisfactory proceedings before the United States Tariff Commission.

Basically, the Dairy Import Act would limit imports by quotas to the aver-
age level imported during the historical base period of 1961-1965. The years
1966 and 1967 would not be included in the base period, because these were not
normal import years.

Both 1966 and 1967 were characterized by a great flood of evasion type imports.
These were primarily butterfat-sugar mixtures and Colby cheese. Neither of these
products are nor historical imports. The butterfat-sugar mixtures were im-
ported in open and flagrant evasion of import controls on butterfat and on sugar.

Colby cheese, practically identical with cheddar cheese and used for the
same purpose, was used to evade the import quota on cheddar cheese.

LAmiting total dairy product imports to the 1961-1965 average is more than
fair to foreign nations, because these years include relatively high levels of imports
which have been steadily increasing.

The Dairy Import Act would permit foreign nations to share in future develop-
ments of the domestic market. This would be accomplished by increasing or

dcmrasing the permitted level of imports in proportion to increases or decreases
In domestic consuption.
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New products could be allocated a share in the Imports, but this would be
done within the limits of the overall quota. In the same manner, special needs
could be recognized by varying the import level of particular products within
the overall quota limit.

Provision is made also for emergency action and for overriding considerations
of national interest to be exercised by the President.

If additional imports were authorised by the President under the emergency
provisions at a time when domestic market prices were below parity, the adverse
effect of the imports on the market would be offset by removing from the domestic
market a corresponding quantity of dairy products by the Commodity Credit
Corporation.

It is our firm conviction that quotas are the most effective form of import control
and also that they are the fairest to all parties concerned.

Tariffs have been rendered meaningless by currency devaluation and manipu-
lation, by steadily increasing inflation, and by export subsidies in whatever
amounts are necessary to move the product into our markets. The volume of
imports which will enter under a fixed tariff is uncertain and cannot be predicted
for future years.

On the other hand, when quotas are set, foreign nations know exacty what
they can depend on in the American market, and they can adjust their production
and marketing accordingly.

In the same manner, Aerican producers know what the volume of imports
will be, not only currently but for several years ahead, and they can make long
range plans, as they must do, if this country is to enjoy assured supplies of an
essential food.

Furthermore, it is our belief that a definitely known volume of Imports causes
less disruption of the market than would the same volume when coupled with un-
certainty as to whether the imports would stop at that level or possibly go far
be ond it.

We have just been through a situation where imports got completely out of
hand. The effect was to drive prices to the support floor, add many millions of
dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost to the support program, and demoralize
and discourage American dairy farmers.

Legislation is desperately needed to prevent this from happening again. Unless
Con" steps in to bring some measure of dependability and respectability to
our dairy import controls, we fear another similar fiasco will result. The plans for
it are already being explored by importers and foreign nations.

Import controls are presently in effect on some dairy products under Section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

This section has not been adequate, and controls under it have been weak and
ineffective. It has been characterized by a long history of easy and repeated evasion
of its quotas.

For example, a quota was placed on butter in an effort to regulate imports of
butterfat. This was evaded by, Imports of butteroiL A quota was then placed on
butteroil. This was evaded by imports of Exylone, a product composed of butterfat
to which a small percentage of sugar had been added. A quota was placed on
butterfat-sugar mixtures containing 45 percent or more of butterfat. This was
promptly evaded by imports of a butterfat-sugar mixture containing 44 percent
of butterfat. A quota was then imposed under the sugar law on butterfat-sugar
mixtures containing more than 25 percent of sugar. This was evaded by imports
of butterfat-sugar mixtures containing 24 percent sugar.

In the same manner, a quota on cheddar cheese was evaded by imports of Colby
cheese used for the same purpose as cheddar cheese and not a normal historical

I quota on cheese in original loaves is evaded by simply cutting the loaves in

half and then putting them back together again.
During 1966 and the first half of 1967, there was in effect a finding by the Tariff

Commission that imports of butter in excess of 707,000 pounds would interfere
with the support program. A butteroil quota was in effect at 1,200,000 pounds.
In 1966 butterfat-sugar mixtures imported in evasion of these quotas totaled
106 million pounds. In the first half of 1967, the evasion imports were 92 million
pounds, the equivalent of an annual rate of 184 million pounds.

During the same period, 1966 and the first half of 1967, there was in effect a
finding by the Tariff Commission that imports of cheddar cheese in excess of
2 780,100 pounds would interfere with the price support program. In 1966, Colby
cheese Imported in evasion of this quota totaled 46 million pounds. Colby cheese
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imports in the first half of 1967 were 48 million pounds, the equivalent of an
annual rate of 96 million pounds.

That new legislation is needed to provide more permanent and effective con-
trols is forcefully pointed up by the recent Tariff Commission hearing brought to

lose loopholes in previous quotas. The level of imports recommended by the
Commission was unreasonable and unrealistic, and its suggested quotas left addi-
tional loopholes open for future evasion.

It was necessary for the President, after conferences with the Secretary of
Agriculture and dairy leaders, to override the Commission's recommendations by
establishing much lower levels of imports and by including frozen cream in thenew contros.

Even so, the new controls are again weak and inclusive, particularly with
respect to evaporated or condensed milk and cream, retail size packages of butter-
fat-sugar mixtures, and other products.

We are concerned that the way may again have been left open for the writing
of another chapter in the already too long history of "Invasion by Evasion."

Another reason Section 22 controls are inadequate is that they are available
only to protect certain agricultural programs. Legislation is needed not only to
provide more positive controls but also to provide coverage for agricultural
commodities which may not be subject to a support program.

Without such legislation, the American dairy industry can never rise above a
support program, because, as soon as it becomes self-sufficient, import controls
will be removed and imports will force it back into a new support program.

We, therefore, urge you most earnestly to reevaluate the import control
program for dairy products and to provide positive and effective controls under
the proposed "Dairy Import Act of 1967."

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS FEDERATION
ON EVASION AND SUBTERIUGU UNDER PRESENT IMPORT LAWS

This supplemental statement is submitted in response to a request of the
Committee that we supply more detailed information concerning the evasion
and subterfuge practiced by importers and foreign nations in connection with
import quotas imposed under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

EVASION AND SUBTEnrUGE

Section 22 has been marred by a long history of repeated and flagrant evasion
of the import quotas.

With high profits at stake, foreign nations and American importers have not
hesitated to exploit every possible loophole in the orders prescribing quotas.
They have been quite successful in their efforts.

For this. in most cases, they have been rewarded not only by handsome profits,
but also by being granted additional quotas based on the history of the evasion
imports. In the most recent hearing, beld this year, substantial increases in the
import quotas were granted on the basis of the evasion imports of butterfat-sugar
mixtures and Colby cheese.

On only one occasion, that of exylone, a butterfat-sugar mixture containing
a high percentage of butterfat, was the evasion issue faced squarely and forth-
rightly. In that case, the Tariff Commission refused to recognize the subterfuge
product as a normal import, and a zero quota was established.

Unfortunately, even this one bright spot is tarnished, because the exylone
quota was limited to products containing 45 percent or more of butterfat, and it,
in turn, was promptly evaded by imports of junex, a butterfat-sugar mixture
containing 44 percent butterfat.
Beginning of s.ion S quofts

Although Secdou 22 had been enacted in 1935, and although imports had
become such a serious threat that Congress had to step in to control them, it
was not until 1953 that import quotas were established under Section 22 on
dairy products.

The Congressional controls were applied for several years immediately preceding
1953 under Section 104 of the Defense Production Act.

In 1953, import controls were established under Section 22 at a time when a
further extension of control by Congress was pending. It is obvious that the Sec-
tion 22 controls would not have been provided in 1953, except for the fact that it
was necessary for the Administration to do so in order to defeat a further extension
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of controls under Section 104 of the Defense Production Act. The Presidential
Proclamation (No. 3019, June 8, 1953) frankly recognized this and made the new
controls under Section 22 apply only ". .. in the evant Section 104 of the De-
fense Production Act of 1950, as amended, expires under its present terms . . .".

On the basis of this action, Congressional controls under the Defense Production
Act were not extended and controls were shifted to Section 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act.

Since that time the controls have been evaded and chiseled away to an intol-
erable deg and the time has come when Congress must again step in to bring
a reasonae measure of effectiveness and respectability to the dairy import policy.

Two of the products which were of initial Importance to an import control
program were butterfat and cheese.

The Tariff Commission found, in 1953, that imports of butterfat would imperil
the support program and set a quota on butter imports of 707,000 pounds.

Butter was the obvious import item at that time. The Department of Agri-
culture had recommended that the import quota for butter be applied also to
butteroil and to cream containing 45 percent or more of butterfat.

The Tariff Commission did not accept this recommendation and thus left
open a hole in the dike through which the first great evasion of Section 22 quotas
was destined to take place a few years later.
The buaeroil evasios

Enterprising importers and foreign nations were not long In discovering and
taking advantage of the butteroil opportunity.

In 1956, butteroil imports had reached 1.8 million pounds. This was equivalent
to 2.2 million pounds of batter.

In 1957, an annual quota of 1.2 million pounds of butteroil was established
under Section 22 (Presidential Proclaimation, April 15, 1957). The effect of this
was to reward the importers and foreign nations with an increase in the butterfat
imports equal to 1.5 million pounds of butter per year.

The 'zylone eraseion
A way to avoid the butteroil quota had been devised by the importers before

the quota was ever issued. The letter from the President setting the scope of the
butteroil hearing went to the Tariff Commission November 17, 1956. In less than
two weeks, on November 28, 1956, the first pilot shipment of exylone arrived.
Exvlone is butterfat with a small percentage of sugar (9.21:j) added.
by the time the quota on butteroil was established in April of 1957, approxi-

mately 2.5 million pounds of exylone had already come in through the new break
in the dike.

A month after the butteroil proclamation was signed the President had to start
a new proceeding before the Tariff Commission on exylone. Approximately 9 mil-
lion pounds of exylone were entered before the shipments were stopped by a zero
quota.

The exylone proclamation was limited to articles containing 45 percent or more
of butterfat, thus inviting evasion by articles containing 44 percent butterfat.

The junexr emn,
Two months after the exylone proclamation was signed, the importers were

working on a new evasion product containing 44 percent butterfat and about 55
percent sugar. The new product was called junex. For several years junex became
involved in the sugar quota and imports were delayed. For the past 5 or 6 years,
however, junex has been imported in substantial quantities and has added
millions of dollars of unnecessary and wasted cost to the support program.

In 1966, the butterfat imported in butterfat-sugar mixtures in evasion of the
quotas was equivalent to approximately 58 million pounds of butter.
The eugar suasiox

The evasion history of this product has carried over to the sugar quota.
The Secretary of Agriculture issued a sugar order in July 1966, placing a quota

on imports of such mixtures containing more than 25 percent sugar (Federal
Register, July 13, 1966, p. 9495).

The Secretary's order was immediately evaded by a butterfat-sugar formula
containing 24 percent sugar and 44 percent butterfat.

In the first half of 1967, the butterfat imported in butterfat-sugar mixtures
was equivalent to 52 million pounds of butter. This is an annual rate of 104
million pounds of butter.
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None of these butterfat-sugar mixtures was a normal historical import. All
of them were subterfu ge products designed to evade our weak and inadequate

import quotas under Section 22 and under the sugar law.

The Colby cheese evasion
When import controls were transferred to Section 22 in 1953, a quota was

established on Cheddar cheese of 2,780,100 pounds. This quota remained in effect
until July I of this year.

In July 1958, the importers and foreign countries obtained a Bureau of Cus-
toms ruling that Colby cheese was not subject to the Cheddar cheese quota.
Colby cheese is practically identical with Cheddar cheese and is used for the same
purpose as Cheddar cheese. Colby cheese is an evasion product and not a normal

istorical import.
Following the Customs ruling, imports of 500,000 pounds came in during 1958.

The import rate increased rapidly to 15 million pounds in 1961. During the
period 1962-65, an attempt was made to control them under voluntary arrange-
ments with some of the principal exporting countries and imports ranged from
10 to 14 million pounds a year.

In 1966, tte voluntary arrangements broke down as prices in this country rose
and foreign nations saw an opportunity to make a killing in the American market.
1966 imports totaled marly 46 million pounds.

In the fir?.t half of 1967, Colby cheese imports were 54 million pounds equal to
:in annual rate of 108 million pounds.

T spiit loares evasion
The 1953 proclamation umder Section 22 established a quota of 9,200,100 lbs.

for Italian-type cows milk cheese in original loaves. The quota was increalwd in
1960 to 11,500, 100 pounds.

This quota was originally evaded by simply cutting the loaves in half and then
putting them back together again.

More recently the evasion of this quota is taking the form of consumer size cuts
or grated cheese.

1966 imports not in original loaves had climbed to 451,000 pounds. January-
March 1907 imports had jumped to 277,000 pounds, equal to an annuid rate of
1, 1 04))0 pounds.

Processed Italian-type cheese is another potential evasion of this quota.

7"h 1.967 proclamation
Although imports of butterfat-sugar mixtures containing 44 percent butterfat

and Colby cheese, both obvious evasion products, had been adding millions of
dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost to the support program for many years,
no action was taken to control them until 1967. The inadequate sugar regulation
of 1966 cut the sugar content of some of the butterfat-sugar mixtures from 55 to
24 percent but left the butterfat content unchanged at 44 percent.

Imports got completely out of hand in 1966, particularly with respect to
butterfat-sugar mixtures, Colby cheese, and frozen cream. It is estimated that
total 1966 imports added approximately $29 million of unnecessary cost to the
support program.

In early 1967 the situation was becoming much worse with some products
running at double or more of the already heavy 1966 rate.

It was not until April 1967 that the Tariff Commission investigation was
initiated, and controls were not applied until July 1, 1967.

This was many years after the need for controls arose and more than 12 months
after the situation became especially critical in the first half of 1966. It was after
many millions of dollars of unnecessary cost to the price support program, had
been incurred. And, most importantly it was after half of the United States
Senate and almost half of the House of Representatives had introduced legislation
to end imports by subterfuge and establish a practical and respectable import
policy.

The 1967 proclamation put a quota of 6 million pounds on Colby cheese, 2.6
million pounds on butterfat-sugar mixtures containing over 5.5 percent butterfat,
1.5 million gallons of frozen cream, and raised the cheddar cheese quota from
2.8 million pounds to 10 million pounds.

The effect of this was to reward the Colby evasion with an increased C L ;dar
quota of over 7 million pounds per year plus 6 million pounds of Colby in the
annual quotas. The butterfat-sugar evasion was rewarded with an annual quota
of 2.6 million pounds.

Excepted from the quota on products containing over 5.5 percent butterfat
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are bulk shipments of evaporated or condensed milk and cream. Also excepted
are consumer sized packages of Junex and Exylone.

The next great evasion
The 1967 Presidential Proclamation is again weak and inconclusive and is an

open invitation to further evasion attempts.
The real drive for evasion may not come for another year. If Congress enacts

the "Dairy Import Act of 1967" there will be no further evasion, because that law
would deal with the problem from a positive rather than a negative angle and
would be .sf-activating and effective.

There are two reasons why the next evasion may not develop immediately.
One is the (ager that too soon an evasion may hasten the passage of the Dairy
Import Act. The other is that warehouses are stocked with butterfat-sugar
mixtures and ColbT cheese. Some of the largest dairy companies, we understand,
have accumulated importi sufficient to supply their needs for a year ahead.

Neverthelesa, the groundwork for the next great evasion is already being laid.
Importers and foreign nations are quietly exploring, in the Bureau of customs,

the possibility of evading the new quotas by merely changing the form of the
imported butterfat from a butterfat-sugar mixture to evaporated or condensed
milk and cream.

The original request for a quota on butterfat-sugar mixtures would have
included evaporated or condensed milk or cream in the controls.

However, in the course of the Tariff Commission hearing, and in the final
proclamation, a special and specific exception for evaporated or condensed milk
and cream was written into the qumota on articles containing over 5.5 percent of
butterfat.

The effect of this exception is to leave the door wide open under this quota for
unlimited imports of butterfat in the form of evaporated or condensed milk and
cream.

Another major evasion possibility already being explored in the Bureau of
Customs, is the importation of 5 or 10 pound bricks of butterfat-sugar mixtures
under the exception in the quota for consumer size packages. The bricks would be
90 percent butterfat, could be wrapped in easily removable wrappers, and could
be sold to ice cream manufacturers.

The weak and inadequate wording of the exception for consumer size packages
does not require that the product be imported for the retail trade or that it be
sold in retail trade. All that is required is that the product be packaged for dis-
tribution in the retail trade.

Other loopholes left open by the new proclamation are cut loaves of Italian-type
cheese, processed Italian, processed Edam and Gouda, and chocolate crumb.

In view of the loopholes written into the new proclamation, it appears quite
likely that the new proclamation may be just another paper gesture, as others
have been so many times in the past, which can be used to discourage Congress
from enacting effective import controls but which will leave the way open for
another round of evasion as soon as Congress looks the other way.

The CiAIRMiAN. Our next witness is the Honorable William Prox-
mire, senior Senator from Wisconsin.

Senator Proxmire, we are happy to have you with us today and to
hear your views on economic matters with which you are thoroughly
versed as chairman of the Joint Economic Committee.

We are also pleased to know your views on dairy products because
that is one of your specialties. So you proceed in your own fashion.

STATEMENT OF RON. WILLIAM PIOXMIRE, A US. SINATOR
flOx T STATE 0F WICONIN

Senator Poxmwi. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have a short statement and I won't deliver the whole statement.

I will speak for about 5 minutes or so.
I am delighted to have an opportunity to appear before your com-

mittee today in support of legislation to curtail dairy imports. Eight
members of your committee are cosponsoring my bill to set a quota on
the importation of dairy products based on the 1961-65 average.

Although the legislation, S. 612, is now pending before the Senate
Agriculture Committee, I think it is entirely appropriate to direct
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your committee's attention to the Dairy Import Act of 1967 in view
of the fact that similar legislation is pending before the House Ways
and Means Committee, as well as the nature of today's hearings
on import quota legislation.

Dairy imports to the United States have been skyrocketing over the
past few years. In 1965, 900 million pounds, milk equivalent of dairy
products were shipped into this country. This amount was reasonably
close to the 1961-65 average of 832 million pounds. However, imports
tripled to an incredible 2.7 billion pounds in 1966 and were being
brought into the United States at an annual rate of 4.3 billion pounds
when President Johnson moved to curtail imports by a proclamation
issued on June 30 under the authority of section 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, as amended.

What caused this tremendous jump in dairy imports? Quite frankly,
it was due to a successful effort by foreign producers and marketers
to find loopholes in the section 22 controls that presently govern dairy

iprts.
ior example, on April 15, 1957, President Eisenshower acted to bar

imports on articles containing 45 percent or more of butterfat. This
embargo was aimed at butteat-sugar mixtures which had made sub-
stantial inroads into U.S. markets. However, butterfat-sugar mixtures
containing less than 45 percent butterfat began to evade this control
decision in 1966. In that year butterfat-sugar imports leaped to
104,522,904 pounds from a modest 3,510,032 pound of imports in
1965.

Butterfat-sugar mixtures produced overseas were and are able to
compete with domestically produced mixtures in the absence of
quota controls because of export subsidies.

For example, the Dutch sell butter in their own country at 64
cents a pound. However, the Dutch subsidize butter sold on the world
market to make it competitive with the cheapest butter available
in that market. That means the Dutch subsidize exported butter
to the tune of about 39 cents per pound, making it available f.o.b.
Dutch ports at around 26 cents a pound.

When this cheap butter is then used by Canada and the United
Kingdom in butterfat-sugar mixtures produced for export to the
United States, it is easy to see how the product can undercut the
domestic product pricewise.

But why are import controls necessary? If we can't produce dairy
products cheaply in this country, why shouldn't we lose our market
to other nations? I've already given one answer to that question-the
product we are competing iith is subsidized to artificially keep the
price low.

However, a second consideration is the perishable nature of fluid
milk. Fluid milk is probably the single most important product of
the dairy industry. It is an essential staple in the diet of the Nation's
children. Congress has recognized this fact by gi' its support to
a school milk program separate and distinct from the school lunch
program. However, fluid milk is extraordinarily perishable. It could
not be imported from any country that did not border on the United
States. If we stand idly by while imports drive dair farmers out
of business we may well see the day when our children drink only
powdered, not fluid, milk

The public should also recogmize that it pays dearly for dairy
imports that create surplus milk production in the United States.
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Because of the import flood earlier this year, before the Presidential
proclamation, the Department of Agiculture had to purchase the
equivalent of 3.6 billion pounds of milk at a cost of $169 million. The
Department estimated the dairy price-support program would cost
$300 million by the end of the year unless dairy imports were sub-
stantially reduced.

Of course, the President has now acted to curtail dairy imports.
For this I am very grateful. I know that the dairy farmers of my State
are grateful also. The import quota set by the June 30 proclamation
should limit imports to 1,011 million pounds per year-well under the
4.7-billion- pound annual rate that existed before the quota went into
effe, although substantially above the 832-million-pound level
evsgdbmyrpsWhy isn't this =_residntial action sufficient? Why is. my bill still

necessary?
First, importers have evaded controls set by Presidential order in

the past and there is no reason to think they will not do so again In
the future. These quotas are set on a product basis, not for the indus.
try as a whole, as my bill would do. For example, at this very moment
a dairy processor in my State is suffering badly because the most
recent Presidential order did not cover a product called chocolate
crumb. This product is one of his staple items and he will probably
be forced out of business.

The Presidential order also placed no restrictions on imports of
Edam cheese, Gouda cheese and Italian-type cow's milk cheese in
grated form although restrictions on all of these products were sug-
gested by the Secretary of Agriculture. Any of these products or some
other we are not presently familiar with cuuld become the vehicle ior
further import invasions bringing hundreds of millions of pounds of
milk equivaent into the United States.

Second, the President at any the can rescind these controls by
executive proclamation. Thus, the Congress has no control over the
level of dairy imports to the United States. It is not beyond the realm
of possibility that some future President could use an off-again, on-
again approach to keep domestic dairy prices depressed through the
constant threat of foreign imports.

Third, it takes months to use the authority available under section
22 to invoke controls of dairy imports that could have a drastic effect
on the domestic market in a matter of weeks. First, the Secretary of
Agriculture calls on the Tariff Commission to investigate one or a
series of dairy import problems. The President approves this request.
The Commission holdshearinp. A report is then made to the President
who, after a suitable period, issues a proclamation that then must be
implemented. By setting permanent import quotas that could be
expanded to take account of a growth in consumption of dairy products
in the United States, my bill would make this adninistrative redtape
unneoesmr.

For all of these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I hope your committee will
carefully consider the dairy import problem as well as the solution
my bill would provide m any general discussions you may have of
the overall import question.

The C aAijwMN. Thank you for a very persuasive statement,
Senator Proxmire.

What you are advocating here would require a rollba* in dairy
product imports, I take it?
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Senator PROXMIRE. Well, the President has acted, acted as of
July 1. He made it effective as of July 1, to restrain imports to the
average level that we had between 1960 and 1965, plus an allowance
for New Zealand and Australia because of the Vietnam situation. My
bill would accomplish roughly the same thing.

The CHAIRMAN. So what you are askin or is pretty much what
the administration has recommended, except you would like to.write
it in the law.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is exactly correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Where the people'could depend on it. You are like

other industries I know of that would rather have it in the law than
limited by sufference of the President.

While he might be kind to them, you would like to see it in the law,
where you exist whether the President feels kindly toward you that
day or not.

Senator PROxMIBZ. That is right. I admire and respect the President
pealvy, and I think he did a fine thing for the dairy industry, and I
think it was very wise for the country, saved money.

But asyou put it so well, I think it would be a good thing for us if
we had this written into the law so the dairy farmer could count on it.

The CHAIMAN. I was talking to someone about a parallel problem.
He said:

Don't you trust the President? Don't you trust the Secretary?

I said:
Well, I suppose I trust them more than you do. But, on the other hand, I would

like to see it written in the law where we could rely on it.
You cannot tell who is going to be President, even 2 years from

now.
Senator PROXMIRE. Unfortunately, that is too true.
The CHAIRMAN. Nor caii you be sure who the Seeretary will be

even 6 months from now. So if you had it in the law then you know
you can rely upon it and people could make secure investments.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is why we are losing our dairy farmers
now at a very rapid rate. We are losing them at a rate o 1 2 to 15
every day in the State of Wisconsin, and it is true all over the country.
I say if we are continuing to lose them at this rate because of the un-
certainty in our industry, it is going to threaten the fluid milk which
is so important to the diets of our children.

The CHAIRMAN. When a little fellow invests everything he has in
his small business, and dairy farming is a small business, it would be
good to know that no one is going to make a trade agreement and
that no foreign country is going to invade his market and take it
away from him in a year or two, is it not?

Senator PaoxmUz. Yes indeed.
The CHAIMzAN. If you took at all the problems small businessmen

are confronted with, and you have been very much interested in that
problem, as have I, you find that the small businessmen have it tough
enough tr ing to compete with all of these big businesses intjis
country the way it is now much leas to find that someone made a
trade agreement and put tiem right out of business at one of these
international bargaining tables.

So it would be well that he have some idea as to where he stands
in the international picture, at least that hi domestic market is some-
what stable when he goes into business, to feel that if he can't com-
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pete with the giants in this country, that he at least has some chance
to survive without being negotiated out of business by some trade
negotiator, even though that man may be very sincere when he signs
that trade agreement.

Senator PROXMIRE. The Senator puts it very well, and of course,
a farmer is a small businessman. He has his investment, he has
problems very, very similar to any other small businessman, but I
think all of us recognize that farmers have a much tougher row to
hoe than almost any other group in our society, and the dairy farmer-
the President has recognized this, the Secretary of Agriculture has,
the dairy farmer has had the toughest of all.

He is frozen into this tough and unprofitable business because of
his big investment, his income has been shamefully low, and then
just as he is beginning to make progress, this flood of imports comes in,
and it is a situation that does cry out for justice and relief.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, he certainly has a spokesman on his side
in the senior Senator from Wisconsin.

Senator PROXMIRE Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. And ou made a fine statement.
Senator PROXMIR. T ank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the next witness will be Mr. Bernard A.

Truieman, who is president of Trugman-Nash, Inc.
Welcome, Mr. Trugman, and we will be pleased to hear your

statement.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD A. TRUGMAN, TRUIGMAN-NASI, INC.
Mr. TRUGMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Bernard

A. Trugman and I am president of Trugman-Nash, lue. of New York
City. My family, commencing with my father, has been in the dairy
products businem sincs 1921 and I have personally dealt with import
and export of dairy products since 1934, a period of 33 years.

I have come before you today to urge that this committee take no
action that would lead to imposition of further import quotas on dairy
products. The reason for this is very simple: The President, less than
4 months ago, imposed stringent new quota restrictions on imported
dairy products in addition to those already existing. Certainly now
is not the time to legislate on this subject matter when the rests and
ramifications of this most recent action will not be known for at least
a year.

A substantial increase in dairy imports was witnessed in 1966.
The level of 2.8 billion pounds milk equivalent was reached in that
year and the prediction was made that unless some restriction was
unposed the level would rise to 4.8 billion pounds for the year 1967.
As a result the President, acting under section 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, asked the Tariff Commission to institute an investi-gation and to make recommendations to him concerning possible
tightenn of dairy product import quotas.

The Tariff Commission ".m June of this year recommended to the
President the imposition of new quotas whiich would have the effect
of keeping the import level at the 1966 figure. This recommendation
mind you, would -have kept the imports at a figure which, it should
be noied, is only 2 percent of the entire U.S. dary production.
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However, the President in his judgment, decided to impose much
more restrictive quotas than the Tariff Commission had recommended
and, therefore, on July 1 of this year the quotas that actually went
into effect were at a level to allow only 1.1 billion pounds milk equiva-
lent per year, a figure less than 1 percent of the total U.S. dairy pro-
duction and equal approximately to the imports of the year 1965.
These new quotas covered Cheddar cheese, American-type cheeses,
cheeses other than Cheddar, butterfat mixes used for ice cream mixes,
and frozen cream. There was already in existence a most restrictive
butter import quota.

It can, therefore, be seen that the dair import situation at the
present time is well under control. I wod implore this committee
to defer any action whatsoever in this area.

It is my personal opinion that the restrictions imposed by the
President, effective July 1, actually went too far, when one considers
how insignificant the size of imports is compared to the overall U.S.
dairy production, and when one considers further the amount of these
imports that actually are specialty items that are not even made in
the United States anyway.To me the basic underlying problem in the domestic dairy situa-
tion today is not the threat of increased imports but rather the alarm-
ing decrease over the past 15 or more years in the U.S. per capita
consumption of dairy products generally and particularly milk and
butter.

I have here a chart which illustrates my point graphically. It shows
the gradual decline in milk consumption contrasted with the sharp
increase in soft drink consumption and the alarming downward tend
in butter consumption as opposed to an almost identical uptrend in
the consumption of oleomargarine.

(The chart referred to follows:)

U.S. Per Caoito Consurnmion of Selected 00,ry and Competing Products,
1950. 1956 and 1963

SPREADS
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Mr. TRUGMAN. Gentlemen, as long as this type of situation exists

there can be neither stability nor absence of economic pressures in the
U.S. diary industry. I note that this trend in milk and butter is not a
worldwide trend and, therefore, that excuse certainly cannot be given.

If our Government is interested in preserving the markets of the
domestic dairy farmer, it also must bear a share in the responsibility
for this decline in per capita consumption. A case in point is the recent
shift by the Departments of the Army and also the Air Force in
abandoning their previous regulations requiring the supply of butter
to our troops and airmen. It is my estimate that this change in policy
which became effective in March 1966, might be responsible for a
decrease in overall butter consumption of perhaps 84 million pounds
per yea, based on an individual daily ration of 1.6 ounces per person.

It should be noted that the only reason the Pentagon did not
eliminate butter from the Navy ration is because the Congres, in its
god judgment, has written the Navy butter requirement into the
law.

It is entirely possible that this shift by the Army and Air Force
milit have ai a so-called multiplier effect on domestic ouumption
of butter where people might have been swayed in chain their
individual purchase habits as a result of the publicity attendant to
this Pentagon decision.

It might be said that the Pentagon changed its policy in order to
save money and that one should not critki such action. And I should
suppose that this might be a good reason for the shift away from butter
by our civilian population as well, but in neither case, gentlemen,
should imports be the whipping boy.

As I have said, I have been an importer of dairy products for many
years and I have exported U.S. dairy products when they have been
available for export at competitive prices. One thing that is clear to
me that has already been alluded to at these hearings is that an
unnecessary restriction of dairy imports is quite likely to come back
to haunt the economy in perhaps some other area. In other words,
gentlemen, if the countries that trade with us cannot earn dollars by
sending in imports they will not have these dollars to buy our refriger-
ators, our record players, television sets, grains or aircraft.

Mr. Chairman, in discussing this situation, I have tried to keep to
the bare essentials. I urge this committee to take no action that would
lead to further restriction of dairy products into the United States.

Thank you.
The CAIRAN. Mr. Trugman, I notice here in your statement

hat you feel that it was unfortunate that the Army and the Air Force
abandoned their regulations reqi the supplying of butter to
troops and airmen. Let me ask you,I assume that those services do
Ji provide something in the place of butter, oleomargarine, in the

qvent butter is not served, would they not?
Mr. TnuePAAN. I assume so, yes, sir.

'The CHAIRmAN. And I suppose that the service in purchasing
butter, if the purchasing officer found it desirable to purchase butter,
he would just purchase competitively with oleomargarine.

Mr. TRUoMAN. Well, the price is not competitive, sir. The supportprogram of the Government apparently raises the price on the milk
adthe butter-finished product to such a level that there is quite
a bit of difference between the price of margarine and butter.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, are you not advocating a restraint on free
trade yourself when you advocate we write into the law here that
the services be required to purchase butter rather than oleomargarine?

Mr. TRUGMAN. Well, sir, I think your predecessor, Senator Wiley,
when he was chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, was tho
instigator of making the regulation so that the Navy would have to
serve butter and so not buy margarine in its place.

The CHAIRMAN. He was not chairman of this committee. He was
chairman of the Foreign Relations Conunittee for a rhile. He might
have had something to do with it, but he did not do it as chairman of
this committee.

Mr. TRUGMAN. That is my understanding here.
The CnmmxwN. The committee was told by two previous witnesses

that the quotas which have been established on dairy products proved
ineffectual as foreign producers were able to circumvent them by
product mix, changing packaging requrements and things of that
sort. Do you have any facts that can refute those assertions.

Mr. TRUGMLN. Yes, I do, sir. Actually, in the year 1966, 46,000
tons or therebys of imported butter mix was imported but that was
the first and only year. The Government acted--the administration
acted very quickly in cutting that out. The actual quota that has been
established on July 1 was limited to only 1,150 tons which is about
only 22% million pounds or less, which is less than 2 percent or close
to I percent.of the entire imports of that previous year.

Now, we m the trade consider that that is completely effective as
far as control of those imports and Secretary Freeman this morning
mentioned that. He says absolutely there is a control and right now
the amount of imports is a.proxinately less than 1 percent of the
entire milk production of ths country.

I could mention one other thing about the consumption which one
of the previous speakers may have given a bit of a wrong impres-
sion on. The production of milk in this coun at the present tne
is about 120 billion pounds of milk equivalent. Fifteen years ago the
figure was the same, 120 billion pound. Yet, the population 15 years
ago was 150 million people. Today we have 200 million people.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is what the previous witness said on behalf
of the National Milk Producers Federation. He said:

For example, a quota was placed on butter in an effort to regulate imports of
butterfat. This was evaded by imports of butteroil. A quota was then plced
on butteroil. This was evaded by imports of Exylone, a product compoed of
butterfat to which a small percentage of sugar had been added. A quota was

laced on butterfat-sugar mixtures containing 45 per cent or more of butterfat.
his was promptly evaded by Imports of a butterfat-sulgar mixture containing

44 per cent of butterfat. A quota was then imposed under the sugar law on butter-
fat-sugar mixtures containing more than 25 per cent of sugar lTis was evaded
by Imports of butterfat-sugar mixtures containing 24 per cent sugar.

IJust wanted your comments on that.
A TRUGMAN. Yes; there is an actual quota on butter imports of

707,900 pounds, if I am not mistaken, for the whole country, from
all sources. There is a quota of 1,200,000 pounds of butter oil for
the whole quota. That is from all over. That is less than 2 million
pounds overall fat.

As for butterfat mixtures, there is 1,150 tons altogether. It is only
less than 29 million pounds The total-there i no quota on Exylone.
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There is no quota on butterfat-sugar, butterfat mixtures other than I
just mentioned.

The amount of chee ;e that is on quota is much less than the Tariff
Commission suggested in its report. I was down at the Tariff Coln-
mission hearings n May. They spent 3 days taking testimony just on
this problem. They published a book that Jiust have run 200 pages,
which is available for the Senator and they concluded that 2.8 billion
pounds should be imported. The President in his judgment, cut it
back to 1.1 billion, and that in my opinion, is much more stringent
than it shol be. 1 do not think there should be tiny legislation.
Tlere is no need for it, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. This witness also said that a quota on Cheddar
cheese was evaded by imports of (Colby cheese, which serves the same
purpose and that the quota oin cheesee in original loaves was evaded by
simply cutting the loaves in half and then putting then back together
again. 1 ain sure that we can have your help in getting to the bottom
of this and seeing who is right.

Mr. TRUGMAN. Yes. Would you like we to comment, sir? The
Cheddar and the Colby are both on quota licenses. The quotas amount
to much less than the 'ariff Conmision suggested could be equitable.

As far as the Italian type cheeses or the ones that are cut in half,
the Tariff Comnission found that there is no harm done to the U.S.
dairy idtstry by any imports of that-that the amount was insig-
nificant compIared to what coldd be a troublesome area, and they
derided no quotas were necessary at all and the President went along
with that.

The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest that you give us a supplementary
statement documenting that and we will invite the other side to
submit one also. We usually get to the bottom of these thhizigr; -. d
find out precisely who is rilht and who is wrong. If we take enough
time at it and usually we do. Thank you very much.

Mr. TRUMAN. Thank you.
(Pursuant to the above discussion the National Milk Producers

Federation submitted a supplemental statement which appears at
p. 124. The supplemental statement of Mr. Trugman, follows:)

SUPPLEMXNTAL STATIMUNT OF BERaNARD A. TitUGMAN

This memorandum is in response to a request for a supplementary statement
documenting my position in regard to problems which have arisen in the past with
the administration of import quotas on dairy products.

First, I would like to address myself to the problems which arose with regard
to imports of butterfat in certain form&

As I brought out in my testimony before your Committee on the 18th (Tran-
script page 159), imports of butter have been for many years subject to an overall
quota of 707,000 pounds. As you know, butter contains about eighty percent
butterfat. Likewise, imports of butteroil (about 99 percent butterfat) and imports
of butterfat-eugar mixtures (containing over 45 percent butterfat) have for many
years been subjected to quotas, the former item having an overall quota of
1,200,000 pounds and the latter a zero quota.

When the scarcity of milk in the domestic market in 1966 caused domestic
pries to rise, imports of butterfat mixtures were again attracted to the United

tates. These mixtures, of course, had a butterfat content not' over 46 percent.
As you know, the President aetin on the advice of the Tariff Commission ren-
dered In June of this year (R.C. Pu. 211), issued Presidential Proclamation 3790
which limits imports of these mixtures containing over 5.5 percent but not over
45 percent butterfat. It is not commercially feasible to import such mixtures con-
taining 5.5 percent butterfat or less.
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Thus it is apparent at this writing that the Administration has acted to effee-
tively and substantially limit the imports of butterfat so as to protect the domestic
dairy industry.

Second, insofar as imports of Colby cheese are concerned, the Tariff Commis-
aion stated that Colby, together with washed curd, granular, and cheddar is used
p rimarily to produce pasteurized process American cheese and that under regu-
lations of the Food and Drug Administration, only these four cheeses are eligible
to be used. (T.C. Pub. 211, page 15.)

When this statement is taken in conjunction with the quotas imposed on these
products by paragraphs (4) and (5) of Presidential Proclamation 3790, it is evident
that there is little if any room for evasion of those quotas under present cir-
cumstances.

As to the Italian-type cheeses, not in original loaves, the Tariff Commission
stated that such imports were insignificant when their milk equivalent was com-
pared to domestic milk production. Thus the Commission did not find that any
inury was resulting or was practically certain to result to domestic price support
programs because of importation of these cheeses (T.C. Pub. 211 pages 4-5 19.)

From the above, it is apparent that Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman
indeed had basis for stating before the Senate Finance Committee, "... that the
situation can be kept under control, using the legislation which we now have, and
that the recent Section 22 action has demonstrated this."

We would be pleased to furnish additional information on request.
(Following are communications received by the committee express-

ing an interest in the preceding subject:)

STATEMENT Or SENATOR JOHN STENNIs

As one of the co-sponsors of the Dairy Imports Act of 1967, S. 612, 1 am grateful
to the Committee for this opportunity to express my utmost support for this
legislation. I cannot emphasize too strongly how important this bill is to many
small farmers and dairy processors in my own State of Mississippi.

Although Mississippi is not a leading dairy state nationally, it is one of the
leading Southern States in dairy production. In total milk production, Mississippi
ranks 26th in relation to other States and produces only about one percent of the
nation's milk supply. However, the sale of milk consistently makes up about
seven percent of Mississippi's cash receipts from farm marketings. Mississippi dairy
farmers produce more than a billion pounds of milk annually and nearly ninety
percent of this is marketed. In 1965, the total cash receipts from the sale of milk
and cream amounted to $50,000,000. The sale of milk ranks 5th as a source of cash
farm income in Mississippi.

Thru, dairy farming is a small but vital part of our economy in Mississippi.
It is also the foundation and support of another highly important industry. There
are thirty fluid milk processing plants throughout Mississippi and numbers of
manufacturing plants engaged in making cheese, ice cream, dry milk and other
dairy products. These enterprises all depend to a large extent on a ready and con-
stant supply of milk from Mississippi dairy farmers. Similar industries in sur-
rounding States are equally dependent on Mississippi milk producres. In 1965,
Mississippi exported 60,000,000 pounds of milk to Alabama, 100,000,000 pounds
to Tennessee, and 144,000,000 pounds to Louisiana.

Although Mississippi has been able to hold its own in the production, processing,
and manufacture of milk and milk products, through the adoption of modern
methods and equipment, the dairy industry ha actually suffered a drastic decline
in the past ten years. From 1956 to 196 the number of milk cows decreased from
581,000 head to 303,000. The number of farms with milk cows dropped from
more than 122,000 in 1954 to less than 38,000 in 1964. The number of procesing
plants fell by fortyfive percent between 1956 and 1965. The number or manufac-
turing plants was cut in half during the same period.

If thi trend is permitted to continue, the dairy industry in Mississippi will be
completely wiped out in less than a decade. There is a limit to t dicaps and
disadvantages that can be overcome by harder work and better methods The
dairy farmer has struggled to keep his head above the flood of foreign dairy im-
ports that have poured into the country in recent years and he has done an out-
standinp job in cutting costs, increasing production and generally remaining
competitive. But he is now on the verge of going under and taking the whole dairy
industry down with him unless Congress comes to his aid.
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This decline in the dairy industry in Mississippi corresponds almost exactly
with the increasing evsion by foreign producers of the import quotas imposed in
1953 under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. These quotas have
been avoided by foreign shippers from the very beginning and all efforts to
strengthen them have failed. It is clear that they are totally ineffective in control-
ling imports aud more realistic measures are urgently needed if the dairy industry
is to be saved.

It is useless to try to stabilize agriculture through regulation at home if foreigir
producers are going to be allowed to flood our markets at will. Unless we also
control the flow of agricultural products into this country, we are merely putting
our own farmers at the mercy of fluctuations in production in foreign countries.
Our farm program will, in effect, be controlled from abroad rather than at home.
In the long-run this is going to hurt not only the dairy farmer but also all those
employed in the dairy industry and related businesses and the consumer as well.
If we allow the dairy farmer to be driven out by unfair competition from foreign
surpluses, then the proceeding plants and the manufacturing plants are going to
be closed down and their employees thrown out of work. There will be a shortage
of fluid milk because this cannot be shipped several thousand miles without
spoiling. The price of diry products, sueh aw ohese and butter, will gradually
increase as we become more dependent on foreign suppliers.

The benefits of the Dairy Import Act, therefore, will reach far beyond the
cdry farmers who are hurting right now. It is really in the best interest of all con-
cerued and should be speedily enacted to prevent further injury to the dairy
industry, save the many jobs at stake, and protect the consumer from higher
prices in the future.

ST ATEMENT Or HoN. LEN B. JORDAN, A U.S. SENATOR FaOM THE STATE OF IDAHO

Mr. Chairman, as a cosponsor of S. 612, the Dairy Import Act of 1967, I appre-
ciate the opportunity to express my views concerning this vital area of legislation.

I wish to suggest that if unchecked imports are allowed to continue to flow into
the United States, the dairy farm industry will be severely weakened, if not
permanenwltly damaged.

The nmunlwr of dairy farms in the nation has declined from 2,400,000 in 1940
50,000 today. At this rate, there very well may be no dairy farms by 1980 unless
step.s are taken to protect this industry and provide its members with the promise
of a satifinctorv income and not thp threat of gradual extinction.

The dairy import act of 1967 allows for quotas which are based on average
imports of butterfat and non-milk solids during 1961 to 1965. It also states
that, as our markets expand, importers will receive a proportionate increase in
their quotas.

This bill will certainly not prevent foreign countries from shipping dairy
products to this country, but it will protect a fair share of the market for the
American dairy farmer.

STATEMENT o1 His EXCELLENCY, TH AMBASSADOR OF THa ARGNTINE REPUE-
uc, MR. ALVABO ALsOoAAw

Mr. Chairman, (1) The Argentine Government as well as the different sectors
of the industrial and commercial production of cheese and dairy products of
Argentina are greatly concerned by the bills presented in the United States
Congress that would further Increase the restriction on the imports of these
products in the United States.

(2) Due to the eventual restrictive nature that the proposed measures might
have in this matter, concerning the products of Argentine origin and due to the
certain injury that the 1e lve bills would cause If approved, the Argentine
Government has expr its deep ooncrn In many and recent occasions.

(3) The Argentine Government finds It is necessary, to Insist once more that
the imposition of restrictive measures on the imports of dairy products of Argen-
tina to the United States is not justified (taking into account the experience of
many years) and further more they contradict ideals adopted in international
and specifically Latinamerican forums.

(4) It is necessary to categorically point out that the imports of Argentine
origin do not represent, due to Its amount and characteristic, neither an inter-
ference nor a distortion, of the commercial market.
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(5) Argentine exports to the United States Italian type cheese (from cow's
milk), in original loaves, in accordance with the quota system established in 1953,
being the actual amount for Argentina 5.919.000 pounds.

(6) Argentina exported in calendar year 1964, 3.630.000 pounds; in 1965,
3.098.000 pounds and in 1966, 4.045.000 pounds, being accordingly the percentage
of utilization of the quota below the 807. This low percentage is partially the
result of a system of licenses to importers. In this respect Argentina has expressed
her negative points of view but even this system could eventually be improved.

(7) During the last two decades it has not been recorded any sizeable increase
in the imports of Argentine cheese, and it is evident that this type of cheese has
not caused any distortion or interference with the local market or with the price
support programs of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, as it has been the case
with other dairy products, excessively imported from other sources.

(8) Moreover it must be pointed out that the Argentine quota was established
in 1953 and that in the last six years the U.S. population has increased in almost
20.000.000 inhabitants, and the per capita consumption of cheese has increased

(9)/Fhe growth in the U.S. production of Italian type cheese further proves
that that imports are not interfering with the domestic industry; in 1957 the
U.S. production of this type of cheese was of 111,620,000 pounds, and in 198 has
increased to 270,030,000 pounds, an increase of 142%, recording a steady growth
of 10 er year.

(10) n1966 the U.S. manufacturers produced more than 30 times as much
Italian type cheese as was Imported into the U.S., and it is evident that the
small percentage of imported cheese have offered no great competitive problems
neither displace domestically produced Italian type cheese in the market, nor
forcing down prices.

(11) Relatively it must be mentioned that the equivalent in milk of the total
production of all dairy products supplied to the United States in 1966--local and
imported-was 128,800,000 pounds, which compared to the amount of 40,045,000
represents an insignificant fraction and can therefore, neither influence price
support programs nor the domestic market.

(12) ?he non-quota Italian type cheese, mainly grated, sent to the United
States from Argentina, amounts very little. The figures for the last three years,
are respectively, 126,000; 39,000 and 391,000 pounds, which is also a low per-
centage not only compared to the total of dairy products imported to the United
States, but also to the total local production.

(13) It is possible that uder exceptionally favorable natural and commercial
conditions, as during the fiscal year 1966-67, the dairy products imported from
Argentina could reach the amount of the quota. Howe% er, that would be unusual,
for the growth of the total Argentine production from 1952-1966 has been, for
the Italian type cheese 15%, that is to say, an average of I % each year.

(14) According to what has been stated, it is obvios, that neither in the pre-
vious experience, nor in the reasonable prevision of the production and exporta-
tion of the Italian type cheese to the United Stats, there is a rea-son to consider
them dangerous to the local production, market or programs, and then any
restrictive measure adopted in that respect would appear its groundless and
unfair.

(15) In short, the Argentine Government believes that if the Argentine quota
is not, to be increased in proportion with the increase in the population and cheese
consumption as it has been pointed out earlier, the volume of the current quota
should at least be maintained.

(16) It is the hope of the Argentine Government that the principles set forth
herein are shared by the United States and trusts these principles will be taken
into account when the measures are adopted and furthermore, that these uuesures
will not harm the cheese trade which is mutually advantageous for both countries.

Baizr or Tax DAjRY PRODUCTS IMPoRTEaS Gaove or THs ITALY-AMslRCA
CKAKBZ OF COMMERCE, INc., SUBMITTED By BARNEz, RIcHARDSO & COL-
BUsR, Nuw Yoar, N.Y., BEFRz THA COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATS

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The proposed "Dairy Import Act of 1967" (S. 612), by grouping together al
dairy products and restricting their importation to the average quantity of
butterfat or nonfat milk solids annually imported into the United States during
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the period 1961-1965, would place unwarranted limitations on the Importation
of Pecorino cheese and Italian-type cheeses made from cow's milk.

Since sheep's milk cheese is not produced in the United States, Pecorino cheese
from Italy does not compete with any American-made product and any quota
restriction on its importation would be completely unjustified.

Imports of Romano, Reggiano, Parmesano, Provoloni and Provolette cheeses,
which are already subject to quota under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act, are infinitesimal in quantity in comparison with U.S. production.
Since they pose no threat to continued increases in U.S. production, further
limitation of their importation is unnecessary.

The Dairy Products Importers Group of the Italy-America Chamber of Com-
merce, Inc. of New York, New York, submits the following brief pursuant to
leave granted by the Chairman in an announcement dated September 29, 1967.
The Italy-America Chamber of Commerce is a national organization of American
businessmen engaged in trade and other economic dealings with Italy. The Dairy
Products Importers Group of the Chamber includes numerous U.S. corporations
and business firms engaged in the Importation of Italian cheeses for sae in the
United States.

This brief is submitted in opposition to the proposed "Dairy Import Act of
1967" (S. 612). The cheeses in which we are particularly concerned fall into two
categories: Pecorino cheese, which is made from sheep's milk and provided for
under item 117.67 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States, and Italian specialty
cheeses made from cow's milk, such as Romano, Reggiano, Parmesano, Provoloni
and Provolette, which are provided for under item 117.55 of the Tariff Schedules.
They represent the types of cheeses which historically have been imported into
the United States. The Dairy Import Act of 1967 would prohibit the importation
of any dairy product which would cause the total imports in any calendar year of
butterfat andnonfat milk solids to exceed the average annual uantities of such
products imported during the five calendar years 1961-1965. The term "dairy
products" is defined in the bill as including all forms of milk and dairy products,
butterfat, nonfat milk solids and any other combination or mixture thereof,
including any article, compound, or mixture containing 5% or more of butterfat,
or nonfat milk solids, or any combination of the two.

Our opposition to the bill stems from the grouping of all dairy products together
and restricting their importation on the basis of the average quantit of such
products annually imported into the United States during the period 1961-1965.
It will be hereinafter shown that neither Pecorino nor the Italian specialty cheeses
made from cow's milk have had a detrimental effect upon the U.S. dairy industry,
are not being imported under such conditions and in suci quantities as to render
Ineffective, or materially interfere with, the price-support programs of the Federal
Government, and that any further restriction on their importation is unnecessary
and unjustifiable. L Peco

Pecorino cheese is a distinct product which accounts for over two-thirds of all
imports of cheese products from Italy. Its unique fundamental ingredient, sheep's
milk, sets it apart from all other cheeses. Imports of Pecorino cheese from ItalVy
do not compete with any comparable American dairy product, since sheep's
milk cheese is not produced in the United States. It is a premium cheese which
sells at prices substantially higher than cow's milk cheeses to those who recognize
and are willing to pay for the subtle, more expensive flavors and consistency
produced in Italy. It is because of its unique character and fundamental ingredient
that Pecorino cheese has not been subject to quota restrictions under section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

Statistics published by the United States Department of Commerce' reveal
that imports of Pecorino cheese from Italy over the period 1961-1968 have
fluctuated between 12,000,000 and 16,800,000 pounds, with an average of approx/-
mately 14,400, pounds per year. In 1968 imports from Italy totaled only
12,052,704 pounds, a drop of almost 1,000,000 pounds from the quantity of
imports in 1965. During the same period of time, as found by the United States
Tariff Commission in its recent Report to the President on. Dairy Products,'
the U.S. production of Italian-type cheeses (cow's milk) has fluorished, increasing
from 60,088,000 pounds in 1961 to 81,000,000 pounds in 1966.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Schedule A, 11766 and 11767.
2United States Tariff Commission Reoto the President on Investigation No. 22-26 Under Seahon

of tle Agroultursi Adjustmet Act, as Ameded, June 197.
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The facts are indisputable. Imports of Pecorino cheese cannot be said to have
had a detrimental effect upon nor in any manner impeded the growth of the dairy
industry in the United States. Therefore, any restriction on the quantity of
imports of such cheese is clearly unnecessary.

II. Romano, Reggiano, Parmesano, Provoloni and Provolette

Since 1953, imports of Italian Romano, Reggiano, Parmesano, Provolunt and
Provolette cheeses, which are produced from cow's milk, have been subject to an
annual absolute quota under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. The
initial quota was 9,200,100 pounds which was increased in 1969 to 11,500,100
It is significant, however, that total imports of these cheeses during 1966 were
far below the quota limit. Department of Commerce$ statistics reveal that only
8 227,983 pounds were imported last year, with only 3,762,883 pounds attribut-
able to Italy. Like Pecorino, Italian-type cheeses made from cow's milk are
traditional specialty products which are higher in price than their American-
produced counterparts. Moreover, they cannot be commingled or processed with
American-made cheese to reduce costs or infringe upon domestic milk consumption

Imports of the Italian-type cheeses in question are infinitesimal when compared
with the increasing United States production of such cheeses which, as reported
by the Tariff Commission, reached 81,000,000 pounds in 1966. The Tariff Com-mission, after extensive hearings and review of the dairy products industry, con-
cluded and reported to the President that Italian-type cheeses made from cow's
milk were not being imported under such conditions and in such quantities as to
render, or tend to render, ineffective, or materially interfere with the price-support
programs of the Department of Agriculture for milk and butterfat products.
Clearly, imports of such cheeses pose no threat to the domestic dairy industry,
and further restriction on their importation would not in any way aeviate the
present problems in that industry.

CONCLUSION

Imposition of across-the-board restrictions on all imported dairy products is
neither necessary nor justified for the protection of the dairy industry in the
United States. Imports of Pecorino cheese and Italian-type cheeses made from
cow's milk are not competitive with American-made cheese, and have not impeded
the growth of the dairy industry in the United States. Therefore, the Committee
is urged to revise the proposed legislation (S. 612) so that no further restriction
on the importation of these products is imposed.

ROQUEFORT ASSOCIATION, INC.,
New York, N.Y.Toy VAIL ESQ.,

Chief Counsel, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DzAR MR. VAIL: My organization is vitally interested in the matter of imports
of Roquefort cheese. We believe that Roquefort does not compete with any
cheese produced in the U.S.A. and that any quotas established should not include
this product.

5. 612 directly concerned quotas on cheese and I submitted a statement to,
and testified before, the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry last Spring
with regard to that Bill.

It is my understanding that the hearings of the Senate Finance Committee are
much wider in scope than merely cheeses or even dairy products. I would very
much like my views to before the Senate Committee on Finance before any
proposed bill is prepared in final form by your Committee. On the other hand,
it appears to me that I I were to submit a brief at this time concerning one very
small segment of the problem now under consideration by your Committee, it
would not be helpful to the present deliberations.

If there will be an opportunity for those interested in individual items such as
Roquefort cheese in particular, and French cheeses in general, to make their
thoughts known to the Committee at a later date, should the Committee decide

United State Deprtmnt of Commerce, Scedule A, 11755 20/4060f0.
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to draft a bill on the subject then I believe It would be more useful for me to
await that particular time. If, on the other hand, there will be no such future
opportunity, then, of course, I would want my views submitted to the Committee
now.

I would greatly appreciate your comments and advice.
Very truly yours, FaANK 0. FRunD5EIC5"

STATUM3NT OV AMIUNCAW PRODUCRn 0F ITAUJAN-TYp CR3855 ASSociATion
AND UNIVERSAL FOODS CoaP. STULLA CHzsn Dzvmox, MILWAUKu, Win,
SUmswTm Br DoNALD M. (oUMZAx, CouNSmu

The domestic producers of Italian-type cheese are extremely concerned aboutrapidly increain impota of dairy product into the Unite 8tee, particularly
Italian-type cheeses that are coming in outside existing quotas.

The American Producers of Italiantyp. Cheeses Association is oosed at
24 members specializing Is producing-Itallas varieties of cheese, principally
Provolone, Ro 0ano and Parmesa. Thes are, ci course, all cow's milk product.
It must be emphasized that the members of our association account or prao.
tically the total production o Provolone, Romano and Pomsan in the United
States.

The Italian-type cheese industry purchases over 2 billion pounds of fresh farm
milk annually from over 6,000 farmers and employs apreximately 2,50 persons.
What happens as a result of them hearings affects all 8,&W of these people and
the thousands of othrs that depend upon them.

The Stella Cheese Division of Universal Foods Corporation is one of the largest
of the domestic producers of this type of cheese operating seven Italian-type
and blue-mold cheese manufacturing plants at such places as Amery, CaasQi
Clayton, Lancaster, Cumberland, Baronett, Glenwood City and Campbelisport,
Wisconsin; Baltic, Michig; and Peru, Indiana.

Certain Italian-type cheeses are presently covered by a quota provision estab.
lished under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act in Item 950.10 of the
Tariff Schedules of the Usited States for "Italian-type cheeses, made from cows'
milk, in ori4i*W lea." These quotas were e aed to prevent interference
with the price support programs of the Department of Agriculture and disrup-
tion of the American dairy industry by excessive imports. However, from the out-
set, a serious loophole has existed In the quota provisions. By merely cutting the
original loaves of cheese or grating them, the cheese is changed to a state no longer"in original loaves" and thus the quota provision is avoided. Customs offiolals
have held that cut loaves and grated cheese are not in orginial loaves.

In this way, rapidly increasing quantities of Italian-type cheese are coming into
the United States outside the quota. The quota was originally set up to prevent
material interference with the price support programs of the Department of
Agriculture. The Department has promulgated regulations providing an orderly
method of regulating these cheese imports under quota through the issuance of
import licenses. These purposes have been subverted by increasing imports making
use of the "not in oriia loaves" loop hole. There is no reason whythese cut
Italian-type cheeses should not be included under the quot provision. Merely
cutting or grating the cheese does not change its character or identity. The loophole
should be closed to prevent interference with U.S.D.A. price support programs and
to enable orderly administration of the import license program.

We recently asked the Tariff Commission to close this loophole by recommend-
ing to the President that the quota classification under Item 960.10of the Tariff
Schedules of the U.S. be changed to include named Italian-type cheeses, whether
in original loaves or not. Unfortunately, the Tariff Commission recommended no
action to close this blatant and obvious loophole in their June, 1967 Report on
Dairy Products.

But even if this loophole were closed, that is not enough. We are confident that
the importers will find another loophole. They always have in the past.

Further, even if the "not in original loaves" loophole is closed, it should be
noted that the quota only covers certain hard Italian-type cows' milk cheeses,
namely; Romano made from cows' milk, Reggiano, Parmesano, Provoloni,
Provolette, and Sbrinz. Other Italian-type cheeses made from sheep' milk
(Pecorino) and goats' milk are not included. Mozarella and other specialty-type
Italian cheeses are being used in greatly increasing quantities but they are not
covered by the quota either.
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Therefore, we need legislative relief to cover all types of Italian-tyle cheess-
those under the quota and those uiot. We support legislation, such is the Dairy
Import Act of 1967, to create legislative limitations on the imports of dairy
products based on the 1961-65 average.

We also support "The Orderly Trade Act of 1967" which, we understand, will
be known as the Dirksen-Long Bill. We feel that the setting up of definitive, ob-
jective criteria in the bill for relief is extremely valuable. The sad experience with
the adjustment assistance provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962-no
relief in eighteen cases-indicates the need for more tightly drawn criteria. The
four criteria that we understand will be in the bill, under any of which a domestic
industry can qualify for import quotas, cover the situations where domestic
industry has been harmed.

We feel that foreign imports have caused market disruption, unemployment
and under-employment and economic waste of capital investment in productive
facilities in our industry.

We are concerned that the proposed Dirksen-Long Bill not contain any loop.
holes whereby the President would be allowed to operate outside of the arithmetic
of the quota formulas in the bill. We understand that the bill contains one provi-
sion that does allow the President to do this. This provision would empower the
President to negotiate quotas with foreign suppliers on more liberal terms--if the
terms are still such as to carry out the act's ' purposes" and avoid market disrup-
tion. We are confident that such a provision Will be drafted such that it will not
allow the President to vitiate the intent of the bill through "freewheeling" ne-
gotiations.

We wre concerned, however, that any legislation adopted make adequate pro-
visions for limitations oa imports of al Italian-type cheeses. We would not want to
see, for example, any "trading off" where Italan-type cheese quatos are raked and
the quotas on other dairy products are correspondingly redaoed. Quotas set for
d products under dairy import legisation should be set by produdc-such as
Italia-type cheeses and not lumped together under a general category. In this
way, fair consideration can be given to each type of dairy product. We are hopeful
that any dairy import legislation adopted wll clearly establish specific quotas for
Italian-type cheeses-without regard to shape and form and without regard to
type of milk used to manufacture the cheese. After all, a pound of foreign cheese,
regardless of shape or form, will stil rep la a pound of domestic cheese and thus
harm the Awerican dairy farmer and his customer, the American cheese manu-
facturer.

IMPACT OF DAIRY IMPORTS ON PRIC3 SUPPORT PROGRAM AND DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

There is no question that the loophole imports of Italian-type cheese and dairy
imports generally have increased tremendously in the last year. There is also no
question that these imports have materially interfered with the dair price support
programs of the Department of Agriculture. The Commodity Credit Corporation
(CCC) has vastly increased its purchases of butter, cheddar cheese and non-fat
dry milk under the price support program.

in 196, the U.S. imported the equivalent of 900 million pounds of milk-
mostly in the form of cheese. In 198O, these imports increased 300%-to the equiv-
alent of 2.7 billion pounds of milk-enough additional milk to put the domestic
dairy industry back into a surplus situation again. Further the latest statistics
for 1967 indicate an increasing trend of cheese imports and the consequent rise
in price support payments by CCC. In fact, the figures for the first half of 1967
indicate that imports are coming in at a rate of 4.3 billion pounds of milk-
equivalent on an annual basis.

In the case of Italian-type cheeses, an import quota has been in effect as pre-
viously discussed for Italian-type cheeses made from cows' milk, in original loaves*
under Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

In 1965 nm-quota Imports of Italian cows' milk cheeses such as Parmesan,
Romano Provolone, Provolette, etc., amounted to 95,000 pounds. In 1966, these
imports increased to 424,000 pounds. This is an increase of approximately 346%
over 1985 imports with greater increases indicated for 1967.

These foreign cheese imports have had an extremely sharp rise In the past
several months. This has resulted in the following specific results:

(1) The price support program of USDA has been directly interfered with
in that the market price of milk has been severely reduced by the dislocation
of purchases of milk by domestic cheese makers
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(2) The price support program of USDA has been directly interfered with
in that CCC has been forced to greatly increase its purchases of milk, cheese
and non-fat dry milk as a direct result of increases in foreign imports of
cheese. There is a direct correlation between the rise in foreign Imports and
the increased purchases of USDA under the price support program.

(3) Low-priced imports of Italian-type cheese from Argentina and Aus-
tralia that were grated to avoid the quota covering Italin-type cheeses in
original loaves have disrupted the domestic Italian-type cheese market.
These imports are being sold delivered ex-dock in the US. and after duties
have been paid, at prices below, and we repeat "below", U.S. cheese manu-
facturing costs.

In 1960 the Tariff Commission recommended over a two million pound increase
in the Italian-type cheese quota based on the majority opinion at that time that
increased imports would stimulate consumer interest in dairy products, that there
would be little impact on USDA price support programs and that Italian-type
cheeses are at most only Indirectly competitive with domestically produced
Italian-type cheeses and do not displace them. At that time, imported brands
generally sold at a premium over domestic brands.

This is no longer the case. Greatly increased ex-quota imports from Argentina
of grated Italian-type cheese have hit the U.S. market at prices as much as 20
cents below U.S. prices and the availability of this cheese appears to be rapidly
increasing. The devaluation of the Argentine peso is partly responsible. In any
event, domestic producers cannot compete with this foreign cheese because they
must pay at least the price support figure for manufacturing milk. This figure
(currently $4.00 per hundred weight) is vastly more than the comparable figure
in Argentina. Further, the low Argentine labor costs involved in grating the cheese
creates an additional price differential with respect to domestic cheese in view of
high American labor costs. Thus, by grating the cheese to avoid the quota, not
only do foreign cheese makers avoid the quota bua they also attain an additional
price advantage. The result is an unfortunate one; the U.S. dairy price support
program is tending to price U.S. cheese and cheese makers out of the market. It
would appear that this is certainly not the intention of the Department of Agri-
culture. But, the vise closes-either domestic Italian-type cheese makers must
meet the lower prices set in the market place by the foreign cheese imports or
else they must go out of business. In fact, in the last three months, two substan-
tial manufacturers of Itallan-type cheese have gone out of business.

American cheese makers are closely supervised by the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration and by local and state agencies which set high standards of sanitation.
labeling and manufacture. We take pride in the maintenance of these standards
but here again, the effect is to Increase the competitive disadvantage of domestic
producers with respect to low-priced import. There are no comparable sanitation,
labeling, etc., standards in Argentina or anywhere else-foreign cheese imports
are inspected by Food and Drug on only a random basis at ports of entry into the
U.S. senatorr Nelson has Introduced the Foreign Dairy Inspection Act of 1987
which will require foreign dairy farms and plants producing dairy products for
importation to the United States to meet sanitary standard established by the
U.S. Government. We strongly support this bill and hope it will be enact by
Congress.

These loophole imports of Italian-type cheese not only interfere with the price
support programs of the Department of Agriculture but they cause a loss of revenue
to the American dairy farmer. Generally, our company has paid the farmer a
higher price for his milk than he would receive from a cheddar cheese maker who
resells to the CCC. Therefore, the displacement of the domestic Italian-type cheese
industry will not only thrust an added burden on the CCC through Increased
purchases of cheddar cheese to offset the slack created by our demise, but It will
cut the already Woo low earnings of the dairy farmer. The dairy farmer deals with a
perishable commodity and must find a market for his product quickly if the fluid
milk handler doesn't want it. He turns to the domestic cheesemaker that is geo.
r aphically close to him. For every pound of foreign imported cheese that comes
nto the U.S., there is one less pound of cheese that will be produced domestically.

Thus the farmer trying to sell his surplus milk to the Italiari-type cheesemaker
finds no market there-and turns to the cheddar cheesemaker from whom he
receives approximately $4.00 per hundredweight of milk produced. The price he
would have gotten from an Italian-type cheesemaker currently is $4.38 per hundred-
weight which is more than he would get from the cheddar cheesemaker.

This helps to account for the unfortunate fact that the American dairy farmer
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receives an average wags for his labor that is less than the minimum wage net by
Congress. In Wisconsin, for example, many dairy farmers in 1965 averaged less
than 60 cents an hour for their labor. This is absurd. Further, in 196 and 1966
the decline in the number of dairy farms increased sharply and the number R1
dairy cows sent to slaughter nearly doubled. Thus the need for dairy import legis-
lation is obvious to help all segments of the American economy.

In this situation involving dairy imports is allowed to continue without action
by our government, everyone will lose. The Italian-type cheesemaker goes out of
business, the farmer loses badly needed income the dairy support programs are
Interfered with, and the taxpayer must pay more for the dairy price support
proo ms ,-picdnmprtItfour industry is forced out to business by low-pri imports, thousands of

persons will be deprived of their livelihood. It should be understood that most
cheese factories are operated in rural areas where non-farm employment oppor-
tunities are very limited. Thus, the effect of loss of them jobs will have a much
greater impact than would a comparable low of jobs In a metropolitan area.
Thrappeamr to be no intelligent reason why foreign dairy imports should be
allowed to cause this level of economic injury to domestic okehesmakrs and daiy
farmer

We urge the Committee to consider all of them factors carully and take &tion
to restrict the Imports of dairy products to a reasonable level. If dairy imports
were controlled by quotas on a produt-b-produat basis, the farmer could
take his milk to market without fear o injury because of a reduced price brought
on by excessive dairy Import4 the domestic oheemaker could market his product
at a modest profit, and the public would not be thmatened with an Inadequate
supply of domestically prodieed milk and dairy products.

STATEMENT ON BirLF OF CsZKSa IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.,

BY MARTSN A. FR-OMR, COUNSEL

SUMMARY SEEK;T

Re: Committee on Finance Hearing on Import Quota Legislation.
Subject: Cheese Imports.
Summary:

Imports of dairy products are presently subject to restriction under Section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and no additional legislation or restrictions
are warranted or necessary.

U.8. milk production is in a downtrend.
Cheese imports represent a very minute part of the U.S. dairy industry.
Additional restrictive import legislation would have a seriously adverse affect

on international trade--of a total U. favorable trade balance of 3.6 billion dollars
in 1966, the agricultural trade balance accounted for 2.4 billion dollars, or two.
thirds of the favorable margin.

Imports of foreign types of cheese have stimulated U.S. production of similar
types, such as blue cheese, swiss cheese, Italian cheese, etc.

8TATRUJINV

As indicated by the Committee in the press release announcing that the Com-
mittee will hold three days of public hearing there have been introduced into both
Houses of Congress a substantial number of bills which would restrict the impor-
tation of various commodities. Prominent among them commodities is dairy prod
ucts. As the Committee well knows, Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act provides for restricting imparts of dairy pmducers when imports are in such
quantities and under such conditions as to render or tend to render ineffective, or
materially interfere with, the price-support program of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. For the past fourteen years, import restrictions have been in
effect under regulations adopted pursuant to Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjust-
ment Act with respect to the principal cheeses imported into the United States,
namely, Italian type cow's milk cheese, edam and gouda cheese, cheddar cheese,
and blue-mold cheese, and with respect to other dairy products including butter
dried whole milk and dried skim milk, milk powder, dried cream, and dried
buttermilk.
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Hearings were held before the Tariff Commission in May of this year pursuant
to Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as a result of which import
restrictions have been impooed, effective July 1, 1967, on American type cheese,
including colby and other specifically named cheeses of this type, and on butter-
fat-sugar mixtures containing 5.5% or more of butterfat. There is still pending,
however, before the Senate, S. 612, a bill to regulate imports of milk and dairy
products, which bill would place acrose-the-board restrictions on all dairy prod-
ucts and cheese of every variety Including those which are not manufactured In
the United States and which have historically been imported from abroad.

It is submitted that the existing legislation, namely, Section 22 o the Agricul-
tural Adjustment Act, provides the best method of dealing with imports of prod-
ucts such as dairy products which are subject to a price-support program. The
effectiveness of the additional import restrictions imposed effective July 1, 1967
to meet the complaint of the domestic dairy Industry is demonstrated by the statis-
tics of imports published by the Department of Agriculture in Its ublication
"Dairy 8itUation" of September 1967, a copy of which is submitted herewith.
It will be noted from this tabulation that the amount of quota type cheese imports
iu July 1967 amounted to 21% of imports of the same types of cheese during July
1968, and that the milk equivalent of imports of all dairy products in July 196
amounted to only 16% of the total dairy products imports in July 196.
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The facts and figures wth regard to Imports of foreign type cheew4, which
include roquefort cheese, Italan type cow's milk and sheep's milk cheese, blue
cheese, edam and gouda cheese, swim cheese, and a considerable number of other
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specialty cheeses, such as fontina cheese, port du salut cheese, noekkelost cheese,
etc., over a period of thirty years, the latter half of which have been in part tinder
import restriction, demonstrate that imports of foreign types of cheese have not
materially increased, and especially so when eompalrd to the pmpulation increase.
The cheese Importing industry is a small industry, amounting in its entirety to
lese than two-thirds of a pound per capita per year.

Imports of foreign types of cheese have served to satisfy consumer tastes for
foreign cheese and have helped stimtlate and develop the domestic industry in
such varieties as domestically made Italian type chcs e, blue mold cheese, edam
and gouda cheese, swiss cheese, and other cheesc which have very substantially
increased in volume of production and consumption while imports have been
relatively stagnant. We submit a table of U.S. Cheese Production and Imports of
Cheeses by Types, 1936-1939 Average and Annual Imports 1949 through 1966
together with graphs pertaining to said statistics. Some very significant facts will
be noted from these statistics which prove that imports have stimulated domestic
production while these historically imported cheeses have not themselves sub-
stantially increased and in fact, in many instances, the volume of imports of
foreign types of cheese have decreased. I draw lour attention for example to
Italian type cow's milk cheese. You will note t at the annual average of .S.
production, 1936-1939, just prior to World War II, was 15,463 000 lbs. Since then,
the amount of production has increased 1800 % to 270,030 600 lbs. In the last
ten years alone, the production of Italian type cow's milk cheese has more than
doubled. It will be noted from the statistics of imports that imports are relatively
at the same level as they were just prior to and after World War II and that total
imports of 8 million pounds represent only about 3 % of domestic production and
is less than the amount that was imported in any of the last five years, with the
exception of 1965.

I draw your attention to production and imports of swiss cheese in the United
States, as set forth in the table submitted. You will not that domestic production
has more than tripled since just prior to World War II, and that from 1957 to
the present, annual domestic production has gone up from 100 million pounds to
134 million pounds. Imports represent barely 10% of domestic production, and
even with the increase in 1966, the level of imports is only 50% more than that
imported thirty years ago as compared to the 300% increase in domestic produc-
tion. Examination of the statistics with regard to imports of blue mold cheese
indicate a steady and every increasing production of this foreign type of cheese,
the manufacture of which as in the case of the other foreign types of cheese
referred to, was introduced from abroad. Whereas in 1951 imports of blue mold
cheese were 5,048,000 lbs. compared to domestic production of 7,232,000 lbs.,
domestic production has tripled to 22,455 000 lbs. compared to imports of about
the same level as 1951. Although our table does not show the statistics of edam
and gouda cheese inasmuch as these statistics have not been separately published
we are informed that domestic production of this foreign type cheese has increased
and we trust to have available at the time of presentation of this statement some
figures which the Department of Agriculture has indicated to us will be available
by such time.

In addition to those foreign types of cheese which have stimulated production
and consumption of cheese in the United States, we would like to point out that
a considerable volume of imported cheeses are not duplicated by any comparable
domestic cheese and that the volume even of these cheeses, which are not under
import restriction, has been decreasing rather than increasing in spite of the
increased per capita cheese consumption in the United States and the increased
population. I draw your attention to the statistics for pecorino cheese. This is a
sheep's milk cheese imported from Italy. You will note that from a high of 17,973 -
000 lbs. imported in 1962, which amount represented about 22% of total U.A.
cheese imports during said year, imports of this variety of cheese dropped to
15,645,000 lbs. in 11966. Similarly, imports of roquefort cheese have fallen from a
high of 2,392,000 lbs. In 1962 to 1,860,000 lbs. in 1966. This is even less than
the aniount that had been imported over thirty years ago. The point which these
figures demonstrate is the fact that by amid large, foreign types of cheese are
specialty che'ses and their importation is limited by consumer tastes, and that
no import ivstrictios an' actua-lly needed with rspcct to these cheese. Never.
tliltss, some of the principal varieties are tender import nrstriction.

Cheese importers are being made the scapegoat of what is essentially a domestic
problem in the dairy industry. Basically, the milk producers' problem arises from
the fact that prices they receive for their milk are claimed to be too low. The
prices of most of the milk pro, luced is set by the Secretary of Agriculture in various
Federal Milk Marketing Orders in effect throughout the country. These prices
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are claimed to be too low to give the farmer a proper return for his product.
Imports of milkfat in the form of butterfat-sugar mixtures and colby cheese are
claimed to help prevent the price of dairy products in the market place from
rising above that reflected in the prices fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture.

The Secretary of Agriculture is in the unenviable position of trying to satisfy
the milk producer by fixing for him as high a price as possible for his ruilk and
at the same time, satisfy the consumer by not raising the price of milk. On April
27, 1967, in response to the tremendous amount of agitation by producers, evi-
denced in part by the drive for legislation to impose increased restrictions on
dairy products, the Secretary of Agriculture announced an increase of 200 per
hdwt. in the price to be paid to producers of fluid milk.

MILK PRODUCTION 15 IN A DOWNTREND

It is significant to note that although milk production has been going down,
cheese consumption per capita has been increasing each year. Total milk produc.
tion has gone down from 126 billion pounds in 1962 to 120 billion pounds in 1966.
The dairy situation last year was such that the President called for an investiga-
tion by the Tariff Commission to increase quotas for the importation of cheddar
cheese. In a press release at the time of last year's investigation, the Secretary of
Agriculture stated:

'The action to increase Cheddar cheese imports is being taken to help alleviate
an imbalance in manufacturing milk supplies which has developed as cheese and
butter manufacturers compete for existing supplies of manufacturing milk. Strong
demand for cheese is diverting milk from butter production. Many small cream-
eries face disaster from the cost-price squeeze that results. The increase in butter
prices that results threatens to hurt the market for butter-an action which in
the long run will injure dairy farmers who produce mainly for butter production."
(USDA Press Release 984-66)

The imbalance in manufacturing milk supplies wa sought to be alleviated by
increased cheese imports. Now it is claimed apparently that there has been an
overabundance of help to correct the imbalance in manufacturing milk supplies.

The imbalance, however, of decreasing milk production is still with us. The
Department of Agriculture, in support of the announcement of the increase in
the price to be paid to 6rducers for fluid milk, stated the following (Federal
Register of April 27 196 7)

"The effect of od-farm opportunities for employment would be felt most in
heavily industrialized states. In an area extending from the Atlantic seaboard
states through Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Illinois, total milk production con-
tinues this year under a year ago. While a number of states in other re4!ous had
increases in recent months, the most significant in quantity were the States of
Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, representing agricultural areas of heaviest milk
milk production.

"Dairy economists in some Midwestern states pointed out that other farm
enterprises have been absorbing increasing proportions of land and other produc-
tion resources, thus diminishing the land and resources available for dairying.
This situation therefore limits the potential for a return to former levels of milk
production in these states where production has fallen off in recent years.

"National milk production in the first 3 months of 1967 continued at about
the same level (up about 0.3 percent) as a year ago following the decline in 1965
and 1966. Milk production declined 2.2 percent in 1965 and 3.2 percent in 1966
from the year before."

It is to be noted that this decline alone is more than twice the amount of milk
equivalent in all dairy products imported into the United States in 1966.

The statement proceeds as follows:
"The potential for possible upturn in milk production is limited by the reduced

number of dairy cows now on farms. The number of milk cows on farms is cur.
rently at the lowest level in the past forty years. An immediate increase in pro.
duction can only come from greater production per cow at a rate beyond what
many consider likely. Feeding and management for maximum production ill be
required to maintain present levels of production. Proponents assert that this
will occur only if producers have confidence their returns will continue at levels
at least as high as in the past 12 months.

"The decline in the total milk cow population has twen a definite trend since
1954 and has continued through 1966. The 6 percent decline in the January 1,
1986, total compared to January 1, 1965, was the largest year-to-year decline
since 1954. For January 1, 1967, the number of cows andhifers two years old or
over kept for milk declined further to 5 percent below a year earlier.

"Dairy heifers 1 to 2 years old declined in number 6 percent as of January 1,,
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1967, compared to a year before. The reduced ratio of numbers of such heifers to
milk cows 23.8 this year compared to 26.0 in 1960 and 1961 (and intermediate
ratios in following years) indicates that lesser replacement stock Is available;

"In terms of milk production, the effect of lower cow numbers has in recent
months been offset by increased production per cow. This recent increase in pro-
duction per cow (about 5 peroenfover a year ago for the first 3 months of 1987)
has been at a more rapid rate than normal, and producer representatives state
that it is more than could be reasonably expected to continue. Thus, prospective
increases in production per cow cannot be relied upon to result in greater total
milk production while cow numbers continue to decline at the same rate as in
recent years.

"Producer representatives state that current ample production in certain fluid
markets is due to price assurances given by previous Department actions, and
particularly favorable production conditions except in the Southwest region
where drought conditions have affected pastures. Because of the increasing costs
and alternative opportunities for dairymen a higher level of milk prices was
held to be necessary for an indefinite period.

"Long term ade uacy of milk supply in relation to total milk and dairy product
consumption will e affected by the rate of population growth. During recent
years milk production has declined, while the population is Increasing. The
effect of these two trends in opposite directions, if continued, would lead to
substantial reduction in milk available on a per capita basis to consumers."

It would appe to be inconsistent, in the light of what the Secretary has
said to impose additional import restrictions on dairy products and more par-
ticuarly on cheese. The Secretary states that "the decline in the total milk cow

pulation ha been a definite trend since 1954 and has continued through 1966".
his trend, as well as the downward trend of milk production, existed before the

claimed influx of dairy imports. This trend was definitely a factor in the rising
price of domestic dairy products which caused the administration to make an
immediate increase in the cheddar quota and to recommend further increases in
this quota. Prices rose to a level not only above the support level, but substantially
above same, and attracted foreign imports. Since then, by reason of the increased
imports, prices have stabilized themselves at a more realistic level and the
domestic industry, including both cheese and butter manufacturers, are able
to secure milk supplies fl nt to meet their needs.

CHNASu IMPORTS, RZPRUSNNT NUT A VZRY MINUTES PART OW THU U.S. DAIRY
INDUSTRY

As shown above and by the tables of statistics, the amount of foreign cheese
consumed in the U.S. is minute. This is especially so in a country that produces
120,000,000,000 lbs. of milk and consumes over 2.7 billion pounds of cheese,
including cottage cheese. Imports of all cheeses in 1968 amounted to as little as
0.2 of an ounce of cheese per capita per week. The total amount of milk equivalent
in all imported cheese represents only a very minute percentage of the total U.S.
milk production. .

Based upon an importation of 135 million pounds of cheese in 1966, a sub-
stantial portion of which was made from partly skimmed milk, it is estimated
that the milk equivalent required to manufacture said cheese is about one billion
pounds. This compares wit a total U.S. milk production in 1966 of about 120

million pounds. The ratio of milk equivalent In imported cheese compared to
U.S. milk production is less than nine-tenths of one percent (.9%).

The figure that in terms of milk equivalent, imports have increased from about
900 million pounds by 3001% to 2.7 billion pounds, loses sight of several important
facts. First, that mik equivalent in the form of cheese represents only about
one-third of the total import and that domestic cheese production has increased
by a far greater amount than the increase of imports (see table of imports).
Second, that total U.S. milk production in 1966 was about three billion pounds
les than in 1965, and that total imports of all dairy products do not even make
up for this decrease in U.S. milk roduction. Althou the figure 300% is large.
the actual amount of milk equivaent in imports does not even make up for the
smaller amount of milk production in 1966 as compared to 196& Third, the said
total imports include products which have historically been imported into the
United States con g at least nine million pounds of milk equivalent. The
1966 reduction in milk production follows a similar reduction of about
2,800,000,000 lbs. In 1965 compared to 1984.

It is apparent that in 1966, imports were apparently necessary In order to
help balance the supply demand situation in the United States, and it was for
this reason that the President proposed to increasethe quotas for cheddar cheese.
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We note the following section from the report of Congressman Thom" B.
Curtis, Congressional Delegate for Trade Negotiations, submitted to the House
of Representatives on April 13, 1967:

"IMPOs"W NOT Tun PROBLEM

"But on the whole, and without the benefit of detailed study of this problem
the proposal that all dairy imports should without reference to further facts and
argument be more strictly controlled lacks an element of good sense. A further
sobering factor is that for the types of cheese under quota, imports in 1988 were
actually less than imports in 1951, the year the quotas were imposed. Since
1951, U.S. production of the same cheeses increased from 1.2 bIll/on pounds
to 1.74 billion pounds. There has been no flexibility in the U.S. quota system,
as there is in U.S. meat quotas, that would allow gradual increases in quotas in
proportion with increased domestic consumption."

PROPOSED CUTBACK OF IMPORTS TO 1961-106 ANNUAL AVNRAGX

It has been proposed In the pending legislation that imports be restricted to
the average annual amount Imported In the pars 1961-1965. This loses sight
of the fact that there has been a substantial increase in U.S. consumption and
utilization of cheese in the last six years. Production has increased from 1,592,022,-
000 lbs. in 1962 to 1,873,595,000 lbs. In 1968, an increase of 270,573,000 lbs.

This increase in four years alone in twice the volume of imports of all cheese
in 196. It also lse sight of the fact that imports of cheddar cheese, as well as
specified other types of cheese, have been restricted and therefore always kept
below the amount fixed by quota. Furthermore, that there has been no complain t
until the last six months against imports of dairy products, and then only with
respect to the two products previously mentioned. Only a year ago, the Admin-
istration was seeking to increase cheese imports. The annual average of American
cheese produced in this country (which term in the USDA tabulation if statistics
includes cheddar cheese, washed curd cheese, &anular cheese, *ack cheese, and
monterey cheese) for the years 1961 to 1985 Inclusive is 1,133339,000 lbs. In
1966, US. production of American cheese amounted to 1,234,4000 lbs. I hear
no proposal to out U.S. production back by the one hundred million pounds
increase over the annual average from 1961 to 1985, nor do we propose or want
such a cut. I am only trying to demonstrate the unfairness of a proposal which
would further unnecemsarly restrict& the business of United States cheese importers
whom I represent, and the discrimination against the operations of an industry
that makes a substantial contribution to the dairy industry as a whole, to the
tastes of the American cheee consumer and to tih Weaomy of our country.

EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL RX8TRICTIV= IMPORT LEGISLATION ON INTXERATIONAL
TRADN

The imposition of restrictone against the Import of cheese is contrary to the
obli~tions undertaken by the U ted States under the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade and is contrary to our best Interets in international trade.The
United States sought and secured under the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade a waiver from its obligations so that Section 22 might be applied without
conflicting with its international obligations. The United States delegation, In
presenting the matter at the 1985 smion of the Contracting Parties, stated:

'The mere fact that the price of a product is eligible for price support and that
its price is higher than world prices does not mean that import controls will neces-

sarily be imposed under Section 22 0 * Whether such interference (i.e., with
government agricultural program) will arise depends in large part on the relation-
ship between the domestic market price and the import pries. If the domestic
market price in above its support level ***no Section 22 problem arises * * * Thus,
it is oni where a clear threat of injury to the program from imports actually
exists that action is taken under Section 22."

The price of foreign types of cheese is above the support level and there is no
real basis for continuing import restrictions on these types of cheese. As pre-
viously indicated, the volume of removal of dairy products from the commercial
market is so low that I t can hardly be stated that the total supply burdens theprioe-support pormFurther, If is contrary to our own best interests and the best interests of

the American farmer to continue these import restrictions.
Remarks recently made before the Senate by Senator Stuart Symington of

Missouri which were printed In the Congresonal Record of April 24, 1967
(S. 67485, are particulirly in point. I quote:

6.40l--S 1--pt 1 2-1
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"Mr. President, the Kennedy round of the trade negotiations will be ending

In a matter of a few weeks. It will then be up first to the administration, and
later the Senate, to evaluate the results of those negotiations and decide what
has been accomplished.

"These decisions will have major import to many areas of trade, for two reasons
none more important than those affecting agriculture.

"First, U.S. agricultural exports have moved ahead more rapidly than any
other export item since the early 1960's; and we must be certain that the outcome
of these negotiations provide an opportunity for continued maintenance and
growth In these agricultural exports. -This is important to farmers, to the agri-
business complex, and to our total economy.

"Second, In that these agricultural exports play a vital role In the continuing
unfavorable balance of payments problem, the results of the Trade Expansion
Act are important to al Americans.

"Since the early 1960's, each year U.S. agriculture has set new export records
year after year. Let me cite a few facts and figures.

"U.S. agricultural exports today are at an alltime high of some $7 billion
annually. That is slightly over one-fourth of the Nation's total exporte-agricul-
tural and industrial combined-and an increase of more than 60 percent since
1960."

"Exports bring the American farmer 17 cents of every market dollar he receives,
or almost twice as much as a dozen years ago; in other words, the export contri-
bution to domestic farm income has almost doubled during that period. In addi-
tion, these exports have naturally expanded Income by a substantial amount
through the strengthening of farm prices across the board."

"The progress in agricultural exports in the 1960's will go down in history as a
great achievement, not the least of which is the healthful effect on our country's
balance of payments.

"From a trade balance point of view, we are doing much better in our agricul-
tural trade than in our industrial trade. As example, in the calendar year 1968, the
United States had a total favorable trade balance of $3.6 billion; and of that total
the agricultural trade balance accounted for $2.4 billion, two-thirds of this fav-
orable margin.

"Since 1960, dollar exports of farm products have totaled $29.1 billion, which,
along with $1.8 billion in 'avoided expenditures' through the use of foreign cur-
rencies acquired under Public Law 480, gave a total of $30.9 billion In dollar
earnings from agricultural exports to apply against the dollar drain. Without
agricultural exports, our serious international finances would be in critical shape."

"Excellent work has been done in Japan on behalf of wheat, soybeans, and
tallow; in Western Europe on rice, fruit, and soybeans; and in cotton all around
the world. Effective farm product promotion has also been accomplished through
trade fairs abroad, particularly in the case. of processed food.

"Nevertheless these Imaginative promotional efforts are about powerless unless
unless the doors to trade are kept open."

While negotiations go on in Geneva to reduce world-trade barriers, we are here
apparently for the purpose of erecting additional U.S. trade barriers. The imposi-
tion of restrictions on the importation of cheese and particularly upon cheeses
which have historically been imported into the United States, closes the door, if
not completely at least partly, to trade with countries who buy more from us
than we sell to them. The following represents the volume of trade in 1966 in U.S.
dollars between our country and the principal countries from which we have
historically imported foreign types of cheese, as reported by U.S. Customs:

Pn U.S. dollars

Export to the Import fromCountry United Staes the United
Storm

ian .................... 739,345,216 83468,811N a318, 471.619 1, 178,K 5105
Denmark .............................. 201,140,826 179,631,144
France ................................ 687, 966,130 971,010,667
Switzerland ........................... 38 318,081 376 200,748
Norway ........................ 127.813.812 143, 599, 323
Sweden ............................... 299, 31. 175 354.877.604
Argentina ............................. 14% 959,276 2352.628
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The balance of trade with these countries is strongly in favor of the U.S. How
cm we now adopt additional legislative restrictions against cheese Imports
without very compelling reason (which certainly does not exist in view of the
facts and Section 22 of the Agricdtural Adjustment Act) without offending the
countries from which we import these cheeses?

We believe that it is amply demonstrated by the foregoing that no further
import restrictions should be imposed with respect to imports of dairy products,
and partculmarly cheese. The chetse import industry has been the cornerstone of
U.S. manufacture of foreign types of cheese. It has not only served the domestic
industry, but has served consumers its well. Any further imposition of import
restrictions would be a disservice to both industry and consumers and an un-
warranted interference with our international trade.

CHEESE-U.S. PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS OF CHEESE BY TYPES, 1936-39 AVERAGE, ANNUAL 1949 THROUGH 1966
pn thousands of pounds

American I Suemold Edam and Goeds Italian cow's-mi type

Calendar Year or Productina Imo t
average Production Imports Produc. Im- Proue- Imports

LionI ports I on Toa Hardltype Hard
a*4typeonty

1936-39 average. 519.364 596 3,3 4,157 15.463 () 7,135
1949............ 935,206 1 ,147 1'302 4 0 90 53,517 30,350 8,08
1950 8...... 92,706 13.293 8,88 3,492 4,00 3,755 60-481 33,40 8,585
1951 873,...... 458 12,072 7,232 5,04 4100 4333 55,434 25, 980 8, 515
1952 8....... 49,817 6,525 11,156 3,022 4,200 3,58 60,572 282,740 8,960
1953............ 1.021,05 7810 10,137 3.331 4300 4,561 67,834 30,780 8633

194...... 1,042,345 2,814 9,719 3,304 4,400 4,32 71,204 31,770 7122
1955 ........... 1:004,26 2577 10,04? 3,984 4,500 4,115 86,018 3780 7130
1956........... 91,254 2,782 10,66 3,99 4,500 5,187 101,738 44,260 7,808
1957 ........... 1,021,728 2243 10,864 3596 4,100 4,58 111,620 48323 6,624
1958 ............. 977,973 3002 11,44 3,993 4,600 4,345 130557 55,88 6,119
1956 ............. 942,517 2,155 12,710 4,184 4,600 5,159 10765 5000 7,818
1960 ............. 996,118 3,211 15,169 4,186 4,600 5.994 157,533 65,730 6984
1961.......... 1,148,761 1,677 16,205 3,821 () 7.329 161,799 (6) 7,771
1962.......... 1,093,722 2,544 14,507 4,362 () 6,687 165,456 () ,071
1963............ 1,108.351 6,811 15.416 3,910 (3 7,489 19222 ( 10,200
1964............ 1,157,473 13,907 16,835 4,249 &5 6,770 220,544 (5 8895
1965............ 1, 158. 380 16,007 19,000 4,400 () 7.566 244,480 (' 788
1966............. 1.234,490 50,175 22,455 5,173 10),817 270,030 (. 8228

Swiss or All others I Total cheem
Calendar year Perocino Roquefort Emmenthaler Gnuyere _____

or veage imols ipotsProduction Imports iprsProduction Imports Produto Imports

1936-3average. 15,284 2,471 41,824 9,270 $,88 104.586 8,321 681,23 58.500
1949............ 6,96 1,394 81,043 5,777 1343 116,189 3,088 1,199,442 32,015
1950 ............ 13.071 161 99483 6,923 1490 125,937 3,923 1,191,487 56,7
1951............ 9,62 1,8 92.049 7,848 1,625 129,031 3,580 1,61,30 52,335
1952............ 12L,716 1,815 108,032 7,561 2,814 136,45 4,207 1,170,262 49,207
1953 .............. 12, 313 1,806 103,780 8,656 3,215 137,293 5,890 1, 344,400 56,215
1954.............. 13,317 1,879 113,525 8,422 3,0 142,041 5,28 1,383234 49,958
1955 ............. 13,242Z 1,630 116,664 8,641 3,585 145,395 6,247 1,366,893 51,951
1956.............. 13,74 1,861 123,216 8319 3,683 156,321 6, 341 -1,387,692 53,717
195? ............. 12,8 2097 100,048 8965 3,80 159,063 6,683 1,407,43 5,7
1958.............. 14,735 2,036 107,114 9,341 3,669 167,693 8,497 1399,384 55,737
1956...........13,99 2,275 111,901 11,495 4,423 169,724 12,357 1,383061 6385
1960 ............. 13,928 2,094 121,081 9,935 4,752 184.585 1 2, 0 6 5 1,477,973 63149
1961.............. 14,877 2,271 120,508 11,203 4,627 ( 22,241 1,634,505 751131
1962.............. 17,973 2,392 109,412 12,517 4,8$05 () 17,614 1562, 022 77614
1963.............. 17,554 2,040 119,906 11,692 4,830 Q 18,486 1,631,817 8,2
1964........... 1It,639 2,004 121,844 11,506 5,173 (5) 6734 1,726480 77,878
1965............ 15,850 2,191 122,637 10,419 .5,513 () 9775 1,755528 7,11
1966 ............ 15,645 1,860 134,030 14,751 9,123 (S 437 18,55 3,473

IU.S. production Is whole milk cheese including cheddar, Colby, washed curd, Jack, Modtre, and Graniaular cheese;
Impots up to 1963 do not include Colby chese.

SIoncludes Gorgonzola,
a1 Up unfil 16 includes only whole loaf.

otEstimated
I Not available.
I Production excludes cottage types and full skim milk choose.
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CHEESE IMPORTS, DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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GROUNDFISH IMPORTS*

Writ CONGRESS
lur 8iszox S. 2411

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Swumxsm 14,1967
Mr. MoesE (for himself, Mr. HATFELD, Mr. BAmIrT, Mr. BROOKE, Mr.

GRUnINo, Mr. Musxi , Mr. MAoxusor, and Mr. JAciso.) introduced
the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee
on Finan0

To nd the Tarl "ci es0th nitid States to -vide

7 "(5) Notit landing ayotherwision of the sched-

8 rules, the aggregate number of pounds of fish which may be

9 entered under "item 110.20, 110.47, 110.50, 110.55, or

II

*Witness testifying on this subject, pp. 157-160.
Communications received by the committee on this subject, pp. 160-171.

155
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2

1 110.60 in the calendar year 1968 or in any subsequent cal-

2 endar year shall not exceed the average annual number of

3 pounds of fish described in such item entered during the

4 calendar years 1963 and 1964 (as determined and pullished

5 by the Secretary of the Interior). Of the aggregate number

6 of pounds of fish permitted by the preceding sentence to be

7 imported into the United States during any calendar year

8 under any item, not over I shall be entered during the first

9 three months, not over I during the first six months, and

10 not over I during the first nine months of that year. For

11 the purposes of applying this headnote, item 110.20 shall

12 be treated as not including salmon."
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morse?

STATEMENT OF RON. WAYNE MORSE, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF OREGON

Senator MORSE. Mr. Chairman, I prepared a detailed statement
setting forth my arguments in support of import quota bills that are
of special importance to Oregon, including beef imports, bottom fish
and mink skins.

I want you to know that I support the bill that you have intro-
duced. I am not going to take the time to read my statement. It is
more important, I think, that we hear these out-of-town witnesses.
I know my statement will receive your careful consideration. I am
going to ask permission to file the statement.

You know, I am sure, my position on the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee. I have been one of the outspoken critics now for some years
of a program that is selling short the economic interests of our country
by the State Department in regard to foreign trade and particularly
in the field of agriculture. What they need is somebody over in the
State Department who knows something about agriculture. I have
yet to find one. It is very important that we draw this issue with the
State Department. This legislation will draw it.

We have the duty as legislators, in my judgment, to check the un-
sound economic policies of the State Department in the field of the
foreign trade. I shall support this legislation because I think it does
check those policies. Also, it is my advice to this administration, that
unless it pays some heed to this type of legislation, it is going to hear
from the people of this country who are suffering great losses at the
hands of a State Department that apparently wants to put industrial
things first, but forgets about the agrTicultural and other resource
products of the country that ought to be protected. I do not happen
to be a high tariff man but I am a strong import quota man.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMA.N. Thank you very much, Senator .Morse, and we

will print your statement in full at this point in the record.
(The full statement of Senator Morse follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. WAYNE MORSE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TIlE STATE OF
OREGON, BEFORE SENATE FxNANCE COMMITTEE ON IMPORT QLOTA BILLS OF
IMPORTANCE TO OREGON

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:
I am happy to appear before the Committee today in support of S. 1388, an

effort by this Congress to more accurately predict and control the amount of
meat imported into the United States in an effort to stabilize the American market.
As the Committee knows, the 88th Congress adopted legislation in 1964, later to
become PL 88-482, in an effort to assist our cattlemen to better anticipate the
amount of foreign meat arriving each year. After 33 months of experience with
that bill, it is apparent that certain additions and corrections are necessary. This
proposed legislation has the strong support of the Oregon Cattlemen's Association.

Oregon cattle raisers, corresponding with me about this problem, have urged
numerous changes in the present law, including: (1) establishment of quotas on a
quarterly basis, thus helping to spread the imports out over the calendar year;
(2) utilization of a more restrictive base period; (3) inclusion of processed meat
within the quotas, and (4) inclusion of non-Federally inspected meats.

Oregon ranchers emphasize that they are caught in a squeeze: at a time when
their costs are pyramiding, they are being asked to reduce production to improve
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the price picture. Some ranchers are voluntarily selling their cattle earlier, when
they weigh less, but feel that is hardly fair for them to make such efforts unioss
they are protected from the increasing tide of foreign imports.

This point warrants considerable emphasis. Many Oregonians have pointed
out to me that the price they are receiving for cattle is about the same as it was
fifteen years ago. They are frank to admit that domestic production is a factor,
but I have been repeatedly asked why they should work hard to curb production
if meat continues to be imported from other countries at high levels. As one
Oregon rancher, John M. Boyer of Haines, Oregon, wrote to me: "We in the
industry are working on the domestic issue but it will be futile to curb our pro-
duction only to make a market for foreign eef here In the United States."

As another of my constituents wrote:
"The present legislation restricting imorts is ineffective because of the elas-

ticity of the upper levels at which quotas can be imposed. It does little good to
attempt to bring our domestic supply situation into the line with a reasonably
profitable market, and then to have an increase in foreign imports raise the supply
back to its present high level. We do not, of coarse, advocate the complete elimina-
tion of beef imports, as we realize that foreign trade must be a two-way street.
However, with the present legislation, it appears that any time we, in this country,
arrive at a favorable supply situation imports van increase to where we are right
back where we started and foreign producers reap the benefits of our self-discipline."

I submit to the Committee that this statement, made by the President of the
Harney County Stockgrowers Association in Burns, Oregon, evinces an entirely
responsible and commendable attitude by the cattlemen. It warrants the sympa-
thetic attention and support of this congress.

One aspect of the 1964 legislation which this bill would correct relates to the
10% "leeway" before the quotas are invoked. As you know, under PL 88-482,
the quotas are not invoked until imports exceed the quotas by 10%, thus creating
a trigger-point of 110%. I am informed by the American Cattlemens' Association,
however, that exporting countries have been gearing their production toward the
higher "trigger-point" and thus planning production to exceed their actual
quota. This situation is artificial on its face and would be corrected by S. 1588.
A realistic quota would be established and the 10% "trigger-point" eliminated,
thus dispensing with considerable confusion, both here and abroad.

The beef industry in our country involves over two million people and embraces
some part of the economy of each of the 50 states. It is an industry which has made
considerable effort over the past few years to help itself, by curtailing production
in certain areas in an effort to obtain a more favorable price. But many ranchers
are still unable to make ends meet. And for far too many, the future does not
appear particularly promising.

8. 1588 is obviously not a cure-all, but I believe it will help to stabilize the beef
pro(iution picture and enable the cattle growers to obtain a more favorable return
for their efforts.
They have done much to help themselves. I believe they deserve the support

of the Congre.s and for the reasons I h.ve outlied, I strongly support approval
of S. I5S.

BOTTOM F181i IMPORTS

I understand that S. 2411 which I intrmluced limiting the amount of groundfish
alloued to be imported into the I7nited States is not on the agenda today. With
your permission, however, Mr. Chairman, I wish to make a few brief comments
about this important legislation.

The offshore fishing industry is of considerable importance to Oregon as well as
to the other coastal states. The members of the Committee are well aware of the
difficulties we experienced this past summer as a result of intensified activities of
the Russian fishing fleets. The Russians made such large catches of bottom fish
that there was some fear future crops might be endangered. Creation of the 12-mile
limit by the last Congress has helped, but it does not respond to another very real
threat to our fishing industry. I refer to the swelling tide of imports of fish and fish
food products.

All of us in the Oregon delegation have received considerable correspondence
on the growing threat of groundfish and bottom fish imports. We are particularly
indebted to Dr. E. W. Harvey, Administrator of the Otter Trawl Commission of
Oregon, for supplying pertinent evidence. Dr. Harvey's report includes the fol-
lowing information:
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Imports of groundfish fillets into the United States are now 81 % of the supply.
The 1966 import figure wis 315 million pounds above the five-year average of 20
million pounds for 1900-1964.

Statistics released by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries show that the domes-
tic catch in the United States during 1966 was the smallest since 1953.

Imports of groundfish and ocean perch fillets reached a record of over 315
million pounds which amounted to 80.8% of the supply. The figure represents a
6.8% increase in imports for 1968 over the 1965 total of 294,954,000 pounds, which
was 79.9% of that year's supply.

Since 1948, imports of groundfish and ocean perch fillets have increased 4;8 ";
which iilre,-,, re j)rmsnts a imich larger Piortion of the mitpljly. In 1948, imports
aecotatitid for oly 29'; of tlh tollal .'.upply, whra., in 1966, inhport. w-.re re-
slp4)l1illf for over 80'S of the supply.

I)onaitic production of groutndfish and ocean lperch fillels in 1966 was 74,945.-
0O0 l)Ot Iiu, ior 19.2'. of the ttil supply.

'l. -, sl;t itics s iplly convincing evidence that the wiark,.tinig powe r of our
fiiig inib.strv f:ees even further (d.eline ua e,,.l hgi.,utive action is tak.n to
1tt'11 th he I i(e of (li.sa)lilg ('Oljilj)t itioni from o1 heru n tiots. 'l'e hot totl fi.h iu.try
in jnirticular is c',nfronted with uinreasonalde coapetition in tihe imarki.t lace.
F orvign coininlitors who eijoy lo er labor costs and who, in Initaly ins I iltcs ar
favored hv :uhsidie.s, have been able to claim an ever increasing share of the bottom
fich market. Today, U.S. fishermen supply only 19.2% of the national demand
compxtred to 62.9% as recently as 1951. While the consumption of bottom fish
has mostt doubled, our fishermen are producing only half as much as in 1951.

In the area of Astoria, Ongon, the inimber of vessels cngag(.d in bottom fishing
has decliied from 23 in 1956 to only 13 in 1967. If the present situation continues,
the future for the offshore fishing industry in Oregon is not bright.

Certainly trade between the nations nkust be encouraged, but our own alatur:1l
resources and industries that depend upon thein uiust also be considered and
strengthened because of their present and future inportan(e.

For the foregoing reasons, I introduced this bill S. 2411 and I am very proud to
say that this bill has the complete support of the Pacific Marine Fisheries Coiu-
mission. S. 2411 was cosponsored by Mr. Hatfield, Mr. Bartlett, Mr. Brooke, Mr.
Gruening, Mr. Muskie, Mr. Magnuson, and Mr. Jackson. I am pleased to have
the support of these colleagues on this important bill.

The quota imposed on imported bottom fish as contained in the legislation is
not, I believe, unduly restrictive, and it would give our domestic bottom fish
industry a much needed breathing space and opportunity to rejuvenate.

MINK IMPORTS

Finally, may I make a few brief comments ngarding S. 1856 introduced by
Mr. Nelson with respect to the rate of duty on imported mink.

Many of my constituents have written to me urging support of efforts to restrict
importation of mink from abroad. Oregon mink ranchers take great pride in the
role they have played, not only in increasing wink production, bit in helping
to develop ever expanding markets for their product. Mink production is now
a $160 million annual business in our country.

Information front the U.S. Tariff Commission indicates that U.S. consumption
of whole mink skins has increased steadily from 10.2 million skins in 1962 to
13.5 nillioi, skius in 1966. Armiual TY.S. production rose from 7.3 million skins in
1962 to 9.0 million skits in 19(06. By far the largest share of domestic production
is produced on mink ranches. Output of ranch-mink skins rose from 7 tiillion in
1962 to tin estimated 8.7 million skins in 1966, according to statistics supplied by
the. National Board of Fur Farm organization.

i)uring the sane ix.riod, annual IU.S. imports of mink skins rose from 3.8 million
skins, vahed at $52 aiiillion in 1962, to .5.7 million skins valued at $73 million in
1966. Based on quality, these in)ports accounted for 42% of constuiuption during
1962-66 period.

The average annual rice received by raink ranchers for skills rose erratically
from $i6.1;6 ;sr skin in 1962 to $19.44 per skin in 1966. In 1967, the average price
is estimated to hay declined to slightly less than 415 per skin. Since 1964, the
average unit value of impx)rted ninik kins, based on foreign v'tlate, has steadily
declined, froin $14.04 per skin in 1965 to a low of $9.54 l 'r skin in March of this
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The anxiety of Oregon mink ranchers was expressed in a letter to me from Mr.
J. Lvell Ginter, a mink rancher in Bridal Veil, Oregon. Mr. Ginter writes:

"the importers are offering mink at (the) $13 level which is 25% below the
cost of production in the U.S. I know of many, many Oregon mink men who have
sold none of their '66 crop and many, many who wIll have a large carryover on
their live-stock loan from selling at below production cost. Auction company
officials estimate that if this trend is not curbed over 50% of American mink men
will be forced out of business."

Mr. Ginter states that Information from the National Board of Fur Farm
organization indicates that over 500 mink ranchers are going out of business each
year and that local associations estimate that one-fifth of the approximately 500
mink ranchers in Oregon are facing bankruptcy.

The situation in extremely serious and I strongly urge the Committee to give
serious consideration to the reasonable limitations on mink imports proposed by
this legislation. Our mink ranchers, facing rising costs of production, deserve
this assistance.

In this connection Senator Nelson introduced a bill S. 1856, now pending before
this Committee. This bill would amend the tariff schedules with respect to the
duty on mink skins to assure decent returns to mink raisers. I believe S. 1856
deserves serious consideration by the Committee.

(Following are communications received by the committee express-
ing an interest in the preceding subject:)

STATEMENT OF HoN. EDWARD W. BROOKE, A U.S. SENATOR OF THE ST %TE
OF MASSACHUSErTS

The fishing industry in the United States is in a serious state of decline. Old
vessels, outdated fishing methods, inadequate storage and preservation facilities,
all help to reduce the amount of fish which can be caught and marketed by Amer-
ican fishermen. The low'or amount of the catch has the effect of redurcing the
amount of capital available for improvements in vessels and equipment. The
result has been that foreign imports of fish have increased drastically in the post,
war period.

In 19410, the United States imported less than 10 million pounds of fish per year,
for which we paid approximately $850 thousand. Fifteen years later we were
importing more than 128 million pounds of fish per year, at a cost of nearly $25
million. By 1966, our imports had risen to nearly 8.1 billion pounds of fish per year,
the total cost of which was $720 million. At the present time, American fishermen
are providing less than 20 percent of the American co:asunter demands for fish find
fish products.

Clearly, something must be done to aid the American fishing industry if the
American fishing industry is to survive. This assistance can take two possible
forms: financial assistance, in the form of subsidies, tax incentives, loans and il-
vestment guarantees; or quotas on imports which would guarantee a standard
percentage of the American market for our domestic catch.

I believe that an approach which utilizes both of these forms of asistar:ce is
necessary.

A rudimentary program of financial assistance is already in effect: subsidies arid
loans are provided for the construction and improvement of vesels aid the
purchase of modern equipment.

But the tariff rates which are presently in effect have had a mininial impact
upon fish imports. A maximum tariff of 2 cents per pound on frozen fish block,
for example, does not prevent Canadian fishermen from making a substantial
profit when selling their products in American markets. The Cahnnadials have
become the major suppliers of New E'ngland fish processors, providing the frozen
fish blocks from which are made most of our fish sticks, fish cakes, and similar
fish products.

Due to the lower cost of labor, plus the substantial subsidies provided by the
Canadian government for fishing vessel construction, the fishermen of the Uniited
States are unable to compete successfully.

As a result, the American fishermen have been compelled to supply a highly
specialized market: the market for fresh fish. Most species which are sold as fresh
fish are less plentiful, and therefore more costly to catch, than those which are
sold as frozen fish blocks. Fresh fish must be handled more carefully to prevent
damage to the flesh, and they are harder to preserve and transport. Thus the
overall cost of marketing fresh fish in higher, the price for the product oil the
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market is higher, and consequently there is much less of a market for fresh fish
than for processed frozen fish products. The result has been that more and more
of our domestic fishermen have been forced out of business.

A quota on fish imports which would guarantee to our fishermen a certain
percentage of the American market would be of great value.

I am privileged to Co-sponsor a bill, S. 2411, introduced by Senator Wayne
Morse, which would place a quota on the amount of groundfish imported into the
United States. Under this bill, the amount of our Imports could not exceed the
average annual amount imported during 1963 and 1964. Imports in those years
already supplied nearly 70 percent of the American market for fish products.
Thus under this bill the vast majority of the American demand for fish would still
be met by foreign imports. But a portion of the market would be reserved for our
own fishermen. They would not be driven out of business by foreign competition.
I submit that such a quota on fish imports would have a cumulative and salutary
effect upon the American fishing industry and upon the American economy " a
whole.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
HoU8 or REPRESENTATIVES,Washington, D.C.

Hon. RusszLL B. LONG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Senate of the United States, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: At the general policy hearings held by your committee
today, I understand that import quotas will be considered for several American
manufactures which are seriously endangered by foreign competition. May I
urgently request that appropriate attention be given to the situation which faces
the American grouiudfish industry today.

On August 29, Congressmen Wyatt, Ullman, and I, filed 1It.. 12696, which
proposes an annual quota on groundlish imports in order to reserve a portion of
the domestic market for American producers. We consider this restriction neces-
sary and timely, since U.S. fishermen today provide only 19.2% of the groundfish
consumed in our country, compared with 62.910 in 1951. If our domestic industry
is not to become extinct altogether, import restriction must be enacted now.

H.R. 12696 provides that the total amount of groundfish pr.ducds imported
each year shall not exceed the average amount for 19,s3 L '..a !overa" .,
terms, this would only be a cut of less than a third, but it would reserve part of
the American market for our own fishermen. The legislation has been tiled in
the Senate by Senators Brooke, Niuskie, Bartlett, and Morse, and is receiving
wide support from representatives of many coastal states.

I hope that you will give serious consideration to this industry which is so
vital to the economy of my district and all of Masbachusetts and to mainy coastal
communities around the United States.Sincerely,

HASTINGS 
KEITH,

Member of Congress.

STATEMENT OF 1oN. WENDILL WYATT, .% IT.S. REPRESENTATIVE FRtOM TIlE
STATE OF ORI:GON

The bottom fish industry in this nation is in deep :uid dire trouble. Bot lom fish,
interchangeably called groundfish, are those that commonly provide the bulk of
the fish consumed in this cotntry, both comnercia lly and in home use. Included
among the bottom fish are cod, hnddock, h:kv, o t erh,? , o
mullet, sea bass, shad, swapper, swordfish, and many many other varieties.

Foreign imports of these many SpXecivs of bottom fish have cut drastically and
deeply into the American bottom fishernm's share of the groundfish market in
the United States. Imported in all ma liners, fresh, block, slab, and other, these
foreign bottom fish imports have edged our own fishermen out of the domestic
market to such an extent th:at in 1966 our own trawlrs provided only 19.2 per cent
of the bottom fish constinmed in this country.

There has been a steady (leclile in the American percentage of the bottom fish
market since 1949, when our fishermen produced 74.6% of all the bottom fish
consumed in the United States. In 19-51 oir bottom trawlers produced the largest
catch they have ever recorded, well over 1.18 million pounds. Since then it has
been all downhill for our domestic cotton fishermen.

In 1951, our peak yar for domestic production, foreign imports were just over
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87.6 million pounds. Last year they totalled well over 315 million pounds, while
the United States catch was just under 80 million pounds of bottom fish.

To have dropped from producing 74% of the catch to just 19% in only 18
years is a starkly rapid decline. If the rate stays the same our domestic bottom
fish industry has, at most, 6 years before it Is utterly non-existent . . . extinct
We will be doing a great disservice to our bottom fishermen and to ourselves as
a nation if we do not quickly and decisively put an end to this tragic state of
affairs.

Not only is the annual imported poundage of bottom fish Increasing, but also
the value per pound. This geometrically adds to our International balance of
payments problems. Canada is the biggest producer of bottom fish Imported
into this country.

In that nation, as in most nations trading in bottom fish with the United States,
our fishermen are subjected to what amounts to unfair competition with the
Canadian government. Canadian ground fishermen are aided through government
price supports, a fisheries salt assistance program, and a vessel subsidy. Norway,
another big exporter of bottom fish, guarantees minimum incomes to fishermen.

In my own district, Ore on's First, the situation is critical. Boats are being
driven out of the bottom fish trade at a startling rate by economic pressures
created by this mass influx of foreign bottom fish.

In the Astoria, Oregon area alone in 1966 there were 23 boats trawling for
groundfish. This year there are only 13. The annual payroll for bottom fish process-
ingin that area in one plant alone has dropped from $126,500 in 1963 to just
$37,300 for the first half of this year.

Legislation has been introduced to alleviate some of the pressure from the
great bulk of these foreign imports that are swamping our fishermen. Senators
Morse, Hatfield, Brooke, Muskie Bartlett and Gruening have all introduced a
bill to set a quota on the annual import of these bottom fish. Such a quota is
plainly necessary.

In the House of Representatives Congressmen Al Ullman, Hastings Keith, and
myself have introduced identical legislation. Others have also supported a quota
on bottom fish imports.

Such a quota must be enacted very soon, or there will be no bottom fish industry
in this country left to save. The quota proposed is not a harsh one. It sets the quota
at the average number of pounds imported in 1963 and 1964. This would be over
239 million pounds of bottom fish. Last year 390 million pounds were consumed.

Allowing for a certain percentage of growth in the consumption, the proposed
quota would still allow foreign imports over 60 per cent of the domestic bottom
fish market.

But it would do more. It would allow our fishermen a kind of breathing room, a
chance to market their product at a deceyit price. It would give them a chance to
climb back into a fair and solid position in the market.

With all the subsidies given our American fisherman's competitors by their
governments, it would seem the very least we could do to give our own trawlers
an even break at the domestic market. If we delay too lon# it will be too late.
Action is necessary, and necessary now, if we are to save an important American
industry from utter extinction.

Thank you for allowing me to testify.

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,Salem, Oreg.
Hon. RussELL B. LONG,

U.S. Senator, Chairman, Commite on Finance, New Senate Ojice Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: Occasionally our zealousness about maintaining a proper
balance in international trade adversely affects specific factors of our national
economy. This is the case as it relates to the groundfish industry on both coasts.

Rather than barrage you with facts and details, which I am sure will be pre-
sented by experts in the field, may I simply say that the passage of S. 2411 is
definitely in the best interest of our Nation's coastal states. At the same time, it
recognizes that foreign subsidies of the groundfish industry are creating a great
harm for our domestic producers, workers and processors.

I urge the favorable consideation of your Committee on S. 2411 and would
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appreciate your making my views a part of the record. I am reluctant to speak
for the Governors of my neighboring states, but they have informed me that
they share my concern.Sincerely, ToM McCALL, Governor.

ORZOox STATE SENATE,
Sale, Oreg.

Hon. RUSSZLL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance CommiUce,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SZNATOR LONG: The writer introduced in our last legislative assembly
the quota protection memorial to Congress-S.J.M. 9 on behalf of the ground-fish
industry. This memorial has been inserted in the Congressional Record by our
Oregon Representatives Green and Ullman. The same memorial has been enacted
also by Washington, California and Rhode Island legislatures, and is soon expected
to be by Massachusetts.

Living in Astoria, I full well know the need for this protection of our domestic
fisheries. I know our loss of boats and fishing men, the decline in wages in the
processing plants, and the generally depressed condition of the entire industry.
The thirteen boats left out of last year's twenty-three in this immediate area are
limited to amounts of various species they can bring in because of the poor
marketing conditions for domestic fishery products due to the lower priced and
increasing importations. This is unfair, unjust and an unequitable situation for
our American industry.

Oregon's Ist District Representative Wyatt, with our Rep. Ullman and Rep.
Keith of Massachusetts has introduced H:R. 12696 in the House. And Senators
Morse and Hatfield have introduced a companion bill in the Senate with co-
sponsors Bartlett and Gruening (Alaska), Muskie (Maine), and Brooke (Mass.).
This legislation would maintain quota protection at the 1963-1964 level. The
U.S. fishermen produced only 19.2% of the total consumed in the U.S. in 1966.
These bills are designed to give our U.S. industry a small margin of production
for domestic consumption. By doing so, it will help to rejuvenate our industry on
both coasts, and not impair free trade. It will give the American producers and
processors a little leeway for growth and expansion. The three west coast Gov-
ernors favor the proposal. I enclose a list o endorsments from both coasts for
your consideration.

I strongly urge you to consider this legislature with favor. May I request that
this letter be read before your committee.

Sincerely, D. A. THEL..

ENDORS MNTS-QUOTA PROTECTION FOR THE U.S. GRoUND-FIsH INDUSTRY

Otter Trawl Commission of Oregon-Astoria
Seafoods Dealers Association, Inc.-Astoria, Warrenton
Point Judith Fishermen's Cooperative Assn.-Narragansett, R.I.
Fishermen's Marketing Association of Oregon-Astoria
Oregon A.F.L.-C.I.O.-Salem
National Fishermen & Wives, Inc.-Region II
United Packing House Food & Allied Workers
Alaska Fishermen's Union-Seattle
Columbia River Fishermen's Protective Union-Astoria
Astoria Chamber of Commerce Fisheries Committee-Astoria
Fishermen's Marketing Assn. of Washington-Seattle
Humboldt Fishermen's Marketing Assn.-Eureka
West Coast Trollers Association-Seattle
Fishermen's Marketing Assn. of Northern California-Eureka
Congress of American Fishermen-Alaska, Washington, Oregon, California
Oregon State Fur Breeders Association-Salem, Oregon
Oregon Fur Producers Assocition-Astoria
Pacific Coast Fur Breeders-Tillamook, Oregon
Pacific Fur Foods, Inc.-Boring, Oregon
Atlantic Fishermen's Union-Boston, Mass.
Seafood Dealers Association of New Bedford---New Bedford, Mass.
Pacific Protein, Inc.-Aberdecn, Washington
American Tunaboat Association-San Diego, California
Domestic Seafoods Producers Assoc. of New England- Gloucester, Mass.
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HALL or REVRUSENTATIVEZ,
Salem, Oreg.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: The writer was able to testify for the 12-mile hearing In May#
1968 before the Senate Committee on Commerce. That congressional action,
concluded about a year ago, was a step in the right direction to conserve and pre-
serve the fisheries.

Now, however, our ground-fish Industry of the U.S. has a very critical problem-
that of importations. In 1966 only 19.2% of the total ground-t h consumed in the
U.S. was from domestic production. Obviously that means that 80.2% was from
importations. This is unfair, unjust and an unequitable situation for our pro-
ducers, processors, and plant workers, as those nations subsidize their fisheries well.

Our Astoria boats (13 left this year out of 23 in 1966) are on limits of amounts
they can bring in for filleting, our wages to workers are deolining, and in general
the entire industry is in an economic decline because of the continual Increase in
importations, with the resulting poor marketing conditions. Having my office in
our largest fishing port, I am keenly aware of this situation, and I know it is
occurring elsewhere on this coast and on the east coast.

H.R. 12696-"Quota Protection at the 1963-1964 level" has been introduced
by Oregon's Wyatt and Ullman and Keith of Massachusetts. On September 14th
our Oregon Senators Morse and Hatfield with co-sponsors Bartlett and Gruening
(Alaska), Muskie (Maine), and Brooke (Mass.) introduced a companion measure
in the Senate-S. 2411. Senators Magnuson and Jackson (Washington) in late
September became co-sponsors and their names by consent of the Senate have been
added. This legislation will not impair free trade, and will give a small margin
for domestic growth.

In order to protect our domestic industry from further deterioration, I urge you
to look with favor upon this legislation. And may I request that this letter be
read before your committee.

Sincerely, Wm. H. HOLMSTROM.

Fis COMMISSION or OREGON,Portland, Oreg.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Offie Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We understand that your committee has SB 2411'
which limits groundfish imports into the United States, under consideration. We
support the principles of SB 2411.

There is no question that the unrestricted importation of groundfish has limited
the growth and adversely affected the economy of the Pacific Northwest ground-
fish fishery.

SB 2411, by limiting the amount of groundfish imported, would allow our local
fishermen to compete more favorably for the domestic market-a market which
we feel rightly belongs to them. Restriction of groundfish imports is a positive
step toward bringing the trawl fishery back to a financially sound industry.

We wholeheartedly endorse this bill and wish you success in getting it passed
into law. Please call upon us at any time, if you feel we can be of assistance.

Sincerely, ROBERT W. SCHONING,

State Fisheries Director.

LOCAL UNION 554,
UNITED PACKINGHOUSm FOOD & ALLIED WORKERS, AFL-CIO.,

Astoria, Oreg.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: Our Union urges the passage of S.B. 2411. We must
have a quota protection on the amount of groundfish imported into the United
State.t.
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The import volume is growing steadily, forcing American fish products off the

market and threatening our bottom fishing industry with extinction and this
problem is growing worse.

The Oregon State AFL-CIO Convention held in September went on record
endorsing resolution for a quota protection for the U.S. ground fish industry.

We will sincerely appreciate any help you can give us on this very important
bill. With kindest regards.

Sincerely yours, JXAX HOLTRI,

Financial &cretary am Treaurer.

ORGooN AFL-CIO,

(AIRMAIL) 
Oreg.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Commite on Finance
New Senate Office Building, Wo inggon, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: We request and strongly urge favorable action on the
ground fish quota protection Bill, S-2411. We understand Hearings on this will
start next week.

Enclosed is copy of Resolution which was adopted at our Convention last
month in reference to support.

The States of Washington and California have passed similar Resolutions and
sent Memorials.

We appreciate your consideration and support of this matter.
Thank you.

Sincerely, EDWARD J. WHELAN,

Executive Secretary- Treaurer.

RESOLUTION No. 21.-To AID OTHER TRAWL INDUSTRY

Introduced by Jean Holthe and Lucille Braley for United Packinghouse, Food &
Allied Workers Local 554. Referred to Committee on Grievances.

Whereas, the Oregon Otter trawl fishing industry is being severely damaged
by the importation of foreign fishery products of similar species of sole, cods, rock
fishes and halibut.

Whereas, this next six months will see more tariffs removed from foreign imports
of bottom fish as a result of the Kennedy round agreement, and

Whereas, our congressmen are now in the process of presenting legislation to
congress to relieve this situation, therefore be it

Resolved, that the Oregon AFL-CIO go on record to aid the Otter trawl
industry wherever possible and assist in passing this legislation.

RESOLUTION No. 45.-IMpOiaTs or FIsHzRy PRODUCTS

Introduced by Lloyd Knudsen, Maritime Trades Dept. AFL-CIO Portland and
Vicinity. Referred to Committee on Grievances

Whereas, imports of foreign fishery products now exceed 12 billion pounds
annually and,

Whereas, the U.S. balance of payment deficit in fishery products for the follow-
ing years is as follows:

1963 $416,600,000: 1964-65 $480,600,000; 1966 $638,900,000; and,
Whereas, the millions of dollars expended by the American people on foreign

fishery products, constitute a tremendous subsidy for foreign fishery fleets,
enabling such foreign fleets to build and equip fishing vessels far superior to Ameri-
can fishing vessels and,

Whereas, imports of proportions enumerated herein if allowed to continue and
maintain the increases we have observed over the past several years will most
surely destroy the American fishing industry, and

Whereas, such destruction will not only affect the economy of our fishing
industry but will also seriously affect conservation and thus deplete a valuable
food supply of utmost importance to the American people, and

85-41;---67pt. 1- 18
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Whereas, imports as now constituted have resulted in a U.S. catch of 4.3 billion
pounds of fish in 1966, the lowest catch record since 1943 and

Whereas, instead of increasing tariff rates on fishery products to furnish some
protection for American fishermen, present tariffs already much too low, have been
cut in half.

Therefore be it resolved this convention go on record, to do everything possible
for the establishment of a quota which will limit importation on fishery products
which the American fishing industry can produce in necessary quantities to fill
the needs of American markets and thus allow American fishermen a reasonable
share of their own markets such quota to be at least 60% of present market needs.

Be it further resolved quotas are necessary to insure economic stability in the
U.S. fishing industry, and also to strengthen the determination of American
fishermen to promote and work for conservation programs which will maintain
present U.S. fishery resources on a sustained yield basis.

Be it finally resolved, copies of this resolution be sent to AFL-CIO, so that
the full strength of organized labor can be utilized for the benefit of an industry
which cannot survive unless help is forthcoming, to all appropriate governmental
agencies and to members of Congress.

COLUMBIA RivER FIsHERMEN's PROTECTIVE UNION,Astoria, Oreg.

Senator RUSSEL. B. LONG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senaie Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The Columbia River Fishermen's Protective Union
believes that S. 2411 should be given favorable action, because our groundfish
industry can be self supporting if given half a chance.Sincerely,

RUSSELL BRISTOW,
Executive Secretary.

PACIFIC MARINE FISHERIES COMMSSON,
Portland, Oreg.

(AIRMAIL)

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAn MR. CHAIRMAN: The Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission which repre-
sents the States of California, Idaho, Oregon and Washington has been advised
that your Committee will hold hearings on Senate Bill 2411 on October 18, 1967

This is to advise you that the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission heartily
endorses S. 2411 and its companion House of Representatives Bill 12696, to
establish quarter-year quotas on the importation of groundfish.

The large, irregular, but ever-increasing importations of groundfish into the
United States have had a detrimental effect on this Nation, the fishing industry
and the consumer.

The importations of fish into this country have increased in amount equal to
or in excess of the annual increase in use of fish in this country due to population
growth. Our own fishermen have been denied this expanding market because of
competition from heavily subsidized foreign fisheries, while at the same time the
imports have helped to substantially increase our balance of payment deficit.
Our fishermen are discouraged from intensifying and expanding their fishing efforts
by the uncertainties of the domestic market, while the heavily subsidized foreign
fishermen with their large distant-sea fishing vessels frequently pre-empt the
grounds adjacent to our shores.

The irregularity of the imports has led to unsatisfactory market conditions.
In late 1964 and early 1965, there was a scarcity of cod and haddock blocks, and
the price of imported block fish rose from 240 to 27 to 290 per pound. The price
for domestic fish blocks went as high as 340 The fishery resources of the United
States include other fishes in addition to cod and haddock that could be used for
fish blocks but, because of market uncertainties and market standards based on
habit, there is little incentive to encourage the use of other fishes for this purpose
and to assure a more constant supply of block fish.
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In 1966, the domestic market for halibut (Hippogloaaus hippogloaaue and

Hippogloueus atenolepie) was demoralized and confused by large importations of
another flounder or member of the Pleuronectid family to which the halibutbelong. This other flounder (Reinhardtiue hippoglo8aoide), which is known var-
ously as Greenland halibut, Greenland turbot American turbot, turbot, and
blue halibut, has been marketed as "Greenland Halibut," and, on some occasions,
the name "Greenland Halibut" has led to misleading advertising. This flounder
a cheaper and inferior table-fish than halibut, has confused the consumer and
driven the price of halibut down. In 1967, the price to the fisherman for halibut
on the West Coast is averaging 110 per pound less than last year's average price
and the earning of the fishing crews are reported to be 40 percent less. According
to the September 6, 1967 Market News Service report (Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Seattle), the imports of frozen Greenland halibut into New England
through August 31 of this year have amounted to 3,004,300 pounds of fillets
and 3,406,700 pounds of blocks compared to 509,000 pounds of fillets and 2,100,000
pounds of blocks imported during a similar portion of 1966. These imports repre-
sent increases of nearly 600 per cent for fillets and 62 per cent for blocks. The
importation of Greenland halibut started about three years ago. It is probable
that the importations would not have caused demoralization and confusion if
they had been controlled quarterly according to an annual quota.

'this year, the demand for groundfish on the West Coast is poor. In April, It
was reported that market conditions were limiting Oregon trawl fishermen to
one delivery per week which may not contain more than 2,000-5,000 pounds of
flatfish, 35,000 pounds of Pacific Ocean perch, and 10,000 pounds of rockfish
other than Pacific Ocean perch.

The Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission has previously asked, "that the
U.S. Government, through its proper agencies, review the tarjr on imported
fishery products and recommend legislation or regulation that would provide
for and encourage a healthy domestic fishery," as witnessed by the attached
Resolution No. 22, "Request Federal Government to Review Tariff on Im-
ported Fish" which PMFC adopted in 1964 and distributed widely. PMFC feels
that an annual import quota for groundfish based on the average annual amount
imported during 1963 and 1964 and divided into equal quarterly increments
would be helpful to the Nation, the consumer and the fisherman. The Com-
mission heartily endorses S. 2411.

Respectfully, LEON A. VERHOEVEN,

Executive Director.

P.S.-On September 14, 1967, after a meeting in Astoria, Oregon of an Ad
Hoc Committee on Surveillance (of foreign fishing fleets) 15 representatives from
the fishing industry of California Oregon and Washington met and voted unan-
mously in favor of S. 2411 and ih. R. 12696.

L. A.iV.

PACIFIC MARINEi Fisims COMMISSION RESOLUTION No. 22-REQUST
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT To Rzvizw TARIFF ON IMPORTED FISH

Whereas, the importance of fish and shellfish in the American diet is continually
being stressed as an important protein resource, and

Whereas, there is an abundant supply of otter trawl species of fish and shellfish
in waters of the Pacific coast, and

Whereas, the producers, processors, and handlers of Pacific coast seafood prod-
ucts believe in and encourage better production and handling methods to give the
American consumer a product of the highest quality, and

Whereas, processing plants of the Pacific coast are now limiting the amount of
landings on certain edible species of otter trawl products due to the heavy imports
of similar species, and

Whereas, "In 1963, for the first time, over half of the U.S. supply of fish and
shellfish was received from foreign countries" (U.S. Dept. of tLe Interior, Fish and
Wildlife Service, Leaflet C.F.S. 03500);

Therefore, be it resolved that the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission re-
spectfully request that the UJ.S. Government, through its proper agencies, review
the tariff on imported fishery products and recommend legislation or regulation
that would provide for and encourage a healthy domestic fishery for our abundant
trawl species.

Adopted at Annual Meeting November 20, 1964, San Francisco, Calif.
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ALASKA FUIE AN'S UNION
Senator RusssLL B. LONG, -is-, Wash
Senate Ofic Buildisi, Waihjmie D.C.

DEAR MR. LONG: We Of the Alaska Fishermen's Union would like to be re.corded as in favor of Legislation to limit import of fisuq products that can beproduced by United States citizens.We believe that in order for the United States to remain a world power we mustbe able to actively demonstrate our ability to harvest the resources of some 70%of the earth's surface which is covered with water.S-2411 would make it possible for our domestic fisheries to develop and expandand take their rightful place in the world fAsberie.
Sincerely yours,

KENNETH 0. OLSEN, Agent.

NoaRT COAST SRAPOODS,

Senator Russzu. B. LONG,
Chairman, Committe on Fimu .
New Senate OJw Building, Wahiton, D.C.

DZAR SI: We, the undersigned, urgently request your favorable action onGround Fish Quota Protection-S #241L.We believe you have been contacted by Oregon Senator Thiel regarding thereading of his comments into the record at the next hearing.
Your help and cooperation will be most greatly appreciated.

Yoars truly,
NorTH COAST SEAJOODS.
PORTLANP Fins Co.
PACIFIC SEAFOODS CO.
Club. ByRA Co.
PLANCICa Finn Co.
OLina Fran Co.

BosTow Fron MARKE COUP.,

Hon. Rusm. 1P. LONB,
Spnake Finance Committee,
,New &04 0 Bi di , W"aeing, D.C.

Dza SaATon LoNG: I should like to urge favorable consideration for the"Quota Import Bill on Fishery Products" legislation which is now before your
committee.I am certain that unless moderate restrictions such as those propoed by thebill are imposed very soon, the United States public will be almost entirely de-.pendent on foreign sources for their fishery products. The impact of such a de-eMlont caa= an soIn but serious harm not only to our Ludustry but to

ou s-c of trade aswel
Thank you for your attention to this bill.

espectfufy yours.
Tuouaa A. fULaUM, Pre~ideni.

82ATEJME? Su, xm 0 FoE TKX ftX)VzAN CANNMR APID FQ,0 Paocaoas
AasOCzATIONw MIWolom CA14N5U0 CoQ"pTmuX

In response to your press release of September 29 1967 the Mushroom Can.ner. Committee of the Pennsylvania banners and Zood rcesss Aisoiation
welcomes the Invitation to place Its organization oin record in vigorous SupportOf the pending leiton wlaah lznpoes reasonable Impott quotas a a numberof important cormoies.

The Mushroom Canners Committee is comprised of the nation's major mush-room growe and canner, and Its membership accounts for approxlmtslyT7C
cour ooent, production of canned mushrooms. The prOblems'whic tldeindue-jtry ag .dwa.lm .sap Formcutn imports 0 fur;y documented in _eord pore-

I . '*
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Vled In proceedings before the United 8tM TarlU Cumission and the
residents Trade Information Committee.
Following the introduction of mushroom production into Formosa by our

AID program imports from that country soared to unprecedented levels. The
following chart vivdly portrays the unrestrained assault which cheap Formosan
imports have made on the United States market:

Year: (in pond)
1960 ------ ---------------------------- --------- None
1961 ----------------------------------------------- 659, 707
1962. ,-----------------------------------------6, 379, 209
1963_11 261, 949
1964.- 698, 2831965.- 11,9569, 517

198---------------------------------------- 1,651
1966- - ------ 12771,990
1967 (8 months)----------------- ----------- 1944 386

This onslaught of Formosan mushrooms has driven some domestic producers
out of business while the remaining producers have been foreclosed from any
participation in the expanding American market which they created.

Attempts by this industry to invoke the so-called relief provisions of the Trade
Expansion Actqpd the Agricultural Act of 1956 have been siugularl unsuccessful.
Despite a clear showing of inj t been forthcoming cause of the
hyper-technical manner ch the U.8. Commission has chosen to
implement your legn In this regard it is in to note that the volun-
tary restraints im d by Forma in 1964 d t ndency of our case,
before the Tariff ommsion have evaporated and ,inuing thei
unrestrained u ard spiral.

The recor our industry oth Ind with the tance provisions
of the Tr Ex ion A ppoin .These prov ions while well
intention by t o been d y those who ter them.
With t ackgroun in mind I is import quotas oh an those
pending ore the C mmittee re reais olution to very grave
situatio, which here n b the sible ate ofo
G ent We submit that o no a oway street ann

e equity demands t c e tio or otas the typeeore e Uti~e.W favorable i by y 00 , - on =6t

pen bills and a oalhat the mi e " onsi tion to
the Of ge4 w

prodpcts be givenofavorabledecii.n by....n;.C-,i-.

TLUmuuh RZC1VSD m SUPPORT 01 8. 2411

" '"i .. " a., .. !.~

Ac-ker, Ja~mes, president, At tl qie)an' 1,Vo Bto ~

Ballard Oil Co., Seattle, Wash. ~.;
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Bisho, Edward, Eureka, Calif.

Brown, Fred, Eureka, Calif.

Bushnell, Claude, Eureka, Calif.

Degler, H. A., International Sales Corp., Seattle, Wash.

Fishing Vessel Owners Association, Pier 59, Seattle, Wash.

Geary, E. G., Jr., secretary, Fishermen's Marketing Association,
Astoria, Oreg.

Grotting, Arne, Eureka, Calif.

Harvey, Dr. E. W., administrator, Otter Trawl Commission of Oregon.

Horgan, V. W., secretary, Seafood Dealers Association, Inc., Astoria,
Oreg.

Humboldt Bay Fisheries Association, Eureka, Calif.

Humphrey, Gordon, agent, National Maritime Union, Port of Boston.

Iceland Boat Co., Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Jacobson, E. E., Seattle, Wash.

Jensen, Bjorn C., Seattle, Wash.

Jensen, Jens, Edmonds, Wash.

Johansen, Knute, Seattle, Wash.

Jones, Harold, Kodiak, Alaska.

Kindred, Jim, chairman, Chamber of Commerce Fisheries Committee,
Astoria, Oreg.

McCauley, Jack, Eureka, Calif.

Mineo Michael, president, Domestic Seafood Producers Association
of Rew England, Gloucester, Mass

Nickerson, Howard W., Seafood Dealers Association of New Bedford'
Mass.

Northwest Fisheries Inc., Seattle, Wash.

O'Keef, Dick, executive secretary, Congress of American Fisherman,
Seattle, Wash.
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Orme, Jesse M., manager, Fisherman's Marketing Association of
Washington, Seattle, Wash.

O'Rourke, Hugh F., executive secretary, Boston Fisheries Association,Cambridge, Mass.

Ostensen, Jacob, port agent, New Bedford Fisherman's Union, New
Bedford, Mass.

Phebus, Fred L., secretary-manager, Fisherman's Marketing Associa-
tion, Eureka, Calif.

Reinhardt, D. E., Halibut Producers Cooperative, Seattle, Wash.

Reinholdtsen, Arnold, Seattle, Wash.

Richardson, William, Seattle, Wash.

Riley, Edward, Boston port agent, Seafarers International Union of
North America.

Riley, James, Arcat% Calif.

Sea Products, Inc., Seattle, Wash.

Skolfield, Emery, Kodiak, Alaska.

Strand, Harold, Eureka, Calif.

Tradewind Fishery, Inc., Kodiak, Alaska.

Widson, Arthur, Eureka, Calif.

Young, Richard, Eureka, Calif.





HONEY IMPORTS*

!w ii CONGRESSir iovS.922 17

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

AuGvr 2,1967
Mr. McCAtrY (for himself, Mr. C1iitcI, Mr. HART, Mr. NzLsoN, and Mr.

H1VsxA) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and
rsfArred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Tariff .Schedules of the United States to increase

the rate of duty on honey, and to impose quotas on the quan-
tity of honey which may be imported into the United States.

1 Be it enacted by te Senate and House of R-presenta-

2 fives of tle InitdStaie of Ame.ica in Congren aenbled,

3 That (a) item 155.70 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

4 States (19 U.S.C. i202) is amended by striking out "it

5 per lb." and inserting in lieu thereof "30 per lb.'.

6 (b) The -amendment made by subsection (a) shall

7 apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from

8 warehouse, for consumption on or after the date of the enact-

9 inent of this Act.

*Communications received by the committee on this subject, pp. 176-178.
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I Slc.. 2. (a) The total quantity of honey which may be

2 imported into the United States in the calendar year 1968 or

3 in any subsequent calendar year shall not exceed a quantity

4 equal to the average annual quantity of honey imported into

5 the United States during the years 1961 through 1964, in-

6 creased or decreased by the same percentage that the esti-

7 mated domestic consumption of honey during such calendar

8 year is greater than or less than the average annual domestic

9 consumption of honey during the calendar years 1961

10 through 1964. In determining the quantity of honey imported

11 into the United States, and in determining the domestic con-

12 siuMption of honey, there shall be included the honey content

13 of any article containing honey.

14 (b) The Secretary of Agriculture shall, bWore the be-

15 ginning of the calendar year 1908 and each subsequent

16 calendar year, determine, publish, and certify to the Secre-

17 tary of the Treasury the total quantity prescribed by subseo-

18 tion (a) for such calendar year.

t1C (c) The Secretary of Agriculture shall.allocato the total

,)o quantity of honey which may be imported in any calendar

21 year among supplying countries on the basis of the shares

22 such countries supplied to the United States market during

23 the five calendar years immediately preceding such calendar

24 year, except that due account may be given to special factors

w5 which have affected or may affect the trade in such articles.
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a

I (d) The Secretary of Agriculture shall issue such rcgu-

2 latios as he determines to be necessary to prevent circum-

3 vention of the purposes of this section. All determinations.by

4 the Secretary of Agriculture inder this section shall be final.
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(The following statement was submitted by Senator Harris a U.S.
Senator from the State of Oklahoma:)

STATE ZX'T Or OL"mC L. BTXso, CXZEMZA Or THS LGISLATIVE Comurrr=,
A wo"x BUEERPING FMuAToX

I appreciate the privilege of presenting this statement relative to the importa-
tion of honey and the effect of such importation on the Agricultural economy of this
country.

Although honey is a delicious food and beeswax is used as the primary ingredient
of all the better cosmetics, It would probably not be too difficult to do without
these two products. We cannot, however do without th honey bees necessary
function as a pollinator as one billion dollars worth of agricultural crops is com-
pletely dependent on their pollinating activity and six billion dollars worth of
agricultural production is benefited by such activity.

Following is a list of crops that cannot be produced without bee pollination.

Alfalfa
Clovers:

Sweetclovers:
Annual: White
Annual: Yellow
Hubam
Sour

True clovers:
Alsike
Arrowleaf
Ball
Berseem
Crimson
Persian
Red
White, Ladino
Leefedesa (bush)

Vetch (hairy)Garlic
Leek
Onion
Broccoli
Brussels sprouts
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Chinese cabbage
Collard
Kale
Kohlrabi
Mustard
Radish
Rape
Rutabaga
TuD
Cantaloup (muskmelon)
Cucumber
Citron
Honeydew melon

Persian melon
Pumpkin
Squash
Watermelon
Carrot
Celeriac
Celery
Parsley
Parsnip
Asparagus
Buckwheat
Lotus
Sunflower
Fruits and nuts:

Almond
Apple
Apricot
Avocado
Blackberry
Blueberry
Cherry
Chestnut
Cranberry
Dewberr
Gooseberr
Grape
Huckleberry
Macadamia nut
Mandarin
Mango
Nectarine
Passion fruit
Peach
Pear
Persimmon, native
Plum
Prune
Raspberry
Strawberry

It is apparent that the elimination of the above mentioned crops would be
unthinkable. The U.S. Department of Agriculture states that it is necessary to
to maintain a large population of honey bees for pollination purposes. Their sta-
tistics show that for the past many years the number of colonies of bees has
been declining. Honey prices have also declined. Imports of honey into the U.S.
from areas o low cost production has been a contributing factor in this decline.
We therefore urge the Committee to give every possible consideration to our
request to increase the import duty on honey and to establish quotas.
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STATBIdNT OF R. B. WILLSON, PRESIDENT, R. B. WiLLON, INc., Nw YORK,

N.Y.
As president of R. B. Willson, Inc. of New York, a company which ia believed

to be the largest exporter of American honey and the largest importer of honey
in the United States, I am grateful for the privilege of filling my statement on
8. 2217 with the Finance Committee of the United States Senate, and I request
that my company's statement be made a part of the official record of the hearings
on import quota legislation.

I have long been associated with the American Honey Industry, have twice
been president of the National Honey Packers and Dealers Association, twice
chairman of the Honey Industry Council of America and am currently and
have been for about ten years chairman of our industry's research committee to
which is entrusted the self-raised sums for our own private research.

8. 2217 by Senators McCarthy, Church, Hart and Nelson has two key features.
it would raise the tarI on imported honey from ita present one cent per pound
to three cents per pound.

It also would establish import quotas on honey brought Into the United States
based on the years 1961 through 1964, and decreased or increased by the same
percentage of consumption of honey during the years 1961 through 1964.

As the largest American exporter and importer of honey, it is our considered
judgment that this legislation would be detrimental to our nation and harmful
to the two friendly countries who export honey to the United States. In brief,
this bill is aimed at Mexico and Argentina, the two foreign lands who export about
95 per cent of the honey that comes into the United States.

Let us examine the real situation regarding honey imports.
U.S.A. honey production for the years 1963 through 1966 averaged 280,000,000

pounds per year (all U.S. statistics quoted are U.S. Government published
figures). Our exports during that period averaged 15,576,883 pounds per year.
Our imports of honey during the same period averaged 7,600,000 pounds per year,
7,976,883 pounds less per year than our exports, and our average annual imports
of honey are only 2.7% of our average annual production.

But suppose someone insists that this tiny percent of imports does depress
prices at home. The honey from Mexico, our lrgest supplier of Imported honey
year in an year out, is used solely for industrial purposes in our country, most of
t entering the United States along our Atlantic seaboard, lesser quantities through

the Port of New Orlnw, but an of it well removed from our major sources of
honey production. None of it to the best of our knowledge is used for packing holey
In js that one finds on the shelves of our grocery stores and supermarkets.

ut some honey producer may say it is not that industrial honey that bothersus--its honey from Agrentina. Let us examine this argument.
Our averageannual imports of table quality honey from Argentina for the

5-year period 1962 through 1966, according to U.8. Department of Agriculture
published figures, was just about 2, million pounds, or less than 1 ,f or our
production of honey in the United States. This is a tiny percentage of honey.
Surely this amount of imports cannot be considered a menace to the welfare of
the American honey industry.

But suppose the argument is made that even though these quantities of importsare small they nevertheless have a depressing effect on our market and thus
cause distress to U.S. honey producers. Let us therefore put this to still another
test.

In this land of ours, honey, like the basic crops cotton, corn and wheat is under
mandatory price support. Honey, a minor agricultural crop is supported to en-
courage the keepig of an abundance of honeybees that will insure the pollination
of more than 100 important fruit and seed crops valued at one billion dollars
annually by the U.S.D.A. in their publication, Beekeeping in the United
States, Agriculture Handbook No. 336. Wherever a greater concentration of
bees is needed over what is .ormaliy present in the United States, there are
beekeepers eager to move their bees into the orchard, or melon farms, or alfalfa
fields-for a fee-and thus add to their incomes from their bee colonies. There
is no shortage of bees for pollination In the United States today

And government price support levels ar now and for several years have been
above world market price levels. And like cotton, corn and wheat, honey is
a world commodity.

Were there distressed honey about our country, were there large quantities of
honey for which there was no market at good prices, our producers would have no
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major worry, because all they would have to do is turn that honey over to the
federal government at support prices. But s there in fact a large quantity of honey
being turned over to the federal government? We have a letter from the United
States Department of Agriculture dated July 26, 1967, giving the quantities of
honey taken in by our government through the crop years 1962/196.5. They aver-
age 1,319,000 lbs. or leIs than 3 of 1% of our national production. Once again we
are dealing with trivial quantities of honey that cannot conceivably be the cause
of any possible distress to the American honey producer.

A final aspect of this proposed legislation that needs examination is what would
its effect be on our international relations? As pointed out, this means Mexico and
Argentina--two friendly neighbors in Latin America.

This request for an unprecedented quota comes when we are in the era of the
Kennedy Round in international negotiations for trade. This is the era of breaking
down trade barriers, not putting them up higher than ever before.

In Yucatan from whence comes most of our Mexican imports, honey production
twenty years ago was a mere 300,000 pounds. Today the nectar rich jungles of
that land are yielding 30,000,000 pounds. The gathering of this great natural
product has been accomplished by the Yucatan people 100% with their own re-
sources, with not one cent of Point IV or Alliance for Progress aid. For the first
time in their existence the poor and almost penniless rural people of Yucatan
have a cash crop, because when they sell their honey they sell for cash only.

Are we going to shut the door on these people-our next door neighbors who
have with their own intelligence and industriousness turned this natural resource
of their jungles into so much self-help--so much improved living?

Mexico has little to export to us except her agricultural products. According to
the Statistical Abstract issued by the United States Department of Commerce
United States exports to Mexico in tl last three-year period (1964-1965-1966)
avera ed $1,125, 000 000 per ear. United States imports from Mexico, on the
other hand, averaged during tie same preiod, 677 million dollars per year, leaving
a balance of trade in favor of the Umted States of 448 million dollars per year.

Even more striking is the picture with Argentina. Our trade with that country
is only about one quarter what it is with Mexico, but the balance of trade for
seven years 1960 through 1966 totaled over $1,250,000,000 in our favor. And here
also the Argentines can ship practically 100% agricultural products only such as
meat, skin, fruits and honey.

Should we not ask ourselves, is it proper, is it considerate, is it fair to place a
quota on these honey imports that do not really hurt us, especially with countries
like Mexico and Argentina with whom we enjoy over a half-billion dollars a year
balance of trade in our favor?

The answer to this question is self-evident. There is no distressed situation
with the honey producers in the United States and our friendly neighbors from
whom we buy and import small quantities of honey but with whom we enjoy a
highly profitable balance of trade, need our encouragement, not penalizing quota
legisation.

I respectfully request that the commodity honey be eliminated from considera-
tion in the matter of restrictive quotas and that the tariff on honey not be in.
creased, and that S. 2217 not be approved by this Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Now that concludes the committee's session for
today. We will meet again at 10 a m tomorrow, to take testimony
on oil orderly marketing, and lead and zinc.

(Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, October 19, 1967.)

(Following are communications received by the committee express-
ing views on import quota legislation for various agricultural com-
modities :)



COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED BY THE COMMITTEE EXPRESSING AN
INTEREST IN IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION ON VARIOUS AGRICULo
TURAL COMMODITIES

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrrZ ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIR$,

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG, Washington, D.C.

Chaiman, Senate Finance Cornmittee,
New Snate Ofics Building, Washington, D.C.

DzA MR. CHAIRMAN: Import control legislation, the subject of hearings your
Committee is now holding, is of vital concern in many parts of our economy.

I know you want to close the record soon and get on with the important business
of introducing legislation. Therefore, I won't comment on all the import legislation
I am co-sponsoring, but I would like to say a few words about agricultural imports,
which are of special concern to my state.

Early in the session, Senator Proxmire introduced S. 612, to curtail dairy imports.
We all pointed, at that time, to the tremendous increase in these imports the past
few years. Of course, everyone was happy when the President, under authority
of Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, moved during the summer to
cut down these imports.

But the real problem still remains: Section 22 itself. The specifications on Incom-
ing dairy commodities under this law have been revised and refined, but the
resourcefulness of foreign producers has enabled them to find new loopholes. For
example, when action was taken to bar articles containing 45% or more of
butterfat, almost at once a 44% mixture started to flood the country from overseas.

Added to these loopholes in the law itself is the fact that many of these foreign
roduct, receive an export subsidy which enables them to be sold on the word

market far cheaper than they can be sold in the country where they are produced.
Thus, American farmers are competing against artificially low prices.

The only answer I can see for a lasting solution is prompt enactment of S. 612.
Mr. Chairman, in 1964 we passed P.L. 88-482 to cut down the volume of foreign

beef coming into this country. That law, which represented a compromise and
was much lee than some of us wanted, has now shown itself to be completely
ineffective.

The 1964 law set up a system for determining a base quota, and a "trigger
point," beyond which further imports would be curtailed. That this law has
never worked is shown by the fact that no quotas have ever been imposed under it.

What is wrong? For one thing, the 10 per cent "over-run" between the base
quota and the trigger point" Should be gotten rid of so the quotas can be
immediately invoked.The base quota is probably too high to begin with, and the
provisions requiring the Secretary of Arculture to make estimates for the coming
year ought to be changed. Any agrcultural estimate i very risky, as we are
finding out* and some other method h to be found.

As you kow, most of these meat import revisions have already passed the
Senate once, as an amendment to the Investment Tax Credit bill. The margin
of that vote showed a widely-felt need for revision of the law. I'm convinced that
now is the time for the revisions to be written on the statute books.

Mr. Chairman, there is not a large number of mink farmers in Idaho but I
believe I must have either heard from or talked to every one of them. They all
told me that imported mink pelts are ruining their mink business.

The mink industry is, of course, highly dependent on changing fashions and
general eoonomie factors. Anyone entering this business on a full-time basis
faces risks that overshadow those producing foodstuffs. People must eat; they
do not have to buy mink coats.

So the mink industry is vitally concerned about the current flood of imported
from the Scandinavian countries. I am told that the import of mink pelts auty.
free has risen over 50 per cent over the past five years. Many of these pelts awe
selling at prices less than American cost of production.
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The proposal before the Senate would allow mink pelts to come in duty-free
until the total is equal to 40 per cent of our domestic consumption. This is a fair
proposal, and is deserving of support.

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on some of the problems being raised
by unrestricted agricultural imports in my state, and what might be done. But
these are not the only problems. I understand that lead, zinc, honey, and textile
import legislation may also be included in the bill to be introduced next week.
In the interest of brevity, I have not commented on these import problems, but
that does not lessen in any way my support for quota legislation affecting them.

I commend you and your committee for prompt action on these vital problems,
Mr. Chairman.

With best personal regards.
Sincerely, FRANK CHURCH.

STATEMENT BY HoS. JACK MILLER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TE STATS OF IOWA

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this statement is being filed in
support of several bills before the committee of which I am a co-sponsor. All have
a common purpose, namely: to prevent foreign exporters from taking unfair
advantage of the liberalized trade policy of the United States.

Our national policy on trade became crystalized with the passage of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962. The Congress determined that the economic growth of
our nation would be assisted by the reciprocal lowering of trade barriers with our
trading partners in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. There was no
intention that this lowering of trade barriers be a one-way street. Nor was there
any intention that the economic principles involved in the free trade concept be
permitted to be vitiated by non-trade barriers or dumping practices of trading
partners paying only lip service to a policy of liberalized trade.

The position of our negotiating team during the recently-completed Kennedy
Round of Negotiations was not one of seeking to acquire an unfair share of the
increased domestic market of our trading partners. This was made clear, for
example, with our request that the Common Market countries assure us of a
guaranteed access for our grains on a percentage determined according to a rep-
resentative base period. This percentage would remain fixed, but as the economy
and population of these countries grew, the volume of our grain exots within
this id percentage would also grow. At no time did we suggest that imports
from the United States take over a larger share of a country's increased domestic
consumption, much less take over all of it. Unfortunately the Common Market
rejected our proposal

The point to be made, however, is that the bills of which I am a co-sponsor
take the same approach as the one our negotiators took with respect to the
Common Market. Contrary to some reckless and superficial statements which
have appeared in the press, these bills very clearly call for a continuation of foreign
imports, and in very substantial amounts. They have nothing in common what-
soever with the uneconomic protectionist position of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff
Act of 1930. But they do make it clear that, as our domestic consumption for
various commodities increases, our trading partners cannot abuse our liberalized
trade policy by taking over an unfair share, or all, of this increased domestic
consumption.

Most people are persuaded that liberalized trade holds the key to future eco-
nomic growth and better relations of all countries of the world. Overreaching and
abuse by some foreign exporters should not be permitted to destroy this oppor-
tunity. Favorable action on these bills will prevent this from happening.

STATUMENT O SNATOn GiOnGs MCGovm

AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY IMPORT? QUOTAS ARS JUJIFIS AND N3 CS5ARY

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance Committee, for a good many
years members of the international community have understood that the United
States, with the capacity to produce agricultural commodities far in excess of its
own requirements, has an agi cultural prioe support problem.

They are officially aware of this because tariff laws provide for the modification
of import conditions whenever imports threaten the success of an agricultural
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price policy. We have on some occasions, through existing machinery, imposed
quotas on agricultural commodities which are under price supports in this country,
negotiated import limitations or quotas for commodities not protected by formal
p rice support programs, and enacted legislation such as the meat import limitation
law of 965, which I co-sponsored, for the protection of farm commodities not
protected by formal support programs.

U.S. agriculture is in a period of great distress. Farm prices are lower than they
were in 1947-twenty years ago. Farm costs have risen more than one-third since
1947. Farming enterprises are disappearing at the rate of about 100 thousand a
year, with a very serious effect on our whole social structure, threatening the
existence of many of our rural communities, and aggravating the problems of
major cities to which displaced riral people have been flocking in recent years.

Because of international understanding of our farm price policies, most nations
recognize the necessit of our protecting an agricultural plant which controls its
production and thereby benefits other nations as well as its own producers. I
therefore recommend to this Committee that it report favorably to the Senate
measures to achieve: (1) a tightening of meat import restrictions, (2) mandatory
dairy import restrictions which will make evasion impossible by modification of
the nature of the product, (3) a limitation on honey imports, or an increase in the
tariff rate that will protect the price support program at a profitable level for
domestic producers, and (4) a limitation on the importation of mink skins to not
more than forty percent of our domestic use.

Meat impris
On April 19, 1967, I introduced an amendment to the Investment Tax Credit

bill to tighten our meat import law which was approved by the Senate by a 55 to
19 vote after considerable debate. It reflected clearly a sizeable Senate majority
for such action. The amendment sought to achieve objectives identical to those
proposed in the bill subsequently introduced by Senator Roman Hruska of
Nebraska, myself, and others, S. 1588, with one or two exceptions. Senator Hruska
has discussed the bill with this Committee in detail, so I shall not repeat the
data and facts he presented.

My amendment pr ,posed a mandatory limitation on lamb imports rather than
leaving such restriction to administrative discretion. Lamb imports have risen
steeply and a limitation is in order using the same base period as for other meat
importisplus a share of our growth in use. I think such a provision should be added
to the Hruska bill. I also feel that a limitation on canned and other processed
meats should be written into legislation rather than leaving it to the discretion
of administrative officials. There are indications that imports of such canned
and processed meats and meat products may be used to escape limitations on
specified types of meat, just as Colby cheese, sugar-butterfat mixes and other
new products have been used in the past to escape limitations on familiar types
of dairy products.

My views on beef imports, and those of other Senators, can be found at con-
siderably greater length in the Congressional Record of April 19, 1987, on pages
8-5513 and 8-5630, where the debate on my amendment to the Investment
Credit Tax 'bill is recorded.

Dairy imports
Because administrative limitations on dairy imports, imposed to protect our

dairy price support programs have been avoided in the past by the production of
commodities and mixes not specifically covered by current regulations, I feel it is
very important to enact a mandatory overall dairy import limitation stated in
terms of total milk equivalent. I testified in favor of S. 612, which is sponsored by
a majority of members of the Senate, on May sixteenth. My statement appears on
pages 16 through 20 of the Senate Agriculture Committee's published hearings on
the Dairy Import Act of 1967. I would like to make that statement on the dairy
import problem on that occasion a part of the record of this hearing and am at-
taching a copy of the he.-rings cited, containing my statement and many others.

Honey import
Producers of honey In the United States are In an extremely serious cost-price

squeeze. They render a service to agriculture beyond the production of a desirable
commodity. Bees are an important pollinating agent. In the absence of bees
many crops would be very seriously affected. tProducers of a number of cro psare
already " finding it necessary to arrange for commercial honey producers to locate
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hives in their fields during pollinathig periods. The honey industry I consequently
essential to us for more than the product it markets.

Because of the importance of this industry, we have a price support program.
The current price support level is inadequate, and should be increased. Neverthe-
less the success of the program is seriously threatened by imports. This spring
when our price support was 13.4 cents per pound on No. 1 honey at the production
point the Commodity Credit Corporation had to take over several million pounds
because imported honey was being offered for 12% cents per pound, duty free
f.o.b. Chicago. This was 1% cents more above the delivered, price support level
at Chicago.

In pursuance of our policy of using import limitations to protect price support
operations, import limitations could have been imposed administratively on honey
sometime ago, but they have not been. When and if honey price support levels are
increased to a level just to producers, the need for import limitations will, of course,
be intensified. While some spokesmen for the honey Industry advocate an in-
crease in the tariff rate, limitations based on a proper share of the market for
imports seem to me to be much more advisable. If there is an adjustment of the
price support to an adequate level, any tariff rate based on the current situation
might prove inadequate and rate is not so important as the total volume of
imports.

Mink skin import
The domestic mink industry is seriously threatened by rising imports. A large

proportion of domestic producers are going to be forced out of production if present
ruinous prices for skins continue. A limitation on total imports to 40 percent of
domestic use as proposed in H. R. 6694, attached, by Mr. Burke of Massachusetts,
is the best solution I have seen that has been proposed to meet this problem.

Demand for mink fluctuates rather capriciously, both with our economic level
and fashions. The allocation of a maximum saare of the market to imports would
give more certain protection to our producers than an adjustment in the tariff rate,
which would not fluctuate with demand. Your Committee might very well con-
sider modifying the Burke bill to eliminate the high tariff rate on skins over 40
percent of requirements and making the percentage of demand limitation absolute.
World trade

It is my hope that the Committee will recommend a series o: amendments to an
appropriate bill or bills permitting the Senate to consider changes in trade con-
ditions on ther merits of the case for individual commodities

Restrictions on international trade should be imposed sparingly and with great
care only when clearly justified.

There i a great international effort to minimize trade barriers which the United
States should support to the extent possible. It is not possible to eliminate barriers
entirely in one step. Other nations are not prepared to do so. The international
community, by mutual agreement, is moving gradually toward that goal to
minimize economic disruptions in the countries involved. We are not expected
to let down all our trade barriers. Most of the United States' agricultural trade
problems stem from restrictions still maintained abroad. The rise in meat imports
into the United States in 1962 and 1963 was in a large measure the consequence
of restrictions on meat imports in other countries which made the United States-
already surfeited with meat and other food surpluses-the only open market for
the supplies of the producing nations. Similarly, other agricultural commodities
which we have or can produce in great abundance have been exported to the
United States, not because this Nation had any real need for them, but because
of barriers to them in other countries which had much greater need for food.

It does not make good sense in a world surfeited with hunger for agricultural
commodities to be shipped to the one nation in the world struggling with a
persistent problem of agricultural surpluses and surplus production capacity.
Circumstances, Including the trade barriers of other nations and the lack of
ready cash In the countries of greatest need, may at times make the United
States the most profitable outlet. In some instances the circumstance responsible
for this is our price support program. But It will not destroy any of the food
exporting nations of the world to forego an excessive share of the American
market, and, if it is necessary to dispose of their exportable surpluses, to assume
a larger share of the responsibility for providing foodstuffs to needy countries on
eoncessional terms as the United States has been doing for a number of years.
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Unlike many other commodities with which your Committee will be dealing,
food is essential to human life. It is therefore justifiable for countries to adopt
policies, including the sort of import limitations I advocate, to bring about a
more logical and humane distribution of this essential need to human life than
would otherwise occur.

(Senator McGovern's testimony before the Senate Committee on
Agriculture follows:)

STATEMENT Or HON. GZoRou McGOVZRN, A U.S. SAXATOR FROM THE STATS OF
SOUTH DAKOTA, ON TH Dmay IMPORT ACT OF 1967-S. 612

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I can subscribe fully to the
many fine statements that are being made by some of my colleagues and other
witnesses before this subcommittee in support of S. 612. They have or will dis-
cuss in detail the economic effects of the large volume of dairy product imports
on dairy products prices and upon prices received by dairy farmers in the United
States for the milk and butterfat they produce. Ishall not repeat such data.
However, several witnesses have mentioned matters which I think it would be
desirable to discuss in greater detail.

There have been comments about the ineffectiveness of application of Section
22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and the great amount of circumveiidon
of the quotas once they were applied.

The ineffectiveness of the application of Section 22 since its enactment may
be classified readily into two major categories.

The first category is related to the failure to apply the quotas to dairy prod-
ucts of what might be called standard or normal types. These would include
such products as butter, cheddar cheese, Italian cheese, Colby cheese, and the
like. Witnesses have shown that Colby cheese, a standard type which we produce
In this country, was not placed under quota when quotas were established under
Section 22 in 1953, presumably because no cheese imports then were classified
as Colby cheese.

Foreign countries became aware that there was no import quota on Colbycheese, and started exporting such cheese to us in ever-increasing amounts.
This cheese is closely comparable and competes directly with cheddar cheese
produced in this country so representatives of dairy farmers requested the Secre-
tary of Agriculture to get Colby cheese under quotas pursuant to Section 22.

No such action was taken. The Secretary of Agriculture did try to place some
restraints upon the imports of Colby cheese by negotiating agreements with New
Zealand and Australian governments and later with Ireland, Those countries
agreed to hold down the volume of Colby cheese they exported to the United
States. However, other countries started exporting Colby cheese to the United
States and the inter-government agreements with New Zealand, Australia, and
Ireland became inoperative. In spite of many formal requests for quotas on
Colby cheese under Section 22, action was only very recently instituted and is
currently the subject of a hearing before the Tariff Commission.

The point here is that no positive action to invoke the authority granted the
Secretary and the President by Section 22 was taken during the several years
that Colby cheese imports were increasing from zero to about 46.0 million pounds
in 1966, negating the value of the cheddar cheese quota. This is an outstand-
in4 example of failure to take action to control the imports of a normal or standard
dairy product even though such controls clearly were justified.
The second type of ineffective use of Section 22 pertains to new types of dairy

commodities developed solely to circumvent established quotas. Witnesses have
pointed out that the butter quota was circumvented by the shipment of butterol.
When butteroil was placed under the quota, the butteroil quota was circumvented
by shipping in a tiavored commodity called Exylone. When import of this corn-
modity was stopped by placing a zero quota upon Its Imprtationthe regulation
applied to commodities containing 45 percent or more butterfat. This restriction
was imn ediately circumvented by making a mixture containing 44 percent butter.
fat and adding sugar and nonfat milk solids, thus again escaping the quota and
entering this country without restriction. Prior to their development to circum-
vent our quotas, such products were not standard items of the dairy trade in any
foreign country or In international commerce.
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Again representatives of dairy farmers urged the Secretary to invoke Section
22 to control the Importation of these new dairy commodities, but there has been
no action until recently.

I am advised that the imports of this butterfat mixture alone, which Is used
primarily in the production of ice cream, have captured more than 12 percent of
the total market for milk and butterfat from U.a. dairy hwm normlly used in
the production of Ice cream and frozen desrts.

Failure to apply the provisions of Se.tion 22 effectively in the dairy situation
represents a serlous failure, resulting in the present necessity for Congress to
atep In.

In 1966, the emergency authority contained In Section 22 was used to increase
cheddar cheese import quotas by Presideutial Proclamation by 926,700 pounds
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 196. This same emergency authority could be
used to restrict imports of Colby chet-se and butterfat-sujgar mixtures, but it mris
not. Further, it is to be noted that in 1966 when the President directed the Tariff
Commission to hold a hearing to consider the cheddar cheese quota, there was no
reference to placing a quota upon the vastly greater imports of Colby cheese.

But the most disturbing thing about the actions noted above was that they
were undertaken in orde-r to reduce chetse prices in the United States.

In a press release (USJ)A 987-66) on March 31, 1966, the Secretary stated:
"The actions are in rtsponse to the decline in U.S. milk production that, has

taken place in recent months and the rise in prices of cheese. They will help
alleviate an imbalance in manufacturing milk supplies which has developed as
cheese and butter manufacturers compete for existing supplies of manufacturing
milk. Strong demand for chume is diverting milk from butter production. Many
small creameric face disaster from the cost-price squeeze that results. The In-
crease in butter prices that results threatens to diminish the market for butter-
an action which in the long run will injure dairy farmers who produce mainly
for butter production."

Furthermore, in his totter to the President dated March 31, 1966 in which he
recommended hearings before the Tariff Commission to increase cheddar cheese
quotas, he stated that:

"Cheddar cheese prices have been maintained at a relatively high level over
the past year and have continued to risc in recent weeks. Furthermore, the cur-
rent tight situation with respect to cheddar cheese production is expected to
continue for some time."

He further recommended in this letter as follows:
"I believe that a condition exists which requires emergency treatment and

that in order to moderate the possible further increases in cheddar cheese prices,
you should take immediate action to increase the cheddar choose quota for the
current quota year ending June 30, 1966, by 920,700 pounds without awaiting the
formal review and recommendations of the Tariff Commission, in accordance
with the provisions of Section 22(b) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, ag
amended."

I am unable to find any explicit authority in Section 22 authorizing the expan-
son of quotas under this section for the purpose of holding down prices in this
country. While the authority may be implicit in Section 22, 1 think we can all
agree that such authority, if it may be pnumed to exist, would be exercised con-
trary to the policy of the Congress and the goal of our agricultural legila. tion
unless prices to U.S. farmers were at parity levels, and gave promise of remaining
at or abve parity levels.

It was for these reasons, among others, that I and others introduced Senate
Concurrent Resolution 88 which was passed in the Senate without any dissent.
Passage of this resolution undoubtedly was one reason that the Tariff Commis-
sion refrained from recommending a permanent increase in the cheddar cheese
quota after hearings in April 1966.

It is clear that the enactment of S. 612 is necessary to have effective controls
on imports of dairy products that are related to the achievement of our over-all
goal of parity prices for U.S. farmers, Including dairy farmers.

In considering this bill we should be aware of the importance of dairy business
to our economy. Dairying is a large segment of agriculture, and makes a sub-
stantial contribution to farm income and to employment throughout the 50 states.
Furthermore, milk and dairy products make up a large portion of the consumer
diet, and are essential for good nutrition.
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The need for stable dairy industry, with respect to farm prices and levels of
production, has long been recognized by Congress. Milk is among the few select
commodities subject to mandatory price supports.

,Section 22 of the Agricultural justment Act came Into being because it was
realized efforts to enhance farm income through government programs would
be thwarted if imports were allowed to enter the United States market on an
unretricted basis.

Prior to the great depression of the 1930's, there was little movement of dairy
Products in or out of the United states. Price differences, as between the United
States md other dairy producing countries, were reconciled by use of modest
tariffs on such products as butter or cheddar cheese.

The Tariff Act of 1930 established a duty on butter at the rate of 14 cents per
pound, and comparable rates oin ot her dairy products. The tariff rates, however,
were soon to be reduced with the passage of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements
Act. These reductions in tariff rates occurred at the same time the price disparity
between the United States and other dairy producing countries were becoming
wider. The wider disparity, at least in part resulted from the agricultural programs
passed by the Congr in an effort to boster prices and income to U.S. farmers.

Limitations on the quantities of dairy products Imported first occurred in 1942
under the Second War Powers Act. The limitations were intended to keep fats
needed in war-torn Europe from being drawn to the higher priced American
market, and to aid in carrying out an international allocation of dairy products.
Later, in the 1949-51 period imports of butter were controlled under special
legislation to facilitate the orderly liquidation of stocks acquired under the price
support programs. Then, in 1951 Congress authorized import quotas on ialry
products under Section 104 of the Defense Production Act. The purpose of this
legislation was to prevent excessive imports from remuiting in unnecessary govern-
mient expenditures to support the farm price of milk and butterfat in the United
States. Thse controls were maintained mtil 1953.
Quotas, Intended to limit the entry of dairy products, were established Jul
195, by Presidential Proclamation 3019 under the authority 'of action s2
the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
The purpose of quotas is to regulate the flow of imports and minimize their

effect on the farm price of milk. The farm price of milk reflects values of milk and
dairy products in any form. A pound of butterfat used in the production of butter
oil, cheddar cheese ice cream, or even fluid milk. The same is true of each pound
of nonfat milk solids.

The import quotas established pursuant to Section 22, though, were made
applicable, not in terms of butterfat and nonfat milk solids but rather in terms
of specifically defined dairy products then being traded between the nations
of the world. Import quotas wore established for such well-known products as
butter, cheddar cheese, and the like.

The pressure of exporting producers and of importers to enlarge quotas is
understandable from their points of view, particufarly when there is no over.
all limit on Imports by statute and no standards governing the level of such
Imports provided by law. I h '

As a result of these pressures perhaps, it was easier administratively, tO
grant a new quota for butter oil In 1957 fot example, rather than to deny one
or to provide one by reducing quotas lor other products. In like measure, it
was perhaps easier, administratively, in 1908 to grant an additional quota for
cheddar cheese from Canada, rather than do so by reducing quota for other
countries or for other products. Each such Increase in quotas added supplies to
our market and thus adversely affected the U.S. farm price for milk. Thus each
increase was contrary to the intent of law, which has, as its basic aim, parity
prices for U.S. farmers.

The import quotas established in 1953 displaced a market for 189.0 million
pounds of milk for U.S. fIbrmers. The present quota displaces a market for 282.7
million pounds annually.

The gradual enlargement of Import quotas is an Invalid exercise of powers
and is clearly inconsistent with the Intent of Congress. Permitting unrestricted
Imports in contravention of the quoti, however, is unoonsionable. The amount
of imports, due largely to circumvention of the existing LMpor% quots, in 1966
was more than 9 times the volume authorized by quotas. Unless new legislation
is passed, the imports, due largely to contraven on of quotas likely will amount
to some 12 to 1 times the voum speciAqd in the quota xgulation tis -Year.
These Mports cariy are not,1ztands4 by. the law or by to qW tthe soad
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under Section 22. That they should be allowed to continue and to grow, and to-
be made permanent through the establishment of additional quotas, is most
difficult to understand, such a was the case in butter oil.

The provisions of S. 612 are designed to bring order out of this chaos and to,
establish limits so that there can be no further erosion of the U.S. farm price
for milk through the enlargement of quotas or their circumvention.

The legislation would establish an overall limit of imports based upon the
average annual quantities of butterfat and nonfat milk solids imported in all
forms, and from all forein countries, during the five calendar years 1961 through
1965. The year 1960 wou d be excluded from the base because the level of imports
in contravention of existing quotas was not normal by any stretch of the
iin ation.

heavily subsidized exports of surplus production from other countries reached
our shores in 1966 in a volume which was sufficient to recreate an excess of dairy
FrOducts above market requirements within the United States, and to cause our
= price to tumble. Farm prices now are hovering around the minimum levels

established under the price support program, and there is little likelihood that
the U.S. farm price for milk can be improved unless imports are controlled by
act of Congress. The only other alternative would be further liquidation of dairy
farmers and dairy herds in the U.S.

In establishing a total level of imports reflecting the 1961-65 base period, it
would be left for administrative decision to apportion such imports as between
products and countries of origin. This type of legislation would permit the orderly
adjustment of imports without their adversely affecting prices to U.S. farmers.

There is provision in the bill for an increase or decrease in the total amount
of imports. In tis regard, the foreign producers would share the American
market with domestic producers. and changes upward or downward would be
in the same ratio.

There is a provision in the bill which would permit the President to authorize
Imports beyond the established overall liitation, if he deemed such action to be
necessary in the national interest. At such time as additional imports were as-
mitted under this provision however, and if U.S. farm prices were below parity,
a corresponding quantity 01 butterfat and solids-not-fat would be removed from
the market, thus insulating the price system from being adversely affected. This
provision would permit the market to respond to domestic market forces and to
achieve the goal of the agricultural programs authorized by Congress.

Under this type of legislation dairy farmers reasonably could expect to achieve
parity prices without interference by the surplus milk production of other coun-
tries. Most important, the bill would put an end to subterfuge, to evasion of
quotas established by law, and it would bring order out of the present chaos
plaguing the dairy industry.

In my view, passage of S. 612 would be a forward step. Dairy farmers would
know the extent to which imports might affect their market. Consumers would
benefit in that they would have assurance of a stable dairy industry and a supply
of milk and dairy products at reasonable prices for their long-term needs. Export-
ing countries also would benefit in that they would know the total quantity of
products which they could aspire to sell in the United States.

S. 612 provides a solution of the current import problem facing the dairy in-
dustry. It is fair to all parties affected. It is consistent with the expressions of
Congress regarding farm policy and foreign trade policy. It would regulate im-
ports of dairy p ioucts In a manner intended by Conxess when Section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act was originally developed and coordinated with the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.

I urge the subcommittee to recommend the favorable reporting of S. 612 by
the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. The measure should be
reported regardless of what may be done under the current Section 22 proceedings
before the Tariff Commission to end the uncertainties and misdirected decisions
which result from administrative actions taken in face of surges of pressure.

STATauMNT or Hon. KAaL E. MumT, A U.S. SNATOU Fox THI STATS OF
SOUTH DAxOTA

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity afforded to me and
other members of the Congress to submit statements in behalf of the many
proposals which are pending In the Senate to impose import quotas on specified
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commodities. I have joined In the co-sponsorship of several specific bills to impose
import quotas on specific common ditles, and I am pleased that this Committee is
t testimony and giving consideration to the serious economic effect on
United States Industries which the ever-increasing inflex of imports Is having on
marks cultivated and expanded by our own producers.

As you know, I come from a state--South Dakota-that is basically agriculture.
Over the years we have been the victims on more than one occasion of a sharp
drop in the prices of the products which our farmers produce caused by competitive
imports. You are all familiar with the debate which took place on the Senate
floor just this spring on an amendment to curb the imports of meat and meat
products. The result of that debate was the introduction of legislation which is
pending in your Committee which would provide for the imposition of quotas so
that our livestock producers will not continue to see their markets displaced by
foreign produced meats or meat products.

There is also legislation pending before another Committee of the Senate-The
Agriculture Committee-which provides for the imposing of quotas on imports of
dairy products. Early in 1967 the sharp increase in dairy products had such
a disastrous effect on our own dairy prices that on June 30 of this year the
President under the authorities of the Agriculture Adjustment Act imposed
quotas on certain dairy products.

Additional legislation is also pending which would impose quotas on mink pelt
imports and honey imports. All of these are important segments of our agriculture
economy and all of them an, as you well know, operating in a depressed price
economy today.

I do not want to dwell on the language of any specific bill nor will I infringe,
on your time by reciting statistics on the amount of imports now coming into
this country affecting our agriculture economy. I know that those have been
presented to you. I do want to urge you to give your most serious considera-
tion to those measures pending and to the suggestions or ideas which they incor-
porate so that you can in your deliberations on writing a comprehensive bill for
consideration by the Senate include provision for encouraging the development
of our agriculture industry.

Farmers have been doing a tremendous job over the past several years even
in the face of declining prices and a rising cost of operation. However, their
parity stands today at 73%. Further, the prices which they must pay for the
items they use on their farms have steadily increased over the years. We are
also confronted by the fact that every year thousands of small farmers are being
forced out of business because of the cost-price squeeze which confronts them.
The basic strength of our agriculture economy has always been the family farm,
and I am hopeful that the Congress will continue to support programs which
will permit the family farm to continue to grow and maintain its position as the
backbone of American agriculture.

The Congress has through the years taken action which was necessary to
improve the competitive condition of our economy. It has been the help-mate
in achieving labor standards which are fair and just. Because of such actions as
these in upgrading our working conditions, we have built into our competitive
selling position price increases which are to the disadvantage of our industries in
competition with those of foreign countries. Because of these disadvantages which
have accrued to our industries including agriculture-which resulted from our
technological and human advances and our efficiencies-I am convinced that,
variable quotas are justified, fair, feasible, competitive and, above A that they
are in our national interest.

Speaking for agriculture, I am proud to say that we are not asking for the entire
American market. We are asking that for various products, quotas be imposed
as to the amount which can be imported each year and that these qotas be at a
level which will not undermine our own price structures to the economic disad-
vantage.ofour own producers. The quotas which have been discussed are I believe
generous and fair. They do provide, however, that in no instance should import*
comprise more than a percentage of our domestic consumption totals. I believe it
is time to impose these quotas by law since decisions by a de t. are too
slow In being made to be efleotive and the proceeding under the rules of opera-
tions of the Tariff Commission are too cumbersome and do not provide the relief
needed when it is needed. If the quotas are established by law, then our producers
know how much of the market they can expect for their products and so will our
foreign friends and all can plan their production schedues acordiney.
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Therefore, I urge that the Senate Finance Committee give its most careful
consideration to all of the various proposals before It for the imposition of quotas
on meat and moat products, dair-' products and mink pelts as well as honey. I
also support the Imposition of quotas on Imports of any products where that
Industry is losing their market to a foreign producer and where such imports ar
effecting the opportunities for expansion of our industries to create more and
better job op rtunities for the American working man. This is a complex economy
in which we ive today. It is a thriving economy which through its technological
advances has proven that it is unmatched anywhere. Let us keep our economy
moving forward with the viable strength and growth needed so as to lead our
friends in other lands into ever new horizons ofimproved living standards and
increased opportunities for them at home and here as we continue to meet the
challenges that confront us as a world leader today.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR MILTON R. YOUNG Or NORTn DAKOTA

Mr. Chairman, I am greatly pleased that the Senate Finance Committee is
conducting hearings into the problems being created for key segments of the
American economy by excessive imports. I know that the investigations of the
Committee will show that a serious threat to the strength and well-being of key
domestic industries does exist unless prompt action is taken to establish effective
and realistic limitations on imports. More important, when these hearings have
been completed, the evidence presented will prove to observers that producers
and manufacturers in major American industries have already suffered substantial
damage.

I would like to devote my comments today to the problems faced by several of
America's key agricultural businee--the dairy industry, the meat industry and
the ranch mink industry. Producers in these vital segments of American agricul.
ture have been faced with the competition of foreign produced products for years.
In the cases of dairy and meat products, the federal government has recognized
the problem and has taken tentative steps to meet it. Unfortunately, the action
taken to date, either by legislation or administratively has been either insufficient
or ineffective.

As a result of the tremendous threat to the American meat industry at the time.
Congress enacted Public Law 88-482 in 1964. The livestock industry and many of
us in Congress were dissatisfied with its provisions at that time and felt that it
should be strengthened. Unfortunately, it was then impossibe to obtain the
adoption of the more rigid restrictions.

Under the leadership of the distinguished Senator from Nebraska, Mr. Hruska,
many of us have sponsored legislation which would amend the current meat
import control law. These amendments, if adopted, would eliminate the most
glaring inadequacies of this legislation and would foster the continued growth and
advancement of the livestock industry.

The amendments proposed by S. 1588 would tighten the present import quotas
and place them on a realistic basis. They would also eliminate the necessity of
waiting until the horse-in this case it would be more appropriate to say the cow-
has been stolen before shutting the door.

As you know, present law permits imports to exceed establishedquotas by 10
percent before restrictions become effective. Our proposal would eliminate this
overrun and would also permit the Secretary of Agriculture to act Immediately to
stem the rising tide of imports rather than waiting two to three months before
acting to provide the relief needed by our domestic industry.

Another key amendment contained in . 1588 would provide authority to
extend quota limits to other types of meat and meat products. This would elinb.
Inate the possibility of imports being expanded byshipping in products not coy.
ered by quotas. I will comment a little later on the damage action such as this
has created for the American dairy industry.

Another area of American agriculture which has suffered almost irreparable,
damage because of imports is the dairy industry. Here too, legislation in the form
of 8. 612 has been introduced in an effort to stem imports and not only protect,
but to preserve this highly vital enterprise. -

It was gratifying that, on June 30, 1967, the President issued a Proclamation,
irnposing import restrictions on certain dairy products. This has had the effect
of reducing excessive and unnecessary imports, but I feel that most knowledgeable
people will agree that this is only a temporary reduction.
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This Proclamation as have previous Presidential Proclamations issued under

Sec. 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, Imposes restrictions on the import of
certain defined commodities. The ineffectiveness of this procedure can be see
by the fact that excessive imports have been a recurring problem for the dairy
industry. The limitations can be avoided simply by adjusting the composition of
a product so as to avoid being placed under the definition of one of the restricted
products.

The proposal put forth in S. 612 is simple, straight forward, and would clearly
outline the limitations on the import of dairy commodities. I sincerely hope that
the Committee will see fit to include the provisions of this legislation in any bill
that is drafted as a result of these hearing.

There is one other commodity that I want to mention. The American mink
rancher today is faced with virtual extinction because of the competition of foreign
pelts. This industry provides a livelihood for countless numbers of Americans and,
though not as large as the meat or dairy Industry, it is a key segment of the agricul-
tural economy. I would urge as strongly as possible that the problems of this
industry be thoroughtly explored and that prompt, effective action be taken to
halt the economic erosion taking place within it because of imports.

I realize these hearings will go into the problems being created for a good many
American industries by ever-expanding imports. I will not, however, comment on
the problems of the others since I feel that the case for these has been or will be
made in such a complete manner that there is little I would be able to add.

The proposals for limiting imports of various commodities that have been put
before this Committee will be attacked as excessive interference with trade, as
unnecessary protection for domestic industry, and contrary to the nation's best
interests.

I submit, that the limitations sought in the legislation I have mentioned does
not seek to totally bar imports. It would permit foreign producers to share in the
American market-it would even allow them to share in the growth of that market.

It is difficult to justify however, the continued expansion of imports of key
Items when American producers of those commodities arc in financial difficulty.
Indeed, in many cases these American producers are going out of business because
there is no profitability left in the enterprise.

Again addressing myself to the problems of the agricultural commodities being
discussed here, I would point out that American farmers and ranchers face a cost
structure that means they must pay more for labor and supplies, pay higher taxes
and meet more rigid market standards than their foreign competitors. No group
has been quicker to adopt improved technology in an effort to reduce production
costs. The result of the industry's efforts is well known. The American people are
the best fed, best clothed on earth-and this is accomplished at the lowest possible
cost.

I am certain that after you have had an opportunity to weigh all the evidence
that will be presented here you will see the justice and necessity for Import
limitations on certain key commodities. I would Like to urge once again tat
prompt and effective action be taken to make these limitations effective.

STATumNmN or HoN. WAYNr N. ASPIaLT, A U.S. Rui'aizwiTATrVU FROM THE
STATU O? COLORADO ON AofcuvwuTAz IMPosT QuoTAs

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and members of the Committee for this
opportunity to express the vital interest of my state and my district In the several

port quota bis relating to agriculture, which are before you at this time...
the proposed dairy meat, and textile import quota bills.

I come to the committee as the representative of a rural area which Is, to a
lar extent, dependent upon the weftre o beef ranchers and processing plants,
dairy farmers, and sheep ranchers.

There is no need for my going into detail on facts of which I know the Com-
mittee is aware. It is evident that there has recently been a sharp rise in importation
of meat-beef in particular-Idairy and textile products.

'It is clear that these increases, and further Increases, contribute to difficulties
now being experienced in farm and ranch operations in these areas. -

The proposed legislation is reasonable. t has been argued that the United
States must respect the desire of other nations to sell to us, and'this is so. The
proposed legiltion doe. not elminate importation. It rathe limits it to levels
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consistent with our past record of trade by use of base periods as standards.
It allows adjustment o importation levels in accordance with our rates o( con-
sumption-and in the cse ot beef, our rates of production. In other words, the
bills limit importation to a level consistent with the capacity of our economy to
absorb it without doing damage to our domestic producers.

The economic pressures being felt by our farm population are heavy. Farmers
and ranchers have been forced to dip into their operating capital to pay living
and operating expenses. In 1950, farmers owned 91% of the equity in their
operations. Today they own 83%, according to the 1967 Economie Report of the
President. In the depth of the Depression, in 1930, farmers owned 79% of the
equity in their operations-just four per cent below the figure for last year.

Under these conditions, there am many good and efficient family farms which
may be forced out of operation. These f=ailies cannot enjoy the benefits of living
during this era-the most productive and prosperous in our nation's long history.
Neither can they pay fair wages to their help.

Let me quote for you, again from the President's Economic Report for 1967;
the wage rates per hour in Agriculture and in the seven other industries cited in
the report: Agriculture, $1.03 per hour; Retail trade, $1.91 per hour; Manu-
facturing, $2.71 per hour; Wholesale trade, $2.73 per hour; Telephone Com-
municatons, $2.78 per hour; Class I Railroads, $3.00 plus per hour; Bituminous
coal mining, $3.64 per hour; and Construction, $3.87 per hour.

Our farm population is much reduced in size from what it has been In past
years. Now just 5.6% of our people live on farms, and with increased efficiency, one
farmer feeds 38 Americans. Our farm and ranch people continue to be among the
most industrious of all of our citizens. In this light, the economic burden now lying
squarely on the shoulders of our rural areas, our farmers and ranchers, is not just.

Additional economic adversity, low wages and low income have forced many
in the agricultural labor force to look to cities for support. The tremendous
migration of the rural southern Negro to northern cities has been brought about,
in large part for this reason. Our cities, however, appear poorly equipped to handle
this rural outpounag.

Of course there are many causes for the economic problems confronting our
farm and ranch populations. But insofar as these import quota bills will be helpful
in giving relief to those in the beef, sheep and textile industries, it would appear
that they am justified. We wish to accommodate the trading aspirations of our
friends and neighbors in the world, but we must also recognize the needs of our
people in our agriculture and industry here at home.

WAsHiNoToN, D.C.

Senator RussULL B. LONG,
CMairwma, Senate Commte on Finw ,e,
U.S. Senast, Wa.Aingion D.C.:

The National Council of Farmer Coopratives vigorously o any piece-
meal or hasty approach to import quota islation.Propo bis considered
by the Senate Finance Committee this week would trigger strong retaliation
against many of our agricultural exports which are vitally Important to U.S.
farmers and our balance-d-trade position. Farmers should not be asked to pay
for benefits to U.S. Industry from import restrictions. We urge you not to approve
such bills which in effect threaten loss of gains achieved through the Kennedy
round. For the good o the overall economy, legislative proposals should fully
consider effects on farm exports at the same time they deal with industrial
product imports. KzNmH D. NADiw,

Naboxal Couc of Frmr Cooperatu.

ComTi NousAmzicAno Pao-Mhxzco, A.C.,,Mexc 1, Di..
Non. Rusaau LONG,
Chairman. , &Mnt Finance Com~imie,

Hoxomsz Si: The Board of. Directors of theComlt6 Norteamericano Pkr-
M6xico, A.C., In regular session on 25 October, 1967, passed the following
solution.
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Pursuant to its charter, the purpose of this Comitd is: "The furtherance of good
relations between the United Mexican States and the United States of America
by cultural, civic, social and propaganda activities.... "; therefore, we are
obliged to present to the Senate Finance Committee of the Congress of the United
States of America the opinion of this Comit6 regarding the present investigations
being pursued pertaining to the establishment of a "quota system" on Importation.
of certain specific items of produce.

This Comlt6, while composed of American businessmen living and doing business
in Mexico, and for the most part representing the largest United States firms, is
interested exclusively in the effect such a regulation would have on the relationship
existing between the two countries.

Publicity given the Investigational hearings states that the proposal is "non-
preferential", In that it is not more favorable toward one country than another,
however, the nature of the products listed do create a preferential situation for the
products are not univerally exported by all countries.

While the Senate Finance Committee is conducting hearings to limit import&-
tion of some of Mexico's major items of export, other branches of the government
of the United States of America are supplying aid to stimulate and promote the
development of agriculture and manufacture in Mexico, consistent with the aims
of the Alliance for Progress, etc., toward which goal Mexico has diligently and
successfully worked.

Any curtailment of Mexico's ability to dispose of its increase in productivity in
agriculture or manufacturing brought about as a result of its respect for and
compliance with the programs promoted by the Government of the United States
of America would have a very noticeable effect on the high sense of mutual respect,
consideration and understanding which has characterized the relationship between
these two countries in recent years.

It is, therefore, our considered opinion that the Senate Finance Committee
should reevaluate the problem with which it is confronted and search for a solution
consistent with the overall policies and activities of the Government of the United
States of America in its relationships with all other countries of the world.

Thanking you for your attention to this petition, we remain
Yours very truly,

Preideut.

DBPARTMZNT OF AGRICULTURE,Tallahaee,' Fla.
Hon. GzoRGE A. SMATHES,

Senate Ofice Building,
Washington, D.C.

DzEa SENATOR SMATIKRS: Action was taken at the recent meeting of the
National Association of State Departments of Agriculture during their annual
meeting on foreign trade which Ieel will be of great interest to the Senate
Finance Committee.

In case you have not received the official certified Resolution from NASDA,
I am taking the liberty of forwarding you seventeen copies of the unofficial work
copies of the Resolution relating to Foreign Trade for distribution to members of
the committee.

I know that you will be vitally interested in the position that NASDA has
taken and will want to consider this Resolution in your deliberations this week on
meat and other commodity Import problems.

With warm personal regards, I am,Sincerely, n DOYL1 CONNER, Commisimer.

RE0LOUTION XIV (MARKETINo, TRANSPORTATION AND WEIGHTS AND MNAsUR")

FOREIGN TRADE

Whereas, the United States has established a national policy of eliminating
poverty, and providing a minimum wage in excess of that paid to workers in
any other country of the world; and

Whereas, agricultural producers in other countries do not have to meet high and
ever increasing cost factors comparable to those facing United States producers;
and
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Whereas, it is the established policy of all other countries of the world to protect
their domestic agricultural industries, importing products in relation to their
wants and needs, while the American fanner is expected to compete with unlimited
imports of many agricultural commodities in excessive volume for these importing
countries; and

Whereas in accomplishing the long-range goal of increased world trade, the
American farmer is caught in an untenable position of non-reciprocal treatment
for his products by other countries; and

Where, failure to maintain a vigorous and expanding domestic agricultural
food Industry will be seriously detrimental to the civil defense posture of this
nation; and furthermore, leave the United States consumer at the meroy of supply
and price arleies set by foreign governments for a substantial part of their food
needs; ani"

Now, therefore, be it resolved, that the National Association of State Depart-
ments of Agriculture in convention assembled at Atlauta, Georgia, October 1-5,
1967,

(1) Supports domestic agricultural industries in their position of maintain-
ing present levels of import tariffs for agricultural products;

(2) Urges the Congress of the United States to determine, with advice and
guidance of the States and representatives of domestic agricultural producers,
what additional protection and limitations are needed in light of import dis-
crimination on the part of other nations and their ability to "over supply"
the United States market; and

(3) Urges the Congress of the United States to expeditiously Initiate legis-
lation based on said findings.

NATIONAL CoZiriwTIoNww ASSOCIATION OF THS UNITED STATED, INC.,
Wshioegtvx, D.C.

Hon. Russu. B. omo.
Charm n, Committes on Finace,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: The confectionery Industry Is very much Interested in
the current proceedings of your Committee concerning unfair import competition.

It is requested that this communication be made an official part of the record
of the Committee and printed in the hearings.

This statement is presented in behalf of the National Confectioners Associa-
tion, which is the national trade association of candy manufacturers located
throughout the United States, whose members we estimate produce approxi-
mately 85 per tent of the candy manufactured in the United States.

For some years we have questioned the wisdom of United States International
trade policy which, In our opinion, has resulted In the United States giving much
more than it has received in tariff concessions and also In granting concessions
frequently cn products competitive with our own Industries while receiving
from other countries concessions governing products In which the United States
has little or less competitive interest.

The United States confectionery industry (both sugar candy and chocolate)
under the Tariff Act of 1930 had the protection of a 40 per cent ad valorem duty.
This duty has been consistently reduced. Further reductions, to the maximum
extent permitted by law, occurred at the recently concluded International nego-
tiations. When the full, affect of these reductions occurs, the duty on confec-
tionery, other than solid chocolate, will be only I per cent, and the duty on solid
chocolate will be only 5 per cent.

Competition from imports is particularly unfair because due to policies of our
Government. the prices which we must pay for the principal agricultural prod-
ucts with which confectionery is manufactured are much higher than the price
for which foreign manufacturers of confectionery may obtain these materials
for the manufacture of confectionery to be shipped to the United StatesL
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With confectionery imports already substantial, and with the unfair com-
petition situation existing as to our costs in relation to the costs of our foreign
competitors, of which our governmental negotiators had knowledge, we were
astonished that an additional 50 percent reduction In confectionery and choco.
late import duties was negotiated. The admInIstrative authorities in our Govern.
meant responsible for this action, in our opinion, have displayed a complete lack
of good Judgment. It is our view that Congress must act on the matter.

The practical legislative situation being what It is, with the known strenuous
opposition of the administration to quota legislation, the only practical approach
to the problem, If Congress really wants to do something about It, Is to add to
the Social Security Bill, H.NL 12080, provisions whereby through a mandatory
administrative procedure an Industry seeing Its United States market being
eroded unfairly may apply for and obtain import quotas under certain conditions.
Quotas should be established when Imports increase substantially in volume or It
t.h goods may be imported at landed costs significantly below the price at

which competitive domestic articles are sold in the United States.
As a practical matter, the present time is an excellent time for Congress to take

this action. This is because of the widespread across-thmard tariff reductions
recently negotiated.

It quotas are Imposed on many products so as to limit imports to approxi-
mately the current volume except to permit some expansion of Imports as the
United States total market increases, this action should permit foreign suppliers
to Increase handsomely their profits because of the lower duties which will com-
ment* to become effective In the near future. Poreigs produoere would not se
mueh more of their products is the Usted Stsec market, but they should be
able to make substatlalfy more inomw on wat they do slo wish orderly nor.
kelting resultitg aund further injury to domestic industriu prevented.

Most Importantly, however, let It be restated that the Committee certainly
should recognize that to make effective ite wish to deal constructively with the
problem, provisions pertaining to the subject should be added to other legislation
which the administration Is seeking. It In our belief that the Social Security
Hill, H.R. 12080, without question, provides the best opportunity, and amend-
ments in accordance with our suggestion to this legislation are urged.

Respectfully submitted.
RaWcmn 1. HAIDSTY, Jr.,

Vioe President.

STATZiI3IT Or JOHN D. PALMEm, Pan T, TosA o AssocATr, INa,
WisitNoToir, D.C.

For more than three centuries and without Interruption, exports of unmanu-
factured tobacco from this country have played a leading and vital role in the
well-being of our economy. These are the facts as of today:

1. Exports in the fiscal year ended June 80 exceeded 700 million pounds,
farm weight, with a value of $50 million.

2. Of that value, 719% represented cash sales and thus contributed nearly
$400 million to our balance of payments.

& Of the shipped weight, more than 81% went to the European Common
Market.

America exports because it lmportexports tobacco and all the other com-
modities and products that add up to the $29.4 billion in calendar 190& In the
hands of Congress, or about to be introduced, are proposals that would build a
wall against Imports. That same wall would even more effectively shut off our
trade overseas.

As far as tobacco Itself Is involved, here are the cold facts with respect to one
area alone, the European Common Market which, as noted above, takes nearly
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a third of our exports. Before the Council of Ministers today are proposals by the
Common Market Commission for an agricultural policy covering tobacco. In
substance, that proposal would encourage increased production in the Com-
munity by high price support payments; and, when supplies of such tobacco
reached surplus levels, imports would be reduced or cut off entirely under an
import licensing system. Today, tobacco manufacturers in the Community are
entirely at liberty to buy from third countries free of any form of restriction
either as to quantities or values. Carried to the extreme, the Commission pro-
posal could mean the loss of a market worth far in excess of $100 million an-
nually to the American farmer. Thus far, the Council has not accepted the
proposal, but let there be no doubt that restrictions by the Congress on imports
would provide both a reason and an excuse to make it operative. By extension,
retaliatory action in one form or another would inevitably occur in all other
major markets overseas.

Let there also be no doubt on this point. While America is still the world's
largest producer of tobacco, the world Is not-I repeat, not-dependent upon our
crop. In every part of the globe-in South America, Africa, Eastern Europe and
the Far East-production has been expanded enormously. In fdue-cured, the
principal component of cigarettes, production abroad has spiraled from less than
500 million pound annually prior to World War II to five times that figure in
1960. It can easily and quickly expand to the point that American tobacco will
no longer be needed. Mark you well that the tobacco industries of West Germany
and Japan, our second and third largest customers today, were without our
product all during the war years. It took a monumental effort to rebuild both
markets. Unwise, unnecessary and unrealistic tariff walls on our part will cause
them only superficial, temporary inconvenience. For the American farmer, the
result could be irreparable damage.

STATEMENT Or GEORGE S. BuuzK, LEGISLATIVE DIEcToa, NATIONAL F'EDEI:ATION
OF INDEPNDENT BusINEss

The National Federation of Independent Business appreciates the opportunity
to submit this statement on the general subject of import quotas.

The National Federation of Independent Business is a nationwide organization
composed of more than 240,000 independents in all phases of commercial enter-
prise and the professions throughout the Fifty States.

Our membership is a representative cross section of the Nation's business
community at the retail, wholesale, manufacturing, service and professional
occupational levels. Our policies are determined by a direct poll of the members,
the majority vote on each issue being the deciding factor. The majority position
of our large membership distributed through all the states, and every representa-
tive by type or trade of all the Nation's 4.7 million small businesses, should carry
considerable weight inasmuch as it no doubt fairly accurately reflects the opinion
of all independents.

From among those commodities on which the Chairman has indicated that
testimony will toe taken, the Federation has determined by Mandate vote an
official position supporting limitations on imports of meat and dairy products.

Our members were polled on the advisability of limiting Imports of beef, veal,
mutton and lamb whenever prices fall below those of a fair return to farmers.
The results of this poll showed that 78% of the respondents were in favor of
such a move, 22% were opposed while 5% expressed no opinion. For your in-
formation, we would like to present the poll as It went to our members:
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I .R. 10644. Limit imports of beef, veal, mutton and lamb whenever
price. fall below those of a fair return to farmers. (Cong. Foreman, Tex.)

Under this bill, whenever prices exceed those providing a fair return to
farmers, additional imports will be permitted.

D For (3 Against

Following are brief arguments "For" and "Against" which we asked our mem-
bers to read before voting:

2. Argument for H.R. 10644: The In-
come of meat producers, who are vital
factors to our national welfare, has
dropped 20% since 1963, largely due to
increased imports from Australia, New
Zealand, and Ireland. Unless steps are
taken now to curb these imports (which
reached 11% of domestic production in
1963), they will total over one billion
pounds this year. Voluntary agreements,
on which we've placed reliance. just
don't work. They would reduce imports
by only 70 million lbs. This bill would
set a basic quota of 85 million lbs. It
would permit an increase In these im-
ports whenever producers' prices exceed
government guaranteed prices, revert to
quota when these prices fall below the
government guarantee.

The results of the poll were-

2. Argument against HR. 10644:
There's reason to doubt that import in-
creases alone threaten domestic meat
producers. The Administration forsees a
27% decline in imports from Atistralia
aid New Zealand in 1964 vs. 11t;3. It
suggests that producers' prices have
been affected by (1) an -ver-supply of
U.S. cattle because of a tendency to
keep cows longer before killing them
and because acreage limitations on
crops and new planting methods have
released more acreage to cattle. and (2)
an increasing supply of tomelting foods
such as chicken. Some Senat-rs suggest
that capital gains tax provisions have
encouraged people to enter the cattle
business for tax purposes, thereby en-
larging supply and lowering prices.

2. HR. 10644. Limit meat imports to protect domestic farmers: Petrcent
For --------------------------- 73
Against ---------------------------------------------
No vote ----------------------------------------------- 5

During the 89th Congress we polled our members on a bill which would limit
Importation of dairy products. The results of this poll show that 64% of our
members were In favor, 27% were opposed while 9% expressed no opinion.
Again, we present the poll as It went to our members:

4. S. 8273. A bill to protect dairy farmers by limiting foreign dairy im-
ports. (Sen. Proxmire, Wine.)

O For D 3Aganst D No vote
Following are brief arguments "For"

asked to read before voting.
4. Argument for 8. 8273: Proponents

of this bill say it Is a major step in in-
suring the dairy farmer a proper share
of the nation's prosperity. Moreover, it
is long past due for these Independent
farmers to start "reaping what they
have sown." Demand for milk is just
starting to catch up with the supply.
But such recent gains could be totally
wiped out if the easy Import policy Is
continued. Additionally, such Imports
not only depress dairy incomes, they
cost the taxpayer-this means you. This
Is so because for each pound of butter
and cheese imported from abroad the
government is compelled to purchase an
equal amount of the domestic produce
under the price support laws.

and "Against" which our members were

4. Argument against S. 3273: The
Federal Tariff Commission is charged
with the duty of regulating imports. Op-
ponents say, In effect, this hill seeks to
Impose the will of Congress on the
Commission. While no one would sug-
gest that foreign dairy producers should
prosper and grow while domestic farm-
ers suffer, it must be assumed at the
same time that good reasons exist for
the import policies followed heretofore.
It has been borne out many times over
that trade and exchange are beneficial
to the welfare of this nation. If It Is in
the national interest to participate In
trade agreements, a sudden stoppage
could work many hardships in interna-
tional relations.
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The results of this poll were--
4. S. 3273. Limit foreign dairy imports: rwoe

For .............. 64
Against ----------------------------- -------------- 27
No vote ---.-.--.----------- ------------------------ 9

Shortly after this poll was taken, the Federation put out a press release show-
ing the voting In each State on the bill. We have attached a copy of this release
to our statement and ask that it be made a part of the record of these hearings.

Based on the results of the above mentioned specifle polls, the National Fed-
eration of Independent Business would like to go on record as being In favor of
limiting the Imports of dairy products and meat.

Pam S=vzcn--NaTioNzL FzmtoN ow IwDumwrT BusUMvs, INC.
Siz MAiuo, C'Aw. A" WAsmiNm, D.CL

(Norz: Unless otherwise indicated, all facts, opinions herein are based on the
majority result of individually voted ballots, with documentary support on file
and open to Inspection at headquarters. The Federation Is composed entirely
of independent business proprietors. At this time, the membership is 219,886)

TEN KI WCT5

Senator William Proxmire Wisconsin, has before the Congress a bill
known as S 8278 to limit the importation of dairy products. At present,
not only are Imports steadily increasing, but under the price support
law, the Government is Compelled to purchase for surplus commodity
storage an amount of domestic production that Is equivalent to the
import volume. This Proxmire bill was presented to a nationwide vote by
the National Federation of Independent Business, with 64 percent in
favor, 25 percent opposed, and 11 percent undecided.

The nation's dairy farms and processor. are getting a pretty "cheesy deaL
In addition, insmfar as the American taxpayer is conerned, there Is an odor of
over-ripe Limburger.

That seems to express the attitude of the nation's independent business pro-
prietors. By a majority of 64 percent, tho vote in support of the bill introduced
by Senator William Proxmlre, Wisconsin, to limit the Imports of dairy products.
The poll conducted by the National Federation t Independent Business also
shows 25 p recentt opposed, with U percent undecided.

In ---------- (name of State) the vote was-- percent in favor,
-...percent opposed with ____ percent undecided.

The problem, according to Senator Proxmlre, is that there is being permitted
almost unlimited imports of foreign produced cheese wad butter which depresses
the price received by both American dairymen and dairy processors.

Butter Is another Import item and although importation is held down to
707,000 pounds per year, butterfat products known as butter oil and exelone
are brought Into the U.S. in large quantities. These are then processed Into butter
and Ice cream.

In addition to the economic losses suffered by domestic farmers and processors,
the American taxpayer is also said to be bearing a big burden. Under the price
support laws, the Government is compelled to buy as surplus commodity an
amount of dairy products equal to the imports In order to mininse the losses to
dairymen. Senator Proxmire claims thqt since 1M59 the taxpayer has paid twice
the value of every pound of imports

Commenting on the situation, Federation president C. Wilson Harder says,
"This Is, of course, a completely ridiculous situation. In fac it is doubly ridicu-
lous because It not only hurts American agriculture and business, but is also
ridiculous that the American taxpayer In forced to subsidize foreign drymen."

(State breakdown fiures follow.)
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STATE IREAOWN FIGURES

Ik bi Would 11" ent dar or" ntd

Statls Percent In favor Percen &and Percent undecide

Alabam ............................................
Alaska .............................................
Arizona ...........................................
Arkansas ...........................................
California ...................................
Colorado ............................................
Connecticet .........................................
Delaware ............................................
Florida ..............................................
Georlia .............................................
Hawaii ..... ..........................
Idaho ...............................................
Illinois ..............................................
Indian .............................................
Iowa..............................................
Kansas .............................................
Kentucky ...........................................
Louisiana ...........................................
Maine ..............................................
Maryland ...........................................
Massachusetts .......................................
Michigan ............................................
Minnesota ...........................................
Missitsini ..........................................
Missouri ............................................
Montana ............................................

New Hampshire .....................................
NewJd ..............Jre............................
New Mexi ......................................
New York ..........................................
NWorth M i .............Cl..........................
North k .............Dkt...........................
Ohio ............................................
Norhoa ........................................
Oregon ..............................................
Pennsylvaa ........................................
Rhode Island.......................................
SithCaro .......................................
South l .......................................
Tennesoee .......................................
Texas kot.........................................
Utah ...........................................
Vermont ............................................
Virinia .............................................
Washington ..........................................

Wes Virgini .. .................................
Wisconsin ...........................................
Wy n---------------.............................

6o
75
63
70
5.
67
56
75
570

.0... ..........

73
62
65
69
70
74
66
67
61
4.
5.

65
77
73
62
s5
51
71
64
67
so
5.
73
5o
63
67
72
83
73
66
63
73
63
62
45
56
74

21 16
22 8
31 10
22 11
4,2 39 16
30 12
is 12

... ... ...... .................oeeo

21
21 10
19 11
23 3
21 1333... 0...... ...... 3

27 12
35 16
30 11
22 10
19 9
25 10
14 9
14 13
19 19
31 11
38 11
22 7
25 11
23 10
13 7
30 11
15 12
29 12
26 11
25 8
15 13
10 7
is 9
2S 9
98

17 10
26 9
26 12
45 10
28 16
19 4
15 11

Rtwn incomplete.
[Telegram)

HUDnso, IOWA.
To~w VAIL
Ch ief Coutwei, Remte Pinace Oommittee,
Wash ingo, D.O.:

Whcen agricultural exports are growing we view with concern bills pending
to restrict Imports. We recognize the need to provide certain protection to some
major domestic industries. However, trade Is a two-way street. Barriers erected
In the United states could result In like action by other countries. We favor
keeping trade channels open.

Farmers are large buyers as well as seller. Restrictions that increase price
of machinery or supplies famers buy would be appropriate at th time of
lower prices and rising costs.

Soybeans are the No. 1 export crop. Over 40 percent of the soybeans produced
in 1966 went overseas. It Is overseas dempand that stimulates price. The growth
potential lies overseas The American soybean Association haM long stood for
reducing trade barriers. This resolution was passed at the annual eoavention
In 1963: "Continued strides forward In transportation and communication make
it increasingly apparent that Internatlonal trade on a fair, competitive basis is

85-46"---Pt 1-15
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essential to all nations welfare and progress. The United States should lower Its
tariffs on oil seeds and should urge that all nations should do the same." lepro-
s,,nting longtime interests of soybean growers, we ask that your committee oppoIK
action that might precipitate a round of trade restrictions.

(CiI m RANDOLPIH,
Eli'tcw#ulv Vioe I'rceldent,

Amerloiva SoUbna Aaeociatdoo.

(TeluramJ
WKICST POINT, IOWA.

Senator ,ONG,
Crhrnas Pipsane Committee,
Wasimlngtto. D.C.:

The Iowa Soybean Associntion take a stand against the Imlort Restriction
Bill. The soybean growers will loose part of their overM4as ma rket by restricting
exports. At this time the farmer and the United States cannot afford to lose this
trade.

BILL M9K114CIMAN.
J'rcidcent, Iowa &Sobcn Aaaoeiallon.

[Telegram)] PLIAIN VIEW. I'M.

Senator RI'ssm.il.oNG.
Chairman. Finance Com mittee,
Washington. D.C.

Since 42 percent American soylean Irouction exported hist year. the Texas
Soybean AssocIxhtion opposed to inlx)rt restriction bills that could result in re-
taliation from affected countries. IV. It. ' s- .

('li'iTAI. SOYA.
IfDif II'tigpnc. lit.JIOII. /"-re*II.' Ii. 14INd.

f'1.. Irs.l ~Iiit.' l~idon '('fDJt C

IWEAK S1.NATrou .omNi: It lias (4'1ite to our altltWhilnu that the SHeaito i eilll(.
('tiinlttee will shortly be considering legislithm desigiiel to Ilnilt et'rt:aih l'.S.
lItilorts through imiaposithmil of mlswitle Import ltuotais. News reirts h:ave inl.
4.iiled that Japll),the fliuopella ieconolmie (onimlily and other Firhojelll
Nations hlave noticed Itdtel States iutlhoriteA that If these restrhtions tire
Imiosed. retaliatory actions will be taken against U.S. agricultural 'onmodities
in gelieral and grilhs, siybeais or soybei ital In particulair. I sin not aware of
sill tiht itemis for which quotls tire suggesed nor the full benelits to I derived
fronmit these Inlkirt Ioltas. However. I WOuli urge you to consider carefull.v the
iotential dain ge to U.S. agriculture which could occur front retaliatory actlonts
awt.himst our agrivuit'ural exports.

As yoil kioiw, the( lrilmlution frol inlaore Ihan onele out of every ftor art-s (if
J!.S. cropland Is sold In export market. Soybeans and soybean products alone
amounted for over $1 billion in dollar exports during flseltl 110l-417. Jall.in aind
Western Eirole purchased illpproxililately W70% of UT.S. exports of soli 11i(i l iid
soybean tilwal. Any retaliatory actions by .Talin nd Western Europe og:ilist
soybeans, soyhean meal, or grains would I very damaging to U.S. agriculture
and the U.S. balance of payments. It is indeed possible that the damage to I.S.
agriculture would equal or exceed any benefit* to be gained from limiting U.S.
IlilJKrts by establishing siheelik. quotas.

Central Soya Comipany. Inc. would like to go on record as oplmsing niniy actions
which might tend to restrict U.S. export markets for agricultural comniodities.
Thank you for your kind consideration of this matter.

Sincerely your,
HAItoM W. MCMrI.v.V,

CAhrmao of tA Board.
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hTATIEMP.NT BY 'W0l41I'EIIN WiI AT At 14(IAT'. , I,.H.A., I.N,.

WVesti-ril Wheat Asoiatls iln this regional uarkel development itssociaillou
forced by the % heat e ouuis.iois and wheat grower associations li ito States
of Oregun, Washiuglua aind Idaho. We contract with the U.S. I'lh'Prlient tot
Agriculture, Gre'at. Plains Wheat, and the Nelbraiska Wheat Onniuilsiion to corry
out the wheatt market ievt.loptliet prqrtua fur till U.$. wheat in the Asian are.

Wo would like to briefly outline the imortauce of tLe Asialn wheat market
to the United tate and the competitivemess of the well stocked suppliers vieing
for larger salem to Asia. These two points drnmathcally indicate that this natliu
stands much to lose If protectioiat legislation is passed. Import controls, in all
probability, would result la retaliatory restrictions ou U.S. cosumoditits blowing
into export outlets.

The Asiana area is the largest arket lis the world for food grains. Last year
approximately 54% of total U.S. wheat expiorts valued at an e4timated .50) uill-
lion dollars, moved to this region (see appendix). This trend will continue be.
cause most of the world's liopulation Is centart here and the people's inctane
and food habits are slch that cereal grains will coutliue as the nlu lmrt of
their diet fur many years into the tuture.

In Japan, imports of U.S. wheat have risen from a yearly average of 40
million bushels in the 1905 to 1K59 period to over 79 million bushels in Japan
Fiscal Year 19T. This Is approximately a 100 percent Increase in a ten year
period. U.S. wheat imports are forecast to climb kiignllicantly higher this y7ear
to about D0 million bushels.

The U.S. share of the Japanese wheat market six to eight yearn ago was
about 83%. For the last three years the United Slates has had over 500% of the
market and her share has been steadily luereasing and Is expected to be over
55% this year. Today, Japan is the largest vash market in the world for U.S.
wheat.

The Philippines is the secol largest cash market In the Aslan area and ranked
as the fourth largest U.S. cash market in the world in 11W5/06. The Phililines
Imported 21 million bushels of wheat and wheat products. It Is estimated that
about 88% was Imported from the United States.

Taiwan today is a cash market and is no longer captive to the U.S. as It has
been under PL 480. The Chinese Government has already requested the flour
millers to buy more than one million bushels of wheat from Australia for
reciprocal trade purposes.

Taiwan has been importing about 15 million bushels of wheat annually and
Mr. K. T. Li. Minister of conomle, proposes the ambitious goal of expanding
wheat imports during the next five years to 25 milUion bushels. Sice liberaliza-
tion on February 22, 1967, the U.S. share of wheat imports has baes over 90%
but it In anticipated that economic and political policy will tend to influence
Taiwan to broaden their base of supplies for till Intported commodity ies.

South Korea Is making rapid econonie progress and is now buying alut half
(9 million bushels) of her wheat needs for cash. There are smaller cash markets
In Hong Kong, Okinawa, Singapore, Malaya and Thailand. There are, of course,
several under-developed countries in Asia that continuee to obtain wheat and
other commodities under PL 480. India Is the outstanding example In this
category,

For many years the United States seemed to have actepted the Imsitiln of being
a residual supplier of wheat In world markets. Then in January of l"s, the
USI)A made a policy decision to 1* aggressively coinistitive iW the world casthj
markets. Since that time we have generally been coilietilive. particularly in
Japan and other countries In the Asian area. For the l'.S. to continue its present
level of wheat exports and to expand markets in the future in the Asian alri'a, it
will be absolutely essential that the U.S. Department of Agriculture continue
this policy of being aggresively conlptitive In price In the ,ash markets.

Competition presently is excmlingly keen Iecause of incrmstd acreage and
favorable climatic conditions which have Pent supplies of our competitors soar-
Ing. Supplies of wheat In millions of bushels held by the three traditional ex-
porters to the Asian market at July 1, 1067, for export and for carryover with
last year's comparable figures In brackets were: United States 425.7' (GNI.2):
Canada, 029.2 (485.5); Australia 207.2 (87.1). Total supplies were 1.262.1 million
bushels-up 154.8 million bushels (13.9%) over July 1, 100. U.. supplies are
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down 20% over 1966 while Canadian and Australian supplies are tip 29.6% and
137.9% respectively! The U.S. has maintained a strong export program and re-
stricted wheat acreage In maintaining carryover at a reasonable level.

The important point to be brought before this Committee i reciprocal trade.
This, of course, is recognized by all of those seeking to expand markets overseas
for American business. Wheat producers know, for example; that they must
buy from Japan, Taiwan and the Philippines If they expect those countries to
continue to buy U.S. wheat.

Japan has indicated that she will retaliate If the U.S. applies Import curbs
on textile Imports. Wheat Is a probable Item of retaliation and reprisal would
be relatively easy since Canada and Australia are desperately trying to Increase
their share of Japan's wheat Imports.

There is suficient reason to expect other Asian countries to react in a similar
manner as Japan If protectionist legislation is passed. U.S. wheat exports
throughout the Asian area are particularly vulnerable to reprisal because alter-
nate wheat suppliers are eager for business.

Any significant loss of sales would be detrimental to the nation's wheat pro.
ducers. Producers in Pacific Northwest would be the first to feel the effects since
wheat Is their primary crop and export markets have historically provided an
outlet for approximately 85 percent of their annual production. The Importance
of wheat In this area is not measured solely in terms of cash Income to farm
families who raise the crop. Many people are engaged in financing, transporta-
tion, storing, processing and marketing wheat.

In conclusion, we oppose protectionist legislation for the following reasons:
1. Total disappearance into domestic and export channels of U.S. wheat Is

forecast to be about 10 percent less than 1967 production. Increased exports tire
necessary to remove excess wheat which depresses market price.

2. Wheat producers are currently experiencing prices 151 to 20 cents per bushel
less than 1966 prices. The resulting low returns are nearing the crises level.
Strong export markets are needed to improve prices.

.t Historically, eighty-five percent of the Pacific Northwest annual wheat pro-
du.tion has moved to export markets. Nationally over half of the U.S. wheat
crop is exported. Any reduction in exports Is reflected not only to the farm fam-
Ilies who raise the crop but to many other people engaged in the various phases
of the wheat industry.

4. Wheat producers organizations and the U.S. Department of Agriculture have
worked long and hard to make V.S. wheats competitive and acceptable in foreign
markets. As a result, commercial and overall wheat sales have reached record
high.*. Much of this work would he undone If protectionist legislation is passed
and wheat Importers retaliate as they have indicated they will.

5. Our organization believes more efforts should be devoted to trade expansion
and any actions which might restrict world trade should be avoided.

APpinvDix

WORLD WHEAT EXPORTS, JULY 1365 TO JUNE 116

lExert In thoousas of mtrk

Total exports Percemt world U.S. exports Percent
U"ed Stae

Weasten Europe ........................ 13 043 20.1 4. 904 37.6
Entem Europe ........................ 5, 40 7 71
U.S.S.R .......................... 8,629 ..... ...... ...............
North America ........................ 63 ...... ... . 4.
Central Ameri ....................... 1,350 5. 2.4South Amer- ....................... k 505 7.2 2.236 49.6Near East ...................... 2,353 3.8 1,656 70.4
Afria s......................... 4.7 7.7 2,593 540
A0r0a...... 3 ...............
upOea . .................... 227 ............................. ...............

Uspeelied........................ 110m ,
Subt. ... .................... .40,48 ..... 1 2......... 529 ......

Far East......................... 21.850 . 0 11 65..............
Totl....................... 62,233...... 23,39 W ........
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EXPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR TO FAR EAST, JULY 1365 TO JUNE IM

Ipla esasds ot motrta lu

Aroaetin Alali, Cand Uited SUM les Oghe Tota

Brm ................................. ... 4
liChvI ("t'01t ...................... ......241 1.94 20 ...... .. 13

.,, I. , .R
Hont ob.................. ............ so. 10Il 38 7,13 41 7,655Jaa.. ................. ..... .......
Korea ................... . . 0 is
J.' (se.. .... ................ ........... 364" 1.8 1.a ....... 3. 59sa
M ae ysLt .............. ...... ... 102 ....... ....... 17Kore ....h......................... ..... 2 564 10 
Malays .................... ........... 265 2 31 33
Pakins.a................. ........... 553 6 1.051

Vietnam.............

Loss ....................... (1) 114 13 127
Cambodia ...................
Unspesl ................. ........... 3 1 3 38 46

Totl, Far East ......... 2,20 3,331 3,901 11,532 6W 21,750
Perle l mrkt..... 10.s IS$ 1&.0 2. 3 ............

'Lou Ia 50 low.

STATRM/CNT BT GUizAT PLAINS WE~rZ, INC.# SunMITTE BY MIAaL H. Giroum,
CAAMAN OF TEE DOAJW A nD PaMIsNw T

Great Plains Wheat, Inc. Is a regional market development organization which
represents the wheat growers of six states in the Great Plains area of the Mid-
west. This organization was founded for the purpose of developing export mar-
kets for U.S. wheat. We administer an active market development program In
South and Central America, Europe, Africa and the nenr East. In addition, we
help support the market development program administered by Western Wheat
Associates In the Far East. Our development work abroad is done In collabora-
tion with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, with whom we contract for funds
to conduct our programs.

Our organization was formed a decade ago as a positive response to the need
of the U.S. wheat farmer to do something to Improve his circumstances. A few
years ago the United States was burdened with huge stock piles of wheat hang-
ing over and depressing the U.S. wheat market. Per capita consumption of wheat
flour products in the United States continues to decrease slightly, although over-
all domestic requirements remain approximately the same, due to the increase
in population. The only hope for the wheat farmer seems to lie In Ending and
holding new export markets or increasing old ones for U.S. wheat. The old stocks
are now gone, and the U.S. wheat producer feels that he is entering Into a new
area. Active Involvement in world markets has Impressed upon the United States
wheat producer how important export Is to him. In our work, we hare found
that one of the greatest obstacles to be overcome Is constituted by trade restric-
tions such as tariffs and Import quotas. As advocates of freer world trade, we
have been quite disturbed to note lately the rising interest in protecUonist legis-
lation in the United States. We fear that such legislation and the flood of retalia-
tory measures which would undoubtedly be Its result, would be extremely prej-
udicial to the U.S. economy, as well as the U.S. wheat producer.

Although the Un.ted Stales, like many other countries In the world, hai been
plagued with balance of payment proleniq, the 1'.S. hats en jyed and continues
to enjoy a favorable balance (Af trade. It would I%- unrealistic to assuzie that the
United States wouldd put Into effect measures which would tend to dicourage
purchases from Its trading partner, thereby worsening their balance of trade
with the United States, without expecting these trading partners to adopt similar
methods to avoid an unfavorable Imbalance of trade for them. Unfortunately,
protectionism breeds further protectionism, for no nation could permit a policy of
free or relatively free imports if It found that Its own goods encountered trade
barriers In the world market. Indeed, threats of retaliation have already been
voiced by some of the United States' strongest trading partners. The Items men-
tioned against which retaliatory measures would be taken were agricultural
products, notably feed grains, soybeans, wheat and poultry.
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Possible retaliation hy restricting wheat itiports 1 a real threat. We canot
possibly hope to comfort ourselves by thinking that the world is dependent in
the United States for its wheat supplies. This year we have seen buillijer crolm
produced saill over the world. Canada is fawed this year with the prosptct of huge
stocks of quality wheat. The Australians have increased their wheat acreage
appreciably. and, we are meet Rig Atistraitiu conpett i ut14n in countries which they
had previously neglected. Any country which chose to restrict Its imports of V.S.
wheat would flind snlli'ient other sources which were nut only willing but very
able to sell large quantities of quality wheat. It is no M'i~rt't that we enjoy an
advantage in the Japanese market by virtue of otir strong trading ties with then.
If this trade bhlance were weakened through meastires which would restrict
Jaitnese sales to the U'nited States. Japan could and would pirolatliy turn to
('anada tnd Australia for increasing quantities. This wotld destroy the years of
eto'-rt expended in ctltiviting this market.

We should tloint out that protec'lha'iist legislation already ireslited iould
reduce Japan's exports to the '.S. by approximately $1.3 billion. allproxalely
43% of Its total exports to the 11.5. Additiotl bills presented luore recently
would cut even more deeply into this trade.

Nor c:in we delude ourselves by referring to discussions on a world Shortage
of food. There atre indeed nations which have a food shiortige. and the IUnited
States has responded and vontinues to respmnd generously to those in iited. We
are Interested in cominerciai sales, however, and we atre realistic enough to
expect hard conlpetition for tie .ash markets for at least the next 15 or 2( )1yoas.
We do not anticipate a shortage of wheat for those countries who are willing
and aie to pay for it.

In discussitig the italportan'e of agricultural trade to the nation. Secretary
Freeiman recently quoted Secretary iowler as s.tying. "I do t know what we
would do today if the annual agricultural exports for dollars hadn't increased
2.2 billion dollars since IWO." S*4.retary Fowher was relwrted to have coIt inued
with the thought that we would long sii(.e have faced a national ecOIIOltic. crisis
of great proportions and that the value of the dollar would have en seriously
undermined, were it not for the substantial flow of dollars into the Treasury
from agricnltural exports.

Since 1960, according to the Secretary of the Treasury, rising dollar exports
of farm commodities have had a cumulative dollar earning of 7.3 billion dollars
to add to our balance of payments. If we were to pursue protectionist policies,
we would lose a substantial part of these hard currency cash exports because of
the inevitable retaliations which would result.

In the two decades since World War 11 we have seen the advancement of
policies which tend to free trade within economic and political blocs. We have
seen the great advantages which membership In the European Common 3larket
has meant to the nations which comprise it, and we are witnessing the efforts
of the Latin American nations to emulate this success by freeing trade among
themselves. We see freer trade also In the countries comprising the Outer Seven
group In Europe and steps In this direction even among the African nations.
Movements to freer trade are not limited to the Western nations, for the nations
of Eastern Europe have likewise formed a group to free trade among themselves.
It is surprising that the United Statei, who has encouraged the liberalization
of trade among these countries, should be considering legislation intended to
restrict imports from some of the United States' strongest trading partners.

We in the United States have enjoyed a very strong advantage over most of
the other countries In the world in that we have had a large and strong con-
sumers' market within our own country. Frnm this comfortable position we have
been able to sympathize with nations who admittedly have to export to survive.
Suddenly. to a lesser degree perhaps, we find ourselves In the same situation.
There Is hardly a facet of U.S. industry which is not dependent upon export
markets to consume a certain percentage of its production. Modern technology
has brought about an increase in productivity In both Industry and agriculture.
Having already produced enough to satisfy domestic demand. this excess pro-
duction must find its way Into export markets. If some of these export markets
were closed to the wheat producer. it could spell disaster for him, as lie depends
ulmn export to take over one-half of the total annual disappearance of U.S.
wheat. Wheat exports, are. therefore, not only imiportant to the wheat producer-
and therefore. to the U.S. economy-but extremely necessary. These exports
would be seriously threatened If the United States were to adopt the protection-
lst measures being proposed.
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In the world of today, made smaller by modern rapid means of communication,
restrictions on movements of iwople and ogods are being eit her abolished or
modified. We recognize and deplore the fact that some countries have adopted
some types of protectionist measures. We feel, however, that these could and
should be combatted by administrative action. We feel that if the United States
were to adopt a similar policy it would set U.S. trade relations back 80 years.
This would tend to place the United States Into a type of economic isolation
which would, In a modern world, be more Incongruous than the political Isolation
of the 1930's.

STATEMENT OF TIlE GuAIN & Fu.D l)IALEU NATIONAL ASocIATION S UIMITTED
BY VILLIAM it. PEARCE'E, CIIAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL TuAnE CoMmiiTs/€

l.'ew American ldustries are as depndent upon exlprts as the grain Industry;
but few can match its affirmative contributions to our International balance of
Imyments. More than half the wheat grown in the United States is produced for
export. Last year wheat, feed grains and ,oybean exports were valued at more
than one billion dollars each.

Like many other agricultural con niodlties, international trade in grains til-
ready labors under a disproportionate burden of protectionist devices, turiff and
non-tariff alike. Further. agricultural concessions made by the United States
during the recent Kennedy Round will subject International wheat trade to ad-
ditloaal restrictions if the proposed International Grains Arrangement Is im-
pieniented as scheduled next July 1. Similar arrangements for feed grains and
ollseds already have been suggested.

If Congress endorses the protectionist measures presently before the Cemmittee
on Finance, retaliation by our international trading partners inevitably will be
directed toward those commercial exports which not only reflect a significant
earnings capacity for our balance of payment, but which also enjoy the greatest
potential for expansion. Grain exports would be a certain victim of such retalia-
tion. Indeed, confirmation of their retaliatory intent in the form of stern diplo-
matic warnings from the governments of our major trading partners already has
been received.

We respectfully submit that the national interest would suffer from such an
exchange and that the United States would be the certain loser If it elects to
reverse Its traditional liberal trade policies.

STATEMENT Oir Roy F. HENDRICKsON, ExwuTxvz S5C1TAiY, NATIONAL FWI.LTZON
oir (LAau CooPzaa' zvs, Ws~uioTom, D.C.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Roy F. Hendrickson, Executive Secretary of the
National Federation of Grain Cooperatives. The Federation consists of 26 re-
gional or federated grain marketing cooperatives located in all of the principal
terminal and sub-terminal grain marketing centers of the United States. A list
of the Federation's direct membership is attached, marked "Exhibit A."

These member associations, in turn, are owned by approximately 2,700 local
grain marketing cooperative associations. These are located throughout the grain
and oilseed producing areas of this country.

These organizations are owned and controlled by approximately one million
grain producers who have invested substantial capital in modern facilities and
equipment. These are required to establish, maintain, and expand an integrated
cooperative grain marketing system. They do this in order to reduce farm
marketing costs and to improve farm income from sales of grains and oilseeds.
Farmers Invest in facilities and organize associations also to Improve the quality
of marketing services available to them as producers.

Twenty-two of these regional grain marketing cooperatives also own and
operate the Producers' Export Company. The exporting company has been ac-
tively engaged since 195I8 In marketing U.S.-produced grains and oilseeds to out-
lets overseas. This is part of the effort of grain marketing cooperatives to develop
and expand markets overseas as well as domestically.

U.S. commercial exports of wheat, corn, grain, sorghum, barley, rice. oilseeds
and products have In recent years been valued at approximately $2.8 billion.

The attached table, marked "Exhibit B." Indicates the vale of selected com-
modities exported In recent years for dollars, along with total commercial sales
of all agricultural commodities exported for dollars.
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Of course, this large and growing volume of grain and oilseed exports is of
tremendous importance to farmers because of the income which it provides.

Moreover, the employment, both direct and Indirect, which these exports pro-
vide should not be overlooked.

These exports also have made a major contribution In recent yearn towards
meeting this nation's balance of payments problem.

Grain farmers in this country have been asked in recent years to support
export-oriented grain programs. These have involved substantial adjustments in
price, especially a reduction in loan price levels.

The loss of even a single foreign market, which is certain to happen should
proposals to establish import quotas on selected agricultural commodities and
industrial items be approved by Congress, would adversely affect the economic
interest of farmers

EXHiarr A

MEMa nip OF TlE NATIONAL FE)ELTIOx OF GRAIN COOPERATIVES

Agway. Inc. Area 10 Grain Department-Canandaigua. New York.
Arkansas Grain Corporation-Stuttgart. Arkansas.
Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Association-Stuttgart, Arkansas.
Cotton Producers Association-Atlanta, Georgia.
Equity Export Corporation-Deer Park, Texas.
Equity Union Grain Company-Lncoln, Nebraska.
Grain Division. Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Inc.-Columbus, Ohio.
Farmers Cooperative Commission Company-Hutchinson, Kansas.
Farmers Grain Cooperative-Ogden, Utah.
Farmers Grain Dealers Association of Iowa-Des Moines. Iowa.
Farmers Union Cooperative Marketing Assoclation-Kanss City, Missouri.
Farmers Union Grain Terminal Association-St. Paul, Minnesota.
Illinois Grain Corporation-Chicago, Illinois.
Indiana Grain Cooperative-Division of Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative

Assn.. Inc.-Indianapolis, Indiana.
Inland Empire Pea Growers Association-Spokane. Washington.
Michigan Elevator Exchange-Division of Farm Bureau Services, Inc.-Lansing.

Michigan.
Mid-States Terminals. Inc.--Toledo, Ohio.
MFA Grain Division-Columbia, Missouri.
North Pacific Grain Growers, Inc.-Portland, Oregon.
Ohio Farmers Grain Corporation-Fostoria, Ohio.
Producers' Export Company-New York, New York.
Producers Grain Corporation-Amarillo, Texas.
South Carolina Farm Bureau Marketing Asnociation-North Charleston. S.C.
Southern States Grain Marketing Cooperative, Inc.-Baltimore, Maryland.
Union Equity Co-operative Nxchange--Enld. Oklahoma.
Westcentral Cooperative Grain Company--Omaha, Nebraska.

Exntrr B

SELECTED COMMERCIAL AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, BY TYPE AND VALUE, FISCAL YEARS 1965-46.
iNLY-MAmCN 1967

iIn millions dollor4

Value
commodity 1965 1e6 1967

Weat Od Sour .................................................. 249 46S 537
Feed grains ..................................................... 9 4 1.237 761
Rice d ..................................................... 134 160 I1
Oledsad p oduts............................................ 961 ,06 857

............................................... . = 2.96 2,12
Odo ...................................... .: 12 2, 116 1,61?

TOtl sa"e f1 dollop ....................................... 449 S. on 4,115

Some: Taltdod Imm "Forel Apikeftul Trade of t*e Utad Stats," Emsmi Reeom Servim U.S. Dwoedmeat
o Agdultur'o
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED o Bz.Au Of THE CAL". OLIVE Gaowms & CNmxzas

INDUSTRY COMMITT7K AND THE GaRXX Owa TRAi AssocuATIoN, INc., BY
JoHn a Nowr, J.

This statement Is submitted on behalf of the California Olive Growers and
Canners Industry Committee and the Green Olive Trade Association, Inc. The
California committee ie composed of all of the grower members and three-fourth.
of the processor members of the Olive Administrative Committee, which is the
group of producers and processors wi,' administer the federal marketing order
on olives. The Green Olive Trade Association is composed of nearly all of the
principal independent U.S. importers of Spanish olives. Together these organiza-
tions represent an industry which employs over 4,000 farmers and workers and
has over 40 million dollars invested in olive groves and tens of millions in process-
Ing plants.

The U.S. olive market has for many years been divided almost equally
between (1) green olives imported in bulk from Spain and bottled in the U.S.,
and (2) olives grown in California and processed as black "ripe" olives and
canned there.

Unlike the tariff structure for many other agricultural lIrolu'ts. the present
U.S. tariff schedules do not contain it separate (.lasitivati)f for olives in con-
taliters packed for Imniediate coausumption. Thus, olives which are bottled or
canned for consumption i)y the sanie low duty as olives iilsrted in bulk for
bottling in the U. S. This tariff structure was adopted in 1130 because Spain then
hiad no bottling industry and there was no need for a higher duty to protect the
American bottlers. Nor Ut that time did Spain have facilities for proeessig or
canninAg olives California-style--that is, as black, so-called "ripe" olives. in reli-
alce upon the duty structure built around this comletitive situation, the two
elements of the American olives Industry have devoted great effort and millions
of dollars to building up their respective facilities and markets.

recently a bottling industry has been developed in Spain to take advantage of
this gap in U.S. tariff structure. Moreover, the Spanish government in order to
encourage the development of the bottling operations, gives extensive subsidies to
new imtkaging plants and refunds internal taxes amounting to 12% of exports.
In addition to these subsidies, the Spanish bottlers enjoy the insuperable conipeti-
tive advantage of wage rates that are about one-sixth of U.S. rates. As a result,
olives packed in the new Spanish bottling plants are being sold in the U. S. at
l)rice's as much as one-third below comparable Spanish olives packed in the U. S.,
and in *lime cases, below the U. S. lottlers' coats.

lmiports of bottled Spanish olives began as a trickle in late 1905. and are now
flo(iing the United States. When this problem was brought to the attention of
the United States Senate last fall, a Senate resolution requested the Tariff Com-
mission to conduct an investigation of the olive Industry under Section 332 of
the Tariff Act of 1930. The Commission's report, Issued in March 1967, found
that Spanish-packed olives were being sold In this country in increasing quan-
itles, at prices 8-18% below comparable U.S.-packed Spanish olives It maid,
however, that this development was too recent to permit a prediction of its
impact on the United State. market. It should be noted that, despite rising bulk
olive costs, prices of bottled imports were sharply reduced Just as the Commis-
sion's investigation ended in March.

Since the Tariff Commission report, the trend has become more clearly
unfavorable for the American Industry:

(1) Although there was only one significant Spanish supplier at the time of
the Tariff Commision investigation, another bottler has been exporting greatly
Increased quantities of bottled exports to the U.S. at very low prices since the
investigation ended.

(2) U.S. import statistics for the first half of 196? reveal bottled olives are
being imported at a rate double last year's and many times greater than imports
In earlier years.

(3) There is now evidence that injury, In the form of substantial losses of
long-established customers and narrowed profit margins, is being Inflicted on
the V.S. bottlers.

Although the Spanish Industry has not yet bun to promss and can olives
California-style. there is a very real threat that It will. It Is already exporting
such olives to other countries, and sample cans were sent to 'the U.S. several
years ago.

IMPORT QUOTAS LEGISLATION
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The threatened luiptiet of these dolotpmaits on U.S. industry and agricul-
ture Is very steriouts. At stake are 2,000 jobs of Anierican bottling employees;
j'roct'ssiaig aund bottling fins' capital Investments f teazs of iiioais of dollars
in pants anud eqjulpiit ; at le-ast 40 million dollars worth tif Inviestmnts lit
Califortilit olive groves: aui the sole or principal -knirve of Income of 21iW CAlW-
fornia olive growers and aditloiiai tlaousutds of liarv.'st workers. lit adtdition,
sme 13 million dollars worth of -innual bu~s4uess for Anit-riviin iuaaauaul'awtr.rs
of cups, bottles. coan. hlhels a-nd other supplies airm lit Jeopairty. It bttled uand
canned lizuaortm are not restrained, there %vill al.so be an outflow~ of dollars
as it rt'salltiot the iglat'r prices' paidl for bot tled luiliirts; au tat ltavei-taents
ii lirh'einA. anid IntU -04hilg plaints by V.S. firius forced 01ut of 1111i'lit-.- lit 11,
I'tilted stuite*.

Th~lere is p~racticaally notlhig thie American olivte hidu.tr3v 4in do to avoid
O tl. losses~. It lis :alreatly laavtsto-d itei i fhdeir Iit~er-.saiag 4,41ujaaiiet1
utiul[ liU . It t'.imiot rtihive I*'S. wnge ritles to Sp.a nit level-4. Nor thuk It oah-
tIlti fte gcverimetol sibsiuhles and avlaaites W11101 ama' .1';ilhiblt toa S11111iail ht-
(Ivrs. It cannot u.s1 te u of Its inuichtiaery for other purposes. sice most wvas
sjit'titica 113 dt'si.-iil tar o.111 jted fto a 1n11 ali a'ntIaLa.likewi', i' I~v i-ut4 itai'w
uisedu ais ol ive g-olvs ill a.:: I ifrItl1 IS Isll IlIINI ,. WItIVes 1*01 411ktTJi I'm raa e jiiinl s.

lit r'uu gnitir (ia f these hars r a tict, Senti ers I i rk en wid1t Kuavhaeh 11:a1I 11ltcci
MIemhur of li l 111ter f pe~et t ~e liuivt' reveitly larhlowedtt leiskiation to
creautte ati a udditiolou1 tariff vategtary for oh ives iiauporteti ill m-'itled coain uers 1uild-
lng hes..4 tiIn 9".. grounds. Tt' new tariff vateg~iry woldt li-m- eAt hdiher rate of
diafy (50"; fidl valoream) Oul Meia flittiits fill bulk imptjtrs, %ii th would ctaiatiaie
at tile ltrewnut ramte.

'ilTh prohaostl dluty sf ruti trt would give Aiiereian oilve b. ttlers thet kia tat
lorot ettitut whiach thety wo-uldl have~ rea ei Ic' if there' had lavent A) -Spa tush paactking
intdustryv wh-len tla' Tlairiff At was aljittl lit .930. US. tutirifY wthedutlae,4 hiatv

'lwtsgivena staric protect ion fto Aumeric'tim hoaaikers uif tlthti3 other lsiwlts. Thet
praom.edu "'c' tiity i.. aetalIy less 0 ta1t m ettotila,1 to oflst't Ictau11itl' tile cost
atdvat tage of flit' Spaimisit bott ht's oe-.r tb li'. S. haiporter hott hers.

'rhis legislatIon would tnot t:ikt' :maaythlrag awaiy froma Spailn whivih slht now hats.
811:1ut1, e'sistiaig lilt Ittt'jtaly 0 7f", ) or flit', U.S. gr,,,en oaive t'awrket will not b~e
affectted : iaace she vill .'ll fte sile whl~S illa slit' h1111i haet ex portilg fto tile
U.S. lin hulk inoi Ivhil wtere bot tled here. All d it' new tariff lassicfiato would
dto Is to prevent Shalt i front uhIng Am a amoiioat. outdatted Ia rif M1 trnetuart to
destroy tlta' Autaerit'an gaicklag Inidustry and it) take over tile market foar ripe
oliv-'. wlhi 11211t. aIwatys beezi S11i1111it4d by California.

For the mnonent, the industry is counting on haroluipt eacataueut of the pro-
Jlt)sed tariff t'ha"iscaatitan to suave it. However. If this htg;shuttiona k' not 'na-ed
soon t i awy become necessary to request at qjuotta to protect the nitadry (roin
annihilation.

STATF.MENV D~Y L~ox B. SCHIACHTE.R. VICE I1RE5Ii*:N1 AND) I111W.-1-11OF T1lE
WASINGTON OFFICEr. .4NIAIAIMATED MEAr.T CUTTrERS AND lltrrviak WtnmK%.fF.
(AFL-CIO), CorqcERNING IMI'ORTs oF BRAMIIAN S01,11RI. COFFER

MyI~ nanie Is 1"nt R. Sehanebter. I amn at Vie Presidenut andi Director of the
Wasinagton, Office of the Anmalgaamaated Meatt Cut ters and Butcher Wtarkwuen
(AFL-CIO).

The Azialgaamatcd Meat Cutters antd Blutcher Workmen Is a labor union with
400.W00 neniabers organized lin about 500) Loval Unionas throughout the United
States and1( Canada. These omeinbers are employed In the food, leather and fur
indiastries. Among t he Amalgamated members employed in the food industry
are more than 5,000 workers employed in coffee processing.

DXAZITJAN DISCRIMINATION

The present American production of soluble or Instant coffee In threatened
with extinction. Its problems are "ot due to any Inability to compete In produc-
tion or distribution with Its chief competitor, the Brazilian Instant coffee firms.
Instead, the problems of Aniorlean soluble coffee producers are due to the dis-
criminatory policy used by Brazil In selling Its green coffee as compared with Its
Instant coffee In this country.
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Many U.S. soluble coffee makers use Brazilian green coffee as their raw mate-
rial. But to get the green coffee beans, they must pay a 19 cent a pound "contri-
bution tax." It takes about three pounds of green coffeee to make a pound of
soluble coffee, so the American producer starts off with the cost of about fiT
cents a pound In Brazilian taxes.

But when Brazil exports Its soluble coffee to the U.S.. it charges no 'contribu-
tion tax" whatsoever. The Brazliau soluble coffee has at least a 57 cents a psoulld
advantage to begin with.

In addition, Brazil permits its soluble coffee prthlcers to use broken beans
and other less expensive coffee raw materials to wake Its soluble co.ffete. But it
does not allow this chealper green coffee to be exported. In other words, the
Brazillan soluble coffee industry can make economies which the American indus-
try cannot.

Obviously. these dlistrlnlnatory factors inake lBrazilian-produetd soluble coffee
nuuch cheller In voiarison with the Anerican-lproduet't one. Btrazilian -wuble
t''fleo fims lttivee treientldous advantages In v'osts before irotduction t'an event
begin Ilk this country.

SIIAIRP RISK IN IMMIITS, SHARP LOSS OF tXPO1'r

The result is that al Increasinig numnber of U.S. soluble coffee proitiivers have
cut havk or given up on their production. They are instead iporthitg (he Braziliu
solul ile cotlee.

ltwpi'rts (if Itrazilian soluble coffee have sharply hicreased. In 1k5, 2.,S3$ ;,SN)3
liis tIl. of soluble coffee were hIIliorttd Into the U.S. In ]IMPI litilorts nearly
4i1uadrijil'l to 4I,Mltl iUltnIls. Il the first quarter of 19117 alone. .,'ii4.9), 1
poiuiaul: were lrotwlit in. Virtually all of these imoirts conie front Brazil.

At tie sainue Ilne. the Anierican eXiirt of soluble coffee has been sharply re-
duted. In ,H15. 12.112,4.!| iK onintl were s)1(1 abroad. In 19166. only 7.,417.04) pinids
were expVorted. And in tit, first quarter of 11167. only 1,551,520 poinUils were slioi.Pn4
outside tile U.S.

l'.tirts by the Statt I)epartnent to negotiate with the Brazilian goveriniient
eveni to rmlute this rank discrimination have bleen to no avail. Severa-il atteililts
have absolutely failed. Tile Ieimrtment aplart-ntly Is unable to deal with the
situation.

COMNu:WESSIONA1, AtrION NF EiiK1

Ill the nieilute,. Aterian prshtluction is slippitir. Jols tire beitg lost. Otler
Jobos at',, lhrea tened. I'lt|S, relief Is gratiled, the Ainerl,:li sllllule eoflft lirlnlt-
thin will etillpletely di"l.pliur.

The holies (of the workers il this industry flow rest tin Congress. We tlhirefore
nplieal to the ('onmnlttee either to set i tariff on liratzllisut i soluble coffee which will

(I) EIqll1llii.e the toll efTec of flit' *-'cotlriluti n tax" on the gren coffee
anid it' savings effected l y the use of broken beans and other less expensive
hean Itor
(2) Set i quotil on instant coffee equal to the 11165 liliorts Into tie U.S.

Only su hl net ion van save the Jobs of workers now eliployel Iln protlcuing
Instant coffee In tile United States.

(Telegram]i
SAN JOKU, CALIF.

Russr:i.l. It. [,O,
Chairman, snate Fimaice CornmmjiteWa. Wa. jit gli, D.C.:

Reference hearings this week various inlrt quota hills Industrial iteim,. U.S.
National Fruit Export C.ounI!, Rewiresenting American fresh, dried and tanned
frutih, urgently request your careful cousilderation to Inpaet of such legislation
Ulmim exports Anmerican fruit prodhicts. Quota systems hound to Pet off retalia-
tiona on Inirt of countries now exirt outlets American farm produtct and could
negate hard-won results of Kenuely round inegotiations, destroy rtsults of 30
years of efforts to encourage frne trade, further depreciate our IMlainee-of-pay-
aents position and create cleavage between industry and agriculture in world
trade inegotlations.

U.S. NATIONAL FRUIT EXPERT Corxui,,
Sata C .w, Calif.
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LAw Orricis,
RZZvs, HzaMsoir, SAMs & RZVKSCOM5,

WaMengto% D.O.
Ron. Russmz B. Lome,
Chairman, Oommittee on Pinemmo,
U.S. Senate, W"A*teto, D.O.

DEA MR. CHA1RMAN: This letter is written on behalf of the Taiwan Mush-
room Packers United Export Corporation (TMIPUiC). whomn I have the pleasure
to represent. The TMPUEC is a trade organization comprising 75 cauning firms
In Taiwan. Republic of China, which are concwruei with the canning and export
of mushrooms from T"aiwan to other parts of the world.

Some 40 to 45 percent of the total of canned mushrooms exported from Taiwan
are ,;od in the United States. Accordingly, the various proposals for general
imnport quota legislation which are presently before your Committee are of vital
concern to the TMPUEC. It is realized that the Committee is primarily interested
In the Impact of import quotas on American firms and indivi(luiils. but we think
that the Committee will welcome views of overseas producers exporting to the
United States anti appreciate this opportunity to state those views.

It i., not vlear from f vailalidh inf,,r:uatiom i)re".'-ely what is l)ropised to he
introolied by way of general import limiti!.g legi:httlon. It has heen s::ted :%tt
the Committee is considering approving a legislative proposal which would
authorize the imposition of import quotas or other import restrictions when the
volume of imlo)rts should exceed 5 percent of domIestic production of comiwting
products. Presumably, the quota levels, once authorized, would also be related in
some fashion to the 5 percent criterion.

Such would be indeed a stringent restriction. Such would require indeed a
compelling justification, particularly In view of the damage to U.S. exports which
would be certain to follow retaliatory measures by other affected countries.

In the case of canned mushrooms, no such compelling Justification exists for
limiting imports. Although the volume of imports from Taiwan have increased
dramatically in recent years, the domestic canned mushroom Industry has suffered
no measurable damage from import competition.

From a very small beginning in 1961 imports of canned mushrooms from Tai.
wan have risen over the past six years to some 12.4 million pounds drained
weight basis during the crop year (July 1-June 30) 1965/66 Imports from Tai-
wan during the last six months of 1966 indicate an annual rate for 1966/67 crop-
year of approximately 13 million pounds. These quantities represent approxi-
mately 25 percent of total consumption of canned mushrooms in the United
States.

Sales of domestically canned mushrooms according to the United States Tariff
Commission on a crop-year (July 1-June 30) basis were as follows (millions of
pounds, drained weight):

1959-80: 41.
1960-81: 41.
1961-2: 48.
1962-8: 44.
1963-M: 48

Domestic production data for periods since 1964/65 are not available on the
same statistical basis. The National Canners Association reports domestic pro-
duction of canned mushrooms in a series based on a crop-year from October 1
through September 80, commencing with the year 1988/64. The National Canners'
data indicate (millions of pounds, drained weight):

1968-64: 40.9.
1964-8W: 44.4.
1965-46: 44.

However. seven of the large domestic packers included in the National Canners'
statistical series also imported substantial quantities of canned mushrooms from
Taiwan. which imports are included in the above pack figures. TMPUEC data
indicate imports by these American packers to have been 4.2 million pounds
during 1963/64: 2.4 million pounds during 1964/615: and an estimated 2.0 million
pounds during 1965/66. Subtracting imports thus included In the National Can-
ners' figures, the adjusted domestic pack figures are (millions of pounds, drained
weight) :

1968-84:86.7.
1964-46: 42.0.
1965-66: 42.8.
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The domestic pa'k from October 1, 196 through April 28. 1967 is indicated
at 0.8 million pounds, drained weight, which compares with 20.9 million pounds
for the same period of the 1965/06 crop-year.

It can be seen from these over-all statistics that despite the rapid rise of in-
ports of canned mushrooms from Taiwan to approximately 25 percent of the
indicated total consumption In the United States, they appear to have relatively
little impact on the level of the domestic pack. The domestic pack has continued
to show a fairly constant rate of increase consistent with the rate of Increase
evident before the advent of Imports from Taiwan. In addition, recent compli-
eating factors such as substantial improvements of holding, transportation. aind
marketing facilities for fresh mushrooms have increased substantially the diver-
sion of domestic mushrooms to the fresh market. increasing quantities of msh-
rooms have also Ien diverted to a growing production of freeze-dried mushrooms
and to various types of frozen fresh mushrooms and mushroom products.

There is thus no conqw-linur Justification to restrict the importation of canned
mushrooms from Taiwan. either by way of quota legislation or by other import
limiting authority.

We hope that the C(inaiuttee will give .serious consideration to the views ex-
lirtssed herein.

Yours very truly.
M1YRON S41IT1ER,

.4 Itvirnaey for Tajiwan Mishrotoln
i'ackcra {Vniled E.rport (ortp.

Tim Rice MLLERS' ASSOCLTIO.,
Washington, D.C.

lon. RUSSELL It. LoNG,
Chairm n,, Senate Finamno Committee,
Wa.mhington, D.C.

Dr&a S1cATOx Loma: The Rice Millers' Association Is gravely disturbed by the
flood of protectionist trade legislation which is being proposed In the Congress.

The rice Industry, the major agricultural industry in the State of Louisiana,
depends on export markets for survivaL Two-thirds of our rice production is
exported. Approximately eighty percent of rice production in Louisiana goes to
export markets. The rice industry stands to be seriously hurt by a rise in pro-
tectionism in the USA; inevitably, this will lead to retaliation In our commercial
markets abroad.

The United States cannot "have its cake and eat It too." If we wish to sell our
products abroad, we must give reasonable opportunity for other countries to sell
to us. We urge that you and your Committee reject the heavy pressures that are
building for legislation to restrict foreign trade.

Respectfully,
J. P. GAINES,

Executive Vice-President.

(Telegram]
STUTTGAxT, Aax.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LOo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

As a farmer cooperative representing 700 Arkansas rice farmers we hope your
committee will reject pressures for tariff legislation that will restrict foreign
trade. This will result in retaliatory measures and will seriously affect American
agricultural sales. Please make this telegram a part of the record.

N. IL Azvzsox,
Secret ary-Treasurer.
Prodsoers Rice Mill, Inc..

STATF*JENT OF TH3 ARKANSAS Rics GROWaS& COO6uATrvu Assoovnov AND THE

AUANSAs G*Am CORPORATION OF SThTGAi'r, Aim.

(Presented by L. C. Carter, Executive Vice President and General Manager)

I am L. C. Carter, Executive Vice President and General Manager of The
Arkansas Rice Growers Cooperative Association and the Arkansas Grain Cor-
poration, Stuttgart, Arkansas.
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The two organizations I represent are farmer cooperatives engaged in the
processing and marketing of rice and soybeans in domestic and export markets.
Their membership consists of approximately twenty-five thousand farm families,
who are rice and soybean producers. These two organizations marketed sixty
million bushels of rice and soybeans, last year.

The subject of international trade is of the utmost importance to the member-
ship of our organizations. Annually, approximately 50% of the rice and soy-
beans produced by our membership is exported to foreign consumers. Nationally,
65% of our Nation's rice production and 45% of the United States' soybean
production are consumed by foreign countries.

These export markets have been carefully developed over a long period of
time and are the basis of our agricultural economy.

We sincerely feel that any legislation effecting free trade, with our foreign
customers, would be a serious and damaging blow to the relationship we now
enjoy.

American agriculture, the envy of the world, can only exist by the continu-
ation and expansion of foreign trade and it would be foolish to suppose that
restrictions on products of a United States agricultural customer would not
invite retaliatory measures.

American agriculture is the largest single customer of American industries.
Farmers are major purchasers of steel. petroleum. petroleum products, rubber,
chemicals, and many other Items. Millions of American citizens are employed
to supply American farmers with items needed to efficiently produce their crops.
We must realize that, if farmers are to buy from American industry, they must
also be permitted to sell the products from their farms wherever markets can be
found. The foreign demand for American agricultural products has doubled in
the past ten years and accounts for the production from one out of every four
acres.

In our state, in recent years. one-half of Arkansas' rice, soybeans, and wheat
has moved into foreign markets.

Sales of farm products, in world markets, have enabled fariners to expand
their farming operations and to purchase the necessary equipment for mechaniza-
tion, which enables them to more efficiently produce agricultural products and
thereby make a major contribution to American economy. At the same tinic. they
provide food and fiber, which allows the citizens of our country to be the be.;t
fed and best clothed in the world.

Foreign trade is important to rice and soybean producers--it is important to
our nation.

We are unalterably opposed to any proposal, which would invite retaliatory
re-trictions by present foreign cnstomers or hinder the development of new
markets.

Export markets are too important to American agriculture to take any chance,
which might Jeopardize our present relationship and trigger an agricultural de-
presion in our country, as a result of losing these markets.

CORN REFiNEs AssOCIATION, INC.,
Wash ington, D.C.

Hon. RUsSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington., D.C.

DEAR SENAToa LONG: We applaud the Committee on Finance's Interest In ex-
amining the impact of unrestrained imports on the well-being of our domestic
commerce and industry.

The corn starch industry I represent has long contended with duty-free imports
of trpioca starch. Imports of this tropical commodity more than doubled be-
tween the years of 1962 and 1965. This growth---and the prospect of unbridled
future growth-has been a source of great concern not only to the domestic
starch Industry, but to its thousands of employees at fourteen corn refining
plants in Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, Michigan and Ohio.

The United StateV traditional duty-free treatment of tapioca starch is an
anachronism today. Virtually every other developed nation of the world put
sues protectionist pollcles which effectively limit tapioca starch imports in order
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to preserve the viability of their domestic corn, potato and wheat starch Indus-
tries. Since the United States has not chosen to do this, tapioca starch-producing
countries look chiefly to the United States for increased market penetration.

Unless a parity of treatment for tapioca starch can be achieved, tapioca starch
will continue to flow into the least protected markets and the United States will
increasingly come to rely on foreign starches despite an abundance of native
starch-containing commodities.

The average M6-pound bushel of cor of 17 percent moisture content contains
approximately 31.0 pounds of recoverable starch, of which about 40 percent
is not converted to corn sweeteners (corn syrup and corn sugar) but Is marketed
as dry starches and dextrins In direct competition with tapioca starches. Annual
imports of 350 million pounds of tapioca, which has been the average level of
the last three years, correspond roughly to the total recoverable starch content
of 10 to 12 million bushels of corn. However, because tapioca starch Is not in
competition with the corn sweetener output of this industry, the actual displace-
ment of corn as a starch source with tapioca starches Is roughly two and one-
half times this bushel equivalency. Another way to characterize this import is to
relate it to the starch output of one medium-sized corn refining plant. Unlike
the domestic plants of our industry, however, this "foreign starch plant" which
tapioca imports represent enjoys free access to U.S. starch markets without being
required to pay comparable taxes, wage rates or other U.S. business costs. In
our view, the growth of food and Industrial uses of corn starch Is severely handi-
capped by increased tapioca imports.

Nations which now export tapioca starch are capable of vastly expanding
their production. Other tropical nations, encouraged by their success, will be
tempted to Join them, for tapioca (known variously also as cassava, yucca or
manioc in various parts of the tropical world) can be grown readily in many
tropical areas.

Were all developed nations to have a somewhat uniform trade policy on
tapioca, the problem would be less severe. In the absence of this condition,
however, American starch manufacturers are extremely vulnerable to any
worldwide increase in the production and export of tapioca.

In testimony before the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy of the
Joint Economic Committee on July 12, 1967, Anthony M. Solomon, Assistant
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs, said this of the United States foreign
trade policy and the developing countries:

"The fundamental answer to the trade problems of the developing countries
is to diversify their output and their exports and thus reduce their excessive
dependence on a few traditional commodities."

Excessive reliance upon any single commodity or importing nation as a market
would not be in the best Interest of a producing country.

As a correlary to this, any orderly transition into the full-fledged trade pref-
erence policies which are now acknowledged as prerequisites for proper growth
of the developing nations must be combined with a strong effort to Involve
all developed nations in the granting of the trade preferences thought necessary.
As long as the United States falls to exact concomitant accommodations from the
other developed nations, its policies will contribute to the retarding of both
domestic industry and the proper trade growth of the developing nations involved
with us.

Tapioca Imports for the years 1962 through 1966 averaged 280.12 million
pounds. This was nearly five times the level of a decade and a half ago. Tapioca
imports for the last three years are approximately 25 percent greater than this
most recent five-year average. It is for these many reasons that we would support
legislation that would limit Imports of tapioca.

Sincerely, RowT 0. Lzzssaow, P feS.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1967

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITrEZ ON FINANCE,

WoAington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:05 a.m., in room

2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, McCarthy, Harris,
Williams, Carlson, Bennett, Curtis, and Dirksen.

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
This morning the committee continues its hearing into the question

of import quotas on various commodities. Today, we will hear spokes-
men from the oil industry, the shoe industry, and the lead and zinc
industry.

We have a long list of witnesses to hear today, and I would hope
that all witnesses will keep their oral statements within the limits
that have been allotted to them.

We want to express the appreciation of the committee to the many
persons who requested time to testify, but who willingly agreed to
coordinate their oral statements with other witnesses in order to
conserve the time of the committee. I might add that all of these
persons have been invited to submit written statements to the coin-
mittee in lieu of a personal appearance. Those statements should be
received by the committee by the close of business tomorrow, to
assure that they will be included in the printed volume of the hearings.

Our first witness this morning is the junior Senator from New
Mexico, the Honorable Joseph M. Montoya. Senator Montoya, the
last time you testified before our committee, I believe we were taking
testimony on your bill to provide veterans benefits for veterans of
the Vietnam era. It was a good piece of legislation and we commend
you for the fine work you did on behalf of our servicemen. I under-
stand that you want to talk today about the problem that is con-
fronting the potash industry. We Will be happy to hear you.

A bill, S. 2551, to impose annual quotas on the quantity of potassium
chloride or muriate of potash which may be imported into the United
States, follows:)

213





POTASH IMPORTS*

Wrn CONGRESSNS. 2551

TIN 'ril, 4ENA:\Tio 1 O TIlE T \,'I'E) A'r.Tin,

0cmoort I89 1N,97
Mr. Mo.touA (for himself andI Mr. Momss) introdticed the following bill; which

was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To impose annual quotas on the quantity of potassum thloride or

muuriate of potash which nmay be inpolled into the United
States.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Iloi.mw of lpeestla-

2 lives of the Un ilcd Slates of .clmria ii CI,,9,'.v.s ,1. .,Ilth,'d,

3 That (a) the total (quaitity of pot.assiumn chloride whi'h nay

4 lie imported into the United States during the calendar N-ear

5 1968 or any subsequent calendar year slall not. exceed a

6 quantity equal to 25 per cenituni of the estimated United

7 States consumption of potassiuni chloride for such calendar

8 year.

9 (b) For purposes of this Act, the ten '"potassium
I I

10 chloride" means potassium cmlloride or nriate of potash

11

*Witness testiofini on this subject pp. 218-Z0.
Communications received by the cmmlttee on this subject, pp. UT-28.
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I jpriovid('4 fill ill ifoni 480).50 of thw L Tf Sceiehs ofI lilt-

4 idie lic''iniiIUiii.- i li(- t dii vvir 19C.an viil(ach l isnih4Iert

5 .141141.11 Y'Jar, et'illile di Ih ll ed1111 sqllte(, coIIslIlljiioI of
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH M. MONTOYA, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Senator MONTOYA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee.

First, I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before you
in support of legislation to impose a quota on imports of potash. I
realize that you dIqhave a limited time in which to hear a long list of
witne-;e.s oil other import quota bills, so I will try to be brief in my
commenlts, r. t Chairman.

Knowing of the heavy schedule of witnesses, I would not have in-
posed upt, n you to) perinit tile to testify if it had not been for tile
gravest of ('ireunistainces. However, our domestic potash itidli.;trv
presently stands at. the threshold of complete anmhilation if this
Co.re.s does not collie to its aid.

This is not an overstatement, '*r. Chairman. This fact could not
have been a'w more emphasized than by the drainatic ainotinceiient
by one of the l:r.,est of our doniestic jlotash prducers, U.S. Borax
and (1 hieilical (I Iorp. Ondy Monday of this week it announced that in
a few days it would be closing down its domestic operations in New
M1exico and movingg] to (',ttth1.ia. itis aninounceilelit laying off a,proxi-
ma telv 900 workers was a tre:uendous shock to an econol t ldt \ us
still reeling from a similar announcement bv the Internationu1l .Nlimv-
erals & chemicall Corp. which earlier had laid off some 350 workers in
Carlsbad, N. Mlex. What do these two dramatic examples mean? Let
me put it in the pro )er perspective.

TI'te (HAIRAIAN. flow many workers did you say you ho, in
Carlsbad?

Senator fONTo0oA. We have lost to date 1,250 workers with the
recent announcement.

Now, the domestic potash industry in this country has always beenhealthy. We have had no problems meeting our needs. However, the
l)ottisi industry in this country is uniqtie in that approximately 95
percent of domestic production comes from New Mexico. And mnost
of this is from the Carlsbad. N. Mex., area. Utah and California are
nlow developing potash production. Thus, anything that affects tile
potash industry in New Mexico affects the potash industry in the
United States.

Our potash industry in New Mexico employs aiplroximately 4,000
workers. It pays approximately $10 million in' taxes a year, o1' whirh
about $5 million are in Federal royalties. I refer you to appendix 1
for a breakdown of these taxt and other assessments paid. The New
Mexico potash industry has a payroll of $25 million a year. It. has
in-State, purchases of $25 million a year and pays $65 million in
freig..ht charges per year. Its gross sales are $11.5 million a year, and
it has a capital investment of $200 million a year.

I should add that domestic assessments are channeled primarily
into the New Mexico educational system and are thus a principal
source of revenue for maintaining our school s. Thus, any reduction
of these assessments would be immediately felt in an area which is
of vital concern to us all.

It should at once become apparent what effect the laying off of
350 workers by IMCC and then 900 more by U.S. Borax is having
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on a domestic industry that employs a total of 4,000 workers. The
combined layoffs of approximately 1,250 represent over 30 percent
of the total working force engaged in this industry.

Consequently, we have a chain reaction, a decrease in domestic
production, a loss of domestic employment, a loss of revenue domesti-
cally, and, eventual destruction of a domestic industry.

I think the innediate question that must come to your minds is,
"What is the cause behind this concern?" The cause behind this con-
cern can be summarized in one phrase: a tremendous increase in im-
ports in recent years.

I refer you to appendix 5, which shows a year-by-year analysis of
imports of potash for the years 1960 through 1966."1otal foreign im-
ports have jumped from 9 percent of domestic consumption in 1960
to over 38 percent in 1966. This is not our complete answer, however,
for it is interesting to note further that inports excluding Canadian
imports have remained relatively constant. They total around 200,000
tons per year. However, Canadian imports have jumped dramatically
from 2 tons in 1961 to 1,209,503 tons in 1966.

The figures which I am quoting here are with reference to what is
known in the parlance of the trade as K20. This is the oxide content of
the mineral. The mineral itself is known as potassium chloride (KCI).
Mining companies strive for a product that contains 60 percent oxide
content.

Why have we had such an increase in Canadian imports? In recent
years new discoveries of potash resources in Canada have catapulted
that country into world leadership in this industry. Taking into con-
sideration only those plants now in production, or actively under
development and construction, it is estimated that Canadian capacity
for production of potash by 1970 will reach 12.1 million tons of product.
In the language of the trade this would amount to about 7.6 million
tons of K:O, its oxide content. I refer to to appendix 2 for a listing
of companies with interests in Canada. Yet Canada, itself, has a domes-
tic consumption capacity of less than 3 percent of its own production
capabilities projected for 1979.

W\ith these vast resources at hand, the Canadian Government has
held out an inducement to mining colnpanies in the form of a 3-year
tax holiday that, has now been extended. With this inducement the
very sane American companies that have been devoting their efforts
in "the Carlsbad mines have started to move their operations to
Canada. Slowly but surely, as these companies get their operations
going in Canada, they are phasing out, their domestic mining opera-
tions in Carlsbad.

As I pointed out earlier, we have had two shining examples of this
abandonment in recent weeks, with first the IMXCC laying off some 350
workers, and then the U.S. Borax announcing iiaaininent release of an
additional 900 workers, and other companies will follow suit.

Mr. Chairman, the potash industry is an industry vital to America.
It is in our national interest, and to protect our national security,
that I come to you today to ask that we come tA fhe aid of this
industry. Our vast present-day agricultural production depends on
three forms of fertilizer elements, namely nitrogen, phosphate, and
potash, used sometimes singly but mostly in various forms of coinbina-
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tions according to the soils of the regions of our Nation. Of the three,
potash is the only ingredient that is in present danger.

Without the insurance of a domestic supply of potash, our modern-
day agriculture would become completely dependent on foreign
countries for its fertilizer needs. This is a proposition too disquieting
to contemiplate. But, it is a proposition that can very well become a
reality if we do not act to protect our domestic supply. Estimates
are that by 1970 or 1971, the worldwide production capability will far
exceed worldwide consumption. In fact, as appendix 7 will show us,
by 1971 the Carlsbad operations could be completely shut do% ni am1d
worldwide needs would still be supplied by other countries without
strain. The point I wish to make here is that if we here in Congress do
not act to protect our own domestic potash industry, we might as
well forget about having a domestic potua.i, indluisti.

Mr. Chairman, my appearance here this morning is as a last resort.
The New Mexico congressional delegation has attempted to work
through the existing administrative procedures only to be told by
the U.S. Tariff Commission that because Canadian imports are duty
free, there is nothing the Tariff Commission can do. Canada sought,
and received, a duty-free concession on potassiuin chloride and
muriate of potash from the United States in 1947 during the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) negotiations. No new
additional binder was negotiated during the Kennedy round, but the
1947 GATT binders continue. Thus, we are left with the necessity to
look to the National Legislature for relief.

I know there will be a reluctance on the part of some to move
ahead on import quota legislation because the United States, as a
signatory of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
has to abide by its commitment not to impose tariffs on duty-free
imports. However, without some relief, our domestic potash industry
wil soon disappear. This is a plea for survival and not a plea for
protection.

After much consideration, I introduced yesterday in the Senate, a
bill, S. 2551, which would impose a quota on imports of potash for
any calendar year of not to exceed 25 percent of the estimated U.S.
consumption of potash for such calendar year. I have attempted to
propose a quota which would not only meet our domestic needs, but
which would take into consideration needs of our foreign friends. This
bill is an attempt to be fair in all respects.

If we look at the average per year imports for the past 7 years
(1960 through 1966), we find that the average per year of imports
came to approximately 23 percent of average per year domestic
consumption. I refer you to appendix 5. Thus, my measure would
allow imports in excess of the average annual imports for the last
7 years.

My bill would give to the Secretary of Agriculture the authority
and duty to estimate the U.S. consumption of potassium chloride
for each calendar year beginning with calendar year 1968, prior to
the beginning of each calendar year. On the basis of these estimates
the Secretary shall make the necessary allocationto the respective
countries to insure that imports shall not exceed 25 percent of domestic
consumption. These allocations shall be made on the basis of shares
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such countries imported into the United States during a representative
period selected by the Secretary.

My bill is flexible in that the Secretary is given authority to revise
his estimates of domestic consumption from time to time as the
need arises.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, in the interest of saving
time, I have tried to be brief in this statement, but at the same time
to present the salient facts. I have a number of tables and charts to
which I have referred in my statement which graphically depict the
problem confronting our domestic potash industry. I ask that they
be made a part of the hearing record at the end of my formal statement.

Senator M ONTOYA. I also ask that a more detailed explanation,
which I made on the Senate floor in introducing my bill yesterday,
be printed in full following these appendixes.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appeal to you on
behalf of a dying domestic potash industry to come to its rescue by
enacting this most necessary bill limiting imports of potash. Thank
you very much for your time.

(The charts and statement referred to follow:)

APPENDIX I.-Pota.A taxes paid Lo State of New Mexico in 1966

Local and state taxes and royalties borne by the potash industry total more
than 10 million dollars annually. For the calendar year 1966, the potash industry
paid the following amounts:
Gross receipts tax (on sales) ------------------------------- 802, 905
Sales tax (on purchases) ----------------------------------- 758,306
Compensating tax (on purchases) ----------------------------- 143,862
Ad valorem tax --------------------------------------- 2,079,476.
Royalties -------------------------------------------- 5,066,891
Mineral lease ------------------------------------------- 500,821
Occupation tax ------------------------------------------ 25,842
State income tax ---------------------------------------- 212,741
Severance tax ------------------------------------------ 497,498

Total ----------------------------------------- 10, 08, 342

APPENDIX 2

BOX SCORE OF POTASH OPERATIONS IN CANADA I

Out CWt cot Prodclia start Shafts
(tn per yar)

Operating:
Iernationl M. & C., K-I ......... 2,000.000 $65.000,000 September 1962 .............. I

Kai micals.................60000 50.000,000 September 1964 .............. Now-
Potsh Co. o America .............. 6 000 45000000 April 15 ................... I

Total .......................... 3.200.000 160,000,000 ............................ ........

Under construction:
Allan Potash ....................... 1,500. 000 70.000,000 Summer 1967 ................ 2
Alwinsal Potash .................... 1000,000 5O 000.000 Early 1968 ................... 1
Cominco Potei .................... 1,200,000 65. 000, 000 Late 1969 .................... 2
D,. Corp......... ......... 1,000,0 63,000000 Early 1969.................. r
lt..rnon -.&., -2......... 1,500,000 6,0000 Erl-967 ................... 1
Norand Potash .................... 1 200,000 7 0 Early 1969 ................... 2
Saud es . .................. I 500000 000 Early 1970 ................... 2

Total ........................... _ .900.000 441,000.000 ............................ ........

Grand otal ...................... 12,100,000 601,000, 000 ............................ ........

I The Northern Miner, July 14, 1966.

Note: Potash Co. of America is planning a 2d shaft on which work is to commence eerly next year. International Min-
eral A Chea" Corp.'s K-I and K-2 shaft cosnect underround Ahileal IOtaepect to star slaking a 2d shell
shof Ily after prodection athtad
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APPENDIX 3

U.S. DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF POTASH

Product (tons (KCI) 8) KjO I (tons) Percent change over
prior year

Year:
19960 ................................................ 2,119,397
1961 ........................ 3,911,896 2,054,097
1962 ....................... 4,248,931 2,342,876 +14.1
1963 ........................ 4,293,141 2,645, 040 +12. 9
1964 ....................... 4,820,741 2,935, 989 +11.0
1965 ....................... 4,692,760 3,141,856 +7.0
1966 ....................... 4.931,686 3,810,531 +21.3

Total --------------------- 26,898,155 19,049,786 .....................

I Measured in terms of the mineral known as potassium chloride (KCI). Source for figures Is the A.T. & S.F. Railroad Co.
' Measured In terms of the oxide content (KtO). Pure sylvte, or pure murlate of potash contains 632 percent of K2O.

Mining companies strive for a product containing a minimum of 95 percent sylvite (KCIJ which then contains over 60
percent K2O equivalent, the usual minimum standard. Source for figures Is the American Potash Institute.

I Ban year.
Note: Average Increas per year over base year of 1960 averages 13 percent per year.

APPENDIX 4.-U.S. domestic production capacity of potaals

Year: KsO Ies.

1960-64 --------------------------------------------------- 2,800, 000
1965 ------------------------------------------------------ 2,875,000
1966 ------------------------------------------------------ 3,400,000

1 U.S.D.A. Publication "The Fertilizer Situation 1963-04, 1964-05, 196-' (Production Capaclty for
190 through 1963 assumed to be the same as 1964). The published figures have been reduced by 200,000
KjO tons to reflect the net production capelr of Ks0 as potassium chloride.

SMeasured in terms of tho o"ids content (K0). Pure sylvito, or pure muriate of potash, contains 68.2%
of K. Mining companies strive ara product ontain-ng a minimum of 96% sylvite (KCI) which then con-
tains ovw 00% K&O equivalent, the usual minimum standard.

APPENDIX 5

U.S. IMPORTS OF POTASH'

Canada Other imports

Percent of Percent of
KCI I tons KO 3 tons domestic KCI 2 tons NO a tons domestic

consumption consumption

Year:
1960 --------------------- 6,717 4,030 (4) 321,992 193,195 9
1961 --------------------. 3 2 331,901 199,141 10
1962 --------------------- 76,395 45,819 2 386,734 232.040 10
1963 --------------------- 563,344 338,006 13 313,192 187, 915 7
1964 --------------------- 837.357 502,414 17 358.360 215,016 7
1965 ...................... 485,148 891,089 28 295,133 177,080 6
1966 ..................... , O15,838 1,209,503 32 366,383 219,830 6

TOTAL IMPORTS

KCI ' tons KsO a tons Percent of domes-
tic consumption

Year:
1960 ..................................... 328, 709 197,225 9
1961 ------------------------------------- 331,904 199,143 10
1962 ------------------------------------- 463,129 277, 859 11
1963 ------------------------------------- 876,536 525,921 20
194 ------------------------------- 1,195,717 717,430 24
1965 ---------------------------------- 1, 780,281 1 068,169 34
1966 ------------------------------ 382,221 1 429,333 38

Total ---------------------------------- 7,358,497 4.415. 00 '23

'American Potash Institute.
' Measured in terms of the mineral known as potassium chloride (KCI).
' Measured in terms of the oxide content (MO). Pure sylvite, or pure muriate of potash contains 63.2 percent of KO.

Mining companies strive for a product containing a minimum of 95 percent sylvite (KCI) which then contains over 60
percent KjO equivalent, the usual minimum standard.

'Less than 1 percentROver the 7 years from 1960 to 1966, the tatal imports of KjO into the United States averaged approximately 23 percent
of our domestic consumption for those 7 years.
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APP-NDIX 6.-Canadian consumption of potash IYear: ICo ' t03u

1960 ----------- ------------------------------------ 100,880
1961 ------------------------------ ----------------- 105,951
1962 ----------------------------------------------- 105,282
1963 ----------------------------------------------- 121,909
1964 ------------------------------------------------------ 154,663
1965 ------------------------------------------------------ 185,021
1966 ----------------------------------------------- 197,062

1 Amerlcan Potash Institute.
3 Measured in terms of the oxide content (KsO). Pure sylvite, or pure muriate of potash, contains 63.2%

of KsO. Mining companies strive for a product containing a minimum of 95% sylvite (KCI) whieb then
contains over 0% KsO equivalent, the usual minimum standard.

APPENDIX 7

WORLDWIDE POTASH PRODUCTION CAPABILITY VERSUS CONSUMPTION

World production Excess capability Carlsbad production
capability includingn World consumption over consumption I capabilityCarlsbad production) I

Year:1960 ............ 8,500,000 8,500,000
1961 ------------ 9,500,000 9,500,000 None - 4, 200. 0
1962 ............ 10,000,000 10,000.000 None :4,200,000
1963 ............ 10. 500, 000 10, 500, 000 None 24,200,000
1964 ............ 12,000.000 12,000,000 None 2 4,200,000
1965 ............ 13.000,000 13, 000, 000 None 2 4, 500 0
1966 ............ 15,000,000 14,000,000 1,000, 000 2 5,100,000
1967 ............ 16, 000,000 15, 000, 000 1,000 .000 (3
1968 ............ 17, 000,000 15,200,000 1,800.000 3
199 ............ - 18 500, 000 16,000.000 2.800,000
1970 ............ 20500, 000 17,000,000 3,500,000
1971 ............ 25,000,000 18,500,000 6,500,000 26. 000

I Chemical Week, July 2, 1966. Measured in terms of the mineral known as potassium chloride (KCI). Pure sylvite, or
pure muriate of potash, contains 63.2 percent of KI, the oxide content Mining companies strive for a product containing
a minimum of 95 percent sylvife (KCI) which then contains over 60 percent KrO equivalent, the usual minimum standard.

I Estimated.
a Not available.

POTASH IMPORT QUOTA BILL

Mr. MONTOYA. Mr. President, there exists a situation in the State of New
Mexico that is bad now, and getting worse almost daily. I refer to the condition
of the potash industry in my State, which is reeling from a series of body blows
caused by unlimited dumping of foreign-produced potassium salts.

The human cost being paid by the citizens of New Mexico whose fate and
future is bound up with our potash industry is appalling. This is an important
enterprise that has long been most productive and essential to the well-being of
the economy of our State, our Nation, and the lives of those who manned the
industry.

It is heartrending to see mine closings come in dizzyig succession, with each
one striking at the lives and futures of hundreds of our people. These are hard-
working, contributing citizens, American workers, who have been responsible for a
substantial contribution over the years to the might of this Nation's economy.
They have been a major segment of the economic backbone of New Mexico.

These men and women prefer to work rather than to complain. They do not ask
for preferred treatment. Rather they ask that we give their honest complaints a
fair hearing and decide on the merits what should be done.

I am sure you are all well aware of what has happened in other areas of the
Nation and to other American industries. Competition is one thing, but ruinous
dumping is another.

It behooves us to honestly stand up for American industry and the American
worker. I am not advocating a narrow, Isolationist type of protectionism that is
akin to the policies of the gilded age of long ago. But I am speaking out in order to
obtain for our people what foreign competitors are already practicing-en-
lightened self-interest on behalf of industries that produce goods and employ
workers. The potash industry of New Mexico needs that help and needs it soon.

Mr. President, I, therefore, today introduce for reference to the Senate Finance
Committee, a bill which would impose a much needed control on the evr-
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increasing and potentially disastrous imports of potassium chloride into the
United States.

On June 23, 1967, I expressed my concern here on the Senate floor about the
adverse effects excessive importation of potash is already having on our national
production of potash. Over the last few years we have seen imports of potassium
chloride rise from 9 percent of our domestic consumption in 1960 to over 38 percent
in 1966. The frightening aspect is that indications are this trend will continue
until our domestic potash industry is pushed out of existence.

An article in the Northern Miner on July 14, 1966, highlighted the threat to
domestic production by our neighbor to the north, Canada. The article, entitled,
"Potash Mining; Canada Leaps to World Leadership" brought home the point
that plants now in production in Canada, or actively under development and con-
struction, are estimated to have a capacity for production of potash by 1970 of
12.1 million tons of product or, in the parlance of the trade about 7.6 million tons
of K2O equivalent. [ ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RzcoRw at this
point a "Box Score of Potash Operations" from that issue showing the Canadian
operations. (See p. 221.)

This situation is of particular concern to me because of its immediate effect on a
principal industry of New Mexico. The seven or eight major American suppliers
of potash have for years mined this mineral in the area of Carlsbad, N. Mex. This
industry has become so important to us that anything that would affect its pros-
perity, would also have serious impact on the economy of my State as a whole.

Recently the International Minerals & Chemical Corp. laid off 350 workers in
Carlsbad. An even more crippling blow came yesterday when the U.S. Borax &
Chemical Corp., which had originally scheduled to close down its operation by
early 1968, throwing 900 more employees out of work, announced that it had
revised its schedule and will now close down by early November of this year.
That is, within the next few weeks or even days.

In an industry which employs a total of 4,000 workers, these layoffs are disas-
trous-they represent over 30 percent of the total working force employed in the
mining of domestic potash. This is a circumstance which we cannot put up with,
and unless this Congress acts, and acts quickly, we can expect this trend to con-
tinue. It is imperative that we act expediently.

I call attention to the following statistics which show the importance of this
industry to the State of New Mexico specifically and to the Uited States in
general. (See p. 221.)

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have inserted in the RECORD at
this point a series of tables which will portray graphically the serious crisis which
our domestic potash industry confronts. These tables show the number of product
tons of the mineral known as potassium chloride-KC-and of its oxide content
known as KO. Pure sylvite, or pure muriste of potash, contains 63.2 percent of
oxide content-K2O. Mining companies strive for a product containing a mini-
mum of 95 percent sylvite-KC-which then contains over 80 percent KsO
equivalent, the usual minimum standard. (See p. 222.1

These tables show us at once the problems which our domestic potash industry
is facing. In 1966, for example, our domestic consumption measured in Ks0
tons was approximately 3.8 million tons. The domestic production capacity of
K20 was 3.4 million tons. Thus, there existed theoretically a gap of 0.4 million
tons which our domestic industry could not support and which would have to be
imported. However, our imports for 1966 in fact totaled not 0.4 million tons, but
1.4 million tons of K2O; or measured in terms of product tons, 2.4 million tons.

Table No. 3 shows us the steady encroachment which imports have been
makin into our domestic market, and especially the Canadian imports. The
Can a imports have risen from less than 1 percent of domestic consumption
in 1960 and 1961, to over 32 percent of domestic consumption in 1966. total
foreign imports have risen from 9 percent of domestic consumption in 1M0 to.
over 38 percent in 1966. It is interesting to note further than imports from all
countries other than Canada have remained relatively constait, totaling around'
200 000 KsO tons per year, while the Canadian imports have jumped from 2
K28 tons in 1961 to 1,209,503 KsO tons in 1966.

Why does Canada rely so much on the United States as an export source? First
of all, as table 4 will verify, Canada's domestic consumption is running at less
than 200,000 KjO tons per year while its production potential, as I mentioned
earlier, will soon be approximately 7.6 KsO tons per year. Thus, Canada has little
or no domestic market to speak of and must look elsewhere for its market. The
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United States is a prime target because these imports of potassium chloride into
the United States are duty free.

Can not these problems be handled administratively? Mr. President, I sincerely
wish that they could. However, I have called upon the U.S. Tariff Commission
seeking relief for our domestic potash industry to no avail. The Tariff Commission
replied to my appeal in these words:

"A careful consideration of the circumstances stated in your letter does not
suggest any provision of law administered primarily by the Tariff Commission
under which import restrictions could be im sd on the imports in question, and,
of course, the Commission is not a rate-maing agency."

The New Mexico delegation also called upon the U.S. Treasury Department,
Bureau of Customs, to investigate possible violations of the Antidumping Act,
1921, as amended, of potassium chloride. After a summary investigation in this
matter, the Bureau of Customs informed me on September 6, 1967, that the Bu-
reau was instituting an antidumping proceeding to ascertain whether this mer-
chandise is being imported at less than fair value within the purview of the act.
We are still awaiting the results of this investigation.

I know that there will be a reluctance on the part of some because the United
States, as a signatory of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade-GATT
has to abide by its commitment not to impose tariffs on duty-free imports. And
imports of potash-in the form of potassium chloride and muriate of potash,
TSUSA No. 48050--are duty free.

However, with the uncontroverted facts as detailed above, imports of low-
cost potash are going to continue to increase at an injurious rate to our domestic
industry if they remain unabetted. While a comprehensive study of the rate
structure for shipments of potash within and to the United States has been avail-
able, a preliminary review indicates that the only three States in the United
States where New Mexico potash can compete pricewise with Canadian imports
are in the States of New Mexico itself, Texas, and Oklahoma. All the other 47
States can acquire their potash cheaper from Canadian sources.

It inay be contended that exporters of potash will retaliate by instituting other
barriers to our trade should we invoke a limited country quota on imports of
potash. This is a problem, however, which we should be prepared to meet headon.
We should by all means abide by our commitments, but we should not bury our
heads in the sand while a domestic industry is destroyed by circumstances which
were not prevalent when the United States entered into its commitment to allow
duty-free ,-nports of potassium chloride.

Who can say that we must remain blind to radically changed conditions, con-
ditions which were certainly not contemplated in 1947when Canada sought this
duty-free concession on potash in GATT.

This Congress would b lax in exercising its duty should it turn its back on a
struggling domestic industry which is struggling simply because of U.S. conces-
sions to our foreign friends.

This Congress and the 89th Congress will be remembered for their efforts to
stimulate economic development in this country. This is difficult to explain to the
citizens of the Carlsbad, N. Mex., area, however. Because of our trade policies,
hundreds of men have been laid off in the Carlsbad mines, hundreds of others
have been affected because of the reduced purchasing power of these miners, and
as a result, the Economic Development Administration on September 21, 1967,
declared the Carlsbad area a redevelopment area.

Thus, we in New Mexico have witnessed economic development in reverse: a
iable economy has now become a weak one, an economy struggling for survival,

an economy which the Federal Government must now try to nourish back to
health. But this assistance will not be necessary if we will but give our domestic
industry a chance by enacting this quota legislation which I am introducing
today.

In closing, I would like to point out to our foreign friends who have been rely-
ing on the United States for their potash market that this legislation has taken
their needs into consideration and is an attempt to be fair. This legislation does
not impose a stringent quota but instead imposes a very realistic quota.

If we look back to table No. 3 above we will see that the imports for the years
1960 to 1966 totaled to over 4.4 million K20 tons. Table 1 shows us that our total
domestic consumption for these 7 years amounted to roughly 19 million K.2 tons.
Thus, for these 7 years, the percentage of imports to domestic consumption was
an average of 23 percent. The bill which I introduce today would permit imports
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up to 25 percent of domestic consumption, a full 2 percent over the average for
the last 7 years.

As I have said, taking all factors into consideration, I have tried to fashion a
bill which would take into account the needs of our foreign exporters but at the
same time a bill which would provide the protection which is most essential if
we are not to see our national security threatened by having a vital domestic
industry destroyed.

I urge my colleagues in the Senate Finance Committee and in the Senate to
give this measure early and favorable consideration.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Montoya. You know, you
have a relative on television every Sunday night who is well regarded.
He is getting to be as well known as you are, Senator.

Senator MONTOYA. I think he is getting better known than I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, we heard the Cabinet Secretaries

yesterday telling us that we would be breaking our agreement under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade if we imposed any quota
to protect our domestic industry. Now, these people who signed that
agreement with us have ways to protect their industries that do not
violate that agreement. For example, after they agreed that they would
reduce tariffs and we would reduce tariffs to expand trade, they impose
a border tax on our commodities coming in.

Now, you explain to me what is the difference between a border
tax and a tariff?

Senator MONTOYA. Well, they both will hinder imports into their
countries and I see very little difference. Now, with respect-

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, as far as you are concerned, would
it make much difference to you whether we saved your industry by
means of a border tax or variable levy instead of a quota?

Senator MONTOYA. No, because it would have the same effect.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, if it achieved the same result, it

would be all right with you.
Senator MONIOYA. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. If you put the tariff high enough, or if you had this

variable levy scheme and put it high enough so that it saved the
domestic industry, as far as you are concerned that would be all right.

Senator MONTOYA. Yes. Now, another thing I want to observe in
that light, Mr. Chairman, is that I have been in the Congress 12 years
and I have been very interested in protecting in some measure our
domestic industry, and during those 12 years I have never seen or
heard the State Department come before a congressional committee to
plead the cause of domestic industry. Always foreign producers. And
that consistency draws my suspicion all the time as to whether or not
it is in the national interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. I am just very glad Senator Montoya has

presented this. We have all been working on it and some day we will
have to have some results. I think we will have to have some on lead
and zinc as well, to protect the domestic industry.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Senator Montoya, you made an excellent state-

ment here but I am sure you are aware of the situation where our
committee nor the Senate can report a bill, Senate bill, dealing with
import quotas or tariffs. Now, are you offering your proposal as an
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amendment to a previously enacted House bill whereby it would be
considered by this committee?

Senator M ONTOYA. That is correct, Senator Williams. I am fully
aware that we have no jurisdiction to initiate legislation here but there
is no inhibition against us introducing legislation so that the committee
can consider it by way of amendment to a tax bill that might originate
in the House.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct, and I did not know whether
you were offering it as an amendment to any particular bill or-

Senator MONTOYA. And we are willing to write any vehicle that
the committee chooses. [Laughter.)

Senator WILLIAMS. As the committee proceeds to consider these
various bills, if there are no amendments pending to the bills, you
would automatically not be considered. So, Twould suggest if it were
mine, I would introduce it as an amendment to a bill which I did want
to consider and then the committee would be in a position to consider
it. Otherwise, someone may get left out.

Senator MONTOYA. Thank you for the suggestion.
Senator WILLIAMS. As we go through considering marking up

certain bills, we automatically consider all the amendments which
are pending to that bill and if there are no amendments pending it
may be left aside.

Senator MONTOYA. Yes; we have this under consideration already.
Mr. Chairman, I have two statements here that colleagues in the
House have asked me to present to this committee, Congressman
Walker and Congressman Morris. If I may be permitted to insert
them at this point in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will do that.
(The statements referred to follow:)

STATEMENT Or E. S. JOHNNY WALKER OF NEW MExico, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGREss

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this committee, I very much appreci-
ate the opportunity to discum my views, and the views of many of my constituents,
on the matter of iinport.

This is one of the issues which draws together diverse groups. Labor unions
and management find conmmn ground and farmers, oilmen, ranchers, textile
manufacturers, and miners are in agreement. When imports cut into the Amer-
can producers share of American markets to the point at which growth is stulti-
fied, workers are laid off, and profits decline, then it is obvious that we must
look at our trade policies to determine whether adjustments are in order.

I realize that import and export policy is directly connected to our foreign
policy. Hopefully, in trying to win friends through trade agreements, it will be
reinemberd that we niust treat our domestic producers fairly.

We need a more realistic import quota system which %-ill treat domestic indus-
trios as if they were at least as important as foreign ones, because they are.

I suppose I cFan be called protctionist for my stand, but this does not bother
me since I consider it my duty to protect my constituents, and these imports
are hurting producers and workers in New Mexico.

In the interest of brevity, I shall not include any figures. I am sure the various
industries have supplied you with enough charts and graphs to illustrate their
plights.

I have introduced bills in the House which seek to stabilize v4Lrious industries
in New Mexico.

I believe each import bill should be heard on its own merits. The following bills.
have been introduced by me during the current session of Congress:

H.R. 11863, to provide for orderly trade in textile articles;
H.R. 10915, to amend section 202 of the Agricultural Act of 1956;
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H.R. 62, to provide for an adequate supply of Lead and Zinc;
II.R. 10712, to stabilize the oil and gas illdustry;
H.R. 11741, to amend the tariff schedules on potash;
It.R. 9508, to revise the quota control system on meat and meat products;
H.R. 13566, to impose quotas on the imports of potash;

and I confess tbat I am in sympathy with attempts to limit the imports on milk
products.

I thank you again for holding these hearings and respectfully urge your favor-
able decision on measures which will give security to producers and workers.

STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN THOMAS G. MORRIS

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of this committee, I wish to express my
support for the imposition of realistic quota legislation in behalf of those Americatis
engaged in the potash, meat, textile and lead and zinc industries. My remarks will
be brief, however, it is my hope that a complete and extensive examination of this
nation's trade policy will be initiated at this point In our history.

With reference to the potash industry, I believe certain facts should be brought
to your attention: (1) potash is a component in the production of fertilizer for our
country's farmers; (2) the departmentt of Agriculture officially recognizes potash
as one of the few products "vital and indispensable to the welfare of our agricul-
tural economy;" (3) United States consumption of potash is presently over
4,000,000 tons, almost twice the amount as in 1960, and the demand is growing;
(4) domestic production of potash is centered in the Southeastern New Mexico
Basin, with approximately 90% of our country's total being produced there by
some 4000 men employed in six separate companies; (5) the domestic industry can
supply our nation with 80-85% of its demand for the next twenty years, according
to the estimates of the U.S. Bureau of Mines; (6) because there is currently no
limitation on potash imports, the duty-free importation has had an unrestricted
climb from approximately 330,000 product tons in 1961 (or about, 10% of our total
consumption) to over two and one-half million product tons in 1966 (comprising
over 38% of our total demand) : (7) as a direct conse-quence of this import situation,
the market is presently flooded, prices have dropped substantially for the first
time in over 25 years, and over 1300 men are being laid off permanently by
New Mexico potash corporations; (8) of the six companies presently in operation
in New Mexico, one has announced that it will be forced to completely shut down
next month, laying off over 900 employees, and move its plant to Canada; another
has laid off about 400 men and sharply curtailed its domestic operations-purchas-
ing Canadian holdings; and the other four are now investing in Canada and are
phasing out their American interests; (9) the Canadian potash industry, located in

askatchewan, enjoys a three-year tax holiday, lower labor and production costs,
lower transportation costs, and a duty-free tariff concession with this country; and
(10) if immediate action is not taken by the 90th Congress to remedy the import
situation, the entire national potash industry---supplier of a vitally important
agricultural product, New Mexico's second biggest tax-producing industry, and
employer of thousands of American citizens--will, in fact, have no choice but to
move its operations out of the United States, and our nation will become completely
dependent upon foreign imports in order to supply our farmers with fertilizer for
their crops.

A bill, introduced by the Honorable Joseph M. Montoya in the Senate, and
jointly sponsored by the Honorable E. S. Johnny Walker and me in the House,
would a quota on potash imports based upon 25 percent of our domestic
consumption and directed by the Secretary of Agriculture. It is our hope that
this committee will recognize the nature of the crisis, and will expeditiously come
to the assistance of America's potash industry.

With reference to the textile industry, I wish to emphasize the following factors:
New Mexico is a primary producer of cotton and wool, yet excessive imports
are undercutting our production and prices. Our textile wages average around
$1.99 per hour, and in contrast, three countries that are large exporters of textiles
which compete in the United States-Japan, Hong Kong, and Portugal-pay
wages that average 390, 290, and 190 per hour, respectively. Since labor costs
comprise a high percentage of total textile production costs, importers whose
labor-cost content is so much lower than ours necessarily have a very great com-
petitive cost advantage which, if not equitably remedied, will do irreparable dam-
age to our national textile industry. Textile imports amounted to 2.7 billion yards
in 1966, a 161% increase over 1961, and 15% of our home market. If some pro-
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tection Is not given to assist our nation's textile producers by this Congress, if
prices are not stabilized, if the labor force is not reinstated in force-It s quite
evident that is will take literally years to compensate for the disastrous financial
effects of the present policy.

With regard to lead and sinc, it is equally evident that current and potential
world supplies of these metals are approaching the point where the stability of
prices and hence the welfare of United States mines and their employees will
once again be threatened and adversely affected by excessive imports. Unless
some deterrent is initiated, the country Is likely to approach a repetition of the
inexcusable and intolerable conditions caused by excessive imports in 1957 and
1958. With a flexible quota plan enacted into law which would become effective
as imports build to levels beyond our needs, a stabilization of the economy would
consequently occur.

And finally, with reference to meat imports, in 1966, total meat imports entering
the United States subject to the 1964 Meat Import Law amounted to 1,128.1
million pounds (carcass weight equivalent). This was 5.87 of domestic commercial
p rduction, and when all imported beef is considered (not subject to the 194
Meat Import Law), total imports amounted to about 10% of the nation's com-
mercial production. In view of these statistics, it is my judgment that the 1964
Meat Import Law should be modified in order to bring imports down to more
manageable levels. We must stabilize the domestic meat industry at a profitable
level, and thus provide our nation's consumers with a continued high quality,
wholesome product at reasonable prices for years to come.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGI. No questions. I congratulate you on your

statement, Senator Montoya.
Senator MONTOYA. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
SenatarCCuRTs. I will not delay you, but I notice you made refer-

ence to the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade or GATT. I
think the record ought to show that GATT has never been approved by
the Congress of the United States. And so far as GATT is concerned,
the Congress has never surrendered any constitutional authority over
the control of foreign commerce or the taxing power to GATT.

Senator MONTOYA. I think that is a very interesting point, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen?
Senatem PIJRKSN. At this time no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MONTOYA. Thank you, gentlemen.
(Following is a communication received by the committee expressing

an interest in the preceding subject:)

Senator Ruszut B. LoN, CWCAeo,

Chaia$1, Washingg1ri, D..:
As oi of the principal suppliers of agricultural fertilizer to the American

farmer through cooperation channels with 22 member-cooperatives serving more
than 2,500 local cooperatives which in turn serve over 2 million farmers, we
strongly oppose any restrictions on the importation d potash to the United
States from Canada.

Central Farmers Fertilizer Co., is an agricultural cooperative supplying the
essential chemical fertilizer needs of the most of the lar regional supply coopera-
tives in the United States. Central Farmers has substantial commitments until
1980 for the entire production of one Carlsbad potash plant. This company
will soon exhaust its high-grade ores and is now looking to Canadian production
for its future needs This Carlsbad commitments now serves less than half of
our needs, and Central Farmers has made substantial commitments in Canada for
additional potash. This has been essential for the future potash supply of theAmerican farmer.

Minabe deposits of high-grade potash ore in the United States, principally
at Carlbad, N. Mex., are running out. The use of low-grade ores substantially

85-468-47--pt. 1-IT
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increases the oost of potash fertilizers and raises the price to the U.S. farmers
already beset by high cost burdens.

The potash ores of Canada will be the principal future source of potash fertilizer.
These sources are the only ones available that can provide our farmers with high-
quality fertilizers at reasonable prices. The proposed quota restrictions would
not only jeopardize our Canadian investments but would commit American
farmers to high-cost potash fertilizers for many years. We urge you to exclude
any quotas on Canadian potash from the proposed industrial import quota bilh.
Such exclusion is vital to our farmers %nd the overall economy.

K. F. LUNDBEra,
President, Ceral Farmera Ferilizer Co.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness this morning will be the senior
Senator from New York, the Honorable Jacob K. Javits. Senator
Javits has views on trade matters that are well lown, antd I am
sure he will make a very significant contribution to our hearings.
We are pleased to have you.

STATEMENT OF RON. JACOB r. JAVITS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator JAVITS. Mr. C!: .irman, I thank the committee very much
for its time. I shall try very hard to make my testimony brief, though
I have a statement.I ask unanimous consent that it may be made
part of the record. I will try to paraphrase it.

May I do that, Mr. Chairman, just put my statement ia the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator JAViTs. And I will try to paraphrase it.
Mr. Chairman, I testify in opposition to the quota bills and I would

like first, to give my constructive alternative, because I think that it
is not as effective and not as helpful to the committee and that is my
desire, to be critical in terms of what should not be done, but I think
it is due to the committee to have from me what I think ought to be
done. There is a real situation here and it is a serious one.

It is very interesting to me, Mr. Chairman, that this motring as I
approached the committee room, there was an enormous crouJ out-
side and these hearings are attracting enormous attention. Now, we
all know what attracts attention, something really sensational, and
this is sensational. The papers print news about murders because they
sell papers. And this is very likely to be, if you took it as it is intr-
duced, pretty much the murder of the reciprocal trade agreements
and the trade liberation position of the United States for 30 years.
Now, that does not make it right or wrong, but it is a very, veryserious and a very deep matter. And what make it deep, Mr. Chair-
man, is that we are the leading trading nation in the world with an
enormous stake in trade, about $50 billion. And hence, what we do is a
lot more important than what some smaller nation might do to
monkey around with its own trade position, and I heard Senator
Montoya. He is absolutely right in answering the Chair. They have
all kinds of inside deals which are called nontariff barriers to trade.
Vexing, unfair. The typical tyranny of the weak getting away with
little flings.

Nonetheless, we have learned the hard way that as the top Nation
in the world economically, there are some things that others can do
that we cannot do, even though it looks odd and you are angry as
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you can be. Nonetheless, it still is the wise element in your own
interest to show a sense of restraint. And I think this situation is quite
typical. We are very strong. We can do this and it will be tremendously
harmful to others but it will also be very harmful to us.Now, Mr. Chairman, I prefer, Lnd I la is before the committee,
that program which consists of adjustment assistance which we now
have in title III of the Trade Expansion Act which is too tight, too
strict and unworkable really because, as a matter of fact, nobody has
gotten adjustment assistance and the purpose of putting it on the
books was to make it available to people who need it. If you have a
dying business-some businesses have to die. You gentlemen have
been in this for years. You are all thoroughly aware of those famous
arguments about industrial obsolescence. If you try to keep every
business alive, this country will go under. That includes anything,
with no disrespect to my colleague who just testified before me who
has got the problem of the chemically created fertilizer. All of us have
the same thing. I do not know how r would do if I went back into law
today in a very active way to try cases after not having tried them
for maybe 15 or 20 years.

The second point is that we need in this country to help American
business which is unable to do so to modernize or to change over.
Many of these businesses, like the one the relatively small industry
testified to a little while ago, need some help for a changeover. I say
it is much cheaper and much better in the interests of our Nation to
establish a modernization fund or modernization bank and we will
not lose any money on it either. The tradition of these enterprises in
this country has always been that we make money on matters of that
kind, not lose it, rather than to dismantle the trade structure of the
world which is what we would be doing if we really rode this thing as
hard as it is proposed.

For example, a combination of all the bills which are here discussed,
including my beloved colleague, Senator Dirken's so-called Christmas
tree bill, involves imports valued at $12 billion or over 50 percent of
all U.S. imports and put them in the quota category.

It is much cheaper in my judgment, to help with large sums of
money for the modernization of American business which may be
threatened in this way. And then also, I think we have to be very
vigilant to eliminate such Government policies as contribute to the
difficulties of certain industries like the textile industry in facing
foreign competition, and that is that famous two-price cotton deal
where the left hand did not know what the right hand was doing.

Now, those, in my judgment, are critical alternatives. There may
be others. I think that if the committee used its ingenuity to give the
Uiiited States a stronger position with respect to the efforts which it
must make on a major level-I do not know, because I have not read
the testimony yet, what you gentlemen challenged the Cabinet officers
with, but I certainly would challenge them on the aggressiveness and
the vigor and the effectiveness with which they have gone after the
nontariff barrier business in many countries which are'inhibiting very
materially American exports by various forms of taxes and restrictions,
and this goes for the biggest countries, including France, which
undermine the whole reciprocal trade policy in an indirect way. There
is no reason why we should tolerate that, but it is a lot bloodier and
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a lot more disadvantageous for us to counter that by measures of this
character than it would be by attacking them directly, either in
GATT or by negotiation or indeed, by retaliation, directly. There is
no reason why we should not do that where we are justified and I
have no objection to that. But, I do think that this way of doing it
is very unwise from our point of view considering what is at stake.

Now, one either thing which is critically important. We all represent
States. There are many States very greatly advantaged by foreign
trade. My State is very greatly advantaged by foreign trade and I
think there are very many others. That goes also for a great industrial
State like Delaware.

Let us just look at the figures as far as New York, which has 10
percent of the country's population, which has about 20 percent of the
country's trade, and which pays about 20 percent of the country's
taxes, which "ain't hay," as we say on the sidewalks of New York.

Now, as far as New York is concerned, we do a billion and a half
in manufacturer exports which originate in our State, in addition to
more than 75 million in agricultural exports which originate in the
State. We import substantial amounts of raw material and parts but
that raw matei and parts is needed for the products which we manu-
facture in the State. Fifteen and nine-tenths billion dollars of foreign
commerce is shipped through the Port of New York from destinations
all over the United States, to and from destinations all over the
world and, according to a recent study by the First National City
Bank in New York, 375,000 jobs are involved in loading, unloading
trucking, producing these goods in the Port of New York area. In
addition to that, there is that famous hidden income, hidden exports,
which comes from steamship lines, airlines, railroads, truck carriers
banks, insurance companies, freight forders, customs brokers, as well
as the tax revenue involved for local, State, and Federal Government.
Now, that is true in my State. It is true in many, many other States
of the United States, and so there, too, is a critically important
question.

Now, another tn, Mr. Chairman, that I analyzed in thi- state.
ment-I am not going to take the committee's time to read it in detail-
is the individual case for quotas. For example, in steel, which is one of
the most prominent of the items upon which quotas are sought to be
imposed. The fact is that the steel industry is in pretty good condition
in terms of profits, in terms of employment, in terms of production,
and that quotas for the steel business would not take account of the
fact that many steelmakers themselves import steel of different grades
which they need for their own alloys. It would not take account of
the fact that much of the steel which is imported goes into manu.
factured goods which is exported at a very material profit to the
United States, nor would it take into account the fact that the steel
industry is made sharper by the imports in terms of service, which is
very importart in this country, incidentially. That is a big item,
time of the delivery. And is made sharper in terms of price to the
consumer. And one of the big things that people from big population
areas like myself, have to talk about in hearings of this kind is the
impact upon the consumer who is bound to have to pay more with a
protected market and that is what we are getting back to.
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Thisis a very interesting idea, this quota idea. It got very unpopular
to trade circles around here in the thities. So, we now have a new
scheme, quotas. And Senator Williams says, I think a bit euphemisti-
cally to Senator Montoya, just lay it on somebody else's bill and Senator
Dirksen with his inevitable, charm is going to lay them all on some-
body else's bill. Now, I do not say this facetiously, gentlemen, because
I think it does illustrate the fact that quite unwittingly and with a
new label we will be back again at the old logrolling business which
was so very, very serious to this country and I think contributed
very heavily to the ultimate depression which engulfed the world and
almost devastated all of mankind.

Now, finally, New York, strange as it may sound, is a big agricultural
State. We are tremendous producers of all kinds of agrcultural things.
Apples, for example, in which we are very big. And many other farm

commodities, very heavy in dairying. I think the impact of all of these
quotas on the farm exports of this country had better be very, very
seriously considered. They are really the ones who will take a very
big rap. And the fact is, as you hear all the iniquities which are per-
formed upon us by the nasty things which other people do about
non-tariff-trade barriers and border taxes, et center, somehow or other
at the right end comes a $4 to $6 billion annual export surplus, a
pretty consistent one. Now, that is not made with mirrors and it is
absolutely indispensable to the foreign policy position of the United
States. My assistant has just given me the exact figures. It goes as
high as 6,700,000 in 1964, down to 3,700,000 in 1966. I gather the 1967
figures are somewhat better, but we do run consistently a very sub-
stantial trade surplus; and this is indispensable to the strength of the
dollar and our power in the woild, and we wish to exercise that power.
If we do not, this is probably as good a way to do it as any, to draw
back into Fortress America. I think that the decision against that has
been made a long time ago.

Now, in my own judgment, At is difficult, it is difficult for me,
gentlemen, to appear and give this kind of testimony because New
I ork also has various types of business that would like very much to
have these quotas, but on balance, and having lived with this for
years and years, it is the duty of people like myself who have at least
some possibility cf expressing these views s without having the roof
fall in in political terms, to express them and to present as ably as I
humanly can the other side of the medallion in this. I would like to
sum up by saying we are b no means helpless and there are lots of
things we have to react to. We have not reacted to them ag essively
enough but this is certainIdy not the remedy to employ, to rw the
baby out with the bath, to wit, our very, very real preeminent position
in foreign trade, as a leader not only in terms of capital but in the kind
of policy by which the world would run. There are lots of other ways
in which we can help our own domestic people when they need it, andI am all for that. I certainly would not bechintyaboutthat.Ithink
the adjustments assistance features of the Trade Expanion Act are
much too restrained and much too unworkable, and at the same time,
even to retaliate against others who get particularly nasty on this
score without dismantling, and I think these quotas would effectively
do it. That is why it is such a sensational bearing, because it does
look to the world like a very important reaction and movement back
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into a day over three decades ago which the world assumed the United
States considered as dead as it does isolationism. Yet 1-sre it is in
economic terms the same idea projected in a different way. 1 hope very
imuch the committee will be very thoughtful about this and with a
view towards being of any further help I can, I wired some of the
wost important ind ustrial leaders in the country.

I would like to, if I may, make as part of my testimony, the tele-
grams of these great industrial figures who have enormous domestic
businesses, and foreign businesses, as well, in terms of the balance
of our country economically. I will read the names in. The Cabot
Corp. of Boston; the Caterpillar Tractor Co. of Peoria, Ill.; the
Federated Department Stores, Cincinnati, Ohio- the Fidelity Bank,
Philadelphia; -Heinz 57, Pittsburgh; the IBM 'World Trade Corp.;
The Chase Manhattan Bank; First National City Bank of New York;
also the Port Authority of New York at Buffalo, N.Y.; the American
Importers Association; the Committee for National Trade Policy;
et cetera.

I will put all these telegrams into the hearing record, with the
Chair's permission in view of this critically important subject.

(The telegrams referred to apear at p. 246.)
Senator AVITS. May I also, Wir. Chairman, call the attention of

the committee to a spkAdid technical job done by one of our com-
mittees on which I have the honor to be the ranking Senate member
on the minority side, which is the Joint Economic Committee. I will
just refer to that because I do hope the committee will give very
complete attention to it. I am sure it will. This study on the future
of U.S. foreign trade policy published October 8, together with a
compendium of papers issued this morning, of very high technical
competence, on the same subject. And I hope very much that the
relationship between the committees may be served by careful study
of this. I thank the chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Javits, I appreciate your testimony
here and I do recognize the tremendous interest that New York
City and New York State have in this matter. If the committee does
vote for some protection for some American industry I would be willing
t o make you a fair roposit ion, a sweetener, to go along with that
suggestion, that with regard to these industrialists who represent
manufacturers such as Caterpillar Tractor, I would be wiring to
move in the direction of expanded imports while we protect some
other industries at the same time. That is, we could strip away what-
ever protection our big exporters have because if they want to expand
trade, it would seem to me, they do not need any tariff barrier right
now and until these other nations start producing more agricultural
machinery and shipping it in our direction, it would not jeopardize
them at all. In other words, I should gain the impression that some
industries have a lot more protection than they need, while others
do not have near as much; in fact, they have completely inadequate
protection. These would include, for exam le, the textile industry,
which is a big industry right there in Now York City, I believe. You
have a lot of garment manufacturers.

Senator JAviTs. It is. As a matter of fact, the textile industry illus-
trates one of the main points in this thing and naturally management
will lay on to imports any problems, including its own failure to modern-
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ize, including its own failure to change lines, to take advantage or to
take account of progress in trade and in technical and in fashion terms.
It. is a tremendous umbrella. And the history of quotas and of trade
protectionism is that it is never ending because in many cases you are
doing it for businesses which are either obsolescent or have not kept
up with the times and it is the tough business that is aggressive, out for
sales, and out for meeting the situation as it exists in the world that
generally is in here telling you that it would rather fight for exports
than be protected in respect of imports. This is one of the big endetnic
problems in this field and why very importantly-why the quota busi-
ness is not the answer, because it does put a roof and a restraint upon
the very ingenuity and consciousness of advancing trends that has been
a very important point. Let me ust point out to you that you are
griag to run into a jam if you do this with Japan, with the European

Community, which is just beginning to show its own teeth
ii protectionist terms and is a bloc of trade equivalent to our own. If
memory serves me, they have a bigger trade than we do and they are
already telling us they will take it out in U.S. machinery in the kind
of a world which we would create if we went in for a broad across-the-
board quota spectrum.

So my answer to the chairman is this. He and I have both been
here a long time. We have been subjected to the pressures and views
of many lobbyists but we generally strip away the lobbying from the
fact and the only reason I offered these telegrams is have a look at
them, see what the merits are. If they have got a case, fine. If they
have not, forget it. But I think considering the source, and our new
concept of business in the public hiterest, which is carried by many
of these very distinguished companies, they are entitled to have
their arguments looked at.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Javits, you are too sophisticated and too
well informed on all this trade business to view this matter as being
something entirely black or entirely white. You have to look at all
the problems involved in it to see just about where we ought to come
out. Here is a message that was sent down by the President of the
United States, the first year this committee was formed. It came
within the jurisdiction of this committee. I assume the Tariff At of
1816 was passed and recommended by the Finance Committee based
on this mesage-a message from James Madison in 1815. He spoke
of this tariff matter. He siid that Congress should take a look at it.

In adjusting the duties on Imports, to the object of revenue, the influence of the
tariff on manufacturers, will necessarily present itself for consideration. However
wise the theory may be, which leaves to the sagacity and Interest of individuals
the application of their industry and resources, there are in this, as In other cases
exceptions to the general rule. Besides the condition which the theory itself
implies of a reciprocal adoption by other nations, experience teaches that so
many circumstances must concur in Introducing and maturing manufacturing
etablkhment, especially of the more complicated kinds, that a country may
remain long without them, although sufficiently advanced, and in some respects
even pecularly fitted for carrying them on with success. Under circumstances
giving a powerful Impulse to manufacturing industry, it has made among us a
progress, and ekhibited an efficiency, which justify the belief, that with a pro-
tection not more than is due to the enterprising citizens whose interests are now
at stake, it will become, at an early day, not only safe against occasional oompe.
tuitions from abroad, but a source of domestic wealth, and even of external com-
merce. In selecting the brances more especially entitled to the public patronage
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a preference is obviously claimed by such as will relieve the United States from a
dependence on foreign supplies, ever subject to casual failures, for articles neces-
sary for the public defense, or connected with the primary wants of individuals.
It will be an additional recommendation of particular manufacturers, where the
materials for them are extensively drawn from our agriculture, and consequently
impart and insure to that great fund of national prosperity and independence,
an encouragement which cannot fail to be rewarded.

It was following that philosophy that New York City and New
York State became the leader of the capitalistic world and we want
to think in those terms as we proceed.

Now, you and I supported that Canadian Auto Agreement a couple
of years ago and at that time it was argued that the United States
was going to lose jobs if we passed that-bill. In my judgment, there
was no doubt we were going to lose jobs if we passed it. The argu-
ment for the measure was if we did not pass it we would lose more
jobs because Canada had made up their minds they were going to
manufacture automobiles, and they did not care if it did cost more
to have automobiles in Canada, as it would assuredly. They were
going to manufacture them because they wanted those high-paying
auto jobs. Every important nation on earth that is a major trading
nation has just about made the decision for itself, to protect its high-
wage industries that are highly regarded and prestige industries. They
do not propose to trade on such a basis that they are settling for
50-cent-an-hour jobs or for $1-an-hour jobs where the other fellow
gets the $7-an-hour jobs. They just made up their minds even if it
cost more for automobiles they were going to manufacture a certain
amount of them.

So, we have to think in terms of our national interest as they do
theirs. It seems to me, that generally speaking these things have to
depend upon the circumstances. Now, when a particular industry is
threatened I do not believe that even you representing the great
State of New York, which is the No. 1 trading State in America,
would be inclined to say, "Well, let us just disregard that industry
and the tens of billions of dollars these people have invested in it.
Let us go ahead and vote them right out oF business and go into some-
thing else." I think you would say they have some equities. Let us
find some pomi, at which we Will permit them to continue in
business.

Now, if we are going to just vote them out of business or trade
them out of business or send somebody to Geneva to sign a contract
and put them out of business, it seems to me, we should arrange
to compensate him for his loss. Does that sound fair to you?

Senator J&vrrs. Well, Mr. Chairman, what I would add to what
the Chair has said, is that self-help and mutual cooperation are my
guides. What the Chair has spoken about is mutual cooperation, to
Wit, that we will not let the huge investments, great employment, go
by the boards callously. To that must be added the fact that these
huge investments are also joined by self-belp and the people are moving
to change and modify and do what needs to be done.

Now if the time is inadequate, we have had situations where a
particular line of business has been suddenly hit in a very big way.
That was one of the reasons for the negotiation of the long-term
Cotton Textile Agreement. Business was suddenly hit with millions
and millions of items from Hong Kong and other similar very low
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wage areas and I have always been with the Chair--I know the Chair
has been the leader of that--in giving au opportunity to assist such
industries or to enable them to phase out in the most agreeable way
consistent with the broad and liberal trade policy, but what I am
testifying against here today is the fact that we are now going to go
generically into another type of protectionism rather than the efforts
either by financing, which is why I said what I did about trade adjust-
ment, or by encouraging our own exports which gives people a chance
to find other jobs in other investments in this country, or in a very
grave emergency by dealing with a single issue on an emergency level,
which I have never objected to, to give an opportunity for a proper
phaseout of a competitive situation.

Now that, I think, coupled with the fact that people will be helping
themselves represent a legitimate, int ent trade police for our
Nation, and the vexig--what I think, Mr. Chairman, If may just
finish in this way, the vexing problems which are presented to us, the
nettling things which I mentioned in the generic term of "nontariffbarriers to trade," I think there if we hit those which are very
nettling and very vexing with this kind of a system, quota trading
system, there you really are shooting a 90-millimeter gun at a gnat,
and there are many other ays, I have tried to suggest some in
which we can meet that situation. So, I would go with the Chair with
the addition of the self-help factor and the emergency individual
phaseout situation factor.

The CHAiRMAN. I really think, Senator Javits, that on theory we
are not very far apart. In practice we might be because I represent
Louisiana and you represent the State of New York.

Senator JAvxTS. Indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. So that the
Senator JAviTs. But, Mr. Chairman, I listened to you very carefully

on many things. I voted with you on many things which have involved
a Louisiana view of the welfare of the individual in this country and
what the country could afford to buttress that welfare, and I think
with all respect, though we are sectional in our country, that is very
natural; I think I am entitled to be listened to on the business and
the economics and the long-range success of the economy of the
country, because we have been successful and you like to listen to a
successful man.

The CHAmMAN. We have a pretty good port at New Orleans and
we sometimes claim it to be the second port in the United States.
It depends upon how you count-whether you are counting it on a
tonnage basis or the value of the imports that come through the harbor,
but we are very much interested in this matter also.

You made reference to this idea of putting an amendment on some-
one else's bill. You are familiar, are you not, with the fact that under
the Constitution the Senate cannot originate a revenue bill?

Senator JAVITs. Of course.
The CHAuMAN. So, if we are going to act in the trade area, we

have absolutely no choice about it. We have to take a House-passed
bill, and furthermore, the House has taken advantage of the Senate
in that regard to construe things as being revenue bills even when
they are not. For example, an appropriation bill was never intended
to be a revenue bill, but the House just says that is a revenue
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and any time we send them one, they just send it back with a little
blue slip that says in the opinion of the House this is a revenue bill
and we would courteously remind you that revenue bills must originate
in the House. The heck of it is that we cannot even get into court to
prove them wrong because we cannot pass on anything. If we have
to, we amend some House-passed bill or the Parliamentarian over
there will send us another blue slip and once again we are out of
business. So we have to amend someone else's bilL

Now, there is an additional problem involved. When you amend
somebody else's bin, if we take the gooseberry bill which says a goose-
berry is not a vegetable or fruit, or vice versa-I forget Which way
it went-if we take the gooseberry bill and put something on there
about oil, they can say that is not germane, or if we put steel on there,
that is not germane.

Furthermore, you have an additional problem. If you put a rider
on something, it is the same principle as putting a rider on a horse.
If you put too big a rider on too small a horse you do not go anywhere
at all. So even if it might be a horse of the wrong color you would do
well to pick a big enough horse to carry the rider.

You are familiar with that problem. You have offered riders yourself
on the floor and sometimes have been very successful.

Senator JAvITs. Mr. Chairman, I would never tear down our
family. [Laughter.]

Mr. Chairman, may I complete the record, because I would not
wish to be found deficient in knowledge about the Founding Fathers,
by reading a sentence which the Washington Daily News says that
Thomas Jefferson proclaimed 108 years ago. He said: "I am for free
commerce for all nations." Very pithy Jefferson.

The CHAIRMAN. He said that 108 years ago?
Senator JAVITS. That is what they said.
The CHAIRMAN. That must have been about the same year he

died, I should think. [Laughter.]
Senator JAvITS. I had better get new glasses, Mr. Chairman.

It is 168.
The CHAIRmAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. I do not have any questions, Senator. I appre-

ciate your statement. It certainly will be given consideration. I merely
pointed out to the previous witness the facts of life, that the amend-
ments, if they are considered over here, must be considered as amend-
ments to the other bill, because we as Member of the Senate, could
answer all of our constituents that we are in favor of z Senate bill with
the full knowledge that we would never get a chance to vote for it as
such, so I think we ought to clear up the record for all concerned.

I only make this observation which is not relevant to the question
at all. I was interested in the chairman's remarks as he read President
Madison's message of 1815. I am interested in your comments as to
President Jefferson's, and I notice in the Wall Street Journal today
they referred to the fact that the interest rates under this administra-
tion have hit a 100-year high, back to the Reconstruction days, and I
just wonder if what we ned in this country is not a forward look
rather than everybody looking backward.

Senator JAVITS. That is very true and that is why I might say this,
Senator Williams. The only reason I said what I did about these riders
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is only that once you get started on quotas, everybody wants to get
aboard. I understand the technique. The other i that I think is
important is that this committee can be very creative in the trade
fied. but if it takes account of what is happening, that is, the Kennedy
Round and the new expansion of trade and the new Common Market
concepts which *ve tremendous retalitor power against us, and I
certainly do not feel they are going to be reuctant to use it if we give
them a chance, that is the only point. So, I agree with the Senator
that we should look forward, look forward creatively. It is toward
that, I was hoping to direct my testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen?
Senator DIRKSEN. My distinguished and knowledgeable friend from

New York, as I recall, was not around here at the time Cordell Hull
was Secretary of State.

Senator JAVITS. That is correct.
Senator DIRKSEN. I was. I remember the first time I voted on the

Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act in 1934. I am always a little reluc-
tant to go back even that far and certainly more reluctant to go back
to President Madison. I, on occasion, have been upbraided and chided
for doing so, and I have told about the fellow who went into the
restaurant, wrapped the napkin around his neck and when the waiter
came he said what kind of soup do you have, He said oxtail. He said,
oh, why go back that far? [Laugb ter.] So I am a little reluctant about
going back. But the Reciprocal Trade Act has from time to time,
intruded into this discussion, and I was delighted to sit in my first
Cabinet meeting yesterday in this room. It was an engaging experi-
ence, to say the least.

But, I recall so well the glowing and rosy promises that were made
at the time we passed the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. Oh,
they still ring in my recollection. It is the sure road to peace. All we
have to do is topple these barriers and peace will be there almost
automatically.

Well, we have had a world war since then. We have had another
one in Korea. And we have got a king-sized business going on in
Vietnam today as we sit in this committee room. So, I very simply and
very humbly suggest: Where is the peace and tranquillity that they
promised us as a result of the Trade Agreements Act? I hope my
friend does not mind if I soliloquize here a little.

Senator JAVITS. I love it. [Laughter.]
Senator DIRKSEN. There were four distinguished gentlemen from

Nigeria in my office yesterday, including the Secretary of State of
Nigeria. They came to express the hope that we would not forsake
them in their difficulty in the internecine strife that goes on now.
That is only one example of what is going on in nearly every continent
in this world.

So, where is this highly desirable and golden objective of peace that
was to come out of our trade activities? We have had a third of a
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century and that is a very long time. So, I do not know that it has
matefialized yet.

And do you not think a person is entitled to cross his fingers when
he goes back to any of these promises that did not materialize and did
not materialize for us because 13,000 dead and another 90,000 wounded
in Vietnam of our own is pretty good testimony that it did not take
us to that door marked "peace."

They said we were going to be prosperous. You see, that came at a
time when Henr Walace was Secretary of Agriculture, and may I
say parenthetically, drawing completely on memory and unrehearsed,
if I make a slip, just charge that to a momentary aberration to which
all people are subject, I suppose.

Senator JAviTs. The minority leader less frequently than most.
Senator DIRKSEN. I got to thinking about the farm problem. You

see, at that time, at the time of the trade agreements, we threw 15
million reluctant little pigs in the rendering vats. Oh, the theory was
very simple. Make the supplies less available and the demand greater
an 7 automatically your price goes up because farm prices fell into
the cellar, as everyone knows, after the market crash of 1929.

We began to plow under every other row of cotton for a while. I
do not know how many rows we plowed under but at least we talked
about it. We did other things. Then, of course, we took a few grains
of gold out of the gold dollar described in our statute and when you
take grains of gold out of the dollar you cheapen the dollar and it
takes more of those cheaper dollars to buy the same thing. The idea
was to scoot the price level up.

Well, we have been at it now for 33 years. The price of corn now is
23 cents a bushel less than it was last year. The price of wheat now,
this month, is 32 cents less than it was this same month last year.
The price of soybeans is 44 cents below what it was last year. And I
guess there are other items that are comparable.

So, the farmers are hurting but they said, oh, reciprocal trade,
that is the unerring badge of farm prosperity.

Well, if there is anything known to the ingenuity of mankind that
we have not done in the farm picture, I do not know what it is. And
the billions that we have spent to pursue this will-o'-the-wisp, the
philosophy of scarcity, rather than the philosophy of productivity,
ut I did not find it coming out of the Reiprocil Trade Agreements

Act and I expect that is true of industry, for why would one of the
largest if not the largest, corporate structure in the United States,
namely, U.S. Steel, together with the steelworkers, be marching up to
senatorial offices and saying in view of the imports plus one other factor
that is even more important, namely, the new capacity that is being
built abroad, absolutely threatens them in this one great lush market
of the country. This is another figure out of my memory but I presume
Japanese steel production is about 50 million tons. When they get
their new capacity in place it will be 80 million. My understanding is
that they have been pretty well interdicted in selling steel into the
EEC, the European Economic Community. Well, tnere is only one
place where that Japanese steel can go and that is into this market.
So it becomes quite understandable what U.S. and Bethlehem and the
steelworkers and Inland Steel in Chicago and Granite City Steel and
others-well, they have been very much interested in the importation
of 11 billion tons of steel.
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Now, let me just recite one other thing. I began to get concerned
about all this money we are dumping into Appalachia. It came to
my attention when I was looking through the quarterly this morning
rather early in my desk at home, I see we have added some counties
to the Appalachian area and, of course, we authorized $250 million
last year, and we are going to authorize $170 million this year, but
that is going to be exclusive of highway money, which is a huge
sum, plus other items for the special benefit of Appalachia, and when
that program came they said among other things, there are no jobs.
We have got to provide durable jobs for Appalachia.

Now, I cannot verify this figure; I will have to go and ask the
Textile Institute about it, but they insist that 300,000 textile jobs
went down the drain in Appalachia. Why? Not entirely from man-
made fibers. There must be other reasons as well; namely, the swelling
imports. So the imports destroy the jobs and we reach a long skeletal
congressional arm into the Federal Treasury and haul out hundreds
of millions to give Appalachia. Why? To lure industry in there. And
the last report I have seen is that they have not been lured. And
no jobs have been created.

Now, let me ask just one question at this point. When all is said
and done, what is the important factor that we have got to deal
with if it is not jobs?

Senator JAVITS. Would the Senator like me to answer that?
Senator Daxsz. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. We have to deal with what will create the most

jobs for the most people under the best conditions, and if my case
cannot prove that a more open international trade for the United
States can produce more jobs for more people at better rates, then
I have failed, but I believe it does because I believe that the rise
of the employable population of the United States, the diminution
of the unemployment rolls, have indicated that by favoring this
type of trade policy, we have created more jobs and created the
billions that enable us to reach in and do something for Appalachia.

I would like to put before the Senator the following fact. More
iobs were lost in New England in the textile business than were
lost in Appalachia, but did New England sit on its hands and weep
or go out and fort about it and smoke a cigarette on Tobacco Road
No. New Englandwent to work and it is most prosperous today than
ever because it went into new lines, electronics and other lines, and
what we lost in the peas we gained in the bananas. Where at the time
of the textile-flourishing textile business in Appalachia was the
trade in computers and other sophisticated types of machinery?
Where was the trade in jet airplanes. There are new things which
have come upon the world which have enormously buttressed our
situation because of our capability of having exports. This is the way
of the world, and while I am at it, I would like to say to the Senator,
about this matter of the overpromise of the Corell Hull idea in
reciprocal trade, we had the same overpromise in the Kellogg-Briand
Treaty. The Senator knows that a representation has got to be made
and also acted on.

Now, I do not think a majority of the Congress had any illusion
that the Cordell Hull reciprocal trade was going to bring eternal peace
but I do think the Congress was convinced that it'would very mate.
really improve the economic condition of the United States, and I
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believe it did. And I believe that the continuity of the figures over the
years in terms of the exports and imports, the gross national product,
the tax take, all demonstrate that a flourishing international trade is
on the whole, a better economic posture for the United States than a
protected market internally which denies the United States and the
American consumers and American business all of the opportunities
which are inherent in this fact.

Senator DLUKsEN. Now, let me make a rejoinder to my distinguished
colleague from New York. There are two bills before Is committee,
one introduced by Senator Muskie and others, with regard to the
orderly trade in footwear. Senator Muskie comes from Maine. Joined
With him is Senator Brooke. He comes from Massachusetts. That is
the New England area, is it not? Mr. Cotton is from New Hampshire.
That is New England, is it not? I am on it but I am not from New
England. Senator Ervin is on it. Senator Inouye is on it. Senator
McIntyre is on it. He is from New England. Mrs. Smith is on it. She
is from New England. Senator Thurmond is on it.

Now, there is still another bill here. It was introduced by Senator
Brooke, of Massachusetts, with respect to electronics. So I--I do not
know, is New England hurting or have they entirely conquered their
difficulties?

senator JAVITS. Well, I suppose every Senator is anxious to get all
the business he can. I do not say New England is not hurting. I am
only pointing out that New England did move itself into a situation
where it was not destroyed. There was a moment when it was thought
New England was going to be depopulated and destroyed. f might
point out my colleague, Senator Kenned , is on one of these quota
bills, too. That does not make it right and does not prevent me from
taking a different position.

Senator DIRKSEN. Another one of your colleagues also, not, your
immediate area, his name is Kennedy, just so there is no mistake as to
what I have in mind.

Now, I want to go a little bit further in this business. Would you
say that the European Economic Community, better known as the
Common Market, is anything else but a mass protection gadget?

senator JAVITS. Yes: I think it is more.
Senator DIRKSEN. All right; tell me.
Senator JAVITS. I will tell you what it is.
Senator DIRKSZN. First, do you agree it is a mass protection--.
Senator JAVITS. I think it is a means by which more than one

country can endeavor to protect itself, yes; but I also think its primary
purpose is to create an internal market of a magnitude comparable to
that of the United States which would give its external commerce
retaliatory power and at the same time free because of greater effi-
ciencies through what in trade terms is called complementarism; that
is, producing where it is the most efficient, within that area. It is an
effort really to parallel the United States in economic terms.

Now, I would say that certainly the instinct of every country is
to engage in protection and every aggregation of trade to engage in
protection, but that instinct is overcome time and agin by agreements

like GATT and the Kennedy round, because of its superior self-
interest, and I said before to the Senator-and we are much too grown
-ulp here to think anything else-that the position which I espoused
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must be justified on the basis of self-interest, the higher self-interest.
Otherwise, it cannot stand up. I am not here pleading altruism on the
part of the United States. I am pleading very simply that we get more
out of this type of a trading picture than the type of trading picturethat would be created by these quota bills. If we went to the quota
bills, we would suffer in actual trade terms, in employment terms, in
income terms. I endeavor to prove that. If I cannot, my case flops.
But I also say if the quota people cannot prove the same thing on
their side, their case collapses and as they have toprove the case, theyare the proponents, not I, if their case collapses Ido not have to do
any thing. 'That is the way in which I made my case here.

Senator DUimzN. Let me ask: What do you think was the moving
reason for the Ford enterprises to go to Britain and build an auto-
mobile factory, produce a British Ford?

Senator JAviTS. Well, I am not privy to the internal secrets-
Senator DimKrKsN. Oh, I am not either.
Senator J&VITs (continuing). Of the Ford organization but I would

say that the effort was to make themselves available to tle Common-
wealth market, to jump the tariff barrier, as it were, and to hopefully
make themselves available from that manufacturing spot to the
European Common Market, assuming Britain gained membership.
But they will tell you themselves, Senator Dirksen, that this represents
an ancillary activity to their enterprise and I think they can probably
prove to you that employment and production and sales have grown
in this country at one and the same time they have been establishing
these enclaves abroad, and that the enclaves abroad are of tremendous
benefit to the U.S. domestic industry because many of the parts, much
of the expertise, a good deal of the profit which comes out of those
enterprises comes right back here. The answer is, I think, in overall
terms we have not gotten poorer. We have gotten very much richer
as a result of what has occurred in the world trading picture during
the last 30 years. That is the ultimate point.

Now, Senator Dirksen, I do not want to take a narrow view. I will
repeat that there are areas for very creative activity by this committee
and I have tried to delimit some and others may delimit others and I
deeply believe, otherwise I would not be here--you know me very
well and know I would never stultify myself-I deeply believe that
the quota idea is a reversal and will be considered not just in world
opinion but in world reaction a reversal of the whole American trade
policy and will be very costly to us. If I cannot put some substance
behind that, then my testimony has no worth.

Senator DIRKaSN. Oh, r go about this in an exploratory fashion.
I could be wrong, but I have to pint out some things that are for-
gotten, particularly by these editorial writers who pontificate out of
a hole in the head iii some ivory Lower without knowing what it is
all about.

.Now, one of the things I see they have forgotten, either conven-
iently or otherwise, nobody seems to have mentioned that we have
spent $140 billion of the American taxpayers' money on foreign aid
in the last 22 years and what happened? Well, if we did not teach the
world know-how, then I do not know what we taught them. And
probably one of the best examples is the high type of merchandise
that comes out of the country of Japan today. People ought to just
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walk around and see some of these exhibits in this country like the
one they had out at McCormick Place in Chicago and at Navy
Pier-really topflight merchandise. Heretofore they used to take
refuge in the fact that, oh, they copy things, and they are not equiv-
alent in genius and brains and innovative spirit to what we have here.

Now, there is one other thing I have got to pursue. You used a
trade balance figure of $6 billion plus. I would like to know where
that came from.

Senator JAVITS. I gave all the figures, Senator Dirksen. I used a
figure of 6 billion generically and then I gave the detailed figures for
1964, $6.7 billion; for 1966, $3.7 billion. I pointed out that the 1967
figures were considered to be better than th e 1966 figures and made
the point that we have consistently run a substantial trade surplus.
I did not-

Senator DIRKSEN. Now, you have those figures before you?
Senator JAVITS. I gave them before.
Senator DIRKSEN. They came from the Department of Commerce?
Senator JAvITs. That is exactly right.
Senator DIRKSEN. Let us verify them for the record, just as a

matter of some interest. This is for 1906. The Department of Coin-
nierce made this report on January 25, 1967, correct?

Senator JAviTS. I think so.
Senator DIRKszN. Exports of domestic merchandise, excluding

defense shipments $28,958.6 million. So, let us just take $28 billion
plus for eas recollection.

Now, loo% at the next figure, also from the Department of Com-
merce. General imports of merchandise, $25,550 million. Balance-of-
merchandise trade, $3,408 million, on the favorable side.

Now, we have to look at something else. Exports financed by the
U.S. Government, which are, therefore, noncommercial. For the first
9 months, $2,214 million. Now, if you just use a comparable propor-
tionate figure for the last 3 months, that would bring that up to
$2,952 million. Those are financed by the Federal Government. They
are noncommercial. But they have included them, so you see you are
going to have to make a deduction here and when you deduct that
from the trade balance, what is left--$456 million? That is a different
dish, is it not?

Senator JAVITS. Well, Senator Dirksen, I am sorry I cannot agree
that it is a different dish for this reason. If you are goii to argue this
case in terms of employment, and in terms of economic impact, you
cannot deduct that amount of money because 80 percent of that foreign
aid is tied to American purchase, and hence we do get the benefit of it
here. And, secondly, a great part of the foreign aid picture is now in
loans and the loan situation certainly as compared with the grant situa-
tion has worked out in giving the United States tangble assets upon
which we have an excellent chance and have indeed been collecting.

The third point in respect of the export-import merchandise balance
is it does not take account of hidden exports. I referred to those a little
while ago. I have not got the figures here, but these very exports 4wich
the Senator refers to engender an enormous amount of indirect exports
and, in addition, I think there should be considered in that figure the
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fact that we now receive $6.2 million in income on U.S. investments
abroad and many of the enterprises which earn that income will
testify to the fact that a viable foreign trade picture is essential to the
viability of their investment abroad.

I just--Senator 1)irksen, I am not challenging any of your figures.
I just throw into the consideration the range of considerations which we
must have.

Senator DIRKSE&. Now, twt things. I have not quite finished with
that yet, that arithmetical study here. I said reduced to $456 million.
Now, on February 7, this year, the U.S. Tariff (ommission released
data based on an analysis of imports for the year 1965, reported by the
Commission. Here was the data. It shows L.8. imports whent reported
on a cost, insurance, and freight basis, c.i.f.--there are some men who
do not know what that is-instead of f.o.b., it would be cqmd to 110

ercent of the value of the imports as reported by the Department of
Commerce. What has happened to the trade balance? It has disap-
peared. It is minus. It would show up minus $2 billion.

Now, if your theory is correct, then why do we not increase foreign
aid by $10 billion to wipe out our troubles in the trade balance area
and even our gold imbalance? It would be wonderful.

Senator JAviTS. I would like to say one thing to the Senator. I am
not going to quarrel with him about the figures because you get into
this tremendous argument about-

Senator DIRK8 N. I would not quarrel for the world.'
Senator JAvITs. The Senator is well aware of the details of the c.i.f.

and the f.o.b. argument, and so on, and the various other aspects
of the matter which we have discussed. I would only say that bothi
exports and imports should be reported on the same basis. I would
also like to make one comment to the Senator out of my own experience
on why you could not take up the difference by aid in some fashion.
As a matter of fact, we run into a tremendous problem with that.
We are doing it in Latin America right now, because the various
countries do not feel, and I think very legitimately, that aid only
begins to do for them what trade does in permanent terms because
aid can be given and cut off at any time. They are dependent in that
sense. Thislis not only demeaning in a sense of national integrity but
it also has no substance. You are at the end of a leash, as it were, from
some great power, and what these nations are urgently looking for
and what it should be our gret interest to supply them is an economic
base, and that they can only get with some kind of liberal terms of
trade.

Now, as the Senator knows, I am deeply involved in the Latin
American business and this is-this comes directly out of a meeting
of the Business Advisory Committee to the Orgazation of American
States as recently as yesterday. So, I do think that again in considering
the range of factors, I think there is an enormous need for American
foreign policy to move over in the trade direction rather than in the
aid direction.

Senator DaxKss. You see, in this quest, we should explore every-
t in the interests of our country and its future. We are growing.

Now, let us go back for a moment again to 1934. You did not hear
a word about population explosion then. Today it is right around the

5-408-7--pt. 1-18
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corner and to me it is one of the most threatening things I know. For
where we got the first billion in this world, I guess, what, by 1930,
well, it was 80 years later before we got the second billion and then
it only took 30 years to get the third billion and now fourth, fifth,
sixth, and seventh billion by the year 2000 which means we are going
to have 4 billion in the space of, what, 20-odd-some years, a little
more, but in 9 or 10 years, just think of adding a billion and what
are we going to do? We did not have that problem.

There is still another problem that we did not have at that time
and I think in this field you have a special competence. You know
that in Europe, for instance, the guaranteed annual wage is catching
on. All right. Fifty weeks a year you have got to grind the wheels of
the factory and if you cannot sell it you pile it up in a warehouse or
out in the yard. But you cannot go on piling in capital forever. So,
you have got to gt3t rid of it and the propensity for dumping becomes
awfully strong. H ow to get rid of it. And the lush markets are going
to be the targets, for otherwise they will not know what to do with
this merchandise, and yet they have a contract to permit them for a
guaranteed wage, so the factory must run regardless.

The CHAIRMAN. May I just interrupt just this question to say I am
not going to call time on any.

Senator DIRKMSEN. I am going to quit right now.
The CHAIRMAN. But I would like to suggest there are mway wit-

nesses to follow and while we have good attendance I hope to get them
on for obvious reasons. So I would hope we can abbreviate the exchange
for the time being in order to get on to the next witnesses.

Senator DIRKSEN. This will be resumed in our next hearing.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Harris?
Senator HARRIS. No questions.
Senator JAVITs. Thank you very much.

iTelegrams previouslyrferred to by Senator Javits and the Senator's
f statement follow:)

Nluw Jox, N.Y., October 18,1967.
Hon. JACOB K. JAVrTs,
Sensate Building,
Wadhington, D.C.:

Regret unable Lomment meaningfully on proposed Import legislation without
having studied the bills. My ow vle s on trade policy were sent out last July 20
before Joint Subcommittee on I orelgn Economic Policy where I said, "The great
promise of the Kennedy round is the effective increase in export opportunities
brought about by the reciprocal reductions in foreign tariffs. I feel strongly U.S.
businessmen should approach the results In this affirmative manner."

Regards,
DAMw Rooczzau~

President, OChae Manhattan Bank.

BUWAT, N.Y., October 18, 1967.Hlon. JAoB K. JAVITS,
Senate Offlce Building,
Waahington, D.O.:

Our authority supports In principle unencumbered free trade and believe that
no action should be taken to interfere with the free flow of International traffic.

NGA F)ONTIER Por AruToRIY.
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Nuw Yoaz,, N.Y., Oct~bar 18o,1967.

Senator Jaon K. JAvrY

Senate Ojce Buvjd*g,
Waakgtou, D.C.:

I urge you to exert every effort against the possible passage of bills to impose
import quotas. For too long the monkey on our economic back has been the false
notion that trade restrictions Insure our markets. Nothing could be more destruc-
tive to our postwar policy of an Atlantic trade, partnership that has been
supported by both parties. Nothing could be more harmful to the shared economic
progress of the Western World.

For most of the industrial countries, rapid economic growth has come to depend
in large part on rapid expansion of international trade. This is why participants
in the Kennedy round worked so hard for success. Rapidly growing exports of
manufactures make a rapid growth of output possible.

This is why trade in manufactured products among the industrial countries
in the postwar period has been growing even faster than industrial output,
which is unprecedented.

The notion that national economies are neatly divided into domestic and
international business Is simply without substance. The fact is that every
economy benefits from a growth in trade and is hurt by a contraction in trade.
Efficient business managements a understand and deal with new competition
arising from tariff reduction and can take advantage of the new export oppor-
tunities. But there is no way to cope with retaliatory tariff and other trade
restrictions arising out of protectionism.

The sustained downward trend of industrial tariff rates in the postwar period
has helped to create a favorable trade climate among the industrial countries.
Failure of the Kennedy round would have been serious, not so much because
tariffs would have remained uncut, but because business confidence in the future
course of trade policy would have been seriously disturbed. Such confidence is
now being disturbed by the moves toward protectionism in our country. These
moves seem to contradict the whole principle of the Kennedy round which we
Initiated.

Postwar prosperity was largely built upon the dismantling of barriers to the
movement of trade. This has proved to be a sound course and should not now
be reversed.

WALT= B. WNhSTON,
President, Fir*t National Citty Bank.

Nzw Yosx, N.Y., October 18, 1967.
Senator JAoDB K. Javrre,
U.S. Senate, W"Akngtos, D.A.:

I commend you on your forthcoming appearance before the Senate Finance
Committee in behalf of enlightened and liberal American foreign trade program on
the basis of my experience in international business and my continued interest
in U.S. trade policy toward both developed and underdeveloped countries. I
believe that at no time in our history is it more important to exert strong leader-
ship in liberalizing trade and tariffs for two reasons: Our role of responsible
leadership demonstrated in the Kennedy round must be sustained both in
good faith and in effective economic relations; and secondly realistic self-
enlightenment suggest that we should not invite reciprocal adverse reaction from
our trading partners damaging our overseas markets and export trade the
Kennedy round would be irrevocably harmed in my opinion by untimely and
counterproductive import quota bills and other restrictive trade actions. I urge
you to do all possible to offset these proposed measures both in the interest
of our own Nation and In the interest of constructive world relations.

Best wishes.
IhE .It mrs 1,

Chairman, H. Jr. Hoe Co., Pittaburgk Pa.
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Nzw Yozu, N.Y., October 18,1067.
Senator JAoB K. JAVrM,
U.S. Semte, Wshtaiston, D.C.:

Thank you for your telegram notifying me of your Impending testimony con-
cerning the Import quota bills now under consideration by the Senate Finance
Committee. As a member of the Executive Oommlttee of the U.S. Council of the
International Chamber of Commeree, I have cosigned with the other Council
members a telegram which opposes this import quota legislation. This telegram
Is being sent today by James A. Linen, Chairman of the U.S. Council of the 100,
to Senator Russell Long, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee. A copy of
Mr. Linen's telegram is being smet to your ofie.

My best regards
Aarzua . WATsoN,

President, IBM World Trade Corp.

BOSTON, MAss., October 18,1967.
Senator Jwn K. JAvITs,
Seste OIfoe BW Wdg, WsAfigtot D.C.:

We feel a change In the basic trade policy o desiring freer trade throughout the
free world would be a mistake despite current monetary problems and urge your
opposition to rigid Import quotas which would surely induce retaliation abroad.

Thom" D. CAmr,
OCairma, Cabot Corp.

PmAD=?=U, PA., October 18,1967.
Senator JAoS X. JAvrs,
Senate Ofoe Building,
Wak**ton D.C.

I wish by this wire to express the strongest possible opposition to the series
of individual quota bills now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.
These bills collectively would vitiate the hard-won agreements obtained in the
Kennedy round negotiations.

Moreover, any quotas at this time would reflect not only a lack of good faith
with our negotiating partners In the Kennedy round but also a more basic lack
of faith in the operations of a free enterprise economy for which we are the
leading spokesman throughout the world. Freer world trade is an extension
of the free competitive market which we have domestically and have espoused
throughout the world. The facts testify to the effectiveness of this system. As we
have progressively lowered our tariff and other trade barriers since 193& our
markets throughout the world have expanded manifold. Our economy has grown
in part through sales to foreign nation.

Many U.S. industries and substantial U.S. employment depend upon sales In
foreign markets which are only supported through sales by foreigners to us
from foreign countries. It Is misrepresentation to argue that a minor quota here
or a minor quota there will not significantly influence our economic posture in
the world. The adoption of any quotas at this point in time will antagonize
foreign sellers and lead to retaliation that will hurt U.S. industry. Moreover,
the adoption of any one quota encourages proliferation to many other quotas.
There Is no line which can be adequately drawn between safe quotas and unsafe
quotas. The adoption of any single quota limitation on imports at this time will
be publicized throughout the world as a reflection of attitude. Even Industries
most directly and apparently adversely affected by tariff reduction should
recognize that the benefits to the U.S. economy from increased sales abroad
will expand all domestic markets, including those of firms with overseas
competitors.

It Is difficult for anyone to document a single ease where a past reduction of
tariff has specifically hurt a particular industry, but our economic record of
the past 80 years gives testimony to the incalculable benefits of broadening
markets for American Industry.

HowAR 0. PVr1Msmi,
Chairman ot the Board, Fde~lt / Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.
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CZNCINNATZ, 0Oao, October 18,1967.
Hon. JACOB K. JAVrr,
U.S. Senate Wa1hington, D.O.:

I strongly urge you to use all of your persuasiveness with your colleagues In
the Senate to defeat current efforts to place import quotas on textiles and allied
products. Such quotas would waste the work of the Kennedy round negotiators
before the Nation has had an opportunity to Judge theresults of their agreements

It would be much more prudent to gain more experience under the new
agreements rather than destroy them prematurely with Import quotas,

We fear the result of precipitative action would be higher pries and more
limited selections of consumer merchandise.

Fir LAxSAus, Jr.,
CVs4rowa of the RBeutive Committee, Federated Department of Stores, IZ.

PxoAu ILL., October 18, 1967.
HOn. JACOn K. JAvrrs,
Senate Offce Building, WIpngton, D.C.:

Caterpillar strongly opposes import quota bills currently under considera-
tion by Senate Finance Committee. Believe they would be catastrophic for U.S.
foreign trade and undo many of gains of Kennedy round and other trade negotia-
tions which have encouraged export expansion during last 30 ymur They would
be a serious and Ill-advised step backward.

WnIAM BL aCxw
Chkvwm6 Caterpillar Tractor Co.

WAsmerow, D.(
Senator JAOOn K. JAvrrs,
Senate O/fce BuiWaig, We~hingtot D.C.:

Import quota bills under consideration by Senate Finance Committee would
affect at least 48 percent of U.S. Imports from Japan In 1966 or $1.3 billion. En-
actment of these bills would Jeopardize U.S exports to Japan valued at $2.3
billion in 1966 because Japan would have right to retaliate under GATT. It wodd
undermine essential economic partnership between United States and Japan and
thus endanger basis of our Pacific alliance&

Defeat of these Import quota bills and similar restrictive legislation Is Im-
perative in the U.S national Interest.

Earnestly urge strong support of our portion.
NzzsoN A. STRt,

Director, United Stat-,apan Trde COmL

Wasm~eroN, D.C., October 18 1967.
HOD. JAcoB K. JAVrTS,
V.S. Senate, Senate OAoe BIding, Waesdnton, D.C.:

As counsel for the American Fur Merchants Association, Inc, 224 West 30th
Street, New York, leading fur dealers association in the United States, I wis4 to
state emphatically that the association is strongly opposed to all types of import
quota legislation now being considered by Senate Finance Committee before
which you are appearing this week As regards our particular produce mink fur
skins, President Johnson has ordered tariff commission to ascertain all facts on
mink fur industry including impact of imports on the U.S. market. To even con-
sider Imposing an import quota on mink before Tariff Commission study even
starts Is unthinkable. My association feels strongly that a 8-day hearing on the
imposition of Import quotas on a wide variety of products Is at the least unfair
bordering on the side of autocracy. More power to your good right arm in your
fight for a continuance of the liberal international trade policy which the United
States has followed for the past 80-odd years.

JAwu n. ILzAw
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AmzRcAx INSTrrUTi on IMPOrrED STEEL, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 18,1967.

Senator JAcoB JAvrrs,
U.S. Bemate, WeAifeto D.C.:

The American Institute for Imported Steel, Inc. opposes all import quota
legislation for all commodities unless clearly required for U.S. defense needs.
There is no need for steel import quotas except to enable domestic steel industry
to raise their uniform prices charged to consumers. The current protectionist
drive endangers not only the achievements of the Kennedy round but the entire
structure of international trade among the nations of the free world. The destruc-
tion or serious impairment of that trade would be catastrophic, and destroying
ours and our trading partners' prosperity and leading to a depression. You of
course have my authorization to present our views to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

With highest esteem and personal regards,
KUMT ORN, President.

AmECAN METAL Impoa s AssociATIoN, INo.,
New York, N.Y., October 18, 1967.

Senator JAcoB JAvrrs,
U.S. Senate, Waskittoth D.C.:

The members of our organization are the leading Importers of nonferrous
metals. While only lead and zinc are specifically Included in the pending legis-
lative proposals for import quotas, we must record our conviction that the
adoption of import quotas of any kind is destructive to our Nation, these pro-
posals violate the very spirit of the recently concluded Kennedy round. Not
only would the prestige of the United States suffer throughout the world but
the entire competitive business system of our Nation will inevitably be trans-
formed into a system of cartels aud monopolies. Those of us who have lived
through the depression cannot forget the economic disintegration and despair
which high tariffs helped create. We urge you to oppose vigorously all import
quotas and to present our views to the Senate Finance Committee at its current
hearings on quotas

Au=Ey Mos,, President.

AmMCAN IMPORTms AssoCIATIon,
WashingtoM D.C., October 19, 1967.

Hon. JACoB K. JAvITs,
Senate Office BWildng, Washigton D.C.:

We urge that you, as a Senator representing hundreds of importers in New
York State, oppose the quota bills during the Senate Finance Committee hearing
this week.

These quota bills affect a wide variety of products and enactments by the
Congress would be a complete reversal of a United States liberal trade policy
since 1934. A return to protectionism could not fail to cause retaliation by other
countries against American exports.

Quotas are one of the most unfair and discriminatory methods of regulating
imports. Quotas are difficult to administer and Impose even more Government
control over an economy which claims to be based on free enterprise. Quotas
create an artificial economic environment and once enacted survive long beyond
the circumstances they were intended to alleviate.

G~ZAW O'Brmn,
Executive Vim. President.

CoMm'rzE FOR A NATxONAL TRADE Poucy,
Washington, D.C., October 18,1967.

Senator JACOB K. JAvrTs,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

As executive director of committee for a national trade policy nonpartisan
organization devoted to liberalization of world trade In U.S. national interest
congratulate you on what we know your testimony October 18 before Senate
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Finance Committee will be. You are one of very few Senators who are unqualified'
supporters liberal U.S. trade policy without departure in deference to special in-
terest groups, yesterday we sponsored meeting of representatives of some 100.
national organizations and corporations favoring freer trade they represented
millions of people In the United States and we are convinced that the same broad
consensus for freer trade still exists in this country as it did In 1962. Import re-
striction bills being considered by Finance Committee are the worst way for
government to respond to problems of foreign competition. They are Inconsistent
with enterprise system and would go far to reverse the trade policy this country
has followed since 1934. They lead to a cartel system. Retaliation from our trad.
ing partners should be expected against our exports amounting to several billion
dollars In trade coverage. These bills are irresponsible legislation and If enacted
would make Impossible the kind of world trade cooperation developed over the
last 30 years.

JOHN W. HIGHT,
Executive Director.

PREPARMD STATEMENT OF HON. JACOB K. JAvITs, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE

ol NEw YoR

Javita Scores Return to "Log RolWli" on World Trade

Mr. Chairman, I am very appreciative of the opportunity to appear before
the committee this morning in opposition to measures proposing quotas on vari-
ous items of imports into the U.S. There Is grave suspicion in the world that
the bills now pending before this Committee, signal a new wave of protectionist
sentiment In the U.S., reversing our Post War trade policy in favor of a species
of log rolling and favor swapping that the world thought had gone out thirty
years ago.

Personally, I am persuaded that should these quota bills be enacted into law,
they would undermine the basis of our postwar policy of trade liberalization
and that this, In turn, could return us to the International trade wars of the
1930's and a continuous round of retaliation and counter-retaliation until the
economic wealth of the world economy itself would be Imperiled.

These quotas pose other dangers to the United States economy:
1. They would result in higher prices for millions of U.S. consumers and"

thereby contribute to inflation;
2. They would endanger billions of dollars worth of U.S. exports and thereby

worsen our balance of payments position, contribute to unemployment and loss
of profits;

3. They threaten Individual eLLerprise and would impose even more govern-
ment controls and bureaucracy on U.S. industry than at present.

They would create new difficulties for the industries they are ostensibly pro-
tecting-If past experience with quotas is a good guide to the future-because
they are inflexible.

I am also strongly opposed to these bills because I consider the well-publicized
plan of the sponsors to append them to the Social Security bill very damaging to
the hopes of a large segment of the American people, our senior citizens. In the
end, this may not be done-particularly if the counsel of many leaders on both
sides of the aisle is followed. But If it is attempted, it should be clear that they
would Jeopardize a well-earned social security "raise" before those Americans
who spent their life in hard work and deserve more decent retirement incomes.

In recent months there has been much said in the Senate about the usurpation
by the Executive Branch of the powers of Congress In the field of foreign trade.
It seems to me the new protectionist drive for import quotas In turn represents
an execessive use of Congressional power on behalf of certain Industries at the
expense of the public at large and the nation.

As a legislator, I have an obligation--as have other members of Congress-
to concern myself with the problems of my constituents resulting from strong
foreign competition. For these and other reasons I have supported measures com-
ing before the Senate which contributed to their economic health, such as the
1964 tax cut, the 7% investment tax credit, small business loans and the adjust-
ment assistance provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

But, I also believe that members of Congress have an obligation to assure that
the solutions they support to help their constituents are based on objective evi-
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deuce; (the Tariff Commission was created by Congress expressly for that pur-
pose) are tailored specifically to help sectors of industry claiming serious import
injury; and are consistent with the over-all national interest I do not believe
that acros-the-board quotas covering an entire industry or import limitations
achieved by allegedly "voluntary" international or bilateral agreements reached
with supplying nations Is the way of going about helping Injured Industries and
displaced workers.

My own prescription for sectors of Industry hurt by Imports consists of: (1)
adjustment assistance in line with Title III of the Trade Expansion Act, but
substantially liberalized by making a favorable finding for this purpose easier
than at present and by providing more liberal loans, tax benefits and retraining
programs for workers In the injured firms or sectors of industry. This avenue
has by no means been exhausted; (2) a Federally-supported program to attack
the basic causes of obsolescence, either directly through a modernization fund or
by guarantees or subsidies to commercial banks and private investors which un-
dertake significant modernization programs in industries threatened by obso-
lescence which cannot otherwise help themselves; and (3) the elimination of
government policies, such as "'two-price cotton" which contribute to difficulties
of certain industries facing foreign competition.

Lest I am accused of being entirely altruistic, I wish to give another reason-
a very practical reason-for my opposition to these quotas. If enacted, they would
on balance seriously undermine the foundation of my own state of New York's
welfare and economy-our commerce with the rest of the world. As far as New
York is concerned, this commerce consists of an estimated $1.5 billion in manu-
factured exports originating in the state in addition to more than $75 million
in agricultural exports originating in the state; substantial imports of raw
materials and parts needed for products manufactured In the state; $15.9 billion
of foreign commerce shipped through the Port of New York for destinations all
over the United States. According to a study made by the First National City
Bank recently, an estimated 375,000 jobs are involved In loading, unloading,
trucking and producing these goods in the Port of New York area. Millions of
dollars in income for the steamship lines, airlines, railways, truck carriers, banks,
insurance companies, freight forwarders, customs brokers and tax revenues for
the local, state and federal governments are also involved. It can be seen clearly
how gravely restrictions on U.S. foreign commerce could hurt New York's econ-
omy as well as that of the nation.

I do not wish to go over the ground covered very effectively by representatives
of the Executive Branch yesterday. But I would like to Identify several key
points in the debate.

The appearance of temporary relief for certain U.S. industries from Import
competition by mandatory quotas should not be confused with permanent im-
provement in the U.S. trade position. On the contrary, these quotas will very
likely worsen our trade position.

The value of imports Involved In those quota proposals already introduced-
namely for steel, lead and zinc, meat, textiles, footwear, electronic products,
hardwood plywood, ground fish, strawberries and honey-totalled $3.6 billion in
1966. Quota proposals involving a tightening up of already existing quota,--
namely cotton textiles, petroleum, and dairy products-involved another $2.7
billion in imports, with the two categories covering an estimated $6.3 billion of
our 1966 imports or 25% of our total import of merchandise that year. This does
not mean that this amount of imports would be eliminated. This only indicates
that this much of our Imports would be exposed to drastic cuts. It must also be
emphasized that for every restriction we impose on certain imports, an equiva-
lent limitation on our exports can be expected to be Impoied by other countries
on some U.S. induqry, unless we give concessions of equal value In other areas.
Now. which industry shall be selected to pay for higher protection on steel, oil,
textiles and so forth?

Let us consider, for example the steel industry's case for Increased protection.
By every measure I have seen, the steel industry Is in pretty healthy condition.
Shipments of steel mill products for example have Increased from 71 million
tons In 1962 to 90 million tons in 1966. Employment has increased from 521.000
in 1962 to an estimated 576.000 In 1968. Total dividends paid by the steel In-
dustry have Increased from $445 million in 1963 to $484 million In 1966 accord-
ing to the American Iron and Steel Institute, and according to the same source,
profits per each dollar of revenue have stayed at 6% in 1965 and 1966. It is true
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that imports during the past two years have totaled close to 11% of domestic
consumption of steel However, it seems to me that an industry which has 89"
of a market is doing pretty well indeed. It is also true that in the past three or
four years steel exports have declined. However, if the millions of tons of steel
purchased each year in the United States for manufactured products destined for
eventual export is included in steel export data, the Industry's export position
appears in a better light. The import-export equation for steel mill products
changes considerably if this factor is taken into account. Such data for two
industry classifications, machinery and transport equipment, show a net export
surplus of between two to two and a half million tons of steel a year! The in-
dustry's capital expenditures in 1966 were $2 billion and now are projected
around $21A billion this year. With increased utilization of the oxygen process
of steel making and more efficient and competitive distribution facilities, this
industry is in an excellent position to face competition from abroad more effec-
tively. As Secretary Trowbridge pointed out in his testimony yesterday, the rea-
son for increased imports in the last four or five years has been the heavy de-
mand for steel accompanied by more diverse purchasing by some large users who,
fearing a domestic shortage, are looking for price advantages, meet their needs
by buying both foreign and domestic steel.

In other words, one of the major reasons for higher steel imports are domestic
steel shortages resulting from strikes and other reasons. In the absence of such
imports serious bottlenecks and price increases could result in significant damage
to important steel users in this country. The quotas could also result in higher
steel prices which would inevitably lead to increase in use of competing materials
such as plastics, copper, aluminum, concrete and paper.

In this connection, I would urge this Committee to consider the claim made
by the American Institute for Imported Steel that it is automation in the steel
industry rather than imports that has been the principal contributor to the loss
of Jobs. They cite the closing last year by the U.S. Steel Corporation of its last
remaining mill in Donora, Pennsylvania, and by Jones and Laughlin Company
which in March of 1986 shut down a nail plant at Allqulppa, Pennsylvania as
another factor for loss of jobs in the industry. They also claim that an ever
smaller number of production workers are required to produce an ncreasingly
quantity of steel again contributing to job losses.

I would also suggest that the Committee consider the recent evidence put forth
by Congressman Thomas Curtis of Missouri who has claimed that between 4 to
10% of steel imports in 1966 were by American steel producers themselves, who
needed imports to break production bottlenecks in a year of exceedingly strong
demand for steel

In conclusion, I cannot emphasize strongly enough that quotas, while osten-
sibly assisting an industry in trouble, result in increased government controls
over industry, increase the need for more bureaucracy and inject new inflexibili-
ties into an industry. The administration of quotas requires a tremendous amount
of paper work with questions arising daily over the specific application of the
quota such as clearing commodities for withdrawal, determining when a quota
has been filled, collection of fees and other charges, payments of refunds, and
the administration % .--zadfdc provisions of the quota including country of origin
markings, chemical analyses, port of entry charges, immediate delivery of perish-
able goods, dock strikes, etc. One of the big problems with the lead and zinc
quotas, for example, was that smelters were unable to acquire sufficient quan-
tities of ore of the grades necessary for their smelting operations The surplus
lead and zinc situation which was a problem that lasted for over 15 years
changed to one of shortage. Italy, for example, which had an allocation under
the original quota proclamation, chose not to fill it. Since there was no provision
for reallocating unused quotas, the total supply for the domestic market was
decreased while other supplying countries were prevented from increasing their
exports to the United States. I could cite other examples of licensing difficulties,
of problems Involving evasion of quotas which underline the short-sightedness
of these quota proposals.

I hope that the pressures now put on Congress for quotas will serve one
useful purpose-a a warning to the Administration that substantial segments
of U.S. business are dissatisfied with present world trade patterns and the non-
tariff barriers they face abroad. Except for the anti-dumping code the Kennedy
Round scarcely touched the vital area of non-tariff barriers. Yet these are the
real inhibitors of expanded and liberalized world trade.
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New quotas are not the way to reduce or eliminate non-tralff barriers abroad.
They would only compound the problem. But we should take heed that unless
and until U.S trade negotiators so up against their foreign counterparts to ham.
mer out agreements to open up protected European and Japanese home markets
pressure for U.S. quota legislation will continue to plague us.

U.S. trade officials know well the variety of subtle and tacit devices by which
the foreign industrialixed nations exclude or restrict U.S. products from their
home markets, all the while demanding free and open access to American
markets.
. The urgent need for U.S. trade policy Is to work on behalf of expanded U.S.

exports Into protected foreign markets. Non-tariff barriers must be the prime
target of this policy.

Both this nation and our trading partners must recognize that this Is an age
of interdependence between the economies of dozens of nations. As the leading
industrial nation of the world, the U.S.-n its own self-nterest-must do all
It can to contribute the the freer competition In world trade, not to lead the way
In erecting trade barriers that will, in any event, be no more effective than the.
original Wall of China. -

(S. 2332, a bill to promote the general welfare, foreign policy, and
national security of the United States, follows:)
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18? SissoX S. 2332

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED) STATES

Auoust :-3, 1967
Mr. LoNo of Louisiana (for himself, Mr. -ALrrr. Mr..AN Ifl ,.,,', Mh. J3Asn,

Mr. BEsNErr, Mr. BuriDcK, Mr. BIYRD of West Virgin~ia, Mr. C.RLSON,
Mr. CurAI 3r. Dom'zzxcxM.KI.N, Mr. ELI.NIWER, .11r.FAN,
Mr. HNsFx 31r. IIArtios . ir.,, .T UNJA, 31r. McGm:, Mr.
MIANSFIEL, Mr. M F, M1I. M , Mr. . *YA, Mr. Iom.,

Mr. PEARsox, A AN DOLriz, 31r. 8-TENN is A 11. OvE R, YARIBOROUGHI,
and Mr. Yo a of North Dakota) intr uced the following All; which
was read t cc and referred to the (IX in eoiFinance

T Vroinote tlI Lferl \fat national

secu oft Wrp~j tes.

1 Be it, c act ed t*e Sen an o 'o Represen

2 .tiv , of the YtCd States 0 erica Congr awaemb

3 That ,tle national curity pro vision, 19 S.C.A. 1 2)

4 of the trado ExpansionkcAto- 962 be amended adding

5 the follow*i i subiisections:

6 "() Imports of lc districts I-IV shall not

7 exceed 1 2.2 per ceuttunt of production of crude petroleum anad

s natural gas liquids in those districts during the most receut
]I

*Witnesses testifying on tbis subject, pp. 258-81.
Communications received by the committee on this subject, pp. 361-406, p. 1Wl8,

and p. 1155. " 255
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1 alopjIr.Ipiiite pl'iod for which I 'nited States Jhii'eai of Mi ,le

2 Statistics are availa!ilh.

3 " (f) Itn)orts of pLtrolcittn into district V shall be lint-

4 ited so as to encourage development of district V production

ad use of dotiwe.tic supplies ill that district, but in no eve t

6 shall the maximum level of overseas imports, which shall be

7 suubject to allocation, be greater than the amount necessary,

8 when added to domestic supply available to the di.triCt and

9 to the volume of overland imports into the district whidt

10 shall be exempt from allocation, to approximate total district

11 V demand. Determination of supply-demaud relationships

12 in the district shall be made by the Uited States Bureau of

13 3ines for appropriate periods.

14 "(g) Imports of petroleum into districts I-IV and dis-

15 triet V, other than crude petroleum, shall be progressively

16 reduced.

17 "(h) As used in this Act:

18 "(1) 'Petroleum' shall include crude petroleum and

19 natural gas liquids, and finished and unfinished products

20 thereof except residual fuel oil for use as fuel.

21 " (2) 'Imports' shall include 'imports for cittsuiiption'

22 Its reported by the unitedd states BurallU of file iCellsus alld

23 shipnmeuts (A) from Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islalds, anl

24 Guam into the United States, and (B) into any foreigi-trade

25 zone located within the IVnited State .
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1 "(3) 'Districts I-IV' means the District of Colum-

2 bia and all the States of the United States except those States

3 within district V.

4 "(4) 'District V' means the States of Arizona, Nevada,

5 California, Oregon, Washington, Alaska, and Hawaii."

6 "(1) The President, upon a finding that a national

7 emergency threatens the adequacy of fuel supplies to meet

8 national requirements, may modify or suspend the quota

9 established by subsection (e) for a period unot to exceed six

10 months.
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The CHATRMAN. Our next witness has been allotted 50 minutes. These
are witnesses from the oil industry, Mr. F. Allen Calvert, president
of the Independent Petroleum Association of America.

I would urge that Mr. Calvert would take the seat in the middle here
and the gentlemen with him take the seats that he would suggest for
them. We had enough requests for testimony on the oil problem to have
taken this committee 2 or 3 weeks. We urged the industry to abbreviate
its testimony and to combine its statements so it could present its
views in the minimum possible time.

In addition to that we urge the opponents who will be represented
here to do the same thing and they have graciously accommodated us.
We appreciate it very much, and we have provided equal time for
both. So we will first hear the case in the affirmative for the oil import
legislation and then we will hear the case against an import quota.

STATEMENT OF F. ALLEN CALVERT, PRIDENT, INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY
CLINTON ENGSTRAND, KANSAS INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS ASSO-
CIATION; STARK FOX, INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS PRODUCERS OF
CALIFORNIA; BENJAMIN CUBBAGE, INDEPENDENT OIL PRO-
DUCERS & LAND OWNERS ASSOCIATION, TRI-STATE, INC.;
NETUM STEED, PRESIDENT, TEXAS INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS
& ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION; AND RICHARD CAMPBELL,
CHAIRMAN, LIAISON COMMITTEE OF COOPERATING ASSOCIA-
TIONS

The CHAIRMAN. These witnesses are Mr. F. Allen Calvert, president
of the Independent Petroleum Association of America; Mr. Clinton
Engstrand, who speaks for the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas A s,-
ciation; 319r. Stark Fox, who spetks for the Independent Oil & Gas
Producers of California; Mr. Joseph McGuire speaks for the Inde-
pendent Oil Producers & Land Owners Association of the Tri-State
area, Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky; Mr. Netumn Steed, who is presi-
dent of the Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Owners Assoia-
tion; and Mr. Richard Campbell, Chairman of the Liaison Committee
of Cooperating Associations.

Mr. ('alvert, we are going to allow you 25 minutes, Mr. Engstrand.
3 minutes, Mfr. Fox, 5 minutes, Mr. Joe McGuire, 5 minutes, Mr. Stted,
7 minutes and Mr. Campbell, 5 minutes and I want to thank you gentle-
men for the tremendous cooperation that you have given to this coi-
mittee in arranging your presentations to be consolidated and limiting
yourself so closely to a brief statement.

Senator H utRs. Mr. Chairman, could I just say we are very proud
in Oklahoma that the present president of the Independent Petroleutm
A-ociation of America is from our State. F. Allen Calvert. is a man
of the highest reputation in our State, known as a highly knowledge-
able and very capable person, and I certainly commend him and what
lie has to sav to this committee. We are glad to hear him.

Mr. CAMaRT. Thank you. Senator Harris.
Mr. (hairman, distingui~lbed members of this committee, particu-

larly my own State Senator, Fred Harris, it is a privilege to be here. I
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I thank you for the time. The chairman has explained he has allotted
50 minutes for our group. We have 17 organizations endorsing our
statement, as follows:

1. Independent Oil & Gas Producers of California.
2. Independent Oil Producers & Land Owners Association, Tri-

State, Inc. (Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky).
3. Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Assmoiation.
4. Kentucky Oil'& Gas Association.
5. The Land and Royalty Owners Association of Louisiana.
6. Michigan Oil & Gas Association.
7. National Stripper Well Association.
8. North Dakota Independent Oilmen & Landowners Association.
9. North Texas Oil & Gas Association.
10. Ohio Oil & Gas Association.
11. Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association.
12. Panhandle Produers & Royalty Owners Association.
13. Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Association.
14. Permian Basin Petroleum Association.
15. Southwestern Pennsylvania Oil & Gas Association.
16. Texas Indepndent Producers & Royalty Owners Association.
17. West Central Texas Oil & Gas Association.
My name is Allen Calvert. I live in Tulsa, Okla. I appear today as

president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America,
which is a trade association, representing several thousand producers
of oil and gas throughout the United States, as well as landowners
and royalty owners.

The purpose of our testimony is to support S. 2332.
The mandatory oil import program is based upon the congressional

delegation of authority to the President set forth in the national
security provision of trade law, as now contained in section 232 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. This provision of law has but one pur-
pose-the safeguarding of the national security. This authority was
exercised to establish the oil import progntam for the expressed pur-
p)o of maintaining a healthy and vigorous petroleum industry, in the

United States. The current Middle East crisis serves dramatically to
remind us of the wisdom of this policy.

The mandatory oil import program has been in effect since 19-9.
It is our firm conviction that the program has been vital to our national
security as to oil. Nobody could have supported us in this conclusion
so strongly as Secretary Udall, who appeared yesterday, lie certainly
showed the role the program played in making possible the response
of our industry and our-Government to the crisis. And no one could
have awarded more laurels.

We as an association have strongly supported the program and co-
operated with the Government to improve its effectiveness. We have
endeavored to the utmost with the Government agencies concerned,
ja.aricularly Secretary Udall and Assistant Secretary Cordell Moore
and their staff, to improve its effectiveness. However. last November
we concluded that. further legir-lation was necessary, if the objectives
of the national security provision of the law are to be attained. De-
velopments during 1967 have underscored the need for congressional
ation. W1'e, therefore, were encouraged greatly by the introduction
of S. 23.2 and the holding of these hearings. It seems to us that in
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the interest. of good government it is most appropriate that the Con-
gess at this time review the program after 8-years experience and
if that experience so dictates, provide more precise legislative
guidelines.

Despite the contribution that has beenmade by the mandatory oil
import program, the health and vigor of the domestic petroleum pro-
ducing industry has suffered a persistent deterioration. The declining
trends and depressed conditions which the industry has suffered are
shown in the following chart:

TRENDS IN U.S. PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
AND DEVELOPMENT, 1952-1966

Index Numbers 1957-59:100
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The CHAIRuu. I would like to urge all Senators to take a look at
that chart. I regret you do not have a big one so the audience could
see it.

Mr. CALVz&T. This chart shows that the major indicators of the in-
dustry's health have progressively declined as this chart consists of a
series of stairs as follows: geophysical activity down 38 percent, active
rotary rigs dow-a 40 percent, exploratory wells down 24 percent, total
wells down 27 percent, employment down 15 percent and crude oil
price down 4 percent since the 1957-59 period.

The CAIUMAN. May I just make this point and I will not interrupt
you further. Your chart is based on a 1957-59 average but if you go
back and use 1952 as your base period, your geophysical activity, for
example, has gone down from a base of about 143 down to a present
figure of about 60. Now, that is the people you have in the field trying
to find oil, seismograph crews and that sort of thing.

Mr. CALVEJIT. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And your active rotary rigs have gone down from

12'2 to about 60. Why do you use just rotary ris
Mr. CALVERT. There are a lot of rigs called "cable tools" which are

used in the shallow areas but the rotary rigs are the ones drilling most
of the wells and finding most of the reserves. We are finding fewer
reserves because we are drilling less. There also have been changes
within the drilling pattern of the industry for deeper depths. Never-
theless, we are finding less oil, Mr. Chairman, and all of these declining
trends parallel our presentation and prove the deterioration of our
industry. We will get into the reserve picture later.

The CIAnmAN. I want to make that point. You talk in terms of
rotary rigs. I thought you were going to say the reason you use the
rotary rigs is that those are the ones that bring in 95 percent of the oil
or at least, the overwhelming bulk.

Mr. CALVERT. Yes, or more than that, maybe 98 percent.
The CHAIMAN. These little cable rigs are just like driving a nail

in the ground. You can go down just so far and after that the resistance
is so heavy, the skin friction of the spike in the ground, that you just
cannot go any further with it. But if you are going down deep, you have
to use a rotary rig.

How deep is it practicable to go with cable wells I
Mr. CALVERT. Cable wells, I believe, have gone as deep as 5,000 or

6,000 feet, but there would be 15 rotary rigs at that depth to one cable
tool.

The CHAmmAzN. So that with regard to your rotary rigs that pro-
duce 98 percent of the oil, the number that are active has gone down
from an index of about 123 in 1952 to about 60 in 1966. It has been cut
in half.

Mr. CALvER. Yes, in half. The chart gives you a clear picture of
that.

The second chart shows what has happened to the buying power of
a barrel of oil over the period covered which is from 1948 to 1966. This
chart shows an erosion of 51 cents per barrel below the 1956 price. That
is what has happened to the purchasing power of the commodity we
have been drilling for.

85-468--67--pt. 1- 19
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REAL PRICE OF CRUDE OIL
(in Constant 1966 Dollars)

(Dollars per barrel)
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As a result of the sharp declines in exploratory activity in the
United States, the amount of new crude oil reserves found and devel-
oped in recent years has not kept pace with production. Proved
reserves are becoming seriously adequate to meet the increasing
requirements of the future.

During the 7 years 1960 through 1966, domestic crude oil production
ainounted to 18.32 billion barrels. New reserves found and developed
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reserves declined from 31.72 billion at the beginning of 1960 to 31.45
billion barrels at the end of 1966. The ratio of proved reserves to yearly
production dropped from 12.8 in 1960 to 10.9 in 1966.

More important, the volume of crude oil reserves being found and
developed has averaged 2.6 billion barrels er year during the past 7
yea in contrast to an average of over 4.5 billion barrels per year esti-
mated by the Interior Department as needed to meet future demands
and maintain a stable reserves-production ratio. In short, there is a
pressing need to encourage the discovery of additional U.S. oil reserves.
We feelthe Government, the Interior Department particularly, know
this and is making every effort to find an answer.
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Chairman, can I put in one question before

I go to the floor I
Even if quotas were imposed administratively, this precipitous drop

in petroleum activity, I presume, would still continue because you
couldn't tell when the quotas might, be changed. And you simply
couldn't venture stockholders' money and shareholders' money on a
hazard of that kind.

Mr. CALVIr. We intend to make that exact point later in the state-
ment, Senator Dirksen but the stability is the main objective we want
in congressional guidelines. There are so many threats to the present
program which to date has been quite successful, just as Secretary of
the Interior Udall said yesterday-but his Department is faced with
so many threats that we are afraid the fallout from the threats will
break the 12.2 quota. The Secretary agrees that the program has
worked. We agree it has worked. And we are going to make the case,
after he has made the case for the necessity of the program, why we
think there should be congressional guidelines to take the heat off
his back.

Thank you, Senator Dirksen.
Mr. Chairman, those of you on the committee heard Secretary Udall

yesterday state how the U.S. domestic industry is responding to the
Middle East crisis. I think the Secretary used the phrase that the indus-
try met the increased production needed "without breakin stride."
The amount needed happened to be 47 million barrels. Half of that
went to Europe to take the place of the oil that the Arabs denied them.
About half of it went to our New England area and east coast to take
the place of the foreign oil that was interrupted by the embargo and
the boycott, and a smaller amount went to Canada.

Some may wonder, How did a declining industry respond to the
Middle East crisis without breaking stride I We will to make the point
that oil that is produced, delivered, and processed today, going in a
jet airplane or to the filling station-60 percent of that oil was found
before 1950. It was found in the good days and was found before the
trends began to decline. And that is the point-if there is going to be
a Middle East crisis 10 years from now, unless we find a way of revers-
ing the trend, the producibility, and the reserve capacity that we had
to call on this time won't be there 10 years from now. That is the point
we want to make and emphasize.

The petroleum producing industry, by its very nature, is a long
term undertaking. From the time exploratory efforts are first begtn
until reserves are developed, normally requires some 5 years, and ve-y
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often a much longer period. It is obvious, therefore, that the first
prerequisite of the import program is to properly serve its national
security objective, the one that Senator Dirksen just mentioned, is to
provide assurance to domestic producers that the program has long-
range stability. It is for the purpose of providing such assurance that
further legislation in this area is now proper and advisable in our
opinion.

Changes have been made in the mandatory import program and other
governmental actions have been taken involving the program to serve
objectives extraneous to the national security. As a result of the cumu-
lative effect of these actions, there is widespread concern, particularly
in our ranks, but also in the ranks of larger companies as well, that
the program is losing the essential ingredient of long-range stability.

This widespread concern was emphatically expressed in the hearings
held last May before the Department of the Interior.

I would now like to review some of the changes and actions which
in our opinon demonstrate the need for further legislative guidelines
to provide long-range stability. These are the problems that are knock-
ing on the door of Secretary Udall and Assistant Secretary Cordell
Moore. The Secretary is doing a good job and is fighting these prob-
lems. But these problems we think are piling up and becoming insur-
mountable, despite the fact that he has been able to hold the line with
the 12.2 ceiling to this point. Some of the problems illustrating the
need for legislation are:

1. Production base for import piota.--Proclamation 3541 dated June
10, 1963, revoked the provision that required the maximum level of
imports into district I-IV be based on actual production during a
prior period, and provided, in lieu thereof, that imports be based on
estimated future production. Actual production is preferable because
it is free of the uncertainty involved in estimating procedures and be-
cause imports would not increase until there was an actual increase
in domestic production. The most disconcerting aspect of this change
in the proclamation was that the only apparent reason was to avoid a
reduction in imports that otherwise would have been required.

Since 1963, under that formula there is always a leakage which
allows a little more foreign imports and a little more oil from Kuwait
or Libya or, you name it, to come in and a little less oil sold by an
operator at Abilene or Wichita Falls, or Oklahoma City.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would include some place in Louisiana,
like Bossier Parish or Morgan City or just Lake Charles, just any
place.

Mr. CALVERT. I haven't been lucky enough to get any oil there, Sena-
tor Long, but I will include it in the next reference.

.. Fordign-trade sones.-Proclamation 3693, dated December 10,
1965, delegated to the Secretary of the Interior authority over the
movement of foreign oil into foreign-trade zones in the United States.
On September 12 1988, the Foreign-Trade Zones Board. coniistine of
the Secretary oi commerce , as chairman, the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of the Army authorized the establishment of a
foreign-trade zone at Bay County, Mich., for the operation of a petro-
chemical plant. This action was sought in order to obtain access to im-
ported petroleum feedstocks that could not be obtained under the man-
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datory oil import program. The action was taken by the Board in the
face of vigorous and widespread protest by many parties, including our
association. On March 23, 1967, the Foreign-Trade Zones Board au-
thorized a second foreign-trade zone at Taft, La.

By these precedents, in our opinion, the Board is committed to
approval of similar applications. This is most disturbing, in that dur-
ing the public hearings on these two applications, many companies
engaged in the manufacture of petrochemicals had testified that in the
event these applications were approved, then they would be compelled
for competitive reasons to seek similar treatment, thereby presenting
the prospect of a proliferation of such applications.

One o the companies proposing to operate in the foreign-trade zones
has had an application for several months before the Secretary of the
Interior, seeking approval to move foreign oil into one of theiie foreign-
trade zones. So far, to our appreciation, the Secretar of the Interior
has not acted, although he had three other Cabinet officers say "Do it."
This confirms, in our opinion, the Secretary's dedication to the pro-
gram, but how long is he going to withstand the pressure?

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, at that particular point he was hold-
in out against three other Cabinet members?

Mr. CALVERT. Yes, sir; and so far he has not authorized the introduc-
tion of feedstocks into foreign-trade zones.

S. Petrochemiao2 Allocat"n .- Prociamation 3693, dated Decem-
ber 10, 1965, amended the program for the purpose of providing allo-
cations of crude oil and uifinished oils to chemical companies which
had not been eligible. Previously, such allocations were made only to
refiners. Petrochmical plants do not use crude oil as feedstocks.

This action, therefore, set the precedent of granting crude oil quotas
to companies that do not use crude oil. But even more disturbing, the
action taken to bring chemical companies into the program was based
on economic considerations unrelated to national security as to our oil
su plie s

Secretary Udall emphasized in his appearance yesterday that
national securit was the purpose of this program, that the GATT
relationship with other countries permits us to put quotas on if national
security is involved.

4. Import of unflnished oili.-Proclamation 3693 dated Decem
ber 10, 1965, revoked the requirement that imports of unfinished oils
could not exceed 10 percent of total imports. The proclamation dele-
gated authority to the Secretary of Interior to determine the limit on
unfinished oil imports. Subsequently, a general limit. of 15 percent has
been established; but, in the case of petrochemical plants, up to 100 per-
cent may be allocated in the form of unfinished oils. There is no nationalsecurity justification for unfinished oil imports that only came into
being during the voluntary import program in 1957-58 as a circum-
vention of the restriction on crude oil import&

5. Departm-ent of Commerce actio.--During the past 3 years offi-
cials of the Department of Commerce have advocated that chemical
companies be given increasing access to imported oil as feedstocks for
pretrochemical plants. These officials have been concerned with main-
taining the chemical industry's exports in the interest of the balance-
of-payments problem, a matter of proper interest to the Department.,
of course.
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The Department circulated a questionnaire to chemical companies,
as a bamis of obtaining evidence to support their position. The queston-
naire, M our opinion, acks objectivity in that the form of the questions
is such as to invite answers that would supprt the claims of the Do-
partmeat of Commerce These actions cop with the actions of the
Secretary of Commerce, acting as Cirman of the Foreign-Trade
Zones Board, illustrate again ihe efforts being made to use the oil
imports program for purposes unrelated to its national security objec-
tives as to oil supplies. *.

Th CAItR AN. Can you illu4ttte that -point.# 1 -not, jist supply
iC for the record. I just wondered if you could illustrate the point.

Mr. CALVr. These chemical companies, which are certainly one of
our largest businesses, have heretofore, as I understand it, been able
to get their feedstocks from domestic and gas companies. In recent
years oil companies have gone into the petrochemical business and
there have been other demands for these supplies. It is more difficult
to negotiate for these feedstocks that were in other years more avail-
able to them and at better prices.

Now, they are feeling the economic pinch just as we are feeling
the economic pinch in a different area, and they are trying to find a
way to gt lower cost feedstocks.

The CNAIRMAN. Let me just illustrate one point. I have had repre-
sentatives of the chemical companies come to me and say:

We have been thinking about this problem and we can't over any period of
time sustain a much higher cost of feedstocks than our competitors in foreign
countries. Now, something must be done about this, Senator.

And they would propose what an answer should be.
Now, you* have had them come to you and discuss that as a rep-

resentative of the oil industry. You have heard me suggest-and I
am sure you have made suggestions of other ways--that the prob-
lem could be met where it would not have to come out of the lifeblood
of the independent and domestic oil producer. There are other ways
to do it.

But now, if the Department sends out a questionnaire which says,"Look, areyou in favor of having to py a higher price for feedstcks
than your foreign competitor," naturally they are going to say, "No;
[ am opposed to it 1 million percent."

But if you said, "Now, as between two answers, which do you think
would be more appropriate, to keep the domestic oil industry in
business and keep the* chemical industry in business," they might
have said, "We think it would be be=s at they both survive."

Is that kind of thing you are talking aboutI
Mr. CALVERT. We are symp etik to their problem simply because

it is a problem like problem we have. If they can't prove it is con-
nected with national security, though, we think they. are going to have
facetiously tell them, "Go out and buy a $100-million concession off
southern Louisiana and get in the oil business and develop your own."'

That may not be the solution to their problem but we think -the
point of national security is important.

Senator McC, nU. Will you explain tons what you'lnean by "na-
tional security" I
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Mr. CALvsai'. Well, a Presidential proclamation, Senator McCarthy,
was issued in 1959 after a Cabinet study of several years and that
proclamation was based on the finding and declared policy that self-
sufficiency in oil and gas was a vital necessit to this country. We must
not become dependent on the 2-cent-a-barll oil, or a nickel or d a
barrel, attractive as it may be in price but unreliable, that is developed
in LibYa and Kuwait. We used to be a net exporter of oil, and now we
are sharing the U.S. oil market by allowing imports to take approxi-
mately 22 percent.

Of all tfie oil our civilian economy and our Army uses, totaling 12
million barrels daily, about 2,500,000 barrels come from foreign shores.
So we have surrendered some 22 percent.

Senator MCArTy. I don't see how that bears on national security.
You start out with an economic questiorr and when you come back to
your own defense, you relate it to national security.

Mr. CALv.T. Well, air, I can make a national security case.
Senator MCCAwry. What is that ?
Mr. CALvEr. What about th e -1,V I What about the

American oil companies th formed an emergency ittee under
the direction of the inter Department to assure the de * of the
25 million barrels of Europe that a denied b Arab
nations.

Senator McC Well, it mwe res ded prett elL
Mr. CALvrrr. was to natio, 1Ie rity's eft to hay oil

available in this untry•
Senator McC HYr. There n o home.
Mr. CAu~v~x Certainly not, and ow in o ha that the

wasn't. We h a reserve capacity.
Senator Mc 1' was t capaC ty be

that which yo are call po rel
to national sec Iit T sm y int si u word
often, Iwould ike to ye cl 0 ifi

Mr. It is the hol ISO is Sir.
Senator M C Hr. iigh " ife

som e fo1 th balance of as es h i n w e

conceptol nation rsecuity. re se ew rry ut
the dollar more they don about cen

Mr. CALvur. W we ar wor a t to is
about $2 billionim cein ance trade, due sports
coming in daily. But if don't have oil tofill both our itary and
civilian needs in a time o i ii who4 is th.t if 1 'tnaonal
security?

Senator MCirir. Well, we are ng that, are we I
I mean what kind of projection areyou m akin sto the time at which
that might be true. '

Mr. CLvZwr. Well the Federal Government by Presidential procla-
mation has determined that national security relies on a healthy in-
dustry in the -United States. We cannot rely on Arab" oil, as was
proven when the Suez was closed. We can't rely totally on Venezuelan
oil when enemy subareoperatig '

senator wujMMr. We don't hAV ..
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Mr. CALVzRT. It will probably be missiles overhead next time, but
the basic consideration will still be national security.

Senator McCArr. Do the military say they thik we are in danger
now because of the policy of the Interior Department on oil I

Mr. CALv=T. We have had no occasion to touch base with them
recently, Senator McCarthy.

Senator McCARTHY. They are worrying all the time about national
security. ta

Mr. CALvERT. Yes, and worried all t.e time about eigthat we
have the oil available and the transportation to get it to t ie ports.

Senator McCARTHY. I have never heard anyone suggest that the
present oil policy is tending toward a situation in which the national
security would be endangered because of a possible shortage of
oil.

Mr. CALVERT. The trends as to our oil supplies are shown in a Na-
tional Petroleum Council study that was printed in January.

Senator MCCARTHY. Do the Joint Chiefs subscribe to it?
Mr. CALvER. The echelons of the military interested in oil sup-

plies are represented at the meetings of the council.
Senator McCArtHY. How do you mean, "represented"? You mean,

you talked to-
Mr. CALvER. They attend the meeting of the National Petroleum

Council. With the military using a million barrels of oil a day or
one-tenth of what we are producing, they are vitally interested in
oil supply, sir, as to national defense.

Senator M'CAyrrw. I am sure they are, but it is a question of how
much supply they are interested in. If you have any documentary
evidence or statements defining the national security in relation to oil
supplies in the program you are talking about, I hope you will put it
in th record.

Mr. CALvET. I will put it in the record, Senator. I appreciate your
interest and I will certainly put it in the record, and in your mail box,
too.

Senator McCiATHy. You don't have to do that. Just for the record.
(Pursuant to the above discussion the committee received the fol-

lowing information :)
INDEPMNDWiIT PETROLEUM AS0OCAT01N or AMzIcA,

Wa#htkgton, D.C., October tO, 1967.
Hon. Russ=Lr B. Lowe,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate OFce Building, WeAhington, D.C.
Dr~x ML CHAIMAn: During the hearings of the Senate Finance Committee

on Thursday, October 19, 1967, Senator Eugene J. McCarthy asked witness F.
Allen Calvert to submit for the record the national security basis for limiting
oil imports as is now being done under the mandatory Oil Import Program.

This letter Is submitted In response to that request.
The applicable law which is the basis for the national policy to limit petroleum

imports in the Interest of national security is set forth in Section 232 of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, 19 U.S.C.A. 1862 (which superseded Section 7 of
the Trade Agreement Extension Act of 1965 a amended). The pertinent para-
graphs of this law are as follows:

"(b) Upon request of the head of any department or agency, upon applica-
tion of an Interested party, or upon his own motion, the Director of the Office
of Emergency Planning (hereinafter in this section referred to as the 'Direc-
tor') shall Immediately make an appropriate investigation, in the course of
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which he shall seek information and advice from other appropriate depart.
nents and agencies, to determine the effects on the national security of Im-
ports of the article which Is the subject of such request, application, or
motion. If, as a result of such Investigation, the Director Is of the opinion
that the said article is being imported into the United States in such quanti-
ties or under such circumstances as to threaten to impair the national secu-
rity, he shall promptly so advise the President, and, unless the President
determines that the article is not being imported into the United States in
such quantities or undei ,uch circumstances as to threaten to impair the
national security as set forth in this section, he shall take such action, and
for such time, as he deems necessary to adjust the imports of such article and
its derivatives so that such imports will not so threaten to impair the na-
tional security.

"(c) For the purpose of this section, the Director and the President shall,
in the light of the requirements of national security and without excluding
other relevant factors, give consideration to domestic production needed for
projected national defense requirements, the capacity of domestic industries
to meet such requirements, existing and anticipated availabilities of the
human resources, products, raw materials, and other supplies and services
essential to the national defense, the requirements of growth of such indus-
tries and such supplies and services including the investment, exploration,
and development necessary to assure such growth, and the importation of
goods in terms of their quantities, avallabilities, character, and use as those
affect such industries and the capacity of the United States to meet national
security requirements. In the administration of this section, the Director
and the President shall further recognize the close relation of the economic
welfare of the Nation to our national security, and shall take into considera-
tion the impact of foreign competition on the economic welfare of individual
domestic industries; and any substantial unemployment, decrease in reve-
nues of government, loss of skills or investment, or other serious effects re-
sulting from the displacement of any domestic products by excessive Imports
shall be considered, without excluding other factors, In determining whether
such weakening of our internal economy may Impair the national security."

The national policy to limit petroleum Imports was formulated after long and
careful study and consideration as to the impact of Imports on the domestic
petroleum producing industry and the national security.

During World War II, the Petroleum Industry War Council was created under
the Petroleum Administration for War, to act as an advisory body to the govern-
ment on problems affecting the oil industry.

At the conclusion of the war, and at the last session of this agency, on October
24, 1.5 the following resolution was adopted by that Council.

"WHEREAS, during the emergency Just ended, in order to meet accelerated
war requirements, this nation found It necessary to import abnormal quantities
of crude oil and refined products from foreign sources; and

"WHEREAS, the future of the domestic petroleum industry In this country
depends on the maintenance of sufficient reserves and the productivity of Its
many fields, thereby enabling the industry to meet all the requirements Incident
to an expanding domestic economy; and

"WHEREAS, the continued Importation of large quantities of crude oil and
products at prices below the cost of production in this country would have a
depressing effect on exploration, development and production In the domestic
Industry;

"NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Petroleum Industry War
Council, assembled on this the 24th day of October, 1945, in Washington, D.C.,
that It does declare that in the public interest and that in the Interest of main-
taining national security It should be the policy of this nation to so restrict
amounts of Imported oil so that such quantities will not di.turb or depress
the producing end of the domestic petroleum Industry, and only such amounts
of oil should be imported into this country as is absolutely necessary to augment
our domestic production when It Is produced under conditions consonant with
good conservation practices."

Soon after World War U Congress began to investigate and give extensive
consideration to the status of the domestic petroleum Industry and how Imported
foreign oil affected this industry.

On January 31, 1947, The Special Senate Committee Investigating Petroleum
Resources, In Senate Report No. 9, 79th Congres4 concluded as follows:
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"In the final analysis, the reserves within our own borders are more likely
than not to constitute the citadel of our defense.

"It follows that nothing should be done to weaken the productive capacity
of domestic reserves, and that every possible step should be taken both to
increase these reserves and continuously to develop them to such a degree as
would occasion no regret in the event of war."

"This nation now faces two alternatives:
Either-
"1. To await with hope the discovery of sufficient petroleum within our

boundaries that the military requirements of the future will occasion no con-
cern, and in the meantime to depend upon foreign oil and trust that war will
not cut off our imports ;"

Or-
'2. To take steps to guarantee a domestic petroleum supply adequate for

all eventualities by means of:
"(a) Incentives to promote the search for new deposits of petroleum

within the boundaries of the United States rnd in the continental shelf;
and

"(b) The continuation of the present program looking to the manu-
facture of synthetic liquid fuels to supplement our domestic crude supply.

"All the facts before us impel the choice of the second alternative."
On January 13, 1949, the National Petroleum Council. established under the

auspices of the Federal Government as the official oil Industry advisory body to
the Federal Government, outlined a set of fundamental principles as essential to
a national oil policy. These principles, which were formulated by the Council at
the request of the Secretary of the Interior, were adopted unanimously by the
Council.

The very first of these fundamental principles was as follows:
"* * * The national security and welfare require a healthy domestic oil

industry.
"Continuing supply to meet our national oil reds depends primarily on

availability from domestic sources. Due consideration should be given to the
development of foreign oil resources, but the paramount objective should be
to maintain conditions best suited to a healthy domestic industry which is
essential to national security and welfare."

The Defense Production Administration. established as a result of the Korean
conflict, in January, 193, Issued Its studies regarding defense matters fin a
report entitled "Background for Defense, Expanding our Industrial Might,"
stating as follows:

"The machines of peace and war run on petroleum. A program to expand
American industry substantially and keep It operatine- at top capacity re-
qi.ires constantly increasing quantities for fuel, for lubricants, and for
many chemicals made from petroleum-everything fiom toluene for TNT
to wax for packagings. Greater industrial activity and peak levels of eniploy-
ment demand more and more gasoline for airplaneo, automobiles, trucks,
tractors, and buses, and more diesel fuel for locomotives.

"The defense program will by 193 boost our petroleum needs to some
8,200,000 barrels a day as contrasted with 6,800,000 barrels a day used in
1950- better than 20 percent increase.

"If we are to meet the needs, we shall have to drill more wells each year
than ever before in our history. We shall have to expand the refineries
where crude oil is made into gas line and fuel oil and the other finished
petroleum products. We shall hav6 to enlarge our transportation facilities
to move the crude petroleum to the refineries and the finished products to
consumers."

In May of 1953. Secretary of the Interior McKay. in appearing before the
House Ways and Means Committee, stated as follows:

"I recognize the importance of domestic petroleum production to national
defense and the contribution it makes to the National economy and that
of the oil-producing states. I also realize that the petroleum industry in
unique In that discovery and development of new reserves constitute a
major and vital activity of the industry. Oil and gas produced must be
replaced by a vigorous and progressive search for new reserves or the
Nation's ability to produce petroleum would rapidly deteriorate,
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"I recognize how important it is that the strength of the domestic industry
be maintained. To maintain this strength requires an economic climate that pro-
motes the competition, progress, and technological development that has brought
the industry to its present high degree of capability. The domestic industry today
Is undergoing a period of readjustment. The rate of growth in demand has leveled
off after the rapid gains which followed the Korean outbreak. At the same time
the expansion of supply has brought about a more normal reserve capacity.
Demand is now dropping seasonally at the (lose of a warm winter. Domestic pro-
duction has been reduced in recent months, and there should be a corrpodidg
cut i*t imports. There is evidence that already the industry is effecting such ad-
justments." Italic supplied)

As the flood of foreign oil increased, the President became concerned and took
action.

On July 30, 1954, the President established an Advisory Committee on Energy
Supplies and Resources Policy. The activities of this committee, as well as that
of succeeding Presidential Cabinet committees appointed to study this matter
and also actions of the Congress. are reviewed in the report to the President,
copy enclosed, of the Director, Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization, dated
July 21, 1959.

The foregoing constitutes a summary of the history of developments which
led to the finding by the President in Proclamation 3279, dated March 10, 1969,
that imports of petroleum should be limited so as not to "threaten to impair
the national security."

Very truly yours,
L. DAx JoNEs.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TIE PRESIDENT,
OFFICE OF CIVIL AND )EFENSE MOBILIZATION,

OFFICE OF THE Dri ILa.
Wash ington 25, D.C., July 21, 1959.

The Honorable the PRESIDENT OF TBZ SENATE,
U.S. seate,
Washington, D.C.

I)EAR Ma. PaESIDENT: I am transmitting to yon herewth pursuant to I-Section
8() of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 195A, li USC 1352a, PL 85-686,
a report respecting the disposition of the request of the Secretary of State and
of the Deputy Secretary of Defense each dated January 22, 1959 for an investi-
gation of imports of crude oil and its derivatives and its products in keeping with
Section 8(b) of that Act.

A copy of this report is being sent today to the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives.

Sincerely,
Lmo A. Howui.

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION Or IMPORTS Or CauDE OIL AND ITS D=UvATxvEs
AN" Ponuc rs

(Submitted pursuant to see. 8(d) Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958,
19 USC 1352a, Public Law 85-086, August 20,1958)

1. This is a report of the investigation made by the Director of the Office of
Civil and Defense Mobilization (OCDM) of the effect on the national security
of imports of crude oil and its derivatives and products.

2. The investigation was made, as required by Sectli'a 8(b) of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1958, 19 USC 1352a, PL 8 .;86, August 20. 1958
(hereafter referred to as the 1958 Act), in response to the request made by the
Secretary of State and the Deputy Secretary of Defense by letters dated January
22. 1959. Paragraph 8id) of the 1958 Act provides that upon the disposition of
each request, a report shall be made and published.

3. Following the receipt of such letters of request, the Director of OCDM
announced on January 28, 1959 that he had undertaken the investigation. He
caused notice thereof to be published in the Federal Register of that date. (Copy
of notice is Exhibit I hereto.)

4. The making of such Investigation and the publication of such notice wete in
conformity with OCDM Regulation 4 which the Director of OCDM, pursuant
to paragraph 8(d) of the 1968 Act, had caused to be published In the Federal
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Register on January 15, 1959, as revised by amendment published in the Federal
Register on January 28, 190. (Copies of Regulation 4 and such amendment are
Exhibit 2 hereto.)

PRINCIPLEn SOURCES o INFORMATION AND ADVICE

5. The following are the principal sources of information and advice of which
the Director of OCDM availed himself in the course of his investigation of the
whole question of oil imports and their relation to the national security:
(n) The record of the Government's involvement In the matter from the time

of the appointment of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Energy Supplies
and Resources Policy in 1954 to the time of the certification by the Director of
the Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM) in 1957 that he had reason to believe
that the level of Imports of crude oil threatened the national security.

(b) The record of the Inter actions by the Government, including the Presi-
dent's appointment In June 1957 of the Special Committee to Investigate Crude
Oil Imports and the subsequent operation of the voluntary crude oil import lim-
itation program and Its extension to unfinished gasoline and unfinished oils.

(c) A series of tables supplied by the Department of the Interior depicting the
situation in the oil industry over the past ten years, Including the most recent
figures then available.

(d) Expressions of view respecting the limitation of oil imports received from
the Departments of State. Defense, Interior. and Commerce.

(e) More than 13h0 formal statements, letters, nnd telegrams received during
the -4tudy from oil companies and other interested parties offering many points
of view and a mass of comment, opinion and data, as well as the views of a
number of Industry officials and others who Pppenred In person. (Provision for
the submission of such material was made In OCDM Regulation 4, as amended.)

GOVERNMENT'S EARLY INVOLVEMENT IN THE MATTER

6. The Government hag been concerned with the trend toward increasing oil
Imports at least since 1954. The problem of oil Imports, and their effect upon
the petroleum Industry, was one of the primary reasons which led the President
on July 30. 1.954 to establish the Cabinet Committee on Energy Supplies and
Resources Policy (later changed to Presidential Advisory Committee on Energy
Supplies and Resources Policy). In addition to its chairman, the Director of
ODM. the Committee was composed of the Secretaries of State, Treasury,
Defense. Justice, Interior. Commerce and Labor. The announcement of the
formation of the Committee said:

"At the direction of the President the Committee will undertake a study to
evaluate all factors pertaining to the continued development of energy supplies
and resources and fuels in the United States. with the aim of strengthening the
national defense. providing orderly industrial growth, and assuring supplies for
our expanding national economy and for any future emergency."

7. On February 26, 1905, following the report of a task force appointed by
the Director of 0DM, the Presidential Advisory Committee issued a Report on
Energy Supplies and Resources Policy In which It recommended that if in the
future the imports of crude and residual fuel oils should exceed significantly the
respective proportions that such imported oils bore to the domestic production of
crude In 1954, appropriate action should be taken. And it recommended further
that the desirable proportionate relationships between imports and domestic
production be reviewed from time to time in the light of industrial expansion and
changing economic and national defense requirements. In arriving at these rec-
ommendations. the Committee said:

"An expanding domestic oil industry, plus a healthy oil industry in friendly
countries which help to supply the United States market, constitute basically
Important elements in the kind of industrial strength which contributes most to
a strong national defense. Other energy industries, especially coal, must also
maintain a level of operation which will make possible rapid expansion In output
should that become necessary. In this complex picture both domestic production
and imports have important parts to play; neither should be sacrificed to the
other.

"Since World War IT Importation of crude oil and residnal fuel oil Into the
united States has increased substantially, with the result that today these oils
supply a significant part of the U.S. market for fuels.
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"The Committee believes that If the Imports of crude oil and residual oils
should exceed significanty the respective proportions that these imports of oils
bore to the production of domestic crude oUl in 1954, the domestic fuels situation
could be so Impaired as to endanger the orderly Industrial growth which assures
the military and civilian supplies and reserves that are necessary to the national
defense. There would be an inadequate Incentive for exploration and the dis-
covery of new sources of supply.

"In view of the foregoing, the Committee concludes that In the Interest of
national defense Imports should be kept in the balance recommended above. It
Is highly desirable that this be done by voluntary, Individual action of those
who are Importing or those who became importers of crude or residual oiL"

& After considerable debate in Congress on the subject of petroleum imports
during discussion of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 195, PL 86, 84th
Congress, approved June 21, 195 (hereafter referred to as the 1955 Act), Sec-
tion 7 of the 195 Act, which was the predecessor of Section 8 of the 1968 Act,
was added to read in part:

"(b) In order to further the policy and purpose of this section, whenever the
Director of the OMce of Defense Mobilization has reason to believe that any
article is being Imported Into the United States In such quantities as to threaten
to impair the national security, he shall so advise the President, and if the
President agrees that there is reason for such belief, the President shall cause
an Immediate investigation to be made to determine the facts. If, on the basis of
such investigation, and the report to him of the findings and recommendations
made In connection therewith, the President finds that the article Is being im-
ported into the United States in such quantities as to threaten to Impair the
national security, he shall take such action as he deems necessary to adjust the
Imports of such article to a level that will not threaten to Impair the national
security."

9. In a letter to oil Importers on August 5, 195, the Director of ODM called
attention to his responsibilities under the 195 Act and to the recommendations
of the Presidential Advisory Committee and requested figures on Imports for
the first seven months of 1905 and a statement of the prospective Import policy
of each company for the balance of 1900 and for the first half of 19K& By further
letter of September 12 he indicated that In the absence of individual voluntary
action over and above that already taken the Government would be required to
seek other means of implementing the recommendations of the Presidential Advi-
sory Committee. And on October 29, 1953, he wrote that If substantial conformity
with the Presidential Advisory Committee's recommendations was to be achieved,
Importers of crude oil should reduce their planned imports for the last three
quarters of CY 1905 by approximately 7%.

10. Through the greater part of 1956 the industry was periodically urged to
reduce Imports of crude, but without success. Imports scheduled for the last half
of the year, as the Director of ODM noted on September 7, would considerably
exceed those for the first half rather than accomplish the requested reduction
below the first half. These results the Director reported as disappointing.

1M As a consequence of the Increased level of imports scheduled for the last
half of 1906, the Independent Petroleum Association of America (IPAA) filed a
petition on August 7, 19W8 requesting action under Section 7 of the 1965 Act.

12. After the petition had been filed, the Director of ODM announced that a
public hearing would be held at which all interested parties would be provided
with the opportunity of presenting their points of view. This hearing began on
October 22, 1906, and was conducted by the General Counsel of ODM. Repre-
sentatives of persons and groups favoring and opposing action under Section 7
were heard. In addition, at the request of ODM, representatives of oil Importing
companies made statements relative to their plans for the future.
I& Early in December 1956 the Director of ODM announced that he was

suspending action on the case because of the changed conditions growing out
of the Sues crisis. At the same time, however, he made this statement.

"Import programs of the Importing companies recently filed with the ODM
show that the plans they had formulated for 1907, If carried out, would be
contrary to the Committee's recommendations and would constitute a threat to
our national security. This situation, without other intervening circumstances
(the Sues crisis), would have left no course for me but to make certification to
the President under Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 195."

14. In the meantime on October 17, 1906, the Presidential Advisory Committee
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had reaffirmed Its earlier findings that imports (in this case for 1957) should not
be permitted to exceed significantly the proportion that these imports bore to the
prOluction of domestic crude In Districts I-IV in 1954.

15. Following the Sues crisis, the figures on planned imports for the balance
of 1957, which were requested in March. showed a situation even uiore serious
than that which prevailed before the Suez crisis, as the new achedules were
considerably higher than those submitted for the fall of 1956.

16. Confronted with this situation the new Director of ODM (the lHoorable
Gordon Gray) on April 23, 1957 wrote the President:

'Upon the basis of present imports and their trend over the last several years.
together with forecasts of their trend in the next few months. I do hereby advise
you. pursuant to Section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 195;, that
I have reason to believe that crude oil is being Imiported into the United States in
such quantities as to threaten to impair the national security."

17. In replying to the Director of )I)M on April 25, 195T. the President said
he agreed on the basis of available information that there was reason to believe
that crude oil was being imported in such quantities as to threaten to imlmir
the national security and that lie proposed to make an investigation. lBut lie
retluested that while this investigation was pr x'eedig careful examination be
nde of the possibility that imports could effectively be limited by voluntary

action, a course to which there were advantages.

MORE REGENT ACTIONS BY THE GOVERNMENT

18. On June 26, 1957 announcement was made of the President's appointment
of 't committee to make this investigation. This was called the Siecial Committee
to Investigate Crude Oil Imlrts, and was chaired by the Secretary of Commerce
and composed in addition of the Stretaries of State, Defense, Treasury. In-
terior and Labor.

19. The report which the Special Comulttee made on July 29, 1957 Suplorted
the certification of the Director of ODM in finding that the increased volume
of imports and the volume proposed for the last half of 1957 did threaten to
impir the national security, and recommended to the President:

"that unless the importing companies comply voluntarily with the Import
limitation plan hereinafter set forth, you find that there Is a threat to the
national security within the meaning of Section 7 of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 195& Pending the outcome of this voluntary program, this
Committee should continue as now constituted."

20. In arriving at this result, the Special Committee found a direct relation-
ship between the nation's security and adequate and available sources of energy,
noted that oil and gas accounted for two-thirds of all the energy consumed in
the U.8, and concluded that if the United States was to have enough oil to meet
Its national security needs, there must be a limitation on imports that would
insure a proper balance between imports and domestic production. Moreover, the
committee reviewed and rejected the following proposals based on a policy of
permitting imports to follow whatever course they might take:

(a) that the United States might import foreign crude oil and store It here
within depleted fields or elsewhere;

(b) that the Government should enlarge Its participation In the explora-
tion for oil reserves and, on discovering new reserves, withhold them from
production, and

(c) that increased imports should be encouraged in order to conserve the
natural resources of the United States.

21. The voluntary program recommended by the Sper'lal Committee involved
a cut-back by all importing companies in Districts 1-IV of 10% below their
average crude oil imports for the years 1954, 1955 and 1958. The recommendation
as to District V was that no voluntary import limitations should be imposed but
that the situation be reviewed during the latter part of 1957. Moreover, it was
proposed that an exception be made for small importers and companies which
had started to import since 1954 so that they might participate on a basis more
equitable than If the cut-back had been applied to them. In December 1957 on the
recommendations of the Special Committee, the voluntary program was extended
to imports into District V. "

'2=. In March 1958 by Executive Order 10761 the program was strengthened by
imlsing the requirement that each vendor to the Government certify that he
would comply in all respects with the voluntary program.



IThousands of ba ls per dayl

1954 1955 1956 1957 1954

Cne, oiL ............................... 6,342 6,0 7,151 7,170 6,70

IMPORTS (DISTRICTS I-V)

Crude oIl ................................. 656 782 934 1.023 953
Residual ................................. 354 416 445 ,175 496
Unhnished .............................. 21 is 7 3 92
Other .................................... 21 34 49 71 152

The January 1Wt5) figures for crude oil and residual fuel oil were:
Imports (districts I-V) :

Crude oil --------------------------------------------
Residual-------------------- --------------- - - -- - 844

The Office of Oil and Gas, In making the following figures available, specified
that the number of wells completed during the last few years has been depremed
somewhat by the growing practice of producing from several formations at
different depths from a single "well".

*Although the tires originally supplied for 1958 and January 1050 were "preliminary'"
the final corrected flgures are given herein.
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MP21. In June 1058 the Special Committee concluded that the program should

be extended to unfinished gasoline and other unfinished oils. The last mentioned
action followed the letter from the Director of ODM to the President of May 28
that he concurred in the Judgment of the Special Committee that it should have
cognizance of all aspects of the Importation of petroleum and ta products in
order to enable the Committee effectively to discharge its responsibility with
respect to crude oil.

24. Imports of residual fuel oil which were not covered by Mr. Gray's certi-
fication of April 23, 1957 were the subject of continuing review by the Presi-
dential Advisory Committee which in several meetings between September 1957
and June 1958 concluded that the leve! of Imports of residual fuel oil did not
constitute a threat to the national security.

2. On August 20, 1958, as previously indicated. the Trade Agreements LExten.
slon Act of lI", Section 8 of which superseded Section 7 of the 196M Act, was
approved.

26. On December 22, 198, in its Interim Report, the Special Committee stated
that It would present for consideration certain recommendations for revisions
or changes in the Voluntary Oil Import Program. Pending submission of these
recommendations, and with the approval of the President, Importers were
advised that no changes would be made through February 28, 1950 in crude oil
allocations under the Voluntary Oil Import Program and also were requested to
continue through that date to limit to their present allocations the importation
of unfinished gasoline and other unfinished oils.

LT. The requests made by the Secretary of State and the Deputy Secretary of
Defense that the Director of OCDM, pursuant to said Section S, make an appro-
priate investigation to determine the effects on the national security of Imports
of crude oil and its derivatives and products were made at the instance of the
Special Committee.

CURW&MNT DATA ON IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC ACTIVITY

28. Following his decision to make the present Investigation, the following
figures * were at his request supplied to the director of OCDM by the Office of Oil
and Gas of the Department of the Interior:

PRODUCTION (DISTRICTS I-V)
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NUMBER OF WELLS DRILLED DURING YEAR (DISTRICTS I-V)

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

Oil ................................. 29,773 31,567 31,158 28,164 25, 262
Gas ................................. 3,977 3,613 4,115 3,912 3,674
Dry ......................... 19,168 20,742 21, 838 20, 701 18,822
Service ........ ............... 1,012 760 1,049 1,061 1,353

Total ........................ 53,930 56,62 58,160 53,838 49,111

The January 1959 figure as to all wells drilled was:
Number wells drilled (districts I-V ) ---------------------------- 4654
Domestic demand (districts I-V) (thousands of barrels per day):

1954 ------------------------------------------------ 7,760
1955 ------------------------------------------------ 8,460
1956 ----------------------------------------------------------- 8, 779
1957 ----------------------------------------------------------- 8,818
1958 ------------------------ 9,063

Reserves (districts I-V) (millions of barrels):
1954 ----------------------------------------------------------. 9, 561
195 ---------------------------------------------------------- 30,012
1956 ---------------------------------------------------------- 30,435
1957 ---------------------------------------------------------- 30,300
1958 ---------------------------------------------------------- 30,536

29. From these figures it appeared that notwithstanding the effectiveness of
the voluntary limitation plan, the quantities and circumstances of oil imports
had not been stabilized. Particularly as to the principal crude oil derivatives
and products, import quantities had Increased during the life of the voluntary
program and the circumstances of at least a considerable portion of such in-
creased imports suggested circumvention of the intent of the limitation program.
Moreover, for the period 1954 to 1958 the domestic demand for petroleum prod-
ucts increased 16.8% while domestic crude oil reserves were increasing only
3.8%. In the opinion of the Director of OCDM this deterioration in the reserve-
demand ratio threatened an insufficiency in the domestic supply of petroleum
for the requirements of an expanding industrial economy and, in turn, for the
requirements of national security. It appeared that there was a direct relation-
ship between this decline and the fall-off in exploratory drilling and that this
fall-off In exploratory drilling was Itself related to the quantities and circum-
stances of crude and products importation from areas of very much greater proven
reserves where production costs were very substantially lower than costs in the
United States.

ADvIcS ruox EXECUTZVE DPWAEMIT5

30. As to the effect of imports on drilling operations, which the above figures
show declined in 1958 for the second consecutive year, the Acting Secretary of
Commerce (the Honorable Frederick H. Mueller) had this to say:

"It is my considered opinion that the present rate of imports of crude oil and
its derivatives and products are a major contributing factor to the decline in
drilling operations both for exploration and development in the search for new
oil reserves. This decline has been caused mainly by the inability to finance such
drilling because of the unprofitable outlook for such domestic production in the
face of competition with much cheaper foreign oil ana products. Continuation
of this trend will inevitably result n a lowering of our available reserves."

And to the same effect, the Acting Secretary of Defense (the late Donald A.
Quarles) In writing the Director of 0CDM said:

"The facts, In my opinion, do not support the argument that national security
would be best served by Import limitations per se, but they do support the con-
clusion that imports should be held within the bounds necessary to maintain a
healthy, vigorous domestic industry and, specifically, to encourage active ex-
ploration for further domestic sources of oil."
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COMMUNICATIONS FaOM INTERN MD I 5nTIM

31. Attached Exhibit 3 contains a list of the governmental units, companies,
trade associations and other persons who filed formal statements, letters or
telegrams offering comment, opinion or data relevant to the investigation. Those
submitting this material, as well as the industry officials who called personally
on the Director or members of his staff, were representative of a broad cross
section of the petroleum Industry, both as to type of operation and size, and
of other industries, Including coal, which believed themselves affected favorably
or unfavorably by limitation of petroleum imports. Because many of the state-
ments dealt with more than one type of import, e.g., crude oil, residual fuel oil,
and high asphalt content crude oils, and presented differing points of view as
between these types, it is not feasible to list by number those taking a particular
position.

CONCLUSIONS

32. In the light of the foregoing facts, It was concluded that the situation had
not improved since the certification of crude oil by the Director of ODM in April
1957, notwithstanding the operations of the voluntary Import limitation plan,
and that were it not for the voluntary import program, oil imports generally
would have risen drastically.

33. It was further concluded that in the current world oversupply situation.
excessive quantities of low-priced oils from offshore sources were seeking a
U.S. market and that in such a situation, without control of production in re-
lation to demand by the countries of origin, there would be substantial economic
incentives to increase imports into the United States.

34. It was further concluded that the consequence would be to upset a reason-
able balance between imports and domestic production, wlth deleterious effect
upon adequate exploration and the development of additional reserves which
could only be generated by a healthy domestic production industry.

CUTIIIATION

35. As a result of the Investigation made by the Director of OODM pursuant to
Section 8 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act ot 1968, the President was
advised on February 27, 1959 of the Director's determination that crude oil and
the principal crude oil derivatives and products were being imported in such
quantities and under such circumstances as to threaten to impair the national
security.

The CmAxRMAN. May I just make this point because I studied this
problem, too, and the legislation on this. If we had a nuclear war, we
anticipate all of our big refineries would be targets, and they would
be knoked out immediately. We would have to carry on our struggle
with our small independent refineries, whici are just not big enough
to justify the enemy concentrating atomic weapons on them, and that
is about all we would have left.

Do you have any military estimates of what we would have left in
refining capacity m a nuclear war if the enemy hit the targets that he
would find it wise to hit from his point of view?

Mr. CALvER. Senator Long, I have seen overlays which weren't con-
fidential, showing the areas where the missiles might strike, but I don't
know. I might guess 20 or 30 percent of our refining c ty may lie
in the areas that wouldn't be under the first strike, buti not much
of an authority on that.

The CHAmxkx. The problem is, they wouldn't leave the big re-
fineries in business.

Mr. C4avwrr. We have no idea.
The CIAWMJN. They wouldn't leave us in the refining t--siness at

Baton Rouge, La., where we have some big refineries, We would be in
the target area.

85-46-67-pt. 1- 20
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Mr. CALVERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAx. Bayonne, N.J., would certainly get it, wouldn't

they?
Mr. CALVF.rr. They would.
The CHA-IMAx. And Houston, Tex., would pick up one for that same

reason as well as a number of others. If you look at where the big re-
fineries are, we anticipate in the event of a nuclear war the eneiiy
would hit all those. So all you have left is a lot of small refineries to
fight your war with. Now, the military would estimate, as I understand
it,' that whatever they need, in terms of oil, they will find a way to get
it. It may be by taking every drop away from civilians.

They would take it for the planes to fight the enemy and tle miiis-
siles to fight the enemy. They would come first.

Mr. CALVERT. Rirht.
The C IPWAX. go if there is none left, the civilians would just have

to go without. But the importance of this industry in a nuclear war
would be that at least you have something to fight with. They would
want to keep enough capacity alive so they would have what it would
take to carry on.

Now, if you have a nonnuclear war, if mankind reaches sanity and
decides it is not going to fight nuclear wars then we estimate that all
of our foreign sources would be cut off, do we not I In other words, if
we have a nonnuclear war with the Soviet Union, we are not going
to get oil out of Venezuela. Their submarines are too many and too
good to let us get an appreciable amount of oil from Venezuela, and
none from Saudi Arabia.-Is that about rightI

Mr. CALVERT. That is right.
The Cmamx xl. That being the case, we estimate we can get oil

out of our ally, Canada. If Mexico wants to show appreciation for
what we have been doing for them, we can get some out of Mexico,
and that is just about all we have in addition to what you fellows can
produce domestically.

Mr. CxLvmrr. That is about what is available in the Western Hemi-
sphere, yes.

The CHA1RMAN. Now, an argument can be made for an oil industry
on national defense. Other industries have not been able to sustain
their case, that they are sufficiently imperiled to invoke this national
defense legislation, but an argument cetrainly can be made for the
steel industry. But now, can you tell me as between the two, which
would present the problem most immediately, your fuel or your steel?

Mr. CALvmEr. I wish the military were here answering, but I think
they would say the oil because it is the wheels and transportation that
gets the steel and armaments and everything else to the objective.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you don't have the steel, then you can't get
the additional guns, the additional bullets, the additional vehicles to
fight the war with, and the additional weapons you need; but if you
don't have the oil, you can't even move the ones vou do have. Isn't
that about the size of it! So both of them are vital.

Mr. CALVERT. Right.
The CHIARM.4N. But one of them brings you to a halt quicker than

the other. The tank is not worth much if you can't move it, is it I
Mr. C.,Lv. rT. General Patton found that out.
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The CHAIRULAN. Nor is an airplane.
Senator WIxWuAMS. You can make an excellent argument7 and I

don't underestimate the importance of your industry, but is it not a
fact that the same thing could be true of many other industries when
we get right down to It, that each in itself would be essential and
without them we could not operate a war?

I recognize if you had, for example, no food, what is the use of
having oil if youve got no food? If your defense plants go up, you
have got no planes. So I, like the Senator from Minnesota, wish you
would. explore that a little further, because without minimizing the
importance of tlie industry itself, nevertheless I think the same argu-
ment could ibe made on many other industries if you take that in its
entirety and just assume for the moment you are going to do away
with it.

Mr. CALVERT. I believe the same argument could be made to a great
degTee, Senator Williams, by other industries. However, the studies
that were made in the fifties, when the oil import program was inau-
gunited, resulted in a finding that national security was threatened
by oil imports and a Presidential proclamation was issued establish-
ing a program to limit oil imports.

Now, whether the other industries have the facts to develop this
kind of a posture, I don't know, sir.

The CHAIR3MAN. May I interrupt just to ask you this one thing: Is
it not true that after World War I, Winston Churchill made the state-
ment that the fact that the Allies had the oil and the Germans didn't,
was the largest single factor in dictating an Allied victory in that
war, as far as resources were concerned?

Mr. CALviRT. If he didn't, we would have been disappointed. I think
he did.

Senator CARLSON. On this point, I think that the point that has been
raised right at this time is most important to this hearing, and that is
the guarantee of sufficient oil in case of emergencies in the future and
this trend in U.S. petroleum exploration, this chart that you have
here, must convince anyone, based on the knowledge of the industry
going back to 1952 on to 1966. It was in 1967, Secretary Udall stated
yesterday, that you met this Mideast crisis but if you continue this
chart on down 10 years looking forward 10 years to the future, or
from 1967 to 1977, or 1987, it gets to be a serious question as to whether
we won't be in a position to meet a crisis like the Mideast or a brush
fire, and there will be one-we have always had them-so I think this
is an important part of your testimony.

We have been able to meet it in the past and I think it is sensible
that we protect this industry so that we can meet it 10 or 12 years
from now. I think this is the real rux of your statement,

Mr. CALErT. Thank you, Senator Carlson. Secretary UdaH made
such a strong case for limiting oil* orts in the interest of National
security that we left a little of that ut of our presentation.Senator McCarthy. May I ask a question ? What are the crude re-
serves in the United States now ?

Mr. CALVERT. I believe I cited th -' q4ure of about 31 billion barrels.
Senator McCAnRyr. Thirty-one .
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Mr. CALvET. To be exact, 31.72, Senator McCarthy, in 1960; and
31.46 in 196.

Senator McCArrY. What does that include-oil shale and-
Mr. CALVErTr. No, sir; that is just discovered crude oil in the ground.

That has no reference to the oil shale which is not yet technologically
recoverable at competitive prices.

Senator MCCAsRrIY. What do the geologists think f Is this about
all there is for the United States?

Mr. CALvET. No. They do not think that. The optimistic geologists
say there is probably more oil to be found than has been found. But
we no longer have the obvious places to find them like those who were
in the business 30 or 40 or 50 years ago. In those days there were obvious
geological structures that indicated oil was there

Now, as Senator Long said, you find oil by the bit, and the surface
geology has all been drilled. Stratographic traps can only be found
with a bit. There is a geologic guide to them but you have to be pretty
lucky to find them.

Senator McCRi-r. What is the consumption of domestic oil an-
nuallynowl

Mr. CALVERT. Crude oil is being produced today, sir, at the rate
of over 8 million barrels a day times 365 days a year. So that would
be about-

Senator McCArrT:H. So that at that rate-
Mr. CALVERT. It would be about 8 billion, as compared with proved

reserves of over 81 billion.
Senator McCARTHY. So that you would say we have about a 10-year

supply of domestic oil.
Mr. CALER. We have, sir; yes.
Senator McCARTHYr. What if this great war comes 10 years from

nowI
Mr. CALVERT. Well, that is a very valid point. The oil demand in

our country has increased in the last 10 years at the rate of about
300,000 barrels a day per year. Studies by the Interior Department
predict that, by 1980, we will be using 18 million barrels a day.

So you have your reserve curve going down, while your demand
curve is going up. They have already crossed so where are we going
to find the supplies when we will be using 18 million-

Senator McCAnrry. We will be in real trouble.
Mr. CALVERT. We will be in real trouble unless we have adequate

domestic supplies or have a defense system where we know we can
get oil from the Middle East or Venezuela under any circumstances.

Senator McCARTHY. We may have to keep 15 or 20 tankers afloat at
all times.

Mr. CA LMrTr. Quite a few. I don't know how many they kept floating
during this emergency but I know it was a tremendous number.

Senator McCARTH. Thank you.
Mr. CALVErt. Let's go back to the other problems that we think are

knocking on the door of Interior that validate our reason for seeking
congressional law.

6. Shi pmets from Puerto Rico, the Firgiei l8aae', an~d GuanL-
Under the import program as established in 1959, shipments of petro-
leum from Puerto Rico to the United States were not directly con-
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trolled. They were indirectly controlled by providing that imports
into Puerto Rico could not be increased for the purpose of increasing
shipments into the United States.

under this policy the then existing movement of about 35,000 bar-
rels daily of light petroleum products from Puerto Rico to the United
States was stabilized through 1965. This policy, however, was changed
on December 10 1965, by Proclamation No. 3693 which provided for
the allocation oi imports into Puerto Rico of feedstocks for facilities
in Puerto Rico which will provide "a substantial and much needed in-
crease in opportunities for employment of its citizens."

Here a new criterion was interjected as a basis for action on oil
imports for purposes extraneous to national security. Under this new
provision, one facility has been approved, involving the shipment of
some 2',000 barrels daily of gasoline to the United State& It is com-
mendable that such additional shipments , ill be included within the
12.2 percent limitation. Unfortunately, however, this change in the
proclamation has led to numerous applications involving additional
shipments to the United States from refineries and petrochemical
plants in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. If granted, these
refineries and petrochemical plants would have a preferred position in
the domestic market over facilities located in the United States be-
cause of the fact that such refineries and plants would have access to
imports for 100 percent of their feedstocks whereas imports represent
an average of only 13 percent of total feedstocks in the United States.
It is obvious, therefore, that this change in the proclamation creates a
strong incentive for petrochemical plants and refineries to be built in
Puerto Rico for shipment of products to the United States. This con-
stitutes a serious threat to the long-range stability of the oil import
program. In addition, the change in the proclamation for the first time
permitted shipments from Puerto Rico to the U.S. west coast, now
expected to average about 10,000 barrels daily of gasoline.

7. Imports from Canada-Under the mandatory oil import pro-
gram, estimated overland imports from Canada and Mexico are within
the 12.2 percent limitation. These estimates are deducted from the
total allowable imports and the balance is then allocated to overseas
imports. Mexican imports have been stabilized by agreement between
the United States and Mexican Governments. If Canadian imports
exceed the estimates, however, the excesses are over and above the
levels determined by the national security standards of the program.
During recent years, Canadian imports consistently have xcieded
the estimates. In 1966 the excess averaged about 50,000 barrels daily.
This overage of imports from Canada is a matter or concern and past
experience indicates that, unless action is taken, this overage will con-
tinue to be substantial in the future. Our association for several years
has strongly urged that this defect in the program be crrected by
requiring companies which import from Canada to certify, in ad-
vance, the quantities to be imported&

8. Rond4 import of jet jue.---In 1959 when the mandatory oil
import program was inaugurated there were no bonded imports of
jet fuel. Since that time, these imports have steadily increased to an
average of almost 60,000 barrels daily. Such imports, however, have
never been included within the program and are, therefore, in addi-
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tion to import levels established in the intaere" of national stw.urity.
The bonding procedure is advantageous to the overseas airlines be.
t'ausO it. provides mi exenptiwion front the patient of inijport tariffs.
The law provides for this exception from te tariff charts for all
flights from the United State" to foreign detiinations. We lid, how.
aver, that the Custoius Burtau has extehidi this privilege to oover
donwtic les ct foreign flights. For example, it is our understand.
ing that a flight origfinating ln Lo Angelt%, stopjldng in Now York and
thon flying to IA)nit1do, ha1t bex-i authoriztd l)v tie C ustoliA Bureau to
u.sm itnprtr I bonded fuel ou the entire flight It is our furt her infornim.-
lion thliat tiht** dtmilotio le of foreignl flights noW t'Oilulilirtn mon
tha 10,009) xbarrels dailv ofjot fuel. For several years we have reo-
ltilltloided that the16 botided iiIX)'t$l of jet fuel be un11udedh within tile
tal pe rinisible imports, w prided in S. 2332. It. seqems to us that

sueh action would bW consistent witli the matioial seurity objttivt% of
the iiIMlt pirigmuli.

a. 0No. 4 jw oil.-Prclaniation 8794 dated Jul.T 17, 1967, changed
the definition of "residual fuel oil" which had been in eftoct since 1959.
The effect of the change was to define No. 4 fuel oil, whieh thereto.
fore was a product. i inelud within the .2-jwercent quota, as residual
and therefore outside the quota. Thus the 12.2-percent quota is thereby
violated by an amount et iiattel to be in the order of 25,000 barrelsdtilly b.U., Low-tul/ur revifduai fuel oP.-Prehlniat ion 370.1, dated ,1uly 17,

1967, for the stated purpose of ablting air pollution, delegated to tile
Secretary of the Interior authority to primit hnporls in ext'e of the
et~tblihed niauillU national -.*llrity levels to ilvrons who inaluii-
faCture low-sulfur residual fuel oil. This action is for it tonnndbable

rlFjxw but, iagain, tile aet4ion is unraed to the national slamwi'fty.
uipltmihneting this authority the Swe( tary on (Octobr 4, 19167, issied

at regltilt ion which giuints bllis iilijk)ts Jf illclde oil to nuillii fat ilrrS
of low-sulfur residual fuel oil in district V (States west of Rowkies).
For the balance of this yeou' this nation ohv'musly auithorirel.% inliorts
over and above tile previously doterinid nitaxunial %,0-turity hovol.
For 1968 and subselent yei'Ms the regulation is silent its to w hether
or not. these l5nWls iinpois will be within or on top of the maximum
stiarity level. Still pending are pmjKtals covering district I-TV
(States east, of Rockies). So hlre again the industry is faced with
actions unrelated to the national stwcirity which couldhlie it far-reach.
ing inipa4. on the effecttivenem of the prognun. The rosuilt is wide-
spreu apprehension as to what lies ahead.

Thie CuAKRMAN. IA's just amndyzo that for a niomnent, Mere we have
a progriti that says that for purlos of national security, we ilust
naintin a t(lointatlo) petroleum industry idtet iate to ineet this Nation's

foreseeable rluirtiluents in the event ot an all-out wr, nuclear or noii-
nuclear. So we then recognize that an existing level of the industry
ought to be maintained. wait.

But now, someone comes along in the course of it and say wit a
minute. Herm i this very hnpoant matter of air pollution. Now, we
think we coldd make owns hiAway on air polutiw if we gae 5)u1
gren stamp for oil imports, which are worth about a dollar a baml
lot us say. What do you estimate a tamp for a barrW of oil is worth?

Mr. GFALVMT. I huink the trade values them around a dollar and a
quarter, air.
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The CAuuIRMAN. IA4t' ~yIt dollar andt a quarter a Imirrol. We can
tuake mogrw ttullpt fori oil imports auad use that to pay sawoa
out here to lt,*111 up the atinutphevre by changing is, refinery metlwds
4%o t hati 1101 l.

Now, s udesirable as It. maty be, what has that ro to do with national
mxiurity? It. would bo about thle smile thing as if You di it, to conit~-
sate thie television sta4 ions for rotuiag to avivept advortiaing for
VitA tad so yo 13' tt m igh Inpro public healflh. It really
dottsn't. have fulug to owt ~t iaI security, does it, I

Mr. ('ALzVixit N o ir.
Thlu ('nIu. ".N hwil sillit-oiit' vlse (,Valiies al1oluf. 111d myvs, walit a

lut&'. hler is it u."' weca..e hi prOgraml for highway beaut ities-
tionl. That is vvrv, 64ry elo..e to lite livai't of thet F~irs~t l.Ad v. And the
Sect-tary of the, I nti bir sits down there stnd tile first. thing you knowt,
he0 is inl tl h -e t's- of Weing against hligam-t v 1hea it ileat jolnd be xing
against, lAidt Ifird, b-caulse hie turlis dowmi 01ve highway be-autitil-411ion

peole.,
Wihlt vola 111-4 SMyilig IS that fill these pivs'iiit's build up--somep
fellowis iig, wIit. at mlinlte, I tall jit it a)I1 ,dil in t Taft, 141., if

You will give uis solla,1 ioro of theoso stilps. Noinvone else stays, I can
plit it ,L011nt 1iA ( 'Iivilgo, Ill., if volu 1.1111 gi e uis Iliore of 1114-so r an. ps-
an1d, if you domi't havei soitueinilig firlilly ini theo law, thep Secretaary of
the Ilnti'i'ioi' 1111N ilot ho 11til0 to re-sist tilt; pressurev of 1iiaIibrs, pssinig
him. Every tinate v'oit t urn around, somec major indlutry I)U. ling on,
himli 11111 jimpe 'lorilagiig pik~ssure toI boar llj)ol theo Presidetit, th0
A, ice 1resat.'t, 411 lie I'4ecreaa of C0111111ree, t10 L&t4 retar Of tile
Tiviasury, ald Svuuattors 41n1( (.onlgressiaaen : if youl don't ]latv sobilt Ii ig
til'illy herev, thl 1111 ("iii a't stanld halit prei~'sll forever, can hief

Mr. ('.t.virr. We don't think lip van. Ilt his so fair.
'I'llP (Na11114~x l'i th fat that lie won't lie there forever, Will htef
Mr. ('tar~r. No, sir; lie' won't.
The ('l1AIRMA~N. lIhStouyN Sh1OWS thal theseodxt iaen voiae andtu go.

Over a periodi of tinke theZ pressure is going ito be tot) grvat for any
uiitiistriitor to) stand upl without being overruledI by higher aui-
thlority.

Mr." ('Aixvr. A ,pirgrain to clean the akir is a litadable frtit'le, but
it doewsn't lt the import p rogrilvii, ill our1 prlogliun,

11. AspAhaltisorttt.-Prohaanitt ion 3779, dtied April 10, 19G7, dele-
vatos to thle Secretary of the Interior autiliority to peruuait asphalt to

I a u~pli'edin excess of thle nntaxinnun imixrt levels established i
thle interets of national security. On August :!8 1967, thle 4.ecretatry
of the Interior issued proposals to lnkplent this jprotnittion. The
purlpo$w of this t'htaige in the jproclalation, and the poendnagdprolmsals
ott te Sec'retary aire extfllnteus to the national mk'urity o)Joectived as
to oil supp!*oa. In addition, this change in thie inijr nrgami
unnecessarv, because btere is no shiortalge of is Ohalt. Slume thuis niatter
is still spending, it is another cause for appreension as to the long.
range stability of the nuantlatory ojil inpowrt ogivin.

,2 Idy4 of No. * IWI oiL- No 2 fuel oil is awed primarily for
home-heating puirposes. AproX1inlaftely 20 percent, of total U.S. cruade
oil production is I.ned in No. 2 oil . It istile industry's second
(gasohueo is first) most important oil product. The basic purpose of the
mandatory oil import program is to assure that tile domestic 1ndutr
in capable of supplying the demd for the principal petroleum prod
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ucts derived from domestic crude oil. The availability of crude oil,
the magnitude of U.S. refinery capacity, and the flexibility of refiners
to adjust yields to maximize the output of No. 2 fuel oil leave no
doubt that the supplies of this fuel will continue to be adequate.

It is regrettable that on September 27,1967, the Oil Import Appeals
Board granted allocations to three petitions to import No. 2 fuel oil
in the amount of some 3,000 barrels daily. The bamc premise for this
decision is the Board's finding that:

The Board finds that the three subject petitioners for No. 2 oil
allocations are suffering exceptional hardship attributable to oil
import controls.

This finding is in conflict with the facts presented by the Director of
the Interior Department's Office of Oil andGas in a speech on October
3,1967, as follows:

Since the Middle East crisis erupted in early June, U.S. domes-
tic producers have supplies over 37 million barrels of crude oil
over and above their normal expected production for the period.
Twenty-two million barrels of this went to Europe, and another
21 million went to our own east coast to take the place of inter-
rupted imports. In addition, some 3 million barrels went to
eastern Canada.

The extra movement of crude oil from the Lulf coast to the east
coast was undertaken to make good the deficiency caused by the
stoppage of Middle East imports. Because this was a shift from
foreign trade to domestic trade, it meant a substitution of U.S.-
flag tankers for foreign-flag ships. And because the requirement
was for crude capacity, it also meant that a number of these tank-
ers had to be taken out of clean (finished product) service to
carry the crude. This in turn resulted in capacity loading of the
two product pipelines between the gulf and east coast so that we
ended up with a severe strain on both ocean and overland carr -
ing capacity for both crude and products. The severity of this
squeeze is evident in current spot tanker rates for gulf-New York
shipments.

ff I were asked to summarize the outlook for distillate fuel oil
this winter, I would describe it as good, but nevertheless, one to be
watched closely. In its reaction to the vast dislocations of last
summer, the petroleum industry has once again proved its flexi-
bility and responsiveness. I see no reason why it should do less
well in the present case.

In these cases, the Appeals Board erroneously blamed the import
program for isolated hardship claims which, if justified, could have
been attributable only to transportation problems created by the Mid-
dle East crisis.

There is no need or justification for modifying the import program
as to the supply of No. 2 fuel oil.

Let me now summarize, please, Mr. Chairman.
Under the mandatory oil import program, iruaports into districts I

to IV--excluding residual fuel oil-were relatively stable in relation
to domestic production for the year 1966, a laudable achievement.
However, the accumulation of pressures for greatly increased imports
resulting from actions already taken and from applications and pro-
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posals for special treatment of individual companies nd geograplical
areas, now very seriously threaten the long-range stability of the
mandatory oil import program.

The pressures threatemng the stability of the pnontrm fall into two
main categories: (1) increaing imports outside the maximum levels
established in the interest of national security, 12.2; and (2) the
potential large increases in imports now included within those max-
imum levels.

The following tabulation shows the growth in ir.,,-orts outside the
established national security limitations:

Barel daily

1959 log7 Increae

from Pe W ....................................... 35,000 10600
BO.fueloil ................................................... ........... 6 00000 60 0Canadin overage ................................................ .. -.- 0 0Booded ------------------------- tu............................ ... "' '-..'" 11o0oo°00
Bonded ..... ......................................... is, 0000 -500

Total ...................................................... 50,000 190, 000 140, 0o

Unless corrective action is taken, a continued growth can be ex-
pected in these shipments, inconsistent with the security objective of
assuring adequate domestic oil supplies.

Far more disturbing, there are tremendous pressures to increase
substantially certain categories of imports now included within con-
trolled imports, particularly in districts I to IV. The magnitude and
seriousness of these threats are illustrated in the next chart.

OIL IMPORTS IN DISTRICT I-IV
(Excluding Res*del Fuel Oil)
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This chart shows the history of imports into district I to IV which
are controlled by the 12.2-percent quota, and a projection covering the
next 5 years.

Theleft side of the chart shows the trend of these imports during the
past years from 1962 thigh 1967. Based on the 12.2 ratio to produc-
tion, total imports increased-from 925,000 barrels daily in 19M' to an
overall limitation of 1,060,000 barrells daily in 1987. Imports from
Canada accounted for substantially all of the total increase in allow-
able imports. Petrochemical import allocations amounted to 30,000
barrels daily in 1966, increasing to 40,000 barrels daily in 1967.

As a result of increased imports from Canada and increasing -petro-
chemical allocations, total allocations for offshore imports by oil re-
finers were actually somewhat less in 1967 than in 1962.

The threats to the future stability of the program are only partially,
and to a very limited degree revealed by the trends through 1967.
Looking 5 years ahead, as an illustration, total allowable imports under
the 12.2-percent limitation can be expected to continue to increase from
1,060,000 barrels daily in 1967 to approximately 1,235,000 barrels daily
in 1972, assuming a continued average increase of about 300 000 bar-
rels daily each year in domestic production. On this basis, additional
allowable imports of only 175,000 barrels daily would be available at
the end of the coming 5-year period. The accumulation of pressures and
proposals that now threaten to increase imports exceeds many times
this increase in imports that would be allowed under the 12.2-percent
limitation.

Greatly increased volumes of Canadian oil are seeking additional
markets in the United States. A projection of the trend of recent years
points to an increase in the order of 250,000 to 300,000 barrels daily
in Canadian imports over the next 5 years. Accommodating such an
increase within the 12.2-percent limitation would result in a steady
decline in all other imports, as shown on the chart.

The CHAIRMAN'. This Canadian thing has been thrown in our teeth
several times here by previous witnesses testifying in general. Now, if
we had no oil imports program at all, none, would Canada be better
off or would Canada be worse off I

Mr. CuALv'r. They probably would be better off because I believe it
would come in faster if there were no program.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's just look at it for a moment now.
As I understand it, two-thirds of what Canada is consuming they

are importing at world market prices, are they not?
Mr. CALvJrr.. I think it is about half Mr. Chairman. I think their

daily demand is about a 1,200,000 barrels and they import about half
of that.

The CHAIRMA.. About 50 percent of what they are consuming they
are buying at world market prices and using it on the eastern side of
Canada; that is correct, isn't it I

Mr. CALvrrr. I believe it is.
The CAIRAMAN. All right.Now with regard to the other 50 percent, they are producing it

themselves, and then what percentage of their production are they
shipping into the United States ?

Mr. CALTwr. About 45,000 barrels daily. I would say almost the
equivalent of what they are importing they export to us of their own.
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I
The CHAIRMAN. So now for their own uses, they are importing

about 50 percent of their requirements at world market prices.
What would you y that would be laid down at Montreal
Mr. CALvIrr. would have to Euss
The CHAIMAr. What would e an educated guess You are in that

business.
Mr. CALvrrt. Well, it would be well below what they are selling it to

us for.
The CHAImRMN. Would it be $1.50 a barrel I
Mr, CALvrT. About $1.50 or $1.25.
The CHAIRMAN. So 50 percent of what they are consuming they

are buying on the world market for a dollar and a quarter a barrel.
Now how much are they shipping to us I
Mr. 5ZvmRT. 450,000 barrels
The CHAIMAN. About an equal amount.
Mr. CALvwwRT. Yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. So they are selling us an equal amount at what

priceI
Mr. CALVIaIr. At our market price, which is an average of about

$2.90, $2.92.
The CHARMAr. Roughly $3 a barrel.
Mr. CAxLVERT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRm.N. All right.
Now, so they are shipping us an amount which just about equals

their imports of oil, but what they are buying. they are buying for
a dollar and a quarter and what they are shipping to us costs us al-
most $3.

Now, do you know of any nation that is getting a better deal any-
where on earth in trisdeI

Mr. CA.VF.wr. It is a good trade but their oil is not costing us more,
Senator, than our own oil.

The CHAuIMAN. I know it, but I mean as far as Canada is concerned.
LTet's just assume for a moment that we didn't have this program.

No program whatever. Give a few years for these Saudi Arabians,
Venezuelans, to put the Americans out of business; and when they
have done that, if you can rely upon the so-called economics of free
trade, competition between Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela
would bring oil down to about a dollar and a quarter a barrel, would it
not ? Theoretically if you can rely upon the pure economics, and that
is what these people say we ought to base our trade on, the price of
oil domestically would go to about a dollar and a quarter and Canada
would lose that $1.60 profit they are making on every barrel they are
shipping us, would they not ?

Mr. CAivFjmrr. If we didn't have a program they might. You know
also the sheiks and Arabs in the foreign countries are constantly rais-
ingthe price of their oil.

Tie CIAIRTAN. Right. So that gets to point No. 2.
We have no way of bringing Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iran, Iraq,

Nigeria Venezuela under our antitrust laws, do we?
Mr. dALvExr. We sure don't.
The CHAIRMAN. There is nothing whatever to keep those six coun-

tries from getting together in an international cartel and simply say-
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Additionally, the amendment of the Presidential proclamation
granting the Secretary of the Interior authority to permit additional
imports of asphalt into the U.S. east coast could result in the dis-
placement of some 100,000 barrels daily of asphalt now being pro-
duced on the east coast.

There you have a projected trend line of the pressures that right
now the lid is on and Secretary Udall is containing. But there are many,
many threats.

The CHAIPMAN. When all that happens-if we do permit. Canada
and Mexico to continue as they are doing right now, and do for the
petrochemical companies what'they are asking, which is a reasonable
request simply on its own merits, to why shouldn't we do for Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands what they would like to have done I Has
that been agreed to yet ?

Mr. CALV.RT. No, sir. Those are all under consideration.
The CHAIMAN. And then proceed with this suggestion of giving

somebody a special quota for low sulphur fuel as an air-abatement
program, and then give asphalt and other special situations what they
are asking, how much does that leave for Venezuela and Saudia
Arabia?

Mr. C,&Lvmr. It just leaves zero.
The CHAIMA. None. I
Mr. CALvwr. None in 1972.
The CHAmx. Unless you put us out of business.
Mr. CuLvm. Well, it takes some 700,000 barrels of quota tickets

away from oil refiners and accommodates the other seekers. Obviously
this isn't all going to happen. It is going to have to be balanced and
just as it has been balanced to date, but these are the terrific pressures
which we think are so irresistible.

To sum up, sir, the outlook presented in this chart, it obviously
would become impractical to accommodate, within the 12.2-percent
limitation, the cumulative effect of the greatly increased imports now
receiving and seeking special treatment. The establishment of the
12.2-percent limitation by law would negate the otherwise irresistible
pressures to treat these unports outside this basic standard. It is es-
sential, therefore, to establish firm policy guidelines that will limit
special treatment and assure the long-range stability of the mandatory
oil import program.

In conclusion, we urge the enactment of 2332 which would establish
by statutory law a program that has been in effect. as a national se-
curity policy for more than 8 years. This action would make no basic
change in t.S. international trade in oil which involves petroleum
imports exceeding $2 billion annually, the largest trade deficit item
in our balance of payments.

Under the provisions of the bill, oil imports would continue to
increase in keeping with the increase in domestic production, but the
limitations on the growth m imports will serve the objective of as-
suring the domestic supplies of petroleum so essential to national
security.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Senator Carlson and Sen-
ator Harris.

The CHAuMr. Senator Carlson.
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Senator CARLsoN. No questions.
The CHARM;AN. Senator Harris I
Senator HuAus. I haven't any questions except to compliment Mr.

Calvert on his very well presented position.
Mr. CALvMrr. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry I took so long. Mr. Clint

Enastrand is scheduled first. He has a statement.
Mr. ENOSTRAND. My name is Clinton Engstd, Mr. Chairman, and

I am an dependent oil operator from Wichita, Kans., and am vice
president and director of the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas
Assiation.

The official recommendations of the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas
Association, were incorporated in Mr. Calvert's statement. I am here
today representing Gov. Robert B. Docking who has made a statementfor Ie State of Kansas that covers nearly-not ever point but it
covers a lot of the points that Mr. Calvert presented, so in the interests
of time I am just going to submit this to the committee.

Senator CARLsON. I want to say this: I am certainly pleased that Mr.
Engstrand is appearing here and I ampleased to have the statement
he is submitting from the Governor of ansas, Gov. Robert Docking.

I notice our crude oil reserves in the State of Kansas have declined
from 862.4 million barrels in 1962 down to 751.6 in 1965. This is in
part of the statement. I think that is a figure that we have got to
give some thought to if we are to keep our industry healthy.

Mr. ENGSTrAND. That is right, Senator, and also our productive
capacity during the Suez crisis when there was an increased demand
for oil and we were able to make our allotment.

(The complete statement of Governor Docking follows:)

STATZMZXET OF HON. ROBERT B. DOCKING, GOv=NOi, STATE Of KANsAs

IN DEFENSE OF A IT3ENGTHENED MANDATOKIA OIL IMPORT PWGR"A

My name is Clinton Engstrand. I am an independent oil operator from Wichita,
Kansas and am a Vice-President and Director of the Kansas Independent Oil &
Gas Association. I make the following statement at the special n.tance and
request of Governor Robert B. Docking, who has approved this statement. Gov-
ernor Docking is presently attending the Governor's Conference In Puerto Rico.

I will not waste this distinguished committee's time by going into the statu-
tory basis for the oil Import program. It is national security and that alone.
The Intent of Congress is clear. Since the inception of the program in 1959,
the Department of the Interior has been urged to administer the program in
strict accordance with the terms of the presidential proclamation which is itself
based on the authority granted to the president by the Congress. In recent years,
however, there has been mounting evidence that the program is .being admin-
istered very much as the Department of the Interior sees fAt, by whim if you
please, and not In strict conformity with the wishes of the Congress. Indeed
these signs are now so apparent and numerous that many observers feel the pro-
gram is being totally dismantled.

The certified national security requirements of the program are well defined.
Recent events in the Middle East add urgency to these requirements. Yet the
program has not been consistently administered with these requirements in
mind. It seems to me that Congress, having established the basis for the program,
has a compelling obligation to see that the program is administered in strict
compliance with these requirements. In Its administration of the program the
Department of the Interior has permitted or threatened to permit exceptions
for certain areas of the Caribbean, for Canada, for Mexlco, for foreign trade
sonee, for asphalt and asphaltic based crude, for sulphur free crude, for No. 2
fue oil and the appme board for a myriad of aled ba&Wp cose ftr a.
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ing that they are going to organize a seller's cartel and divide the
markets is there -t, , 1 .

Mr. &ZLv;ar. 'AMd they are working toward that. In the organiza-
tion called OPEC, Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
they are trying to get their signals together.

The (CAuIRMAN. Well, Ihave been in the United Nations and all
these less developed countries have something that they can vote
through any time they want to. They have voted some of it through
already. They have other things they plan to vote through theUnited
Nations, simply saying that developed nations like the United States
will have to pay them higher prices for raw materials we buy from
less developed nations.

Are you familiar with the fact that that type of thing exists and
they have the votes I

What we are telling them at the United Nations is if you do it we are
not going to buy it from you. You can vote it trough but if you are
going to enforce ityou will have to get a Security Council resolution
and we are not going to vote for it. Nor would I suppose will the Soviet
Union or the other permanent members, so they can't make it effective
But as a practical matter they have it within their power if they want
to organize and raise the price that we would pay. So even though
theoretically you might get the oil cheaper, if you did, Canada would
be in very bad shape indeed, and if you didn't the alternative would
be that those people would simply get together and raise the price and
put it at a point that would drive most of the American producers out
of business, and at the same time get them the maximum price for oil.
Isn't that about it?

Mr. CALv=T. Sure
The CFAMAN. In other words, in times of national emergencies

they haven't shown any great sympathy for our problems, have they ?
Mr. CALvERT. The back of their hand.
The CHARMAN. Venezuela has been more cooperative but as a matter

of fact, you can never be sure but what at some point down the road
those supplies would not be cut off.

Mr. CALVERr. Right.
This chart with overlays we think you will find very informative. We

have shown you the division of the 12.2 quota that has been authorized
and which we would like to firm up by congressional action.

The CHArnMAN. I would like to ask you to get a copy of that so we
can put it in the hearings, too.

Mr. CALv=T. There is a copy here.
The CAIMAr. Good.
Mr. CALVERT. Now let's consider the next item.
The CHAMMAN. I just want to ask one more point about Canada to

get the record straight on this.
If we didn't have this program, could Canada be selling us oil above

world market price?
Mr. CAVmr. I think they would, because only the border divides

us and they have wells within 10 miles of the border, out of the same
formations that costs the same to drill, and I think their commodity
would sell in the market for the same as ours unless there were a tariff
barrier.
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• The CHarAN. The point is if we didn't have the program, our
price would be much less than it is.

Mr. CALv=T. That is true, sir, if we didn't have the program.
The CHIRMAN. Minus this program, Canada could not sell us Ca-

nadian oil above the world markets, could they I They would have to
sell at world market prices, and we would, too. Minus this program
they would have to sell at world market prices and minus this program
Canada would be very badly hurt. You would be, too.

Mr. CALvzir. We would be hurt.
The Ca . And hurt very badly.
Mr. CAIvErT. We certainly would.
The Ci um w. So as far as the Canadians are concerned, when

somebody talks about Canada retaliating against us, they are being
treated better than any nation on earth under this program.

Mr. CALvurT. I have never heard any threats of retaliation from
them. We are on very friendly relations with them.

The zaN. As a matter of fact, what percentage of those Cana-
dian producers are American and American capital

Mr. CA1vLRT. We always guess half.
The CHAxIAN. So half of them are the people that you do business

with every day in Texas, Oklahoma, and elsewhere.
Mr. CAmLvrr. Yes, and they are the country ta is our biggest cus-

tomer. Therefore, 17 we have to choose people to favor, it would be
Canada.

The CHAxIR r. They are our best customer and best partner,
wouldn't you say I

Mr. GAivarT. es.
The next section on the chart is petrochemical quotas. Various pro-

posals are pending to greatly enlarge imports of petrochemical feed-
stocks, particularly foreign naptha. In addition to the applications
for. imports into foreign trade zones, a proposed plan leading to un-
limited imports of feedstocks for the production of chemicals is cur-
rently under consideration. Such proposals, if approved and included
within the overall import limitation, threaten to take a greatly in-
creased share of allowable imports, as shown on the chart.

Note that the permissible imports would be gradually squeezed.
All this may not happen but it could. It illustrates pressures that have
to be contained below that black line or the bubble would burst, and
all these things would break through.

In addition, a number of U.S. oil companies and chemical com-
panies have apphA for allocations to increase shipments of gasoline,
other light products and petrochemicals from Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands and Guam. These pending applications, if approved, wouldia-
crease these shipments to about 150,000 barrels daily.That is the green
section in the continuation in 1962 to 1967.

Let's look at the fourth section.
Various additional proposals threaten to accumulate to as much or

more than the remainder of allowable imports. These include addi-
tional allocations of crude oil for the production of low-sulphur fuel,

in te iterst f aatig air pollution. If the recent chanei h
regulations granting allocations in district V is extended to district
I to IV, we could get up to 100,000,barredaly of bons aotaigns
of imports
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porters The administration has said that it needs flexibility in the adminis-
tration of the program. The flexibility which has been employed has resulted In
a cear breach of discretion so that the program has lo# much of Its original
Purpos in terms of effootiveneI.,

During the course of many- hearings concerning the program, a principal
segment of the petroleum Industry has warned the Department of the Interior
that the reserve producing capacity of this nation was being threatened by an
alarming decline in on-shore exploratory drilling. Major company blandishments
anad National Petroleum Council reserve capacity figures were cited by the
Department as a basis for It to Ignore these well-reasoned warnings. Yet in the
aftermath of the Middle Last crisis last summer, these warnings were proved
to be valid. My own State of Kansas was essentially found to have no reserve
capacity; neither did Oklahoma, and even Texas and Louisiana seriously failed
to measure up to the producing abilities with which they had been credited.

Crude oil reserves in my state have declined as follows:
1962 --------------- 8641963 84L. 3
1964 -.- -.-- -- -- - .--- -- -- -- ---.- -.-- -- 79&. 319 ---------------------------------------------- 75 6

Source: Kansas State Geological Survey.

Preliminary figures for 1968, not yet published, predict a similar decline for
last year.

The final answer lies in the average daily rig count which In the State of
Kansas Is down from 109 in 1966 to little more than 401 this year. This depres-
sion in the drilling industry has resulted in a major exodus of the great reser.
voir of highly skilled workers Into other fields of endeavor.

Please note that there remain many attractive geological areas of the state
that remain essentially unexplored. There is an old expression in the oil patch to
the effect that you can't find oil if you don't drill well& Figures from most
other producing areas will reflect a similar decline. Additionaly, Kansas in
1967 will produce less than 100,000,000 barrels of crude oil for the first time
since 1948, constituting a serious threat to our tax base.

A major defect in most of the reserve figures which are cited is that they
credit reserves which are discovered but logistically are not available for use
Outstanding examples of this are found in the Gulf off-shore, in Alaska and in
Canada. Parenthetically, no one in government, especially the Department of
Defense, haa told the American public nor the petroleum Industry, what reserve
producing capacity is necessary to Insure the defense of the nation in time of
emergency. Should not this be done?

Twice within the past decade Suez has blown up in the face of consuming
nations. In 1966 the United States had a producing ability sufficient to meet the
needs of the free world. This year that capacity was strained to the near breaking
point and enhanced production came from only a handful of big fields. How many
of these fields were gutted by that effort and where will the oil come from in the
next emergency? Further, what commitments does the United States have to it's
NATO allies to furnish petroleum supplies when their normal sources are stopped
or interdicted? Do we have other unpublIcized obligations of this character?

Other exotic fuels and energy sources have been widely publicized in recent
years. This is so much window dressing. An energy symposium conducted by
the Department of the Interior in March of 1967 clearly established the fact
that such fuels will at best be supplementary for many years to come. Today
oil and gas provide more than 70% of the dally energy requirements of this
country.

The domestic petroleum Industry can never achieve the required degree of
health and vigor while the oil Import program Is being manipulated at the whim
of some administrator. This lack of stability has created a lack of confidence
among independent oil operators. These are the people who have historically
found more than 75% of al domestic on-shore reserves. Yet while the lare
companies, especially those In the Chase-Manhattan group prosper, independent
operators have gone down the drain. Only when adequate Incentives In the form
of better prices and stable markets are establihed will this Important segment
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of the petroleum industry get back to work at the Important business of finding
oil here In the United States. Both price and markets have been depressed for
many years and the administration of the Import program has been a principal
factor In this depression. In attention to the foregoing, I make the following
comments and recommendations to this committee and to the Congress:

1. I view these hearings as a significant prelude to a much needed impartial
investigation by the Congress into the oil Import program and its admin-
istration. Interior for some unexplained reason has opposed such an investi-
gation. It should not be apprehensive if the program has been and Is being
properly administered.

2 I view the power of the Department to vary the level of imports as a
major shortcoming. The 12.2% ratio of Imports to actual production should
J)e written iuto law.

3. Negotiations and ad hoe trade agreements affecting the domestic
petroleum industry should be publicized so that the nature and extent of
future demands to be made upon the industry may be known.

4. The value of petroleum imports is escalating volumetrically. The impact
of this trend should be closely scrutinized by this committee as regards its
effect upon the balance of payments deficit.

5. I recommend that the committee take such action as is necessary to
create stability in the industry, thereby insuring employment in vast areas
of the United States.

6. Only a greatly accelerated exploratory drilling effort in this country
will again provide this country with in exportable surplus of crude oil in
times of International crisis. Incentives to generate this effort are closely
keyed to the terms of the import program and its administration.

7. Imports or preferences for iniirts from less developed countries
should be closely examined in light of their impact upon the domestic pro-
ducing industry. Towns and areas of my own State of Kansas are seriously
depressed because of the decline of the petroleum industry in the Mid-Con-
tinent area.

R. Establishment of free trade ar~t.q with U.S. participation should be
scrutinized for the same reason stated in No. 6.

In conclusion, may I thank this committee for the opportunity to appear and
I congratulate you upon your wisdom in conducting hearings upon this important
question.

Mr. CALVERT. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Stark Fox, for the Independent
Oil & Gas Producers of California.

Mr. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Stark Fox and
Mr. Calvert has identified me. I am going to have to correct what I
am sure was a slip of the tongue on Mfr. Calvert's part. He said that
district V was California. District V is actually the west coast in-
cluding Alaska and Hawaii.

I will submit this statement. I will skip through it. I made some
general comments, one of which I would like to read now.

I think that the basic purpose of your bill, Mr. Chairman, yours
and your colleagues, is to preserve the status quo ante, and the ante
are the exceptions that began to appear in the program the last several
months. It does not add anything-it does not complicate, if that is a
good word, any foreign trade problems that we may now have. It is
a program that has been in existence for almost 10 years. Your bill
does nothing more than preserve its integrity, to my way of thinking.

District V is separately treated in the bill. We believe that that is
correct.

I will now make a few remarks about the district.
We think that in the main the program has proved effective. On

the whole, however, the independent segment of the industry out there
has suffered to the extent that since the program went into effect, since
the year 1958, the independent producers shre of the production has
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dropped from 45 percent of the total to 381/2 percent. During that same
period the price of California crude oil dropped 67 cents per barrel
which is the greatest drop suffered by any producing region in the
United States.

This price drop occurred during the period of the mandatory im-
port control, a program which your bill Will continue without substan-
tial change insofar as the district V is concerned, at least. The drop
has caused near disaster for the independent producer but it gives
the lie to those who say that import controls rest in higher prices.

Well, if these things have happened, if the independent producers
have suffered, why do we support your bill I

Simply because we are convinced that the exceptions and exemp-
tions bried more exceptions and exemptions.

We have seen a statement of a group which desires to build a re-
finery in Guam. The proposed refinery is predicated on the securing
of an import quota. Without it the refinery won't be built. We have
no objection to anyone building a refinery any place he wants to build
it, including Guam. We applaud his Anterprise and wish him well just
so long as his project is based on his estimate of economic success in
the face of existing competitive conditions. When he says, however,
that he is going into business because he expects to receive an import
quota, we draw the line.

To our knowledge, the group has not yet been assured of the quota
it seeks, but another exception has been made in the district V program.
Certication of low-sulfur fuel oil. The stated purpose of the exception
is to aid in the fight against smog in Los Angeles County. The objective
is laudable even though the effectiveness of the exception as an allevi-
ator of air pollution is subject to controversy and debate.

We do not here enter that debate. We point out, however, that the
exception was granted not for security reasons but for a renson not
even remotely related thereto.

The oil import program was undertaken, and until recently was
administered, with but one objective-national security. That objective
has been blurred by recent administrative decisions.

Senate bill 2332 would return the program to its basic purpose. That
is the main reason for our support of the bill.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The complete statement of Mr. Fox follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED FOR THE INDEPENDENT OIL AND GAS PRODUCERS OF
CALIFORNIA, BY MR. STARx For, ExEcuTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Independent Oil and Gas Producers of California is successor to Oil Producers
Agency of California and San Joaquin Valley Oil Producers Association, and is
the only statewide organization of independent oil and gas producers in
California.

This statement is presented in support of S. 2832, and will be principally
concerned with the oil import situation as we see it in District V. We take this
opportunity, however, to make a few general comments.

First Is that enactment of S. 2332 most emphatically does not put the oil
industry any more deeply into the hands of the Federal government, insofar as
oil imports are concerned, than It in at this very moment. Not one barrel of offshore
oil has been imported Into this country since March, 1959, except under license
by that government, and total imports have been limited to levels set by that
government. S. 2382 would do no more, except that it would guard against
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Administrative exemptions granted for reasons totally unrelated to national
security considerations, which In time and If continued and added to, will destroy
the program.

Our second comment refers to remarks attributed to the Secretary of the Inte-
rior to the effect that he Intends to keep all exceptions within a 12.2% ratio to
production, yet he is reported to object to the bilL If that Is his Intention, his
objection to the bill is groundless, because that is its main purpose.

The Secretary is also reported to have said that the present program has worked
well and that he sees no reason to change It. He is correct as to past history. He
must be aware, however, of the almost unanimous testimony of Industry wit-
nesses at the hearings he held here in Washington last May, which underlined the
industry's fear of the future--a fear engendered by the recent exemptions and
exceptions. That fear is a compelling reason for the widespread support of S. 332.

Basically what S. 2332 does is preserve the status quo ante; ante the exceptions
that began to appear a year or so ago. In doing so, the bill carries out the intent
of the Congress when it Included the so-called Defense Amendment In the Trade
Agreements Act.

The Secretary has also said that to raise the oil Import control issue in the
Congress at this time will provide another "fresh argument to those who want to
reduce their depletion allowance now"-if he is correctly quoted.

We fail to see the connection. However, if some relationship can be asserted,
we think It to be the Secretary's obligation and duty to refute the argument, since
it is his Department that has expressed concern about the adequacy of future oil
supplies in this country.

So much for our general comments. Now as to District V specifically.
We believe that In District V the oil import program has, in the main accom-

plished its objectives. California reserves increased in each of the last two years;
production has recovered to a current 980,000 B/D from its post-war low of
809,000 in 1962 and is expected to continue its uptrend; there is a ready market
for all oil produced.

This is the total picture. Within that picture, however, there is a disturbing
element. The situation in which the independent producer finds himself. One
statitistic will suffice to Illustrate the point. Since 1968, the independents' share of
California production has steadily decline-from 45% of the state's total in that
year to a current 38.5%.

We think it no coincidence that during the same period, the average price of
California crude dropped from $3.05 per barrel to $2.38-470t.

This price drop occurred during the period of mandatory Import control over
oil imports into District V; a control which S. 2332 will continue without sub-
stantial change. The drop has caused near disaster for the independent pro-
ducer, but it gives the lie to those who say that import controls result in higher
prices.

If, in fact, this deterioration in the health of Callfobida independent pro-
ducers has occurred during the effective period of the oil import program and if,
in fact, S. 2332 will only preserve-not materially change-that program in Dis-
trict V, why do we support It?

Simply because we are convinced that exceptior- and exemptions breed more
exceptions and exemptions. We have seen the statement of a group which de-
sires to build a refinery In Guam. The statement was filed at the Interior De-
partment's hearings of May 22-24, last, and put the Department on notice that
the group wanted a quota to import 12,500 B/D of gasoliae into District V. The
proposed refinery is predicated on the securing of an Ionport quota; without it,
the refinery won't be built.

As we understand the purpose of the import program, it is to enhance the
national security by maintaining an active, healthy, and vigorous domestic oil
industry-not to provide an opportnalty for someone to go Into business Make no
mistake about our meaning: We have no objection to anyone's building a refinery
anywhere in the world, incudng California, anywhere else in District V. or
Guam, for that matter. We applaud his enterprise and wish him well, just so long
as his project Is based upon his estimate of Ite chances of economic success In
the face of existing competitive conditions. When he says, however, that he is
going into business because he expects to receive an import quota, and says that
without It he would not proceed, we draw the line.

To our knowledge, the group has not yet been assured of the quota It seeks,
but another exception has been made in the District V program: Certification
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of low sulfur crude oil imports for the manufacture of low sulfur fuel oil. The
stated purpose of the exception is to aid In the fight again smog In Los Angeles
County.

The objective Is laudable, even though the effectiveness of the exception am an
alleviator of air pollution is a subject of controversy and debate.

We do not here enter that debate. We point out, however, that the exception
was granted not for security reasons but for a reason not even remotely related
thereto.

The oil import program was undertaken, and until recently has been admiln-
Istered, with but one objective: National security. That objective has been blur.
red by recent Administrative decisions.

& 2332 would return the program to its basic purpose. That is the main reason
for our support of the bill.

Mr. CALVERT. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ben Cubbage is next, who will
identify himself.

Mr. CUBMBF. My name is Benjamin Cubbago from Henderson,
Ky., and I appear here on behalf of Mr. Joe McGuire President of the
Independent Oil Producers and Land Owners Asociation, Tri-State.

This is a voluntary association of oilmen coming from the States of
Indiana, Illinois, and Kentucky.

I wish in the interests of time to merely file the statement which we
have prepared.

Mr. Chairman, suffice it to say for our purposes we wholeheartedly
and unanimously support Senate bill 2332 and wish to go on record
on behalf of this legislation. We encourage its enactment. 1We appre-
ciate the interest which is shown by the committee in the oil business.

I would like to file this statement as though it had been presented
orally if that is agreeable with you, sir.

The CzzVuEwAN. We will print it that way.
The Independent il Producers and Land Owners Association, Tri-State, Inc.,

representing the iudependent oil producers of the Tri-State Basin. Including
Illinois, Indiana. and Kentucky, wishes to go on record as wholeheartedly sup.
porting Senate bill 2332, whose enactment will eliminate special privilege, cheek
bureaucratic intervention, and permit free operation of the laws of supply and
demand in respect to domestic erde oil. This will in turn:

(1) Check the squeeze between rising costs and declining prices which is
eliminating the independent domestic oil producer;

(2) Retain in the oil Industry the engineers, geologists and skilled
laborers without whom oil cannot be found; and

(8) Encourage the investment of capital to explore for reserves to replace
those being Inexorably consumed, and thus benefit the oil industry, the
national economy and security, and those unborn who will be dependent on
domestic oil reserves whose discovery hinges on the enactment of this bill.

STATEM31T OF 10 KoGUIRE P2ESDENT, INDEPENDENT OIL
PRODUCERS AND LAND OWNES ASSOCIATION, TRI-STATE, INC.
(NDIANA ILINoiS XNTUCKY)

Mr. McGripx. Mr. Chairman, the Independent Oil Producers &
Land Owners Association, Tri-State, Inc., is an association whose
membership consists of producers, landowners, and other independent
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businessmen directly serving the oil industry in the States of Illinois,
Indiana, and Kentucky. This area is also referred to as the Tri-State
Basin, and is one of the oldest oil producing areas in the United
States. The objective and purpose oflOPLVA is to provide a col-
lective voice for the independent oilman, who continues to contribute
substantially to the industry in our area.

Our association wishes to go on record as wholeheartedly support-
ing S. 2332 anti we hereby conunend Senator Russell B. Long and
the cosponsors of this bill for assuming the responsibility and leader-
ship to provide legislation so vital to the security of our Nation and
so necessary to the health of the domestic oil industry.

It is the unaninious position of our amociation that the recent Mid-
east crisis has clearly demonstrated the danger to our national security
of overreliance upon fore ign sources for crude oil. The fact that such
a situation did occur twice within an Il-year period is unimpeachable
evidence of the necessity to maintain a safe margin of domestic re-
serves. The oil import program, as ilplnlentAd by the Trade Ex-

iansioi Act of 1962, has failed to accomplish it, stated purlose.
)furijg the past 10 years, the period estimated to exhaust our proven

domestic resrves has declined from 13.5 years to 11.5 years. We are
now cotistning approximately the same amount of oil annually as
is discovered~. With domestic consumption rising and domestic ex-
ploration declining, this reserve figure can only decline further unless
and until adequate programs are adopted which will provide the es-
sential stimulus and incentive to induce the domestic oilman to renew
his search for oil. We believe that the imposition, through legislation,
of a 12.2-percent quota as a ceiling on foreign imports is one such
program, particularly if it is provided that the quota will ultimately
be "all inclusive," as opposed to the present "all-exclusive" policy of
the Department of Interior.

It is recognized that the interest and security of the Nation tas a
whole is the overriding reason to stabilize oil imlrts. This is ex-
plicitly stated by Senator Long and other proponents of this bill in
the Congressional Record, pages S12079 through S12090, August 23,
1967. To elaborate upon those remarks would{, in our judgment, be
presumptuous and serve no purpose, other than to recognize their
imlortance and to offer our coinplete agreement. There are other fac-
tors which affect the overall problem to which this hearing is ad-
drem-ed and it is to these that we confine our remarks.

1. The c *l industry in the Ti-Stte area ha. witnesed a steady ceo-
,,oi, dert . in pIte of the oil imort program.

The oil industry in the Tr-State is composed primarily of numerous
small independent operators. It has, until recent times, been a healthy
and vibrant industry and has made a significant contribution to the
overall economy of our three member State& For the past 10 years,
however, we have witnessed a steady decline, as demonstrated by the
fact that where there were emploved over 50,000 persons in the Tri-
State in the pro(Iuction of oil and gas there are now less than 13,500
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so employed, based upon 1966 figures. Production has declined stead-
ily from over 360,000 barrels of oil per day to approximately 250,000
barrels of oil per day. The number of active rotary drilling rigs
operating in this area was 200 and has declined to the present time
to less than 40, and wildcat drilling for oil is down 80 percent, all of
the foreoig declines being over the past 10 years

One of the more serious problems of the oil industry in our area
is the loss of technical personnel to other industries. This is caused
by the decline in exploration activity and our inability to meet average
wage scales due to the economic conditions imposed by excessive im-
ports. This type of personnel, so necessary to our industry in the
search for reserves, requires years of education and experience to be
effective. The time element necessary for the education and training
of these technicians would not be available to our industry in the
event of a national emergency.

The foregoing represents in capsule form the present state of the oil
industry in the Tri-State area.

2. What are the factors which have contributed to t748 decline?
It is a matter of public knowledge and already a part of the record

in this hearing that demand for crude oil, as well as consumption of
crude oil products, has risen in the past 10 years. On the other hand,
while the price index of almost every commodity and service used by
the oil producer has risen, the price of crude oil has declined slightly.
Illustrative of the foregoing is a table, prepared by a local independent
oil producer and an independent oil field supply company, which
clearly demonstrates the increased costs to the independent producer
covering a period from 1957 through 1966. This analysis shows a slight
decrease in the price of crude oil (7.9 percent), while the average cost
of labor and materials over the same period increased approximately 47
percent. Attached to this statement and marked exhibit "A" is a com-
pilation of costs from which the foregoing percentages were obtained,
and reference is here made to said exhibit.

Thus, faced with constantly rising costs of every connodity neces-
sary to explore for and produce his sole product, and an eroding price
for his sole product, the independent oil man has been caught in a rising
cost spiral which is forcing many to leave the industry.

Contributing significantly to this situaiton is the importation of
foreign crude oil which has saturated the rising demand for crude oil
products, and has helped to deteriorate the price paid for domestic crude
in an otherwise rising economy. That foreign crude oil is cheaper, in
the total analysis, may be argued. That foreign crude oil will always
be available is problematical. That foreign crude oil has created a
problem involving our national security is fully recognized. That
foreign crude oil is undermining a previously healthy and necessary
domestic industry is undeniable.

Another important factor contributing to the present plight of the
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domestic oil industry is the lack of capital available .' ' ,mestic oil
producer. The basic reason for this withdrawal of ii. ii it capital
is the lack of incentive, or, to put it another way, the I .-, f profit
potential. If he is unable to attract such investment he will be forced
to curtail, if not eliminate? further exploration, and must then confine
his activity to the production and liquidation of those reserves he may
have already found

Finally, it should be pointed out that the present mandatory oil
import program as administered by the Department of Interior has
been used as a club to prevent action which might otherwise have been
beneficial to the economy of the domestic oil industry and, thus, to that
of the Nation as a whole. Earlier this year, several refiners announced
a modest increase in the price of gasoline, to be exact-1 cent a gallon.
Using the threat of increased imports through various means in order
to increase the supply, the Department of [nterior contributed to the
decision to withdraw the announced increase. We do i,,L ,',k that
such action was intended to be a part of the oil import progru' r.
for that matter, do we see the justification for such a mov. it is our
opinion that the facts would not in any way justif) '. , usation
that the oil industry has in any way contributed to the ws' .u.,ary
trend of the past few years.

3. What steps can be taken to remedy the present situation?
To restore the domestic oil industry to a healthy status will require

a return to the marketplace where supply and demand will govern the
pricing of both crude oil and crude oil products. Sufficient mcentives
will have to be provided to the domestic oil man to induce him to
return to the high-risk activity of searching for oil. Additionally,
investment capital will have to be attracted, and to do so in our free
enterprise system will require, at the very least, a reasonable chance
for a reasonable profit. We think that S. 2332, imposing a 12.2-percent
quota limitation on foreign imports and phasing out all exceptions
heretofore created, is a giant step in the iight direction. It will not
cure the many ills of the domestic oil industry but, we think it is a
good beginning and will afford some protection" from exee,,"vc threat,
innuendo, the creation of special exceptions for special interests, and
the many loopholes in the present mandatory import program. With-
out such protection, we firmly believe the domestic industry will wit-
ness an even more dramatic rate of decline in the in,,neliate future
than has been the case in the recent past.

We heartily commend the sponsors of this legislation, urge its pa-
sage, and pledge our support and assistance wherever possible. We fur-
ther wish to thank you for the privilege of presenting this statemw-
on behalf of the Independent Oil Producers & Land Owers Associp-
tion Tri-State, Inc.

(In attachment to the above statement follows:)
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EXHIBIT "A," PRODUCER COSTS FOR 1957-6, TIll-4TATE AREA

Percent ofitem 1957 1966 Dilerete lee
(dwuu)

Crude ................................... &IS . .25
Puper and reatebot wqp e ............... 1.25 1.88 .3 O.0
-iL lift pipe .............................. 17.17 20.03 z 4 16.65

2-in. i . . 29. 57 41.40 11.83 40.00
3-iinepe1 5.26 83 62 24.34 41.05
2-in. H-40,EUEtbi.. 5.19 73. 43 15.24 26.19
2W-in. 4-40, EE tubin . 78.52 97.60 19.08 24.29
5 in. csing ............................. 141.47 184.68 43.21 30.54
I-e. casing ................................. 170.31 218. 65 48.34 28.38
ZC I IIengine .............................. 456.00 79. 00 333.00 73.02
ZC 208 engine .............................. 565.00 1,138.0 0 573.00 101.41
0-40 unit (less weights) .................... 858. 60 1,160.00 301.40 35. 10
D-57 unt (less weights) ..................... 1,539.00 2,158.00 619.00 40.22
200 welded tank ............................ 500.00 950.00 450.00 90.00
2-in. stueaing box ............................ 25.150 30.20 4.70 18. 43
5)rin. by 2 head ........................... 137.70 176.60 38.90 28.24

in. by 2-ft. pony rod, w/cp ............... . 5.95 7.80 1.85 31.09
in. by 4-1t. pony rodi, w/cplg ............... 6.45 & 50 2.05 31.78
in.by 6-ft. pony rod, w,cpig ............... 7.45 9.15 1.70 22.81

-n. by 8-f pony rod, w€;)clg ............... 7.95 9.70 1. 75 22. 01
4-In. by 2. pony rod, w'cpig ............... 6.30 8 45 2.15 34. 12
-In. by 4-ft. pony rod, w/cplg ............... 6.80 9. 15 2.35 34. 55

,.4. by 6-ft. pony rod, wicpig ............... 7. 30 10.05 2.75 37.67
U-ln. by Ift pony rod, w/cplg ............... 7.80 10.80 3.00 31. 46
2-in. EUE by 2-ft. tubing nipple ............... 5. 78 14.05 8. 27 143.07
2-in. EUE by 4-ft. tubing nippe............... 7. 10 17.25 10.15 142.95
2-in. EUE by 6ft tubing nipple ............... 8. 42 20.40 11.96 142.28
2-in. EUE by 8-ft. tubing nipple ............... 9. 74 23.65 13.91 142.81
2-in. EUE by 10-ft. tubing nipple .............. 11.06 26.85 15.79 142.76
2jr-tn. EUE by 2-4. tubing nipple ............. 6 47 15.65 9.18 141.88
2Y-in. EUE by 4-ft. tubIng nipple. ............ 8.29 20.10 11.81 142. 46
2-in. EUE by 6-ft. tubing nipple ............. 10.11 24.45 14.34 141.83
2h-in. EUE by 8-ft. tubing nipple ............. 11.93 28. 9 17.02 142.66
2,-in. EUE by 10-t. tubing nipple ----------- 13. 75 33.35 19.60 142. 54
2-in. bul plug .............................. 1.60 2.50 .90 56.25
3-in. bull plug .............................. 2.80 4. 30 1.50 53.57
2-In. by 1-1n. swage ------------------------- 1.80 2. 75 .95 52.77
3-in. by 2-in. swag ......................... 2. 40 3. 70 1.30 54. 16
4-in. by 3-in. swage ........................ 3. 20 4.90 1.70 53. 12
Chemical injero ........................... 57.50 91.00 33.50 51. 26
2-in, late vle ............................. 11.20 26.08 14.90 132.85
2-1& creck valve ........................... 10. 40 19.36 96 86 15
-L Plus valve ............................. 9.90 14.30 4.40 44.44

3-in Pug ve ............................. 17.82 24.31 6. 49 36. 41
2-in. by O-t. in hole pump .................. 218. 30 298. 50 80. 20 36. 73
Tubular goods .............................. 554.51 718.41 14 90 29.74
mjor sudace equipment ..................... 3,91160 6, 195.00 2,276.40 58.06
Connection s and misoelaneous hookup ........ 648. 77 996.80 348.03 53.64

Mr. CALvER. Mr. Chairman, our next witness is Mr. Richard
Campbell.

Mr. CAMPmEL. Mr. Chairman, I am Richard Campbell of Vidalia,
La. I am here in behalf of the Mississippi-Louisiana Oil Association,
as well as being chairman of the cooperating oil and gas associations.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure glad we have a witness from Louisiana.
We don't produce near as much oil as Texas but if you relate it to size
or to population, we produce more per capita or more per acre than
any State in the Union. We try to make up in quality what we lack in
quantity.

Mr. CAP;xm . I echo those sentiments, Mr. Chairman. That is pre-
cisely why I am here.

The CHimmAN. I think someone said to ask you where you really
live.

Do you live in Vidalia I
Mr. CAxPmzi. That is my office but I live across the river.
The &ixAr. Mississippi.
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Mr. CAxPBmL. Right.
Here we would like to heartily endorse the statement of Mr. Calvert

of the IPAA, but also bring to your attention the liaison committee
does represent the several State associations that are not here per-
sonally to add their "yes" to this strong support for this bill 2332. I
also point out, Mr. Chairman, that we as producers in the South, par-
ticularly in Louisiana, where I have the vast majority of what I have,
we did come to the fore in this last Suez crisis and I might add that
wire as producing companies strained many ligaments to come up with
the amount of oil that the State asked us to come up with. It was not
an easy task and I daresay that every other State will echo that senti-
ment. And it is not an easy task because a great amount of oil was
pulled from a limited number of wells capable of coming up with addi-
tional oil, and there will be damages to these properties that will not
be recovered, you might say. Now that we are going back down the
scale as you undoubtedly know.

There has never been a time-
The CHA RAN. In other words, to cushion the crisis of the Israeli-

Arab war, you really had to pull on those wells so hard that you
violated go6d conservation practices and those wells will leave a lot
of nil in the ground because of itI

Mr. CAxrmnL. Senator, I don't think there is any doubt about it.
In my own case, we had water increases in I think 117 wells, and once
the water percentage increases, as you well know you don't decrease
it by slowing the rate down. It is there to stay. And it leaves more oil in
the ground because you have exceeded the efficient ratio of production.

I think that is perhaps certainly the same situation with all the
other producing States.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, in effect, just for the record, a marginal well
might have 3 feet of oil floating on top of an unlimited quantity of
salt water. Any time you bring in a dry hole--it is not really dry down
our way, it is usually filled with salt water, if I recall correctly-
isn't that correct I

Mr. CAmmn . Yes.
The CHARMAN. People like to say that you just keep running it and

hope some oil will come out, and people say you try to drain the Gulf
of Mexico down our way.

Mr. CAMPBEi. That is correct. We had a fairly good well producing
on the Black River and to get our allowable increases, we weren't dis-
posed to go up but the offset operators were, so we had no choice, that
well dropped from 50 to 9 or 10 barrels a day because as we increased
the production we also brought in the water which we can't push back.
So that well undoubtedly will be abandoned by the time I get back.

The CHAIRMAN. What happens is if you produce your well by good
conservation practices, as you lift oil out, other oil seeps across to
take its place, but if you produce your well too rapidly it sucks the
salt water up from the bottom. Once the salt water gets to that casing,
that iron pipe down there, from that time on you keep getting salt
water, donK you?

Mr. CAimmwu Yes. I am delighted that the Suez-Middle East crisis
was over when it was while I still had some oil production left. If it
had continued another 90 days I am sure we would have lost other
properties in exactly the same way.
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I am not the last witness, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Netum Steed is the
last one on the list.

The Cu~MAxN. Well, let me just get that point straight that you are
making. The point is that the industry right now can't meet emergency
requirements without imposing some hardship on producers to really
produce more than the wells should be producing.

Mr. CA"mu. Mr. Chairman, I am not even sure we could produce
the total amount of the oil that the Nation is requiring as of today
if imports were cut off. During the recent crisis we produced about
everything we could, and we sent somu across the sea, some to Canada-
of course, we had quite a backlog of stocks on hand at that time
and that did help bridge the gap.7In my case, and I can only speak
as an individual for my particular area, we were damaged by the
demands of this crisis and our damage will be with us after the crisis
is over. We can't recover that and I am positive that the same situa-
tion is apparent in every producing State.

Mr. CALT-mr. Mr. Netumn Steed is the next witness.
Mr. ST=D. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee, I am Netum

Steed, independent oil and gas producer from Wichita Falls, Tex.
I am president of the Texas Independent Producers & Royalty Own-

ers Association.
We have already endorsed the IPAA statement, Senator, and most

of my rather lengthy statement I will skip over in the interests of
brevity, but I would like to pick up a few points that have not been
brought out before.

w'e agree with the IPAA as far as the position of Mr. Udall being
able to contain the import program to date. We agree he has done
a good job, but not the job the program was intended to do. I disagree
that we have accomplished the main objective which is to maintain
a healthy oil industry. Our industry in Texas is not healthy. Our
drilling is down the same as everybody else's. Many of our operators
have gone out of business and even though we are still, some of.us,
lucky enough to stay in the business our industry is far from being
healthy.

So we take exception on that point.
Senator McCarthy awhile ago brought out, a point here about our

Nation's ability to find more oil and r would like to quote from Mr.
Udall in July of this year:

We are In no immediate danger ot running out of domestic petroleum supplies.
Known and anticipated reserves are considered wholly adequate to carry us
Into tne next century on the basis of the best Judgment on demands.

That statement is based on the premise that that oil is there and
we have a healthy industry to find- that oil, but if our industry con-
tinues to be depressed and these points have been brought out about
seismographic activity and drilling rigs, then we will not find the oil
and we will be short of oil, in fact. On the first page of our statement
we say that today we are a have-not nation as faras oil is concerned
because we are importing 2,600,000 barrels daily and our reserve
capacity, the reserve capacity that your State and mine has, Senator,
to produce this oil is only 2,350,000 barrels daily. We are a quarter
of a million barrels short today of being self-sufficient in oil.
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Now, part of that oil is being made up from Canada, a little more
than that, more than the 250,000 barrels but as you pointed out if we
got into a general war where our imports were cut off except for the
overland imports, we assume the overseas imports would be cut off into
Canada, too, and we would have to replace their oil in the Montreal
area. So we would still be short of oil and would have civilian
rationing.

Mr. Chairman, we find it shocking that more concern about this
development has not been evidenced by the administration. Repeatedly
we have brought to the officials of the Interior Department the facts
of our rapidly deteriorating oil-producing industry. While they have
listened patiently to us andhave agreed to the dimensions of the prob-
lem and assured us of their concern, no changes were forthcoming in
Federal oil policy to enable this accomplislment.

On the contrary, a number of changes have occurred or are under
consideration to render the import program less stable and effective,
and those were pointed out on the chart a while ago.

Now, considering that the best-informed persons seem to agree that
the alternative sources of energy such as oil shale that the Senator
mentioned a moment ago from our vast domestic deposits will not
enter the picture in a truly significant way for another decade, we
either must step up the domestic drilling sharply or look to vastly
increased imports. Responsible studies point out. that unless there
is a sharp increase in domestic exploration for oil the domestic oil
requirements by 1985 will necessitate an import level of at least 8 mil-
lion barrels a day, a situation that would th wart even the most strin-
gent efforts conceivable to close this Nation's payments gap.

That is a trend that is going on, a trend during the mandatory im-
port program that shows that well completions nave declined 38
percent while the import program is trying to help us. So they haven't
stopped the downward trend and that is an alarming thing to us.
Skipping over most of my testimony, and it will be part of the

reco ere, I am sure, and I feel it is worth the sts ? study and
yours, too, sir, Mr. Udall stated the other day, "The' main reason
for the program's success is having a little elbow room," a point he
chooses to illustrate by referring to current plans to (1) carry over
into 1968 import quota tickets which importers did not bring in during
the Mrideast disruption because of the Arab boycott and higher tanker
rates; and (2) provide for more liberal imports of heating oil which
some New England consumer interests want to obtain at prices below
those currently available.

We would like to examine briefly these two cases he uses to illus-
trate his demand for unlimited maneuverability which he himself
declared to be the ceiling. This bill would in no way limit his ability
to provide for either the carryover of unused Mid-East import tickets
or the provision for more generous fuel oil quotas. Obviousl-, then, the
maneuverability he seeks is to exceed the 12.2 ratio if he deems it
appropriate for any purpose

We think particular attention should be drawn to the point that
unless and until other guidelines are provided, it is entirely possible
by administrative fiat to increase significantly the level of permissible
imports under the 12.2-percent ratio while preservig itact the 12.2-
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percent factor. This has occurred during Mr. Udall's tenure and it
might be accomplished by either exempting categories of imports from
the ratio or revising the manner in which the 12.2 factor is applied
to domestic production. •

If the administration wants to increase imports without changing
the 12.2, they simply change the production part of the formula from
actual production of a previous period to estimated production. Now,
that was handled in the case of Canada, each year they estimated the
production to come from Canada and each year they underestimated
it considerably for the last several years as shown in my testimnony.
This year they have underestimated it to the extent of 80,000 barrels
per day. So that for this year, for example, if the projection is correct
for 80,'000 barrels a day, here will be 29 million barrels of oil dumped
in this country outside the 12.2-percent quota.

As they do this every year, it is never made up. They don't take it.
off the next year's quota. That oil is produced by the Canadians rather
than the U.S. operator and that is, we feel, a loophole.

Now, the Secretary hasn't been specific yet whether he intends to
make up these unused tickets from the Middle East operation that
were not used Whether he intends to put them within the 12.2 or add
them on top ol the regular 12., in which case we would have a further
depression of the American production in coming years. He says he
is going to stretch them over the 12.2 but the exact method by %hich
he is going to do it hasn't been spelled out yet. We are apprehensive
that it might be added on top and technically still be within the 12.2.
They can make up their production but in Texas, if I don't make my
production 1 month, I can't make it up the next month.

We have quite a number of charts in the back of our folder. I have
already mentioned chart 5 which shows we are a "have-not" nation
in oil.

Chart 3 shows in Texas that our success ratio, the number of dry
holes that we drill hasn't changed over the period of years. We still
drill about 33 percent dry holes. So it is not that we don't have the oil
to find. It is simply that we don't have the incentive or the people who
are interested in going out and hunting for it any more causee the
program is uncertain and other businesses seem to attract the money
instead of coming into our business.

The COTIArMAN. I am going to ask that these charts that you have
in your statement be made a part of the record.

Mr. STEw. Thank you very much. I think the rest of my statement
has been pretty well-covered. We concur with your statement, sir,
that this legislation simply would establish a few principal legislative
guidelines leaving administrators of the program with broad discre-
tionary authority in the administration of the program within those
guidelines. We think the Secretary of the Interior needs some help
as Mr. Calvert pointed out, that the pressures that are put on him are
so great that he needs some help from the Congress to insulate him Is
from those pressures. Such is the proper function of Congres as we
understand it, and we believe the administration needs and deserves p
assistance such as that represented by this legislation, and we most t
sincerely urge its adoption at the earliest opportunity. b

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Steed follows:)
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'UPA=E STATEMENT or NruVM A. 8TEE, PAMzoiT, TEXAS lN VE'riruENT PMo-
DUCESS AZlD BoTALTY Ownzas Aa aocuzon

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen of the Committee, I am Netum A. Steed, independent
oil and gas producer from Wichita Falls, Texas, and prldent of the Texas In-
dependent Producers & Royalty Owners Association. I would like to touch
briefly on a few points which we believe to be of particular Interest.

It Is our position that the United States is very rapidly becoming an oil "have.
not" nation for lack of a more positive and meaningful oil import policy. With-
out Intending to be political In any way, we must take vigorous exception to the
position of Interior Secret ry Udall In the matter before you. We cannot concur
in the position that all i well and that the situation should be left as is, that the
oil Import program io a success in terms of its purpose, and that "elbow room"
as Mr Udall contends, is "the main reason for the program's success " Quite the
contrary, we believe that there is an urgent need for Cogremional attention to
failure of the program to achieve its declared purposes. The domestic producing
industry Is continuing to deteriorate at a rapid pace. We are In the eleventh
year of drilling decline in this country--4nd, as a consequence, our decte.tvtal
reserve produotive capooty has already dwindled to the point that thl nation
is wow importing more oil t.as it Aolds in reserve productit, capacity.

Without burdening you with detail, let me simply note that prior to 1948 the
United Statea was a net oil exporter. Between 1948 and I91RI, even though we were
net importers, we imported less oil than we had available In reserve capacity
held by the domestic oil producing industry.

Chart V appended to our testimony shows a situation which we think should
be viewed with general alarm by you gentlemen, by your colleagues in the Con-
gress and by the Executive branch of our government.

The harab fact IN that we became dependent upon foreign oil during 190(L Now
for the first time oil imports exceed the amount of readily producible oil held In
reserve within this great nation. In a sense, then, we are already an oil have not
nation, and this is so not because it is necessary but because federal oil policy has
made It so.

By the end of 1967 the 1'.S. will be receiving an estimated average of 2,000,000
barrels daily in imports, but will have effective reserve productive capacity of no
more than 2.M0,000 barrels daily. This means that, speaking conservatively,
America this year is running a deficit of at least a quarter-million barrels daily-
anti hau, in this sense, needlessly allowed itself to join the ranks of oil have-not
nations.

Mr. Chairman, we find it shocking that more concern about this development
has not been evidenced by the Administration. J"'peatedly we have brought before
officials of the Interior Department the facts of a rapidly deteriorating domestic
oil producing industry. They have listened patiently to us, have agreed to the
dimensions of the problem, and have assured us of their concern. As early as
March 1906, Secretary Udall himself cited figures showing that, Just to hold our
Present reserve-to-production ratio, we will have to step up domestic exploration
and drilling sharply, so as to 1nerepse reerves at a rate at least twice that of the
present period. But no changes %ere forthcoming In federal oil policy to enable
this aetamplishment. On the contrary, a number of changes have occurred and
are tinder consideration to render the Import program less stable and effective.

I would like to point out that there is little dispute within the Industry or
within the government about the fact that we're heading toward an oill-delcit of
considerable magnitude. To illustrate what informed Industry leaders are saying,
let me refer to testimony last month before the House Commerce Committee by
Charles F. Jones, president of Humble Oil & Refining Company. He warned that
domestic petroleum requirements will rise rapidly over the next few years, re-
quiring a gross addition of at least 72 billion barrels during the next 14 years.
Like Mr. Udall, he pointed out that this means we must step up domestic explora-
tion and drilling, Inasmuch as we have only discovered 48 billion barrels In the
last 14 years.

EarWr this month, to cite another industry opinion, Millard- &. Stone, vice
president and director of Sinclair Oil Corporation, said that between now and
the year 2000 the U.S. energy requirements will be such that we will need 11
billion barrels ot oil annually to meet domestic demand, three times what It is
now. That's allowing for other fuel. Bald Mr. Stone: "The nations and the
world's total energy requirements will be so huge that there will be plenty of
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room and work for all available sources-oil, gas, coal, water, nuclear reactors,
and whatever comes between now and then."

Considering that the best Informed persons seem to agree that alternative
sources of energy, including oil shale from our vast domestic deposits, will not
enter the picture in a truly significant way for at least another decade, we either
must step up domestic drilling sharply or look to vastly increased import.
Responsible studies point out that, unless there is a sharp increase In domestic
exploration for oil, domestic oil requirements by 1985 will necessitate an oil
import level of at least 8 million barrels daily--a situation which would thwart
even the most stringent efforts conceivable to close the nation's payments gap.

Yet, during the period of the Mandatory Oil Import Progran% total annual
well completion have declned b some .58 percent.

This situation, for some reason, does not seem to alarm the Administration.
Instead of moving toward a more meaningful oil Impoct program, the program
is being steadily chipped away on all fronts.

As Senator Long puts it: "It Is obvious that positive and affirmative action
Is required in order to assure our future energy needs. It is obvious that the
present mandatory oil import program has been weakened by the creation of
loopholes in the program and is seriously threatened by additional ones. As
a result, the industry is losing confidence in the program."

Mr. Chairman, t is our Judgment that you have precisely stated the plight.
The industry has indeed lost confidence In the program. We need less maneuver-
ability and more stability and dependability in the program. If it is to regain
that confidence-the confidence that it must have to go about with renewed
vigor to explore for and find new reserves-then guidelines will have to be
provided and firmed up. That can be done, we submit, only if Congress takes
an appropriate interest in the matter.

I think it would be fair to say that an editorial of last August 7 in the Oil
and Gas Journal sums up industry sentiment concerning the oil import program
as presently interpreted by Mr. Udall and others in the Executive branch. Let
me quote briefly from that editorial.

"The integrity of the imports control program has been undermined again. The
latest presidential proclamation is in the name of clean air. This comes on top of
other recent proclamations giving the Secretary of Interior authority to decontrol
asphalt and to give import quotas to petrochemical manufacturers and foreign
trade zones. Still other changes are being considered, such as carrying over
unused 1967 import tickets into 1968 The import barriers have been constantly
nibbled away ever since the controls were set up. ... Perhaps no single one of
these steps, by itself, will permit a huge volume of Increased imports. But taken
together they undermine the stability and certainty of the program. And every
weakening invites further attacks. Strong pressures, economic and political,
always exist to use any legal advantage that can be found. Experience has shown
that the Interior Department, charged with the responsibility of maintaining the
Integrity of the program, is not always able to resist such pressures.... Whatever
the intrinsic merits of any one of the imports changes-and the merits of some
are hotly disputed-the result is a loss of confidence in the permanence of the
program. No refiner or producer, whether an Importer or not, knows how to plan.
And the original objective seems to have been forgotten. ... The constant erosion
of the barriers destroys the confidence of the domestic industry and discourages
new development. It is no wonder that there is a strong movement to have Con-
gress write a new law that will spell out the control program with considerably
more definitiveness than the vague and permissive language of the present
statute."

Now we believe that Mr. Udall cannot be unaware that the industry has little
confidence in his assurances that he can hold a 12.2 ratio while going merrily
along making special provision for this or that category of imports, on grounds
often totally unrelated to the national security purpose of the import program.
Yet, he has presumed to lecture those of us in the industry who come to you for
assistance, declaring that in doing so we are "picking a fisht" with him. He
describes himself as "personally disturbed" that Congress would presume to pro-
vide meaningful guidelines or limits within which bureaus may function. I can
only say that we are personally disturbed that he falls to appreciate the need
for such directives and the appropriateness of such Congressional response to the
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present unfortunate situation. He says he i "nonplussed" as to why anybody
would limit his maneuverability. We are nonplussed as to why he has not yet
acknowledged the need for Congressional help in discouraging the mounting pres-
sures for ballooning the 12.2 ratio to the breaking point.

Incredibly, Mr. Udall contends that "the main reason for the program's success
is having a little elbow room"-a point he chooses to Illustrate by referring to
current plans to (1) carry over into 1968 import quota tK-ete which importers
did not bring In during the Mideast disruption because of the Arab boycott and
high tanker rates; and (2) provide for more liberal imports of heating oil which
some New England consumer interests want to obtain at prices below those at
which it is currently available. We would like to examine briefly these two cases
he chooses to illustrate his demand for unlimited maneuverability.

We submit that unless Mr. Udall plans to ezoeed the 18.8 percent ratio which
he himself declares to be the ceiling, this bill would in no way limit hiS ability so
provide for either the oarryover of unused Mideast import tickets or the provision
for more generous Iuel oil quotas. Obviowly, theM the maeerability he seeks
is to evoeed the 18.8 rao If he deems 0* approprsiate for any reoaof.

WWIMG T=U 12.3 STANDAM

We think particular attention should be drawn to the point that unless and
until better guidelines are provided, it i entirely possible by administrative flat
to increase significantly the level of permissible imports under the 12.2 percent
ratio while preserving intact the 12.2 percent factor. Precisely this has ocenrred
during Mr. Udall's tenure. It may be accomplished by either exempting categories
of imports from the ratio or revising the manner in which the 12.2 factor i applied
to domestic production.

Non-residual Imports Into Districts I-IV were originally 10.7 percent of domes-
tic production when voluntary controls began. The standard was changvd later to
9 percent of total demand, later changed back to 12.2 percent of production. When
an Administration wanted to Increase imports without changing the 12.2, they
simply changed the production part of the formula from actual production of a
previous period to estimated production.

My point is that If we're going to have any permanence in the import program.
surely we need some firming up of guidelines and preferably some legislative
definition of terms.

As a matter of fact, the 12.2 ratio does not even now cover all nonreidual
imports into Districts J-IV--and covers considerably less than half the total
oil imports into the nation. There are a number of leaks In the 12. ratio, the most
flagrant of which perhaps results from the fact that the Interior Department
regularly and deliberately underestimates what Imports from Canada will be
each quota period.

LOOIZOLU IN MBAM

By way of providing an example of the kinds of loopholes which are adding
intolerable pressures upon the 12.2 ratio, I'd like to discuss with you the manner
in which these imports from Canada are treated.

As you know, Imports from Canada are exempt from direct quota limitations
on grounds that this oil is relatively more secure than the oil which has to move
by ocean-going vessel. Yet these imports are supposedly kept within the 12.2
ratio, which means that any time imports from Canada increase there has to be
a corresponding reduction in imports from some other area. This Is all right so
long as the Canadian increase doesn't get out of bounds, in which case some-
thing has to give; either Venezuela or U.S. producers suffer.

The way this has been handled heretofore is most unsatisfactory all around,
in my Judgment. I note also that Senator Long has deplored this arrangement
and called it a serious loophole needing attention. Said he:

,This is a large loophole in the program and it threatens to grow larger. If
thn mandatory oil import program Is to be meaningful and effective, this Cana-
dian loophole and the other loopholes and threats to the program which I have
mentioned must be closed."

Now here's what happens. The Department of Interior makes an "estimate"
of how much oil they expect during the forthcoming quota period from Canada.
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Then the remaining portion of Imports under the 12.2 ratio are allocated to other
source areas. Since the Canadian Imports always grow so much more than esti-
mated, that would mean pinching Venezuela and other source areas in the normal
course of events. But to avoid this, Interior officials simply underestimate what
the growth of Canadian imports will be each year, so that the effect Is to make
domestic production pay the price of Canadian excesses. Let me be specific.

In 1963 the Interior Department "estimated" that imports from Canada
would be 252,000 barrels per day. But Canadian imports exceeded that level
by 13,000 barrels per day.

So in 1961 Interior raised Its estimates of Canadian imports by a whop-
ping 30,000 barrels a day. Even so, Canadian Imports exceeded this by
another 17,000 barrels per day.

In 1965, the Department Jumped the "estimate" an additional 28,000 bar-
rels daily. What happened? Canadian oil met the allowed Increase and topped
It by another 13,000 barrels per day.

In 1966 the "estimate" was again raised by 25,000 barrels per day for a
total of 335,000 barrels daily. Once again Canadians revealed their disdain
for this informal arrangement and exceeded the estimate by some 38,000
barrels per day.

In 19067, the "estimate" was raised to 370,000 barrels a day, and imports
are projected at around 450,000 barrels a day-an average of 80,000 barrels
daily at the expense of domestic producers.

Now there's no provision in the Import program for balancing out this excess
from Canada, so the result is that domestic production suffers by whatever
amount the Interior Department "underestimates" imports from Canada. I say
to you that It's time Irterior got realistic with its "estimates," so that the effect
will not be to exceed the 12.2 ratio while technically remaining within it.

This arrangement Is simply not right, and I hope that point Is made clear b7
the Congress. So long as Mr. Udall allows this situation to go on, he is not being
fair when he says that non-residual imports into Districts I-IV are being held
within the 12.2 ratio. They are not.

In this connection, room under the 12.2 level will now have to be made for the
approximate 125,000 barrels daily by which Canadian imports increased in re-
cent months. We now learn, moreover, that the President is being urged to ap-
prove the agreement by which Canadian oil will be supplied the Chicago market
via the Interprovincial pipeline.

In passing It should be noted that Canadian gains In this market during the
Mideast crisis are considered permanent, even as U.S. production is being sharply
curtailed. When foreign Imports into the East Coast of Canada were cut off, U.S.
production had to be increased to supply Canada's needs-eince Canada imports
about 48 percent of the oil consumed in that country. But as soon as cheaper
foreign oil became available there, U.S. production had to be cut back.
Toe problem of leak or loopholes in the program was summed up by Chairman

Long in these words:
"If the program is to be meaningful and effective, if it is to have stability and

if the industry Is to have confidence In the program, this limitation on imports
into Districts I-IV' must be firmly established. Unfortunately, during the past
year, administrative actions have been taken which very seriously threaten the
stability and integrity of the 12.2 limitation. I refer to the administrative actions
involving first, petrochemical feedstocks; second, foreign trade zones; third,
authorization for imports of asphalt outside the 12.2 limitation; fourth, the
recent action which defines number 4 fuel oil as residual fuel oil and, therefore,
permits Its importation outside the 122. limitation; and, fifth, the recent proposals
regarding low sulfur oil aimed at alleviating the air pollution problems." I con-
tinue quoting from Senator Long:

"The import program cannot be maintained as an effective instrument if it is to
be used to cure the economic Ills of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands or Guam, or
if it is to be used to solve the worldwide competitive problems of the petrochem-
ical industry; or if It is to be used to solve a localized asphalt or other product
supply problem; or If It is to be used to solve the pollution problem." The appli-
cations for special treatment of Imports arriving via Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands and Guam, he said, would alone result in over 125,000 barrels daily more
oil shipments Into the mainland United States.
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UNUSED MIDEAST TICKETS

Next, we would like to comment on Interior Department plans to hold open a
place in the U.S. market for Middle East oil imports which were not available
through part of 1967 because of the Arab boycott of America and high tanker
rates.

Even though domestic allowables are cancelled when they are not produced,
we have no objection to allowing unused 1967 quota tickets a priority status in
1968-provided total on-oresidual imports do not eceed the 12.2 ratio in 1968.

We find reason for alarm, however, In the preliminary announcement of plans
by Assistant Secretary Cordell Moore. Although details are not yet spelled out,
there is indication that 1967 unused quotas will be permitted on top of normal
imports under the 12.2 ratio-which some describe as "technically within the 12.2
ratio" because of the shortfall of imports from this source in 1967.

Such an interpretation would amount to an insistence that the 12.8 ratio ie a
floor instead of a ceiling. It would be in effect holding open the door to unreliable
Mideast oil until Arabs decide it can be dumped on us and until the importers
involved fund that tanker rates have dropped supoeientlv to make it profitable to
supplant domestic production with the soealled cheap Mideast oil.

State conservation officials have urged Interior to reduce imports below the
12.2 ratio as necessary to keep states from having to do all the cutting back
necessary to prevent another Mideast-aftermath oil glut. There is no indication
that Mr. Udall is even giving serious consideration to the plea that Imports share
the cutback burden. The net result is that domestic producers are being penalized
for meeting their obligation to the nation and the free world by making domestic
oil available, at considerable expense, to fill the shortages resulting from the
Mideast supply breakdown. Our oil policy officials, it would seem, have learned
nothing from the most recent Mideast crisis.

I suggest that the urgent need of the moment is for an overall or compre-
hensive look at the oil import problem at this time, and that the situation is
such that this can best be provided by the COngress. Several Departments of the
Executive branch of our government-notably Interior, Commerce, State, and
Defense-are involved in oil policy decisions at present, but it seems increas-
ingly clear that none is viewing the picture as a whole.

To illustrate my concern, let's review the status of the unused quota tickets
for Mideast oil. The Interior Department people are understandably concerned
with the protection of equities among importing companies, and don't want to
cancel out a company's quota for 1967 imports simply because that company
hadn't brought in its quota before the Mideast boycott of America began.
But State Department officials are most concerned with equities among source
countries, notably Venezuela. If 1968 imports are held within the 12.2 ratio,
and companies which had holdover tickets allowed to import that Mideast oil
within the 12.2 ratio, the effect will be to give a priority to Mideast oil over
Venezuelan oiL In a sense the Arab nations will be rewarded for their misbe-
havior, or so it seems to Venezuelan Interests in any event. So what happens?
In the normal course of events, I suspect the "solution" will be to give compa-
nies the right to use their 1967 unused Mideast import tickets in 1968 over and
above the 12.2 ratio. The result of that compromise would be simply to make
the domestic producer move over once again while imports enjoyed a priority
or preferred status. I strongly suggest to you that this is exactly the kind of
maneuverability which Secretary Udall had in mind when he told proponents
of this bill they were picking a fight with him when they presumed to prescribe
legislative limitations upon his authority over oil imports.

CHARTS SUMMARY

We have appended to this statement a few charts which depict the situation
in terms we believe most meaningful.

In addition to the chart illustrating the Canadian excesses over "estimates,"
Chart I shows the sharp decline in U.S. drilling activity during the life of the
program. In 1969, the nation's operators drilled 51,704 wells. By 1967, this
annual total had dropped to about 8%100 well a decrease of 38 percent. By all

8--468---pt. 1-22
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counts, we are drilling only about half as many wells as are necessary to main-
tain adequate home supplies for the foreseeable future.

Chart II Illustrates the dismal drilling experience In Texas, the nation's lead-
Ing oil producing state. Since 1969, the state's annual completion of exploration
and development wells has dropped from 10,208 to an estimated 4,615 In 1967--
a 54.8 percent decline. For those who would contend this In due to poor drilling
success ratios, we would point to chart 11. Here It Is noted that Texas' dry hole
ratio during the life of the mandatory program has remained reasonably stable,
keeping within the tight range of 84.8 to 87.8 percent of total wells drilled
annually.

Chart IV reveals the serious consequences of Industry developments upon
Texas' reserve oil productive capacity, and shows the clear relationship to the
precipitous drop in drilling. By the end of this year, It is projected that reserve
capacity in Texas will equal only about three-fourths o. what it was In 1969.
If there is no correction In the downward trend in drilling activity, this de-
line In reserve capacity will rapidly accelerate in the next few years.

Chart V, as mentioned earlier, points up this same trend on a national level
Although there's still time to correct the situation, we've already crossed over
Into the unhappy status of an oil have-not nation, In the sense that we can't
right now produce all the oil for which there is a demand In this country: If It
is the wish of the President and the Congress that this be so, then there should
be a declaration of some sort to the effect that this Is consistent with deliberate
national policy. We do not believe either the President or the Congress believes
this Is a healthy and safe situation. For that reason we think the facts should
be faced squarely--and such changes made as necessary to reverse the down-
ward trend in domestic drilling without further delay.

Gentlemen of the Committee, we believe the legislation here under considera-
tion is an Important step toward preserving our nation's defense-vital reserve
productive capacity. The domestic oil producing industry Is not healthy, nor Is
the important program accomplishig intended and avowed objectives. Th ctntse-
quence to our national security is potentially most grave.

Oil remains the number one munition of war, and we've learned only in recent
months how reliable foren oil is in time of emer . The only way to keep
foreign oil available and cheap s to have the reserve capacity her adequate
so that it is not essential to our security and well-belng.

As we see it, Congressional guidelines relating to non-residual Imports Into
Districts I-IV will serve the purpose of bolstering the Import program in such
a way that It cannot be broken at the whim of some Importing interests. Instead
of non importers being aligned against importers, the burden will be upon each
Importing Interests to Justify Its status as an Importer In relation to fellow
Importers The fight will be between themselves for a piece of the pie, not be-
tween importers and non importers Instead of simply finding another excuse
for more Imports and taking it out of the share intended for domestic producers,
importers will have to justify their quota In terms of its relationship to the
whole national security objective of controls. If petrochemical companies, for
example, -can go to the OEP and obtain a national security finding for some
special provision in the program, and can then persuade the Administration to
grant them freer access to foreign feedstocks, and can succesfully run the gaunt-
let of opposition from other Importers who will have to move over to allow for
their quotas, then Indeed the program can serve to afford them Import quotas.

But the paramount point will have been made: the Import program Is intended
to preserve a healthy domestic oil producing industry. We don't wish to deny
the Administration any necessary flexibility or maneuverability. We desire only
to help the Administration accomplish the purposes of the import control
programL

We concur with Senator Long's statement that this legislation simply would
establish a "few principal legislative guidelines," leaving administrators of the
program with broad discretionary authority in the istration at the pro-
gram within those legislative guidelines

Such is the proper function of Congrems, as we understand It, and we believe
the Administration needs and deserves assistance such as that r ted by
this legislation. We most sincerely urge Its adoption at the earliest opportmltv.
Thank you.
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CANADIAN CRUDE AND PRODUCT IMPORT GROWTH
UNDER THE MANDATORY IAWPORTS PROGRAM 1959"47
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CHART I
TRENDS IN TEXAS WELL DRILLING UNDER MANDATORY PROGRAM
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CHART N
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The CIRMMAN. Thank you for a very fine statement. Let me get one
or two things straight in my mind.

Under th program that we presently have, is there any limitation
at all on the amount of Canadian and Mexican oil that those coun-
tries can bring in here if they. produce it in those countries I

Mr. CALvzivr. There is no ]imit, sir. It falls within whatever they
negotiate with the proper people in our Government. Whatever is
brought in is deducted from the 12.2. It squeezes the other areas, but
it is a matter of arrangement between the higher authorities of our
country. Also, of course, depending upon the trade that can be made
by the companies involved that want the oil, but it is I would say,
negotiated. I may be wrong. Mr. Senator, you may have to consult
somebody in Interior and State to get better facts.

The CHAmRMAN. My understanding is a while back-let's just face it,
since they put this program into effect, every idea that could be
dreamed up by the fertile mind of ,nan has been put to work to find
ways to develop loopholes in this program and get around it. First one
gimmick and next another, special producers, special situations, every
ind of exception that could be dreamed up. They ought to stop that

movement of oil from Matamoras to Brownsville, Tex., or is that still
going onI

Mr. CAivmrr. It is still going on.
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The CIUWuAZx. We put in a program-a provision saying that oil
from Canada and Mexico is permitted to come in overland without
violating the oil import quotas. Now, then, some follow produces his
oil in Tampico, puts it in one of these big tanker--how many barrels
do these huge tankers carry I Thebig ges thatthey have

Mr. CALv. Upward of a million barrels.
The CHAMMAN. All right. So some fellow takes a tanker and puts

a million barrels of oil in it and he sails it to Matamoras right across
the Rio Grande River from Brownsville Tex He just punips it ashore,
trucks it to Matamoras, then trucks it back again.

Now, what kind of sense does that make I Pretty good gimmick, I
would say, wouldn't you ? I wouldn't mind being in that business
myself, even though I enjoy serving here. [Laughter]

But do you mean to tell me that the Secretary of the Interior hasn't
shut that thing down yet? Actually, that is a matter of regulation,
isn't it, that could be chaged tomorrow ?

Mr. CALvYIT. It could be, sir. It hasn't drawn any exceptional fire
from the Texans and from our association recently bIcause it has been
built into the program and we have learned to live with it, but as you
are pointing out, it shows the inventiveness of man in devising ideas
that get around regulations.

The CAixA. I am amazed they don't do more of it. What I
can't understand is why they don't just lay a pipeline from Browns-
ville back to the tanker so you just run it across to Matamoras, put it
across the Rio Grande, pump it right back aboard that tanker, and
then deliver it at New Orleans and Baton Rouge or Houston, and save
the problem of having to build a bigger pielime to put it somewhere
else, A tanker is the most efficient way to driver that oil that there is,
isn't it ? An enormous tanker? It is probably cheaper than a pipeline,
wouldn't you say, if you are talking about a tanker that big! It is
very competitive anyway, isn't it ?

Mr. CiLvJT. It is.
The C nyxN. So why they don't close that loophole I can't for

the life of me figure out.
Mr. CALz. The overland Mexican import has grown into the

program and has been stabilized under the 12.2, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMN. As I understand it from your industry, you are

not here to pass judgment on any of that. As far as you are concerned,
if they want to give a quota to somebody to help Guam, that is all right
with you. If they want to give a quota for somebody to put a refinery
on the Virgin Islands, that is all right with you. If they want to help
Puerto Rico, that is all right. If they want to do something for the
chemical industry, that is a 1 right. If they want to use it for highway
beautification, that is all right. You are not here to quarrel with that.
You want to say that the domestic il industry requires a certain per-
centage of the market if it is to be able to meet this Nation's defense
requirements. That is all you are talking about.

Mr. Cu.vzwr. We go beyond that, Senator Long, because the program
was devised for our national security and the avenues for which it is
used have to be grounded on that base, otherwise the integrity of the
program is going to be lost. So we do oppose the applicants who can't
justify a national security status unless the administration and Con-
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gress change the national security clause which no one has ever sug-
gested be done.

The CHAMAN. I see. Well, now, as I understand it, though, you are
not asking much that you don't have right now except you would like
to have it in the law rather than have it at administrative discretion
of the President and his Cabinet.

Mr. CALVErr. Right, sir. As Netum Steed and Stark Fox said, we
are basically not ask ing for anything more than we have now except
putting a rigid level in law rather than leaving it to executive interpre-
tation subject to irresistible pressures. .

The CHAMvAN. Well, now, I have the impression that your industry
was a little bit unhappy about that Canadian situation because you
felt that they would make these estimates and then fail to stay within
them.

Mr. CALETm. We aren't happy about that but we don't blame the
Canadians. We blame the administration. I mean the administration
of the law. We believe that the could, if Canada has 450,000 barrels
allowable for the next 6 months, make them stay within it. If it is
underestimated and the actual import is 480,000, then it takes 30,000
barrels away from domestic production.

The CHAIMmA. Let's get that straight now. The Canadians are
going to keep this unlimited exemption and put all the oil they want to
in here then as far as your industry is concerned, you are not com-
plaining about that as long as theCanadians put in here what they
estimated they were going to ship to us or pump to us because if they
stay within their estimates, then the Secretay of the Interior will have
to take those Canadian shipments out of whatever Venezuela, Saudi
Arabia, Nigeria, and these other producing nations are going to ship
us. as I take 't.

Mr. CALvErT. Right.
The CHAIMAN. But if they exceed their estimates, it comes off of

you.
Mr. CALvm.u. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. You are not com plaining about the Canadian

exemption. You are saying if that is what they want to do, all right.
That Canadian oil is much more readily available for the defense of
the United States than the oil in Saudi Arabia or Venezuela. If that
is how it is you will go along with them provided that they do just
what their program says.

That is, that they take it out of Saudi Arabia and Venezuela and
Nigeria and don't take it out of the American producers.

Mr. CALvERT. Don't tilt it against us.
The CHARMAN. That is rig t.
Well, thank you very much. I appreciate this. We are going to be

back here, I will say at 2:30 this afternoon, Senator Hruska wants to
appear today at 2:30.

This committee room is not big enough to accommodate nll of those
who want to be here to witness the hearings today and I realize it
creates problems with regard to those who have a vital stake in legis-
lation that is pending here. We will move this hearing to a larger
room-the auditorium, G-308 in this building.

(Whereupon, at 1 :20 p.m. the committee adjourned to reconvene at
2:30 p.m. of the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator CuRris (presiding). The committee will come to order.
The distinguished chairman of this committee, Senator Long, will

be here very shortly. In order to save time, we will move along and
accommodate all the witnesses, we will proceed according to his
instructions.

Mr. Kenneth Rush.
Mr. Rush, will you identify yourself for the record, and also your

colleagues who are here with you.

STAT OF KENNETH RUSH, PRESIDENT, UNION CARBIDE
CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT A. ARMSTRONG, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, CELANESE CORP.; ROBERT H. CORNWALL, VICE
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL DISTILLERS & CHEMICAL CORP.; AND
EDWARD A. O'NEA4 CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, MONSANTO CO.

Mr. Rusir. Yes, Mr. Chairman. My name is Kenneth Rush. I am
president of the Union Carbide Corp. Joining me here today are
Robert A. Armstrong, senior vice president of Celanese Corp.; Robert
H. Cornwall, vice president of National Distillers & Chemical Corp.;
and Edward A. O'Neal, chairman of the board of Monsanto Co.

We also had with this morning David Dawson of E. I. du Pont de
Nemours, and H. H. Emery, vice president of Texas Eastman Co., a
subsidiary of Eastman Kodak. However, they had other engagements
this afternoon that could not be broken and had to return.

In addition to the companies represented by these gentlemen, my
testimony is submitted in behalf of the Dow Chemical Co., Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp., Publicker Industries, Inc., and Hercules,
Inc. Hercules' concurrence in my testimony came so late that they are
not listed in the statement as duplicated and submitted to the com-
mittee.

We have submitted a larger statement, a longer statement which I
shall summarize now.

We appreciate and thank you for this opportunity to discuss the
impact of oil import controls on the petrochemical industry and to urge
that if any legislation is recommended by the committee, it be carefully
drafted to recognize the essential need of the American petrochemical
industry. It must have oil imports to compete at home and abroad with
overseas chemical producers.

The industry's health, its growth rate, its employment, its ability to
compete for markets all over the world, and its very large contribution
to the balance of payments will be jeopardized unless it is allowed the
same access to low-cost raw materials which its overseas competitors
enjoy.

Let me briefly describe the petrochemical industry. Its basic products
are formulated from components of oil and natural gas, and are the
chief building blocks for hundreds of synthetic organic materials.
These chemicals and plastics are largely unseen in everyday life be-
cause they are the raw materials of industry and defense. As such, they
help satisfy human needs and military requirements in literally thou-
sands of applications. They help make possible better food, clothing,
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packaging, medicines, faster and safer transportation, quicker com-
munications, more reliable and more effective weapons, and a stronger
defense.

The industry operates more than 2,500 plants and factories in the
United States. It employs more than 829,000 men and women. This
industry has plants and equipment valued in excess of $17 billion and
will invest nearly $2. billion in new facilities this year.

It will produce and ship more than $18 billion worth of products
this year.

More than $1.5 billion will be exported to markets all over the world,
outside this country. These exports will result in a fovarable balance
of trade for 1967 which is estimated to exceed $1.1 billion.

The petrochemical industry is the Nation's third largest manu-
facturing industry in terms ok assets. Yet, despite its size its demand
for petroleum raw materials is small in relation to the quantity of oil
going into energy markets in the United States. Chemical require-
ments today amount to less than 5 percent of the total demand for
petroleum hydrocarbons in this country.

The versatility of petroleum, the inventive success of research
chemists, and the growth of the American economy have all combined
to put petrochemicals in the first rank of America's growth industries.
Its production and sales have been expanding almost 10 percent a
year over the past decade.

This growth is the source of one of our major problems. The in-
dustry has been growing much faster than its traditional supplies
of raw materials. it must have new sources of raw materials if it is to
continue its expansion, but the oil import controls are a serious
obstacle.

This need for imports of petroleum for chemical production was
made clear in a survey conducted by the U.S. Department of Com-
merce. On July 14, 1967, Secretary of Commerce Trowbridge an-
nounced in the conclusions of the survey that:

Higher feedstock import quotas would appear necessary for the petrochemical
industry to maintain a favorable balance of payments and that inadequate quotas
would reduce the balance of payments by a quarter of a billion dollars in 1970.

That substantially higher imports would not cause a decline in the use of
domestic feedstocks, and their use would increase even with higher import
quotas.

In 1959 and the years immediately succeeding, the oil import pro-
gram was of little direct concern to the petrochemical industry. The
industry was only half its present size. For raw materials, we relied
principally on liquefied petroleum gase, particularly ethane and
propane which were abundantly available then as byproducts of nat-
ural gas because of the enormous growth in natural gas production.
Their price was not related to the price of crude oil--thus the petro-
chemical industry's raw materials were not affected by oil import
controls.

At the same time, our oversEas competitors were not the serious
factor they are today. Overseas petrochemical plants were snall and
less efficient. The United States then had nearly two-thirds of the
world's productive capacity for the key petrochemicAls. More than 34
percent of the world's exports of organic chemicals and plastics
originated in the United States.
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In the years since, the situation has changed drastically. World
demand for petrochemicals and plastics has increased tremendously,
and overseas producers have moved vigorously to meet these demands.

Their new plants are large, modern, and efficient, utilizing tech-
nologies as advanced as those employed here in the United tates.
America's share of world export markets has dropped from 34 percent
to just over 20 percent.

Of critical importance, overseas producers have unrestricted access
to low-cost petroleum supplies for their raw materials. As a result,
they have a tight hold on their own domestic markets, and they are
a potent threat to U.S. exports in third-country markets elsewhere in
the world. If we cannot obtain access to competitively priced raw
materials, these foreign producers will be a most serious threat in the
American market.

This will not be the fault of the domestic producers of petro-
chemicals who have not been idle. We have new and efficient plants,
skilled and dedicated employees, vast research programs, effective and
active sales and marketing organizations. But we face a critical prob-
leni: the availability of raw materials at world market prices.

The rapid growth of natural gas production has slackened, but the
raw material needs of the petrochemical industr are still rising. By
1965, the overall supply and demand were nearly in balance. Today
the liquefied petroleum gas feedstocks are trending higher in price.
As this trend continues, these traditional feedstocks will not be avail-
able to meet the growth of the industry at prices competitive with
overseas producers.

But for U.S. producers, the avenues to competitively priced feed-
stocks are blocked by the oil import program, which effectively shuts
foreign crude oil out of the American market. The import control pro-
gram results in-aand protects--a differential between the price of
U.S. crude oil and the world market price.

For this reason the crude oil prices are generally $1.25 a barrel
more in the United States than they are elsewhere in the world. This
is 3 cents a gallon, or 60 percent higher. These differences are grave,
are of grave consequence to the petrochemical industry which com-
petes, and desires to compete, in world markets. A price differential
of 60 percent in the case of raw materials is critical in petrochemical
production where, in many cases, raw material costs acoount for more
than 50 percent of the cost of the basic products.

The urgency of the problem faced by the petrochemical industry
will, I believe, be evident if you picture for a moment the plight of
the refining industry if the current oil program did not exclude foreign
gasoline from the American market. The domestic refiners would be
required to buy crude oil at a domestic price which is 3 cents a gallon
higher than the world price, and then to sell their gasoline in a
domestic market in competition with foreign gasoline produced from
cheaper foreign crude oil. The consequences to the refining industry
are clear-it would lose its market position.

The chemical industry today is being put into precisely this situa-
tion. It must acquire its raw material, tie 5 percent of the oil and gas
production that it needs, at prices which are beginning to reflect the
higher price of domestic crude oil. At the same time, the chemical
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industry is compete g in markets which are incrAsingly open to chemi-
cal and plastic products produced in other countries from the cheaper
foreign crude oil.

If these low-cost raw materials continue to be denied the domestic
petrochemical industry, we face potentially destructive competition in
third country markets immediately and in domestic markets as tariffs
come down over the next 5 years.

The oil import program must be revised to allow needed imports of
foreign feedstocks- for chemical production. We are convinced that
this can be accomplished without detriment to those who produce,
refine, and market the fuel and energy products of the petroleum
industry.

Specific proposals to accomplish this objective have been submitted
to the De artment of the Interior, the Department of Commerce, the
Office of Emergency Planning, and other interested Federal agencies.

The essential feature of the petrochemical industry proposal is a
recognition of the distinction between the primary fuel and energy
markets of the petroleum industry, which oil import quotas were
designed to protect, and the needs of the chemical industry for com-
petitively priced feedstocks for the production of chemicals and
plastics.

The plan which the nine companies have proposed calls for no form
of Government assistance. It provides for the gradual elimination of
the current petrochemical import quotas and for a system of con-
trolled importation of raw materials. We have also suggested stringent
safeguards to prevent any part of such imported petroleum finding its
way, uncontrolled, into the fuel or motor fuel markets.

Adoption of our proposal will not result in a reduction in the
domestic production of domestic gas liquids, natural gas, or domestic
crude oil. We have carefully designed our plan to take effect in stages
over a 5-year period precisely to make sure that no such decline in
production could occur.

Our proposal is now being reviewed and evaluated by the appro-
priate Federal agencies, and we will be glad to furnish the committee
with any details it may desire.

Senator TALWGmE (now presiding). May I interrupt at that point?
When do you expect the Government to make a decision on yourapplication Ir.3fr. RusH. Senator Talmadge, that is a question I wish I could an-

swer. We would hope very soon because it takes about 3 years to build
a petrochemical plant. We in our industry are constantly engaged in
discussing this. With that assurance of what raw materials we can
have, obviously we can work for the most economic locations for these
plants.

Senator TALMADE. You are asking for quota-free admission for
these feedstocks which you use in the petrochemical industry. Is that
only for the commodities you manufacture for reexport, or all
commodities?

Mr. RusH. It is for all commodities, Senator Talmadge, Our feeling
is that with the reduction of tariffs that are taking effect, and the
tariffs are not very large now, we will need to be competitive in raw
material costs with overseas producers in order to safeguard our own
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markets here, and we, of course, need to be competitive in order to keep
our markets overseas that we now have.

I should like to reemphasize, however, that it will not affect the
fuel or energy field because nothing from our program would enter
that field in an uncontrolled way.

Senator BENNmEr. Mr. Chairman, may I have a question while we
are on this subject I have been looking at your statement on page 9
and I confess I am puzzled. I have assumed that part of the imported
oil was needed by, or at least acceptable to the people who are going to
use it to produce energy. And you call for the elimination of all im-
port quotas. That means to me unlimited importation of oil.

Mr. Rusn. Senator Bennett, what we are asking for is a removal
of import quotas on raw materials used by the petrochemical industry.

Senator B vmT. But that isn't quite the way you say it. You call
for the removal of all import quotas.

Mr. Rusn. I believe what we said is, it provides for the gradual
elimination of the current petrochemical import quotas and for a
system of controlled importation of raw materials.

Senator BNzrr. Elimination is elimination, whether it is gradual
or immediate. You are calling for the elimination of all import quotas.

Mr. RusH. For petrochemicals only.
Senator BENI'M-r. You are going to permit import quotas to be

applied for petroleum products that are going into the energy-produc-
inG field.

Sfr. RusH. Yes.
Senator BEnNETr. You are not concerned with that.
Mr. RusHx. No, we are not.
Senator BxNxmr. You just want a little corner cut out to say we

wan to be able to import as much as we need for ourselves and then,
as you say later, you suggest stringent safeguards to prevent any
part of the imported petroleum finding its way into the fuel or motor
fuel markets.

Mr. RusH. That is correct.
Senator Brmxm. I thought that is what you meant, but when I

read this first sentence, that isn't quite what it said.
Mr. RUSH. I am sorry. Our wording may be wrong, but our intent

is what I have just stated.
Senator BE rr. You don't care what we do with the rest of the

people. In a sense, you want to make sure that you have access to
quota-free sources of feedstocks for outside the country.

Mr. RuSH. That is correct. What we basically need is to separate
from the oil import program raw materials for petrochemicals. It was
never intended when the oil import program went into effect that
petrochemicals would suffer in order to protect the energy market.

Senator BEN=rr. Well, I've got the picture. I thought I had it
before I asked the question but I wanted to make absolutely sure
that the record didn't carr, with it the implication that I thou ht that
sentence gave it, and it will be very interesting to me to see t5 e plan
you propose by which you can safeguard material that comes in to
you from goin into the energy markets.

Mr. Russ. That is in our plan, Senator Bennett, and it is being
worked on by the various agencies. There are various ways to do it.
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One thing that we might have to do would be to crack the imported
raw material compltely down for only chemicals. Another way would
be, of course, to sell to quota holders any petroleum products that
might be available from our operations which they would use instead
of importing from overseas. But there are various ways that that
can be accomplished. We are not, however asking that anythmg-we
are saying that nothing should go into the energy market, the fuel
market or gasoline, from this program.

Senator BzNzn'r. Assuming that the agencies are not able to make
their reports before this committee has to face up to its problem, are
you prepared to furnish the committe with a memorandum indicat-
ing e various ways by which you think this can be safeguarded?

Mr. RusH. Yes, we are, Senator Bennett. We will be very glad
to submit that.

Senator BziNirr. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that that be
submitted as part of thIs record.

Senator TAIXno. Without objection, it will be submitted and
inserted.

Mr. RusH. Thank you.
(The material above-referred to, follows:)

UNION CARB X CoRP.,
Waeingto, D.C.

Senator Russ=L B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DAz Ms. CHAMMAN : During my appearance before the Committee yesterday,
Senator Bennett asked me to submit Information as to how our proposal
for Imports of petrochemical feedstocks would be safeguarded to prevent these
imports from entering the domestic fuel and energy markets. This letter Is In-
tended to respond to his request, and I would appreciate it If It could be Incor-
porated In the record of the hearings at the appropriate point.

The plan provides that the total weight of the chemical feedstocks imported
shall equal that consumed in producing chemicals or chemical Intermediates plus
any by-products or co-product unfinished oils or finished products produced In the
chemical manufacture and used In the following ways: consumed as fuel to make
the chemicals, disposed of as fuel to a person holding an Import license, disposed
of as fuel but offset by consumption of equivalent domestic feedstocks, exported,
or In the case of residual fuel oil, disposed of according to applicable regulations
in the district where consumed.

Furthermore, our proposal specifically and narrowly defines "chemical manu-
facture" and "chemical Intermediate" In order to prevent the petrochemical
Imports from uncontrolled entry into the fuel or energy markets. The intent of
our proposal in all these respects Is to apply the same kind of controls as would
be applicable If the feedstocks were imported directly for energy useL

These uses of imports would be controlled by means of end-use certificates,
Issued by the chemical manufacturer, and then turned into the Bureau of Customs
officials at the time the petroleum feedstock Is imported. Such certificates
have been customarily used in the past In similar control programs. For
Instance, they were used extensively in the critical material allocation programs
in World War II and the Korean War. The falsification or fraudulent use of
such end-use certificates, of course, Is a Federal offense under Section 1001 of
Title 18 of the U.S. Code and punishable by a fine up to $10,000 and imprison-
ment for not more than five years.

In addition, the Secretary of the Interior, who admlnlsters1he oilimport
program, would have authority to issue other regulations he found iiecessary to
assure that petroleum imports for petrochemical production are not diverted to
the fuel and energy markets.Sincerely, m s a,

,UNKRm Ruear,
Praidento Usion Carbide Corp.,
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Mr. RusH. The American petrochemical producers must be able to
acquire raw materials at competitive prices and this can only be ac-
complished by changes in the oil import program. Such action must be
taken promptly if the competitive capability of the domestic chemical
industry in markets here and abroad is to be maintained. A minimum
of 3 years is required just to construct a petrochemical plant, and the
industry must have the certainty that at the time a plant is completed
it will be legally possible to obtain the necessary raw materials.

The first result will be a decrease in the rate of construction of new
petrochemical plants in the United States.

Following this there will be an inevitable increase in foreign plant
investment by U.S. chemical companies. This would reduce employ-
ment and production in the United Statse and have a depressing effect
on the balance of payments.

Imports of petrochemicals will be substituted for the normal growth
of the domestic industry. This, too, will have grave consequences for
our domestic employment, our foreign trade balance and, indeed, for
the security of the United States.

This then is the problem of the petrochemical industry. It must
have access to imported petroleum for the production of chemicals if
it is to retain its markets at home and abroad, if it is to retain its
healthy growth rate, and if it is to prevent the export of its plants and
jobs.

Therefore, we respectfuly urge the Committee to recognize the need
of the petrochemical industry for imported oil, independent of import
quotas for fuel and energy, and to take no action that would prevent
the necessary revision ofthe present oil import program.

Senator TAADGx& Thank you, Mr. Rush.
Are you familiar with the study of the petrochemical feedstock

imports and their effect on the U.S. balance of payments, volume I,
prepared by the Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. ?

Mr. RusH. I am, Senator Talmadge.
Senator TAuwoE. I want to read a statement here from the intro-

duction on page I thereof:
They-

Referring to the chemical industry-
are now seeking to increase their allocations from about seven percent of their
requirements to as much as 100 percent of their feedstock needs. It should be
noted, however, that petrochemical producers are not, in fact, importing feed-
stocks for use in the United States but are exchanging crude oil quotas for
domestic feedstocks or primary petrochemicals.

Do you have any comment on that I
Mr. Rusm. Yes, I have.
The purpose of the Department of the Interior's grant of the quotas

to us was to permit us to equalize, to some degree, the inequity under
which we have to use higher priced domestic raw materials and not
have access to raw materials from overseas. Accordingly, we are
given tickets under this program for a small percent of our raw
material requirements. These tickets, of course, as is" customary in
the petroleum industry, can be excaged for things that are most
needed, and this is what we do with our oil tickets. We may resell
them or exchange them with an oil company to secure naphtha from
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them or to secure other materials, but in essence it reduces our raw
material costs to a small degree, still only about 7 percent, so that
we are sill faced with higher cost of raw materials for the remainder
of our needs.

However, what we really want and are advocating in the plan
presented to Interior is a system whereby we can import the materials
in the quantities we need.So that we can actually use those materials
ourselves in our plants. Our plan specifically recommends that trading
or exchanging, the practice prevailing now, be prohibited. I hope that
is clear.

We are not advocating a perpetuation of the present artificial system
of importing crude we do not use but, instead, exchange with refiners.

Senator'1 ALMADGE. Let me see if I understand. You are now trading
these quotas for the feedstocks that you need from domestic companies.

Mr. RusH. We are doing that in part, yes.
Senator TALxADE. On page 2 of this same report, under "Conclu-

sions," the major conclusion of this study is that:
1. Adequate supplies of domestic petrochemical feedstocks will be available

in the United States to 1975 at slowly Increasing but Internationally competitive
prices.

I take it you deny that statement.
Mr. RUSH. If that is true we will not need this program. If it isn't

true, then we should have the program.
Senator TALMA GE (reading) :

2. The net petrochemical export position of the United States will increase,
irrespective of the level of feedstock imports from a current level of about $1.8
billion to a high of about $2.3 billion by 1975.

Do you have any comment on that?
Mr. RUSH. Senator Talmadge, if anyone can say what our exports

will be in 1975, they will know much more than we do. However, it
is certainly an economic fact that if our raw material costs are 50
percent higher than that of our overseas competitors, we cannot
compete with them at the same price, and price will determine who
gets the market.

Senator TAuLADOz. And the third conclusion is as follows:
Changes in petrochemical feedstock import quotas from 1967 to 1975 will

not measurably affect the present positive trade balance for the U.. petro-
chemical industry.

Mr. RusH. This also is an assumption based upon a false premise.
I don't believe that the oil industry or any industry, if its raw mate-
rial costs are 50 percent higher than its competitors, can compete on
equal terms with those competitors and keep their markets, andI don't
see how any study could say that we can pay 50 percent higher raw
material prices than our competitors overseas and compete with them
in foreign markets or in this market, unless we have some other kind
of protection.

Senator TALMADm. What is the average cost of your raw materials,
compared to the sales price of the finished product I

Mr. RusH. About 50 percent.
Senator TALXADGi. Thank you very much, Mr. Rush.
Senator Bennett ?
Senator BENN'rr. You have asked my questions.
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Senator TALMAME. Senator Carlson I
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Rush, I have no questions, but I believe the

Union Carbide Corp. sponsored a very fine program, nationally tele-
vised, "The 21st century" I

Mr. Rusr. Yes, sir.
Senator CARL~os. Well, as one who watches it every Sunday evening,

I want to commend you for it. I think it. is looking well into the future,
and it stirs up a lot of interest and a lot of thought on behalf of all of
us, and it is a very fine program, as far as I am concerned. I wanted
you to know that.

Mr. R-sni. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator TA|MAOi. Thnnk you, Mr. Rush, for your fine statement.
Mr. Rusir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMADt0F. The next witness is the JHonorable Santiago

Polanco-Abre,. Resident Commissioner of Puerto Rico, and the niem-
bers of staff will pass Mr. Polanco-Abreu's statement around, so you
and the audience remain in your seats, and there will be less commotion.

Mr. Polanco-Abren, we are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANTIAGO POLANCO-ABREU, RESIDET COM-
MISSIONER OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO, ACCOM-
PANIED BY RAFAEL DURAND, COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT
OFFICIAL IN CHARGE OF PUERTO RICO'S OPERATION BOOTSTRAP
PROGRAM; PAUL PORTER, OF THE LAW FIRM OF ARNOLD &
PORTER

Mr. PoiANoo-A1REU. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is Santiago Polanco-Abreu. I am the elected representative in
Congress of the people of Puerto Rico. I have with me Mr. Rafael
Durand, and Mr. Paul Porter, from the law firm of Arnold & Porter.

I appreciate the opportunity you have extended for me to appear
before you today. As I have arranged through the committee staff, I
will share the time allotted for my appearance with Mr. Rafael
Durand, the Commonwealth government official in charge of Puerto
Rico's Operation Bootstrap program.

Mr. Durand will outline Puerto Rico's position on the substantive
issues which are the subject of these hearings. I would like to discuss
one aspect of the oil import bill--S. 2382--which is of unique concern
to Puerto Rico.

Among other things, S. 2332 would define as "imports" andpro-
poses to limit the movement of certain petroleum. products from
Puerto Rico. From conversations I have had with some of the spon-
sors of this legislation-time has not yet permitted consultation with
all of the sponsors--I gather that the authors of the bill inadvertently
overlooked the incompatability of S. 2382 with the established political
relationship between Puerto *Rico and the United States.

Freedom of movement of people and goods has been the hallmark of
United States-Puerto Rico relations since 1900. This free trade rela-
tionship was carried through and embodied in the Puerto Rico's status
transition from territory to Commonwealth in 1952. The results of
this trade relationship-in terms of benefits both to Puerto Rico and to
the States-are discussed in Mr. Durand's statement.

8s488---pt. 1-28
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Whatever disposition is made by this committee and the Senate on
the matter of oil imports generally, we are confident that it is not theintention of the authors of S. 2.332-nor will it he the decision of this
committee-that the established concept of free trade between Puerto
Rico and the States be impaired.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And now, may I invite Mr. Durand to read his statement.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Polanco-Abreu. You may pro-

ceetd, Mr. Durand.
Mr. DURAND. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee on Finance,

I am Rafael Durand, Administrator of the Economic Development
Administration of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This is the
Commonwealth agency entrusted with implementing Operation Boot-strap. Puerto Ricos effort at economic improvement through indus-
trial development.

I appear today on behalf of the people of Puerto Rico-a Carib-
bean island where 23% million U.S. citizens have launched and are
engaged in a peaceful revolution for economic growth.

Puerto Rico's economic progress rests on freedom of movement of
goods between the U.S. mainland and Puerto Rico. Pending protec-
tionist trade measures, particularly S. 23.32 relating to petroleum prod-
ucts, could strike a devastating blow to our efforts to reduce unem-
ployment in Puerto Rico to a tolerable level.

By 1975, Puerto Rieo will need well over 200,000 additional em-ployment opportunities if unemployment is to drop below 10 percent.
Let me repeat that figure: By 197, we must create 200,000 new jobs
if our unemployment rate is'to drop below 10 percent.

We have never sought, nor do we now seek, to have the Nation's
petroleum policy molded especially for Puerto Rico. We are fully
aware of other vital considerations the Nation must take into account
in this regard.

But we do ask that the Nations oil import policies remain flexible.while providing for the national security, to also allow Puerto Rico
the essential conditions it must have for economic growth. Petrochemi-
cals and the wide range of subsidiary products made from petroleum
derivatives are the strongest-and, as of now, the only-hope we have
of creating the jobs in the magnitude required by present and future
generations of Puerto Ricans.

Certainly, Puerto Rico's employment needs cannot be met unless
our infant petroleum and petrochemical industry is pemitted to sur-
vive and grow. S. 2832 would, if adopted, preclude such survival and
growth.

Puerto Rico is as I have said, most immediately concerned with
the effects that S. 2832 would have on our industrialization ogram.

But we are no less deeply concerned with the possible effects of thismeasure-and the other Pdin protectionist proposals-on the fun.
damental matter of our ation s future course in international trade.

In short, we believe that the long-term economic and political in-
terests of the United States would -be gravely damaged by revertingto protectionist trade policies. To raise new barriers and reverse the
trend toward more free trade would particularly shatter the hopes ofmillions of people in developing countries around the world. And,
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what should be of immediate and urgent concern to the members of
this committee, it would destroy what could in a few years become
markets for U.S. goods abroad.

I believe that the experience of the United States with Puerto Rico
demonstrates the benefits accruing to both parties in a liberalized trade
relationship.

The Cnmonwealtli and the United States'as a whole take pride in
the achievements of Operation Bootstrap. Puerto Rico was formerly
known as the Poorhouse of the Caribl,-n. The island has now devel-
oped to the point where its people can look to the future with hope,
rather thai with despair or discontent.

As I stated earlier, a fundamental determinant of our economic
growth has been the freedom of movement of people, capital, and
goods between t he island and the mainland.

Because of this two-way street of trade, Puerto Rico's standard of
living has risen significaiitly, and at the same time the continental
United States has reaped major economic benefits from our growth.

Puerto Rico's purchases fron the States in 1966 totaled more than
$1.4 billion, or about 5 percent of all U.S. sales off the mainland. If
Puerto Rico were ranked aniong the export customers of the iTnited
States, it would be classed as Kifth in the world-only slightly less
tlhaiun tile United Kingdom or West Germany. Our purchases from
tlie mainland su pport an estimated 180,000 jobs in the States.

Yet, if there had not been free movement of goods, capital, and
people between our island and the mainland, the attainment, of a better
life for the people of Puerto Rico, and the expanding Puerto Rican
market for mainland goods, would not have been possible.

I can give you a specific example of how Puerto Ricos economic
growth stimulates the ntinland economy through trade. The $1.4 hil-
lion in purchases last year by Puerto Rico from the States may con-
-rvatively be estimated as being responsible for some $4 billion of the
U.S. gros national product. Given the existing relationship between
I.S. petroleum consumption and gross national product, Puerto Rico's
purchases from the mainland created a demandin the United States
in 1966 for over 25 million barrels of petroleum products.

It is clear, then, that the policy of free trade between Puerto Rico
and the States has worked for the mutual benefit of the Common-
wealth and the continental United States. Drawing on this experience,
liberalized trade policies should, we submit, be the guiding principle
n the Nation's commerce with foreign countries.

And I reiterate our urgent request that this committee reject, the
measure, S. 2332, that would strike a fatal blow at Puerto Rico's
strongest hope for a solid base for economic growth.

With your permission, I will submit for the record, prior to the close
of t hese hearings, a detailed statement of the historical and prospective
predicates for the Puerto Rican position as I have discussed it today.

Senator TLMUmr. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record at this point.

(The material above-referred to, follows:)

puza" RICO AND ITS ECONOMIC DVZLOMENT--'OPAT1ON Boorsmt"-TnM
ROL Or TH3 PTRCIIHMICAL INDUSTRY

Puerto Rice's future economic development for the near and long-range future
hinges, to a decisive degree, upon the petroleum and petrochemical Industry.
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Puerto Rico's basic goal is the development on the island of an Integrated
chemical industry, providing the base for scores of thousands of employment
opportunities.

L PUERTO RICO'S ECONOMIC PROORZBS--AND PROBLEMS

A. A decade and a hall of propreos (1950-65)

Before reviewing the economic development of the past decade and a half, It is
well to note that at mid-century (after 50 years of U.S. sovereignty over the is-
land) "poverty, disease, hunger and insecurity were still the lot of the average
Puerto Rican." It Is against this reality that the progress made to date must be
reviewed.

During the past 15 years our industrialization and tourism promotion pro-
grams for which the Economic Development Administration is reslnsible have
been the primary factors underlying the island's effort to reduce unemployment.
Population pressures and the paucity of natural resources dictated that these
two areas would have to be the keystones of Puerto Rico's effort to raise its stand-
ard of living. What we have been able to accomplish to date has bWen effected by
enlisting the technical and financial resources of private enterprise. The limited
availability of both of these resources on the island made it necessary thmt we
try to atract them from the Mainland. Economies of scale and the small lo.al
market meant that, for the most part, the manufacturer in Puerto Rico would
have to channel his output into the Mainland market.

Our first stage of development can be said to have been completed in 195.5 when
net income originating from manufacturing equaled that generated in agriculture.
Most of the new plants attracted during this stage fell into the category of light
industry, notably wearing apparel. The next stage was attended by considerable
diversification into such industries as metalworking and the production of elec-
trical goods and light chemicals. The apparel industry continued to grow and
achieved a degree of integration. Some heavy industries also located on the island
in this period (1955-5)-these represented very large investments but (lid not
contribute correspondingly to the opening up of employment opportunities. Never-
theless, so many new plants were established that by the end of 1965 employment
in manufacturing exceeded employment in agriculture. This can be said to mark
the end of our second stage of development and the entry of Puerto Rico into
the category of a truly industrialized area.

Since 1956 manufacturing net income has exceeded that generated in agri-
culture and this "gap" has been widened in each succeeding year. We view this
ever-widening gap with mixed emotions because, in addition to measuring in-
dustrial progress, it also reflects, unfortunately, severe limitations on the capacity
for growth of agriculture. The human dimension of this ever-widening gap be-
tween manufacturing and agriculture Is appalling--a steady decline in employ-
ment opportunities in agriculture which, in turn, requires an intensification of
our efforts to industralize.

The gross product of the island rose from an estimated *A billion dollars in
1950 to over $2.7 billion in fiscal 1965, an increase of some 260%. Annual per
capita net income rose from $279 in 1950 to $9W in fiscal 1965, an increase of
225%.

Physical indicators are probably more meaningful measures of economic
changes than general economic indicators of growth. Some of the physical
changes that have taken place on the island are impressive.

Motor vehicle registrations in Puerto Rico in 1950 were about 60,000; 15 years
later the figure was approximately 319,000; a fivefold increase.

In 1950 installed electrical generating capacity in Puerto Rico totaled 140,560
KW; 15 years later the capacity was 743,920 KW.

There were 32,000 telephones in service in Puerto Rico in 1950; in 1965, the
number was some 182,0MAnother relevant statistic refers to the Island's external trade. In 1950, external
trade amounted to less than $600 million; In fiscal 1965, two-way trade reached
$2.5 billion. Most of this trade is with the U.S. Mainland. In 1906, shipments
from the States amounted to $L4 billion dollars, making Puerto Rico the Main-
land's fifth largest customer--exceeded only by Canada, Japan, West Germany
and the United Kingdom. We estimate that these shipments were responsible for
some 180,000 Jobs on the U.S. Mainland.
B. Achievement during tsoal 1965

During the past year Puerto Rico once again experienced an overall growth
rate in excess of ten percent. Gross product rose by some $317 million and per
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capital net income rose to $)0, a level exceeded in this hemisphere only by the
United States and Canada.

During 19)66 Puerto Rico can be said to have entered the third stage of its
development. The year marked the coming on stream of significant new ventures
In petrochemIcals and formulation of plans by private firms for the creation
in Puerto Rico of substantial industrial complexes.

Overall, 1966 was a year of substantial economic expansion: some 29.000 new
jobs--one-third of them In the Island's new and rapidly expanding industrial
plants were created; 2Z3.53 new dwelling units were constructed; 15,000 addi-
tional telephones were installed: 87.6 kilometers of new highways were con-
structed: 16.277 new sewer and 26,733 water customers were added to the
island-wide networks; electricity was made available to 11.27 additional rural
families.

Total external trade expanded by $325 million; exportA to foreign countries
rose by 50 percent. An additional 117,000 persons vi.ited the Island and visitor
revenue rose to $140 million.

Accompanying these Indicators of continued economic growth wa. an Increase
i the number of unemployed-the unemployment rate rose by well over a full

percentage point. There was also an increase in the number of public welfare
lieneficlaries.

r. A look into the future (1967-73)
The employment outlook in Puerto Rico for the next tive to .-x yuar. calls for

action. Even though net migration to the Mainland rose signitictiitly last year-
t:fter live years of stagaation-the island's population increased by 2.2 percent.
The formidable dimension4 of the task before the development agencies is
illuminated by consideration of the number of job. which would have to be
created to reduce unemployment to what might be termed "aeceeptabile" levels by
1970. The Commonwealth's recent Overall Economic Development Program,
prepared in response to the program requirements of the kc,,onJzle Develop-
ment Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, reveals that If one assumes
that the currently low Puerto Rican labor force participation rate.8 will respond
to an increasing availability of Jobs, It is then forseeable that during the second
half of the decade it would be necessary to create .343,000 new Jobs: some 66.000
Job. annually or slightly over twice as many as have been created annually during
the 190's to date-a period of substantial employment expansion.

The report goes on to state that the computation tends to understate the addi-
tional Job requirements because no account Is taken of the effects that changes
in the structure of the economy, higher wages, and improved productivity will
have on the number of existing jobs.

Since October 1900 industrial wages in Puerto Rico have increased at an
annual rate of 6.6 percent largely as a result of legislative and administrative
precures on the wage structure. The Immediate outlook Is for an accelerated
rate of increase, as a result of the Implementation of the 1966 amendments to
the Fair Labor Standards Act which will increase manufacturing payrolls In
Puerto Rico by some 14 percent within the next twelve months (as minimums
are raised by 12 percent In April 1967 and an additional 16 percent one year
later). The U.S. Secretary of Labor's recent decision to deny appealing Puerto
Rican Industries legislatively provided-for relief presages even greater Job losses
than had hitherto been anticipated

Other factors which will adversely affect the level of existing employment and
the future rate of industrial growth include the expiration of tax exemption
grants which, given the provisions of the U.S. Internal Revenue regulations,
require firms to liquidate their operations on the island In order to maximize their
benefits from the tax concessions granted by Puerto Rico. Over the next four
years the tax grants of 216 concerns, currently employing some 19.000 persons,
will expire. In the following three years, by 1973, an additional 218 firms. with
21,000 employees, will lose their tax-exempt status. Unless the current peculiari-
ties In the U.S. tax regulations are satisfactorily resolved a large number of these
enterprises will probably be forced to abandon the Island leading behind them
a small army of unemployed.

Probably Puerto Rico's gravest social problem Is the under-utilization of its
human resources; a matter of the gravest concern given the extreme youth of Its
population and the resulting high number of dependents of each citizen who Is
actively employed.
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A stiff piper prepared for tile U.S.-I1.R. Commission on the Statin of i'uerto
Rico inakes thae following relevant observations. "During the pa.t 20 years.
between 3 percent and 7 percent of the naelwbers of the 17.S. labor force, have
been totally employed. These unemployment rates are higher than in most
of the developed countries lint far keli those prevailing in Puerto Rico. Unoder-
employment rises and falls along with unemployment, thereby compounding Its
effect on output."

1... Since the IA21's& when Puerto Rico's laud resources were sufficient to
provide subsistence to those who could not be more productively employed
elsewhere, the Island has never known even nominally full employment of its
human resource. According to the conventional labor force statistics, unem-
ployvment in Puerto Rico has been roughly three times higher than in the
United States, ranging between 11% and 16% of the labor force ever since 194A
The degree of under-utilization of human resources in Puerto Rico, or In any
other undeveloped country, cannot be adequately measured, however, by the
methods appropriate for advanced economies. In the more backward of the
underdeveloped countries, the concept of 'looking for work', a key element in
conventional labor force statistics, is practically meaningless.. . . [Rather)
to measure the true extent of unemployment in an economy where It is chron-
Ically high. there must be a more stable concept of labor force from whieh
to subtract the recorded figures of employment."

"The key assumption nmide in calculating the labor force base . . . Is that.
if work were available, Puerto Ricans in erch .lecific age and sex group would
be working or looking for work, In the same proportionate numbers as in counter-
part age and sex groups in the United States. This is statistically equivalent
to assuming that, except for differences In the age and sex structure of the popu-
lation, the overall labor force participation rate in Puerto Rico would be the
same as in the United States. if job w're available. This assumption cannot be
verifled because nowhere in Puerto Rico have there been enough Job openings to
test it pragmatically. There Is, however, substantial evidence in Its support."

On the above premise, the author proceeds to calculate that in April 190
Puerto Rico had a total numerical Job deficiency of 243,000 (and In April 1065.
despite a sizeable increase In jobs, the deficiency had nevertheless increased
to 263.000). The conventionally calculated unemployment estimate for April
19(0 was only "ALOO. The 19W0 calculation shows a job deficiency equal to 30
percent of the calculated labor force. "This approximate measure of true un-
employment Is eight times greater than the current rate of unemployment In
the United States and considerably above the highest rate of unemployment ever
recorded during the depths of the great depression of the l190'. There io perhaps
no area within the United States that has ever experienced a period of unem-
ploymnaent of comparable duration and severity." Nevertheless, even conventionally
computed unemployment estimates how several labor market areas within Puerto
Rico with unemployment rates in excess of 20 percent. This demonstrates why a
major objective of the Commonwealth Government must continue to be Industrial
decentrallation.

UL NEWD FORRESTRUCTURING TU WONOMY Or P1 9To 21co

The essential effect of Puerto Rico's Industrialization efforts over the past
fifteen years has been to restructure Puerto Rico's econoamy-fromn an agricul-
tural economy to a diversiied economy. In fiscal 10A 3.2% of Puerto Rico's Jobs
were In agriculture; 17.8% of Puerto Rieo's agriculture. This Is necessary to pro-
vide sufficient food production at home to reduce rapidly rising and costly Import
demand. This effort Is necessary to boost exports of ptocesmed and unprocessed
farm products. and thereby further contributing to absorption of surplus labor.
This effort Is, in sum, needed to raise employment and living standards in Puerto
Rico's more impoverished areas.

But Puerto Rico's agriculture cannot be the mainstay of the Island's economic
growth. for several fundamental reasons:

Cultivable I nd Is scarce.
Boll has been depleted.
Necessary capital investment funds simply do not flow Into agriculture
In sufficient amounts

Prior to World War II, Puerto Rico's economic development was, In fact,
directed primarily at exploitation of natural re.orees, with sugar, of course,
as "King." In the late 1930's. most people-I'rcluding technicians and policy
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ruokers-still lwiweved that agriculture was the key to Ierto I icon's developmetit.
Even during the formative years of "Oeration Boottrup"-from 1),'4) to 116).-
('oinionwealth Governument appropriations for agricultural development ex-
ceeded those for industrial development by about $13 million.

Am a rteult of Puerto Rico's efforts hi agriculture--and while much work re-
nuiSins to be tionte--the fact in that the island's agricultural resources have to a
large degree bet.n exhausted as far as major employment opportunities are con-
(,'rned. For ,xamile. 'uerto Rico ha,, more of Its, land i farms, more of its
farnland in crohlmnd, wore agricultural mt income generated per acre either
in farmland and cr.pland, and more employment per acre of farmland than does.

the |nlted States. Yet while imethanizatlon of Puerto litcf's agriculture has
vaiaumd ri.lig productivity within limited farming areas, It has also caused a
iecLline in the employnenat in agrivnlture-from 214.000 in 11IW0 to 124,000 fit
19111, and down to 110.000 In 115L It in expect d that the decline In agricultural
employment in Puerto Rico will continue. and that the total number of workers
enplmyed will not exceed l(K).tX) by 10t75. IlaitpUie per farm worker should then
Ibe substantially higher, but for an island-wide labor force that will then be
in the nelghlmorhood of one million people. agriculture can provide only a small
sand relatively Inflexible part of the total employment opportunities required.

Other natural refoures of the island are even more limited than farmland.
.Much of the interior Is wooded, but it Is mostly seeond-growth timber, having
bwen cut over for fuel. So far. no substantial forestry operation has proven eeo-
nomically feasible. Similarly. the waters around Puerto Rico have not proved
suitable for large-scale commercial fishing. There is a relative abundance of
lays. sands and stones, but they can serve as a base for relatively few export
products. And their use will probably expand tit about the same pace as the
economy as a whole. Metallic minerals exist, but no deposits are known to be
commercially exploitable. An exception Is found in two deposits of copper around
which efforts now center to develop a coplpr mining and fabricating complex
to provide employIment for, hopefully. up to 4,000 people.

Of Puerto Rict's known physical resources, only its combination of fine weather
and beaches seems capable of supporting expansion of a large primary Industry.
external tourism has been one of the most rapidly advancing sectors of the
economy, and Its seems likely that Its growth will continue. But among the
actorsrs of the economy on which economic growth Is so dependent tourism till
accounts for oply 6.5 permit of total (ommontealtl gross product, only about
one-eighth am much an manufacturing. Employment In Puerto Rico attributable
to tourism is less than 10.000 Jobs.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is by no means so poorly endowed that
an adequate level of living cannot be achieved for its people. Its resource limita-
tion Implies, however, that Puerto Rico must bring from abroad-mostly from
the United States-the full range of materials and products It needs. To pay
for these, it must be able to produce and ship out a necessarily much narrower
range of products but in comparatively larger volume. Its shipments of agricul-
tural and Industrial products, and its Income from non-resident tourists, must be
of sufficient value to ay for the thousands of products that cannot be efficiently
produced locally but which are needed for an adequate level of living. Thus,
the development strategy for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico most be spe-
cialisation In the crops products and wevioes in which nature or man-made con.
ditlons give production in Puerto Rico a cost advantage In Its own or other
penetrable markets.

The significant growth of the Puerto Rican economy during the last 15 years
In, of course, attributable almost entirely to the fourfold Increase in the value
of merchandise shipments out of Puerto Rico, mainly to the continental United
States. The Investment needed to produce this export Increase also came mostly
from the United States. Thus. a penetrable "outside" market, plus an inflow of
Investment funds, had enabled and has largely financed a fourfold expansion of
total production-destined for use or consumption outside Puerto Rio This, In
turn, has financed an approximately equal expansion of merchandise shipments
into Puerto Rico originating In the Mainland, and results In more than a tripling
of the economy as a whole.

The factories which have to date been responsible for Puerto Rico's economic
development are not a crons-section of manufacturing In the United States. They
are concentrated In Industries in which production and distribution from Puerto
Rico can be at a lower cost than In competitive areas In the United State& Their
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characteristic difference is that they are concentrated in the production of
nondurable goods, especially apparel and foods, where comparatively low wages
are paid even in the United States. Except for petroleum and stone, clay and
glass products, every industry group In Puerto Rico with a greater concentration
of employment than in the United States is a relatively low wage Industry In
the United States as well as in Puerto Rico. This partly explains the vulnera-
bility of most Puerto Rican manufacturing industries to the wage increases that
are necessary to provide an adequate standard of living. At the same time, many
Industries that are of great importance in the United States manufacturing
scheme are entirely absent from Puerto Rico. Among the durables, there are
many absentees, Including all smelting and refining of metals. Lack of these
basic metal Industries largely accounts for other "absentees" from Puerto Rico's
industrial base, such as ordnance, autos, aircraft and many other heavy ma-
clinery and fabricating industries.

The heavy and more highly technical industries which abound in the States
typically pay higher than average wages. They require more fixed capital per
worker, and thus may be considered more permanent than the light industries
In which Puerto Rican employment has been concentrated. Throughout the
world, metal-based heavy industry Is concentrated where ores and usually
coking coal are also concentrated. Petroleum, however, can be shipped econonl-
cally over greater distances. Petroleum refining and related chemical industries
are, except for a few industries based on locally available raw material or
scrap materials, the only heavy, capital-intensive Industries which are demon-
strably feasible in Puerto Rico.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico now has a higher concentration of em-
ployment than the continental United States in only two basic industries: oil
refining, based on imported petroleum, and cement manufacturing, based on
local limestone. The cement Industry has limited possibilities for forward
integration and a limited export potential. Petroleum and petrochemicals pro-
vide Puerto Rico's main hope for the development of a heavy industry base
which can be integrated forward through fibers and plahstics to slllsort lh('
existing light industry concentrations In apparel and plastics fabricating.

M. PL ROLM MINING AND MrBOORMICALB; ROGRS AND lO rLEMB

A. Initial promotion o1 petroleum refining and petrochemdoal facilities (1950-55)
At the time of the establishment of the Economic Development Administration

Puerto Rico had neither petroleum refining capacity nor facilities for the produc-
tion of synthetic organic chemicals.

Demand in Puerto Rico for petroleum products at that time amounted to
approximately 14,400 b/d broken down as follows:

Product: Quantity (bld)
Gasoline --- 0---------------------------------------------- 3
Kerosene --------------------------------------------- 1,700
Distillate ------- ----------------- ------
Residual ---------------------------------------------- 6, 400
Other --------- ------ -------------- 00

It Is relevant to note that the 1960 makeup of product demand in Puerto Rico
differed markedly from that on the U.S. Mainland. In the former case demand
for heavy products s amounted to 46 percent of the total while In the latter ease
the oL -parable percentage was 25 percent.

Satisfaction by source of local demand for petroleum products in 1950 was
governed by the import tax structure of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code: heavy
materials were imported into Puerto Rico from foreign Caribbean sources;
light products were shipped into Puerto Rico from the U.S. Mainland.

An early and prime objective of the Commonwealth's development effort was
the promotion of petroleum refining capacity In Puerto Rico. The fruits of this
effort were establishment of the Caribbean Refining Company and of the Common-
wealth Oil Refining Company. The plant of the former company came "on stream"
in May 1955; that of the latter In December 1955.

The early promotional efforts of the Commonwealth Government in this area
are relevant to present purposes for two reasons.

The first of these reasons is derivative from the composition of petroleum
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product demand (noted above) as it existed In Puerto Rico In 1950. Should this
demand have been viewed In isolation (which It was not) It would probably
have suggested promotion of a "topping" plant involving an investment of, say,
$1,500,000. Instead, however, the basic concept was that a common Puerto Rico-
U.S. Mainland market (free movement of goods, capital and persons) which
would warrant investment in refining capacity to produce a full range of the
major refinery products: production of any product in excess of local demand
would be shipped to the U.S. Mainland.

The second of the reasons concerning this early and prime promotional effort
of the Commonwealth Government which ts relevant to present purposes relates
to the importance which government attached to this promotional activity. The
best measure of a sense of urgency and importance in this context is a willing-
ness to commit resources to the purpose at hand; in this case scarce governmental
financial resources.

In the matter of such a commitment outside expert advice, contracted for by
the Commonwealth Government recommended caution, delay and, in effect, in-
action. Despite this the Commonwealth Government made the largest single finan-
cial commitment It has even made to an industrial facility to bring into being the
first petroleum refinery In Puerto Rico (the governmental line of credit estab-
lished was 50 percent of the estimated cost---12 million-of building the re-
finery of the Caribbean Refining Company).

The interest of government in local production of synthetic organic chemicals
dates from this early period of the Economic Development Administration and is
also attested to by the fact of the willingness on the part of government to commit
scarce resources to such an end. Specifically, the Government Development Bank
and the Puerto Rico Industrial Development Company subscribed to bonds in an
amount of approximately $5 million which made possible the construction of a
t,., r'tltie ammonia plant (GonzAles Chemical) at GuAnlca, P.R., with an initially

estimmuted total plant cost of slightly in excess of $12 million. As a consequence of
production and marketing difficulties which need not be detailed here these gov-
ernment investments in Gonzdlez Chemical subsequently had to be written off as
a total losm. However, the plant continues to be operated under different man-
agement (190) primarily as a consequence of government intervention directed
at keeping the plant In production.
f. Great ctpcctation and criee# (1956-60)

The beginning of the second half of the decade of the 19NWs was one of great
expectations in government circles in the matters of growth both of petroleum
refining and petrochemicals production (for a concrete expression of these expec-
tations see the annexed paper (1957) titled: "Puerto Rico's Industrial Future").
Both refineries were "on stream": the fertilizer plant of GonzAiles Chemical was
under construction; Commonwealth Oil was engaged in the doubling of its facili-
ties based primarily upon a long-term (20 years) supply contract with the Union
Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

A series of events demolished these expectations. In chronological order these
events were as follows:

First, Commonwealth Oil experienced severe start-up difficulties (1956-57)
with consequent heavy financial losses.

Second, GonzAles Chemical experienced severe start-up difficulties (1957-58)
with consequent heavy financial losses.

Third. the U.S. Government instituted mandatory oil import controls (1059).
Fourth, Union Carbide's investment at Pefluelas, P.R., was Jeopardized because

of the fact that Commonwealth Oil was able to supply only a fraction of the feed-
stock required by Carbide (1959).

Government's responses to these several developments were as follows:
First, the Government Development Bank and the Puerto Rico Industrial De-

velopment Company extended three lines o credit aggregating $3A million in
an effort to prevent the threatened insolvency of the Commonwealth Oil Refining
Company.

Second, the Government Development Bank and the Puerto Rico Industrial
Development Company waived their rights as bondholders In Gonsfles Chemical
so that emergency financing could be obtained to keep the plant in operatia

Third, In the matter of mandatory oil import controls the Commonwealth
Government sought recognition of the fact that, both for reasons of geography
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and a lack of Indigenous natural resources, Puerto Rico should be established
as a wholly separate Importing district.

In summary, the second half of the 19@0's which began as a period of great
expectations In fact turned out to be a "salvage operation" by government so
far as petroleum refining and petrochiemlcals production were concerned.

C. Laying a foundaton for growth (1l6 1-65)
During the first half of 1961 three things became apparent.
First, Commonwealth Oil's financial solvency was assured.
Second, continued operation (though only marginally attractive financially) of

the fertilizer plant (now known as Caribe Nitrogen under W. R. Grace manage-
S:,ent) at GuAnica, P.R., was assured.

Third, with the active cooperation of the Interior Department's Oil Import
Administration, a "permanent" solution to Clarblde's feedstock problem was in
tight: creation of a foreign trade sub-zone which would enable Carbide to exe-
cute the necessary long-term supply contracts for Importation of naphtha from
Ithe foreign Caribbean area.

With these problems resolved and/or in process of resolution the Common-
wealth Government (second quarter of 1961) began to work actively In an effort
to realize, at least partially, the great expectations of five years earlier. This
effort became known, colloquially, within the Commonwealth Government as the
"third refinery project." That Is, Puerto Rico's economic growth could be greatly
:4tlmulated if the ban on entry of new refiners into Puerto Rico could be
eliminated.

Specifically, the effort, which lasted some 211 years, was concentrated on
identifying someone prepared to Invest in an unconventional refinery--one which
would maximize the output of basic petrochemical stream. Discussions were
held with representatives of many companies, oil and chemical, culminating In
early 1964 with the formal endorsement by the Commonwealth Government of
the project of the Phillips Petroleum Company.

Meanwhile, numerous discussions were taking place between government rep-
resentatives and representatives of the two existing local refining companies
looking toward development of plans by them for production of petrochemical
streams. The position (1964) of Gulf Oil was that the firm had no plans for
production of petrochemicals in Puerto Rico. The position at the same time of
the Commonwealth Oil Refining Company was that It was going to enter the
petrichemicals field. This decision was taken In the absence of a commitment
by the Conunonwealth Government to endorse any oil Import quota request which
the company might see fit to file.

To summarize, the foundation for growth of an integrated petrochemical
Industry was "triggered" by the decision in 1961 of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment to promote the "third refinery project" and reinforced by the decision of
Commonwealth Oil to commit substartial sums for chemical production.

XV. DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTEGRATED CHEMICAL INDUSTRY IN PUERTO RICO
(1966-IS 2/7#)

The basic objective of the Commonwealth Government In matters of petroleum
refining and production of basic petrochemicals during the next 5-6 year Is
development In Puerto Rico of an integrated chemical industry. What precise
content can be given to this highly generalized objective?

First, it means the strengthening of our weak industrial base for the purpose
of overcoming what now appears to be an Intractable unemployment problem.

Second, it means maximizing the integration potential of existing and pro-
spective producers of basic petrochemical streams. We visualIze the desirability
of an exchange of streams as among the existing and proposed petroleum reining
and petrochemical plants In Puerto Elco. Such Interange as we visualise pose
difficult but, we hope, not InsoluM problems of effecting the necemsry Conractual
agreemeftL

Third, it means maximii the further fabrication on the Island of basic
petrochemical streams.

Fourth, achievement of the objective stated Immediately above will In turn
require promotion ot inorganic as well as organic chemical operations. Specifi-
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ally, our first priority In this area is promotion of a substantial chlorine-caustic
soda Industry.

Fifth, achievement of an integrated chemical industry in Puerto Rico during
the next 5- years will require an increase In Imported feedstocks. The basic
requirements are now embodied in aplications pending before the Department
of the Interior. The dimensions of this increase can and, we hope, will be reduced
to the extent that Integration among the producers of base petrochemicals in
Puerto Rico can be maximized.

Senator TALMADG&. Any questions, Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNETrr. Yes. I am a little puzzled because a representative

of Puerto Rico came into my office just before-in fact, he delayed my
coining to the committee-to insist that if we pass this bill, we destroy
the basic enabling act under which Puerto Rico was made a Common-
wealth. Is that your position f

Mr. POLANco-ABREU. Senator Bennett, as far as I am concerned,
it is very clear that this bill poses a great threat to the actual relation-
ship, po tical relationship, between Puerto Rico and the United States.

Senator BENNTrr. But would you answer my question? It is a
simple and direct question.

Mr. PoLANco-AREu. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. It can be answered, yes, or no. Is it yes, or no?

Does the pssage of this bill breach the basic enabling legislation under
which Puerto Rico became a Commonwealth ?

Mr. PoLANco-ABJIEu. Yes.
Senator BENzE.'rr. Now, will you tell me how it. breaches it?
Mr. POLANCO-ABREU. It will limit free trade between Puerto Rico

and the United States in the definition of imports and this is one of
the basic pillars of our association with the United States.

Senator BFNErT. We now have a system of oil quotas. Is Puerto
Rico bound by that system ?

Mr. POLANcO-AJiREU. That is from the economic point of view, and
I prefer that Mr. Durand answer the question.

Mr. DURAND. Yes, sir, it is bound.
Senator BNNL-r. It is bound I
Mr. DmuRAD. Yes, sir.
Senator BNN~L'r. So this bill, the effect of which will be to increase

the oil quotas, how does that breach the basic enabling legislation !
I can't see that it changes the free trade relationship between your
country and ours. They are both the same countries, but between the
Island of Puerto Rico and the rest of the States of the Union. Don't
you still have the right to exort products made from oil in Puerto
Rio to the United States on a ree trade basis!

Mr. Po.woo-Awmt. Senator, I think that it is a matter of Ian-
maga. The language as it appears in the bill clearly establishes a

aLmion as im ports, and it is a limitation to free trade between
Puerto Rico athe United States. I am not referring, air, to the
substantive point of the bill. I am referring to the languaw and the
political implications of the language insofar as our political relations
with the United States is concerned.

Senator Bmxzw. The language in the bill affects the process of
importing oil, and I woud like to see specifically the language in the
bill which you think will change our political relationship !
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Mr. PoLANco-AmBu. The bill defines as "imports" and limits the
movement of goods from Puerto Rico to the United States.

Senator BENwxr. Specifically ?
Mr. PoIANco-Ajlau. Specifically. And I think that free trade be-

tween Puerto Rico and the United States has been one of the pillars
of the association, Senator.

Senator BEzNNr. Isn't Puerto Rico inside the tariff walls of the
United States?

Mr. PoANco-ABmtmu. It is.
Senator BE&NNEVr. Does the bill change in any way the right of

Puerto Rico as a Commonwealth to change the tariff pattern that
exists with respect to the importation of any product, including oil,
from outside either Puerto Rico or the mainland?

Mr. PoLAcPo-ARPEU. May I refer this question to Mr. Porter?
Mr. PORTER. Senator Bennett, I think that what is involved here is

a question of the Compact of 1952, with the associated Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico, which was a unique relationship, as you well
know.

Senator BEN rr. That is right.
Mr. PoRa. Between the United States and the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico. Now, to specify that Puerto Rico within the ambit of our
general trade and tariff policies, and having obtained a quota under the
Mandatory Oil Act, to specify that this is a limitation and specifically
designating the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as to its imports, we
think, does impinge upon the status relationship.

Therefore, I would like to file a brief memorandum for the record,
making more explicit what our views about the basic principle and
the legal issue that the distinguished delegate here has referred to.

Senator TALMADG. Without objection, the memorandum will be
inserted at this point in the record.

Mr. PorF.a. Thank you, Senator Talmadge. We would like the op-
portunity to do that.

(The material referred to follows:)

ULrPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT SUMIT rED BY- THI H0 NOTABLE SANTIAGO POLANCO-
ABIEU, RESIDENT COMMISSIONER OF Puzro Rico

S. 282 AND COMMONWEALTH STATUS

1. s. 2332 proposes, inter alia, to add a new section (h) (2) to the national se-
curity provision of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C.A. 1862) which
would define as "imports" the shipment of petroleum products from Puerto Rico
to the continental United States. These "imports" from Puerto Rico would, under
S. 2332 a.9 written, be treated the same as imports into the United States from
foreign countries.

The proposed limitation on commerce between Puerto Rico and the continental
United States would represent the first time in more than two-thirds of a century
that Congress has attempted to restrict in any way the free trade relationship
between Puerto Rico and the States. This free trade relationship was first em-
bodied in the Puerto Rico Organic Act of 1900 through which a civil government
was established for Puerto Rico after its cession to the United State by Spain.
(31 Stat. 77 (1900), 48 U.S.C. 738) The Compact of 1952, which created the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico specifically re-enacted those provisions relating to the
free trade relationship. (64 Stat. 319 (1950), 48 U.S.C. 731b)
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2. The 1950 enabling legislation which led to the Compact of 1952 specifically
recognized the principle of Puerto Rico's "government by consent" arranged "in
the nature of a compact." (Ibid.) Subsequent to the Compact, Congress has
respected and preserved the bilateral relationship by providing in each case for
Puerto Rican consent to the application of federal statutes which would not
otherwise extend to Puerto Rico by virtue of the compacL (E.g., Narcotic Control
Act of 1956, 70 Stat. 567, 572 (1956), 26 U.S.C. 4774; Excise Tax Technical
Changes Act of 1958, 72 Stat. 1375-76 (1958), 26 U.S.C. 5414(a) (1)). As stated
at pages 12-13 of the 196 Report of the United States-Puerto Rico Commission on
the Status of Puerto Rico:

"A solemn undertaking (the compact) of such profound character between
the federal government and a community of the United Seates citizens is incom-
patible with the concept of unilateral revocation. It is Inconceivable that either
the United States or Puerto Rico would, by an act of unilateral revocation,
undermine the .very foundation of their common progress: the fundamental
political and economic relationships which were established in the basis of
mutuality."

3. Since the establishment of the Mandatory Oil Import Program in 1959, the
Government of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico has taken steps to insure that
the Island's petroleum and petrochemical development would not, by virtue of'
Puerto Rico's free trade relationship with the States, be used as a vehicle for
frustrating or evading national policy relating to the level of oil imports into.
the mainland. Thus, in the case of oil import quota applications endorsed by the
Commonwealth Government subsequent to 1959, the Commonwealth Govern-
ment, before approving a project, has itself arranged that each applicant limit
its petroleum product shipment to the States. It has been, and remains, the,
policy of the Commonwealth Government that new oil import quotas granted
for refineries In Puerto Rico should be granted only on the condition of fulfillment
by the applicant of its commitments to the Commonwealth Government-in-
cluding the commitments as to product shipment to the mainland.

Senator BmNNIr. I just have one more question to satisfy my own
curiosity. Over the years, the overall oil import quotas have been
changed. They have been raised and they have been lowered. Has
Puerto Rico had a specific segment of those quotas which have been
raised and lowered in the same proportion, or difarent proportions,
as the quotas for the entire United States have been raised or lowered?

Mr. Powr. I would like for Mr. Durand to comment on tlott. I
think the answer is probably "Yes."

Mr. Poz&oo-Amwu. Yes.
Senator BzNN=T. And you think the language of this bill wouldchage. that situation?
Mr. Porm. Yes; insofar, Senator Bennett, as it singles out and

specifies the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico with respect to the free
movement of imports. It is a matter of language and definition.

Senator BzNN-rP. I would be very happy to see your brief on the'
subject because I don't think it was the intention of the authors
of the bill

Mr. PowrTE. I am sure it wasn't.
Senator Bm =rr (continuing). To create any problem.
Mr. PozLB. I am sure it wasn't.
Senator Bzzrrr. But the question has been raised.
Mr. Porrm. Senator, I think there is a prohibition there, if a petro-

chemical in Utah or in Georgia had a certain quota, and they were
singled out in this bill as to the marketing of the ultimate product,
and that is where we believe the impingement on status comes.

Senator BzNxm'r. I have no more questions.
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Mr. PomANco-Auu. Senator Bennett, I appreciate your comment
that it was not the intent of the authors of the bill to hurt the relation-
ship, so we will be pleased to submit a legal memo in regard to this
specific question, and I very much appreciate your time, gentlemen.

Thank you very much.
Senator TALmADr. Thank you very much for coming.
Mr. Porrma. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMAwz. The next witness is Mr. Albert J. Klingel,

Jr., executive director of the Savannah Port Authority. It gives me
pleasure to welcome my friend and constituent before the committee.

You may proceed as you see fit, Mr. Klingel.

STATEMENT OF AIERT 7. ILINGEL, MB., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE SAVANNAH PORT AUTHORITY, SAVANNAH, GA.; ACCOM-
PANIED BY ROBERT K VAN GUNS OF THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

Mr. KLaNGEt.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate
Finance Committee. My name is Albert J. Klingel, Jr. I am executive
director of the Savannah Port Authority, Savannah, Ga. Accompany-ing me is Mr. Robert E. Van Guens of the Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology which performs research work under contract to our authority.

We are opposed to this legislation because it would perpetuate a
condition which has straitjacketed the economic development of the
Atlantic seaboard. Import controls have stacked the deck against the
development of a great industry in its largest market.

Now, and in the past, the east coast, or district I, has been the
natural recipient of the bulk of oil imports. The considerable develop-
ment of refining capacities in the Northeast is based ahnost entirely
upon imported supplies. This is to be expected because this market for
petroleum products is a region of negligible crude production com-
pared with its enormous consumption. T is region further is not in a
position to receive overland imports from Mexico and Canada.

Let's look at how the import: control program affects a refiner in
the East:

First he faces restrictions to adequate supplies of imported oil,
normally his primary aud most economical feedstock.

Secivnd, the import quota upon which his competitive survival de.
pends may at any time be adjusted to his disadvantage by changes in
allotments or regulations over which he has no control.

Third, his inland competitors are also given access to available
quota allocations which they do not normally consume themselves,
but which they use to extract profitable premiums from exchanges
with the coastal refiner. Eastern refiners are paying approximately
$1.25 per barrel for these quota allocations, and are, in effect, sub-
sidizing their inland competitors in an amount exceeding $135 million
per year..

Fourth, inland refiners are given free access to overland crude from
Mexico and Canada which is deducted from the import supplies neces-
sary for the successful operation of the industry in the East.
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Under tiese circumstances, it is no wonder that no new major re-
fining capacity has been installed in district I since the import control
program was imposed.

The disparity between consumption and production trends in the
East is startling. Between 1959, when the control began, and 1965,
consumption of major petroleum products in district I increased by
nearly 227 million barrels per year. This increase was 53 percent of
the total increase in petroleum consumption in the United States.

Yet, during the same period operating refining capacity in the east
coast region actually declined by 34 million barrels per year. Under a
free market economy and especially in a market oriented growth induis-
try, it would be incredible for this magnitude of increase in demand to
be accompanied by an actual loss of production. Obviously, what is
happening is thrt refiners from more distant districts are displacing
eastern refiners in eastern markets. For example, although the in-
crease in consumption in the Southwest oil-producing area was only
6 percent of the total UT.S. increase, the area has gained 65 percent of
the new operating refinery capacity installed in the United States
since the control system went into effect. These statistics are docu-
mented in an addendum to this testimony.

We think it is high time that someone speak up to wake up the east-
ern seaboard to this situation. Injury is being worked not only upon the
Northeast where a highly important industry is being styled in its
home market, where refineries are closing, and jobs are being lost, and
where the development of the entire region's economy is impeded by
artificially high energy costs.

It is also working to the detriment of the Southeast which is com-
pletely lacking in refining capacity despite the fact that it is itself a
large and growing petroleum consumer and very large and rapidly
growing market for petrochemical products. Savannah. for example,
is centrally located on the South Atlantic seaboard an equal distance
from Baltimore-New York refinery concentration and the Texas-
Louisiana complex. It is the preeminent port of the South Atlantic
region. If free imports of oil had been permitted to continue, Savan-
nah almost certainly by now would have a major petroleum and petro-
chemical complex serving its natural market territory in the South-
eastern States.

We know this from negotiations we have conducted with major U.S.
oil and chemical companies.

When major oil and chemical companies, contriving to escatpe the
yoke of import controls, fall all over themselves to locate refining and
petrochemical plants at insular points which are distant both from
markets and raw material sources, it only goes to show how unbeliev-
ingly twisted and uneconomic the situation has become. This was
pointed out forcefully by many, including ourselves, who testified at
the Puerto Rico and Virgin Ilands, hearings before the Oil Import
Administration. And now we hear that remote Guam has ente the
picture.

Clearly, the import control program is creating an artificial geo-
graphic distribution of oil refiig and petrochemical capacities, a
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distribution now shaped by the workings of natural economic forces
inherent in a free enterprise system but distorted by artificial contriv-
ances and manipulations which are characteristic of a managed
economy.

Gilbert Burck, a senior editor of Fortune magazine, writing in the
April 1965, issue of his publication, said:

The chief reason the Industry is in this predicament I ,that the production and
pricing of U.S. crude have been walled off from free market forces by a system
of government controls whose self-defeating complexity is matched not even In
the U.S.S.R., and whose affection for special and parochial interests as distin-
gulshed from the national interest is matched not even in the myths of the rob.
ber barons. The rigging of crude production by the oil-producing States flourishes
in the cause of conservation, competition, and national security, but it has turned
out to be an elaborately organized system of government-guided waste that
escalates costs and has been not too inaccurately described as a menace to na-
tional security.

Mr. Burck goes on to say:
The price of the average barrel of crude produced In the United States according

to a Commission appointed by President Kennedy, In about $1 higher than It
would be if subjected to genuine competition, and Is thus coating the Nation at
least $3.5 billion a year more than it might, or nearly $20 for every American
man, woman, and child.

We have attached a copy of this Fortune article to this testimony
for insertion in the record.

Senator BENIrr. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record at the completion of your statement.

Mr. KLjN EL. Thank you, Senator.
Proponents of the imjort control system argue that protection is

necessary to provide the incentive for exploration and discovery of new
sources of supply to assure petroleum self-sufficiency in the event of
war. If we fully accepted this premise, which we do not, could it not
better be achieved by different means? Tax incentives, even direct
subsidies would be preferable to the severe and inequitous economic
dislocations fostered by the present system.

Should we not also question the military prudence of the concentra-
tion of 35 percent of all U.S. petroleum refining capacity in two
States-Texas and Louisiana, with the greater part of it in two metro.
politan areas-Houston and Baton Rouge ?

When we consider the concentration of total U.S. production of key
petrochemical products in these two target areas the picture becomes
downright alarming: 71 percent of all U.S. ethylene, 88 percent of our
h.d. polyethylene, 55 percent of our polypropylene, 54 percent of our
sytrene, 60 percent of our vinyl chloride, and 68 percent of our par-
axylene. Two well-placed hydrogen bombs could reap far more havoc
than submarine harassment of tanker supply lines to a strategically
dispersed industry, which could be supplied overland in the event of
war.

If the objective of the import control program was the protection of
the national security, we feel that the concentration of key industry
it has fostered has achieved the opposite result. We believe that it is
time to end the charade that masks her protectionism under a cloak
of national security. We think it is time to restore a semblatep, of
economic commonsense to this important industry. And we think it
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is time to end the economic colonialism to which my region and the
entire eastern seaboard have fallen victim.

The oil import situation seems to have become more of a political
question than an economic one, and that is why it continues to elude
commonsense. Commonsense, economic efficiency, and the long-term
national interest might best be served by returning to a free import
system for crude and semifinished oils.

For the time being, however, a more attainable solution appears to
be a reasonable compromise that would liberalize the present import
system to permit our controlled oil economy to perform more like a
free oil economy, and which would remedy the worst features of the
present system and give rlief to those of us who are suffering injury
under it. Such a compromise could retain a reasonable degree of pro-
teetionism for the domestic oil industry.

A number of constructive proposals, and several pI),cLical measures,
have been taken in this direction. It is these proposals and measures
which Senate bill 2332 and a plethora of similar bills in the House
are designed to block. For this reason, we oppose this legislation.

We support measures taken by the Departmnent of the Interior which
have freed imports of residual fuel oil and freed imports of crude oil
for the production of low-sulphur content residual fuel oil.

We support measures which have allocated a small oil quota to the
petrocheiiical industry. We strongly favor the proposals advanced by
Union Carbide and eight other major chemical companies to free im-
ports of crude oil and naphtha for petrochemical processing.

This measure alone could permit the South Atlantic area to gain
its rightful share of petrochemical industry. We support proposals
to utilize free trade zones for unrestricted "imLortation of crude oil
for processing and reexport. We cannot conceive that any of these
measures would seriously disrupt our domestic oil industry.

A more comprehensive proposal was put forward by ourselves at
hearings held by the Department of the Interior on May 22. We sug-
gested simply that in setting quota applications, district I be divorced
from districts 11, III, and IV, and granted its fair share of import al-
lotments according to the balance of supply. and demand within dis-
trict I itself. In essence we are only proposing that district I, which
like district V, is a petroleum deficit region, be accorded the same treat-
ment as district V, for the same reasons.

The distinction between oil-producing regions and non-oil-produc-
ing regions already has been recognized explicitly by the Oil Import
Administration in the case of district V. On Decmv ber 12, 1957, the
special committee reported as follows:

* 0 . It Is apparent that district V continues to be an area In whhh commercial
Imports are necessary to supply domestic production.

For this reason, district V quotas are assigned to balance supply and
demand within district V. If the same principle were applied to dis-
trict I, which is far more deficient in regional supply than district V,
the most abusive feature of the present system would be corrected.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.
Mr. Van Guens and I would be happy to answer any questions you
may wish to put to us.

(Attachments to the above statement follow:)
85-4608-07--pt. 1-24
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[From the Fortune magase, April 1065

U.S. OIL: A GIANT CAUGHT IN IT8 OWN WED

(By Gilbert Burck)

In the name of conservation the U.S. et up a state-regulated crude-
oil cartel, which today wastes anywhere from $2 billion to $4 billion
a year. It contributes little to national security and saps the comn-
petitive strength of a great energy Industry.

Just as a man who tries to wall himself off from the world only makes himself
an easier mark for it, so a business that essays to insulate itself from the
inexorable forces of the marketplace only becomes more vulnerable to them. The
most striking current example of this old economic law is none other than the
great U.S. crude-oil industry, which consists of a few dosen large integrated
companies and about ten thousand "Independents." Together they produce some
$8 billion worth of domestic crude a year.

Despite its high profit, the Industry's growth rate has been slowing down. At
the same time it Is plagued by rising costs, overcapacity, and softening prices. It
is grievously harrassed by the competition of cheap foreign oil and domestic
natural gas and natural-gas liquids, and Is seriously threatened by the competi-
tion of shale oil, coal, and nuclear power. Indeed, the U.S. crude-oil Industry finds
itself In perhaps a worse position 'than the foreign crude industry, whose tribula-
tions were set forth in these pages two months ago.

The chief reason the industry Is in this predicament is that the production and
pricing of U.S. crude have been (ailed off from free market forest by a system
of government controls whose self-defeating complexity is matched not even in
the U.S.S.R., and whose affection for special and parochial Interests as distin-
guished from the national interest is matched not even In the myths of the robber
Irons. The rigging of crude production by the oil-producing states flourishes In
the cause of cons.rvation, competition, and national security, but it has turned
out to be an elaborately organized system of government-guided waste that
e.scalates co-Ats and has been not too Inaccuriftely described as a menace to na-
tional e urity.

The price of the average barrel of crude produtec in the U.S., according to a
commission appointed by President Kennedy, Is about $1 higher than it would be
if subjected to genuine competition, and Is thus costing the nation at least $3.5
billion a year more than it might, or nearly $20 for every American man, woman,
and child. Such figures, moreover, take no account of the Industry's bountiful
tax conce-siong, of which the depletion allowance alone fetches It about $1 bil-
lion a year. Defining efficiency as making the most of the nation's resources,
human and otherwise, it is fair to say that If U.S. manufacturing, mining, and
transportation had remained as inefficient as U.S. crude-oil production, the na-
tion's productivity and living standards would be back where they were years
ago. If, on the other hand, the efficiency of crude production had kept pace wl'b
the efficiency of petroleum refining, which by and large is free of state control,
the oil Industry as a whole would be much healthier and the country a lot bet-
ter off.'

The Inexorable forces of economics, as they always do, have lifted the problem
front an academic to a real and even urgent level, and the Industry has begun
to understand If not embrace the hard choice before it. Farsighted Texan pro-
ducers like Michael T. Halbouty and zealous Texan conservationists like Robert
Hardwicke have been struggling for years to reform producing practices. Most
oil-producing states have adopted such reforms as the pooling of small proper-
ties, and the arch-conservative Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners
As.oiation has at last pushed a pooling bill through the state legislature. Mean-
time the industry's problems have been threshed out In dozens of scholarly
papers (some sponsored by Resources for the Future) written by such students
of petroleum as M. A. Adelman of M.I.T., Stephen McDonald of the University
of Texas, James McKie of Vanderbilt, Wallace Lovejoy and Paul T. Homan
of Southern Methodist, and Henry Steele of Rice.

All are painfully aware that the crude-oil business is an agglomeration of
intricate laws and very human beings whose ways are hard to change suddenly
or dramatically. But as professional guardians of free enterprise they have
persisted In demonstrating the industry's contradictions, suggesting practical
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reform, and warning of the inevitable reckoning. Adelman, for one, has shown
a growing impatience with the Industry's languor In adjusting to the Inevitable.
In last October's Souther Eoonomic Jour4al he donned the chemise of a prophet
and discharged a Ciceronian blast surely unique In the annals of economic
periodicajs. After arguing that the greatut menace to Texas (and other) pro-
ducers was their delusion that the world owes them a living, Adelman perorated:
"It Is this loss of touch with reality that seems to mark h group as being ripe for
destruction. 'The Lord shall smite thee with madness and blindness and astonish-
ment of heart; and twou shalt grope at noonday as the blind grope In the dark-
ness, and thou shalt not prosper In thy way&'"

THU IVLV OF CAP um P=VRALs

Even the oil producers of Texas do not "grope at noonday as the blind grope in
the darkness" without reason. The reason Is complex, and It begins with Anglo-
Saxon common law, which originally protected a landowner by allowing him to
keep whatever game he captured on his land. The "rule of capture" survived In
the U.S., and by and by was applied to "fugacious" resources like gas and oil. But
the trouble is that oil lurks under pressure in large, Irregular underground
reservoirs; and although the land above a reservoir may be owned by dozens of
people, one well can drain everybody's oil. When the great oil strikes of the
1920's and early 1930's opened up colossal reservoirs, the rule of capture resulted
in wildly excessive drilling, with everybody frntifally-and necessarily-trying
to capture his neighbor's oil as well as his own. Wells were often drilled so closely
that derrick legs intersected. This kind of togetherness resulted In immense
waste. Belowground, pools lost their pressure Icng before the recoverable oil was
forced out; aboveground, oil was dumped on the ground or sold at ludicrously
low prices.

Since the unrestricted rule of capture seemed .so destructive, some kind of gov-
ernment control was inevitable. In retrospect, tie most logical course was (and
still is), whenever possible, to "unitize" each reservoir, or to compel owners to
get together and maximize their profits by drilling the minimum number of wells
needed to drain a single reservoir efficiently. Glvrn unitization, normal compet-
tion eventually could have taken care of most (if the problems of production,
prices, profits, and investment, and so almost automatically could have made the
most of the country's resources.

But not enough was then known about the structure of oil reservoirs to make
the benefits of unitization clear to most oilmen. Moreover, the development of the
great East Texas field, together with the onset of the depression, created a
genuine emergency. And everywhere, in those confused days when the blue eagle
of NRA was being readied for flight, there existed the vague but convenient fear
that the big integrated companies, which controlled pipelines and refineries as
well an wells, would freeze out the independents and monopolize the industry. In
the hallowed names of competition, conservation, and national security, therefore,
the governments of the chief oil-producing states in effect set up an open-end,
fair-share, producers' price-fixing cartel

Maintaining contact through an organization that became known as the Inter-
state Oil Compact Commission, the state regulatory commissions aimed expressly
at conserving oil and stimulating the discovery of new oil, but they also responded
sympathetically to the tremendous political pressures advanced by small property
owners. Most of them allowed anyone who owned land to drill it. This, however,
left the problem of "wasteful" overproduction looming big as ever. Therefore most
states with considerable oil production found themselves obliged to regulate It.
Each state did so by "prorationlng"-l.e., by restricting Its aggregate production
to estimated market demand and then assigning each well an "allowable" or fair
share of that production-with the small tract owners, be it noted, usually man-
aging to get a fairer share than the others. In adjusting output to demand, the
proratLoning or "market demand" states in effect put themselves in price main-
tenance. And since Texas has accounted for as mucli as 45 percent of the country's
output, the Texas Railroad Commission, which took over the Job of regulating the
state's crude production, became the prime oil price fixer for the U.S.--and for
a time for the world:

DIM, BROTHER, DRILL

Even more than most cartels, this cartel fosters neither competition, true con-
servation, nor national security; and It makes a mockery of national economic
efficiency. Real competition by definition exists only when there Is a chance that
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any competitor will get hurt and a certainty that some will; the oil-producing In-
dustry commits the classic blunder of confusing the preservation of competition
with the preservation of competitors.

Because the system results in vastly more wells than necessary, it wastes uin-
told sums in capital and operating expenses. For the well, not the reservoir, has
been the basic unit of regulation. Imagine that you, as an operator, own all the
land over a pool that can be drained efficiently with ten widely spaced wells; left
alone, you would minimize costs and maximize profits by drilling only ten wells.
But under regulation you would be a fool to do so. For you get an allowable
for each well, and the only way to maximize output (and profits) is to puncture
your property with as many wells as spacing regulations let you get away with.
If you own only part of the land over a pool, the necessity to drill useless wells
becomes more urgent, for if you don't drill your neighbor will. Worse, the deeper
you drill, the greater your allowable. Thus more than half the 194,500 wells in
Texas are superfluous, drilled merely to get more allowables, and represent waste
running Into billions. According to Dr. Stephen McDonald, all the oil states to-
gether have recently thrown as much as $1 billion a year into superfluous new
wells.

Inevitably, all this drilling has boosted capacity to produce crude much higher
than the demand for crude; today Texas can produce more than twice as much
as it does, and the nation as a whole 50 percent more. So to keep total supply in
line with demand, the commissions have limited allowable production to as little
as one day out of three-i.e., many a producer is forced to operate his plant at
one-third of capacity. As a result, costs per barrel produced are far higher than
they should be.

Intensifying this escalation of overcapacity and waste is yet another and per-
haps more flagrant kind of Inefficiency. So-called marginal or low output "strip-
per" wells, which in Texas yield an average of 5.2 barrels a day apiece, are ex-
empt from prorationing or market-demand restrictions, and hence can be operated
continuously. So also can "secondary recovery" installations, which rejuvenate
depleted reservoirs, and which may or may not be efficient. The efficient wells, as
usual, take the rap. In November, 1963, for example, the Texas Railroad Com-
mission allowed production of 2,828,000 barrels, of which about 1,100,000 were
exempt as coming from strippers and secondary-recovery wells. Only 1,580,000
barrels were drawn from prorationed wells, which could have produced more
than twice as much as they were allowed to. In the crowded fields of East Texas
some flush wells good for 1,000 barrels a day are actually turning out only eight,
while nearby strippers are producing ten. Collecting the dribbles of oil from strip-
pers in the name of conservation makes about as much economic sense as paying
a man $500 to till a plot with a total output worth $50.

Such "conservation," indeed, conserves mainly the incomes of smell producers,
royalty owners, and local tax collectors and other miscellaneous personnel; and
it all adds up to featherbedding, on a multibillion-dollar scale. Adelman estimates
that overdrilling plus the 400,000 stripper wells in the U.S. (93,000 in Texas)
cost some $2.5 billion a year, even after making generous allowance for the pos-
sibility that many strippers would turn out to be economic. Nor Is this the end of
it. So long as strippers are exempt from prorating, oilmen can make money, at
today's prices, bringing In uneconomic wells with a capacity of ten barrels or less
a day; thus new ones are constantly being drilled.

HOW TO BATS THAT $2.5 11"LONi

Besides wasting manpower and capital, eliminating real competition, and
launching costs and prices into a Pelf-defeathig upward spiral, the prorationing
system has not fostered national security. Some argue that excess capacity is
necessary for national security, but If so It plainly might be cheaper to sub-
sidize such capacity and keep It out of the mainstream of the crude-oil business.
Despite the system's protected price structure, furthermore, proratloning seems
at least partly responsible for a steep recent decline In exploration and in the
discovery of low-cost fields. The independent producers monotonously argue that
prices are too low to encourage exploration, but the fact seems to be that under
different circumstances prices could he a lot lower and still encourage plenty of
it. Why risk money looking for oil when you are allowed only a short period of
unrestricted production before you are assigned allowables but force you to run
your plant eight to twelve days out of thirty? The easy and safe thing to do is
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to drill "development" wells in proved fields And this# as we have seen, is pre-
cisely what operators have done. If some of the billions spent on drilling super-
fluous wells in Texas alone had been spent on true discovery wells, there would
be little worry about new discoveries.

On the grounds that the nation must maintain a crude-oil Industry large
enough to take care of Its needs in any emergency, operators without foreign
interests also fought for and got mandatory quotas on imports of cheap foreign
crude, and are now fighting for reduced quotas. Some economists, however, hold
that national security Is abetted, not injured, by free trade in oil. Owing to
transportation costs, they say, cheap foreign oil would not displace enough do-
mestic crude to affect the Industry's ability to take care of U.S. needs. But it
would bring down the price of U.S. crude enough to make it competitive with
foreign oil on the east coast, or by about $1.25 a barrel; and this price would.
as any good price should, automatically eliminate much or most of the Industry's
waste. It would also save the country about $4 billion a year.

Even Adelman, however, Is willing to go along with the plea that the nation's
security requires a substantial domestic industry, supported if necessary by im-
port restrictions. All the more reason, he insists, why the country should, as it
could, save about $2.5 billion a year by capping une('onomic stripler wells ald
unitizing all the new fields that can be unitized. If only to dramatize the prob-
lem, he has come up with a radical solution. Since the inefficient small operators
made their investment In good faith, let the oil-producing states buy up the un-
economical strippers, financing the operation perhaps with a tax on the oil in-
dustry. Then let the states cap the strippers, unitize new fields, gradually let
competition do the rest. Much of the inefficient domestic industry would disap-
pear, but the rest would survive, leaner and more efficient. The very efficient
producers would be vastly better off; operating at a highr rate but at much
lower prices, they could make more money than they do now.

THINGS ARE DUSTING OUT IN TEXAS

This harshly salubrious advice arouses no jubilation among the "little" men
whose planes darken the skies alve Austin, Baton Rouge, and Oklahonm City
on days when the regulatory commissions sit in state and hold allowable hear-
ings. But the system is showing cracks and fissures. The Interstate Oil Comn-
pact Commission, which is hardly more than a debating society, has never had
the power to coordinate the states' output, so the regulatory commissims them-
selves have begun, in a sense, to compete with one another. Some of the lesser
oil states, like Wyoming, do not proration at all, and make the best of both
worlds by selling all the oil they can produce at cartel-protected prices. Louisi-
ana has for a long time offered incentives to efficient production by encourag-
Ing wide spacing of wells, by allowing higher takes from flush wells, by making
concessions to offshore drilling, and by encouraging unitization. This is one,
if only one, reason why Louisiana's share of U.S. crude production rose from
11 percent In 1956 to 20 percent last year. It Is also an important reason why
Texas' share fell from 42 to 35 percent during the same years, and why Texas'
crude production declined from 3,027,000 barrels a day to about 2,710,000. Such
is always the penalty of the cartel leader, which holds the umbrella over the
other members.

More than anything else, perhaps, this has given Texans pause and generated
a new ferment in the state's oil circles. As of last January 1, the Texas Railroad
Commission introduced a new schedule of allowables based on a forty-acre-per-
well drilling pattern and encouraging operators to space wells even wider. This
schedule followed several decisions of the Texas Supreme Court that dented the
practice of considering the well as the unit of production by reducing severely
the incentive to drill on small tracts. Until recently the owner of a tract, however
tiny, could drill and expect an allowable that would recover his investment and
earn a fair return. But the court held that the small owner can recover only his
share of the oil or gas that lies underground, whether he recovers his Investment
or not. The allowables must now be assigned on an acreage basis; if the unit of
production is forty acres, for example, the owner of a one-acre tract gets only one-
fortieth of the allowable. Although the decision leaves the well as the basis of
regulation, It was a step in the right direction. And it was responsible for prod-
ding the Texas Independent Producers and Royalty Owners Association Into
sponsoring its pooling bill. The law now permits a small owner to force his way
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into a larger adjoining unit, or a group of owners to force a small owner to pool
his property with theirs.

But this is Just a small beginning. Merely to correct the most flagrant abuses
of wasteful regulation, economists agree, ihe trend toward wider spacing of wells
must be accelerated and small-tract drilling must be eliminated. More important
becau-se nothing has been done about them, the irrational advantage enjoyed by
many high-cost deep wells must be corrected, and the prorationing exemptions
enjoyed by stripper and other welis must be eliminated or at least Judged on an
economic basis. After that should come compulsory unitization, which would
reduce costs greatly, particularly in the more productive reservoirs.

Beyond this, reform will have to look to the restriction and eventual elimina.
tion of the whole system of market-demand prorationing. That system practically
derives its powers from the small operators and royalty owners, who elect and
pre.;sure legislators and the very commissioners themselves. As Henry Steele has
jsiinted out, if the authorities institute compulsory unitization while still keeping
the power to proration, they will Just naturally continue to favor inefficient wells
and fields and to cut back production of the efficient and unitized ones. Efficiency
and state control of production, as usual, don't mix.

BUT PRICES ARE FALLING
Time is running out on the whole prorationing system. It can no longer deliver

all that its confectors hoped it would and all that its partisans claim It can. In
the face of mounting costs, U.S. crude prices are going down-and they are going
down despite one of the neatest systems ever invented for keeping them up. The
price of crude is nominally set by the big buyers. At the time they inform the
regulatory commissions how much oil they intend to buy during the coming
month, they publish or post the price they are willing to pay for it. These buyers
are unique; they usually like high prices, and they like them for the reason that
most of them are also big producers of crude oil. Owing in part to the depletion
allowance, they can make more producing crude than they can refining and mar-
keting it. Or so the argument goes. Just how prices are set is a complex question
about which oilmen and oil economists disagree, but the important point here is
that the state counmissions in effect aim to maintain the price. If they would adjust
supply to demand perfectly, producers not only could make prices stick, but could
meet the mounting cost of waste generated in the market prorationing system by
raising prices at will.

For several years, however, the commissions have been having a harder time
adjusting supply to demand. One basic reason is that the states that do not
practice market-demand prorationing have been increasing their output signif-
icantly. Thus they pump more oil into the market than it can immediately use
and when that happens somebody Is always willing to sell it at a discount. The
independents complain that much price cutting is done at their expense; a recent
report to Governor Connally of Texas accuses the Integrated companies of mak-
ing discriminatory price cuts, "without reducing wellhead price postings as
such." What the report ignores Is that such cuts, if they actually take place,
would not occur if prices were right.

It Is true that the average posted price at the wellhead has declined only from
$3.00 in 1957 to about $2.8& But posted prices, as Wallace Lovejoy remarks, are
often fictitious. Crude isuold In many places below the posted price, and only
when discounts become 4Idespread are they recognized by a reduction in posted
prices. What matters, tfrn, Is not how much prices have fallen since 197, but
where they are going from here.

CHE"a SUBSTITUTES FR CRUDE

Several forces are conspiring to drive them downward, over both the short and
the long run. To begin with, the growth In consumption of petroleum products,
Including natural gas, has slowed down considerably since 195& Demand for
crude has lagged even moe, for it Is taking a beating at the hands of natural
gas, even though the two are produced by the same industry and often In the
same wells. The reason commonly advanced is that the final price of natural
gas is controlled not by state authorities but by the Federal Power Commission,
which regulates the industry as a public utility and allows gas to earn only a
fair return by utility standards. Oilmen complain that the FMO has given gas an
artificial advantage. Most economists would probably agree that gas regulation
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is senseless and harmful; but whether the price of unregulated gas would be
much higher than today's price Is doubtful. Before FP0 stepped in, the price
of natural gas was declining vis-A-vis oil. Gas can be produced cheaply partly
because much of it is collected independently of oil and therefore is not prora-
tioned, and also it is distributed cheaply. Moreover, oil is just too expensive.

Natural gas, at all events, has contributed substantially to the decline in crude's
growth rate Nearly half of all U.S. dwelling units are heated by gas, and the per-
centage is still increasing. Gas supplies U.S. industry with 6,800 trillion B.T.U.
annually, while oil supplies only 4,000 trillion. And natural-gas liquids, or fluid
hydrocarbons stripped from the gas before it is piped away, are accounting for
nearly 14 percent of the nation's liquid hydrocarbon supply, against 8 percent
in 1950. These liquids are cheap substitutes for crude oil, particularly in making
gasoline, and they have proved a boon to independent or nonintegrated refiners,
who by reducing their use of expensive crude have been able to compete more ef-
fectively. At the same time, refiners have been getting more revenue out of a
barrel of crude by raising efficiency and by increasing the proportion of lighter
products like gasoline. Nearly half a barrel of crude is converted into gasoline
against a third forty years ago. Demand for refiners' products, in short, has grown
faster than refiners' demand for crude.

This trend is leveling off because refers cannot continue to increase the pro-
portion of lighter products at the rate they have. Some oilmen, however, believe
the pressure on crude prices will not abate--even though integrated companies
may prefer to maintain crude prices and profit margins at the expense of re-
finery margins. These oilmen reason that the independent refiner's inability t,'
keep on rducing his ratio of crude to finished products will squeeze him into look-
ing around more aggressively for discounted crude, which will probably become
more and more plentiful.

LOOPHOLES EVERYWHERE

Then there is the heavy and growing pressure of cheap foreign oil. In 1957,
largely as a result of the pressure of the domestic producers, the big U.S. inter-
national companies that produced and imported most of the foreign oil agreed
voluntarily to limit their imports. Thanks ironically to the U.S. Independents
that had gone abroad and found oil, however, imports of crude kept rising-from
10 percent of U.S. consumption in 19&t to 14 percent In 1958. So in 1959 the
President (actually the Interior Department), acting on authority conferred by
an extension of the Trade Agreement Act of 1955, slapped on mandatory quotas
that aimed to keep imports from growing faster than domestic consumption.

But the price of foreign crude is low and constantly descending, and so is
the cost of shipping oil here. Both Venezuelan and Middle East crude can be
landed on the east coast for $1 to $1.50 a barrel less than Texas crude, and are
selling at about $1.25 less. In 1964 crude imports totaled 1,201,000 barrels a day,
against dome.4ic production of 7,700.000. The presence of foreign oil selling at,
say. $1.6O is bound to have a depressing effect on the product selling for about
$2.88. So to protect the independent refiner from the competition of cheap
foreign crude, the federal government has allocated a "fair share" of the imports
to every established refiner in the U.S. In practice, inland refineries, which
might pay more for foreign oil plus freight than for domestic oil, simply trade
their import quotas off for the domestic product at a windfall profit of about
$1.21 per barrel. And some or much of this windfall finds its way Into price cuts
and pressure on crude. Since quotas depend on the amount of crude a refinery
uses, everybody processes as much crude as possible. This results In reduced
product prices which compel the independent refiner to scratch around for
cheaper U.S. crude, which in turn he must wangle out of his regular suppliers or
find elsewhere.

'What independent denounce bitterly as the bootlegging of cheap foreign oil is
going on merrily, If as yet on a small scale. In the interest of national security,
crude is allowed to enter the U.S. overland quota-free. One smart entrepreneur
has manipulated this provision to Import Mexican oil by sea; his Operation "El
Loophole" Is described on pages 115 to 117. This movement Is only a drop In
the bucket of U.S. crude consumption, but It Is neatly symbolic of the crude
Industry's predicament.

Tust as symbolic and potentially more substantial are the attempts of U.S.
Industry to get around the handicap of high U.S. crude price. Chemical com-
panies pay much more for petrochemical feedstocks than the oil companies, be.
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cause they have no cheap domestic supply of their own and enjoy no import
quotas. Union Carbide, for example, wants to make ethylene from imported
naphtha (crude gasoline) costing about half as much as the domestic product,
and is asking for permission to build a plant for this purpose in the New
Orleans free-trade zone. The U.S. oil industry, naturally enough, is fighting such
projects.

Despite the independents' demands for reduced imports, many oilmen believe
that imports are likely to increase at least as fast as the nation's consumption.
Under the Trade Agreement Act, the President can set quotas not only to achieve
security but to ensure reasonable prices. Now that people are beginning to
realize that more imports could assure lower prices without hurting anything
much except featherbedding in the oil states, even a President from Texas may
find it politically expedient to Increase quotas. As foreign oil becomes still
cheaper, this expediency is bound to become more attractive.

BMZAKTHBOUGH IN SHALE?

Over the long run, if a dozen years or so can be considered a long run, the
supremacy of U.S. crude will probably be further shaken: never in history has
the human race been confronted with so many sources of cheap energy. One is
shale oil. The shale rock In the mesas of the Green River formation, covering
some 16,000 square miles in the states of Colorado, Wyoming, and Utah, contains
the world's largest known deposits of petroleum-perhaps 400 billion recoverable
barrels, more than the crude reserves of the Middle East and ten times those of
the U.S. The possibilities of extracting oil from shale at a profit have been
bemusing a variety of entrepreneurs, as well as the U.S. Bureau of Mines,
for some forty years, but it finally looks as if something would come of them.

Several oil companies are separately and jointly experimenting with different
methods of extracting the oil One of the most promising separates the oil from
the rock by whirling crushed shale mixed with fiery hot ceramic balls in large
drums somewhat like those used to make cement. This process is the property
of Oil Shale Corp. ("Tosco"), financed by a group that includes such discerning
risk-takers as Lehman Brothers. Together with Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co. and
Standard Oil of Ohio, Tosco has acquired large holdings in Colorado and Utah,
and the three are building a pilot plant that will be operating by summer.

A LESsON FOR OIL

Tosco's president, an aggressive Dutchman named Hein Koolbergen, says
that the company will eventually be turning out high-quality oil for $1.2.5 or
$1.30 a barrel, and will be able to pipe It to the West Coast or the Middle West
for about 30 cents. His production figures are regarded by oilmen as optimistic,
but the extraction of oil from shale is essentially a materials-handling problem
and economies of scale can be expected to work for It as volume increases. As
Henry Steele notes, moreover, a large cost item in crude is merely finding it. and
there are no finding costs for shale oil And prorationing shale oil will be hard
If not impossible. Some big companies with large reserves of low-cost crude have
taken a defensive position in shale oil, but have been slow to show enthusiasm
for It. But it Is now being developed by miners and manufacturers and It may
give the state regulatory commissions still more to worry about.

Both coal and nuclear power are also on the make. If the price of coal declines
enough, heat pumps run by cheap electricity may take over much of the house-
heating market; and coal may be converted to cheap gasoline within the decade.
The coal industry Is beginning to give the oil producers a valuable If painful
lesson in how to adjust to the Inevitable. Were the industry operating as It did
thirty years ago, coal at the mine would probably be selling at $15 or more a
ton Instead of $5 or less. Beset by real competition, as oil should be, coal is
unable to take refuge in state controls or to let the efficient hold a price umbrella
over the whole Industry. The Inefficient producers are gradually dropping out of
the game, and the efficient are becoming more efficient still Although miners'
wages have nearly doubled since 1948, coal sells for less than It did then.

One reason for coal's new dynamism Is that the railroads, whose freight
charges are a large part of coal's market price, have been roused into action
by the threat of slurry pipelines, extra-high-voltage transmission, and nuclear
power. By developing unit trains, they have cut some rates by as much as a
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third; and more reductions will be in order as new equipment is delivered. By
tile early 1970's, West Virginia coal way be selling in the New York City area
for as little as $6 a ton, against $9.50 not long ago. In terms of heat content,
$0 coal would be competitive vwith residual fuel oil selling at around $1.50 a
barrel.

Nuclear power will probably become competitive with socalled fossil fuels--
coal and oi!0-sooner than anyone thought possible a few years ago. The new
Oyster Creek plant of the Jersey Central Power Co., as Fortune reported last
month in Products & Processes. is already closely competitive with coal, and
has been resloiisible for reduced prices on long-term coal contracts with some
utilities. The plant benefited from steep cuts in prices by aggressive equipment
manufacturers, but Philip Sporn of American Electric Power, for one, believes
that nuclear energy is today feasible at around 27 cents per million B.T.U.
This price is equivalent to coal at $7.07 a ton and oil at about $1.65 a barrel,
and will go nowhere but down. The day will come, jokes one enthusiast, when
nuclear ezigines will be powering oil tankers-if anybody will find it worthwhile
to ship oil.

A DIFFERENT KIND OF INDUSTRY

All oilmen who know what is going on in the world realize the U.S. crude
industry has painted itself into a corner, and any respite from competitive pres-
sures would serve only to confine it the more. If. for example, a world crisis were
temiorarily to shut off or divert foreign oil and IT.S. excess capacity began to
disappealr, prices would firm up. Thereupon producers would inevitably rush in
to drill more superfluous wells. waste and costs would rise, and the industry
would find itself, when the crisis was over. less able to compete than ever
before.

The U.S. actually contains enough cheap crude for the industry to compete
lorofltably against all comers. But it will have to be a different kind of industry-
leaner, smaller, less fragmented, and probably more profitable. It will have to
realize it possesses no God-given exemption from economic laws and undertake
a wholesale revision of its statist control system. It will have to forswear Its
phony conservation, eliminate the featherbedding that it piously describes as
competition. disabuse itself of the notion that real competition will heave it into
the clutches of the monopolists, and let prices find their economic level.

Senator TALM.rADGcE. Thank you very much for your very fine state-
ment. Would you tell the committee what imports and exports mean,
first, to the economy of Savannah, Ga., and second, the State of
Georgia.

Mr. KiOEr.. Without the Port of Savannah, and without the im-
ports and exports, there would be no city in that part of our world. Our
economy is completely and explicitly dependent upon the operations
of the port and upon the import of raw materials for pressing within
the port.

We bring in veneer from the Amazon to make plywood. We bring
in titanium to make titanium dioxide. We have two plants importing
gypsum, in order to make building materials. We import petroleum
in order to make roofing materials. Our great fertilizer industry de-
pends on the import of potash and phosphate and, finally, meal, which
is used to supply the Georgia poultry industry.

Jute moves through the port. All of the jute to support the carpet
indirtrv of north Georfria. We brine in steel imports. in order to
maintain a small but flourishing local steel-fabricatinf industry. We
biild ships, barovs, marine cranes, dredges, and so forth.

Our exports through our port move heavily to the great poultry
production of north Georgia and the great qvbean production of
Georgia. as well as the kale exports of the United States. Our largest
single industry is the pulp and paper indosry, which i, a heavy
foreign exchange earner in exports greatly through olur port.
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Farm machinery from the M1iddle West goes abroad, as well ab all
the types of general cargo, including even schoolbuses made in Georgia.
And I might point out that Savannah is the largest general cargo
port between Hampton Roads and New Orleans, and as far as our
balance of trade is concerned, we export both in tonnage and valua-
tions more than we import.

Now, Senator Dirksen and several others made Jie point this morn-
ing that imports may cost certain areas employment, but imports in
our area and in other coastal areas are our only means of creating
employment. The case of Appalachia was cited, and the decline of
the textile industry in Appalachia was blamed upon a flood of cheap
foreign imports.

But ngqost people don't realize that the Federal Government recently
saw fit to designate my region, coastal Georgia, South Carolina, and
North Carolina, a distress area just like Appalachia, and plans to
spend a great deal of money to help us create jobs.

Now, our per capita incomes are lower than those of Appalachia,
but the only way we can create jobs is by exploiting our advantages
in foreign trade, and the economy of the South Atlantic coast would
dry up and blow away if we defeat the import and export trade of
the United States by excessive measures of protectionism.

Senator TAL.MADGE. Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNEr. No questions.
Senator TALMADGE. Thankyou very much, Mr. Klingel.
Mr. KLIXGEL. Thank you, Senator.
Senator TALM ADGCE. The next witness is Mr. Walter Noyes, and

Richard Whiting, representing the Oil Dealers Association of Rhode
Island and the New England Fuel Institute.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WHITING, REPRESENTING THE OIL
DEALERS ASSOCIATION OF RHODE ISLAND AND THE NEW
ENGLAND FUEL INSTITUTE

Mr. W IIITING. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I a m
afraid I am going to have to go it alone. Mr. Noyes is not able to be
with me today.

I am Richard C. Whiting, officially appointed representative by the
board of directors of the New England Fuel Institute, an organiza-
tion of over 1,000 retail fuel distributors throughout the six New Eng-
land States.

This organization wishes to be recorded in opposition to S. 2332
for the following reasons:

1. It would substitute inflexible legislation for the present flexible
control policy. exercised by the U.S. Department of the Interior.

2. Bearing in mind the needs of national defense and the balance
between supply and demand, the New England Fuel Institute wishes
to state that the U.S. Department of Interior, sensitive to changes
which may result from varying conditions, such as limited war,
weather, disruptions to transportation, and international political sit-
uations, has the capability to cope with rapidly changing conditions
that affect the petroleum-using consumer.
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3. Under present regulations, the U.S. I)epartment of the Interior
has the authority to adjust and deal with imbalances in the supply of
finished petroleum products.

4. Being vitally concerned with the supply of finished petroleum
products for the consumer in the New England area, which with less
than 5 percent of the population of the United States, consumes over
20 percent of the Nation's No. 2 fuel oil, the New England Fuel In-
stitute feels there is a definite need for the continuation of the present
flexible import control policy.

I wish to thank you, sir, for allowing us to speak, for allowing me
to speak for my constitutents back home.

Senator T.% L3 I DE. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
appearing.

Any questions, Senator Bennett?
Senator BE.-NFTr. No questions.
Ifr. WH TN. 'rhank vou, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. The next witness is Mr. Wilfred II. Hall, execu-

tive vice president, National Oil Jobbers Council.

STATEMENT OF WILFRED H. HALL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL OIL JOBBERS COUNCIL; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
LICHTBLAU, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
RESEARCH FOUNDATION, INC.; AND CHARLES HARTMAN,
NATIONAL OIL JOBBERS COUNCIL

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, we appreciate the oppor-
tunity of being here today. I should like to identify two individuals
with me, Mr. John Lichtblau on my left, who is research director for
the Petroleum Industry Research Foundation, and Mr. Charles Hart-
man, who is with the National Oil Jobbers Council.

Senator TALMADGE. We are delighted to have you with us, gentlemen.
Mr. HALL. Thank you, sir.
My position is thmtt of executive vice president of the National Oil

Jobbers Council. The National Oil Jobbers Council represents 8,600
independent petroleum wholesalers throughout the United States, and
in order to save the committee's time, I have appended to the report
a list of the associations which compose the National Oil Jobbers
Council.

Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, that will be inserted in the
record.

(The material above-referred to, being exhibits I and II, attached
to Mr. Hall's statement, follow:)

ExH1s3T I

The National Oil Jobbers Council (hereinafter referred to as NOJC) is
an amalgamation of 34 state or regional associations covering 40 of these United
States, and these are listed below. Through these groups, NOJC represents 8,600
independent petroleum Jobbers and distributors. Their members sell 24% of the
gasoline sold over the nation's highways and our arm of petroleum marketing
distributes 75% of the heating oil sold in the nation. NOJC's interests are entirely
in the marketing segment of the petroleum industry. As such, their members have
the closest contact with the ultimate consumer.
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OJO A 11',.LATUS

Alabama Petroleum Jobbers Association, Inc.
Arkansas Oil Marketers Association, Inc.
California Oil Jobbers Association
Colorado Petroleum Marketers Association
Connecticut Petroleum Association
Empire State Petroleum and Fuel Merchants Association, Inc.
Florida Petroleum Marketers Association, Inc.
Georgia Oilmen's Association
Illinois Petroleum Marketers Association
Independent Oil Marketers Association of Indiana, Inc.
Intermountain Oil Marketers Association
Iowa Independent Oil Jobbers Association, Inc.
Kentucky Petroleum Marketers Association (Jobber Division)
Louisiana Oil Marketers Association (Jobber Division)
Michigan Petroleum Association
Mississippi Oil Jobbers Association
Missouri Oil Jobbers Association
Nebraska Petroleum Marketers Association, Inc.
Independent Oil Men's Association of New England
New Jersey Fuel Merchants Association
New Mexico Petroleum Marketers Association
North Carolina Oil Jobbers Association
Northwest Petroleum Association
Oklahoma Oil Marketers Association
Oregon Oil Jobbers Association
Pennsylvania Petroleun & Fuels Association, Inc.
South Carolina Oil Jobbers Association
South Dakota Independent Oil Men's Association
Tennessee Oil Men's Association
Texas Oil Jobbers Association
Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Association
Washington Oil Marketers Association
Wisconsin Petroleum Association
Wyoming Oil Jobbers Association

ExHImT 11

The activities of the Petroleum Industry Research Foundation, Inc. (PIRINC)
consist of economic research and writing on a variety of subjects affecting the
U.S. oil industry. Much of Its work in concerned with the markets for crudo oil
and oil products on the U.S. East Coast where 83% of all crude oil and virtually
all products imported into the U.S., east of California, are processed and/or
consumed. PIRINC's sponsors consist of oil refiners and independent oil products
marketers located on the East Coast. Its Board of Directors, which formulates all
policy Is composed entirely of Independent marketers.

Mr. HALL. Thank you, sir.
In order to save the committee's time, I am asking Mr. John Licht-

blau to testify for both of our organizations, because there are sev-
eral persons following us, and our stand on the matter is roughly
eompnreblR.

Senator TALEADcE. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAu. So, with your permission, I would like to present Mr.

Lichtblau and let him proceed.
Mr. LIciiTBLAu. Mr. Chairman, my testimony today reflects the

view of the Petroleum Industry Research Foundation, Inc. (PIRINC)
with respect to crude imports. However, we concur in the entire
testimony.

The National Oil Jobbers Council's (NOJC) position applies ,pecif-
ically to products as affected by the proposed bill.

I should first like to center remarks on products.
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By including bonded and Puerto Rican oil products imports within
the 12.2-percent limit, the proposed bill reduces total imports into
districts I and IV by 85,600 barrels daily, or by more than 8 percent,
based on 1966 and 1967 data, thereby cutting the existing level of
total products and crude quota Imports from 12.2 to 11.8 percent of
crude and natural gas liquids production east of California.

S. 2332 also proposes to phase out all products imports, both those
that come in under license and those that come in under the afore-
mentioned categories. This provision would ultimately eliminate some
160,000 barrels daily of products imports, and I might add that most
of these now come from the Caribbean area, which supplies virtually
all of our product inprts, but less than half of our crude imports.

While light oil products imports have never played a major role in
T!.S. oil imports, the modest quantities which have come in under the
various categories have at times played an important role in pi-e'enting
local shortages, particularly on the U.S. east coast. Thus, the 2.4
million barrel rise in distillate oil impo ts into district I in the 5,mouths
of 1967 before the outbreak of the Middfle East crisis has been quite
useful in the present tight distillate supply situation.

The NOJ. feels that a flexible import policy might well be imple-
mnented to meet demand during the forthcoming heating seasons. It
would be unwise to remove this flexibility by phasing out products im-
ports as suggested in the bill.

Now, I should like to turn to a discussion of crude oil imports as
PIRINC views them.

The existing restrictions on U.S. crude oil imports are extremely
burdensome to all consumers and while they may be necessary anl
justifiable as a national security measure, it must not be forgotten that
they put an enormous cost burden on all U.S. consumers of-oil. It can
be calculated that in the absence of import controls the current an-
nual U.S. oil bill would be several billion dollars less because of the
combined impact of lower cost foreign oil imports and the effects of
these imports on domestic oil prices.

Notwithstanding this enormous cost, we do not believe that the ad-
ministrative restriction on crude oil imports which has created it
should be radically altered at this time. However any act or action
designed to increase this tremendous burden still ?urther could make
it truly oppressive.

Furthermore, any act or action designed to legally divorce the cost
burden from its national security justification would threaten to sad-
dle consumers permanently wit this burden regardless of futuij
needs and conditions. Yet, S. 2332 proposes to 3o both of these things.
As I already mentioned, it would reduce the existing level of quota
imports by changing the definitions of what may be brought in under
quota.

However, an even more undesirable aspect of S. 2332 is its basic
concept of freezing the existing administratively set oil imports ratio
by making it the legal maximum. The 12.2 percent ratio, useful as it
may currently be, does not deserve to be perpetuated by Congress. It
is strictly a working ratio, born out of compronuse and expediencT, and
fulfilling a particular function at a particular moment. Even if we
assume that the 12.2 percent figure reflected the optimum ratio of
imports to domestic production from the national security point of
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view at the time it was adopted, the factors which affected the deter-
rnination of this ratio have certainly changed and will change again.
Thus, it could be a grave error to accord the present ratio, without much
further investigation, the status, force, and, above all, the permanency
of Federal law.

If the 12.2 percent ratio as well as the existing domestic reserve/pro-
duction ratio are to remain unchanged, we will have to discover at
least 50 percent more gross oil reserves in the next 15 years than in
the previous ones. Given the declining finding rate and the incre sing
trend in finding costs since the late 1950"s, how can we be sure that we
will really discover that much additional oil at a reasonable cost? But
if we were to freeze the current import ratio into law, we would de-
prive ourselves of one of the principal variables to correct for any pos-
sible future shortage in domestic oi supplies.

Hence, the rigidity created by this till could not possibly Ix consid-
ered as being in the interests of our national security. As the recent
Middle East crisis lUjs shown, oil's contribution to the U.S. nationalsecurity lies to a lNi extent in its amazing ability to adapt to sud-
denly changing coil dt ions. H , C rQy, r%*e our nitioial se-
curity in whose name th l )osed bill is beingPred, to severely
curtail tile industry's p ential exibilit by eliminat in ie Executive
l)rerogtive of raisih import quotas i when this sh ld become
necesary.

Furthermore, ith the rein eve pontial of ier i-
port quotas, C gress wo also liminate a jor poteiitia com-
petitivo factor from them' f.S. oil i dustr an ius contribute t any
possible u )wd pressure Onp a

While t lm, ast paragraph of ti rp ts to rov de an Ex u-
tiveescapc use, this really a ely tle ue i our opini n.
The sudden ep ora, d for a I I imprs, part
ucts import could vr c A ti uch ould not be
classified as a nation emer cy r Ii her
reasons. Yet the esca clau 'would p ly to any of the m re
likely causes for addi ionai,, *mprt re ire uch'as local or re-
gional natur disaster eqtren ea edition udden ra ical
changes insu ly or demand pattern cete

Thusinvie ofallthefacei he in, belief and
mination of the il import I el should left it eExecu v e and
should not be fixed by Federa-st±gte a pro in S. 233.

Thark ou, gentl en for giving u tisopportunity.
Senator TALMADE. hank you very much, gentlemen. x
Any questions, Senato nnett I
Thank you very much. We iate your g
Mr. Licwnau. Thank you.
Senator TALM/,DGL. The next witness is Mr. Otis H. Ellis, Society

of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America.

STATEMENT OF OTIS H ELLIS, LEG ATIVE COUNSE4 THE
SoCIETY OF NEE GASOLINE MR TR OF AXERICA

Mr. Ewus. My name is Otis Ellis. I ipaintain law offices at 1001
Connecticut Avenue, Washin ton, D.C. I would like to have my state-
ment, together with the attachment, included in the record, verbatim,
and then I shall try to skip part of it in the interest of conserving time.
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Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, it will be inserted in the
record. (See p. 359.)

Mr. EwuS. For once, my statement is more concise than lt usually is,
so if I read it all I don't think it would be burdensome.

I appear here today on behalf of the Society of Independent Gaso-
line Marketers of America (SIGMA). This is a trade asosciation whose
membership consists of independent gasoline marketers that sell gaso-
line under their own "Private Brands" as distinguished from the brand
name of a su p lier.

These marketers are oftentimes referred to in the industry as
"Private Brank Marketers." Private brand marketers operate thou-
sands of gasoline service stations in the United States through which
they sell several hundred million gallons of gasoline, annually. This
type of marketer is considered by some to be the principal competitive
force in the retail gasoline market.

The private brand marketer occupies the most tenuous position of
any type marketer of petroleum products. This is due to the fact that
he operates under his own brand flag and does not have the protection
of a branded supplier either from the standpoint of price protection
or guarantee of adequate supplies--both protections are enjoyed by
branded wholesalers and branded retailers.

From a competitive standpoint, this is a precarious position which
has been getting worse for the past several years, due to the fact that
this marketer who once had many sources of supply, is now faced
with the severe problem of having relatively few sources of supply
available to him at prices which will permit him to function com-
petitively in the marketplace and make a reasonable profit. All industry
trends indicate that this situation will get worse rather than better
and this is particularly true if oil imports are further restricted.

The continued existence of this independent gasoline marketer
depends on two basic necessities. First, he must have multiple, com-
petitive sources of gasoline supply at prices which enable him to be
competitive and return a reasonable profit.

Second, there must be completely adequate sup plies of gasoline
available to all local markets in the United States. The National in-
ventory of g&soline might reflect adequacy to meet total national
demands, but be so located as to produce a shortage or "tight" supply
situation for many local markets. Anything which adversely affects
source of supply, adequacy of supply to all local markets, procurement
price, or competitive retail prices 's of vital concern to this type of
marketer. This independent marketer is therefore seriously concerned
about rigid restrictions on imports of crude oil and its products, since
we know from experience, that such restrictions, particularly if little
or no fluctuation is permitted, adversely affect these items of concern.
We are seriously concerned about any import limitations which do not
permit fluctations to meet domestic demands and to the extent we are
called upon to meet foreign demands.

Attached hereto is a copy of SIGMA's policy position on oil import
restrictions. A thumbnail digest of this position is as follows:

SIGMA basically opposes governmental restrictions on the free flow
of commerce in any article or commodity. We recognize, however, that
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the current oversupply of crude oil and products in world markets
poses a serious threat to our domestic oil production segment, and par-
ticularly tie indep--. . producers in that segment.

For is reason, '. :,., ier our basic belief and feel that some form of
restrictions are nt* -t. We believe, however, that such restrictions
should be permitted to fluctuate more broadly than the limitations
provided in S. 2332 which seeks to impose a 12.2-percent ratio of
imports to domestic production of crude oil and natural gas liquids in
districts I and IV.

This morning there was a lot of talk about this 12.2 percent being in
reality about what is coming in now. That is completely untrue, for the
very simple reason that thye are including in this bill under imports
things which are not included as imports under the present situation.

We believe that the current method of imposing quotas by the De-
partment of Interior is not perfect and contains many inequities. How-
ever, we feel that this general method which permits import fluctua-
tionis up and down is better than the rigid provision contained in S.
2 :32.

This morning we heard from the independent producers. For 20
wars I have been up here on this issue. For a period of 18 months I was
general counsel to the House Small Busine.ss Committee, at the time
a subcommittee of that coinnittee held probably the longest and most
lengthy, and in depth studies of this very issue, the effect of oil imports
on independent producers, that has ever been held by a committee of
this Congress.

I am not. professing to be an expert, but I do 'now a little something
about this background. I know also, having worked for a congressional
committee? it does well to let us look into the reasoning behind the pro-
ponents' views.

Let us for a moment review the record of the principal proponents
of rigid oil import restrictions. The Independent Producer Association
of America (IPAA), together with many officials of State regulatory
bodies, have been howling since 1929 for oil import restrictions. Con-gressional hearing records are reeking with their claims that unless
imports were curtailed, the independent producer segment, including
the stripper well operators, faced a tragic and disastrous demise. Until
the late 1950's, no restrictions of significant importance were imposed.

Despite these prophesies of doom and disaster, doom and disaster
never came for these proponents. They continued to get richer and
more affluent with each succeeding year. In the late 1950's, the Presi-
dent saw fit to impose restrictions and those restrictions still obtain.

In brief, the past history of the indepedent producers and State
regulatory officials as prophets, is not such as to warrant their cur-
rent predictions of disaster being given too much weight. This is par-
ticularly true since we already have a system which restricts oil
imports.

The private brander definitely feels that more rigid restrictions
which o not provide import allocations for this type of marketer will
compound our existing problem of supply at reasonable prices. We
have learned from bitter experience that when supply, either locally
or nationwide, is short, the supply for the private brand marketer is
the first to be cut.

R5-469--67-Pt. 1-.5
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The major suppliers first take care of their commercial consumer
and "branded" accounts, and if any quantity is left over, the private
brand marketers must scramble to get it. There is the further prop-
osition of independent or small integrated refiners being adversely
affected by inequitable import restrictions. When this category of
refiners encounters tight supplies of crude oil, the private brander
is hurt because this type marketer is one of the principal outlets for the
small refiners' gasoline sales.

The provisions contained in S. 2332 would produce a very dangerous
and unusual situation. If import restrictions are related to domestic
production, this in essence vests in the various State oil regulatory
bodies the power of controlling available supplies of crude oil to meet
national demands. Since when do we vest in State regulatory bodies the
riglt to control the purposes of Federal legislation I

Since when do we vest in State regulatory bodies the right to abso-
lutely control the national supply of crude oil and products when such
bodies have a local economic purpose in mind which quite often is not
to the best interests of the overall economy ?

The domestic crude-oil-producing segment defies all natural laws
of economics because of built-in protections. A classic example was
the situation created by the gasoline wars which raged throughout
the country from 1960 to 1965.

Even though the price of gasoline dropped, in many instances, be-
low the price of the crude oil from which it was produced, the price
of crude oil instead of going down, remained constant. Another pecu-
liar thing during this era was the fact that the principal, integrated
oil companies enjoyed ever-increasing profits and the brunt of the
price wars was borne by the l;rivat(3 brand marketer. During
this era many private branders sold out to major companies
or were forced to become branded outlets in order to receive price-
and-sup ply protection.

This bill in the preamble states that it is designed to promote,
among other thing, the foreign policy of the United States. We pre-
dict that if this ill asses in its present form, we will completely
alienate those foreign sources of crude oil wherein American na-
tionals now have producing rights. For the Congress to recognize
Canada and ignore Venezuela, with whom we have a sacred contract
by way of a trade agreement, would be the straw that breaks the
camel's back and might well result in nationalization of the crude-oil-
producing industry in that country as well as other countries in the
Middle East. If such were done, Vrdd help the Port of Savannah.

All of this at a time when our foreign relations are at the lowest ebb
in our national history.

It is for these foregoing reasons that we feel compelled to oppose
S. 2332 or any other bill which would legislatively impose restrictions
on crude oil and its products. I repeat, that is egisl actively impose.
If, however, the Congi ss in its wisdom sees fit to legislate import re-
strictions to help independent producers, we humbly plead that such
legislation include specific provisions which will give the private
brand independent marketer the right to import allocations of gaso-
line so as to better insure their source of supply at reasonable prices.

My people are just a little fed up with import restrictions to help
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independent producers when the independent marketer is left in the
cold.

I thank you gentlemen for your time and attention.
(The complete statement of Mr. Ellis, together with the attach.

ments, above referred to, follow:)

STATM3NT or TH SoCuETY Or IsDEr6'zxW6T GAso.INE Mamas or AKEICA

(By Otis H. Ellis, Legislative Counsel)

My name is Otis H. Elis I maintain law offices at 1001 Connecticut Avenue,
Washington, D.C.

I appear here today on behalf of the Society of Independent Gasoline Mar-
keters of America (SIGMA). Tnhis is a trade association whose membership con-
sists of independent gasoline marketers that sell gasolne under their own "Pri-
vate Brands" as distinguished from the brand name of a supplier. These mar-
keters are oftentimes referred to in the industry as "Private Brand Marketers."
Private Brand Marketers operate thousands of gasoline service stations in the
United States through which they sell several hundred million gallons of gaso.
line, annually. This type of marketer is considered by some to be the principal
competitive force in the retail gasoline market.

The Private Brand Marketer occupies the most tenuous position of any type
marketer of petroleum products. This is due to the fact that he operates under
his own brand flag and does not have the protection of a branded supplier either
from the standpoint of price protection or guarantee of adequate supplies-
both protections are enjoyed by branded wholesalers and branded retailers.
From a competitive standpoint, this is a precarious position which has been
getting worse for the past several years, due to the fact that this marketer who
once had many sources of supply, is now faced with the severe problem of hav-
Ing relatively few sources of supply available to him st prices which will per-
mit him to function competitively in the market place and make a reasonable
profit. All industry trends indicate that this situation will get worse rather than
better and this is particularly true if oil imports are further restricted.

The continued existence of this Independent Gasoline Marketer depends on
two basic necessities. First, he must have multiple, competitive sources of gaso-
line supply at prices which enable him to be competitive and return a reasonable
profit. Second, there must be oompletelj adequate supplies of gasoline available
to l local markets In the Urited States. The national inventory of gasoline might
reflect adequacy to meet total national demands, but be so located as to produce
a shortage or "tight" supply situation for many local markets. Anything which
adversely affects source of supply, adequacy of supply to all local markets,
procurement price, or competitive retail prices is of vital concern to this type
of marketer. This Independent Marketer is therefore seriously concerned about
rigid restrictions on imports of crude oil and its products, since we know from
experience that such restrictions, particularly If little or no fluctuation is per-
mitted, adversely affect these items of concern.

Attached hereto is a copy of SIGMA's policy position on oil import restric-
tions. A thumbnail digest of this position is as follows: SIGMA basically opposes
governmental restrictions on the free flow of commerce in any article or com-
modity. We recognize. however, that the current over-supply of crude oil and
products In world markets poses a serious threat to our domestic oil production
segment, and particularly the Independent producers in that segment For this
reason we temper our basic belief and feel that some form of restrictions are
needed. We believe, however, that such restrictions should be permitted to
fluctuate more broadly than the limitations provided in S. 2832 which seeks to
impose a 12.2 per cent ratio of imports to domestic production of crude oil and
natural gas liquids in Districts I-IV. We believe that the current method of
imposing quotas by the Department of Interior is not perfect and contains many
inequities. However, we feel that this general method which permits Import
fluctuations up and down Is better than the rigid provision contained in S. 2382.

Let us for a moment review the record of the principal proponents of rigid
oil Import restrictions. The Independent Producer Association of America
(IPAA), together with many officials of State regulatory bodies, have teen
howling since 199 for oil Import restrictions. Congressional hearing records are
reeking with their claims that unless imports were curtailed, the Independent
produtr segment, including the stripper well operators, faced a tragic and
disastrous demise. Until the late Nineteen Fifties, no restrictions of significant
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importance were Imposed. Despite these prophesies of doom and disaster, doom
and disaster never came for these proponents. They continued to get richer and
more affluent with each succeeding year. In the late Nineteen Fifties, the Presi-
dent saw fit to impose restrictions and those restrictions still obtain. In brief,
the past history of the independent producers and State regulatory offcials
as prophets, is not such as to warrant their current predictions of disaster being
given too much weight. This is particularly true since we already have a system
which restricts oil imports.

The Private Brander definitely feels that more rigid restrictions which do
not provide import allocations for this type of marketer will compound our
existing problem of supply at reasonable prices. We have learned from bitter
experience that when supply, either locally or nationwide, is short, the supply
for the Private Brand Marketer is the first to be cut. The major suppliers
first take care of their commercial consumer and "branded" accounts and if any
quantity is left over, the Private Brand Marketers must scramble to get it.
There is the further proposition of independent or small integrated refiners
being adversely affected by Inequitable import restrictions. When this category
of refiners encounters tight supplies of crude oil, the Private Brander is hurt
because this type marketer is one of the principle outlets for the small refiners'
gasoline sales.

The provisions contained in S. 2332 also would produce a very dangerous
and unusual situation. If import restrictions are related to domestic production,
this in essence vests in the various State oil regulatory bodies the power of
controlling available supplies of crude oil to meet national demands. Since when
do we vest in State regulatory bodies the right to control the purposes of
Federal legislation? Since when do we vest in State regulatory bodies the right
to abtsolutely control the national supply of crude oil and products when such
bodies have a local economic purpose in mind which quite often is not to the
best interests of the overall economy?

The domestic crude oil-producing segment defies all natural laws of economics
because of built-in protections. A classic example was the situation created by the
gasoline price wars which raged throughout the country from 1960 to 1965. Even
though the price of gasoline dropped, in many instances, below the price of the
crude oil from which it was produced, the price of crude oil instead of going down,
remained constant. Another peculiar thing during this era was the fact that the
principal, integrated oil companies enjoyed ever-increasing profits and the brunt
of the price wars was borne by the Private Brand Marketer. During this era many
Private Branders sold out to major companies or were forced to become branded
outlets in order to receive price and supply protection.

This bill in the preamble states that it is designed to promote, among other
things, the foreign policy of the United States. We predict that if this bill passes
in its present form, we will completely alienate those foreign sources of crude oil
wherein American nationals now have producing rights. For the Congress to
recognize Canada and ignore Venezuela, with whom we have a sacred contract
by way of a trade agreement, would be the straw that breaks the camel's back
and might well result in nationalization of the crude oil producing industry in
that country, as well as other countries in the Middle East. All of this at a time
when our foreign relations are at the lowest ebb in our national history.

It is for these foregoing reasons that we feel compelled to oppose S. 2332 or
any other bill which would legislatively impose restrictions on crude oil and its
products. If, however, the Congress in its wisdom sees fit to legislate import
restrictions to help independent producers, we humbly plead that such legislation
include specific provisions which will give the Private Brand Independent Mar-
keter the right to import allocations of gasoline so as to better insure their source
of supply at reasonable prices. We simply are fed up with import restrictions
to help Independent producers when the Independent Marketer is left in the cold.

IMpORT POLICY PoSION OF TEX SOCIETY Or INDEPENDENT GASOLINE MARK EUS
or AxwcA

The Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers basically opposes the govern.
ment's imposing restrictions on the free enterprise system. We know from ex-
perience that restrictions breed more restrictions and oftentimes severe inequities.

We recognize, however, that in the complex Petroleum economy, both domestic
and foreign, that such general views sometimes must be tempered with excep-
tions in order to better preserve our national security and the place of the
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Independent small businessman in all segments of the Industry-productlol,
refining and marketing.

Theoretically, an unrestricted flow of petroleum Imports might be desirable
for many reasons and might even be practical under certain conditions. Under
current conditions in the world and domestic petroleum markets we believe
that unrestricted imports would be disastrous both to the domestic market and
the purpose of maintaining a strong domestic Industry for use In case of
national emergency. We therefore endorse, and will support, oil import restrie.
tions which are designed to maintain and preserve a healthy but competitive
domestic Industry. We will vigorously oppose such restrictions or relaxation of
restrictions that would give to any individual, company or category of im-
porters the opportunity to take undue advantage of others In the marketplace
who do not have like advantages. Import restrictions, or regulations Imple-
menting such restrictions, must always produce results which reflect the needs of
vigorous independent producers, Independent refiners and independent mar-
keters. Equity In the domestic marketplace not importing history should be
the guideline for allocating Import quotas, Those charged with the responsi-
bility of Imposing restrictions and establishing quotas must always keep In
mind that the common denominator for integrated crude oil producers with
lavish domestic tax benefits on drilling and production as well as the added
tax benefits which accrue from royalties, participating profits and alleged
"taxes" paid to foreign governments, is not the same common denominator that
can equitably be applied to these independents

In view of the current supply problem faced by the Private Brand Marketers
and pursuant to the foregoing Import policy statement, SIGMA recommends
that the existing Import regulations be amended so as to provide for Import
allocations being granted to Independent marketers of petroleum products.

Senator TALmADmE. Thank you very much, Mr. Ellis.
Any questions, Senator I
Senator BNm-r. No; thank you.
Senator TALxDwr. Thank you for your appearance.
(Following are communications received by the committee express-

ing an interest in the preceding subject:) U.S. SKNATWL

Commruu oN ARMED SavICKS,Wulsltgtoe, D.CY.

Hon. RussEL B. LoNG,
Chairmn, Committee ont Finance,
U.S. Senate, Waskington, D.C.

D&.z Mn. CHAMRMAN: I am writing to express my opposIton to a provision of
S. 2332, a bill concerning the oil import quota control program which you recently
Introduced. The provision I am writing about would have the effect of elininat-
ing a large source of Jet fuel used in international flights,

Because of Hawaii's geographic location, air passenger and air cargo opera-
tions play an Important part in the economy of my State, Hawaii has also
developed into an Important stopover point for a number of International flight&

If the Importation of bonded jet fuel Is to be progressively reduced as noted
in Section (g) of S. 2332 and If bonded Jet fuel is to remain included in the
classification of "imports for consumption" as presently defined by the Bureau
of the Census, this prohibition on bonded Jet fuel would adversely affect the
Hawaiian economy as the following figures indicate.

The ratio of bonded fuel to the total fuel required in 1968 by the airlines In
all of the United States Is 19.2 percent In District V this ratio is 27.3 percent.
In Hawaii alone. the total bonded fuel dispensed by all suppliers from January
to September 1967 was 151.074,0M1) gallons, whereas the total fuel supplied
(bonded and domestic) was 240.327,000 gallons. In other words, 62.9 percent
of the total fuel dispensed In Hawaii during this period was bonded. It Is clear
that if a curtailment in the use of bonded Jet fuel does result, Hawaii will be
affected more than any other area in the United States.

I understand further that the airlines industry is currently experiencing diffi-
culties In obtaining Jet fuel in the United States. If the proposed curtailment
was Imposed upon carriers engaged in international flights, the Jet fuel shortage
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In the United States would be heihtened further resulting In a probable cur-
tallment of flights and an Increase in air fares.

I am fully aware of the necessity for the oil Import control program for na-
tional security consideration, but I am concerned about the effects the cur-
talilmet of the use ot bonded Jet fuel would have on Hawaii's economy. Your
consideration of these factors would be most appreciated.

Sincerely,
DAmrm. K. Ixouy U.S. SenS or.

(The statement of Senator Monroney, submitted by Senator Harris,
follows:)

STATZMNT QV HON. A. S. Mixa MONSONEr, A U.S. SZNATOB FROM THE STATIC Or
OKLAHOMA, ON IMPORT CONTROL LEGISLATION

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, I will be very
brief as I know these hearings are being held under an extremely tight time
schedule.

As a co-sponsor of legislation to strengthen Import controls on oil, beef, and
dairy products, I wish to commend the Committee for scheduling these important
hearings. This is an area that certainly deserves thorough and careful review.

Cattlemen in my state reported a return on investment of less than 1% last
year and claim that their biggest problem was the fluctuating volume of meat
Imports. Dairy farmers in Oklahoma are in a desperate situation because of
low prices. Increased efficiency in the operation of each of these industries has
not been enough to offset the sharp jump in production costs. Help is definitely
needed.

During the past eight years the strength of the domestic off industry has con-
tinued to decline. There has been a steady decrease In exploration efforts and
many drilling contractors and small independent producers have been elimi-
nated completely. In my own state of Oklahoma, rig activity Is at its lowest
point in 23 years.

This decline in exploration is a matter of deepest concern to me. If we do not
find new reserves to replace those which are being depleted, the security of this
Nation is In danger. The crisis In the Middle-East should make it absolutely
clear that this country cannot become dependent upon foreign sources for its
energy needs.

I would like at this point to place In the record a concise summation of the
great problems facing the independent oil producer which was prepared by the
Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association. I shal not ask to read it in order
to conserve valuable time. I urge that It be given careful consideration by the
members of the Committee.

Thank you for allowing me to appear here this morning.

STATEMENT Or OKLAHOMA INDEZPENDiNT PETROLEUM AssocmTxoN

The Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association represents the majority of
Independent oil men in Oklahoma. The independent segment of the oil industry
in our state is struggling for survival. Although we, today, are producing at
the greatest rate since the Near East Crisis in 1957, we are producing from
reserves discovered 20 odd years ago-not from new discoveries. About 45% of
the oil produced in Oklahoma is produced from secondary recovery. Incentives
must be found to reverse this trend and reestablish the proper proportions of
primary production to secondary.

Our labor costs, in direct competition with other industry In our state, have
risen on an average of 27% sinct: 1959; materials we utilize have increased on
an average of 24% during this period; well servicing contractors have been
forced to increase their charges on an average of 56% during this same interval.
Although precentage-wise Oklahoma has historically been the most successful
of any of the states in exploratory drilling, the number of drilling rigs running
in Oklahoma on March 10, 1967 was at the lowest level In many years-just 88.
A small token of price restoration of crude oil was given last year in an 8#
increase, but even so our entire source of income today Is selling for less than
It did in 1957.

Historically the independent in Oklahoma has discovered the lion's share of
the new reserves, but now he Is fighting to stay alive by producing from present
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reserves, selling out to the integrated oil companies, consolidating and merging,
or abandoning his wells and going out of business. He most certainly Is not
finding the new oil required for our national security because his costs are up
substantially, while the oil Is down. The high net profit Increases currently
being enjoyed by the major oil companies, resulting In a large part from their
foreign oil, are not being shared by the ndependent producer who produces
from within the United States.

The Mandatory Oil Import Program was adopted and put into effect by the
Executive Branch of our Government for the purpose of maintaining our na-
tional security. Whenever our country has to depend more and more on foreign
sources of supply for any commodity vulnerable to attack in times of emergency,
our national security and defense Is weakened. The very branch of government
which brought the oil import program into being for the good of our security has
allowed, in recent years, certain procedures and special treatments to come Into
being which undermine and weaken the very program designed to maintain our
national security.

These include:
1. The use of estimating procedures which has caused repeated overages

of oil imports from Canada.
2. The increased Importation of products from Puerto Rico, the Virgin

Islands and other sources.
3. Imports outside of the program such as bonded jet fuel, the establish-

ment of foreign trade zones and other proposals to enlarge Imports for petro-
chemical plants outside the United States.

4. Special treatment for Imports of asphalt and asphaltic contents of
imported oil.

The Oil Import Program has been weakened and placed In jeopardy by the use
of these loopholes and procedures which circumvent the Intent of the program.
We believe the Executive Branch has failed in Its administration of the program
to assure an adequate reserve within the Continental United States for use In
case of a national emergency.

Because so many states are affected by the oil Industry, and because the whole
economy and freedom of our country could be placed In jeopardy, the OIPA
strongly believes that legislation Is Imperative to tighten up the United States
Oil Import controls program and, therefore, recommends passage of S.B. 2332.

U.S. SNATE,
Waington, D.C.

Hon. RussLL B. LoG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finanme,
Senate Oe Buiding, Was into D.C.
Drag Ma CHAIIMAN: In connection with your bill, S. 2332, I am enclosing a

copy of a letter from a constituent In Hawaii who points out that the bill could
have "disastrouW effect for Hawaii If the legislation leads to an absolute prohibi-
tion of use of bonded turbine fuel on International flights of U.S. flag carriers.

Mr. Kenneth F. C. Char, President of one of the two local scheduled airlines
serving Interisland within my State, points out in his letter that, from January
to September this year, 62.9 per cent of the total aircraft fuel dispensed In
Hawaii was bonded. Mr. Char concluded, "It is clear, therefore, that fuel
rationing, If it does come, will affect Hawaii more than any other area of the
United States."

Air transportation s the sole means of passenger transport among the
populated islands of my State. There are no Interisland highways and no
Interisland passenger ships. Furthermore, more than 90 per cent of Mainland-
Hawaii passengers go by air. These facts underscore the critical dependence
of the people of Hawaii on air transport and on a dependable supply of jet
aircraft fuel.

I am calling this Fituation to your attention and to the attention of Committee
members so that provision can be included in S. 2332 to allow for Hawaii's
special needs.

With kind regards and aloha,
Sincerely yours,

HIAM L FONG,
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ALOZA Auuas Ixa.,

Hon. HA..X L ]Pne H o
U.S. Besete, New &..te O0u BD~,WWq~ Jtoust, D.C.

It has come to my attention that Senator Long of Louisiana is currently con-
ductlug Senate Finance Committee hearings In Washington in connection with
Senate Bill S-2332 This could lead to the absolute probition of the use of
bonded turbine fuel on International flights of U.S. flag carriers. If this were to
become law, it would not be in the public interest and would be disastrous for
Hawaii.

As a member of the Board of Directors of the Air Transport Association, I
have been keenly awaye, for some time, of the growing shortage of turbine fuel
available in the free world. As a matter of fact, Aloha Airlines is presently in
contract negotiations with petroleum companies, and this shortage is already re-
fle(ting itself in higher costs to us. But, the problem is broader and more Im-
portant than a mere price Increase to Aloha Airlines. Unless bonded turbine fuel
is permitted on international flights of U.S. flag carriers, there is certain to be a
rationing of fuel because there simply Is not enough domestic supply to meet the
demad.

There will be much testimony, I am sure. It Is not my purpose, therefore, to
deluge you with figures, at this time. However, in a few words, my appraisal,
baacd on reliable ATA and other industry data, Is as follows:

TLe ratio of bonded fuel to the total fuel requted in 1968 by the airlines
In all of the United States is 19.2 percent. In District Five, which Includes
the West Coast and Hawaii, this ratio is 27.3 percent. In Hawaii alone, how-
ever, the total bonded fuel dispensed by all suppliers from January to Sep-
tember 1967, was 151,074,000 gallons, whereas the total fuel supplied (bonded
and domestic) was 240,327,000 gallons. In other words, 62.9 percent of the
total fuel dispensed in Hawaii during this period was bonded. It is clear,
therefore, that fuel rationing, if It does come, will affect Hawaii more than
any other area of the United States.

I hope you will do all possible to prevent a prohibition of the use of bonded
fuel which, at this time, is so vital to our industry and our economy.

Please do not hesitate to call on me If I can provide any additional Information.
KmInrx F. Q. CRa.

TzSTItoMN or Ho. GAmi IEL SmxVra, A U.S. Rz rnwnA n I"M Wa. !$TAT$
or KAN4ASA, 918. 2W.,

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Oommittee, my name s Garner R. Shriver, ad
X appear before you today In behalf of the people of the State of Kansas'and
particularly my constituents In the 4th Congressonal Ditrl&qt of Kansas. '

I am sre I need not remind this ftmlttee that there i& no commodity morie
lmportaftt to the national secarfty, tuan petroleum On many ocaewons over. the
last decade, experience has shown time and time again that the United States
Is the only comotely rellale and adequate source of petroleum for this natlonls
needs In time of crisis and conflict The recent Middle East. crisis has once again
shown the Importance of having a readily available supply at oil in this country
to neet the needs of this nation and als to help supply the ol Mirewen C
other friendly nations during the time of this crisis.

" Your Oomnitte6 has been furnished by other witness with adequate facts
aid statistics whIh show that during the past decade this nation's petroleum
producing Industry ban been going downhill. These declining trends are cause
for genuine alorm. In my own State of Kansas the oil produting Industry is
largely made up of the smaller elements in the oil industry. Due t9 this the de-
cines that have rake place In the oil producing industry during the past decade
have been particularly hard on Kansas Independent oil and gas produeerc As a
result, a lage percentage of them have had to give up and quit the businem.
This has hurt the overall economy o my State, as well as the har= that has
been done to our nation's security.

The serious conditions existing In the domestic petroleum produing Industry
,are well-kno*6 to tis Committee and likewise to the Executive Branch of our
Government. The Department of the Interior, which Is the Department closest
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to the overall situation with respect to petroleum, stated In its in-depth study
of the petroleum producing industry, published in January, 1965:

"... what has been done since 1966 to find new supplies of oil, whether through
new discoveries or through increasing recovery rates of old deposits, hoe not been
enough to provide a sound basis for future growth." (Italic added).

We are all well acquainted with the Mandatory Oil Import Program and rec.
ognize that it has done much to help In the maintenance of a healthy domestic
petroleum industry. Without it the industry would indeed be In a state of chaos
today. However, even with this Program, i my State of Kansas the following
adverse developments have taken place:

1. The number of rotary rigs operating In Kansas is down from 109 in
19M to 54 in 1966. (Down-68%).

2. The number of exploratory wells drilled has declined from 1,907 In
1956 to 924 in 1966. (Down-52%).

3. The total number of employees in oil and gas production has changed
from 15,825 in 1956 to 11,100 in 1966. (Down--30%).

4. New crude oil reserves found in Kansas in 1956 amounted to 118,702,000
barrels. In 1966,77,65,000 barrels were found. (Down-35%).

5. Proved crude oil reserves in Kansas as of December 81, 1956, amounted
to 992,211,000. In 1966 such Yeserves had been reduced to 720,429,000.,
(Down-27%).

8. The selling price of crude oil per barrel In Kansas In 1957 was P.01.
In 1966 It averaged $2.95. (Down-2%). This has occurred while the cost
of finding oga i Increased substantially.

This is a serious situation p0 datuo41- It is the responsibility of Con-
gress to take the necess ction to reverse adverse trends which, as I-
have mentioned, are ng place not only In the Sta Kansas, but in all of
the more than 30 producing States. This nation can afford to have this
basic national rity Industry go d the drain.

Therefore, I h to commend this e for holding hearings so
that the true can be laid he rd. I mend Long and his
28 lleaga who joned in ntrod ng R Over on t BHouse side, I
have Join with 46 oy eoil guess Introd ing similar Bi in order to
strength the Oil I P legislation is mo troversial,

aIsee I becatu th IIl woulPatht.l wou 'write/n statutory
law the t Oil IportI

it *Itoi well-ktown that r Dea o i
Interio many appalcations.fto the wh If a d, could

dustry. This legls tion AM I i or . t
ml Ing the 01 Import a V-ftdon I am
the now brough o te Scretary of Interior

main t o"I-V
One al 0w ip, as peliahv or al offA alleged

Ills that along, me tan the uto 0em ono problems In
.uerto RI the eonomic 'Of thV Islands, balance OfPlymets e f, w soom m r a rogtm

uour Obnftte favorably on
232 sincerely eve that the adoption of this -roposedl 1 U Marred-
ally t mainten of a strong domestle eIng Industry, so

ST U IFJ~X 0fU1.Q~G E. -8NWL1Y, A U.S.Tl . iszT$v33Q(? TA=W

Mdr., W = Ohi if i #rtlte to ap"ar hfee kdaYi ftftf with ese
U te coideration of iniport entMe k&oroUbeiors theCongress -

M. C"alrfin ie S&*Neavy of t hwtfm bus awkitoG W ratio NMtI
a brit biftry of te oil import rf~ta h*I 0b eaeoogi b~ s ete
that The underlying thm ad this program Isnefscee of dtestle iirt

11-1 A.
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oil in time of emergency. It is apparent that the program was designed to prevent
us from drifting into a growing dependence on foreign oiL The recent Mid-East
crisis point up that the basic objectives of the import control program was once
again put to test. The large and growing U.9. market has been and i shared
with other oil producing countries particularly those of the Western Hemisphere.
A good reason for solid and well established rules well understood to insure
stability and orderly development.

The steady expansion of investment and profits of the domestic industry
shows it to be healthy and vigorous. This fact was pointed out in the Department
of the Interior study in 1964. I'he data developed by that study revealed that our
greatest problem is that of Insuring that reserves are adequate to meet the greater
expanded requirements of future years. Thus, the Government experts estimate
that five billion barrels of liquid hydrocarbons must be added each year if
domestic producers are to hold historic reserves to production ratio in the next
fifteen years and through 1980. The fact that domestic producers have elected not
to pursue the acquisition of reserves any more agressively than they have should
not necessarily obscure the fact that It Is within their means to do so. What
the producers lack is Incentive.

It can be fairly assumed that the Import control program has been a good
instrument in upholding posted prices for domestic crude oil and to this extent
has prevented the burden of price declines from further discouraging explora-
tion activity. Import controls are an excellent feature of any program designed
to provide incentives for discovery and development of petroleum reserves, It
can be employed successfully as has been done in the present case to give some
stability to markets and lend a tone of stability to the economic environment in
which company officials project their plans for future operations. But is this
all they can do?

Since 196, exploration emphasis has been directed mainly to deep drilling and
offshore areas such as the Gulf of Mexico and Alaska. To date, these costly
ventures have not proven-up adequate reserves for all our future requirements.
It is not easy for exploration departments to sell their management on drilling
a prospect with a small reserve potential in the face of today's rising costs. For
this reason, exploration has been diverted away from the smaller, shallower and
less expensive onshore prospects.

In all of its studies and actions during the last decade, the Federal Government
has paid little attention to the shallower onshore reserves. The present import
program recognises the importance of the small refiner and provides him a pre-
ferred position in the quota allocation system. In general, small independent
refiners represent a dispersed and decentralised refining capacity of critical
importance to national defense.

The import program should provide In some way the Incentive nesmory in
support of developing onshore reserves. I think that we all recognize that in
this world of tension such situations which are brought on by the hostilities in
the Middle East makes It necessary that we have a domestic industry capable of.
producing substantial additional supplies of petroleum for prolonged periods on
short aoitiCe. The key to sustain production capacity Is adequate reserve. I an
deeply concerned about the nine year decline of domestic crude oil reserve. Our
nation, to remain a leader in economic world affairs and maintain military-
supremacy, must reverse this downward trend. I support *any legislative or
administrative effort which will promote the exploration and development of
domestic petroleum reserves.

STATzMENT SusuM-rU To fENATE FwANCE (OM rm sr How. SiLvbo 0. ComE,
A U.S. REumFSU TATIvE FItoM THE SsraS or MASSACUsrrTs, ONOWOUNG PRo-
15os3 IMPOST QUOTA LEGsLATtON

I want to first express my appreciation to the distinguished Chairman of this
Committee. Senator Russell Long, and to his distinguished fellow Committee
members for affording me this opportunity to present testimony. I would like
to address my remarks to Senate bill S. 2O3Z introduced by Senator Long and
cosponsoxed by many of his colleagues, and particularly to the devastatingly
harmful effects with respect to Number 2 fuel ol that would result from paaw
of this legislation.

Number 2 fuel oll is used to heat more than three quarters of the homes in the
New England area. In my home state of Massachusetts alone some two million
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gallonb were used last year. If ever an Item fell within the meaning of "a neces-
sity of life" this commodity does. I don't know how many of you gentlemen
have spent time In New England during the winter, but It gets pretty cold up
there.

Mr. Chairman, there is today a clear and critical shortage In this country ot
Number 2 fuel oiL This has resulted In the highest price Increases In history to
dealers throughout New England ranging from between ten and fifteen percent
over last year's costs.

The major reason for this shortage, furthermore, is not the lack of available
crude oil in the hands of domestic producers. Rather it is due to the fact that
the major oil companies are not interested in refining and are not marketing the
amounts of Number 2 fuel oil needed for consumption.

The reason for this lack of interest is a simple one-there are various other
products which they can make from the crude oil, such as jet fuel and gasoline
which will give them far greater profits than they receive from the processing
of Number 2 fuel oiL

As I have said, this is a simple reason and a compelling one for producers to
concentrate on other products and Ignore Number 2 fuel oIL

Nevertheless, the facts remain that this commodity Is of absolute necessity to
hundreds of thousands of people In this country.

Given this set of circumstances, the alternative seems clear. We must turn to
other sources of supply for our Number 2 fuel oil.

More Number 2 fuel oil in finished product must be imported into this country.
One way o accomplishing this today exists under our present guidelines and

quota.
Of the 76,000 barrels of oil which are permitted to be imported each day

(which figure is based on 1957 levels of import) some 30,000 barrels are allocated
to the Defense Department for their use. The Defense Department has not been
using this allotment and the result has been to severely limit the amount of
"finished product" barrels coming into this country. The Defense Department
allocation should be freed up and made available for public consumption as loug
as the Defense Department does not have the need or desire to use it. th would
vegniflcantly increase the supply of Number 2 fuel oil in this country, and it
should be done immediately.

However, this will Just be a short-range solution to this critical problem. The
demand for Number 2 fuel oil Is going to continue increasing in this country
while the desire on the part of oil producers to make It will continue to decrease.

Unless appropriate steps are taken, we are not goig to have the necessary
fuel oil to heat the innumerable homes that depend on It.

We therefore are going to have to liberalize our import quotas as they apply
to Number 2 fuel oil.
S. 2332, on the other hand, would not only prevent this necessary liberaliza-

tion, it would reduce and no doubt eventually eliminate importation of Number
2 fuel oil.

& 2832 would freez.t the present quotas which were based on 1967 levels and
which are obviously unrealistic today. Furthermore, S. 2332 calls for progmeae
reduction of "finished product' Imports and no doubt ultimately envisions their
complete elimination.

The facts, I believe, clearly demonstrate the inappropriateness of this approach.
We must have more number 2 fuel oil than we are presently getting in this coun-
try and we are going to have to Import It In order to get It. This will not be
possible if S. 2882 become the law o the land.

Before concluding, let me, point out one further -fact. Much has been said
during these hearings about national defense nee4s and requirements as they
relate to oil and oil products.Secretary of the Interior, Stewart Udall, testified before this committee on
October 18 as follows: "I would like to state here, my firm view that in the
present world petroleum situation, oil imports should be co-trolled in the In-
terests of our national security. That is the paramount-the ouly-rtason why
such Imports are controlled."

Our military today uses ten percent of the domestic oil produced
Number 2 fuel oil, however, does not fall within this military need nor does It

ftall within any national. security or national defense need of "his country.
Let me once again thank O hs'an Long and the res of the member o this

Committee for providing me with the opportunity to present this testimony.
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STAT3MWMT OF HON. STAN HATHAWAY, GovERNoa or WyOMiNG

Mr. Chairman, my state, Wyoming, is vitally Interested in the health and
strength of the petroleum producing industry. Almost fifty percent (50%) of the
total land area of the state Is under lease to the oil and gas producing industry.
Last year almost seventy-eight percent (78%) of the r'oney from mineral produc-
tion in Wyoming came from the sale of crude oil and natural gas-some $391,087,-
000. More than ten thousand employees are engaged in the crude oil tind natural
gas production in my state and in the marketing of the.e important products.
This is a significant percentage of WyomiuA's population. The contribution of the
petroleum-producing industry is important to the economic welfare of Wyoming,
as well as to the entire Rocky Mountain area. Thus, we are vitally concerned
with our governmental policies which directly affect this important Industry.

One basic policy which I consider important to the health and strength of our
domestic oil and gas producing industry Is the Mandatory Oil Import Program.
This recognized national policy has done much to help maintain a domestic
petroleum producing industry.

However, even with this program. Wyoming has witnessed many advance trends
taking place over the past decade. For example:
(1) Total employees in oil and gas production:

1957: 6458
1966: 5442 (down 15.7%)

(2) New crude oil reserves found In Wyoming:
1957: 166,076.000 barrels
1966: 38,065,000 barrels (down 76.7%)

(3) Proved crude oil reserves:
December 81, 1957: 1.419.718.000
December 31, 196: 1.072.523,000 (down 24.5%)

(4) Price of oil per barrel in Wyoming
1957: $2.66
1966: $2.56 (down &8%)

(5) The over-all costs of drilling a well, labor and materials, have gone up sub-
substantially in this ten-year period.

Along with these advance trends are more tnd more threats to the Mandatory
Oil Import Program. More and more people tire trying to use the program for
things for which it was not intended. Attempts are constantly being made to erode
the national security purpose of this program. The new pending threats to the
program in the form of opposition to circumvent progress causes much uncer-
tainty. This in turn discourages the necessary search for new oil and gas reserves.

For these reasons. I and my colleagues at the Western Governors' Conference,
meeting at West Yellowstone, Montana. adopted the following Resolution which
pretty well sets forth the feelings of my state, the Rocky Mountain States, and
the balance of the Western States making up the Western Governors' Conference.
It reads:

"Whereas, The Mid-East crisis demonstrated the necessity, of a healthy and
adequate domestic oil industry: and

"Whereas, The Mandatory Oil Import Program was authorized by the Congress
and established by Presidential proclamation in 1959 for the express purpose of
assuring adequate domestic oil supplies for national security; and

"Whereas, The program has been and is being used for purposes not directly
related to or consistent with this stated purpose-such as the promotion of foreign
economic interests, individual companies and the control of prices for crude off
and refined products; and

'Whereas, Recent proposals from the Oil Import Administration of the De-
partment of the Interior would be an even further departure from the stated
purpose of the program-that of assuring a healthy domestic oil industry: and

"Whereas, There has been a sharp decline in exploration and drilling activity
of the American petroleum industry, which has directly and adversely affected
the economies of the 13 Western States and the welfare of their citizens; and

"Ihereas, Further exemptions of certain imports and preferential treatment
under the program will result in serious damage to the Integrity, stability and
effectiveness of the Mandatory Oil Import Program,4 subsequently t the
American domestic petroleum Industry;

"Now, therefore be it resolved, That the 196? annual meeting of the Western
Goverors' Vonfeuce At West Teilowstone, )ozt4 epressr oppositioA t9
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any action which will weaken, undermine or circumnvent the original intent and
stated purpose of the Mandatory Oil Import Program, and

"Be It further resolved, That the WeAern Governors' Conference urge the
United States Congress to take resolute and immediate action to Insure the
stability and Integrity of the Mandatory Oil Import l'rogram."

Yot. will note that we Western Governors have recouneinded that the Uulted
States Congress take action to insure the stability and integrity of the Mandatoy
Oil Import Program. Passage of S.F. != would aid materially in accomplishing
this goal. If this is done, it will go a long way toward re-vitalizing the petroleum
producing Industry in my state, the Rocky Mountain area, as well as the o)Lher
oil producing states of our nation.

STATE Of NOSTH DAKOT.L,
1',XEUTIVE OFFICE.

Bietnarck, N. Dak.
Jion. RussEu B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Senate Offce Building,
Washhegton, D.C.

D&AR ,8XNATOR LoXG: I wish to add my support to thome who sek lm.Aage
of S. 2332. I believe this legislation is increasingly urgent if our dowetic crude
oil industry is to continue its program of maintaining this nation's reserve.

Excessive Imports of crude oil would have an adverse effect on crude oil
exploration and reserve development in our state.

Sincerely, WILLIAM L. GUT, (Joveta '.

STATKMaMT or Noa DAxrcTA Gov. WazUuM L. Guy

As Governor of the State of North Dakota I urge adoption of Senate Bill 282
as legislation needed to strengthen our domestic petroleum Industry and pro-
vide an Incentive to promote Increased exploration efforts that must come It
we are to provide the reserves necessary to assure our security without depend.
ence upoM freignl supplies that have Just been demonstrate are unavailable to
us when they are needed.

We believe th legilation, as proposed by Senator Long Is very little different
from the intent of the present mandatory Oil Import Program. The one notable
exception Is that by adopting this bill the program wil have a lon range sta-
bility not possible under the present Oil import Policy. The depth necessary to
drill exploratory wells to find new reserves is constantly Incressin& In addl-
tion, expenses which are a part of the oil operator's cost have continued to rise
in price. This plus the fact that new reserves are becoming ever Increasingly hard
to find makes It appear to me that If we are to expect the investment of funds
for exploratory efforts neesuary to provide us with reserves to assure our na-
tion's security we must take steps to create a confdence In the OUl Import Policy
that does not exist at this time. Especially Is this so with the independent oil
producer who brditionally has borne the brunt of the wildcatting effort so vital
to the assurance of adequate oil reserves, and does not have the profits of foreign
production to aid his economic position.

In the State of North Dakota the average well Investment can be expected to
be recovered In a period of four to five years, Unless the oil operator who must
make this Investment In a high risk business can be assured of continued protec-
tion from foreign imports In the market place for the period a time It takes to
recover his Investment, he is not likely to continue making It.

If Senate Bill 2332 was adopted, It would further alleviate the constant pres-
sure on the administrators of the program by those seeking special treatment or
exceptions from Its provisions. We realse there are good advantages to Increa-
Ing trade with our Canadian neighbors to the north; however, when actual crude
Imports into District I-IV exceed estimates, which are used to formulate allow-
able of overall foreign Imports, by 50,000 barrels per day, It has certain harmful
effects. Use of actual import figures in formulating alloaables as provided in the
proposed bill appears desirable. Likewise, there may be advantages in usldg the
Import program to help solve economic Ills of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islan4s
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by providing foreign trade zones, or aiding competitive problems of the petro
chemical Industry by increasing their quota; however, providing confidence in
government to the oil producer who takes far greater ri"ks Is more Important In
zpy opinion to both the nation's security and economy. We might also add that
we agree there Is need to encourage those things which will aid In the abatement
of air pollution, but we certainly doubt the wisdom of allowing special treatment
under the Import Program to help accomplish this goal.

I am quite confident that the Long bill will not provide all the answers needed
for the problems now existing In a somewhat depressed domestic oil industry.
The bill does, however, correct certain deficiencies and makes the program more
meaningful and stable, which is important. All will agree that we must not. become
dependent on foreign oil for a greater portion of our needs. This means, naturally,
that our domestic industry must continue to grow to service our requirements.
With the proper incentives it wilL Senate Bill 2332 is one of the proper incentives.

STATEMENT Or HoN. Jou G. TowuR, A U.S. SENAToS FioM TuLz STATE Or TEAs

Mr. Chairman, distinguished colleagues, there Is an urgent need for Con-
gressional action to provide a positive and meaningful oil import policy. The
current policy employed by this country is a threat to our national security and
to the very existence of a strong domestic petroleum industry.

The primary feature of the proposed legislation Is to limit oil Imports to a
level of 12.2%. This is not a harsh measure, and I do not think that its enact-
ment would at this time be unduly harmful to those interests which are depend-
ent on foreign sources of petroleum.

I feel that the proposed oil Import legislation Is to our best national interest.
Recent developments In the Middle East not to mention two world wars, the
Korean conflict, and the Sues Crisis in 196, have demonstrated that we as a
nation can not be dependent on foreign sources for oil.
' However, oil Imports in 196 will exceed our yearly reserve productive capac-

ity. This year 2,600,000 barrels of oil will be imported daily at a period when
our effective daily reserve production capacity Is estimated at only 2o00J00
barrels. . :. , . I

During the -last 10 Years the industry aq s sfered persistent deterioration.
Now at a time when a strong healthy domestic oil Industry Is badly needed we
find that It Is in danger of being unable to meet the ever I requirements
of this nation's future growth.

In the last 14 years only 48 million barrels of new reserves have been located
In this country. Unless we have a sharp Increase in oil exploration we will by
necessity be Importing 8 million barrels of foreign oil daily by 1985.
-As the internal demands are IncreaAfug at a? tremendous rate we have had'

almost 40% fewer well completions during the last decade.
Our domestic oil industry must have the incentive to plan long range program

In the development of new reserve& However, wider the existing federal Import
program the purposes and objectives can not now be realized.

,| ..... mmMZNEL lIe.,

New Yor, N.Y.
Hon. RussmL B. Ioxo,
Now Resoft Ooe BwEUdW,
Wee k, ft1o D.C.

Duas SZATOS Los: Thank you for the copies of statements read at the
Public Hearings on Import Quota Legislation, October 18, 19, 20, 1967. I was
present at the first day's hearings. I could not get Into the room the nest day. I
was Interested In your . 2882, a I have been an oil man since January 1919,
for the most part in Latin America and the Middle 1ast rather than the
United States. I am sure the Department of Stae Is fully familiar with my
activities abroad.

It seems to me that there is an awful lot you could do for our domestic oil
producer and refiners without being concerned as to whether a few more
barrels of oil Is Imported Into the United States, above the 12.2 percent of
domestic production, or not. I believe the Secretary of the Interior and the
President himself have done fairly well with such a complex Industry as oIL

There Is, however, room for Improvement within the realm of legislation to
vitalize our domestic oil Industry, particularly the independent sector of oil
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producer.. and refiners. The opportunity is there for some one of your prestige
and high standing. I make reference to the perennial threat on the part of leg-
islators to encroach on producer's depletion allowance and failure to provide
access to adequate loans, particularly to those independent refiners to modern-
Ize the obsolescent refineries in order to obtain higher product realization
out of a barrel of domestic crude oil processed, present advanced technology
permits.

I want to assure you with utmost respect a refiner today can realize as much
as $4.50 per barrel of oil processed by modernizing his refinery, irstead of the
average of $3.90 he now falls to achieve.

Faithfully yours,
YUVAXT MAXUDUr,

Preeldent.

SUN OL Co.,Phfladelp~Iak, Ps.
Hon. Russzu B. LONe,

U.S. Senate,
Woekisgto%. D.C.

Mt DzA Sw-&Tmo: In response to published requests for comments by interested
parties to the Senate Committee on Finance, we are pleased to express Sun
Oil Company's views on Senate Bill 2332 which concerns aspects of the Trade
Expansion Act

This bill alms to establish as a matter of law that the Importation of petroleum
into districts I-IV shall not exceed 12.2 per cent of the domestic crude petroleum
and natural gas liquids produced in those districts.

Sun Oil has supported for many years and continues to support now the
Mandatory Imports Control Program administered by the U.S. Department
of Interior. The entire program has served the United States well since It was
established by Presidential Proclamation by Dwight D. Eisenhower In 1959.
President Kennedy and President Johnson each elected to continue the Import
program because it was doing the task it had been assigned.

In recent years additional quantities of crude oil have become available
around the world. Despite this, the domestic production segment of the U.S. oil
industry has not been squeezed out. It has continued to supply the major por-
tion of domestic req elements.

To me, this means that the Deparftent of Interior has taken its assignment
seriously to bold total imports at this 112 pev cent level. 'When additional
quantities, of residual fuel were needed, the Mandatory Imports Control Pro-
gram proved itself flexible enough to modify the program. The administration
of the program by the Department of Interior has been responsive to changing
oil patterns only after careful study. The domestic oil industry and the eonsmer
have been accorded adequate oppor to express their opinions on any changes
contemplated.

While we at Sun OR1 Company have disagreed with the administration of
some parts of the proaMm, we believe that the program basically remains
balanced and that on the whole the Department of Interior has done its Job
well The import program must be responsive to changing conditions and, while
we cannot predict what these changes will be, we know that they will oeur.
Establishing the 12. percentage as a matter of law would remove flexibility to
the detriment of the entire industry.

We believe that the Bill as written will adversely affect S.mn Oil Company
in several areas First of all, the Bill would establish that all imports of petro-
leum other than crude oil should be progressively reduced. Under this new
definition, the synthetic crude oil which to now being produced by a Sun
subsidiary, Great Canadian Oil Sands Limited, could be excluded from move-
ment into the United States.

This synthetic crmud oil is a mixture o liquid hydrocarbor2 with a composite
gravity of about 40" AP gravity. It is not obtained by conventional drilling
of an oil wsl but Is produced by mining and thm p tar sands in
Alberta, Oad,.

In order to produ this il, $M million (Canadian) was Invested In a plant
nea Fort McMurray. This facility was formally dedicated just last month after
many years of research to perfect the required technology and the
ability. The oil produced from the G OO plant is ztremely low 61 s01fur
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since this material is removed by special equipment ncorporathd In the design
of the plant. For this reason, the oil Is one that is very suitable as fuel In
combating air pollution.

Sun believes this project Is soundly conceived and represents a source of
petroleum vital to both the United States and Canada for their national
security. Recent world events as well as World War II have documented the
wisdom of having petroleum available In these countries to meet our growing
demand.

It has been Sun's practice for some years to exchange products between its
refineries at Toledo, Ohio and Sarnia, Ontario, Canada o provide flexibility
in Its operations to alleviate shortages and overages. As an example, Sun is
shipping some #2 furnace oil from Sarnia to Toledo during the present heat-
ing season in order to assure that there will be adequate supplies for our custo-
mers In the mid-West. We are conscious that under conditions of world stress,
a refinery In Canada close to the U.S. border is an important contributor to
our mutual national security. Under the proposed Bill, all suck product flow
between these two points would be eliminated.

It Is also proposed by the Bill under review that imports shall not be permitted
from Puerto Rico. As you may know, Sun currently has on file with the Depart-
ment of Interior, an application for crude oil imports into Puerto Rico. These Im-
ports would be used to feed a lubricating oil plant proposed for construction hi
the Yabucoa Valley of the Island. This project, if approved, would involve a total
investment of $12Z million.

Part of the crude oil proceased in this proposed plant would be shipped to the
U.S. mainland in the form of Jet fuel components, gas oil and lubricating oils.
Prior to submitting our application to the Department of Interior, Sun entered
a formal agreement with the Puerto Rican Government which outlined our mutual
objectives. When this agreement was signed and forwarded to the Department of
Interior, together with our application, It was our understandingg that the request
for crude oil quota and movement of products frotu Puerto Rico to the United
States mainland would be accomplished within the existing 1=2% lmitatIon.

The Puerto Rican project would serve an, objective of the United States Gov-
ernment to have investments made on domestic sol rather than abroad. The
availability of lubricating oils refined ta Puerto Rico will help to countact de-
clining exports from the U.S. It will also contribute to the maintenance, or even
perhaps enhancement, of the U.& balance of patients position The importation
of Jet fuel components to the continental U.$ will relieve Impending military and
commercial shortage& A further objective of the U.S. Government and the Puerto
Rican Economic Development Admlnistration would be met by this Investment
since the total project would create about 2W0 direct and indirect Jobs.

We are certain that you and the other members of the Committee o Finance
are seeking the best answer to the question *9 ol import& However, we feel we
must express our opposition to this proposed Bill since, In Sun's opinion, it pro-
duces no benefits but may instead be harmful to our nation.

We respectfully request that this cornespoden" be made part of the record of
your Committee's hearings and have enclosed 25 additional copies for possible
circulation within the Committee. Thank you for the opportualty to expre Sun
Oil's position.

Very truly yours,
Roor 0. Duxzwp.

STAT=MZN? OW FUS1 N X. FLBUE, Paorssoa or 1DNoo)o1s, MNSSACcauSrTTS

IZNTITITZ OV TDNNOLOGT
5t7MM..3Y

The argumet. that quotas on petroleum Imports enhance the security of the
United States is a false one. To ensure the preservation of domestic oil supplies
In the event of a petroleum erisi the United States should import freely and
reduce cosmpton of domestically produced oil. While It Is true that this would
sharply curtail petroleum exploration, it Is not true that petroleum diesovellse
would be so greatly affected as to make domestic rom"es decrease substantially
if at all Further, It is clear that the United States is in no danger of running
out ed oli. If it is desirable for strategic purposes to ensure that some oil reserves
are kept In a readily producible state, this should be done by stockpiling reserves
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in the ground analogous to the treatment of other strategic materials. It should
not be done by keeping gasoline and other oil prices high at the expense of Ameri-
can consumers.

In fact, the main effect of oil import quotas is the maintenance of high prices
and the subsidization of various relatively Inefficient domestic producers at the
expense of the American motorist. Quotas should be discontunued, not written into
law.
1. Oil Import Quotas and National ScuritV

The basic argument put forward Iu favor of oil import quotas is one of national
security. It is argued that free imports of oil make us reliant on foreign sources
which may be (and have been) cut off or diminished in the event of an emergency.
By limiting imports, we free ourselves from international political blackmail
(principally by the Arabs). I believe this argument to be false. The imposition of
oil import quotas does not advance the security of the United States and It unduly
penalizes American motorists.

It is obvious that for the national security argument for oil import quotas to be
right, it must be so for somewhat subtle reasons. If free imports lead to heavy use
of imported oil and a cutback in domestic production displaced by imports, the
naturA conclusion is that domestic oil will not be used up so fast and there will
be more of It around in the event of an emergency than would be the case if
imports were limited and domestic production expanded. If one wants to have a
strategic material on hand for crises, a reasonable way to behave is to stockpile
It and use foreign sources in non-crisis situations, not to use up domestic supplies
faster. This is United States government policy with respect to most other stra-
tegic material

This argument is realized by quota proponents. They claim that the true situa-
tion is as follows:

A. Domestic supplies of crude oil In the ground change when oil Is produced (a
subtraction) and when new oll Is discovered (an addition).

B. Free imports will reduce domestic production and thus Indeed reduce the
rate at which we subtract from known oil reserves.

C. However, free oil imports will also reduce the price of crude oil This will
reduce the incentive to exploration for and discovery of oil. Exploration Is very
sensitive to such incentives and will fall off drastically.

D. This will greatly reduce additions to ofl reserves through now discoveries
gnd

IL The net result of the two effects will be a reduction In oil reserveL
This fairly complicated argument is not ridiculous, but it is almost certainly

completely false A good deal of recent quantitative research (mine and others)
has shown that while oil exploration is Indeed rather sensitive to price, the
dhxover of new crude oil supplies Is not so sensitive as exploration. The princi-
pal reason for this Is that higher prices lead prospectors to drill many fields that
would be too small to be worth drilling at lower price&

Indeed, dImissing returns to oil exploration Induced by higher prices lend to
set In rather quickly. The best estimate of the effects of a price Increase seems
to be that a ten percent price Increase (other things equal) leads to about a six-
teen per cent Inerease in the number of wildcat wells but only about a nine per
cent increase in discoveries Whether this means that discoveries are sufiently
sensitive to prices to make the pro-quota argument true Is not clear. What is clear
is that such sensitivity Is not so obviously high as to make that argument highly

persuasive. (In this connection, It is worth noting that the supposed high sensi.
tivity of oil discovery to economic incentives is used to buttress any special treat-
ment for crude oil producers, principally the percentage depletion provisions of
the tax laws. It is not a strong buttress.)

Moreover, whatever the effects of free Imports on oil discoveries, and even if
new oil discoveries were to cease altogether on the abandonment of quotas, the
United States Is In no danger whatever of running out ot oiL This is so for
three reasons:

A. Proved reserves of crude oil are sufficient for about 10-12 years production
at current rates. (This figure has been roughly constant for a long time.)

3 This estimate Is taken from Edward W. A*kson, UDonnmle Incentives, Industrial
structure and the Supply of Crude Oil Discers In the V.&, 194o" 59 " paper delvered
at the/Toronto MeetIngs of the Ueonometrie .b5oety, Aust IM6?. Wr ceon has revised,
updatea. and Improved on my earlier work in this area, published In Franklin X. 3 eber,
SUpPIg and osts to t" usd ste* ?strelum I0400y: v_, ,m Msonstd"4e, for
Resources for the Futurs Inc, Baltimore, Md. John Hopkin- pros, 1 .

85-46--47--pt. 1-26
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B. Proved reserves are a deliberately conservative estimate of the amount of
oil in known oil fields and pools. They measure oil in place In such fields close to
existing wells and available pretty much without further exploration. The total
amount of recoverable oil In already discovered deposits Is at least 1.3 times
proved reserves (thirteen years supply, and I am being conservative here).

C. Production of crude oil from oil shale is technologically feasible. There is
at least forty years inpply of such oil in known deposits (but it would be some-
what more expensive Lo produce than domestic crude out of the ground).

D. And, of course, in the event of a prolonged oil crisis, exploration would rise
sharply.

A good argument as to national security is that whatever the long-run supplies
of oil, an emergency requires that oil be readily available (although the nature
of crises since World War II may suggest that the ability to produce more oil
in a Vret arry is not of primary importance). This makes points B-D irrele-
vant In the short run. Further, the possible need to keep oil supplies readily
available may require that the industry not shut in known fields, but keep them
in a state ready to produce as well as keeping In being the capacity to produce
already known proved reserves in a hurry. To the extent that such very short-
run considerations are indeed important, however, it is obviously efficient and
appropriate for the government to stockpile producible oil In known fields by
buying up fields or developing fields on federal lands (these are quite substantial)
or to directly subsidize such stockpiling. (One way to do this Is by paying pro-
ducers In fields closed down as a result of import competition to maintain those
fields and their equipment In a state of readiness.) It Is both Inefficient and
inequitable to subsidize the entire domestic ndustry by keeping gasoline prices
high. For no other strategic material do we engage In such Inefficient action In
place o direct stockpiling, The question should be consciously studied (or existing
studies used) and direct action taken to stockpile readily producible oil in the
ground If this turns out to be necessary. There Is no reason to do this at the
expense of every motorist by limiting imports of efficiently Snoduced cheap
petroleum (largely produced by American firma 1w the way).

S.The Real Eff ct of Qts
The national security argument for quotas Is thusp le and bogus. Thq

real edecs of quotas are the maintenance of high domestic prices and the pro-
tection of reIatively Ineffliciant 4ames olp works as
follows. 

W

For reasons of conservation, erds oil production In exempted from the effects of
the anti-trust laws and Interstate shipment of crude oft produced outside of
state conservation limitations is prohibited. In prctie, when the market for
petroleum weakens, state conservation authorities (principally the Texas Rail-
road Commission) limit production far below the levels which would be dictated
'y conservation consEderatlms However euh limitatons are raloalised. their
effect is the adjustment of production to demand and the maintenace of rela-
tively high prices for crule petroleum and petroleum products. In particular,
state production restrictions limit production from efficient, loweost high-
production wells very severely. This keeps prim artificially high and Inefcient,
high-cost producers In businesL In recent years there has been an abundance of
domestic oil and production has been kept far below capacity,

Obviously, this System could not work if low-cost foreign ol were freely
Imported. It is thus greatly in the Interest of the domestic oil producers to lmit
such ImportL It is not n the Interest of the United Stat4 an a whole, nor is it in
the interest of most of Its citizens.
3. 0owlu"*

A. Import quotas on petroleum should be abandoned, not written Into law.
They do not advance the security of the United States and they penalize the
American motorist for the benefit of domestic oil producers.
B. A study of the advisability of stockpiling readily producible oil in the

ground should be undertaken and such stockpiling done by direct action In the
cheapest possible manner.

C. The present practice of maintaining oil prices at an artiflcally high level
under the guise of conservation should be abandoned. Although free Imports
should go a long way toward acompli this, Congress should consider wheth-
er direct legislation toward th end would be appropriate.
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Bou.oza Crrr, Nv.
Hon. Senator Loxe,
From Lo*Ki.s.,
Senate Oflooe Bunkdmn,
Wa hingTton, D.C.

HoNoRADLz Six: I understand that you are instrumental in the proposed legis-
lation dealing with foreign oil imports. Of core you have the support O the
oil Industry outside the major oil companies.

However, I wish you would go further and attempt some legislation, putting in
reserve the submerged lands, and also oil shale The Department of the Interior
seems to be very near sighted where the question of public interest is concerned,
and incredibly amiable to anything the large oil o es want.

Yours very truly,
DuswcM MniE.

Su lar DX OIL Co.,
Tulsa, Okh.

Senator RussaL B. Loii,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Old Senate OfIoe Building,
Waahingto D.O.

Dia SazATvu: I read with interest the comments of the members of the Sen.
ate Fine.ace Committee and the people who testified on S-2382, a bill having to
do witha the Oil Import Program. Our company is intensely Interested in the Oil
Impo-t Program and one of our company officials atteedv I the hearings last week.

The purpose of this letter is to state that Sunray DX Oil Company firmly
supports the Mandatory Import Program. We have always felt that. the control
of the importaUon of erude oil nto the. United States is asential to the sound
economy of our domeste oil indwty andto our w national awuritr.

In general, we feel that the Oil Imprt Prigam haa been administeed very
well under the Department ol Interior. However wei have viewed with concern
the recent gmnting o fsreixn trade som and prentiaL 0='eat , of Puerto
Rican and Virgin Islands refines whitk wi provide etaa mp with ie.
mendous competitive advantages.

Since we did not su mit any e at your bsda wm wmutd to take
this opportunity to expires our views about the premm -a* bow it has been
administered under Assistant Secretary . OordellMoo, a ma whose UnegrI
and dedication we have learned to respect deeply.

Sincerely yours,
PAD?. B. 4Tzuz.

To the Benate Pin"n Commute:
DMt Senator.Rumsell B. Long's bilL
Rule in favor of Importation of ioil In order to relieve air pollution

condition.
Mr. and Ms Coorus ChMu

Powun Tsr Pwaozz DsT=uToas, Ise,

Bon. RusawL B. LoG,U7.S. Sene4. (Le~utean).

DEAT S'Tox: It has come to our attention that the Senate Finance COmmit-
tee held hearings on the Senate Imports Restriction Bill (8-28a). We are
interested in these proceedings as our company In an independent gasoline
marketer.

We have been trying to obtain a quota to Import gasoline since 1960. We have
been unsuccessful because the oil imports board will not issue a finished gasoline
produtes quota to any company that doesn't have a historical import basis and
is not a producer. Tho action has put every independent marketer of gasoline
at the mercy of the major oil companies. These companies enjoy and are making
profit on import quotas that they have.

Prior to the import quota system, the independent marketer had many domestic
sources available to him for supply. If these weren't profitable, he could import
product and compete on an almost equal basis with his major competitors. We
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are now forced to buy from these major companies or close our doors and go out
of business. Is this considered a fair and equitable system? Since these quotas
were introduced, many of the independents as ourselves have either gone out
of business or were swallowed up by a major oil company. The government has
given the oil giant license for complete control of our aspect of the industry.

I understand that the principal aim of the 8-2332 is to set imports at about
12.2% of domestic production. That is fine in order to protect our domestic oil
producers. But it should go a little further. As Mr. Otis Ellis stated to your
committee, there should be "special provisions" giving private-branders -the
right to import allocations of gasoline so as to better insure their supply at
reasonable prices". And this is putting it mildly.

If these special provisions are instituted in your bill, it should be a protection
for the American public. It would be a check on the uncontrolled aspirations of
the major oil cowpanies. It would help maintain retail prices at a true competitive
level.

Senator Long. any provisions that would help the independent marketer
retain his independence will help to maintain our American policy of open
competition.

Hoping that you will be able to do something for our cause and a competitive
system, I remain

Respectfully yours,
Louis CoHmr,

Vice President.

LoIg BacH, CLM.
Senator Russe LonG,
Senator OlW Buirfng,
Ws h/, Mo, D.C.
Dmus Sm: I am bitterly resentful at the oil import legislation you have intro-

duced to block Importatioa at low-sulphur oil hm Indonesia for use in utility
steam generating plants, evea though such fuel i the only oil that does not
produce mog and Is unavailable frcam domede producers.

A- legislatio, really, should be for the best Intemsts of the most people.
The tim has ams tat the doewete petroleum industry must give a lte
ground to the health of the people. For years, the r6lulous untar oil deple.
tloa allowance has allowed it to ride on tko backs of other taxpayers. The least
it can do is help thes ether taxpayers to brmthe cleaner air by a poor, puny
lttle loophole UiM t one. Oil industry or no eil industry, cleaner air has got
to come, and it in the duty and psivilep of nr. semator to do what he can to
foster it. It is your air as well as mine, breathed by "or children as well as mine
(or have you settled your family in a relatively smog-free area ?)

Senator, try to be a statesman-not Just a poUticlan-you'l sleep better at
night. And when you come to the end of your career, whenever that is, you can
be proud of It instead of ashamed. Let the people breathe cleaner aid. It is
their air.

N. K. Bnuimm.

DzAU Sm oaTo LoNe: How can you place oil industry profits above the health
of the American people. We must have clean air! We must have low sulfur oil t
Please change your bill at once! Air pollution must be controlled.

Sincerely
PAUL FLOSS.

R noXD Ba0cx OAWP.
Hon. RUssmLL Loste,
Committee on 7l'm*s,
U.S. sewage,
'Wahngton, D.C.

Dsaz MaL CHwuAN: An unexpected delay in receiving material by Air Mail
Special Delivery, which should have been in my hands this morning, necessitates
the writing of this letter respectfully urging you and your Finance Committee
to favorably consider granting permission for the importation of Indonesian fuel
oil as being considered in Bill No. S.2882.
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Our request is the result of extensive City Council hearings and the documen-
tation of air pollution damage to home owners of the city and boat owners
berthed in King Harbor, Redondo Beach, California, caused by the excessive
sulfur fe"lout of domestic fuels consumed by the local Southern California
Edison steam generating stati n.

The low sulfur content of Indonesian fuel oil would serve to eliminate or at
least reduce the fallout to a tolerable level.

Current domestic fuel consumption and related sulfur fallout Is causing an
adverse effect on real estate values, financial hardship for harbor lessees and
adverse publicity for our community.

Thanking you in advance for your consideration of this request and offering
to be of further assistance in this matter, I remain

Yours truly,
DAvw K. HAYwAin,

Councilman.

PAOAS,
Wraldorf, Md.

U.S. Senator RUSSELL B. LOGO,
Senate Office Building,
Wash ington, D.C.
DEAR SENAToz LONG: Last summer I wrote the Senate Finance Committee as

Chairman of the Marketers Section of the National LP-Gas Association support-
Ing S. 574, a bill which would eliminate the import restrictions on propane.
The Marketers Section of the NLPGA is composed of approximately 3,000 retail
dealers distributing propane (LP-gas) throughout the country. These dealers
feel that import restrictions on propane should be removed to insure supplies
of this fuel and energy source that are--at all times--adequate to meet the need
of the American consumer. Accompanying my earlier letter was a statement
presented to the Interior Department's Oil Import Board, which more fully
explains our concern.

I understand that the Senate Finance Committee is now about to consider
S. 2332, which would substitute a rigid, congressionally fixed 12% Import
quota for the present 12% which Is set by the Interior Department. Since the
views expressed In my prior correspondence relate with equal Impact to this
bill, I would appreciate your reviewing my earlier letter.

As I stated before, long range forecasts indicate a tightening supply of propane
which threaten the American consumer who relies on this fuel We strongly
feel that this should be guarded against.

The rigid import control proposed In S. 2332 would intensify this dsjiwer by
creating the need for time consuming Congressional action to create relief
and answer an immediate and vital public need. While we still fully believe
that the full elimination of propane import restriction is the best answer in the
public Intrest, the existing flexibility of the Interior Department in providing
immediate relief at any period of crisis is preferable to the system proposed in
S. 2332. We therefore urge that S. 2382 be rejected, or In the alternative, that
S. 574 be passed, thus removing propane from the inflexibility of S. 2382.

I would emphasize that our opinion and position of 8. 2332 should not be
construed to be related to the overall committee consideration of the need for
Import quotas on the wide range of other commodities under consideration,
Including other petroleum products. Our concern is directed at our product-pro.
pane-and at protecting both the small businessman retaling this product and
the consuming public.

Respectfully yours,
W. A. 8crum:

Ohi rmwe, Mrkere SeoUG., Natona LP-G¢, AsmWftio.

STATEMZNT ON BaRLxr OF THZ MAJxmrn'a SCToN Or iNS NATIONAL LP-GAs
AssocaTioN iY W. A. ScHTn

I am W. A. Schuette, of Waldorf, Maryland, Vice, Chairman of the Board of
Pargas, Inc., an LP-Gas re.aleg,.4Wd CWrman or the Marketer's Section of the
National LP-Gas Association.

I am speaking only for the Marketers Section of the Association, which is com,
posed of more than 2,800 retail distrlbutor4 who handle approximately 85% of
the LP-Gas distributed to consumers In the United States.
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It is estimated that approximately 20,000 to 80,00 persons and companies are
engaged in the distribution of LP-Gas In the Unitd States. Tbese distributors
market the LP-Gas consumed by more than 10 million residential consumers, by
more than 1,000,000 farms and by many Industries. These distributors are cur-
rently marketing between six and seven billion gallons of LP-gas annually. Col-
lectively, theme distributors employ r)00 people and represent a substantial
market for trucks, tires, steel tanks, household appliances and a variety of Indus-
trial equipment.

The National LP-Gas Association Is the industry's national trade association
and Its membership Includes all segments of the LP-gas industry, including pro-
ducer, distributors, appliance and product manufacturers and others. The Na-
tional association has as affiliates the LP-gas trade associations of forty states.

The NLPGA Marketers Section, by resolution unanimously adopted at their
meeting of May 8, 196?, Is urging that restrictions on the importation of propane
be removed to serve the needs of the domestic, commercial, industrial and agricul-
tural markets commonly served by the LP-gas dealer. On their behalf I am now
urging that relaxation.

The domestic supply of propane can be expected to be inadwate to meet the
steadily increasin demand. This is the forecast of experts in this field. A pre-
view of this trend appeared In the 1965-66 winter season when the combination
of Increasing demand and severe weather conditions created shortage in several
areas, particularly In the Southeast. While this immediate shortage has been
arrested by 1966 gains in production, forecasts Indicate that this balance be-
tween supply and demand is precarious.

I am not going to take your time In attempting to analyse the various studies
which have been prepared over the past several years to demonstrate the tight
supply-demand factors which are currently and prospectively applicable to pro-
pane. The attached table presented by Mr. 0. 8. MeClanahan to the Natural Gas
Processors 1906 meeting demonstrates this. I emphasize that the projection for
1970-75 forecasts a shortage If the present ratio of propane use in petrochemicals
is maintained. It Is sufficient to say that every producer of propane has created
the strong Impression with the marketers of propane that supplies of propane
are inadequate. furthermore, this situation has been strongly reflected in the
price at which propane is marketed. Prices charged by producers to LP-gas
marketers have increased as much as 100% within the past five years. This can
be demonstratd readily by a comparison of posted prices at Baton Rouge, Loui-
siana which for the past several years have been as follows:
June 15, 19f_......_........... $0.03625
June 1, 19- - ----- 0.03625
June 15 1964 . ..------ 0.035
June e5...... . . 0.04
June 15, -- 0. _. & 052.5.
Currently 0. 0625

This dramatic increase in the cost of propane actually misrepresents the actual
ineaes In price which has occurred. Prior to the fall of 1965, it was common
practice within the industry for producers to market propane generally at prices
below posted price and these discounts are known to have been from 1# to 2# per
gallon below posted price at various times during this period. Currently, It is
also common knowledge that some producers and brokers of propane are known
to be selling product at prices up to 2$ per gallon over posted, prices. Conse-
quqntly, the full impact of the increase In the cost of propane to the retail dis-
tributor has been as much as 6# per gallon due to what Is represented to be a gen-
eral shortage of propane. Translated Into simple terms, this means that the In-
crease In the cost of propane per gallon in some Instances has been as much as
800% of the price at which propane was marketed within the past five years. This
price movement even without professional study and opinion would seem to indi-
cate that propane supplies are inadequate to meet the needs of residential, agri-
cultural, industrial and other customers. '

The tremendous swing In the eot of propane has produced an obvious profit
squese on every IP-gas marketer In the country. More Important than this. how.
ever, is the fact that these awkeers within the past 18 months have had to pass
the Inereasing costs of propane on to the conumlng, public. It is a wel known
fet within the ndustty today that the reta4l prices at which propane is marketed
to the consumer had Increased fromw *.t 4# ae alpdpniguo the
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marketing area. The alleged shortage of propane has increased dramatically
the cost of millions of citizens who use propane In heating their homes,
operating their farms, and In mary other appications. If the shortage of
propane Is acute enough to warrant this tremendous cost to the general public,
then certainly something must be done to Increase the supply of propane for the
benefit of the general public.

There has been suggestion thit Canadian importation of propane should be
restricted. Action in this direction, in the fact of the current and prospective
supply situation would only gravely aggravate domestic imbalance and is un-
Justified and most objectionable. Canadian propane Import in most essential.

Our petrochemical competitor for propane supply Is now the beneficiary o
import quotas based on inputs. We suggest that this Is discriminatory and in-
equitabas. The propane marketer should be given equal treatment. To a consider.
able degree the petrochemical allocations work to the disadvantage of the LP-gas
dealer. Import quotas, or "tickets", are being exchanged for domestic propane in
substantial quantity, removing this propane from the LP-gas dealer market. In
addition, the petrochemical propane customer Is receiving an indirect subsidy of
an estimated value of $1.25 per barrel of Import quota. We are not advocating
that anything be taken away, or that these quotas be eliminated. We are urging
equal treatment, that the LP-gas dealer be given his fair share, of the propane
necessary to satisfy public demand for household, farm and commercial and in-
dustrial uses

Will the National Security be Jeopardised by removal of import restriction on
propane? It Is our opinion that uatiunal inLevsta and the interett of the public
will be better served by making ample supplies of propane available not only
for the many current uses, but also for many new usage areas where propane
serves the home, and in particular serves vital parts of our economy In pro-
serving and developing agricultural and industrial usages. The industry's re-
search and development programs are being discouraged by lack of availability
of LP-gas, and particularly by the impending threat of short supply. One of these
areas of developing use, and related research, that Is severely handicapped Is
In propane motor fuel use. In this use propane can make a significant contribution
in minimizing air pollution through reducing objectionable engine emissions

Executive Order 11051 provides that the Director of the Office of Emergency
Planning shall maintain surveillance of imports and after conference with the-
Secretary of the Interior. among others, he shall inform the President of the
need of further action. Related to this, It further provides that In the event
prices are increased after the proclamation "such surveillance shall Include a
determination as to whether such Increase or increases are necessary to accom-
plish the national security objectives". We respectfully suggest that substantial
increases in propane prices are unrelated to national security objectives and re-
quest that the Secretary initiate review through the Office of Emergency Plan-
ning to secure removal or relaxation of propane Import restriction to rectify this
condition, If such procedure Is necessary.

Propane price has increased from a group three posted price of 4 to a
gallon in 1959 to &-% a gallon In 1967. Data on prices between 1962 and
1967 show even more dramatic Increases In price. Even at this greatly In-
creased price propane supplies are not adequate. It is also the fact that the
posted price of 1969 represented a ceiling with most actual sales below that
ceiling, whereas In 1966 and 1967 the posted priee was and is the floor with many
sales above this floor. Spot purchases were made in 1966 at prices up to 90 a
gallon. Contrasting this 94 gallon price with spot prices of as low as 20 a gallon
in 1959 accentuates a price increase that Is supported by an Import program
theoretically predicated upon national security objectives

We urge a determination by the Secretary that such increases are not essential
to national security objectives We see no relief from this upward trend in pro.
pane price with a prospective imbalance in demand-supO. This trend is dam-
agin to the general public. This trend In propane cost Is forcing the LP-gas
dealer out of existing marketing areas, and Is closing or curbing entrance into
new or developing areas One such marketing area Is propane. use as a motor
fuel.

In summary, it Is the recommendation of the Marketers Section of the National
LP-Gs Asodatlo that restrictif am the I r of proper be removed.
It Is ar Am conviction that the removal of- this restriction Is In the publ
Interest and Is essential to proflde relief from p pece ,
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PROPANE SUPPLY-DEMAND
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SUPrixEMVTM STATLMtST or W. A. Scitu.'ir ox BKTl1A.I Or TIHE NARLKCTRM'S
SEOTION Of THE NATIONAL LP-GAS AsociATioON, DPAIrSIMET or INTEazOa PU-
3c HICAIfANGo O TUR OIL iMoT ftJRA

In written and oral testimony submitted to thi I'esmrimmut on May 24, 196T
a table of Baton Rouge, Louisiana posted prices for June 15 of each year lQ6
through 1060 was presented. In response to request for the poted prit' s for
earlier years the following Is suiuntted:
Juno 15, 195&&.....- 4. i O:Jlile 15 1N ......... .... ...... .......... 4. 0:10
June 15, - ---------------------------- ------- 4. (=-4

Juue 15, 11 ------------------- --------------------- 3. =23
I would again emphasize as earlier stated that posted prices during this period

were not actual but represented a ceiling.
In ret-pouse to a question following nty testimony, my answer deserves further

clarification that I now present. In replying to a quetlon as to whether deoanuds
for propane had been met my answer may have produced a eoiclultion that
propaue was not In short supply, in my indicating that marketer requirements
to date had been sllpplied. The fact Is that according to Bureau of Mines figure.
for wme tiue prior to 1986 demand increased by 6% per year while supply, or
production rose only by 5.5%. This short supply was met only by drastically draw.
lng on, and depleting underground storage. Consequently a more complete answer
to the question propounded would be that propane was in short supply and
marketed needs had been met only by drawing on reserves.

8vATmURw or Loms J. FULLE An ksoLuTzox COwETDOL Oncm Los Auosm
COUNTY

I appreciate thi opportunity to present these views cocerning 8. 2082 on
behalf of the Board of Stupervlsors of Ls Angeles Couuty and the seea iafllion
people who elected them. The five Srpervlsoru also serve ex ofiio as the Air
Pollution Control Board, which dirWcs the activities of the Los Augeles County
Air Pollution Control District.

We oppose the enactment a 1" 2=,8 because It presents a threat to the
health and welfare of iWe people of our area, and because it disrtaerds, the
urge scy at ronotr*W11 air pollution, not only Ia our county bitit troushout the
nation. Th. efort% Of tny Yes to alleviat, the air polluio1l KWobhiaU Ot rAi
Angeles county ifill be frustrated by It at the very umueat that thos efforts
are about to ba istf,
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The burning of high-sulfur residual tuel oil In powef plants Iun Ieonm, b1y

far the greatest stationary source of air pollution in the Los Angeles Basin.
Other nen-utomotive sources have been brought under stringent control In
twenty years of the most vigorous air pollution control eff'ts, but the emissions
from fuel oil burning have increased desidte restrictions on its use and efforts
to develop means of control.

Use of fuel oil containing sulfur in exet -s of 0.5 percent by weight Is prohibited
from April 15 thn ugh November 15 by Rule tW12 of the Los Angeles, County Air
Pollution Control District, and during these warmer months the power plants are
able ro meet tlir fuel needs with natural gus. During tho rr:=!udcr of the year.
A1*CD Rule (12.1' rqluire.. that mtural ga.s be burned whenever it is available.
but when it is not, the use of fuel oil having a sulfur content In excess of 0.5
percent Is permitted. 1)urlng the most recent 150-day Rule 62.1 period, it was
neve-w.,ry to burn high-sulfur fuel oil in the Imwer plants on 145 days.

When oil Is burned, the sulfur in it is oxidlm d and emitted into the atmosphere
as sulfur dioxide and mulfur trioxide, while the unconmumed minerals amd metals
are emitted a fine partlles, or collect within the combustion equipment from
which they are blown Into the atmosphere during daily cleansing operations.
These several types of emsiouis descend to the ground vi varying distances from
the stack. The heavier particles fall within 20 stack lengths of the source and
are termed "fualout." Lighter particles and droplets may be carried substantially
greater distan s before reaching the ground, and gases may remain in the
atmosphere for fairly long perio(ds of time, until they undergo chemical change
aud assume the form of liquid solids.

The particles and droplets containing sulfur are strongly acid, and they corrode
and eat into surfaces on which they alight. The metallic components ot the fallout
material cause rust-colored staining, and particles of soot and oil droplets leave
black stalns.

In the vicinity of oil-burning power plants, these effects are observed on build-
ings, automobiles, boats, clothing, and vegetation, while sidewalks in thee. areas
become a rust brown. The burning of oil also causes conspicuous plumes to be
omitted from the stack. and these Iluwt-. which extend for many mloes, are the
subJect of numerous complaints to the AI*CD by residents and passers-by.

Both sulfuric acid and sulfur dioxide react with materials in the air, such as
the metals from burning oil, to form sulfates, aid these have been closely related
to observetx adverse effects on human health, particularly to respiratory cripples,
the very young, and the very old, and damage to living coils of animals and plants.
The presence of moisture and ocoan salt greatly enhances the effects of thee
sulfur ompounds on living organismum. It is noteworthy that all but one of the
large power plants in IA* Angeles County are located at the edge of the ocean
where the air is moist and salty, and f-g is prevalent.

The power plants in Los Angeles County burn tremendous quantltes of oil, a
much as 12 million barrels Iu the five-mouth period from November 15 to April
15. On a day of peak use, they consume about 150.000 barrels, and a single large
Plant may burn 50,000 barrels In a day. About 95 percent o the fuel oll burned in
Los Angeles County I burned In these power plants.

The two large power utilities and the AI't1) have Joined in efforts to Improve
the supply of natural gas for use as roller fuel however, the Federal Power Com-
mission has refused to allocate additional gas to Southern California as an air
pollution control measure. In 1966. followln three years of hearings, the Com-
missihm did make an additional allocation to existing gas suppliers, but based its
action on grounds other than air pollution. This gas Is not earmarked for power
plant use, and will be available for this purpose only so long as It exceeds the
rising demands of non-interruptible users. All appraisals agree that fuel oil use
by the power plants rapidly will exceed the present 12 million barrel a year level.

Recenty there has been a promising new development: a low-sulfur, low-ash
oil from Indonesia has become available. A test of this oil In a power plant in Los
Angeles County showed no visible plume, no fallout, a great reduction in sulfur
emissions, and even a reduction in the emissons of oxides ot nitrogen. If this oil
is burned in our power plants whenever natural gas 1i not available, It in our
opinion that it will cause no air pollution problem.

: u htBoom
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It was only after careful consideration of our needs and of the benefits to be
derived from substituting this Indonesian oil for fuel oil produced from domestic
crude, that the President and Secretary of the Interior modified the oil Import
regulations and have now made It possible for Importation Into Los Angeles
County to begin. We expect to be burning some of this oil within a month, and
by the winter of 198-0 we anticipate that almost all of our fuel oil demand will
be met In this way.

It should be noted carefully that until the Standard Oil Company of California
and Texaco came forward with the proposal to provide this oil, no other pro-
ducer or refer offered such a product to supply this need, and there still Is no
competing oer to do so. In spite of this Inability to provide any relief for the
air pollution problem in the Los Angeles Basin, most of the other oil producers
and marketers in District V have vigorously opposed the changes in the import
regulations that will permit this oil to be supplied in Lm Angeles County. This
callous Indifference to the imblie welfare Is almost incredible. They cannot meet
this urgent public need, yetabey obstruct anyone else from doing so.

Our undersut.ading of 8Y 2332 Is that it will prevent the importation of this
vital low-sulfur, low-ash oil. It apparently is necessary to import this particular
oil as crude rather than as residual fuel oil, because offshore refining facilities
are not available; therefore, the exemption In the bill for residual fuel oil will
not apply. Unless this oil Is obtained, however, our situation will continue to
deteriorate, millions of dollars of property damage will occur, and the health
and well-being of seven million people will be imperiled.

Important as the well-being of the domestic petroleum Industry 13, control of
air pollution is even more crucial to the general welfare of the nation. The na-
tional security and general welfare of the United States cannot be equated nar-
rowly to the economic security of one particular Industry. The health and well-
being of the people who make up this country Is the paramount concern of
government, and that well-being most certainly depends upon a clean, breathable
atmosphere. Because the nature of oil burned as fuel determines to such an extent
the condition of our atmosphere, air pollution must not be disregarded as a pivotal
factor In regulating oil importation.

The recent decisions of the President and Secretary of the Interior demonstrate
their awareness of this situation and their ability to respond to the need. We in
Los Angeles County have been greatly heartened by this result, and we most
strongly oppose any action that will interfere with our obtaining an adequate
supply of non-polluting fuel oil. Senate Bill 2882 threatens to do so, and for that
reason we urge that it not be enacted.

&XBIM A

RuLe wMo RUSLATz os-A= POmLUTxOz CoNTm Dmawr, Cotuger or Los
ANGWM

Rule 62. (Amended 3-16-61) Sulfur Contents of Fuels. A person shall not burn
within the Los Angeles Basin at any time between May 1 and September 30,
both dates inclusive, during the calendar year 1950, and each year thereafter
between April 15 and November 15 both Inclusive, of the same calendar year.
any gaseous fuel containing sulfur compounds in excess of 50 grains per 100
cubic feet of gaseous fuel, calculated as hydrogen sulfide at standard conditions,
or any liquid fuel or solid fuel having a sulfur content In excess of 0.5 percent
by weight.

The provisions of this rule shall not apply to:
a. The burning of sulfur, hydrogen sulfide. aeid iudge or other sulfur

compounds in the manufacturing of sulfur or sulfur compounds.
b. The Incinerating of waste gases provided that the gross heating value

of such gases Is less than 800 British thermal units per cubic foot at stand-
ard conditions and the fuel used to incinerate ruch waste gases does not con-
tain sulfur or sulfur compounds In excess of the amount specified In this
rule.

c. The use of solid fuels In any metallurgical process.
d. The use of fuels where the gaseous products of combustion are used as

raw materials for other processes.
e. The use of liquid or solid fuel to propel or teit Say vhelj, aircraft,

missile, locomotive, boat or ship,
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f. The use of liquid fuel whenever the supply of gaeous fuel, the burning
of which Is permitted by this rule, is not physically available to the user
due to accident, act of God, act of war, act of the public enemy, or failure
of the supplier. BBxnmrr B. ..

Rule (2.1. (Adopted 1-14-4) a. A person shall not burn within the Los Angeles
Basin at any time between the days of November 10 of any year tind April 14 of
the next succeeding calendar year, both dates Inclusive, any fuel described In the
first paragraph of Rule 62 of these Rules and Regulations.

b. The provisions of this'Rule do not apply to:
(1) Any use of fuel described in Subsectlouts'a, b, e, 4, e, and f of said

Rule 02 under the conditions and for the uses set forth In said Subsections.
(2) The use of liquid fuel during a period for which the supplier of

gaseous fuel, the burning of which is not prohibited by this Rule, interrupts
the delivery of gaseous fuel to the tiser.

c. Every holder of, and every applicant for a permit to o'!prae fuel-burninS
.equipment under these Rules and Regulations shall notify the air pollution con-
trol offieer in the manner and form prescribed by him, of each Interruption in
and resumption of delivery of gaseous fuel to be equipment.,

(See p. 406 for the views of Mr. M.S. T rnomsOflt ouim Ol C0. of
California, on the matter discussed in the preceding statement.)

Anx Ta"sOPO? ABOmIAT,

Hon. Rusex.L LOA g
O?amativ Committes on 74#saffe
U.B. S oste, W th4t P P.O.

DxAl M& vAIAxM: There s submitted herewith a statement on behalf
of the scheduled airlines on 8. 2882 We ask that It-be made a part of Llie r c,,
on thinbill.

The airlines do not object. to the oil import quota-it serves a u, M national
purpose. For sound reasons, the quota has never included .onded jet fuel used
by airlines for International flightw

Airlines do object to one provision of this bill which wouie for, the.&st tune,
place airline bonded fuel. under the quota. Since the finish, ti prod totsi portion
of the total quota lis, already fully committed to other uses, -the practical effect
of forcing bonded jet fuel under 'the quota Would be to deprive airlines of this
vital source of supply. It Is well known that the jet 1uel- supply situation -Is
extremely critical.

Thus, this aspect of the bill goes tar beyond the basic purpose of, the legsla.
tlon-establishment of the present quota system by statute..

We strongly urge the Oommittee to correctthis defect and avold Its nequitable
result by adopting the amendment attached to our statement

Cordially, ..

STA*nxmn! or Tax Ais TWI~sI'oT Ass001Tlow )P miat

The Air Transport Ansociation Of America to a. volun~tary trade omd.service
organisatlon whose membership Is comprised of virtually, all the .scheduled air-
lines of the United States.Which engagp In air transporatlon pursunant to, cer-
tlflcates of public conveulence and necessity Iss.ed by the V0ivil.A&eronautIcs
Board. In addition to their domestic and territorial services, these airlies carry
the flog of U.S. air commerce to every comer of the world. . - ,,. : ,

The oil Import legislation before this ,committee would -have, a direct, and
critical impact upon the airline lnduatry. Whether In dvertently or otherwise,
one provision thereof would- haye the practfcal and Immedlite efect ofelminat-
lug altogether the source of almost all the Jet fue used In this country yy the Air
lines to operate their Irnatonal fligts.'The effect o this palcuiav proT,
on the overall legislation purposeofenoumlng .and .stimulating- domestic oil
production In the Interests of lIationtl security, on the other-handjwould be mini.
mal since the jet f el- In. question would. represent only a: small fraction: of one
percent of totel domestic oil production.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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To properly understand this problem, we must first review some of the per-
tinent background.

Under the provisions at Section W(a) of the Tariff Act of 1980, 19 U.S.C.
51309(a), fuel and other supplies for aircraft and vessels engaged in foreign
trade may be withdrawn from customs bonded warehouses free of all duties and
internal revenue taxes. The airlines, both U.S. and foreign flag, rely on fuel with-
drawn from bonded warehouses for use In the operation of their international
fWhts. The rationale underlying the long standing statutory provision for such
duty free withdrawals is that these commodities never enter Into the domestic com-
merce of the United States, but rather are consumed directly in the course of
conducting this nation's foreign trade. This privilege Is also granted to foreign
ihips and aircraft on the basis of reciprocity: being contingent upon the grant
of reciprocal privileges by the foreign country involved (see 19 U.S.C. 11309(d) ).

Of more recent origin, the mandatory oil Import program was established by
Presidential Proclamation No. 3279 on March 10, 1959. It was determined at
that time that bonded fuel was outside the Jurisdiction of the oil Import program.
By its express terms, the proclamation specifically excluded from the quotas and
other Import limitations established thereunder ". .. free withdrawals by per-
sons pursuant to Section 309 of the Tariff Act of 1930." This executive determi-
nation has never been changed. Thus, the bonded fuel used by the airlines has
never been covered by the mandatory, oil import program and no basis has been
established for the changing of Its status in the present legislation.

In introducing S. 2332, Senator Long observed that this legislation"... basi-
cally in designed to write the present mandatory oil Import program for crude
oil and light products into law" (113 Cong. Rec. S 12080, August 23, 1907).
Another sponsor, Senator Yarborough, similarly noted:

"It would preserve present levels; It would write into present law the amount
of imports that the Department of Interior permitted for a long time, which
are now threatened by numerous special exceptions, and all kinds of con-
trived exceptions to wreck the program" (113 Cong. ReC. 8 12088).

Elsewhere in their introductory remarks, the various sponsors enumerated in
some detail the exact nature of the special exemptions and exceptions which they
felt were now threatening the mandatory oil import program. Absolutely no
mention was made by anyone of bonded Jet fuel withdrawals from customs ware-
houses which, as we have seen, have never been encompassed within this im-
port program and thus could not constitute a newly arisen threat to the program.

Nevertheless, S. 2832 as presently drafted would have the effect of bring-
ing bonded fuel under the existing oil Import quotas for the first time. This re-
sults from Its use or a definition of the term "imports" which is based on a sta-
tistical reporting practice of the Bureau of the Census. That agency Includes
within its "imports for consumption" statistics, the free withdrawals from
bonded warehouses under the provisions of Section 309. (This Oensus Bureau
practice Is itself open to serious question since both Section 309(b) and 317(b)
of the Tariff Act of 1900 clearly classify a eeportatimo the loading of such
supplies aboard ships and aircraft engaged in foreign trade.)

The bill in Its present form would nt simply bring bonded aircraft fuel within
the oil import quotas for the first time; It actually would have the effect of
eliminating altogether the availability of such fuel. This would be the practical
result of the fact that Important quotas for finished oil products (into which
category Jet fuel would fall) have always been a very small proportion of the
overall total and have long since been allocated to other uses. Airline bonded
fuel requirements in Districts I-IV during 1967 would represent 05% of the
total finished products quota for these districts: their 1970 requirements would
represent 100% of that quota. Thus. this legislation would override the long
standing bonded fuel rights of the airlines under the Tariff Act of 193--without
any regard for the adverse effect on the economy and efficiency of this nation's
foreign air commerce.

This bill would also jeopardize reciprocal privileges granted by foreign coun-
tries throughout the world. It would place the United States In the untenable
position of clrcumventing the provisions of the bilateral air transport agreements
which It has signed with over 60 foreign nations., These agreements provide that
fuel and other supplies for use on the aircraft of- each signatory country may be
brought Into the other's country and boarded on such aircraft free from customs
duties, excise taxes, Inspection fees and other national duties and charges. More
recent bilateral agreements further provide that such fuel shall hot be subject to
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otherwise applicable economic prohibitions and restrictions relating to import,
export and transit.

To effectively end the availability of the bonded fuel used by foreign-flag air-
liues would certainly be deemed to be a breach by the United States of the spirit,

and in some cass the letter, of these international agreements,
The consequent loss of stature In the community of nations would not be the

only loss suffered by the United States by such a circumvention of these bilateral
air transport agreements. Retaliatory action would surely be forthcoming. Just
as our own Tariff Act provides for withdrawal of bonded fuel rights from the
aircraft and vessels of foreign nations which do not accord reciprocal privileges,
these nations can and would do the same to U.S.-fiag carriers. The result would
1w a substantiall net inereaf'dl cost In the fuel loaded at foreign polnts--millions
of dollars in added costs that would be paid without economic benefit to anyone
In this countr.v. The end result would be a total economic waste and a wholly
unnecesuiry addition to the balance of payments deficit. Moreover, the very
nature of such a breach of good faith on the part of the United States would
likely engender other forms of economic retaliation- -all to the detriment of the
prine United States Interest in the free and unhindered flow of International
air commerce.

It is our understanding that other provisions of the bill would exclude from
its coverage the bunker fuel used by ships engaged In foreign trade. To retain
such rights for vesels, but not for aircraft, clearly would represent a rank form
of (i crimination between sea and air transportation---one that is unexplained
and, we submit, unexplainable. Since bunker fuel and other residual fuel oils
which have not been covered by the mandatory oil Import program are to con-
tine to be exempted by this legislation, the same treatment properly must be
afforded with respect to the precisely comparable came of bonded fuel used by
airlines.

With the elimination or substantial curtailment of the availability of bonded
fuel supplies, these airline fuel requirements would be thrown on the domestic
market which already suffers from shortages of jet fuel due to increased military
requirements and the rapidly increasing demands of civil aviation. Bonded fuel
now supplies about 20% to total airline fuel requirements in this country--much
too large an amount for the already tight domestic market to handle. A sub.
tantlal disruption in Jet fuel supplies would be virtually inevitable; curtail-

ment of air carrier schedules might even be required. Moreover, military fuel
supply requirements would necessarily be affected adversely by this increased
civil demand. And the economic effect on the airlines would be serious--an In.
crease of 10 percent or more in the cost of %ue used on international flights.
This latter element would be in derogation of the efforts of our government to
attract foreign visitors to the United States through low-cost air services. Again,
the balance of payments deficit would suffer.

In summary, this aspect of the legislation would unjustifiably eliminate a
traditional r'4iit in aid of foreign trade, one recognised throughout the free world
and made the subject of bilateral agreement with over 00 foreign nations;
it would place the United States in am Uatni-aeble pos!tiu with respect to these
agreements and would invite wastaul economic retaliation; it would arbitrarily
discriminate between air and sea transportation; it would seriously disupt
domestic aviation fuel supplies, with adverse effects an both military and civil
aviation requirements; and, in general, would be in derogation o the vital puNblie
interest objectives served by the international air commerce of this nation.
Moreover, this facet of the bill has no genuine relationship to the announced
legislative purpose of the overall proposal, and would have only the most minimal
effect thereon in any event. These considerations dictate that the legislation be
amended so as to delete from Its coverage all bonded fuel withdrawn free of
duty pursuant to the provisions of Section 800 o the Tariff At of 1930.

A~rACRM

SuSgas Ax~xomWV To 0. 2882

Revise subection (b)(2), as follows:
"Imports slWi !.,elude (A) Ilinport for cosumption' as reoled by .ite

United States I$ureau the Census, othr tha frte botAdrahk Ab! e-aou
.pur#Xa% sp ftseUQ. SPO of the. Va'rif Aol of 103G, ae awws~eE, 444 ship-
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meats (A) (i) from Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam into the United!
States, and (B) (i) Into any foreign-trade sone located within the United
states."

This revision maintains the existine exclusion of bonded fuel from the manda-
tory oil import proam. It uses the language of Section 2 (e) o the proelamatiou
establishing the mandatory oil Import program (Proclamation No. 8279 of March
10, 1959) which has always excluded bonded fuel withdrawals from the quotas
and limitations established thereunder.

MURPHY OIL Coa,l Doredo, Ark.
Senator Ruser B. LONe,

aOirm., Committee os P4*swo,
New Sente j" BuikWds,Wawhingtoo D.O.

Dma SzNATm Lose: In recognition of the limited period scheduled for the
pulic hearings on the above bill and other various proposalm to Impose import
quotas on special commodities, these written comments are being submitted with.
out request for oral participation.

Murphy Oil Corporation believes in free trade and enterprise. We, therefore,
deplore any program of control which interfere with the free lnte-play of coni-
petitive economic forces.

If imports are to be subject to control as o onist measures, then we
strongly urge that such protection be provided through a system of tariffs. Tariffs
would at least provide for equitable participation by domestic companies on a
purely competitive basis. Equity Is diffcult, if not Impossible, to maintain under a
quantitative quota system.

It seems inevitable for control programs to involve problems in administration.
The Oil Import Program has been no exception. Unfortunately. however, most of
Its problems have sprung from the unwarranted regulatory exceptions which have
been created and by stretching the program to include unrelated matters. Illus-
trative of such exceptions are the special treatment accorded Puerto Rico, petro-
chemical participation within the oil program and credit allowed for low sulphur
crude to combat air pollution. Even so, we nevertheless recognize the need to
prwerve 12exibility of stion In order fqr the Oil Import Program to
accomplish its stated purpose. The volume of foreign oil required to supply the
shortage between domestic prodction and demand will necessarily fluctuate.
Consequently, the adoption of the captioned bill or other similar legislative pro.
posals which prescribe the maximum level of permisible oil imports is contrary
to this concept and disregards this fact.

The rigid limitation of petroleum imports into Districts I-IV to a quantity not
exceeding 12.2% of production of crude petroleum and natural gas liquids in
those districts Is impractical. Available data indicate no increase in productive
capacity within these districts In the foreseeable future. On the other hand,
demand within these districts is expected to Increase at the rate of approximatelr
8% per year. Any lW program must therefore allow for the importation of that
varying quantity of foreign oil required to supplement domestfe supply. Further,
It must also recognize the necessity of importing crude oil in sufficient volume
to allow the domestic producing Industry to maintain adequate reserve capacity
for use In any emergency.

The United States not only needs but requires Increasing quantiles of foreign
oil We therefore* urge that the Secretary of Interior be permitted to retain the
authority to establish the maximum level of oil Imports In order to maintain a
healthy relationship between supply and demand, capable of meeting any national
emergency which might arise. We further urge that no legislative restraints
be adopted which would lead to the nitosition of either direct or implied quota
control on oil imports from Canada. Canadian oil Is equally secure from the
perils of war, readily avallabl b* pWelint In quantities required to augment
domestic production and competes fairly with domestic crude.,

It is clear that Congressional attention Is presently being* directed toward the
establishment of controls on the Importation of many diffrent commodities.
lustifleaton for the Imposition of such restraints is grounded upon the alleged
need to protect American markets frm cheap competitive import. If Political
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Judgments, however, must be Injected Into economic Vrocegses, then an Increased
tariff would be far preferable to a more restrictive quota. Such a tariff would
have equal application and vide an enlarged source of needed revenue.

We respectfully request t this written statement be included within the
record of such public hearing In order that these comments might be made avail-
able to the distigeuied members of your committee.

Yours very truly,

AxinwAw Pum= POw= Assoozox,Wssa gbs D.C.

Hou. Russ=L LoNo,
ormaa, Sente Constee on 7ideoe,

U.S. Senate, W kfto^ D.O.
Drz SEnToa LOo: The American Public Power Association represents more

than 1,400 local publicly owned electric utilities in 46 States, Pnerto Rico and the
Virginia Islands. We are submitting this letter to express .,%PA opposition to
S2.32 and any similar proposal which would limit availability of low sulfur resi-
dual fuel oil, and request that this letter be made a part of the record of your
present hearings on Import quota".

ncTresing concern about air pollution has been evident throughout the Nation
In recent years. One pot".tlally dangerous pollutant Is sulfur dioxide, which Is
emitted by burning fuels vith high sulfur content.

In an attempt to curbe 30 emIsslons, Los Angeles County promulgated regula-
tions regulations In 19,5 rt -ricting the use of fuel oil each year between April
15 and November 15 to that fuei oil containing less than .5% sulfur by weight.
These restrictions were subsequently expanded to Include the period between
November 16 and April 14 of the following year, unless there Is an insufficient
quantity of low sulfur fuel

There is no supply of fuel oil with lees than .5% sulfur by weight presently
existing in the Los Angeles area. Electric utilities in the area have used natural
gas between April 15 and November 15 and have been forced to use fuel oil with
a higher sulfur content during the rest of the year.

Because of this situation, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
filed a brief in February, 1966, with the Federal Power Commission, asking FW
approval of applications to increase the supply of natural &as to the Los Angelea
area. On July 2A, 19M8, the Federal Power Commission denied that application
which would have supplied the greater quantity and continuity of natural gas to
that area-

Two subsequent Federal actions could have a benefical effect In reducing air
pollution in the Los Angeles area and allow the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power to comply with the intent of the ar pollution legislation by using
residual ol with low sulfur content.

The first action was the Presidential Proclamation expanding the dednition ot
residual fuel oil to Include oil o lower viscosity. This would enable Ipors
of greater quantities of low sulfur fuel oIL
Tho second Federal action was the issuance of regulations on October 4, 1967,

by Secretary o the Interior Stewart Udall, to provide an incentive for devel-
opmet of low sulfur fuel ol. These regulations would allow producers at
low sulfur residual fuel oil, used for compliance. with local air pollution laws,
to Import additional amounts of erude oil. The regulations are only alc e
to District V. which Includes the State of California.

Both actions a essential to reducing the Los Angele air pollution problem.
The first will allow incrased Importation of residual fuel oll with low sulfur
content The second will allow increased Imports from those countries, such as
Sumatra and o which produce low sulfur rude oil but have no ftcill.
ties to produce residual fue 11 the atude oL

S. MMveUrthrow- thes Muatoms This bill would resi Mct Imnporta-
tion of bth low sulfur crude olan law sultu zesdual due' oil as dedimed
In the m dificto of sd ,t ProlamU N o I Xt would furtherfst
exact imitton o Importtin 1 petol'eu and provi0 a m te Import
ofp 0une .
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Flexbllit essential if the Nation Is to properly combat air pollution. Inflexl-
blty In embodied In S. 28Z which would prevent the President and Secretary
of the Interior from acting quickly to abate an air pollution problem.

tandarcis for air pollution control have proven etoctlve in the Los Angeles
area; however, standards for pollution abatement can have no benefkail effect
if they prove impossible to achieve. In the ea of use of low sulfur residual
fuel, achievement of thc. objectives sought requires cooperation of the Federal
goveravent. Cooperation that has been achieved to date would be erased by
enactment of a bill such as 8 2.

Although the Immediate problem Is that presented by the Los Angeles area
situation, longer ranse problems exis One relates to other areas wishing to imple-
ment air poilutloa standards. Another relates to the decreasing production of
residual fuel oil In the United States, coupled with an Increasing demand for this
product.

Presently the Los Angeles area has the most stringent air pollution regular
tons in the Nation. As the concern for air pollution and the crisis of air pollu-
tion mount, greater attention will be given to restrictions on sulfur dioxide
emissions. New York already has plans calling for an eventual reduction to fuel
containing 1.00% sulfur by weight Compliance with such restrictions will require
a flexible policy regarding the importation of low sulfur crude oils and low
sulfur residual fuel oils.

Reidual fuel oil is an oil refinery byproduct. Because of this fact, production
of residual fuel oil depends upon the demand for other refined oil products.
Production of residual fuel oil in the United States declined from 453 million
barrels In 1952 to 296 million barrels In 1962. During the same period, use of
residual fuel oil for power production alone increased from 67 million barrels
in 1952 to 86 million barrels In 1962. Total U.S. demand for residual fuel oil In
1192 was 545 million barrels.

It is important that flexibility be maintained in import policy relating to both
residual oil and crude oil to be made Into residual oil, for three basic reasons:

1. Compliance with Los Angeles area air pollution regulations;
2. The likelihood that area air pollution regulations will be adopted else-

where; and
3. Because U.S. production of residual oil Is declining in the face of Increas-

ing demand, It Is desirable that production of residual oil from Imported
crude oil be encouraged.

The Ajaerlcan Public Power Association urges the Oommittee to reject any
proposal tb. would (1) overturn existing policy regarding importation of low
sulfur restuu.d or crude oil, or (2) establish an Inflezible and restrictive limita-
tion on oil Imports.

S-Icerely,
ALaX RADLi, 0ewwl Manager.

BUM".zr & Scowr,
Watertfowu M"#.

Seat rMs-' LoNs,
e a...o, . e,

Wtehi"0lon,
Dao ShAi Lose: I'm a New England Fuel oil dealer, but have served for

the past P. yef.w on the National Petroleum Council and have, therefore, bad
an opportunity to meet Independent producers, stripper well operators, major
oil coumny people, and even meet you oil one or two occasions, though nio-
mae -iy, I'm sad to say.
I .It lwortant to go on reed at this time regarding your Senate Bill

233. feel strongly that on the subject of balancing supply and demand in the,.
petroleum Industry that while the National Defense lssm i, of course, para-
ni -#, that It is unwise to attesppt to legislate narrow restrltlops and far
safer, tot all concerned, to reave in the hands of te Depar t ior
theaulorltytocontrolImports ofcrudeandf al3shed Pr*Ueezt f 4a io

Thy peu "ha wored pretty well, -over t paot A"v n* vii y~az, p, us
tnfr % ... communIng dal aotf ng an interests., f I
We, a, terefes, opposed t pa or *mat Bml , -.

T' uo , Y. So ' '
fradds"
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HOUsTON, Tsx.
Hon. Russum Loso,
Majority Whip of U.S. Seate, Sate Builddsg,
Wuhde gton, D.O.

DrAz SimATos: The purpose of this letter In to Inform you and your Com-
mittee which is to have a hearing on October 18, 1967 on Senate Bill 2332
for the Amendment of National Security Provision (19 U.8.O.A. 182) of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to spdeclfcaUy add the following n ew subsection:

"(e) Imports of petroleum into Districts I-11! shall not exceed 12.2 per centum
of production of crude petroleum and natural gas liquids in those Districts
during the most recent appropriate period for which U.B. Bureau of Mines
statistics are available * * $,, that I am offering my wholehearted support
of this bill. For your information, I am an independent oil and gas operator
domiciled in Houston, Texas. I was the originator of the Texas Landowners
and Independent Ol and Gas Producers Association which has long fought
for limiting oil imports and to encourage domestic drilling. Because of the
constant flood of foreign oil my drilling activities have been curtailed to no
more than four or five wells each yier. Also, because of the Importation of
oil this has kept oil allowables in the State of Texas to an all time low and
discourages risk capital from investing in wildcatting and even development
drilling in the State of Texas.

I would like you and your Committee to know that in 1952 there were approxi-
mately 1500 rigs operating in the State of Texas. Today there are slightly more
than 300 rigs a month operated throughout the year. As a result of this radical
drop in rig count, oil and gas reserves In the State of Texas have fallen to an
all time low. As a matter of fact, during the recent Sues crleis the Railroad
Commission of Texas could not raise the allowables more than 50% of capacity
because the wells could not make their allowable. In effect, as a representative
of Superior Oil Company told the Commission during the crisis, the only thing
the State of Texas really had was paper allowable. Very few wells, If any, were
able to make the allowables that were assigned to the wells. In view of this, it
was quite obvious to me and many other oil men that the domestic reserves of
this nation are in a state of peril. As our distinim':shed Senator Ralph W.
Yarborough of Texas said In his speech before the Senate on August 23, 1907,
hardly a day passes that the newspapers do not show that a rig auction is being
carried on in some part of Texas. I realize you gentlemen will har statements
to the effect that without foreign oil this nation cannot buy cheap gasoline. I
would remind you and your distinguished Committee that the several statements
coming from major oil comnanies this past year rllee-L Liza they show more
profit from domestic producng wells than theft foreign producL'g wells. Ther
fore, the argument that whl be used by leopoyists for the majok international
companies just will not hold water. If we are to keep the price of gawu'one and
oil at a low and competitive price to the general public, America must once again
look to the domestic producer to find oil and give him relief at the gasoline pump.
Furthermore. if we should, and let us all hope it never happens, be engaged in
another global war, we would then only be able to rely on domestic reserves to
keep our war machines going. The submarine fleets of our enemies could abso-
lutely destroy our tanker fleets coming from foreign oil fields to our shores.

Unless American has the foresight and good judgment to see this possible
crisis existing, we could Jeopardize the entire safety and welfare of every
American and all citizens of the free world.

I want to take this opportunity to thank the Congress of the United States for
having the foresight and judgment In continuing the depletion oil allowance.
This has been a lifesaver to the independent oil man who must risk capital
In finding reserves. However, unless the independent segment of the oil and
gas industry can have some p1 on the amount of-Imports of oil into this
nation, his existence is almost at an end.

In doing, I will say again because the future safety of this nation in time
of war depends upon this countrys domestic rwerves, I urgently request this
most Honorable committee promptl report out of committee thii bill and urge
the entire Senate to enact it Into law.

I thank you for considering my position in this matter, and I request that this
will be made a part of the hearing on the bill.Very truly yours, :-

.NL muz C. WoOD&
85-408 -- pt. 1- 21
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Mwvu On. & HxAme QU Zum=T Drsas ASSOOLATON,
Portlasd, Maime.

Mr. TzoHAs VAhn,
Chief Comwi! Commute. ol Finaae,
New Senate OWe Building,
Waskiegtono D.C.

DraB Ma. VAm: In behalf of over 800 members of the Maine Oil & Heating
Equipment Dealers Association I would like to go on record in their behalf in
opposition of Senator Longs bill No. S2382 which is against all Imports of No. 2
fuel olL

I am sure you are aware of the seriousness of this bill, and the effect It will
have on the State of Maine where over 85% of the homes are heated with No. 2
fuel.

This Association will greatly appreciate your careful consideration and under-
standing in our behalf.

Very truly yours,
LEoxj MULLIGAN,

President.

STATSMWT Or SOUTHERN CAIMaxIzA EDmsoN Co, Sunrru By Awx X.
Nway, SpzcaL CouseL

Senate Bill 2= while purporting "to promote the general welfare, foreign
policy, and national security of the United States," would actually compromise
-both national security and the general welfare. This is because of its threatened
impact upon the supply of raw material fuel oH resource required by Southern
California Edkson Company, the largest electric generating agency in Southern
California and the fourth largest in the nation.

These resources are urgently needed for conversion to electric energy to supply
the public in the Company's service area, neluding various important national
defense industries and military installations. And, of utmost importance to
Southern California, the fuel oil is required in a -form that meets the rigid quality
requirements of air pollution control regulations which have been enacted and
enforced by local authorities in the interest of the general welfare.

Southern California Edison Company, through a wholly-owned subsidiary, is
a producer of crude oil in California, Is a working-interest owner in three operat-
ing oil producing units of the Wilmington Oil Field and sells crude oil. raw
material gasoline and liquifled petroleum gases from As share of production. So
Edison is well aware of the advantage to a domestic crude oil producer of being
protected by law from foreign competition.

It happens, however, that Edison, as a public service electric generating agency.
has direct responsibilities in the interest of national defense and the public
welfare which are, in turn, dependent upon the status of important segments
of the petroleum industry in District V. These responsibilities persuade Edison
that it would be an error for Congress to freeze such companies' access to foreign-
sou e raw material needed by their customers, such as Edison.

Southern California Edison Company (Edison) serves 2.2 million customers
in a 65,000 square mile service area of Central and Southern California and
part of Nevada. This area has a population of about 7 million people. Edison
supplies the electric power requirements of numerous aerospace industries and
important Department of Defense installations, such as the Long Beach xaval
Shipyard and the Edwards, George and Norton Air Force Bases,

dh' generating capity totaled 7.8 million kilowatts as of December, 1968,
of which 68 million was oil and gas-fired thermal generation represting an
investment of $O00000,00. In 1968, Edison's fuel conmuption was equivalent
to an average daily use at 129,7M5 barrels of fuel oil. Also, 2.1 midllon kilowatts
of oil and gsfired themal genemtion woe under atruotia

One nuclear generating station, o which BMison's sham will be 8}0,000 kilo.
watts, is In initial test operatio.

In 1971, Edison will serve about 167 millIon customers and will have an
annual peak demand of about 10.0 million kilowatts. This will require an
annual fossil fuel thermal enery s y totaling 88,000 billion BTUs, equiv.
alent to an average of 148,80 barrels o fuel oil a day.

The amount of oil that will be needed In 1971, or for that matter any
future year, cannot be definitely detained because the operation of Edison's
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thermal generating stations is subject to strict air pollution control regulations
under local police powers that have the effect of requiring the use of natural
gas whenever available. A substantial part of the gas supply is variable and
unpredictable, but it is estimated that gas will supply about 75% of the 1968-
1972 fuel requirements. Therefore, Edison's oil requirements will vary from ts to
12 million barrels a year.

Efforts have been and are being made by Edison to increase and stabilize the
gas supplies to conform with air pollution control objectives of the public,
but it i anticipated that Edison will have to continue using millions of barrels
of oil each year. However, the oil refining industry has underway plans to
reduce fuel oil production most substantially in District V.

As a result, there is a downward trend in residual oil availabllity in District V
and, with present gas supply arrangements, no reduction in the magnitude of
seasonal oil requirements. This can result in deficient oil supplies to meet peak
wintertime needs for electric generation. This was experienced in the winter of
1964-65 and can happen again In any cold winter in California.

The U.S. Gulf Coast, it should be noted, is not a reliable source of supply for
backstopping California fuel oil deficiencies.

Because of the need to backstop fluctuations in available gas supplies with oil,
It would not be prudent for Congress to prevent importing foreign source oil on
very short notice to cover gas deficiencies.

Under the Oil Import Control Program, there Is an established procedure,
through application to the Oil Import Appeals Board, for the swift handling and
disposition of emergency requirements such as may be brought about by the
combination of cold winter weather and deficient domestic supplies of oil and gas.
This procedure has worked well. Under the proposed legislation, however, it
would take another Act of Congress each time emergency relief is needed.

Edison's problem of assuring continued access to an adequate quantity of oil
fuel to backstop interruptible gas supplies is further complicated by the circun-
stance that such oil resources must be of low sulfur and low ash content in order
to comply with the objectives of local air pollutiooi control authorities. The
importance of this complication cannot be overemphasized.

Historically, most of Edison's oil fuel requirements have been supplied by Los
Angeles Basin area oil refineries. However, because of the public pressure for
air pollution control compelling immediate changes in fuel utilization practices,
the Company is now of the view that most, If not all, of its oil supply will have
to be switched from conventional domestic cracked residual fuel oil, which con-
talus about 2 percent sulfur, to a low sulfur product of less than 0.5 percent
sulfur, commencing as soon as possible. The Company's fuel supply program is
being adjusted to such a change.

The local air pollution control authorities, as well as the United States Pub-
lic Health Service of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, have
taken the position that burning high sulfur fuel oil causes deleterious effects
upon the environment. Laws of the State of California prescribe restrictions upon
the opacity of power plant stack gases which cannot be met when burning fuel
oil procured from domestic sources. Local regulations adopted to control air pol-
lution outlaw the burning of oil fuels having a sulfur content in excess of 0.5 per-
cent by weight except when gas is not available.

As early as 1955, Edlson was convicted in a criminal action filed by the Los
Angeles County Air Pollution Control District in the Redondo Beach Municipal
Court of violations of the Air Pollution Control Act. These violations were due to
the combustion of conventional domestic residual fuel oil.

Since 1955, because of Its inability to comply with air pollution requirements,
Edison has been unable to obtain permits from the Air Pollution Control District
of Los Angeles County to operate its steam electric generating stations. It has
been permitted to operate only under variances granted by the Hearing Board
of the Air Pollution Control District of Los Angeles County. Such variances may
not be granted for a period longer than one year. Operating with conventional
domestic residual fuel oil, Edison has no assurance that such variances will be
continued.

Edison has engaged In an extensive and continuing research and development
program in accordance with the requirements of the variances granted to it. This
program has Involved all aspects of power plant air pollution control, ranging
from a determination of the kind and amount of materials emitted by oil and
gas-fired boilers to the actual Installation and testing of full-scale equipment
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designed on the basis of pilot plant studies to control these emissions. Edison has
employed recxlsed authorities and consulting organizations In the air pollu-
tion control field to supplement the efforts of Its own engineering staff and has
worked closely with boiler and control equipment manufacturers and with the
local air pollution control agencies. No means, however, have as yet been de-
vised which will economically remove from stack gases the substantial quantities
of sulfur oxides which are produced whenever California fuel oils are burned.

Recently, with the construction and operation of the two large 400-megawatt
generating units at its Alamitos Generating Station and the two large 450-
megawatt generating units at Its Redondo Generating Station, Edison has been
subjected to indignant public protests and complaints claiming spotting damage
from rust and acid allegedly emitted from the Company's plants when burning
fuel oiL The Control Officer of the Air Pollution Control District of the County
of Los Angeles has anounced that he will take every means to prevent the con-
struction of any additional oil or combination oil and gas-fired boilers in Los
Angeles County. Also, the Public Information Officer of the District has an-
nounced that unusual litigation will be commenced against power plant opera-
tors directed toward eliminating objectionable atmospheric emissions from fuel
oil combustion.

Public mass meetings have been held In the communities In which Edison's
generating stations are located, and a large delegation from these communities
appeared at recent hearings held by the Hearing Board of the Los Angeles Air
Pollution Control District upon Edison's application for a continuance of the
necessary variances to operate its plants in Los Angeles County. It seems ap-
parent, from the public pressures being exerted upon the Air Pollution Control
District, that the use of the conventional California fuel oils -wll not be tolerated
if low sulfur, low ash fuel oils can be supplied to the generating stations.

Southern California Edison Company has long been interested in the admin-
istration of Oil Import Regulations as it has a direct Influence upon Edison's
operations. In March of 1965, Edison submitted its views on the need to import
residual fuel oil at the Department of the Interior's Oil Import Control Program
hearings. In response to an invitation from the Director of the Office of Emer-
gency Planning, Edison filed a statement with the Director in June of that
year summarizing its views regarding national security aspects of residual oil
imports

More recently, In May of 1967, Edison submitted data and testified before
the Administrator of the Oil Import Administration on the need to import low
sulfur fuel oil and low sulfur crude oil to meet the oil quality requirements for
steam electric generation in Southern California when gas Is not available.

On July 17, 1967, by proclamation No. 3794, President Johnson modified the
Oil Import Program as established by proclamation No. 3279 to provide for the
importation of low sulfur crude oil and low sulfur fuel oil as needed to meet
air pollution control objectives. Then, on October. ,1967, Secretary Udall issued
oil import regulations implementing proclamation No. 3794, which permits im-
porting into District V low sulfur crude oil equal in volume to the quantities
of low sulfur residual oil sold under contract to meet the requirements of local
air pollution control regulations.

This is a current example of how the program, under Its present administra-
tion, can be adapted to essential needs as they develop. And; of course, this is
why we are deeply concerned with the proposed legislation which would abrogate
the low-sulfur imported oil program and would frustrate the efforts to Improve
air quality by air pollution control authorities representing more than 7 million
people in southern California-

When Senate bill 2832 was introduced on August 28, 19.7, it was explained
that the bill basically is designed to write the present mandatory oil Import
program for crude oil and light products Into law, and that the need for this is
due to actions taken by the oil import control administrators which have
seriously threatened the stability and integrity of the 12epercent limitation on
the importation of crude oil into districts I-IV. Specific administraive actions,
which were listed as detrimental to the import program, are those involving
petrochemical feedstocks, foreign trade zones, authoriztion foe imports ot
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asphalt outside the 122-percent limitation, definition of No. 4 fuel oil as residual
fuel oil and, lastly, the recent propo"Is regarding low-sulfur fuel oil aimed at
alleviating the air pollution problem.

It was then stressed that "the import program has one and only one purpose,
and that Is to maintain a healthy, vigorous domestic petroleum industry in the
interest of national security."

It was also said that the import program cannot be maintained as an effective,
instrument "if It is to be used to cure the economic Ills of Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands or Guam, or if It is to be used to solve the worldwide competitive problems
of the petrochemical industry, or if It is to be used to solve a localized asphalt or
other product supply problem, or If It is to be used to solve the pollution
problem."

Also, It was explained that "if the basic objective of the mandatory Oil Import
Program Is to be realized, it Is necessary that we have a program which prevents
the Western States from becoming Increasingly dependent on imports. The basic
objective of the Program would be defeated if the large and Important area of
District V were permitted to become increasingly dependent upon foreign sources
for Its oil needs."

It was also stated that "the Bil... does not 4over residual uel olL"
This Bill, which Is designed to fix the mandatory OllImport Control Program

in such a way that it Is completely inflexible, Is one pouuible extreme solution to
a most vexatious problem. It closely reflects the views of independent oil pro-
ducers whose position has been outlined in numerous presentations made to thi
Oil Import Control Admlnis ration at various hearings and who genuinely be.
lleve they are being hurt by the administration of the Program.

There is another solution to this problem and that Is to completely eliminate
all controls which Congress should also consider. The case for this solution Is
outlined in two perceptive articles that appeared In the Issues of Fortune of
February and April, 1965, titled, "The Boiling World of Oil" and "U. OR; A
Giant Caught in its Own Web." However, this, too Is an extreme solution and
one which we do not recommend.

There are arguments for eliminating controls completely which are hardly
more extreme than the solution proposed by Senate Bill 2332, which would make
the Program inflexible and unable to adapt to the changing needs ot our times
These include the needs of our Company, and the ' million people it serves, for
access to raw energy supplies suitable for conversion to electric energy In exist-
ing facilities which are designed to use oil and gas and of such quality as will
comply with local air pollution control law.

Because we must have access to such resources, and they are not available as
needed from domestic sources, we recommend a continuation of the present
Oil Import Control Program as administered by the Department of the Interior.
We consider this to be the best middle-ground solution to the problems involved in
balancing the total public Interest with the strident demands of the domestic
independent oil producers. We believe that Congress, when setting down the
ground rules for administration of the Program under the provisions at the
Trade Expansion Act of 196Z specifically contemplated a flexible program that
would consider the various factors involved In the general public interest.

Congress ecfafly considered the national security aspects which are cited
so often as the basis upon which domestic oil Interests should be protected from
competition. This was done In the provisions relating to safeguarding national
security.

Subparagraph (a) of (19 U.S.V.A. 182) of the Trade Expans. on Act of 190
provides that "No action shall be taken... to decrease or eliminate the duty
or other 4mport ressroiom on any article It the President det-rmines that such
reduction or elimination would threaten to Impair the national security."

Subparagraph (b) provides that "Upon request of the head of any depart-
ment or agency... the Director of the Office of Emergency Plannin... shall
make an appropriate Investigation ... to determine the effects on the natiorol
security of imports of the article, which Is the subject of such request....
If... the Director Is of the opinion that an article Is being n ... In
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such quantities as to impair the national security, he shall advise the President,
and, unless the President determine* that the article is not being Imported . ..
in quantities... as would impair the national security ... he shall take such
action... as he deems necessary to adjust the imports ... so that such im-
ports will not so threaten to impair the national security...."

Under the provisions of Subparagraph (c) of (19 U.S.C.A. 1862). Congress set
up the ground rules for such required investigation by the Director of the OfIce
o Emergency Planning and the Pr ddest, as follows:

"noMune TIMOwMo "oa NATIONAL DUNai5; IMPACT OW YOREMO COMPTON ON
DOONOMIG WWJ'A53 OF DORMT=IO N3U831

"(c) For the purposes of this section, the Director and the President shall, in
the light of the requirements of national security and without excluding other
relevant factors, give consideration to domestic production needed for projected
national defense requirements, the capacity of domestic industries to meet such
requirements, existing and anticipated availabilities of the human resouwces,
products, raw materials, and other supplies and services essential to the national
defense, the requirements of growth of such industries and such supplies and
services including the investment, exploration, and development necessary to
assure such growth, and the importation of goods in terms of their quantities,
availabilities, character, and use as Vase affect such industries and the capac-
Ity of the United States to meet national security requirement& In the adminis-
tration of this section, the Director and the President shall further recognize
the close relation of the economic welfare of the Nation to our national security,
and shall take into consideration the impact of foreign competition on the eco.
nomic welfare of individual domestic industries; and any substantial unemploy-
ment, decrease in revenues of government, loss of skills or investment, or other
serious effects resulting from the displacement of any domestic products by
excessive imports shall be considered, without excluding other factors, in de-
termining whether such weakening of our internal economy may impair the
national security."

Let us examine these ground rules and see how continuation of the Oil Import
Control Program, as now administered in conformance with such rules, provides
a flexible prn 'ram that will meet national security and general welfare require-
ments. These are not static considerations, as the proposed leislation Indicates.

The ground rules require that the Director and the President shall recogaise
the closp relation of the economic welfare of the nation to our national security
and that they shall consider the impact of foreign competition on the economic
welfare of any individual domestic industries. Likewise, any unemployment, de-
crease in revenues of government, loss of skills, or other serious effects resulting
from the displacement of any domestic products by excessive Importq shall be
con. dered Wtthout emchut4u other faors determined upon whether such weak-
enink of our Internal economy may impair the rational security. It cannot be
demonstrated that the Oil Import Control Program, as now administered. h"
impaired the national security. Instead. the record of Its administration shows
that the program as now handled will permit adustments to meet needs as theyevolve,

Administration of the current Oil Import Control Program has provided a very
good example of the workability of these ground rules to insure that the na.
tonal defense is not impaired. This was the finding, published on Decmber 18,
196.5, by the Director of the Office of, Emergency Planning. following his investiga.
tion of the national. security basis for control of imports of residual fuel oil
Intended for use as fuel. He concluded that importation of residual fuel oil was
not adverse to the national defense. Subsequently. imports of residual oil in
Districts. I-IV were substantially decontrolled. But it wax not then necessary
to lift the ban In District V because supplies were deemed adequate in volume,
even though deficient in quality for air pollution control. Now this eitwtion has
e-hoe'1t, and the District V surplus is diminishing, according to Mr. Stark Fox
Executive Vice President. Independent Oil and Gas Producers of California. He
has commented on the trend to the production of more valuable products in an
article in the March, 1967, California Oil World. as follows:

"The fact is that refining operations in District V no longer result in a surplus
of residual fel.. .. Th situation has resulted from the fact that residual
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yields have been reduced by new refining processes. In 1969, for example, residual
yield was 2.5% of the total charge to refineries; in 1966, It was off .5 per
centage points to 20%.9

So, District V should now be treated the same as Districts I-IV.
It was presumably on the basis of this finding that the proposed Bill, as

explained in the Congimlonal Record of August 23, 1967, p does not
cover residual fuel oiL But that simply is not correct, because it would continue
the prohibition upon imports of residual oil Into District V.

The bill, as proposed, would dicriminate against the District V State, as
it would permit imports of residual oil into Districts I-TV. The needs in that
area for low sulfur fuel oil may be supplied from the world market, while, In
District V, there would be no quota for fuel oiL The effet4 of the proposed legis-
latlon would be to prevent District V from having access to imported low sul-
fur residual fuel oiL Therefore, District V electric generating agencies would
be exposed to not being able to satisfy their requirements, either qualitatively or
quantitatively, as required by local air pollution control regulations, unless
Congress again wished to take up the matter. And this It most certainy would
have to do from time to time, because this in indeed a changing situation, as
Congress well knows from Its struggle with the air pollution problem.

We believe this example of flexible administration in the past confirms that
the Oil Import Control Administration can and will work and that present
procedures for regulating oil imports will adequately protect domestic producers.
Also, the evidence that frequent change and tailoring of the program will be
needed in the future Is good reason for retaining the present pln It is founded
upon a realistic and workable assessment, by both the Director of Br..ergency
Planning and the President, o the national security issue, giving consideration
to the whole public Interest

We are pleased to hav had an opportunity to explain how this proposed
legislation, If enacted, would adversely affect Southern California Edison Com-
pany and more than 7 million Californians.

Thank you.

STATLIENT or THs G=AT No rawz Om. Comps, Su3Marur nY Joan J. FLYxN

The apparent purpose of Senate Bill No3 282 In the further Implementation of
the Mandatory Oil Import Program. However, the Bill fails to recognize two
vitally important aspects of the Program which bear heavily on the national
defense:

1. The hemispheric concept of crude oil supply, and
2. The reliance on Canadian crude oil br refiners In crude deficit areas.

The purpose of the Mandr.tory Oil Import Pram is to serve the needs of
national defense In two way.% First, by inDuring the availability of crude oiL
Second, by insuring sumclent refinery c.,ity.

The Statement by the President, which was Issued with his Proclamation of,
March 10 1969, Instituting the Mandatory Oil Import Program, said in part,
"The new program I designed to Insure a stable, healthy industry In the United
States capable of exploring for and developing new hemisphere reserves to re-
place those being depleted."

The concept of "developing new hemisphere reserves" used by the President In
carrying out the mandate given him by Congress gave explicit recognition to
the obvious fact that the more tightly Its resources are bound together, the
stronger the North American continent is going to stand. In other words, con-
tiguous overland resources should be considered Integral with ours in time of
national emergency.

The logistics of emergency crude oil supply are plain. If our overseas source
are not available (perhaps resulting from a crisis in the Middle East suck as
the present one) we must rely indiscriminately on domestic supplies and a
overland Importation of Canadian crude. To make Canadian crude both avail-
ble and usable to us In time of emergency, It Is necessary that both adequate trans-
portation facilities and adequate refinery capacity exist, To now adopt a policy
discrimination, In any form, against Canadian crude--rather than a policy of
preparedness to transport and process 14-Is to threaten to Impair the national
security. I

In recognition of these plain fact, the policy of acceptance of Canadian over-,
land crude for national defense was established almost simultaneously with the
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IncePtion of the Program This policy has been carefully examined and re-
examined over the pa eight years by the Department of the Interior, the Do-
partment of the Defense and three Administrations.

In addition to Improving the.avallabllity of Canadian crude, the acceptance
of overland crude made possible the cousuetion of refinery facilities to proc--l it.

Our refinery was constructed pursuant to a Certificate of Necessity issued by
the Department of Defense with the specific intention o processing Canadian
Orude. That intention has been honored down to the present time.

Moreover, by establishing refining capacity in a crude deficit area, the national
Security goal of decentraliing industry was advanced.

Unlike overseas crude, Canadian crude is not cheap and therefore It in not
corrosive to market& The laid down cost of C.nadian crude at Great Northern's
reftnery is not less than the laid down cost of comn/able domestic crude paid
by mid-contineut refiners who compete with us.

As It is, more routes for transorting Canadian crude into the United States
should be constructed. Presently, there is a dangerous centralization of trans-
portation in a single main pipeline Into Districts I-IV and Into District V.

Acc n";iy, Senate Bill No. 2382 is seriously deficient In failing to recognise
the necessity of accepting Canadian crude for national defense, particularly
where such crude Is Sowing to the Northern Tier crude deficit area.

The continued acceptance of Canadian crude will not jeopardize In any way
the objectives of the import control program. Canadian crude Is not cheap in the
aude deficit area of the Northern Tier Refiners. On the other hand its continued
availability will preerve these important objectives of the Mandatory Program:

1. Amsurn the availability of Canadian crude In tUme of zAtional
emergency.

2. Amuing the existence oa United States reining capacity to process
Canadian crude In time of emergency.

& Encouraging the geographical decentaltsation of United States refiing
facilities, thereby rendering the industry les vulnerable to enemy attack.

TAT3M Y or Jozz . UW s, ow Bmz A or usmms D xuwxmmT FU,

Ino., WiAzwevo. D.A

SUKKAs.

a. Onl Import quota legslation Is not necessary since the Be rtary of thM
interior has publicly stated that the Administration will keep Imports within
the 12.2 per cect Imits

b The present oil Import control program is effectively accomplishing all
aspects of our national security needs.
C. The program can and should be used to encourage the ending of new domestic

oil reserve plus the location of refining domestic boundaries of the U.&A. and
no territorlee.

C. Any formalization of our oil Import quota program in new legislation would
Cause our nation Irreparable harm in our world trade and result in other nations
taki discrminatory action against our goods and services.

GTATIZMXXT
4F

Oil Import quotas were adopted as a means of restriting oil imports by Presi-
dent Eisenhower. Under date of March 10, 1909, a proclamation was published
signed by the President formally putting Into action an oil Import quota program
to restrict imports as of March 1, 190. Since that date there have been amend.
ments and changes in the original proclamation but the basic control and restrde-
tin program has remained in ef'eet.

A mo tariff barrier sueh as oil quotas Is not the most equitable and effective
manner in which to control imports o any commodity. Yet, in view of our Inter-
national trade agreements and treaties under .L.T.T. there was no alternative
once the then Administrtion had reached a decie that restrictions on oil
Import were , e"eMIS for national ecurit rons.

The ki to this problem Is national security. Our nation has just experienced
althea ery caisis caused by the embargo and sht down o Arab pipelines
and the Sues CanaL We live in an age of peril and since oil is the primary source
ot Sawa and power for our armed fora, our total prnurement of $100AM000
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of oil products exeseds by far any other commodity, we must give priority to the
concentration and location of both oil reserve and transportation and refinery
facilities within the domestic and territorial onflines of the U.SA. Our secondary
source of supply must be In the Western Hemisphere. We must exert every effort
to diversif to the greatest possible degree the sources of crude oil production with
our own domestic sources being given first priority and Western HmIspher
second priority. OilIs a diminishing resource and already It Is becomng more
dilfcult and more expensio to locate new oil fields in the U.S.A. There will come
a day when our nation will be a have not oil nation. It must be our policy to guard
and protect our oil wealth so that as we phase out of oil energy other conven-
tional and non coaventlonal fuels will fill the energy gap. In this evolutIonary
period no narrow segment of our national life can be permitted to mold or domi-
nate our oil polic. Our policy must be based on the pragmatic realities, of our
national security and interest.

The question Is how to imp e out foreign policy on oil energy. Durin this
transition period we must havo a vital and dynamic domestic oil and refinery
and trnporation industry. The oil Import control program f Intsell ntly and
prgmatically applied can aceomul.h the above objectives& It can also be used
to provide Incentives for dometie oil producers to search for and Md new oil
reserves, and to ieourag thi location ot reining and s ton facilitie
in the U.S.A. This can all be aeeompMsed without one added cent ot cost to
the taxpayer or consumer.

Relative to the development at new domestic oil field there is attached as
Exhibit I an outline of a plam developed by Ralph W. Snyder, Jr. of the Oil Im-
port Administration as the thesis be prepared for the industrial college of the
Armed Forces. This plan If adopted would permit our country to have its "cake
and eat It" by stimulating new domestc crude oil capacity while at the same time
permitting foreign crude oil Imporbi It would mean that the oil imports program
was being used to benefit the entire Nation and not any narrow segment of our
Country.

The next area of potential use of the oil Import program in a creative manner
is that ot refiney and transportation fteities. Aain- this retrictive trade
program can be applied and need In a positive manner so as to benefit all con-
sumers of energy while meeting the needs of our national security pregrm.
Here the emphasis should be on program that enoura the procesng o West-
em Heih crude oil in domestically located refineries. This can be done
In such a manner so as to provide a stimulus to eonomicaly depressed areas in
our country through the selective ue and location of Foreign Trade Zows Prob-
lems of air pollution can also be solved, Insofar as pollutants emitted by our
Industrial oil fuel consming plants and utilitleg, are onee by again in
a selective approach to the location of Foreign Trade Bone.. In this latter regard
a spokesman for the American Petroleum Institute recently stated that to re-
eonArct and install sulfur removing refer facilities in the Oaribbean rein-
ales would mean a capital expenditure ot about the same size as the original cost

of such refining facilities. We must clean our air and we should learn from bitter
recent past experience that our oil lifeline. can be shut of If production and rem
fining facilities are located in foreign countries Thereor, again t oil port
program can be Imaginatively and effeetively used to encourage the location of
refining faciities within the domestic and territorial confines of the U.S.A. See-
retary Udall only last month announced the adoption of a program wherein oil
import quotas were used as an incentive to produce additional low sulfur fuel oil
In West Coast refineries.

Unless we Intelligently, and pragmatically apply and use our oil Imports
program we can cause irreparable harm to our national security by discourag-
ing the development of our domestic oil resources and'by exporting our domestic
refinery facilities to foreign country mL In this age of peril and mpldly changing
conditions It Is essenUtial that the Secretary of the Interior have a free hand to
adjust and control our oil Import program. Time and t1 e again, Secretary
Udall has publicly stated that he can and will malntLn the present 122 per-
cent ratio. Just to quote a recent statement at his press e nference on Septembe
S21,1967, Secretary Udall In reply to the question, "Do y.u think you are going to
be able to maintain this 12.2 per cent ratio?" stated "O course we cam There is
no question about It." There has never been any question as to the need for an
Import control policy by the ol Industry-the National Petroleum Counc an
organiation that speak for all segments of the domestic oil Industry in a report
on "PetroImM Policies ft the U.S.A." and submitted to Secretary Udall under

ate oft arr'h 1, 12 stated "Natial security and assurance of adequate long
"un sPF1lies at sonable c or consumers require limiting total petWoUm
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imports, Including products, to a level which will provide opportunity for and
encourage expansion of all phases of domestic petroleum operations in keeping
with Increased demands insofar as practicable."

Every facet of our nation's security and economic interests requires that we
restrict Imports commensrate with all the factors that affect this highly
complicated Issue. Yet, there are other trade policies that are affected and any
attempt to formally freeze import levels via legislation would cause disastrous
restlts-not only in our energy economy but in all aspects of our trade program.

A negative move such ax the one contemplated In this bill would unravel most
of the Kennedy Round. The latter is not only a collection of reciprocal trade
concessios but also an over all commitment by our country to the principles of
freer world trade. It is a symbol of our sincerity and good Intentions to the entire
world. Any move on our part to adopt a vast non tariff trade barrier policy and
program would instead create an environment In which all trading nations would
.be encouraged to adopt retaliatory measures against our goods and services.

In conclusion if our oil Industry Is In trouble because of imports let us find
out the facts. Such a study should be made by a high level commission on which
all major Interests, producer and consumer, would be represented. Constructive
answers could be found that would be to our national Interest as well as to all
aspects of the competitive factors that exist In the market place.

STATZMZNT or RALPH W. SNYDER, JL, OmL ImPORT ADMImrSTsATJO.Y, ON IMPORT

QUOTA OXL CMMvATroN PLAIN

1 "THE FLAN

The plan, which supplements the existing import program, offers domestic
producers an opportunity to withhold up to WO% of their domestic production
allowables during a period of one to two years in exchange for crude oil Import
allocations equal to the quantity withheld from production. After withholding
production for the specified period of time, normal production for one year would
be required to. demonstrate continuing production capaIbllty and then the pro-
ducer would again be offered the same opportunity.

To encourage domestic exploration and development, eligibility would apply to
operators who find and develop new fields and reservoirs, after inception of this
plan and to operators having existing production, but only until January 1, 1971.

Allocations and licenses would be issued by State regulatory bodies or other
State agencies who could verify certified production allowable or production
capabilities of an eligible applicant. Generally, an applicant would not become
eligible until after "discovery allcwables" are produced, exploration and drilling
cost are recovered and the field Is under controlled production.

Eligible producers receiving crude oil import allocations would use the allo-
cation to bring In foreign oil replacing the domestic oil withheld from production
or If the producer chooses to do so he could sell the import allocation.

The plan Is designed around a pooling and unit operation concept. Participants
would enter into the program on a voluntary basis.

A participants' decision to enter into the program would be made on the bas of
economics, long range profit motivation, ability to obtain an agreement with
royalty owners and other interested parties In the operations and, of prime Im-
portance, a need to obtain an import allocation. Persons vho are otherwise
eligible to enter the program but choose not to do so or persons who are not eligible
would not be affected by the operations of participating parties, if no drainage
of properties occur and correlative rights are protected.

THS rPUPOSZ OF TE PLAN 18 FI'vMOLD

1. To channel crude oil import quota benefits directly to the producing Industry
and more specifically to the Individual or firm who curtain domestic production to
make room for the Imports.

2. To place emphasis on domestic exp'.oration and development as the prime
route toward obtaining and Improving or crude oil import rights

8 To curb the tremendous withdrawal from domestic reserves by using greater
quantities of foreign oil In meeting Increasing demands.

4 To expand the export base of friendly o~shore .producing nations, thus
contributing to the health and growth of those nations while amuring a healthy
domestic industry and our own self-sufiency.

5.To assure that domestic prodneing fields would be In a State of readinem
under controlled production, the volume of which could be stemd up whe
required.
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THE DN(ZNTIVU QUWTION

Why would an eligible operator choose to forego part of his domestic produc-
tion for an Import allocation?

The Import allocation has value because of the cost difference between foreign
and domestic oil and the profit derived from use or sale of the allocation would be
added to the defined limits of revenue expected to be obtained from the domestic
reserves of which production Is postponed.

EXAMML I (SJmLnWLV)

The recoverable oil from a newly developed domestic reservoir is estimated at
5,000)0 barrels after discovery allowabls have been produced and exploration
and drilling cost have been recovered.

If the average price of the crude oil over the life of the pool is $3.00 per barrel
and the pool is depleted In 20 years, total income derived from the pool would
be $15,000,000 less lifting cost. Assuming lifting cost to average out at $0.50 per
barrel then gross income would be $12,500,000.

However, If the operator elects to exercise his option of exchanging domestic
production for Import allocations worth $1.25 per barrel and during the course of
the reservoir life he postpones production of 1,000,000 barrels In favor of import
allocations of an equivalent quantity, his action will add $1,2,000. to the $12,--
500,000 obtained from production for total receipts from the enterprise of $13,-
750,000--a 10% gain In total revenue.. .

EXAMPLE 2 (SIMPLUrIMUP

An operator has a production allowable of 600 barrels per day and he elects
to produce 300 barrels per day, leaving 300 barrels per day in the ground for one
year as "security reserves". The operator receives a crude oil import quota of
300 barrels per day worth $1.25 per barrel. Assuming that lifting coot of the
"security reserves" to be $0.50 per barrel and the value of the oil In the ground
to $&00 per barrel, the oil would gross $250 per barrel when produced. Thus,
the total oil saved wold have a value of $273,750 ($2.50 X 800 barrels X 365
days). As compensation for leaving the oil in the ground for one year, the op-
erator would receive an Import allocation for 109,500 barrels (300 barrels X 365
days) worth $136,875 (109500 barrels X $1.25). By leaving the domestic oil
In the "security reserves ground bank" for a year, the operator In effect would
be receiving interest on his deposit of 50%:

$136,875
-i7a X 100=50%y273,750

The following year the operator would produce the 's*urity reserves". Thus,
his decision to postpone production for one year would serve to.upward adjust
the price he received for each barrel of domestic oil involved In the operation
to " ($8.00 + $125).

TE TAX QU33N

Crude oil In the ground, left there voluntarily by an operator, Is wealth con-
served in the ground for future exploitation. State taxes would be forthcomin
when the oil In produced. However, since domestic production voluntarily post-
poned under the plan would yield Federal revenue Ly virtue of Import taxes
assessed against the foreign oil entered and received in lieu of domestic supply,
a system could be established through legislaion to effect the transfer of col-
lected F deral Import taxes to the States. These funds would be used to offset
to a degree temporarily delayed State revenue and to cover additional administa-
tive and inspection costa Incurred by the States In carrying out this program. This
action would be Justified on the merit of oil conservation In the Interest of
national security.

The question of depletion allowances, presently granted under the Federal
Income tax law, as to its application in respect to domestic production withheld
Is dear. Proceeds from the disposal of severed natural resources are not obtained
until the domestic oil is produced.

A SzIGma" on MMno

This plan would act directly toward reducing the maximum oil Import level In
Districs 1-IV Under the present (Refiner-Petrochemical Plant) program The
import level at the existing program is established at a ratio of 12% of esti-
mated production of crude oil and natural gas liquids for a particular period.
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When production Is withheld by the producer in favor of an import allocatione
the base used In establishing imports in the present program is lowered; thus
reducing the level of permitted imports.

ZZAMM

The production of crude oil and natural gas liquids in Districts I-IV for the
calendar year 1967 was estimated at 8,724^0 barrels per day. Therefore, 8,724,-
000 barrels per dayXlU% established the maximum import level for 1967 at
1,064,28 barrels per day. If this oil conservation import quota plan had been
In effect during this period and produces had exercised the option of withhold-
ing 500,00 barrels per day (approximately 6%) of domestic production, then
the impmt level under the present program would have been etablished as
follows:
Estimated Production Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids ----- 8,7 24, 000 B/D
Less Production Withheld by Producers --------- .---------- 500, 000 B/D

Adjusted Estimate of Crude Oil and Natural Gas Liquids. --- 8, 24, 000 B/D
X12.2%

Adjusted Import Level 1967 --------------- ----- -- 008,828 B/D
Hypothetical Reduction In the Level for 196 ----------------- 61, 000 B/D

STATMZNT ON BrAxr or CaTr or Los ANGLe, DANMZNT or WATZA AND
Powa, oN SENATE BiL, 8. 2832, RiLATING To Impoirrs or PrOLEUM, Sus-
xr ix EDmhz L. Ksouss, GrnLw MxAN AND 0mw ENnum

The Los A ngeles Department of Water and Power is the excluslve supplier of
electricity to nearly 8-million people of the City of Los AngelesL It has four ofl-
and gas-fired, stemnelectrie generating plants with a total of 2,917 megawatts
located within the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area. These four plants represent
about 88% of the Department's total capacity. Although no additional fossil-fuel
plants are being planned within the Los Angeles Basin, these plants must continue
to supply electricty for many years.

For the continued operation of these plants, natural gas fuel or residual fuel
oil must be burned. Natural gas is used exclusively when it Is available. The
unavailability of gas i expected to cause the burning of 3- to 5-illion barrels
of fuel oil during each winter period over the next five years, depending upon
weather conditions.

Section 24242 of the Health and Safety Code of the State of California
prescribes restrictions upon the opecity of power plant stack gases, to which
we cannot conform when burning domestic fuel oIL The Rules and Regulations
of the Air Pollution Control District of Loa Angeles County prevent the burning
of any liquid fuel having a sulfur content in excess of 0.5 percent by weight.
Available domestic residual fuel oil has a sulfur content of approximately 2 per-
cent by weight. This, combined with the relatively high ash content of the do-
mestic oil, makes It I for the Department to comply with the State Law
when it is necemary to burn oil because gas is unavailable. Ozi the basis of this
violation and reinforced by continuous citisens' complaints, the Air Pollution
Control DIstrist has refused operating permits for these generating units, and
the Department Is, therefore, permitted to operate these plants only under vari-
ances granted by the Hearing Board of the Air Pollution Control District of
the Los Angeles County. It is becoming increasingly difiult each year to obtain
these variances because of the above-mentioned violation and citizen complaints
when we burn domestic mdual fuel oil.

The Department has participated with the Southern California Edlson Com-
pany in an effort to obtain a firm supply of natural gas. This proposal, the Gulf
Pacific Oase, was denied by the Federal Power Commission on the onds that
It would be an Inferior use of a natural resource. ' ,

As an active participant In efforts to minimize air pollution In the Los
Angeles Basin, the Department has continued the arch for a desirable alternate
fuel to the domestic fuel oil now used.

Recent tests of the fuel oil row being produced from imported low-sulfur
crude oil Indicate that it will enable us to conform to State Law and Air Pollu-
tion Control Distrlt reulatlons and would make a substantial coatributloq
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to the reduction of emissios of sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere in the Los
Angeles metropolitan area. There is also evidence that the use of this low-sulfur
jow- sh residual would materially reduce stack plumes and citizen complaints.

The Department has made all possible efforts to obtain a low-sultur fuel oil
from domestic sources. These efforts have proved futile. Indications are that
domestic sources-even when developed-would be Inadequate to supply the
requirements ot the Department and other utilities operating in the Ie Angeles
Bashn

The only remaining source ot low-sulfur oil Is Import il and this is contingent
upon the import quotas for crude oil being revised. This was done on October 4.
2967, under the proclamation of the Secretary of the Interior, which allowed an
Increase In the importation of low-sulfur, low-ash crude oil for rinement and
sale as fuel oiL This fuel oil supply will be directly affected by the Proposed
hWislation.

Under the revised quotas, it is now possible that at least a portion of the De-
partument's requirements for the 1967-Oa winter may be available In low-sulfur
@oi. It appears that a substantial part of the requirements for the following
years may also be available in low-sulfur oil.

FInally, tests have shown that imported fuel oil will not be compatible with
domestic fuel oil when mixed together. This makes it necessary to assure a
constant, adequate supply of one type of oil to avoid operational dificulties.

We, therefore, urge that the Increased oil import allocations be allowed to con-
tinue to the extent necessary to provide the fuel oil component of the total fuel
supply for steam-electrie generating plants in the Loe Angeles Metropolitan Area.

STATmm T Or Da ur P. Su"A, Eb Tv TC or X CONsuMns' Coux-
cm or Tz CommoNwmELE or MASsMcjuaUTrr i Oauioo To S. 2882

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank Senator Edward Kennedy for his courtesy in
notifying the Council about this hearing being held on Senate 2W32 and arrang-
Ing for the opportunity to be heard on this matter. For the information of the
Committee the Oonsumers' Council is a statutory body of state government
charged with the duty of protecting the consumer interest of the cities of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. It Is also required to advise the General Oourt
and the Governor of the Commonwealth on grave matters of consumer concern.

The Council had been considering the Issue of the spiraling price rim and po.
tential shortage of #2 Fuel (heating) Oil when it was notified by Senator V&I-
ward Kennedy of this hearing on Senate 2382. To state our position quite simply,
the Consumers' Council Is utterly opposed to this bilL On October 18 the Council
fe a formal petition with the Secretary of Interior and the Oil Import Ad-
ministration for relief of the Intolerable supply and price situation of #2 Fuel
(heating) Oil that has developed as the result of the policies of both the federal
government and domestic oil refiners. This Is the very same reason why we are
opposed to this bill an it would dIcriminate against the aomez of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts In particular, as well as the entire New England
area. The following excerpt hom the Councirls petition also outlines why It is op.
posed to this bill

"The Council has received a statistical report, made at its request, from the
State Division on Necessaries of Life, Department of Labor and Industries on
this matter. This report states that the #2 Fuel (heating) Oil prices have risen
1&8% from the period ot September 1 through Se0tumber 1W7. At the same
time the consumption of #2 Fuel (heating) Oil has Increased 20.% during the
period of May 81, 1968 to May 81, 1967. From the period oi June 1, 190 to May
1. 1967 the number of gallons og #2 Fuel (heating) Oil eonsmuad in Massachu-
setts Came to 9153=00" This Is an Increase of 2W90O6 gallons orer the
previous year. The projection for this ecan jeer Indicmtes another sta ntial
increase in the conump!io of #2 Ful (heating) Oil. In hat, an estimated 75*
of the household the cities UPm. of t OoOtu beating oil Then
siesm ane from gdclal smate sourem

pamdl y the COuncil Laf tt wl d e Am# and r *2 Flt hatingg)
Oil has been steadily increasing, the domestic oil refiners ae de tey co.
strictit the domestic supply, pete I.to Use their heflites fe more lueMttve

,inIshed products such as asolis ad Jet f.L This, In twxi, fores * domestak
wholesais price Inerease and creates a delibeae lbertaga ct #2 dismeo Fuel
(-time) O Thu onm at a time whe the demetie el Indut7 is Inexcellent
Snanea condition. The indicate are that the oil lndustu7 15ater d -t&
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forcing up the #2 fuel price close to the level of the price received for gasoline
and Jet fuel. Incidentally, this same oil industry is also the sole supplier of the
natural gas conuxmed In this stateW

From the /normatlon that the 'Council has receIved, #2 do"UsO Fuel (heat-
Ing) Oil Is delivered to the port o Boston at an average wholesale price of at least
2 cents per gallon more than the same $2 Fuel (heating) Oil If It were Imported
from the Caribea area. Thus the poUles of the federal government and the
domestic oil refiners are levying an overcharge, or In effect, a tax of over $42,-
000,000 a year on #2 Fuel (heating) Oil to the grave detriment of the csmers
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. It Is remarkable, to say the least, that
the oil lobby has been able to so distort the oil protectionist policy of the federal
government as to create in effect a tax levy on the citizens of Massachusetts for
the benefit of a private industry.

Furthermore, the federal government has also given a privilege tax states to the
domestic oil producers (who in most cases are also the oil refiners of the same
product) In permitting the 27% tax depletion allowance under the Internal Rev-
enue Code. This is In effect another tax because the average citizen is not accorded
this privilege. Certainly he would welcome this same depletion allowance to help
pay the overcharge levied on this necessity of life by the domestic oil refiners
as the result of the Federal Oil Import Program.

The Council notes for the record that neither the local wholesalers or oil dealers
in Massachusetts are responsible for this situation. These marketing people must
depend upon the whims and policies of the domestic oil refiners and the federal
government as to the price and availability of supply of #2 Fuel (heating) OiL

Certainly in view of the surging cost of living the federal government can and
must act to reduce the price of a critical commodity which Is also classified as a
necessity of life In the Commonwealth. The most recent order of the Oil Import
Board amounts to an additional allowance of a tanker and a half for all New
England for a year. This Is a totally unacceptable solution to a critical price and
supply problem.

The Consumers' Council feels that it is unconscionable to permit this situation
to continue. It goes without saying that It is the duty of government, both state
and federal, to respond to the pubhe interest which means quite simply the welfare
of the people. Accordingly, the Consumerq' Council requests that the Secretary of
Interior and the Oil Import Administration review at once the entire order limit-
Ing the Importation of the #2 Fuel (heating) Oil with the view of decontrolling
the #2 Fuel (heating) Oil as was done in the case of residual fuel oIL Such
action will break the price Increase spiral and assure a plentiful supply of this
product Such action would restore normal competitive marketing conditions
without harming our domestic oil Industry which has become indifferent to the
requirements of the c of #2 Fuel (heating) OIL" [End of quotation.]

Mr. Chairman, this bill would bar the very redress that the cities of Massa-
chusetts are now seeking from the Secretary of Interior and the Oil Import Ad-
ministration. We hope that this committee gives S. 28M2 an unfavorable report.

STM0vxur or Baan 0. Wfnfrn OW B L3r THE Nrw EZorq FUX

I am Richard 0. Whiting, oflcially appointed representative by the Board of
Directors of the New England Fuel Institute, an organization of over 1,000
retail fuel ol distributors throughout the six New England StateL This organiza-
tion wishes to be recorded in opposition to 82882 for the following reasons:

1. It would substitute inflexble legislation for the present flexible control policy
exercised by the United States Departmet of Interior.

2. Bearing In mind the needs of National Defense and the balance between
Supply and Demand, the New England Fuel Institute wishes to state that the
United States Dpar bet of ,Inteior sensitive to changes which may result from
varying condition such as limited war, weather, disruption to transportation,
and international political situations, has the capability to cope with rapidly
changing o that afet the pouoem-Oing cm sr.

& Under present regulations, the United States e at o Interior has
the ah to adjut and deal wIth imbalance the ulr of fnised Petro-
leum oduc.

. Being vlal conarned with the suppl a finish p e products fo
the couer la the New Engiand area, which, with les than 5% of the popula.
tion, conownes over 20% of the satlion'e 2 fuel all, the New Reiland pue
Institute feels thes is a dednite need for the otnuat the presentxible1010.oat 45001W
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Hon. Russ=. LJOX, NEW Y0839 N.Y.

U.S. 8s68
Wsaai, tos, D.:

According to today's Wal Street Journal there will be an abundance of oil
even a threat ot a new glut, this in face ot production from Texas and Louisiana
having been out nearly 500,000 barrels a day from recent peak. Arab produc-
tion Is back pre-crwse levels, and In some cases above. Venesuela usually sup-
plied England 10 percent of Its needs is now supplying 25 percent. Therefore,
Venesuela, who confiscated properties of American Investments from 26 States In
the United Staces should not be permitted to sell any oil to United States until
it makes redres to these Investor. Would you please advie the members ot
your finance committee regarding this.

Kind regards
BwJ AMn S. Dow,

pwemeS, CheamlI Noawt R0ouroee, Inc.

CLAMONT, CAW.
Senator RvsewJ LOON.
Democrat ol Lon lana,.
U.S. seftwe, Wuksugton ).^

Ds SvAuT Lose: I Bad it very difficult to undeztand your oppeslos
to the uwe of Indonesian Oil, with its low sulfur content, In Southern (hltLorni.

I recognize that there ar large oil Interests without oetons In Indonesia
who would suffer financial loss through this move, however I trnt that th
Interests of the several million smog-choked citizens of Southern California,
while unable to exert premure as an organized lobbr, retain an Influene on
your decisions.

It is very difficult for me to plamc a charitable Interpretation on your actions
and I would greatly appreciate an explanation.Repettuuy,

Rev. PaUL PZuaslM.
ALTADWA. CALIF.

CuAmamA, 5m5Am FxAIC OomMurm,
WakEhgtoo, D.C.

Dmm SNATORa: Today's newspaper carries a report that SeMt Rseillo
has brougrt legislation before your commitme, w" the aim ot batig the La.
portatlon of low-sulphur oli APO the United Stabea Th is 219a Is w d In Los
Angeles to help In our diicult (and desperate) dgt against umg

I hope that you and and your colleagues will reject the Senator's protosals.
This is a matter of public health-o- our children's $*&-..not of proteon for
our oil industry.

Sincerely yours,
NoEL CoIUeoL

SNATZ FNANCS COMM- CxAMMAX,
8ema&e Offc BWUds,,
Wah6W*n D.C.

DPua Sm: P eae defat the bil introduced by Senator ueU . L Leave
authority In hands at Secretary of the Interior. We need Indoneia oil or otiem
low sulphur oll to help defeat our tmg air pollution in southern (Aldiftni.

Sincere yours UvujN r Moim.

Subject: Sown Planss oiOaw.
831ATS IJ)NN( C~Mwzv

Onmm: I am one of mll0mm Ot reidmt a Lo Angles who need ou
belp . -Pleas allow the Southern (hb 9i dism OeipWto -n the low sulphuIdonesdan oil. We depeAt eed to em.d every pele source omoe

A worried mother
Mft& JAM GnuncMM
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PAsA=N, CAur.

SwA&T FwAon comxwm
W48A/ngeo, D.O.:

Defeat Senator Russell B. Long bill Rule In favor of Importation of Indonesian
on in erdw to relieve air pollution, ondll. Mr., and Mrs, W. Scnwysu

HwrN= oa PARK CAM.
Hon. Rusn LrAxe
U.S. Se Wo VWuh~w#s D.T.

Mir DIa M& Love: I am enclosing an article rom our local newspaper the
Los Angeles Times concerning a bill that you have Introduced dealing with Im-
ports, and Its edect on our local smog problem.

Mr. Long, maybe you don't have smog In Louisianp., this I don't know, but In
Lo Angeles the smog Is to terrible that on a bad day one's nose and eyes run
all day and ones chest fbels tight Maybe you have not had to watch your little
children's eyes red and streaming from the smog and you are helpless to do any-
thing about It except sit and watch Important men play politics with our lives
But It seems to me that If government departments don't begin to concern them-
selves with such problem as anog then eventually there will be no healthy
Ameri s left to care whether your bills so through or not

I beg and Implore you to consider very seriously that you are affecting the lives
of some a to 7 ndlon Amricas when you refuse to consider the difference
between usin imported oil for ful and load oil with the high sulphur content.
For the sake of our children, please remember momn Is not everything.

Yours very truy,
Mm DosomTy V. RAZ&s.

P.L--To us, every little bit helps.

(From the Los " s Times, Oct 20. 17 )
PLxaxs oe Bamue Low-Suurua OIL LW Los Axeam Smv Pmnxu

(By Km Helh)
Plans to burn fore/ln, low-sulfur oil In a dozen steam electrie-generating plants

in the Los Angeles area are Jeopardized by an oil Imports regulatory bill now
before Congres, a Southern Calfornia Edison Co. spokesman charged Thursday.

The company announced last week that within 46 days It hoped to begin
bunng n donean ei In & move to reduce sulurous smog In the South Day
and Los Anwhs long Beech harbor areas.

But now it bar that a bill Introduced by Sen Russell Lang (D-LA.) will have
the effect of nulfying as. Oct ruling by Iteror Secretary toewart I Udall
which authorized the Imports.

In Washington, sources acquainted with the bill's contents denied the Edison
Interpretation and sald they see nothing In the Long bill that would curtail the
lowsulfur oil Imports.

NOMT O CAUTION IN DENIALS

A cautionary note In the general denials was, however, sounded by Dell Perry
of the Interior Department's Oil Import Administration.

Perry said that because some terms are still undefined In the Long bill It
would be difficult to predict its exact effect before it was Implemented.

• (The Indonesian oil to be Imported has a sulfur content by weight -of only .0%
as compared with 1."% for most American oils

(Its use could sharply reduce the amount of sulfur dioxide esping into the
atmosphere from the electric-generating plants during winter month when a
shortage of natural gas forces Edison and the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power to burn oil.)

7e Long bill, which would set import ruies acroq the country, Is before the
Senate Finanes Committee for hearings.

Edison insists that Paragraph F of the bl would foc it to use domestle oil
whenever it was available, In pleference to f oil.

Thi would nean ."nt Zdisen, alkas with los AnelmW DWP, would have to
continue to get variances from rules of the Los Angeles Air flutlon Ootrai
District which a.burning oil with more.ths a .5% slfur content. The APOID
Rearing. Boutd las grated such variace os. an -pm basis since 19M
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An Edison spokesman said that while Paragraph Ir in the Long bill Is worded
in such a manner as to make it virtually incomprehensible, the senator himself
had indicated in a speech the day he introduced the bill that it would have the
effect of reducing foreign oil imports to a minimum In the Western states.

'In that speech before the Senate on Aug. 23, Long also said oil Import quotas
should not be changed to solve such problems as air pollution.

In his Oct. 8 action, Udall authorized the use of foreign oil when It was neces-
sary for compliance with rules of air pollution control districts. Thus, he clashed
with Long's views as voiced Aug. 23&

The Johnson Administration has expressed opposition to the quota concepts
I n the 'owg bill

6TANTON, CALI.
Senator Russu= Loxo,
Be*e"* OX"w Bu4Md0,
W k hWtos, D.O.

Dsa Sm: I wish to express my opposition to S.B. 2332 because of the high
smog content in California and worse still In Los Angeles smog basin. The
continued use of low sulphur foreign oil is one mean of easin our terrible
smoggy air here in Californla.

Our power plants now exude too ruch exudate that adversely effects human
Uves, agriculture, and general well being. I remain.

Truly yours
Join M. CLRLAcK.

PAA~ CA~iF.
Senator Rusaw. Loio,
W..h~xgton, D.C.

According to a Los Angeles Times editorial, In the October 24 Issue, you have
stated an oil Import program "has one and only one purpose and that is to
maintain a healthy, vigorous, domestic petroleum Industry." Your statement is
either based on callous Ignorance of the smog problem in and around Los Angeles
or you are showing an arrogance unbecoming to an elected representative of thepeople

Which Is more important to you ... lives or the econic fortunes of specialinh lts
You, In effect are putting yourself In the unenviable position of being respon-

sible for legislation that would help continue the misery being suffered by
millions, yes, Senator, mions of people who live In and around Los Angele
You see Senator, we smell smo, taste smog absorb smog and inhale smog
practically around the clock these daysL We ao become so nauseated that we
have to get out of the area at times to get back our stregth.

Senator, It also eats our te the tires valve atem& the foam rubber in our
furniture, and It dissolves women's stockings in certain areas. Oh, yes, It eats the
mortar Iu brick buidlus makes our wild birds cough and kills our shrubry,
trees and lowers. It ruins the paint on our cars and cause our school chUdren
to stay inside the school Instead of going out during play periodg. Many days,
because of smog, we don't see the sun. We are even beginning to have smog at
niit. We can't see and we can't breathe without It hurt

a, Senator, millions of Southem Callfornians are suffering the eservating
effects of continual exposure to smog. I submit that If the legislation you are
sponsoring Is passed, that It will contribute to the Illness and premature deaths
of hundreds of thousands of Southern CalifornianL Do you want to asume part
of the responsibility?

Before you make your decision, why not come out and see for yourself? As
a sufferer from smog, I deplore your present positiom.

Very truly yours,
Nosavi C DANPA.L

POMONA, CALIF
Senator Rus=L Lozon
Besets Oiee BuIMAS,

DuAs Om: I am a toher here in Calfrnia. I am unable to teach today be-
cause my throat and eyes are so swollen from the smog. If you have been reading
the papers, you know that the smog in Califoni Is worse than ever.

s5-4s-4-pt 1-28
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How can you, as a good eitizen, Introduce legislation that would have the
effect of blocking importation of low-sulfur oil from Indonesia for use in utility
steam generating plants when you know it is the only fuel that doesn't produce
a smog problem and is unavailable from domestic producers? Doesn't the health
of California citizens mean anything to you? I thought elected officials were con-
cerned with the welfare of all the citizens of the United States, not Just the spe-
cial interests. Why aould the profits of a few Jeopardize the health of millions?
That is criminal. You are getting some poor publicity here in California I sug-
gest you do a little soul-earching.

Yours truly,
Bwrv ROUNTSIXs

Uzcxox OiL COMrANY or CALicroaxir,
Los Angeles, Ca.., November O, 1967.

Hon. RussaL B. Lo1o,
U.S. Senate, Wookington, D.O.

Dzta Szramm LoNG: During the recent Senate Finance Committee hearings on
Import controls, Mr. Louis J. Fuller, Air Pollution Control Oficer, Los Angeles
County, submitted a statement regarding Senate Bill 2382, which we believe needs
clarification.

Mr. Fuller stated that a recent modification in the oil import regulations now
makes It possible to import low sulfur Indonesian crude Into District V. He added
that, with two exceptions, most of the producers and marketers in the district
vigorously opposed the Importation of this crude, demonstrating a callous indif-
ference to the public welfare that was almost O d Actually, what Is
lucredible are the error. contained in these statements.

As you may know, the Presidential Proclamation concerning air pollution
abatement provides for the allocation of an additional oil Import quota to refiners
who have produced low sulfur residual fuel oil to be used as fuel, without specify-
Ing the use of domestic or foreign crude oil The proposed implementing regula-
tions issued by the Department of the Interior, however, restricted this additional
quota to refiners who used imported crude oil to manufacture low sulfur fuel oIL
This restriction arbitrarily discriminated against all domestically produced
crude It virtually gave a subsidy to the two producers of thi only economically
available foreign low sulfur crude oil, which is produced in Indonesia. It was
this inequitable aspect of the proposed regutatin that the West Coast producer.
and marketers protested.. Subsequently, after uime productive meetings with
Interior Department official% this restriction was rotnoved.
Mr. Fuller is also mistaken when he claims that the recent regulation change

made possible the importation of low sulfur crude oit from Indonesia into District
V. Although the overall level of petroleum Imports has been limited to the differ-
ence between West Coast petroleum demand and the amount of crude oil produced
on the West Coast, there has never been any discrimination against Indonesian
low sulfur crude oil. As a matter of fact, during the last four years over 80 mil.
lion barrels of Indonesian low sulfur crude ol have been imported and refined In
District V. Utility consumers, however, apparently have heretofore been unwill.
Ing to purchase such low sulfur residual fuel oil because they have been able to
obtain variances from the Mir Pollution Control Board to petmit them to burn
cheaper high sulfur fuel eii. As a result, this low sulfur fuel oil has been con-
verted to lighter products or commingled with high sulfur fuel off and sold at
lower pries.

The last point we wish to clarify concerns Mr. Fullers interpretation of
S.2332. This bill would not prevent the importation of low sulfur crude oil into
District V as he indicate& Indeed, the bill merely confirms existing regulations
under which this crude oil has been imported for some years.

We realize that our comments may not arrive In time to be Included In the
public records of the import hearing. We feel, however, that, as Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, you should be made aware of any incorrect state-
inents In the testimony under consideration.

Very truly yours
XI. 8. THoMsox,

Vice President, Reflning.



FOOTWEAR IMPORTS*

Dfot CONGRESSIS. 2540

IN TIlE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Ooirmo 16,1967
Air. Musair (for himself, Mr. Btooz; Mr. Conox, Mr. Duomsr, Mr. Emvix,

Mr. Ixour., Mr. McIzia-r, Ma Sxm, and Mr. TnmUmoxD) intro-
duced I lie following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Com-
mittee on Finaunc

A BILL
To provide for orderly trade in footwear.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the Orderly Footwear Mar-

4 keting Act of 1967.

5 SEC. 2. Puwuv&--The purposes of this Act are to pro-

6 mote equitable competition between United States and for-

7 eign producers of footwear, to provide for orderly trade in

8 footwear and to afford foreign natio-s supplying footwear a

9 fair share of the growth or change in the United States

10 market.

11 Sc. 3. DEPINITIONs. As used in this Act-

*Witneae testifying on this subject, pp. 411-442.
Communlcatlons received by the committee on this subject, pp. 442-455.
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1 (a) "footwear" shall include all those articles .p.,i-

2 fled in schedule 7, part 1, subpart A, of tie Tariff Silhed-

3 ules of the United States Annotated (1965) , as

4 aiiieilded.

5 (b) "category" shall iIa-ehndLc all those articles tot

6 footwear designated under any ishigle item number of the

7 Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated (1965),

8 as amended.

9 (o) "United States cou.suniptiom" of footwear for a

10 given calendar year shall equal the sum of the United

11 States shipments and imports of footwear during such

12 year, less the quantity of Uited States exports of foot-

13 wear for such year.

14 Smc. 4. The President is authorized and directed to

15 undertake negotiations with other governments for the par-

16 pose of consummating agreements to provide orderly trade

17 in footwear, including the quantitative limitation of imports

18 of all such articles into the United States. Such agreements

19 shall limit the annual iaportatiou of footwear in each cate-

20 gory to the average share of the United States coisumption

21 in eaci category supplied by imported footwear during a

22 representative historical period of not less than three calen-

23 dar years prior to the year 1967, as determined hy the

24 President. Such reprensentative historical period shall be the

25 same for till countries and all categories of footwear. The
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S

1 President shall have full aulhrtrfy to i h'h'rni lie sl.'-t'

2 of total imports in any category of footwear which mtlay Ino

3 supplied by amy country to the United Stntt' o1m tie' basi-

4 of historical patterns of such imports, uie interests of deve.ip-

5 ing countries, aud such other factors affecting Irde in such

6 categories as he deems appropriate.

7 SEC. 5. After one hundred and eighty days after the

8 date of the enactment of this Act, the total quantity of

9 inports in each category of footwear not subject to an agree'-

10 meant or agreements negotiated pursuant to section 4 or

11 to proclamations issued under section 5 shall be linitd Ity

12 category as follows:

13 (a) During the balance of the year in which this .'I'-

14 tion becomes effective, the total quantity of any such fomst-

15 wear which may be entered, or withdrawn front war'ehouse.

16 for consumption shall be equal to that proE.rtionate ln.

17 of the average annual inilprts of footwear for tlie years

I8 1962-1966 which the number of days remaining in th1

19 calendar year Ihars to three hundred and sixty-five.

20 (b) Beginning with the calendar year following the

21 year in which this Act becons effe.ive, the total quantity

22 of any such fotwme.ar which may he enuered, or withdrawn

23 from warehoms.e, in thait y',a. and , ach succeeding calenula,"

24 year, sball le equal to tlhe average annual quantity of such

2.1 articles entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for ron.,muli-

40"91
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4

1 tiou during the given .calendar years 1962-1060, Provided,

2 however, That the total quantity of such footwear in an)'

3 category shall be increased or decreased in each succeeding

4 calendar year by a percentage corresponding to the per-

5 centagi increase or decrease (if inore than, 5 per centun)

6 in the United States consumption in such category in such

., calenhr year compared with tie year previous thereto,

8 except that the ainouint of such increase in any category

9 which may be entered or withdrawn from warehouse for

10 consumption during any calendar year shall not exceed 10

11 per centuin of the iiOtit of suclh increase in United States

12 consuanjition of such category.

13 (e) The Prcsidezzt shall have fill authority to determine

14 the share of imports in any category which may be supplied

15 by any country to the United States on the basis of historical

16 patterns of such imports, the interests of developing coun-

17 tries, and such other factors -affedting trade as ho deems

18 appropriate.

19 S~c. 6. The President may issue such regulations as

20 may lie necessarily to carry vit the iuarpo.s of this Act.

410
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Senator TALMADO. We are honored indeed to have as our next wit-
ness, the distingushed Senat from Maine, the Honorable Edmund S.
Muskie, With Senator Muskie is Mr. Goldstein, president of the Ply-
mouth Shoe Co., representing the National Footwear Manufacturers,

We are delighted to have you with us, Senator. You may proceed
as you see fit, sir.

STATFJMET OP RON. EDMUND S. ZU-IlE, A .. SENATOR FlO
T STATE OF MAINE

Senator Mulsaz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I know
you have had a long and busy day, and having been on that side of
the table myself, I iwi try to be brief.

Senator TALMAOF. Take as much time as you want.
Senator Musiu. I will sty at the outset that. I would like to put at

least 75 percent of my statement in the record without reading it.
Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, you may insert whatever you

wish.
Senator BENNETr. We are 75 percent convinced now.
Senator Musiurm. If I thought we could carry that on to a logical

conclusion, I would leave the table at this -point.
(Senator Muskie's prepared statement follows:)

PwIMM 8TATLMFU OF HoN. EDMUND S. MuSKxn A U.S. SUNATOO FROM TH
STATB Of MAIz

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate very mueb this
opportunity to appear before you to testify in support of my bills 8. 1446, The
Orderly Marketing Act, and 8. 2540, The Orderly Footwear Marketing Act. I
should also like to note my support and co-ponsorhip of 8. 1796, a bill intro-
duced by Senator Holling. regarding the textile situation.

Mr. Chairman, the last decade has witnessed a swift and remarkable change
In the conditions of world trade. In a number of industries, particularly the
textile, shoe, agricultural, and wood products industries, the complex problems ot
high labor input, narrow profit margins, and limited capital resources have helped
low-wage foreign competition to gain major Inrods on the American domestic
market. This situation has threateed the existence of many American mann-
facturers. particularly the small ones, and their workers.

Although we all recognise the need for expanded world trade, we do not think
It makes sense for our workers or our industrialists6 or In the long run for
industrialists and workers in other countries, to depend on erratic unstable trade
developments as a vehicle for economic growth. In our domestic markets we use
a number of devies, Including minimum wage and hour laws, for example, to
insure fair com etiion. We cannot apply similar requirements on foreign
countrieiL

The bills which you are now studying are all designed to give those American
industries which have been hardest hit by a massive flood of low-cost foreign
imports time to readjust to these changed patterns of world trade. I am not
particularly bappy about the prospect of Imposing quotas on foreign imports, and
I would much prefer the flexible and adaptable orderly marketing concept,
embodied in the Orderly Marketing Act. This concept would avoid the rigidity
of Import quotas at the same time that it would help to bring balance to our
trade policy. However, the Administration has shown a marked reluctance to use
the Orderly Marketing Amendment to the Trade Expansion Act Meanwhile, the
flood ot Imports hitting the textil, shoe, and other indutrie. in this country
has increased every year. It is for this reason that I have introduced, somewhat
reluctantly, the bill to Impose Import quotas for shoes. As an example of the
effects which this flood of imports has caused on American Industry, I should
like to call your attention to the alarming increase in footwear over the last
decade.
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In 196 footwear Imports were approximately 8 million pairs, or 1.2% of
domestic production. In 1966, there were 131 mllon pairs, or an Increase of
1564% over 1965. For the first six months of 1967, there are 94 million pairs,
or 24% of domestic production. In certain sections of the Industry, suc as
women's casual footwear, imports for the first six months of 1967 equal 119%
of output; in rubber-canvas oxfords, 28%; In =I's cemeted, 80%; and In
women's dress shoes, 28%.

This shocking increase In imports Is most significant to me because footwear
manufacturers are the largest employers of labor in the State of Maine. It is
Important to my colleagues in Massachumetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania,
New York, Missouri, Tenesee, Illinois and Ohio, and where substantial numbers
of workers in the manufacture of footwear are employed. It Is particularly serious
to the American economy because It strikes at small business, the foundation of
our economy, and the type of economic enterprise that we are trying to preserve.

The majority of footwear factories are In small towns where they are the major
source of employment and income. There are over 1,200 footwear-producing
plants located In over 600 communities in 42 states. While the Industry employs
over 280,000 workers and has a payroll of almost a billion dollars a year, these
plants are typically mall business operations, many of them struggling for exist-
ence. They employ wmewhere in the neighborhood of 200 workers per plant, and
the total Industy employs almost 285,000 workers. Another 75,O00 people are em-
ployed in the tanning and allied Industries which provide leathr, machines, ma-
terials, and supplies for footwear. This Is not an unimportant Industry. The
total sales of footwear at retail approximate $6 billion.

How could the import situation in footwear have developed so rapidly that
It has absorbed all the growth that the domestic footwear industry should have
enjoyed In the past decade? How could this happen In the greatest industrial
nation of the world, the supposed leader in productivity and efficiency? How could
imports of foreign footwear grow from literally nothing to a point where they are
equal to almost a quarter o our domestic production in a little over a decade?
The answer Is simple. Imports Increased at this rate, and will continue to increase
rapidly, because they are produced at wage and hour costs that are Illegal in the
United States. They are being produced in plants rebuilt with American dollars
In Japan and Western Europe following World War II. Footwear manufacture
employs relatively simple machines to cut, sew and cement footwear materials
Into a shoe. Techniques are practically the same from one country to another.
Even with these new plants, foreign footwear manufacturers have but one
advantage, and that Is cheap labor. Their wage rates are from a third to a fifth
of the wages that footwear manufacturers pay In the United States. This single
fact alone makes It possible for these manufacturers to compete and take an ever.
increasing share of the American market. I am placing in the Record a table which
will show the sources of footwear imported into the United States (see "A"
attached).

And let me eirphasise that imports are not due to Inefficiency in the American
footwear Industry. Various studies have shown that American footwear manu.
facturers' productivity exceeds that abroad by anywhere from 25% to 35% in
pairs per worker per day. American wage rates in footwear are the highest In the
world. American production workers In nonrubber footwear manufacturing
plants at the present time average an estimated $2.41 an hour Including fringe
benefits. In the rubber footwear Industry, U.S. workers receive $2.62 an hour not
including fringe benefits and allowances. Footwear workers in Japan make an
estimated 63 cents an hour, and in Italy, 78 cents an hour including fringe benefits
and bonuses. The labor cost advantage is so great that domestic footwear manu-
facturers, no matter how efficient, cannot compete.

Footwear Imports are not essential to provide medium- and low-priced footwear
to the American economy. This task has been performed by the American footwear
manufacturers. There is tremendous competition existing among the 8570 footwear
manufacturers. The industry is not, and never has been, a high-profit one. The
average footwear manufacturer earns between 2 cents and 3 cents on each dollar
of sales last year, compared to the 5.6 cents averaged by all other American
manufacturing Industries. The average retail price of a pair of domestically pro-
duced shoes Is only about $7.50, and 57% of all men's shoes and 80% of all
women's shoes sell at or below $11.00 a pair; 659 of all children's shoes sell at or
below $6.00 a pair.

Why, then, do imports come In? A small part come beaue they offer something
new and different to consumers But the bulk come because they are produced by
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low-priced labor, because they are somewhat lower in price than American shoes,
and provide retailers with a higher margin of profit

Footwear imports have meant the export of Job which should have been per.
formed by American workers. If all imported shoes had been produced in the
United States In 1904 there would have been 89,000 more Job opportunities. As
imports increase, a greater number of Job opportunities will be lost. Is It more
important to make Jobs for Japatuese or Italian workmen than for American
workmen? How, with these conditions, will we be able to absorb the workers
coming on our labor market In years to come?

Imports have absorbed practically all of the growth of the domestic footwear
Industry over the last decade. In 1966, United States footwear output, excluding
slippers, was only &5% higher than ten years ago. Contrast this with the growth
of the footwear Industry in the Common Market countries at 48%, or the EFT
countries of 21%, or even the United Kingdom ot 164%, from 1957 to 1964.

The unfair competition existing between domestic and foreign footwear Is also
reflected In the fact that footwear imports In 1906 were 44 times as high as foot-
wear exports. Today, we export about 3 million pairs a year of specialty types of
footwear. This reflects both the fact that we cannot compete pricewise and the
fact that most shoe-producing nations of the world have high tariffs to protect
their domestic footwear industries or discourage footwear Imports by exchange
restrictions, some form of taxation, or even outright prohibition. Prior to the
Kennedy Round reductions, footwear duties in the United States averaged only
about 18%, compared with an average of 88% for Italy and 25% to 50% for
Japan. These duties often are meaningless because Imports into these countries
are restricted by one or more of the above restraints. In addition, some of these
countries encourage footwear exports to the United States through export sub-
sidies, credit on domestic taxes paid on exported manufactures, and concessionson freight.And let me assure you that when the results of the Kennedy Round for all

trading parties are known, It will be found that tariff rates on footwear In the
countries shipping shoes here are still higher and that hidden tariff barriers
will continue to exist, making it Impossible to sell American shoes abroad even
If our prices were competitive.

The footwear industry has been seeking recognition and reiet on this prob-
lem since 1950, when It presented an extensive exhibit of Imported footwear to
senators and congressmen from important footwear-producing states and to
representatives of various government agencieL In fairness to the officials in-
volved, it should be pointed out that when the footwear industry showed the need
for better marking of Imported footwear which were mismarked in ordered to
avoid proper tariff duties, some action was taken to correct this problem. There
is more to be done in this direction, and I urge custom officials to give this
matter their attention.

In 1901 the footwear industry again invited senators and congressmen to visit
an exhibit of imported footwear and to appraise Its Impact on the domestic
industry. Well over a hundred senators and congressmen took advantage of this
opportunity. Following this meeting, I Introduced Senate Bill 8. 175. the Orderly
Marketing Act of 1961. I have again introduced this bill as 8. 1448. This was
not, and is not, a protectionist bill. It was not a bill to roll back Imports or raise
tariffs or provide any other unrealistic treatment of Imports under existing
world conditions today. It recognies the Administration's desire to Increase
and promote international trade. It Is based on a live-and-let-live philosophy. It
follows general practices which have prevailed In certain other countries and, in
fact, Is much fairer than certain of these practices. It calls for the establish-
Ruent of voluntary quotas which would guarantee to all nations the share of the
U.S. market which they had earned over a recent period. Furthermore, they would
continue to share In the normal growth of the U.S. market.

There was no action on this bill In 1961, and there has been no action taken on
5 1446, this year's bill

When the Trade Expansion Bill was presented to the Senate In 19W. I pointed
out the serious Impact of imports on the footwear Industry as a result of com-
petlon from low-wage countries and reductions in tariffs on shes of at least
75% over the previous twenty-seven years. In Introducing the following orderly
marketing amendment to the TEA, I said:

"I offer this amendment as a constructive effort to provide Improved protege.
tion for those Industries faced with disruptive Increases In Imports from low-
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wage industries in foreign countries, without frustrating the basic intent of the
trade expansion program. Briefly, my amendment would give the President the
authority to negotiate special agreement with low-wage countries to allow such
countries an orderly share of our domestic market, without destroying our own
Industry because of the unfair advantage enjoyed by those foreign industries
paying substandard wages. This will carry out the intent of S. 1785, the Orderly
Marketing Act. which I introduced last year.

I ask unanimous consent that my amendment may be printed at this point
in the Record.

There being no objection, the amendment was ordered to be printed in the
Record, as follows:

On pag 2, between lines 18 and 14, insert the following:
"(5) to eatabllsh orderly marketng- negotiating procedures which will offer

nations In which wages oi working standard are significantly lower than in the
United States a fair shm In the growth or change In the domestic consumption
in such manner a will also prevent unfair competitive advantage over United
States manufacturers or produces."

On page 9, between lines 20 and 21, insert the following:
"S. 20& Special authority for imports from nations with low wages or working

standards
"In the case of trade with any nation or nations In which wages, including

fringe benefits, and working standards with respect to manufacturing Industries
are substantially lower than such wages, including fringe benefits, and working
standards In the United States, the Tariff Commission shall, upon request of
the President, or upon Its own motion, or upon application of an interested party,
conduct a public hearing and investigation to determine whether or not as to any
article or articles imported Into the United States from such nation or nations
there exists a differential between domestic and foreign costs of production which
is due primarily to such lower wages, including fringe benefits, and working
standards and which gives foreign manufacturers and producers of such article
or articles an unfair competitive advantage over domestic manufacturers or
producers of like or competitive articles such as to cause or threat~m substantial
injury to such domestic manufacturers or producers in the United States market.
If the Tariff Commission shall, as a result of such Investigation, find that injury
Is so caused or threatened, the President may, pursuant to section 201 (a), negoti-
ate with such nation or nations and proclaim such Import restrictions as are
appropriate to provide such foreign competition and domestic manufacturers or
producers with an opportunity for a fair share in the growth or change In the
domestic market for such article or articles. Agreements, negotiated under this
section may be without regard to the provisions of section 251 or title IL"

I was disappointed to see that, Administration pressure bolstered by the tre-
mendous propaganda drive for the Trade Expansion Act on the part of exporting
industries cut back on the amendment. As originally designed, the section to be
incorporated in the basic operative title of the Act would have bypassed the
pre-conditions for relief set forth In Title III of the TEA. This was particularly
important because Title III required a finding by the Tariff Commission that
increased Imports resulted "in major part" from tariff concessionL We sus-
pected then what we now know: that the Commission would defend the battle-
ments successfully against both labor and industry drives for relief from in-
creased imports No firm or industry or labor organization has been nble to
secure adjustment assistance from the section of the TEA.

The orderly marketing amendment, as I submitted it, would have provided
relief for labor and industry.

I must admit that at that time, in 1M I thought the following statement In
the report of the Senate Finance Committee of September 14, 1962, might mean
that the amendment would be workable:

"A new section, 52, was added to the bill giving the President discretionary
authority to enter Into orderly marketing agreements with foreign countries
limiting the export of certain articles to the United States where such agree-
ments offer an appropriate device to prevent or remedy serious Injury to domestic
Industry found to be Injured under the escape-clause procedure.

"The addition of this new section makes it possible for the President to enter
into agreement with foreign countries in order to prevent increased Imports from
Injuring domestic industry. Marketing agreements may give domestic manu-
facturers an opportunity to adjust to changing competitive conditions and may
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contribute to healthy competition between domestic and foreign manufacturers.
This Is particularly true when industries concerned have relatively low capital
investment, high labor input, and manufacturing techniques which are easily
transferred, and labor skills which are e'sily acquired, and In which there Is
a tendency to overproduction for the world market. In such industries, rapid
expansion Is possible, and these industries are frequently charcteried by sub-
stantial wage differentials as between countries.

"International argeements have been made under section 204 of the Agricul-
tural Act of 1958, as amended, involving certain agricultural commodities and
other materials. The amendment would broaden this authority within the context
of the trade agreement legislation to include other products."

In view of this statement of the Committee, I expressed gratification on the
door of the Senate in September, 192, that the modified amendment included
in the bill could be useful. The same view was shared by members of the foot-
wear Industry. All of us hoped against hope that there would be a willingness
on the part of the powers administrating the Trade Expansion Act, as well as
the Tariff C, to take a liberal interpretation of this emasculated
amendment. I shall not bore my colleagues in the Senate with the history of the
failure of the trade adjustment assistance provisions of the TEA other than to
remind them of the twenty-one cases brought before the Tariff Commission,
twenty-one of which were turned down Obviously, without an afinative finding
by the Tariff Commission that an industry had been injured there could be no
alternative action by the President in neotiatin orderly marketing ar-
rangements.

It is clear now that section 862--the emasculated orderly marketing amend-
ment-as well as the vast section on trade adjustment provisions in the Trade
Expansion Act were a facade to induce support for passage of the act. There
was no Intention of sponsors of the act to have either of these sections operative

In 1968, It became clear that the orderly makIng clause and the trade
adjustment assistance provision would not be used to help the footwear industry.
A meeting was held to discuss the industrys Import problems, attended by 40
senators and representatives of 00 leading footwear manufacturers. At this
meeting, the impact of Imports on American footwear manufacturers was pro-
sented to the group Exhilbits of Imported footwear were shown I might add
that my friends in the House, Conrgeesmen James Burke and William Bates of
Massachusets presented the same facts at a meeting attended by 100 congrees-
men and many of their shoe constituents.

On July 25, together with 82 of my col in the Senate, the Sollowin
letter was sent to President Kennedy:

"We are Increasingly concerned over the effect which the rapid exansion of
shoe Imports continues to have on the domestic footwear Industry. The rapid
rate of foreign shoe entries has displaced U.& job opportunities and profits and
precludes any substantial effort to develop export markets

"Industry figures indicated that leather shoe Imports increased from nearly
8 million pairs In 195W to more than 55 million pairs in 1M While the
magnitude of the problem has been demonstrated, the domestic shoe nmanu-
facturing industry needs more precise statistical data to better demonstrate its
competitive position concerning both exports and imports. Because of the develop.
ment of footwear construction breakout. under the Tariff Act in the 1930s and
subsequently, domestic manufactured find It extremely difficult to rationalize
Import statistics with domestic production in competitive lines It is our under-
standing that representatives of the domestic industry have submitted a request
for more refined data through the Inter-agency committee on the shoe industry,
and that certain funds may be required for such a study. We urge that this
request be approved so that the Bureau of Customs and the Bureau of the
Census can develop the essential data.

"We earnestly request, also, that you consider entering Into negotiations with
principal foreign supplying nations to establish quantitative limitations on shoe
Imports. In our view, Congress has delegated authority for such negotiations
and the proclamation of such restrictions in at least two acti. Under Section
201 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, you have been authorized to
negotiate and enter into trade agreements and proclaim such additional Import
restrictions as will implement these agreements.

"A quantitative limitation on imported footwear would enhance the foreign
trade capabilities of the United States by allowing the shoe industry to develop
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as a healthy, viable segment of the economy. Such a limitation would also
serve as a lever for the reduction of foreign Import restrictions on fxootwear and
other commoditleiL

"Quantitative imlort ilmltptloas have been Imposed under the preceding
section of the Trade e ts Act, which contains the same rtqulrements.

"Section 2WA ot the Arkditure Act of 1IMU provides additional authority for
you to negotiate agree3nts limiting Imports of -any agricultural commodity
or product manufactured therefrom,' whenever you determine such action to
be appropriate. This is the broadest sort of authority, described by Senator
Ellender as 'applicable to all countries and all agricultural commodities and
their product.' 102 Con. Reec. 600 (1950). The Department of &griculture,
moreover, considers it a general, aUl-entompassing term (see, for example, a
letter dated April 4, 1962, from John Bagwell, General Counsel for the Depart-
meat to Senator illender, appearing at 108 Cong. Bee. 7878 (Dally Ed., May
16, 1962), and we-have no doubt that It can apply as well to leather and leather
footwear as to lumber or textile products.
• 'We are today, submitting briers on the application of both Acts to your state.

We e-ualae the Importance o tWiing early steps to Initiate the statistical
study as the first step toward a solution of the domestic aoe industry's interna-
tional competitive problem. Such a study would clearly assist you with respect
ti the request we have made that you consider entering Into negotiations to
establish quantitative limitations oan shoe Imports."

A similar petition sponsored by Co eme Burke and Bates of Massachu-
setts, and signed by 235 congressmen, was presented to the President.

On July 81, I, together with Senators Pastore, Edward Kennedy, Talmadge,
McGee, and Church, called on the President to discuss shoes as well as wool
and poultry. I commented on the letter sent the previous week to the President,
and the President gave a favorable reaction to the group's request for a study
of the Industry's problems.

On October 17, 196 Senators Edward Kennedy and McIntyre Joined with m
and, together with several congressional representatives from shoe districts,
we visited President Kennedy to discuss footwear. We presented the following
five points:

"1. It is essential to the welfare of the shoe industry that It be plicvd on
the reserve t In the forthcoming GATT negotiations.

'"2. The Industry urges that negotiated quotas be arranged with Japan and
Italy.

"3 The industry requests that the State Department arrange discussions be-
tween representatives of the U.S. shoe manufacturing Industry and representa-
tives of the governments o Italy and Japan to urge these nations that their
own best Interests call for restraints on exports of footwear to the United States.

"4L That the industry requests the President to establish a committee to assist
shoe manufacturers in working out their Import problems.

"5. That domestic and import statistes be revised and expanded to reflect more
accurately Import trends In footwear."

On point 1, the President Indicated the OAT' negotiations to be a year or
more away and that much might develop in the meantime on the Import problem.
It was his view that attention should now be given to matters which might
be of Immediate assistance to the Industry.

On point 2, the President outlined the difficulties surrounding negotiated
quotas at that time.

On point 3, the President Indicated that Secretary of State Rusk would be
instructed to ask our ambassadors In these countries to arrange for discussions
with Italy and Japan.

On point 4. the President Indicated that the Inter-agency Committee on foot-
wear, which had been established as a result of the Industry's efforts on imports
with President Kennedy, now composed of representatives of Commerce. Labor
and State, would be strengthened. He also suggested the establishment of an
advisory committee of shoe manufacturers to assist the committee In working
out solutions to the Import problem.

On point 5, the President assured the Industry representatives that funds will
be made available for an expanded statistical program to more accurately meas-
ure the impact of shoe Imports on domestic production.

On Tuesday, December 10, 1963 Secretary of Commerce Hodges announced the
appointment of a nine-member advisory committee of labor and management rep-
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resentatives to assist the Inter-agency government group on the problem of foot.
wear Import& The Secretary said: "Shoes, woolen textile, and beet now are the
three items in which import competition is arousing the strongest protests."

On April 23, 1964, a few of my colleagues and I were Joined by congressional
repreentatives and leaders of the footwear industry in a meeting with President
Johnson to secure a re-afirmation of the program approved by President Kennedy.
The President was very helpful. He indicated surprise at the cost differentials
between domestic and imported footwear and suggested to Secretary Husk, who
attended the meeting, to give the matter some attention. Secretary Rusk said he
would take it up with Undersecretnry Ball. At this meeting, President Johnson
indicated that (1) the industry's request that footwear be placed on the reserve
list would be carefully reviewed. (2) that he would direct the State Department
to arrange discussions on footwear problems with important exporting nations,
(8) that he endorsed the need for expanded statistical Information to assist the
industry in obtaining data, and (4) on the request for an orderly marketing pro-
gram for footwear, the President indicated that this would be possible only after
the Tariff Commission had completed studies supporting the desirability of such
quantitative limitations This completely confirmed our view (it anything more
were needed) that the Trade Expansion Act as useless as far as the orderly
marketing and adjustment assistance provisions were concerned.

At a press conference later in April, 1964, President Johnson was asked the
following question: "Mr. President, speaking of import:4 several groups have been
In to see you yesterday-the wool group and Mr. Blough of U.S. Steel; also, I
understand you had a meeting with the shoe group. In view o the upcoming
Kennedy Round of negotiations, do not believe you will be able to give any ot these
groups help?" The President replied: "Ye, we are giving study and thought, and
we hope some assistance, to these individual commodity problems. We are work.
Ing on it."

Following the reaffirmation by the President of the basic points ot the Kenuwdy
program for the footwear industry, an intensive series of meetings and confer-
ences with the Tariff Commission, the Department of Commerce, and the Census
Bureau was begun and continued almost to the end of 1964 to produce the new
statistical categories for the reporting of imported and domestic footwear.

On May 1, 1964, Senator Edward Kennedy and I, along with Cog en
Burke and Bates, and a number of Industry representatives, presentsd the fol-
lowing statement to Undersecretary of State George Ball:

"uTo undersized represent 285 Congr men and 38 Senators who are con-
cerned with the high level of footwear imports entering the United States and
the impact of these Imports on the domestic shoe manucturers. Last year this
group petitioned President Kennedy for assistance to this Industry, and on Its
behalf we and other members of Congress renewed our requests at a meeting
with President Kennedy in October, 1968, and again at a meeting with President
Johnson last week, April 2A, 1964.

"Among the principal requests emphasized at both meetings was that con.
ferences between representatives of the domestic industry and industry represent-
atives of principal foreign supplying nations, especially Italy and Japan, be
established to discuss conditions of world trade in footwear. We now ask that
the Department of State take such steps as are necessary to establish such meet-
ings to take place at the end of. May.

"We stress that the attendance and participation of a respmle oieer of
the Department of State are essential These meetings are vital to the develop.
meant o a full comprehension of the problems of the domestic shoe manufacturing
industry caused by imports and, therefore, deserve the attentioij and advice that
would be provided by the presence of such an odfial In view of the serioumm
of the threat facing this industry, we do not view a request for participation
in deliberations regarding the nature of these problems as unrsonable More.
over, because of the known close working relationship between Industry and
government in those nations, such participation would be apWoprat. J1fl/y,
such attendance would insure that the U.S. government Is fully apprlsed of the
information and views exchanged at such meetings and, therefore% is continuous
alert to developments rePrdnng this issue with which we ar concerned.

"We earnestly request that you will initiate approriate Nraoduren to mple.
meant this request."

The Undersecretary made the necessary arrangement On May 1) and 20,
I headed a delegation which met with representatives at the Italia footwear
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manufacturing Industry in Milan, Italy. We urgsd the Italian footwear manu-
facturers to appeal to their own government to Inaugurate discussions with the
U.S. Government for an orderly marketing amngment on footwear. The
meeting arrived at the flowing decislona:

1. That the foreign trade Committee of the National Footwear Manufacturers
Association would pmare a emplete story Gn the Impact of Italian footwear
imports on the U.S. footwear Industry for preentation to the Italian group.

2. That Italian footwear manufacturers would report back to the Foreign
Trade Committee their views on the sus ons

& That possibly another meeting might be anged between Italian and U.S.
In Septemberre-----N-Id-cr ied out its responsibility and presented the promised

information to the Jtalian footwear Industry.
No formal respnis or request from the Italian group for further meetings

was ever received. Ne reports Indicated that there was a marked re-
luctance on the part of the Italians to urge their government to discuss some
orderly marketing arrngement with the U.S. Government. A number of reasons
were given, Including the atomized structure and wide dispersal of the footwear
Industry In Italy, as well as the neesity to keep the Italian footwear Industry
alive by exporting footwear.

During the same year, Thomas Shannon of the firm of Collier, Shannon and
Ril, counsel for the National Footwear Manufacturers Association, spent several
weeks in Japan on a number of assignments, one of which was to explore the
possibility of orderly marketing arrangements with Japanese footwear manu-
facturers. He received no encouragement

We advised the senators and congressmen signing the Industry's petition to the
President of these results.

Every effort was made by senators and congressmen from shoe states in 1964
to urge the negotiating authorities to put footwear on the reserve list In the
forthcoming GATT negotiations. Yet, In spite of these effort& reductions average.
ing at least 80% were made in Important footwear categories, when actually, as
we have seen, no reductions at all were necessary to enable foreign footwear
manufacturers to capture an increasing share of the American market. I shall
have more to say on this point In a moment.

Certainly there is no lack of awareness of our problem. Two presidents have
given a sympathetic nod and some help to the Industry, but there has been no
effort to ease the pressure of Imports. Vice President Humphrey, speaking to the
Associated Industries of Massachusetts back on October 22, 1964, said:

"We are looking forward to Improved conditions In your fishing industry
through the commercial fish research and development act encouraged and en-
acted by this Congress, and we are fully aware of the shoe industry.

"I remember speaking to the shoe industry in Chicago and here again your
government must be careful to watch the market and see to it that the domestic
producer is not the victim of unfair foreign competition. And this government is
committed to that endeavor."

In May of 1965, Senator Edward Kennedy and I co-hosted a meeting for 30
senators and 50 leading footwear manufacturers. A similar meeting was co-
hosted by ongruen Burke and Bates in the House for 80 congressmen. At-
tendance at both meetings would have been greater had we not collided with con-
gressional action on foreign aid and civil rights. At this time, we Introduced the
orderly marketing bill of 1965, S. 2 We were unable to obtain hearing or action
in the House and Senate on this bill.

Recognizing that tiher would be little likelihood of obtaining any action in
the Senate and House in 1966 In view of pending legislation, the election, and
the GATT negotiations, we deferred attempts until this year.

In all fairness, I should comment on the fact that the business and defen---e
services administration of the LU.. Department of Commerce. cooperating with
a footwear manufacturers' industry advisory committee made up of labor and
Industry leaders which had been qet up after the meeting with President Ken-
nedy. did provide late in 1965 $100.00 for a study of management problems In
the domestic footwear industry. This effort by Government to provide assistance
to the industry bedeviled by imports should not be overlooked. The study Is now
being digested by the footwear Industry.

The time has now arrived when we must come to grips with the problem of
footwear Imports. I raeognise this hos been a long review of an exasperating,
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frustrating experience. Our attempts at a reasonable approach to the problem
of imports have yielded far-from-satisfactory reults. While this action
has been going on over the years, imports of footwear have grown from an
Insignificant amount to approximately 25 percent of current industry output.
And now we have suffered a further reduction in the duties on foreign foot-
wear which will make imported footwear even more competitive. As a practical
matter, footwear duties were already so low that further reduction will prob-
ably make little difference in the flow of Imports to the United States. Con-
sumers will get little benefits. Importers' and retailers' profit margins may
improve.

The situation in footwear and other commodities calls for a thorough review
by this Congress. Such a review should ,mbrace the problems faced by American
fishermen and farmers. Sixty-two percent of the fish consumed in our country
today are imported. The value of ground fish Imports has grown from $33 il-
lion in 1960 to $82 million in 1966. The senior Senator from Oregon. Senator
Morse. has introduced legislation S. 2411 designed to keep fish import competi-
tion at realistic levels. In the Committee's consideration of import problems,
I hope that emphasis will be focussed upon the need for action in this area.

Earlier this year, President Johnson took administrative action to restrict
the importation of dairy products. This was in the face of dairy import com-
petition which increased over 400 percent between 1953 and 1965. This i a
problem which In national in scope. The number of farmers engaged in dairy
production is decreasing each year. When you add the problem of imports to
the increased cost of equipment and intensive price competition, it is small
wonder that many farmers have elected to sell their businesses rather than
continue. The principal loser here is the American consumer. For these reasons,
I hope that the legislation introduced by Senator Proxmire designed to curb
dairy imports S. 612 will also receive serious review.

At the various hearings on trade policy or international monetary problems
we are inundated with views which go back to the views of Adam Smith that
"the prudent man will never make at home what it will cost him more to make
than to buy" and to John Stuart Mill that "the benefit of international trade is
a more efficient employment of the production forces of the world." We can
admit that the gains from international trade are inmnrtavit and that trfle '-hould
be encouraged while at the same time admitting that the realities of trade in
today's world (what Opcar Gass. the noted economist, called a world of quotas
and buying discrimination) may call for some modification of the eighteenth
and nineteenth century thinking. No one with any understanding of international
relations today would argue for a major curtailment in international trade, or
even high tariffs, or rolling imports back to some former base. But the time has
come when we must consider the impact of Imports on certain of our industries
and agriculture and adopt policies which may, when necessary, be used to regulate
the growth of imports to some live-and-let-live basis. Other nations do not
hesitate to protect their domestic industries. Congress recognized the realities
of the import situation a few year. ago in setting up protection for the domestic
meat industry. Similar protection has been set up for the oil Industry. Thb long-
term cotton agreement was inaugurated by Congress when Imports were around
6% of domestic production or a quarter of the present level of imports to foot-
wear. President Johnson recognized the impact of imports on the dairy Industry
recently when he Imposed by proclamation drastic restrictions on the imports of
dairy products.

Extensive claims were made as to the beneficial effects of reduced tariffs
and trade barriers on our economy when the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 was
presented to this congress. But Oscar Gass said at the time, "The dish is being
so wildly over-advertised I fear many now so attracted by the menu and the
company will, one day, rise from the table, shamefaced, still self-consciously
hungry and feeling they have been deceived."

In "Crusade for Trade" in March 19 and 2(, 1962. in "The New Republic."
Gas described well the character of American imports and the gross exaggera-
tions of Its Importance to our economy:

"In 1960-1, United Stats imports of merchandise averaged about $15 billion
annually. This is barely 8 percent of Gross National Product. For Great Britain.
the corresponding figure Is about 15 percent. Yet, such is the ascendancy of
British economics over the American mind, that much of what Americans write
about international trade reads as If It were counsel addressed to a British
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Chancellor of the Exchequer. (Intellectually, the ascendancy is Justified. We
have not from any American hand anything comparable to The TheorV of Inter-
nationa Economic Polky, by J. E, Meade.)

"In the bad old days of the late 1920's, when United States tariffs were greatly
higher, our imports were also more Important--about 5 percent of Gross National
Product. Many things the United States buys abroad have become relatively
cheaper; synthetic substitutes have been developed for some imports; and the
range of American manufacturing has broadened greatly. From a merely Ameri-
can point of view, and a merely economic one, the potential gain from free inter-
national trade is correspondingly less important.

"American imports declined in importance while tariffs were being reduced.
In 1926-30 our duties averaged 13-7 percent of all imports. But in ten of the
last fifteen years, our duties have averaged 6 percent or lower. Even when duty
is related to dutiable imports alone, United States customs duties have never
averaged above 12.7 percent in any year of the last eleven. This contrasts with
40 percent in 1926-30. In a world of quotas and buying discrimination, customs
reductions are not an exact guide, but they do reflect a gross change.

"The most striking decline, In economic weight, has been in Just those articles
where we charge no customs duty at all. For about ten years now, some $6
billion of United States imports have been free of any duty. In this decade, the
dollar total of our Gross National Product has increased from a range of $330
billion to $520 billion, but these customs-free imports have continued to hover
around $6 billion a year, without any rising trend.

"A further reduction in United States tariffs would have impact initially
through the $9 billion of imports which do pay some duty. And it would affect
also other items which do not come in at all because our duty Is prohibitive.
Consider: what might result, at best, from the total elimination of duties on
all our dutiable imports? Let us allow, as best we can, for those entrepreneurs
who will be Invigorated--and for those who will be killed. At how much lower
cost might we then be able to buy these $9 billion of imports and also the other
items now excluded? (Our exports are, of course, our means of paying for our
imports.) Is It likely that, as a nat.on, we would save $5 billion a year, in any
year of the 1960's, as the result of buying abroad more cheaply-and more? As
costs go down, real Incomes are enlarged. Yet a gain of $5 billion looks like a
saving of over 50 percent derived principally from additional trading in our
presently dutiable imports, now valued at $9 billion. Is such a $5 billion gain
likely? If the answer Is in the affirmative-if we would save $5 billion annually-
our economic gain would be somewhat under one percent of our annual Gross
National Product. Is a gain of the order of one percent what is now being adver-
tised? Is this the bold new road to the future of the American economy?"

What about today? Our merchandise imports, adjusted for cost, insurance,
and freight charges, which must be paid by Importers, would be approximately
$28 billion, or 8% of a 748.8 GNP in 1966 I am informed that in 1966, 63%
of our imports ($16.023 billionS, or about 2.4% ofG rried duties If,
under the stimulus of reduced duties of the Kennedy Round, dutiable imports
were to increase 50%, which is quite unlikely in view of our import history,
they would still be an insignificant part of GNP. And our merchandise exports
last year, without defense but including those financed by government grants and
loans, were only about 318% of GNP. A rise to four percent" would still be rela-
tively unimportant, and with rising costs here, and restrictive tendencies abroad,
even this gain is questionable.

I think this Congress needs to know a great deal more about the details of
our international trade, the flow of dutiable and non-dutiable goods, and the
effect of tariffs on this flow, as well as the restrictive practices of our trading
partners. But for the efforts of Senator Long, Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, and Senator Dirksen, the minority leader, In insisting on comparable
data on imports and isolating exports resulting from our aid programs, it would
be even more difficult today to obtain a correct picture at what is taking place
In international trade.

This Administration has used monetary and fiscal policies to achieve gains
In GNP in one year equal to or greater than total of our annual merchandiae
exports. Our continuing problem is to maintain a viable economy at home. Othe.
wise. we shall not be able to help less fortunate .countries. And I emphasize
again this appeal is a far cry indeed from eighteenth and, nineteenth century
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"'protectionism" charge that is usually hurled at anybody who raises a warning
voice against rapidly increasing Imports.

I hope that the Senate Finance Committee, under the able leadership ot the
Senator from Louisiana, will proceed with a thorough review of our trade
policy, and that we shall be able to paw S. 1446 or similar legislation to establish
a live-and-let-live policy with our trading partners. If we fail to do this, when
the war ends and industry In confronted with a period of readJustment, we shall
find ourselves facing serious problems in maintaining full employment and a
growing economy.

Senator Musx .Mr. Chairman and Senator Bennett I would like
to read just enough of my statement -to indicate to you tie seriousness
of the import problem as it affects the shoe industry.

I address myself to many of the bills that are pending before you,
but especially the Orderly Marketing Act, S. 1446, which I intro,
duced earier this year, and S. 2540, the Orderly Footwear Marketing
Act, which I introduced rectly.

Senator Bzmmr. May I interrupt at this point I
Senator MusL Yes; I would b1ehappy to have you do so.
Senator BFm-i=r. Will you identify th shoo industry I Does it in.

clude both rubber and leathr footwear, or is it essentially-
Senator MusmIE This is leather.
Senator Brwrur. You are speaking here essentially for leather I
Senator Msxm Essentially for leather. The rubber footwear prob.

lem is just as serious, if not more serious, but I think that there are
elements of their problem which are suffwiently different so that I
ought not include them in this statement.

Senator Bzmr. I wanted the record to show thi.
Senator T wADG. Proceeding further with the question that

Senator Bennett asks, Senator Muski% did the Rubber Manufactarers
Association discuss this bill with you?

Senator Musxz No; they did not.
Senator TA mxpz. In other words, this bill is designed only purely

and simply to aid the leather footwear industry?Senator Musxm Yes. We would say this in addition: that we can't
speak for the rubber footwear industry, but we think that there may
be elements in their problem which might prompt them to look at this
kind of legislation. That is a decision or them to make, and it would
be presumptuous of me to speak for them.

Mr. Chairman, although we all recognize the need for expanded
world trade, we do not think it makes sense for our workers or our
industrialists or, in the long run, for industrialists and workers in
other countries to depend on erratic unstable trade developments as a
vehicle for economic growth.

In our domestic markets, we use a number of devices, for example,
the minimum wage and hour laws, to insmre fair competition among
various areas of our country. We cannot apply similar requirements
on foreign countries, of course.

The bills which you are now studying are designed to give those.
American industries which have been hardest hitbVy a massie flood
of low-cost foreign imports time to readjust to these changed patterns
of world trade.

In 1955, Mr. Chairman, footwear imports were approximately 8
million pairs, or 1.2 percent of domestic production. In 1960, imports
were 131 million pal or an increase of 1,56 percent over 1955.

85-468---67-pL 1- 29
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For the first 6 months of 1967 there were 94 million pairs imported,
or 24 percent of domestic production.

In certain sections of the industry, such as women's casual foot-
wear, imports for the first 6 months of 1967 etlualed 119 percent of
domestic output. Iii rubber canvas oxfords, 28 percent; in men's
cemented, 30 percent; and in women's dress shoes 28 percent.

This shocking g increase in imports is most significant to me becmanse
footwear manufacturers are the largest employers of labor in the State
of Maine.

It is also important to my colleagues in Massachusetts, New Hamup-
shire, Pennsylvania, New York, Missouri, Tennessee, Illinois, and
Ohio, and where substantial numbers of workers in the manufacture
of footwear are employed. It is lprticularly serious, Mr. Chairman,
to the American economy because it strikes at small business, the founi.
dation of our economy, and the type of economic enterprise that. we
are trying to preserve. The majority of footwear factories are in small
towns, wliere they are the major source of employment and income.
There are over 1,200 footwear-producing plants located in over 600
communities in 42 States.

While the industry employs over 230,000 workers, and has a payroll
of almost $1 billion a year, these plants are typically small business
operations, many of them struggling for existence. They employ some-
where in the neighborhood of 200 workers per plant, and the total
industry employs almost 235 000 workers. Another 75,000 are em;
ployed in the tanning and allied industries, which provide leather,
machines, materials, and supplies for footwear.

This is not an unimportant industry. And may I say, Mr. Chairman,
that there are 20 such factories in your Ststo of Georgia. The total
sales of footwear at retail approximate $6 billion.

Now we might well ask how could the import situation in footwear
have developed so rapidly that it has absorbed all of the growth that
the domestic footwear industry should have enjoyed in the past decade
How could imports of foreign footwear grow from literally nothing to
a point where they are equal to almost a quarter of our domestic pro-
duction in a little over a decade

The answer is simple. Imports increased at this rate and will con-
tinue to increase rapidly because they are produced at wage and hour
costs that are illegal in the United States. Sme are being produced in
plants rebuilt with American dollars in Japan and Western Europe,
following World War If.

Footwear manufacture employs relatively simple machines to cut,
sew, and cement footwear materials into a shoe. Techniques are prac-
tically the same from one country to another. Even with these new
plants, foreign footwear manufacturers have but one advantage, and
that is cheap labor.

Their wage rates are from a third to a fifth of the wages that foot-
wear manufacturers pay in the United States. This single factor alone
makes it possible for these manufacturers to compete and take an
ever-increasing share of the American market

And let me empha"size that imports are not due to inefficiency in the
American footwear industry. Various studies have shown that Ameri-
can footwear manufacturers' productivity exceeds that abroad by any-
where from 25 to 35 percent in pairs per worker per day.

A4)'
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American wage rates in footwear are the highest in the world.
American production workers in nonrubber manufacturing plants at
the present time average an estimated $2.41 an hour, including fringe
benefits.

In the rubber footwear industry U.S. workers receive $2.61 an hour,
not including fringe benefits and allowance& Footwear workers in
Japan make an estimated 63 cents an hour, and in Italy 78 cents an
hour, including fringe benefits and bonuses. The labor cost advantage
is so great that doinestic footwear manufacturers, no matter how
efficient, cannot compete.

Footwear imports are not essential to provide medium- and low-
priced footwear to the American economy. This task has been per-
formed by the American Footwear Manufacturers. There is tremendous
competition existing among the 850 footwear manufacturers in this
country.

The industry is not and never has been a high-profit one. The average
footwear manufacturer earns between 2 and 3 cents on each dollar of
sales last year, compared to 5.6 cents averaged by all other American
manufacturing industries.

The average retail price of a pair of domestically produced shoes
is only about $7.50, and 57 percent of all men's shoes and 80 percent of
all women's shoes produced in this country sell at or below $11 a pair.
Sixty-five percent of all children's shoes sell at or below $6 a pair.
Why, then, Mr. Chairman, do imports come in I

A small part come because they offer something new and different
to consumers but the bulk come because they are produced by low.
priced labor, because they are somewhat lower in price than American
shoes for this reason, and provide retailers with a higher margin
of profit.

Er. Chairman, in the remainder of my statement which I will not:
read, I outline what I think are some interesting facts with respect
to the efforts of the footwear industry over the past 8 or 9 years to
develop legislative suggestions which will give them relief while at
the same time honoring the concept of trade expansion.

This industry has never taken an obstructionist point of view on this
problem. It was as a result primarily of their interest that the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 incorporated an orderly marketai provision,
emasculated from the concept which had been developed by the indus-
try, but nevertheless honoring it, which has proved meaninleuu be-
cause of the Tariff Comission's interpretation of the triggering
qualification language. Because there have been 21 applications for
relief which have not produced relief, the footwear industry has not
undertaken to teke advantage of that provision of the law.

One of the leaders in the industry who has helped develop these
concepts is our next witness, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Goldstein is originally
from England, and I might s that the name of his company,
the Plymouth Shoe Co is eminently appropriate It suggests that we
welcome inorts from road.

Senator Bz;=mr. As long as they come barefoot.
Senator Musix So would like to present an old friend and a

leader in the footwear industry, who is recognized in the industry out-
side of New England as well as within New England, to give you an-
other aspect of the shoe industry's problem.
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Mr. Alan Goldstein, president of the Plymouth Shoe Co., but repre-
senting the National Footwear Manufacturers Association.

Senator TALmAzD. Thank you. Senator Muskie, for a very fine
statement. And before you proceed, Mr. Goldstein, you are not speak-
mg for the rubber footwear industry, only the leather industry, is
that correct I

STAT T OF A-AN 0LDSTEIN, PRFIDENT OF TIE PLYMOUT
SHOE CO., NATIONAL FOOTWER AUACTURERS AMOCIA-
TION, ACCOMPANIED BY THOMAS F. SHANNON, COUNSEL; AND
FANCIS WATSON, CKAIMAN, OF 1TE NATIONAL FOOTWEAR
MANUFA R ASSOMATION; AND IRVING GLZAA EXECU-
TIVE TICS PRESIDENT OF THE TANNE S 0UNCIL OF AMERICA

Mr. Goumnr. Yes, sir. We do mention, in one or two spots, figures
that would include rubber footwear production to make a point, but
that isall.

Senator TALMADE. You are aware of the fact now that the Footwear
Division of the Rubber Manufacturers Association has submitted a
statement to this committee indicating that it is not seeking quota re-
lief for rubber footwear at this, ae you not I

Mr. Gouwm. Yes, sir providing we understand that their present
tariff arrangements or other type of arrangement would give them
sufficient protection. Howeversihould they not have this protection, we
understand they would be delighted to have a quota arrangement like
we are askin for.

S Lnator T w . Thank you, Mr. Goldstein. You may proceed
as you see fit.

Mr. GowmTz;. On my right, Mr. Chairman, is Thomas Sh n,
the general counsel of the National Footwear ManufacturersA
ciatiwn. On my left is Mr. Irving Glass, executive vice president of the
Tanners Council of America, and oa my far left is Mr. Watson who is
presid-nt of the National Footwear Manufacturers Association.

I have already submitted a detailed brief. However, because this is
such a vital issue to our industry and in particular to medium-sized
manufacturers like myself, I would like to depart from the prepared
brief and highlight certain important factors concerning imports, a
problem I live with daily.

I am president of Plymouth Shoe Co., a typical shoe manufacturing
firm employing appo xmatel 700 workers in the town of Middle-
boro, Mare, whose population is under 15,000 ILe. This is signi t
when one realizes that our own average weekly payroll (dispersed by
the only bank in town) is about $75,000 and essential to the welfare ofthis eamnV

The burden orimports fails most heavily on medium-sized concerns
like ourselves shoes in rural and s r communities
throughout the Nation. Today, I speak for the entire domestic leather
footwear industry.

Our position is also fully endorsed by our principal suppliers, the
tanning industry and all of the unions in both industries, in particular,
the Boot and Sh oe Workers' Union the United Show Workers Union
of America and the Amalgamated eat Cutters and butcher ' Tnion
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of America. We have heard Senator Muskie already comment on the
alarming growth of imports from 1955 to 1966. What is even more
disturbing to me is the first 7 months of 1967. Imports have increased
by 33 Percent over a year ago and are running at an annual rate of
172 million pairs. If this current rate of expansion of imports con.
tinues, imports will amount to at least 300 inillion pairs in 1970.

If there-had been no imports in 1966 it would have required 89,000
additional workers to produce the footwear required for the American
market. If imports should continue at the current rate, by 1970 at least
75,000 job opportunities will be lost.,

Of great significance is the fact that our industry does employ and
provide job opportunities for semiskilled labor. In the 10-year period
between 1945 and 1955, our industry's growth was approximately 20
percent. Contrast this to the 12-year period between_ 1965 and 1967
when our growth was only 8.4 percent-.-from 585 million pairs to 605
million pairs-of which 15 million l:'irs went to the Armied Forces.
Compare these figures to the following startling facts:

Le-ather footwear production between 1957 and 1964 increased in
the EEC countries by 48 percent, in the EFTA countries by 12 percent
and in the United States by a piddling 1.8 perent.

It has often been stated that the real reason behind the importation
of footwear was style. This is sheer nonenas. I have attaed tr, -,,v
brief as appendix 8 a letter from Herbert Levine, one of the wurldts
foremost manufacturers and designers of women's high-fashion soes
who this week was cited as such in Time magazine. He stated:

It Is my considered opinion based on my 15-year knowledge of the Italian shoe
market that Italy has never Introduced anything from a creative point of view
to the shoe business.

I might add as one who has been intimately associated with style
that hand labor is often a vital factor. For example, you, Senator,
may have worn leather-woven shoes. Is it conceivable that I can pay $2
an hour to weave leather a simple operation, when in Spain, reliable
sources indicate that a 1-hour day at 35-40 cents an hour including
fringe benefits is the typical wage-hour structure in footwear-in fact,
children may work 2 years as apprentices without compensation.

The concrete evidence of our contention concerning chbep labor is
the tremendous growth of the PD ish footwear industries. From 275
million pairs exported to the United States in 1959 to nearly 3j
million pars in 1e96. Whyt As labor costs increased mewhat in
Italy, importers have run to Spain in order to exploit its cheaper
labor.

I know of a large retail concern who today are selling two pairs of
brogue equal in uait to thow produced domesticaly for0 whma tbi boa we emu0-i do m pair f o $0.

The domestic footwear " vulnerable to theinreasing flow imports m is rtuhe r &=*a. evaka n.Since 1950,
Ceechoslovaka has stepped up its exports to the United States by
over 900 percent, from 192,600 pairs in 1959 to over 1.7 million Pa
in 1966.

Imports from these ste-controled enterprss where costs a
ignor-ed in the drive to export mh di dlaspeen x
tremlely unfair topf~" br ~mt. rsn x
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It is disheartening to read that the largest supplier of munitions
to Vietnam is the sanme Czechoslovakia. U.S. tariffs on footwear is
among the lowest in the world, averaging about 12 percent on all'
shoes imported prior to the Kennedy round reductions.

With the most recent reductions, they are between 8 and 8.5 percent.
To add insult to njury, there is a remssion of taxes in most 1. esterni
European countries of up to 7 percent on the value of exported prod-
ucts, a direct subsidy, no matter what anyone else calls it.

Furthermore, exports of footwear have fallen from 4.6 million
pairs in 1955 to 2.5 million pairs in 1967. Even if our prices were
competitive, and this obviously is impossible, we could not export
because of hidden nontariff barriers. For example, it is unbelievable,.
but Japan has an embargo on many U.S. products including leather
and shoes. The seriousness of the impact of imports can perhaps best
be illustrated if I might refer again to my own company. I am not
sure if the Senator has a teenage son or daughter or grandson who
might be a teenager, but I am sure that if you do you are well aware
of the fact that particularly in the city of Salt Lake that the teenage
market has gone from hand-sewn moccasins where we concentrate in
this teenage market, where we realized they were going into -sandals
which I have here in front of me, and when teenagers go, they go.
And because of this factor and because we could see that we would
be hurt, we decided to attempt to produce sandals which had never
been done before domestically, on an assembly line basis, copying
village types that are made in Chicago and Baltimore.

So-we set up an assembly line p ss, no stitching, so we wouldn't
have to have extra, and we put these together with semiskilled labor,
and we were successful. We sold J. C. Penney and Hahn's here in Wash-
ingtn and Florsheim and on and on to the extent that we were able
to hire a substantial number of people and this year I thought that
we would be able to double or triple our productive capacity. Until re-
cently, particularly at the Shoe Fair in -Chiago last week, I ran into
my own styling being copied in Italy, for $.50 to $3.50 when my
shoes, which I reduced in price and which carry a lower overhead, are
$4.50.

As a result, instead of increasing, doubling or tripling our produc-
tion I think we will be lucky if we can maintain it. W say for this
reason which is typical and this is what happens to small manufac-
turers and others, that we hesitate to open up in Appalachia or dis-
tressed areas, for the very reason that this can happen and has been
happening.

I also note with interest Ambassador Roth's statement that there
are available remedies under the TEA for the relief of industries hurt
by imports. This is an absolutely misleading statement. What Ambas-
sadorlioth failed to tell the comittee is tlat 21 cases have been filed*
by industry and labor under the act, and 21 cases of hardship have been
denied. Is it any wonder why other industries have not filed under
this act I It would be a complete waste of time, effort, energy, and
money.

Our industry wholeheartedly supported the Orderly Marketing
Act of 1961 which has again been intioducd as S. 1446 this ear. We
likewise wholeheartedly support S. 2540. These were not, andare not,
protectionist bills. They are not bills to substantially roll back im-
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ports or raise tariffs or provide any other unrealistic treatment of
imports under existing world conditions today. They recognize the
administration's desire to increase and promote international trade.
They are based on a live-and-let-live philosophy. They follow the
general practices which have prevailed in certain other countries and,
in fact, are much fairer than certain of these practices. They are all for
the establishment of mandatory or negotiated quotas when neces-
sary which would guarantee to all nations a fair share of the U.S.
mai-ket. Furthenore, these nations would continue to share in the
normal growth of the U.S. market.

In conclusion, we do recognize the necessity for a continuation of
expansion of international trade. President Johnson, in extending t lie
duties on glass and carpets on October 11, 1967, said:

We are keenly aware of the importance of expanding trade... At the same
time, we-like other nations-must maintain a fair and Just concern for the
well-being of those industries and employees who suffer unusual hardship from
Imports.

We ask no more than this for our industry.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Goldstein follows:)

STATi MENT ON BEIHALF or NATIONAL FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURERs ASSOCIA-
TION, uBMITTiD By: ALAN GOLDaTEIN, PRESIEJENTt PLYMOUTH 80i1o Co.,
MIIUDLEBORO, MASS.

My name Is Alan Goldstein, and I am 'resident of the Plymouth Shoe ('nII-
pany, Middleboro, Massachusetts. I am appearing as Chairman of the National
Affairs Committe of the National Footwear Manufaetunrrs A"otlation and
Its affiliate, the New England Footwear Amsoelation. Theme a..wliatlons iepre-
sent over 90 percent of the leather footwear produced in the United States.

FOOTWXAB IMPORTS HAVE RISEN I55GA PE3CFNT SINCE 1955

intne 195, imports of over-the-foot footwear have rispen from approximately
8 million pairs to 131 million pairs In 1960. For the first 7 months of 1967, these
imlorts are inning at an annual rate of 172 million pairs. If this current rate
of expansion of imports continues, Imports will amount to at least 300 million
pairs In 1970.
- The rapidity with which imports are cutting in on the American market Is

reflected in the fact that in 1966 they amounted to 16.8 percent of the domestic
production of 804 million pairs. For the first 7 months of 1967, .they amounted
to 24.6 percent of a domestic production of 481,851,000 pairs,

The impact of imports on one category has been even more seriouR. For the
first 7 months of 1967 Imports of women's casual footwear amounted to 109 per-
cent of domestic production, compared to 76 percent for the whole year 196t. In
rubber-canvas oxfords, they amounted to 29 percent of domestic production, cocn.
pared to 22 percent for 1966.

For women's shoes other than casuals, they amounted to 28 percent of domestic
production, compared to 19 percent for 1966. For men's shoes (other than work
and handeewns) they amounted to 24 percent, compared to 18 percent in 1966

IMOt= Hilt SMAML FACTI=S IN SMALL GOMMUITE HAXDRST

The burden of imports falls most heavily on the small manufacturer making
shoes In rural or semi-rural communities throughout the nation. There are
ever 1.300 footwear factoes located In over 800 communities In 88 states and in
260 congressional district& Employment per plant averages a little over 200
workers. The industry employs about 287A)0G workers, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistic, and has a payroll of approximately $1 bMion a year. The In-

. dustries supplying the machinery and materials which make footwear employ an
additional 70,00 people. Total footwear sales at retail are over $6 billion
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TIRTY-NIN THOUSAND %03 011"OTUNITIZ WEBS "')6T TO )TWECAI IMPOST
XN 1966

If there had been on imports In 1966 it would have required 89,000 additional
worker-4 to produce the footwear required for the American market If imports
should continue at the current rate, by 1970 at least 75,000 job opportunities will
be lost The impact on the economy could be extremely damaging with the return
of a peacetime economy. Because of Its loss of market for domestie-manufactured
products, the footwear industry cannot Join the President's appeal to locate
factories in distressed labor areas,

3MPU HAvY O P nTCALT ALL GanDowTH nI AMMSCAN YOOrwEA
PIODUCTI)N

In 1965 American manufacturers produced 585.4 million pairs of leather-type
footwear. In 1967 they will produce 605 million pairs, an increase of 3.4 percent.
In 1969 the United States produced 637.4 million pairs, which has been exceeded
in following years only by 1966 with 648.8 million pairs.

The following table will Show the growth of leather footwear production for
the EEC and LTTA countries compared with the Untied States. Some of the
growth in these countries has been at the expense of American footwear output

LEATHi FOOTWEAR PSOPUCTON

1957 (millions 1964 (milume Percent
of Pairs) of Pirs) walo

EEC covntde:'
MON .............................................. 242.0 358. 0 48. 0
SNppe ............................................ 100. 13. 33. 0

EFTA comutr: I
Shoes .............................................. 151.0 183.0 2.0
Su rs ............................................. 30.0 540 0

UrAtd IO= Peivent of EFTA:
Shoes....................................1 16 t0

S..................... M78.0
United Stea od America:

sh .................................. 533.5 1.3
Sipper ................................... 101 71.3 11.I

'Souoe: The Sho Lah N01s, Jl. $, 1W.

FOOTWUAS Is IM?1 2ousM Is5 CHSAPU

Imports are cheaper because they are produced by low-wage labor at rates of
pay that would be Illegal in the United ta tes. American wae rates for footwear
employees are the highest in the world. American production workers in leather
footwear manufacturing, plants average $2M an hour, including fringe benefits.
Workers in Japam, on the other hand, receive appro-imate &65 an hour, and
in Italy, approximately $M an hour on a comparable bad. The labor cost ad-
vantage is tremendous, and footwear imports continue to pile in over our low
average duty of 14 percent. We single out these two countries bpcau they account
for the bulk of United States importL

This is in spite of the fact that American footwear factories lead the world in
productivity. Our output in pairs per worker per day is 25 to 30 percent ahead
of these low-wage countries. Methods of shoe manufacturing and technology are
reasonably similar here and abroad. Foreign manufacturers have new and ren-
ovated plants built after World War IL Footwear is one of the easiest products
for them to produce and export. That is why wage differentials account for almost
all o the price differential of domestic footwear with foreign footwear.

Other countries have recently entered the footwear export market. As a prime
example, Spain has in recent years devoted its footwear industry along modern
lines, Between 19GB and 1906 Spain increased Its import to the United States by
over 1X9 percent, from 274,000 pairs in 19M to nearly 47 00 pairs In 1L
During this period of greatly increased exports, the average value per pair dropped
almost 80 percent, reflecting Spain's enbetantlal strides In modern manufacture

Wage information on Spain Is not available. Reliable sources, however, in-
dicated that a 16-hour day at $26-40 an hour, including fringe benefts, Is the
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typical wage-hour structure in footwear. Children may work two years as ap-
prentices without compensation. Spain, like Italy and Japan a decade ago, is
Just getting off the launching pad. and we can see that the momentum and impact
of its shoe shipments to the United States may, in several years, exceed Italy's
and Japan's.
The domestic footwear industry is particularly vulnerable to the increasing

low of imports from behind the Iron Curtain. Since 1959, Csechoslovakia has
stepped up its imports to the United States by over 900 percent, from 192OO0
pairs in 1959 to 1.? million pairs In 1906. The averqp foreign value per pair
for Csechoslovakian men's, youths', and boys' shoes in 190 was $2.47 per pair
and $2.07 in 1966. The average foreign value of women's, misses', and children's
shoes In 1M was $00 per pair and had risen to $L2 In 196&

Imports from these state-controlled enterprises where costs are Ignored in
the drive to export merchandise for dollars present extremely unfair competition.
And It must be emphasized that the flood of imports s not due to the fact that
then countries are ahead of the United States In style leadership. The attached
letter from Herbert Levine, former President of The Designer Shoe Guild, a
group of manufacturers producing hlgh-fashlon footwear In the United States,
will throw some interesting light on that point.

Imported from Low-wage Are".
The following table will show the major sources of footwear imports Into

the United States. Such countries as Japan, Italy, Hong Kong, Spain, where
wages are a fraction of those in the United States, are the major suppliers.

".S, IMPORTS OF FOOTWEAR, I= mmd IN
lea mmli. vi pet; dii., arae Is emJs

116k fMNMds. valie
108 1118 .. .

ToW., alkIds ................................. 7. 132.2 S.7 172.
JaPes ........ ....................... 2. .1 38.s... ...................... oao I

u................................. 1.0 .
U W. K d...e................................ .... .9 10.5Mulen ........... ................................ .1 1.1 .5

s sm ........ ................................. .4 &.1 2.1
S.. ... . 0... .............................. .1 4
.r......................................."".. . .0

ot 90aiuls.................................i 160 S L

Inp mbOwfspruvi. mbbartN OWs adW udp s

Nets: D ts 155 does met imleidi v lysspkupd uppe kstour. It k bliad via* r muWeL

Se3e: N bes-l Faerb Muih-luse- Auliseed. dets h m Ubb . Dapedmest vi Cemmum

BooWA3 WDUSTUY ENLZY OMNIIZTTZVS WITH LOW AvTAG2 YNON
Footwear Imports have had a marked impact on the industry, not only be.

cause they hit many small manufaeturers who make im"a types t footwear
but because these manufacturers are In an extremely compedtive business It
an over-planted Industry. They have a great amount of extra manufacturing
capacity. The average footwear manufacturer earns between $02 and $08 on
each dollar of sales, compared with $055 earned In 1906 by man tMtrg
Industry generally. According to Internal Revenue Bureau reports, almost a
quarters of the reporting manufacturers earn no profit.

Imports are not needed to bring down the price of domestic footwear. Ae-
crdng to the Bureau of Osaus, the average factory price at'n leather shoes
produced In the United State. is $480, and the average retail price of this foot1.
wear Is around $7.0. Mighty percent of all the women s footwear and 5? percent
of all men's footwear sell at or below $1.00 a pair, and 65 percent of all
children's shoes sell below $6.00 pair.
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THEU hAS BEEN NO rECIPROCITY IN TARIFF NEGOTIATION ON F0o(YWWA3

We have given more than we have received in our trade agreement negotia-
tions in the past, and when the- facts are available, that will prove to be the,
case in the Kennedy Round.

Also, the scope of the United States tariff cut on footwear was greater than
that on all United States Imports. Whereas 80 percent of the dollar value of
United States Imports of footwear were subjected to cuts in the Kennedy
Round, it was only 64 percent for all United States imports. Yet the depth of,'
the cut we estimate to be over 80 percent, or about the same as for all United
States products. It Is evident we fared worse than other Industries.

United States tariffs on footwear are among the lowest in the world, averag-
ing about 12 percent on all shoes Imported prior to the Kennedy Bound reduc-
tions. With these reductions they will average between 8 and &5 percent The
attached document prepared by the United States Department of Commerce,
which reveals regulations and duties prior to the Kennedy Round will show
that we were faced with higher duties, exchange restrietious, sales taxes, sub-
sidles, and, in some cases, licensing in selling to other countries. It is common
knowledge that some Common Market countries have discriminated against
exports from Japan because of low wage rates prevailing in that country.

The lack of reciprocity was clearly noted by "Business Week" back In 1962'
In the following comments:

"It is essential, however, that we treat this matter (reciprocity) from
the start on a business basis. The post-war period of European weakness
is over. We are now dealing with commercial equals from whom we have
every right to expect a quid-pro-quo-If not some credit for one-sided con-
cessions we have made in the past. Our new trade policy should be shaped-
and used-accordingly...."

As a result of this discrimination and the fact our shoes cost more money
than those produced abroad, exports of footwear have fallen from 4.6 million
pairs in 1955 to 3.0 million pairs In 1966 and are not expected to exceed 2.5
million pairs in 1967.

FOOTWEAa INDUSTRY'S APPEALS FOR RELIEF HAVE BEEN DENIED

In 1966 relief was sought from the United States Tariff Commission on foot.
wear shipped at less-than-fair value to the United States from Czechoslovakia,
Poland, and Rumania. Cechoslovakian workshoes are causing serious damage
to the domestic. workshoe industry. The United States Treasury Department
found that these shoes were being sold at less-than-fair market value. The Tariff
Comnmlssion, however, decided that there was no Injury, and therefore, dumping
duties were not assessed.

Our industry opposed the re-evaluation of the American Selling Price (ASP)
In 1965 and 1966 as the base used for determing the duties applicable to Imported
sneakers, that Is, footwear with fabric uppers and rubber boles. Despite industry
protests, the government reduced the valuation base to 60 percent of its former
level, thus inviting Imports of many more million of pairs of rubber-canvas
imported footwear.

The Industry has not filed for relief under the adjustment assistance pro.
visions of the Trade Expansion Act of 1902 because the experience of other
Industries and labor groups proved these provisions worthless. In the twenty-one
cases that have come before the Tariff Commission, twept-one case were
rejected. Only recently in a 2-2 decision in an antidumping case (before the,
appointment of the new chairman) has the Commission recognized the facts,
of life. We consider it fruitless to provide another case for the Tariff Commission
torject.

A few footwear manufacturing operations have already closed because of the
Influx of Import* More snall footwear enterprises which, in many cases, are a
primary source of employment In a community, are certain to liquidate. Prospects
of further growth in thefootwear Industry have already one glimmering an4
with them prospects for increased empoyment.

We recognize the necessity for a continuation and expansion of international
trade. We believe, however, It should be based on a live-and-let-live policy Presi-
dent Johnson, In extending the duties on glass and carpets on October 11, 1967'
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said: "We are keenly aware of the importance of expanding trade .... At the
same time, we-like, other nations--mantain a fair and Just concern for the
well-being of those industries and employees who suffer unusual hardship from
Imports." We ask no more than this. These countries, whose Industries have been
rebuilt with American funds and which now threaten the economic future of the
footwear Industry, should be willing to grow with us on a live-and-let-Uve basis.
As the market expands, they will expand their exports to us. They should not be
permitted to expand at a rate which threatens to liquidate dozens of small foot-
wear manufacturing companies. For this reason, we have supported the orderly
marketing bill (8. 1446) introduced by Senator Muske and believe that the
"llve-and-let-llve" principle as developed in this bill is the solution to our current
problems.

U.S. DEPARTMENT Or COMIMEwiE
BUSlNESS AND DEF.zsm Si:viwx ADMiNISTRATION

WAsuirGroN, D.C. 20230
TAIFF AND TRAns BUGuLATiONS

(Principal Countries of Destination for U.S.-Made Nonrubber Footwear-The
European Economic Community and The European Free Trade Association)

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear totaled 2.7 million pairs valued
at $8.9 million. These exports were the equivalent of four/teuths of 1 percent of
the total quantity (39.4 million pairs) and three/tenths of 1 percent of the total
value ($2.75 billion) of the industry's domestic shipments.

The principal markets in order of their importance were Canada, Mexico,
Bahamas, Netherlands Antilles, Hong Kong, Bermuda, Panama and the Domin-
lean Republic. Exports to these 8 principal markets accounted for 68.7 percent
of U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear in quantity and 67.8 percent of their value.

Exports to the European Common Market accounted for 4.1 percent of the quan-
tity and 4.7 percent of the value of U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear while
exports to the European Free Trade Asociation accounted for 6 percent of the
quantity and 6.5 percent of the value.

CANADA
-imports

In 190, Canadian imports of nonrubber footwear total 19.3 million pains
valued at $20.8 million. Italy was the largest supplier exporting to Canada 1.6
million pairs valued at $4.4 million. The United Kingdom was second with 920,781
pairs with a value of $4 million followed by Japan with shipments of Ui million
pairs valued at $3.8 milton.

In 1966, the United States exported to Canada 685,178 pairs of nonmbber foot-
wear valued at $2 million.
Tariff and Trade Reguatioms

Under the British Preferential Tariff, all nonrubber footwear imported into
Canada from Commonwealth countries is dutiable at 35 to 20 percent ad valorem.
. Nonrubber footwear imported from the United States and most non-Oommon-

wealth countries is dutiable in the range of 25 to 271h percent ad valorem. Pegged
*or wire fastened footwear with unstitched soles and sisal footwear is dutiable
at 25 percent. Oriental sandals embroadered with gold or silver are dutiable at
25 percent. All other footwear, which Includes most conventional types, is dutiable
at 27% percent.

Canada levies a Sales Tax of 12 percent on the duty-paid value of all nonrubber
footwear imports.

No import licenses are required.
Emon

Imports
According to official Mexican statistics imports of nonrubber footwear in 1965

totaled 841,452 pairs plus 501 kilograms, valued at $652,891. The United States
was the largest supplier with 180,484 pairs valued at $7,T80, With Japan second
with 132,782 pairs valued at $79,105.

U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Mexico in 1966 totaled 84528 paIrs
-valued at $1.2 million.
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Tariff and Trade Regui#atio
Mexican import duties are compound, Le., there In a specific duty and an ad-

valorem duty. The latter is levied on the Invoice value, or on an official valua-
tion which is set by Mexican customs, whichever is the higher.

Specific duties for nonrubber footwear imported into Mexico range from 0.20 to
40 Mexican pesos per pair (1 peso-U.S. $0.08). In addition to these specific duties
ad valorem duties ranging from 10 to 100 percent are charged.

All nonrubber footwear Imports are subject to a surtax of 8 percent of the total
duty, except imports by mail on which there is a surtax of 10 percent. In addi-
tion, Imports of nonrubber footwear except athletic shoes and certain other foot.
wear are subject to a surtax of 10 percent on their value.

Most nonrubber footwear is subject to Import Controls; importers must obtain
lenses from the Ministry of Industry and Commerce before placing orders.

BAHAMAS
Imported

No statistical data on Bahamian imports of nourubber footwear are available.
In 1966, U.S. exports of this type of footwear to the Bahamas totaled 292,779

pairs valued at $871,047.
TarVf *"d Trade R4#u*Wio~

Under the British Preferential Tariff all imports of nonrubber footwear into
the Bahamas from Commonwealth countries are dutiable at 10 percent ad
valorem.

Imports of nonrubber footwear from other than Commonwealth countries are
dutiable at 20 percent.

Import licenses are required.

XETBUXWLNDS A"TUJ.L5

Imports
In 1965, imports of nonrubber footwear into Netherlands Antilles totaled

5W,=8 pairs valued at $1.6 million. The United States was the major supplier
with 273, 492 pairs valued at $729,698. Italy was the second largest supplier with
69,300 pairs valued at $274,690, followed by the Netherlands with 8W,020 pairs
valued at $270,453.

In 1968, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to the Netherlands Antilles totaled
2009,4T2 pain valued at $7 64.
Trff and rtrde R4eoftwse

Imports of nonrubber footwear of all kinds from all countries are dutiable at
* perent ad valorem.

Import licenses for nonrubber footwear are not required.

HONG KONG

Import#
According to official Hong Eong statistics In 1965, imports of nonrubber floo

wear totald 5 million pairs valued at $60 million. Red China was the major
supplies shipping to Hong Kong 5 million pairs having a value of $4.8 million.
The United Kingdom was the second largest supplier with 120312 pairs valued
at $020918 with the United States third with 57.876 pairs valued at $846,179.

In 1966, U.. exports of nonrubber footwear to Hong Kong totaled 87,676
pain with a value of $4N='7.

rf ".d Trade RqVJGtiuG
There are no Import duties, taxes or restrictions o any kind on the Importation

of norubber footwear into Hong Kon&
BSKMUDA

ImPorts
In 164, latet available data) Bermuda Imported 1001 cases of nonrubber

footwear with a value of $878,814. The United StatWe was the largest supplier
ot these Imports providing 6,140 cases valued at $505,1 The United Kingdom
was second with 2,88 cases valued at $211, followed by Italy with 5W0 eases
valued at $71,008

In 1966, U. exports of nonrubber footwear to Bermuda totaled 128 2 pairs
valued at $4 48,89.
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Tariff and Trade Regulations
Under the British Preferential Tariff imports of nonrubber footwear Into

Bermuda from Commonwealth countries are duitable at 7% percent ad valorem.
All other imports of nonrubber footwear are dutiable at 10 percent ad valorem.
Bermuda levies a surchage of 10 percent on all imports of nonrubber footwear

but no import licena is require
PANAMA

Imports
According to official Panamanian statistics, Imports of nonrubber footwear in

1965 totaled 141,M3 pairs with a CIF value of $678,850. Free Zone of Colon
was the largest supplier with 97,868 pairs valued at $408,772. The U.S. wa the
second largest supplier with 22,567 pairs valued at $150,308.

U.S exports of nonrubber footwear to Panama In 1966 totaled 54,491 pairs
with a value of $170,321 The difference in Panamanian Imports from the U.S.
and U.S export statistics probably reflect re-exports of U.S. nonrubber footwear
from the Free Zone of Colon into the Panamanian market.

Taiff and Trade Regulations
Panama maintains a specific and an ad valorem duty. Imports of leather

sports footwear are subject to a 5 percent ad valorem duty. Specific duties
ranging from 4.80 to 30 baboas per dosen (balboa = U.S. $1.00) are charged
on all other nonrubber footwear.

Panama also levies a surcharge of 2% percent ad valorem, FOB port of origin
of all imports.

Import licenses are not required.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Imports
'In 1964, (latest available data) Imports of nonrubber footwear Into the Donin-

lcan Republic total 330.479 pairs valued at abovit $1 million. l he '.S. was the
largest supplier with 11,55 pairs valued at $521,837 followed by Italy (21,951
pairs valued at $122,916) and France (69,880 pairs valued at $107,871).

U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to the Dominican Republic in 1966 totaled
18,1W3 pairs having a value of $102M,0.
Tariff and Trade Regulation*

The Dominican Republic levies specific duties on all footwear Imports. For
nonrubber footwear, these duties range from 1.20 to I.M Dominican Republic
dollars per dosen pairs ($RD=U.S. $1.00). Oertaln types of leather foot-
wear manufactured exclusively for sports and athletics are assessed at only
60 percent of these duties per dosen, according to the size of the footwear,
provided the Importer produces a written statement from the. manufacturer
declaring under oath the use for which the shoes are intended. This statement
must be certified by the Dominican Consul in the manufacturer's consular
district. Shoes known as "Romeos and Juliet." are also assessed at only 60
percent of the applicable duties on other shoes manufactured of the same
materials.

An excise tax o 100 percent on the FOB value is levied on ali footwear imports.
A prior deposit of 80 percent of the FOB value of all footwear is required. Al-

so a prepayment of 80 percent of Import duties and taxes is required, payable at
customL

The Dominican Republic also levies a conumption tax o 15 percent on the
rOB value of all footwear Imports and a general surtax of 8 percent of all
duties and taxes, payable at customs.

No licenses are required for the importation of nomoubr footwear.
wsT GARMANY

Impor"
The Republei of West Germany is the largest Importer of nonrubber footwear

In the EEC. In 1965, Germany Imported about 47 million pairs having a value
of $106 million. Italy was the prncl supplier shipping 21.5 million pairs valued
at $5- million followed by Frane with 6 million pairs valued at $10.2 million.
In 1966, U.S exports of nonrubber footwear to West Germany totaled 5238
pairs with a value of 201.188.
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Tariff and Trade Regulations
Duties on nonrubber footwear imports into West Germany from EEC countries

range from 2.2 percent to 3.4 percent ad valorem CIF. By mid-1968 these tariffs,
like all other tariffs within the EEC, will be abolished.

Duties on nonrubber footwear imported Into West Germany from countries
other than members of EEC range from 14 to 17.2 percent, except for one item in
the 64.02 classification, which Is dutiable at 20 percent.

A common external tariff which will be applicable to all imports into the
Common Market countries from non-EEC countries is scheduled to become
effective July 1, 1968. This CXT would increase tariffs on most nonrubber foot-
wear, making 7 Items dutiable at a 20 percent rate, 2 at 18 percent,. 1 at 16
percent, and one at 14 percent It Is possible that these rates may be reduced as
a result of the Kennedy Round GATT negotiations.

West Germany also levies a turnover equalization tax of 8 percent on most
footwear and 6 percent on footwear with soles of wood and certain other
materials. This is levied on the CIF duty-paid value of all nonrubber footwear
items.

No licenses are required for the Importation of nonrubber footwear.

BENELUX COUNTRIES
Imports

Belgium-Luxembourg and the Netherlands are the second largest importers of
nonrubber footwear in the EEC. In 1965, imports of nonrubber footwear into
Benelux totaled 20.5 million pairs, with a value of $58.4 million. Italy was the
principal supplier of these imports, exporting to Benelux about 8 million pairs
with a value of $20.5 million.

In 1966, U.S. exports to Benelux were neglible totaling 11,506 pairs valued
at $56,112.

NETHERLANDS
Imports

In 1965, Netherlands Imports of nonrubber footwear totaled 9.7 million pairs
and had a value of $30 million. Italy was the principal source of supply with 4
million pairs valued at $10.8 million followed by Belgium-Luxembourg with 2.4
million pairs valued at $6.5 million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Netherlands totaled 6,554 pairs
and had a value of $31,75&

DELGIUM-LUXEMBOURG
Imports

In 1965, Belgium-Luxembourg imported 10.8 million pairs of nonrubber foot-
wear valued at $284 million. Italy was the principal supplier with exports to
Belgium-Luxembourg totaling &9 million pairs valued at $10.2 million. West
Germany was second providing 1.1 million pairs valued at $3.4 million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Belgium-Luxembourg totaled
4,952 pairs having a value of $24,9.

Tariff and Trade Regnlattone
Duties on nonrubber footwear imported Into the Benelux countries from other

EEC countries range from 3 percent to 4.8 percent ad valorem CIF. An alternate
specific duty is allowed on two items. These duties, like all other duties within
EEC, will be abolished by mid-1968.

Duties on nonrubber footwear imports from non-EEC countries range from 15
percent to 20 percent ad valorem CIF. Four items are dutiable at 20 percent,
2 at 19.2 percent, 1 at 182 percent, 1 at 18 percent, 1 at 16 percent and 1 at 15
percent.

Effective July 1, 1968, the EEC Common External Tariff, described above,
will apply to all Imports of nonrubber footwear Into Benelux from non-EEC
countries.

In addition, Netherlands levies a turnover tax ranging from 2.04 percent to 4.7
percent on imports of nonrubber footwear, except for silk or fur house slippers
which are dutiable at 29 percent.

Belgium levies a transmission tax on all nonrubber footwear ranging from
7 to 14 percent while Luxembourg charges a 3 percent import tax and a 3 percent
turnover tax on all nonrubber footwear Imports. Turnover, Import and trans-
mission taxes are levied on the duty-paid CIF value of all nonrubber footwear
imports Into Benelux countries.

No licenses are required for the importation of nonrubber footwear into
Benelux.
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IA1C
Imports

France was the third largest importer of nonrubber footwear in the EEC in
1965. That year France imported 9.9 million pairs with a value of $20 million.
Italy was the principal source of supply providing some &8 million pairs, valued
at $12.1 million. West Germany was second with 965,190 pairs, valued at $1.7
million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to France totaled only 23,445 pairs,
valued at $111,688.
Tariff and Trade Regulations

Duties on nourubber footwear Imported Into France from EEC countries range
from 8 to 5 percent, however by mid-1968 these tariffs will be abolished.

Effective July 1, 1968 the Common Market External Tariff, described above,
will apply to all nonrubber footwear Imported into France from non-EEC
countries Duties on imports of nonrubber footwear from non-EEC countries
range from 16.4 to 18 percent.

France levies a sales tax of 25 percent on the CIF duty-paid value of all
nonrubber footwear imports.

No import licenses are required.

ITALY
imports

In 1965, imports of nonrubber footwear into Italy totaled 1 million pairs and
had a value of $1.3 million. Data on imports by country of origin are not available
for the full year, however during the first six months of 1965, 63,249 pairs valued
at $145,862 were imported from France, and 27, pair valued at $60,069 were
imported from West Germany.

U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Italy In 1966 totaled only 25,299 pairs and
had a value of $45,962.
Tariff and Trade Regulations

Duties on Imports of nonrubber footwear Into Italy from EEC countries range
from 8.2 to 3.6 percent ad valorem CIF. These duties, like all duties within the
EEC will be eliminated on July 1, 1968.

Duties on Imports of nonrubber footwear from countries other than EEC range
from 14 to 20 percent ad valorem CIF. These are substantially the same as those
of the Common External Tariff which will be applicable to all nonrubber footwear
imports into the EEC after July 1,1968.

Italy levies a compensatory import tax of 4.8 to 5.4 percent of the duty-paid
value depending on the kind of nonrubber fotwear imported. Also a sales tax of
4 percent of the CIF duty-paid value is levied on all nonrubber footwear imports.

Italy requires no licenses for the importation of nonrubber footwear.

UNITED KINGDOM
Imports

In 1965, the United Kingdom was the largest importer of nonrubber footwear
In the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). United Kingdom imports of
this footwear totaled 15.8 million pairs at a value of $32.4 million. Data on quan-
tity and value of U.K. imports by country of origin are not available. However,
U.K. imports of all kinds of "footwear, gaiters, and the like" totaled $50.8 million
of which Hong Kong supplied $13.2 million and Itaky $12.1 million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber fotwear to United Kingdom totaled 74,518
pairs, valued at $228,601.

Tariff and Trade Regulation
Imports of nonrubber footwear Into United Kingdom from ETA countries and

Ireland are duty free.
The United Kingdom gives a preferential rate of duty of Commonweeth

countries which admits most nonrubber footwear Items duty free. Cetain limited
use Items containing more than 5 percent b7 weight of silk, nianmade fabric, or
both and fur are dutiable at 20 percent.

Imports of nonrubber footwear from other than Commonwealth and EFTA
countries range from 15 to 30 petlent ad vdlorem. For some items there are al-
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ternative rates between a fixed percentage and a specific 3S rate. (!'.S. $A42 cents)
whichever is higher. Certain other items take specific duties ranging from 10d.
($0.11%) per pair to 4s. ($.8) per pair. Some items, except children's footwear
meeting certain specifications are subject to a 10 percent purchase tax on their
CIF duty-paid value.

U. imports of nonrubber footwear require no license.

Imports #w 
anYN

In 1965, Sweden was the second largest importer of nonrubbtr footwear in
EFTA with imports totaling 12.2 million pairs, valued at $31 million. Italy was
the principal source of these Imports supplying 4.1 million pairs with a value of
$13.4 million followed by Japan with 1.3 million pairs, valued at $658,741.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Sweden totaled 36,734 pairs,
and had a value of $144,25.

Tariff and Trade Regulation*
Imports of nonrubber footwear from EFTA countries are duty free. All other

imports are levied a 14 percent duty on the CIF value.
All nonrubber footwear imports into Sweden are subject to a 10 percent turn-

over tax on the CIF duty-paid value. No import licenses are required.

$WTrZRL"ND
Imports

In 1965, Switzerland was the third largest importer of nonrubber footwear in
EFTA. That year 6.9 million pairs valued at $23.3 were imported. Italy was the
principal source of supply with 27 million pairs valued at $10.8 ..Uh!on. West
Germany was the second largest supplier with 1.3 mrlaion pairs, valued at $4.5
million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Switzerland totaled 34,6M pairs,
valued at $162,433.

Tariff and Trad2 Regulations
Switzerland le, &es specific duties on imports of all items of nonrubber footwear

from countries other than EFTA countries, imports of which enter duty free.
These specific duties are in the range of 55 to 850 francs per 100 kilos. (1 franc=

u.S. $0.23).
Switzerland also levies a sales tax of 5.4 percent of the CIF duty-paid value

of all imported nonrubber footwear.
No licenses are required for the importation of nonrubber footwear into

Switzerland.
NORWAY

Import*
In 1965, Norway was the fourth largest importer of nonrubber footwear in

EF'A. That year Norway imported 953 metric tons of nonrubber footwear,
valued at $8.1 million. Pairage data are not available. West Germany was the
principal supplier to the Norwegian market with 224 metric tons, valued at $2.1
million. Italy was the second largest supplier providing 145 metric tons, valued
at $1.7 million.

In 196 6 , U.S. exports nonrubber footwear to Norway totaled 878 pairs valued
at $33.

Tariff and Trade Regulatione
Imports of most items of nonrubber footwear into Norway from EFTA coun-

tries enter duty free. Three items, however, have speeifle duties in the range
of 3.80 to 6 Norwegian crowns per kilo. (1 crown-$0.14).

Imports from countries other thMan ErTA members are dutiable in the range
of 0.80 to 20 crowns per kilo with most items dutiable in the 10 to 20 crown
range. Certain footwear have a perete ad valorem duty, notably 0!ppes
and other house footwear which take a 20 percent ad valomrum duty. Footwear
with uppers of furakin i dutiable at 00 crowns per kilo.

Norway levies a turnover tax of 1864 pereet on the OW? duty-paid value at
all imported nonrubber footwear.

No licenses are required for the Impotlim og rubb footwear into
Norway.
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2NMABK
Imports

In 1964 (latet data available), Denmark was the fifth largest importer of
nonrubber footwear in EFTA. In that year Denmark imported 2.T million pairs
with a value of $7.4 million. Italy was the largest supplier with 1.1 million pairs
valued at $U million followed by West Germany with 457,700 pairs valued at
$L9 million.

In 1W6, U.S. exports at nonrubber footwear to Denmark totaled 7,494 pairs
with a value of P 90

Imports from EFT'A countries enter duty free while imports from other coun-
tries are dutiable at rates rging from 15 to 25 percent ad valorem. Footwear
with uppers of leather or composition leather, dutiable at 25 percent take a
minimum duty of 1,000 Danid crowns per kilo (1 crown=$0.145).

Denmark levies a turnover tax at 12.5 percent on the CIF duty-paid value of
nonrubber footwear imports.

No licenses are required for the importation of nonrubber footwear in,Denmark.
AUSTBA

Imports
In 196, Austria was the sixth largest importer of nonrubber footwear w

the E TA. That year Austria imported 1.4 million pairs with a value $5.4 million.
Italy was the principal supplier with 737,404 pairs valued at $2.4 million and
West Germany was second with 342,74 pairs valued at $1.5 million.

In 1966, U.S. exports of nonrubber footwear to Austria totaled 1,4 pairs
valued at $11,012.
Tariff d0 d Repulasioue

Imports of nonrubber footwear into Austria from EFTA countries enter duty
free.

Import duties on nonrubber footwear from other than EFTA countries range
from 25 to 29 percent ad vaorem. A 10 percent reduction of certain o these
duties Is available upon Individual application by the Importers for preferential
treatment. This reduction, however, is of a temporary nature and may be revoked
at any time.

A turnover tax of 825 percent is levied on the CIF duty-paid value of imported
nonrubber footwear.

Import licenses are required, but are freely granted.

qrHimN
Imports

In 1965, Finland was the second smallest importer of nonrubber footwear in
the 1 WA. Finnish imports that year totaled 920,671 pairs with a value of $2.5
million. Italy was the principal supplier providing 236,185 pairs valued at $1
million foMowed bY West Germany with 91,54 pairs valued at $341,000.

U.& exports of sonrubber footwear to Finland in 1968 totaled 428 pai
valued at $14,4(M

Tariff sad Trad eg" dos
Imports of nonrubber footwear into Finland from IF'A countries are dutiable

in a range of from 2 to 9 percent, with a few Items requiring a minimum duty
of 0.86 to 1.20 Finmarks per kilo (1 Flnmark=U.. $0.32).

Imports of noarbber footwear from countries other than EFTA members are
dutiable In the range of 20 to 80 percent ad valorem with certain specified mini-
mums ranging from 1.0 to 7 FWInmarks per kilo.

Finland levies a turnover tax ot 12.4 percent on the CIF duty-paid value of
all nonrubber footwear.

Imports or nonrubber footwear with outer soles of leather, composition leather,
rubber, or artificial plastic materials require import licenses. .

Finnish imports of all footwear are under a 19T quota of Fm. 14 million.

WUGTVAL
Impore

Portugal is the smallest porter of nonrubber footwear in the EFTA. In
195, imports totaled only 79,24 pairs with a value of $92,0 Macao was the

8U-468-47--pt. 1----80
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principal supplier with 69.= pairs valued at $36,102 followed by France with
1,680 pairs valued at $21,424.

In 196, U.S. exported no nonrubber footwear to PortugaL
Trf .ud Trade Reuom

Portugal levies specific duties on Imports of nonrubber footwear. Imports of
al footwear from FTA countries are duty free. except for two item& Imports
of footwear of fabrics of silk or manmade textile fibers are dutiable at 100.8
escudos per pair (1 escudo equals $0.035). Certain other footwear with soles of
unspecified materials are dutiable at 16.8 escudos per psir.

All Imports of nonrubber footwear from countries other than ZITA are dutia-
ble In the range of 28 to 168 escudos per pair.

Portugal levies a transactlons tax of 7.7 percent on the duty-paid CIF value
of all nonrubber footwear.

Licenses for the Importation of nonrubber footwear are required, but are frelygranted.

U.S EXPORTS OF NONRUBBER FOOTWEAR TO kMOR COUNTIES; [,M [ 1TA COUNTIES, 1WN

IQuent In Pairs Va Is U.S. doln

Qunfity Vale

M ijor countries:Caaa..............-- ----- ---------. -.-.-........ .
Mexico...................................................
Bahama .......................................
Neterland Antille .............................................Hon8 Kong ...............................................
Bermuda..... .............Panama.....................................................

Dominican Republic.................................

Total .............................................................

EEC countries:
West Germany .......................................................
France ..............................................................
Italy ................................................................
Netnertands .........................................................
Belgiu m- Luxembourg .................................................

Total .............................................................

EFTA countries:
United Kingdom .....................................................
Switzerland ............... .......................
Sweden .............................................................
Finland .............................................................
Denmark ............................................................
Austria .............................................................
Norway .............................................................
Portugal ...........................................................

Total...................................................
Other countries111111693 ........................................

Grand total all countries ............................................

635, 173 1,973,659
345'288 1, 179. 460
292 779 1,647
2, 472 77k 664
37.676 4W8.it?

12%219 434,894
54.491 17%,322
18 1,3 1062,3

1.83.251 8,00 c1 m

52.358
23.445
254
6. 554
4.952

IIt 60

74,518
34,602
A6.734&.423
7.494
1:354

678
-*..........

578, U
2.7. 7,43

4k 96231.753

414.930

228.601
12 433
144, 225
14,902
13.970
11,0123,3,3O

578,473
1.86.392

Source: FT-410 reports, Bureau d th. Census.

APwpXvrz III
NHw Yocst N.Y.,

To Whom It Malt Concern:

It is my considered opinion, based on my fifteen-year knowledge of the Italian
shoe market that Italy has never introduced ailing from a creative point of
view to the shoe business, during these fifteen years. Rather, the Italian shoe
market is based on craft, availability ot workers and cheap wages.., but
their "creativity" is always derivative.

This is borne out in Footwear News' issue o March 15, where on the front
page in the story "Outlook Gloomy at Italian 8how" is indicated that the Italian
shoemaker does not know what to make, but is willing to make anything once
told. I found the same experience eight weeks ago when I was In Italy, and I hap.
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pen to have s with two or three f what are considered the most "remt"
shoe manufacturers in Italy. I was told point blank -"JNal us what to make"

I have just been approached as further evidence by the leading manufacture
of quality and creative shoes in the Par East who wants to er the American
market, and asked the me question as the Italians.

One point as illustration in relation to the above: I am enclosing a copw ot
Life Magazine of January 21st, 1907 showing the introduction by us of the
Cyrano Last. This name was registered June 25th, 19M by us, and the shoes were
presented for the first time in April ot 1906 by us, and the shoes were presented
for the first time in April of 1906 and were delivered again for the first time in
August of 19M6k This was the introduction of the pointed toe which, once again,
Italy "seized upon" quickly and supposed "Introduced." I can submit shoes from
France, the United States, and Italy to prove this point. I can also submit ads
which were run during that period to prove the point as well.

Actually. It in a pity that In your rebuttal you will be forced to rely on one
or two of these items for I can cite ten during the last fifteen years of the postwar
perior (with proof) of the derivative nature of Italy's creativity. In my opinion,
which I would love to testify on, all the creative trends In the footwear field
in the last fifteen years have come either from America or from the custom bottler
In France, and from nowhere else

I make all of the statements above as an American shoe manufacturer who
is also engaged In the importation of shoes from Italy so that my knowledge
is In relation to both markets and not just that of the United States. I would be
v y happy to send you additional Information and details, as well as shoes If you
so desire.

Hxm L vuwz, Ixc
lisaza? LCVIL

STATs Or NEW YoR
(ousty of New York u:

Sworn and subscribed before me this 27th day of March 1964.
MARY M. Ooss, Notg PbUo.

Senator BENNETF. Thank you very much, Mr. Goldstein.
(Dis umion off the record.)
Senator MsKi.. Senator, two or three times in.e I have been here

the industry has put on exhibits of shoes, comparing American pro-
duced shoes with foreign produced shoes which are identical in style,
and showing the difference in price. That exhibit is always a startling
one to people who see it, because a shoe manufacturer may be able to
deter t t hed ifference, but you and I could not, and the price differences
are amazing.

(Discuion off the record.)
Senator MUSKiE. Senator, we have one other representative of in-

dustry, Mr. Glass of the Tanners' Council of America. lie is not sched-
uled as a witesjs He has a statement which I wish we might include
in the record.

Senator BEmrrr. It will be received without question and we will
be ha ppy to have it s part of the presentation of the shoe industry.

(floe prepared statement of Mr. Glass referred to by Senator Muskiefollows.-)

STATEMENT OF IRVING K GLASS, EXscu'r 'zVivE-PagnwgrqT TAlTrzas' 0OU&CIL
or AMERICA, INC.

The following statement Is submitted on behalf of the tanning industry of the
United States and of the various leather-conesating industries such as shoes,
gloves, handbags, industrial gloves, baseball gloves and small leather goods

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Senate finance Committee:
The subject to which you ae directing your attention at these hearings is in our
opinion the most crucial economic Issue before the country. It is of vital ima'
portance to U.S. tanners and their customers in a wide range of industries. The
present trend of foreign trade meams that these Industries will not be able to
maintain their present scale at praducts.o Our domestic markets are bei taken
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over by foreign shoes, leather and leather products. Inevitably Jobs will be lost
in hundreds of communities, jobs o the kind which the pat summer has proven
are essential to our social as well as economic stability.

I deny absolutely the protectionist label which certain quarters have tried to
pin on us recently. We are not here to espouse any traditional or conventional
tariff argument. We are here, rather, to urge a policy as much In the interest
of the rest of the world as of our own country.

The facts which compel us to urge a decisive change In our national trade
policy are clear and simple The statistics appended to this statement are
unanswerable. In less than a decade foreign shoes, foreign leather, foreign leather
products have become dominant factors In our domestic markets, in our con-
sumption. In the fr 8 months of 1967 Imports of shoes reached 28% of our own
production. The U.S. is Importing this year almost 50% of our handbag usage,
70% of our baseball glove consumption, 40% of our Industrial work gloves and
similar proportions In a variety of other leather goods.

I point out to you that the situation described by the facts is not of our making.
We are competitive free enterprise industries. The fantastic growth in imports
does not reflect complacency, indif7erene, lack of technological progresL On the
contrary, we have reason to be proud of our productive achievements and the
contribution we have made In terms of value to U.S. consumer living standards.

This import situation is the direct result o two factorL You know the first-
The Incredible discrepancy between wage cost abroad and our own wage
structure. The mandated minimums for our Industries are anywhere from two to
fifteen times higher than average wages of competitve industries abroad. The
second factor Is the consistent lack of reciprocity from abroad for a generation.
Our own markets have been free and open to all comers. That Is not the ease in
country after country where directly or indirectly the obligations of reciprocity
have been ignored or abused.

May I cite a flagrant example: We are still virtually barred from shipping
leather and leather products to Japan, although that country buys U.S. hides
In huge quantity and then returns finished leather products to us. Where the
foreign barriers are not direct they are equally destructive to us. In Western
Europe the exporters o shoes or leather or leather products to the United
States are given a remission of Internal turnover tax, a benefit which ranges
from 5% to 20%. The average rate of profit In our own industry is far less than
such tax remission.

Here Is a circular letter from an Argentine tanner offering leather to the U.S.,
and I quote: "Our government has but recently introduced certain exchange
regulations which go to make our basic prices very competitive in the Inter-
national field" The reference is to the means used by the Argentine government
to subsidize the export of leather from that country.

You will be interested to know that the mirror image of our acute Import
problem is the accelerated flow of raw material out of the United States. Last
year we exported 89% of our raw material cattlehides and 28% of our raw calf-
skins. These raw materials traveled thousands of miles from our ports and for
the most part were returned to us as finished products, as shoes or other goods
to be sold In the retail markets of the United States. The economic absurdity of
the United States becoming a raw material supplier to developed and under-
developed nations abroad is explained by the same facts I have already outlined:
The Inequitable and non-reciprocal trade posture which so many other countries
have maintained for so long.

It Is not surprising that the cumulative result of non-reciprocity for U.S.
industry and the huge disparity in wage rates at home and abroad now produces
startling results. The question Implicit In the facts is--Shall we abdicate the
role of manufacturing In products such as ours, products in which labor Is a
significant component?

I submit to this Committee that the economic condition a2lieting us Is more
widespread than the nation has been led to believe. We have been told repeatedly
that the United States enjoys a favorable balance on trade account. Our total
exports are supposed to exceed our Imports. We believe the reverse Is true. When
the export side of the trade ledger Is adjusted ftr Government financed shipments
and the Import side corrected to take amount of freight cots there Is red ink
Instead of black on the ledge. We cAnhiet help wboetin why the true facts
have not been made public and noted.

We see only one answer to the basic problem. Trade traffic on the commercial
bridge between the United States and the ret of the world must be governed
by the rule o reason, so that the bridge itself will not collapse. Our industry
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urges enactment of the principle embodied in the so-called Orderly Marketing
Bills to the end that the manufacturing base of our economy shall not be
-destroyed. We ask for reasonable measures of trade traffic control to redress and
moderate the Imbalance which now exists. We do not ask for the exclusion
of foreign competition but only for the enactment of a general principle already
applied in certain instances. If this concept of reasonable and moderate control
has been found Justifiable for certain products such as textiles, oil, meat or
dairy goods, why is it not Justifiable and applicable to all other products?

We take the most vigorous exception to the criticism leveled at the Orderly
Marketing principle. It will not destroy the structure of foreign trade or inter-
national trade agreements. We are the victims of non-reciprocity and non-tariff
trade obstacles and evasions. Let the score be balanced by countries who have been
derelict in their duty before we even think of charging ourselves with sin.
Orderly Marketing controls will not subject U.S. consumers to the risk of higher
prices in the marketplace and for a very simple reason: The application of
orderly marketing restraints would not void competition from abroad and
certainly not diminish competition among domestic producers It would merely
prevent irreparable damage to domestic production facilities and irreparable loss
of job opportunity. We can be certain that the competitive role of foreign
merchandise will not be diminished when imports are given the privilege of
sharing In our growth rather than pre-empting It entirely.

The attention of thousands of plants and hundreds of thousands of workers in
hundreds of communities across the country Is now turned to the Congress. Jobs
are at stake, gentlemen, and once the tide of Imports erodes Job opportunity
the underpinnings of our economy will be exposed to progressive destruction. The
question being asked at the gras roots Is pertinent and straightforward-What
will be done to give domestic industry the opportunity of surviving in the flood
of imports from abroad? And it will be expected that reasoned action by the
Congress will not be discretionary, that economic equity transcend the ase or
political voice of various segments of business.

Our industry endorses the realistic concept set forth in the Orderly Marketing
Bill (S 1446) and urges the enactment of that concept before It Is too late for us
and for many other domestic producers
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Mr. GLASS. If I can impose on your time for 30 seconds, Senator, I
would like to observe that our experience has indicated that the fore-
bodings of the shoe manufacturing industry as expressed by Senator
Muskie and Mr. Goldstein are not idle. We have a concrete example.

Last year we imported approximately 70 percent of the baseball
gloves used in these United States, the home of baseball.

Senator Bxwwzrir. Made where ?
Mr. GLAss. Japan, and the primary factor behind that importation

is that the same basic cost, a fundamental labor discrepancy which
cannot be bridged and which has never been bridged.

Senator MUSKIL There is another interesting incident Mr. Glass
told me about earlier today. He told me of a large retail store in the
east, and I won't narrow the location any diore than that, but it is
a really large one. Last year 31 percent of its total sales were imports.
It expects that its total retail sales in this country this year will in-
clude 46 percent imports.

Now if this figure were projected across the country in all retail
sales, Ie potential impact of imports upon those domestic manufac-
turers who produce at retail for the American market is a very real
one. It is a rather dramatic figure, I believe, that 46 percent of the
retail sales of a large American retailer will be of imported goods.

Senator BzNNi-ET. Our problem fundamentally, and we have faced
it ever since I have been in the Senate is how can we maintain a high-
cost economic island in a low-cost world, and one of the ways is you
have to build some brick walls.

Senator MusKic. You cannot build military aircraft in every State
in this country, Senator, and it is in this area that we are getting an
increasing percentage of our foreign export trade. States that produce
the shoes and the retail items are the relatively less developed States
of our country and they are the States which are going to feel the full
brunt of trade expansion, unless we can come up with some kind of
adjustment policy which enables them to adapt to an orderly sharing
of our markets.

The present situation permits foreign manufacturers in countries
like Japan and Italy to concentrate on particular areas of our retail
market, knock them out, take them over, and then concentrate in
another one. This isn't the result of any political conspiracy, but is
the result of the national operation of the competitive enterprise in-
stinct. We are very vulnerable to that sort of thing. .

Senator BEzzErr. You from New England are discovering that
there are some Yankee traders around the world with strange dialects
and accents.

Senator MusKi. And I suspect we taught them some of the lessons,
Senator.

Senator Bzwvzr. Thank you very much, Senator and Mr. Gold-
stein and others.

(Following are communications received by the committee express-
ing an interest in the preceding subject:)

STATEMENT Or HON. EDWARD W. BROOKE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OP
MASSACHUSETTS, IN SUPPORT Of A QuoTA ON SHOES

The shoo industry of this country was founded in Maasac)'uaetts in 129, and
Massachusetts is now the producer of 1&88% of the Nation's shoe output. The
shoe, leather, and allied industry is today the second largest employer in the

442
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Commonwealth. Many of the Massachusetts companies make low-priced shoes
which are particularly subject to import competition since the controlling factor
In the cost of production is the cost of labor. Foreign manufacturers, whose
workers are not protected by minimum wage and hour standards, can produce
the same shoes at a much lower cost than can an American company. 'i'he
difference is so great that, even with the addition of a tariff, foreign-made shoes
can be -%old in this country at a lower price thun the same shoes manufactured
domestically. And American retailers will understandably purchase the lower
priced foreign shoes. In fact, imports have now captured 24% of the domestic
market.

As a result of this unfavorable competitive situation, many manufacturers
have been forced to close down. In 1966 alone, the number of footwear companies
in Massachusetts declined from 185 to 176, approximately 5% ; 3000 persons lost
their Jobs.

There is every expectation that this trend will continue. Although the Ameri-
can delegation to Geneva withheld several footwear items from tariff reduction,
19 of the 27 footwear tariffs were reduced, 15 of them the full permissable 50%.
These tariff reductions can only accelerate the decline of the American footwear
industry. It appears that the number of manufacturers will be reduced annually,
and thousands will be Jobless, while foreign manufacturers will be the only ones
to profit from our expanding domestic market.

The footwear Industry has served the nation well for over 300 years. It is not,
in my opinion, an expendable industry. It is a vital part of the nation's economy,
and s1peial attention should be given to its presnt plight..

For this reason. I am a co-sponsor of S. 2540. This bill would permit importa-
tion of shoes in an amount equal to the average annual Importation In the years
1.962-1966. This quota would rise each time the domestic market rose by 5%,
thus giving Imports a fair share in our domestic market.

I feel S. 2540 represents an equitable solution for the problems of our do-
mestic shoe industry and I urge the favorable consideration of this Committee.

WAsHLNoTOIN, D.C.
ToM VAIL, EsQ.,
Chief Counsel, Committee on FinanMe,
New Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ma. VAzL: I am writing, In behalf of the Footwear Division of the Rub-
ber Manufacturers Association, in response to Senator Long's announcement of
the Finance Committee's forthcoming hearings on import quota legislation. The
members of this Association account for the production of most of the water-
proof footwear (TSUS #'s 700.51, 700.52, 700.5W20, and 700.5340) and rubber-
soled footwear with fabric uppers (700.6005, 700.6015, 700.6025, and 700.6030)
made in this country.

Rubber footwear is a labor-intensive industry, with labor costs constituting
in excess of 50% of the total cost of production. It is a high wage industry, with
average hourly earnings (including fringes) of close to $4.00. It Is an industry
which in recent years has witnessed a steady decline in both domestic consump-
tion and shipments of waterproof footwear, and a 1906 decline of 5% in the
production of rubber-soled, fabric-upper footwear. Our decline in production
reflects itself in a decline in employment: the Bureau of labor Statistics re-
ported 24.5 thousand production workers in 1965. 28.6 thousand in 1966, and
an average of only 203 thousand for the first seven months of 1967.

This In an industry which no longer has an export market, having lost It to
low-cost producers in Japan. Moreover, a substantial, and growing, share of our
domestic market has been taken by producers in Japan, Formosa, Korea and
Hong Kong. In each year since 1959, imports of waterproof footwear have
exceeded 20% of domestic consumption (in contrast to 1.2% In 1956), and for
the first seven months of 1967 Imports have reached a new high of 86.7%. Imports
of rubber-soled, fabric-upper footwear have exceeded 15% of domestic consump-
tion in each year sine 192, and for the first seven months of 1967 have reached,
a new high of 22%.

The success which rubber footwear imports have enjoyed i attributable In
some measure to actions of our own Government. In 1962 the Bureau of Customs
arbitrarily removed synthetic rubber waterproof footwear from the American
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Selling Price method of valuation, despite the indistinguisability of synthetic and
natural rubber. In 1965 the Executive Branch urged the domestic industry to ac-
cept a 60% conversion of the 12% % ASP rate on natural rubber waterproof.
obtained our reluctant consent to such a conversion, and then proceeded to pull
the rug out from under us; despite the conscientious effort of the Finance Com-
mittee to get a 60% conversion, the rate was cut to 87TA%. And in 1966, without
reference to the facts of foreign trade, to the economics of the domestic industry.
or to its own precedent of thirty years' standing, the Treasury arbitrarily changed
Its guidelines for administering ASP, with the result that it effectuated a uni-
lateral 35% cut in the level of protection for rubber-soled footwear with fabric
uppers.

In the face of all of the above, the rubber foti ear industry has been gravely
concerned about its future and Indeed about its very survival. It has for several
years given serious thought to the desirability of seeking Import quotas. We have
however, thus far rejected the quota approach, for the following reasons:

1. Despite our setbacks, we feel that our products, our initiative, and our
workmanship are superior to those of our foreign competitors, and we are
not yet ready to give up the vigorous battle for consumer preference which
we are waging in the domestic market;

2. Our confidence in the Government's sensitivity to our problems has been
partially restored during the past several months. After Ambassador Rotn
and his colleagues thoroughly probed and sifted the arguments of domestic
producers and of importers, this Industry emerged from the Kennedy Round
without any further cut In the rates of duty on its products. In addition,
there is reason to believe that the Government is responding to our Nes
not to remove ASP from rubber-soled, fabric-upper footwear without giving
us time to adjust and without taking into account the recent upsurge of im-
ports from such extremely low-cost countries as Formosa and Korea. It ls no
secret that the Administration's bill to extend the Trade Expansion Act
contains a provision to convert ASP on rubber footwear to a rate of 20%
plus 250 but not lower than 58%, effective January 1, 1971. While this bill
would in no way Increase our present level of protection. it would at least
assure us time to try to improve our competitive position against imports.

Thus, we are not quite ready to throw up our hands and plead with the Oon.
gress for quotas on imported rubber footwear. We hasten to add. however, that
that day may yet come. Indeed, we foresee Its arrival under any of the following
circumstances:

1. If the Congress rejects the Rubber Footwear section ot the Administra-
tion's trade bill, and if it then converts ASP at a lower rate and at an
earlier date:

2. If we are wrong In our Judgment tha given time, the quality of our
products will win out over the cut-rate price of our import competition;
and/or

& If Congress decides to legislate quotas for industries whose production,
employment, financial, export, and import statistics are les discouraging
than our own. In this circumstance, we would surely expect to have such a
changein national trade policy made applioable to the rubber footwear
industry.

I would appreciate your making this letter part of the cordd of the Cam-
mittee's hearing.

Very truly yours, Mnrcxw.L .. Cowrm

C. L Att am& Om, lic..
Abigtoa, Ease.

SKAa 1IWANZ C(M TIU,
Senate B*Wng,
W#*hhgton D.(.
(Attention: Chairman of The Senate Fin. committee )

Dus M& CNAaxwus: After much discussion with many of our customers and
the oaers af this company, we decided to add our word by letter, if not by our
presence, at this Presidential Congressional Hearings condued by the Senate
Mnane Oammteon Import quote&

As we are allied to the shoe Industry and the sport goods industry, we felt
the ect of Imports in the sporting goods industry and now In the
shoe industry.
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On June 2, 1984 the writer sent a letter to President Johnson, a copy of which
Is enclosed, and I think It speaks for Itself, and our feelings regarding this
particular industry.

I understand that today the figures used In this letter are considerably higher,
and in this year of 196 and 1968 season that, In all probability, around 85% to
86 of all baseball gloves used in this country will be manufactured In Japan.

It is very hard for the writer to understand why Industries of this caliber
and like ours, are considered to be expendable. If for no other reason than the loss
of the Income taxes due this country. I simply have added this first because
our Government does not seem to take Into consideration the human equation
of its people in these industries.

As we are heavily allied to the shoe industries and namely to some of the
cheaper grades, we are again affected by imports of companies able to manu-
facture shoes cheaper than those made In this country. It has been our thought
and policy that we never feared that which could be seen or known, but today
many of us are groping in the dark, wondering from what angle we will next
feel an attack.

In closing may I refer to a condition which I am certain must have gone
through your mind many time& If these industries, particularly the shoe in-
dustry, continues on its present course, and we ever have a major conflict, or
national emergency which affects our imports, we wonder where we are going
to be able to get shoes to put on the feet of our fighting men.

Sincerely yours,
19AouD . Dkvuru'oa.

Juizi 26. 19L
President Linox B. JoHNsoX,
The White Hoe,
W~eehogwto, D.O.

DLz M& PXusMMT: The writer has been greatly concerned over a period of
years to see a large portion of our business disappear. We are a small concern,
so It didn't take too long to analyse where our losses were coming from, and it
occurred to me that since business friends of ours in the sporting goods trade
have had contact with about everyone but you, maybe we should make a last
appeal to you.

The loss of business I speak of occurs In the manufacture of baseball gloves,
and we are one of the many component part suppliers to organizations like
Wilson Sporting Goods Company, Brunswick-McGregor, Rawlings Manufacturing
Company, and many others We have seen these companies squirm, wiggle.
and try to do everything humanly possible to stay in business, and to stop the
encroachment of Japanese made baseball gloves from ruining their business&
Many small manufacturers have gone out of business

There are approximately 6,000,000 baseball gloves sold In the U.S. each year.
At one time obviously they were all made in this country. This country's exports
on baseball gloves have never been too high, but we are now in a position where
we are importing approximately 8,0000 gloves per year, and manufacturing
somewhere In the neighborhood of 2,000,000 to 2,30,00. We, therefore, have
watched these companies move into small country towns trying to get reduced
overhead. We have seen them move into Puerto Rico. We have seen them try
pre-dating their andis and many different ways too numerous to mention,
but none of these have proven successful against this huge onslaught of more
cheaply manufactured baseball gloves. Even those in Puerto Rico have had to
try to regroup and consolidate and are still not competitive. The Athletic Research
Institute can supply more correct figurm On Imports, sales and those manufactur-
Ing n this country.

As we look at our own picture over a period of years, most of the time this
business has represented from thirty to forty percent of our dollar sales volume.
From a unit standpoint of view it has represented a much higher figure. From a
dollar sales volume picture today It represents about twenty percent of our yearly
sale& You can readily see how many different manufacturers would be affected
by this Industry's los In the retail field.

There are many compment parts that go into a baseball glove, such as leather,
laces, oils, greases, felt eyeets, threads, needles, machines for manufaturing,
to name a few, plus the parts which we supply, namely, leather and Imitation
leather bindino and leather welting If other compai supplying the prime
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manufacturers are so affected as ours, it isn't hard to see where many people
would be involved.

Why can't our government give us some form of protection in order that the
American way of life might be .preserved. If we are going to have to pay higher
wages consistently, and higher overhead, higher Social Security, local taxes,
federal government taxes, we are constantly pricing ourselves out of the foreign
and domestic market, and we, therefore, must have some protection for our
domestic market, or these industries will be forced to retire from activity. It is
my understanding that this Importation of gloves keeps growing larger year by
year, and apparently no effort is made to stop it.

I would like to feel that somewhere in this great country we could legitimately
reverse our former President Kennedy's saying, "Ask not what your country can
do for you, but what you can do for your country." We feel It is now necessary to
ask what our country can do for its own citizens who are in dire need of help.

I wish to thank you for reading a lament from a small business man looking
for help.

Sincerely yours, E•ma F. DavzNpoaT.

AMALGAMATED MEAT CuTlERs AND BUTCHER WoiKMz
or NoRH AMRcA (AFL-CIO),

Washington, D.C.
Hon. Russzu B. LONG,
U.S. Senator, chairman, Committee on Finanoe,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DLAx MR. CHAMAN: Enclosed Is a statement by our Union's Vice President
and Director of the Fur and Leather Department, Abe Feinglass- concerning
the need for quotas on imports of leather, leather products and shoes. Our
Union strongly believes that such quotas are necessary and in the interest of
the workers in these industries and the nation, as a whole

Since this statement was prepared, suggestions have been made to tie Import
quota legislation to the social security bill. We strongly support both quotas
for leather and also legislation to Improve social security, medicare and welfare
benefit. But we oppose tying them together since such action would probably
harm both measures, especially the social security one. Leather and shoe im-
port legislation is highly meritorious and deserves action by Congress. It need
not depend for success on harming a bill to aid the aged, the sick, the father-
less and the poor.

Sincerely yours, qToMAS 3. LLOmD,
International President.

PATRICK E. GORMA,
International Secretarp-Trcasurer.

STATEMENT BY ABE FUNGLASS, VICE PRESIDENT AND DmzcTon OF THE FVl &
LEATHER DEPARTMENT, AMAwAMATD MEAT CUTTERS & BUTCHER WORKMEN
(AFli-CIO)

My name is Abe Feinglass. I am a Vice Presideut and the Director of the Fur
and Leather Department of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Work-
men (AFL-CIO).

The Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen is a labor union with
400,000 members organized in about 500 local unions throughout the United States
and Canada. Some 20,000 of these members are employed In the production of
leather and leather products. Our other members are employed In various food
industries and in the fur Industry.

This statement concerns the problems which leather tanning, shoe and leather
products workers are facing as a result of sharply increasing imports.

It would be premature, perhaps, to describe the recent steep rise In shoe and
leather imports as a tidal wave. But the wave crest have been rolling higher and
higher up the beach. Thousands of leather Jobs have been washed out. Many long
established tanneries have been crumbled like sand castlesW Oontinuation of the

I Hubmehmann in Philadelphia, Ulwndrath In Nad m, Wismnala and Internatenal Shoe
In Wood River, Ill., have all been remtly eloud down.
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rising curve of leather and shoe imports could bring disastrous consequences to
the entire tanning industry and to the men and women dependent upon it for
a living
Leather Tanning Job Lose to Imports

In the first six months of 1967, the leather tanning industry employed a
total of 30,300 workers. This is 7,700 less than the average of 38,000 in the years
1957-9. Out of that total of lost Jobs, 3,200 were apparently eliminated by automa-
tion. The remaining 4,500 were squeezed out by the pressure of mounting leather
imports. These included leather as such or leather embodied in shoes or other
imported products.

Table IV attached shows a sharp rise in the number of leather industry jobs
replaced by imported leather and imported shoes.
This los rose from a total of 3,230 Jobs in 1957-59 to 6,242 in the first six

months of 1967. The remaining job loss may be attributed to the accelerating
rate of Imports of other leather products--purses, gloves and luggage.

Had there been no surge of imports over the past ten years, total leather in-
dustry employment would now be running close to 85,000 rather than 80,000.
Shoe Induetry Job Lo8see

In addition to the indirect loss of tanning industry Jobs through the impact
of rising shoe imports, there has been an even more substantial loss from the
same cause in the shoe industry Itself. Total employment in that industry drop-
ped from a 1957-59 average of 242,900 to a first half 1967 average of 226,700.
This Job loss of 16,200 is entirely a reflex to the rise of shoe imports from
217 million pairs in the base years to a 1967 annual rate of 77.3 million. (See
Table I and II attached.)

If that 54L6 additional million pairs of shoes had been produced In U.S, plants,
employment would have been 20,856 higher than the 226,700 it reported for the
first halt of the year. This would have wiped out all losses and created a modest
increase in total Job opportqnles.

Shoe Imports which amounted only to 8.7 per cent of domestic production in
1957-59 reached a 18 per cent level In the first half of 1967. Although the straight-
!ue projection of trends is always dangerous. there is little reason to expect
any tapering off in the rate of shoe import increases in the near future. By
next year, imported shoes could take 20 per cent of the market.

The Social Ooequeno
Beyond question, the mounting total of leather and leather product imports

have heavily damaged the U.S. leather industry and all who might look to it for
employment

Any national policy which willingly accepts such damage to a labor intensive
industry as a healthy trade off for gains to prospering capital intensive industry,
whose capacity for penetrating world markets has been dramatically demon-
strated, is open to the gravest question. 1. Presumably there is a national in-
terest in preseving the structure of an industry which transforms basic corn-
modities Into universally needed end-product& Actual U.S, policies, which seem
recently to have stimulated our export of cattlehides and calfskins and our
Import of shoes and other products processed abroad from such raw materials,
obviously conflict with such key national interests. While we lower tariffs on
shoes and leather, we tolerate abroad import barriers and other non-tariff
restrictions on the acceptance of U.S. shoe and leather exports. All this tends to a
distortion of the nation's economy. We move to become the world's supplier at
sophisticated transportation and electronic equipment. At the same time, we may
be losing the power to keep our own feet in shoes.

2. The concept that somehow the shoe and leather industry deserve whatever
lumps they may absorb on world markets because they have been "technologically
backward"-that "competition from abroad will force progress-is. a dangerous
fallacy.

If the tanning and shoe industries have not been at the forefront of technologi-
eal progress, certainly it is not because of any leek of competition. Of that there
has been, according to industry testimony, an - ,nndance. In fact the complaint

2 Had there been no gains in labor productivity during this period the tanning industry
in the first sir months of this year, operating at 8&2v at its 1951-5a level, would have
employed 88,500 workers.
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is that bitter industry competition has forced "entrapreneurlal returns" down so
low that little if any earned surplus in available for any long-term research and
development programs. If true, this negative trend is being accented heavily by
increasing competition from abroad. Everyone has had to scratch for a living in
these industries. Little cash has been available for such "frills" as research and
development.

Conversely, it would appear that technological development in American In-
dustry has been most emphasized in those sectors where concentration is heaviest
and competition the le t livelV. Strong correlations appear to exist between the
ability to administer prices and that generosity in cash flow which makes possible,
though by no means inevitable, impressive research expenditures. There is also
a group of major corporations who have benefited from multi-billion dollar re-
search and development projects financed directly or indirectly by the Federal
Government.

The shoe and leather industries have had access neither to such private nor
public financing for research and development. They are in this the deprived and
underprivileged of the industrial community. Increasing competition from abroad
will serve only to intensify chaos and backwardness in these industries.
Shoe an Leather Job*

A national policy which would trade off massive shrinkage in the shoe and
leather industry in return for advantages abroad to more sophisticated or
massive sectors of U.S. industry will intensify national problems of poverty
and unemployment. It would increase demand for skilled and highly trained
labor already in short supply and slack off already low demand for the rela-
tively unskilled and untrained. This would preceptibly narrow any margins
of hope for the unskilled, the unemployed, and the poor.

In the present labor forces of the shoe and leather industries minority groups
from large cities and workers in areas of rural poverty preponderate. For them
the sacrifice of present and future job possibilities could mean only prolifera-
tion of personal tragedy and social tensions.

It should be manifest that expansion, rather than shrinkage of Jobs in such
Industry, should be an immediate goal of national policy.
The st timo

Estimates given in this memo on the impact of rising shoe imports correspond
neither with the figures provided by government analysts nor with those circulated
by spokesmen for the industry.

Both government and industry figures on shoe imports as a percentage of
domestic production are clearly and significantly distorted. Government figures
take the dollar value of imported shoes as a percentage of dollar value of all
U.S. shipments to estimate the percentage of the U.S. market taken by imports.
This is a crude distortion. For example, a pair of shoes priced at the point of
its foreign production at $2.50 (no charge for transportation, handling, in.ur-
ance, tariff or turnover tax included) will be sold in an American shoe store
in competition with and as a substitute for a U.S. produced shoe whose whole-
sale price is $5.00. Such price comparisons would count two pairs of shoes abroad
an equal to only one pair of equivalent U.S. production.

Actual distortion is greater. In 1965, for example, the average price of a
pair of U.S. shoes at the factory was $4.O. In 1965 a totat of 87.6 million pairs
of foreign shoes were imported at an average price of $1.35 a pair. Government
figures, therefore, calculated the Import percentage to U.S. shipments at 4.7
per cent. (U.S. shipments were $2,29 million compared with imports valued
at $11&5 million.)

Industry estimates distort at the opposite end of the scale. They assume that
one pair of Imported shoes equals one pair of U.S. produced shoes. For 196M,
industry estimates Imports at 13.9 per cent of domestic production. (m.S.
shipments in 1965 were 69 million pairs compared with imports of 87.6
millions.) The catch to such calculations is palpable. Out of the 87.6 million
pair, of shoes we imported in 19M, a total of 47.6 million were so-called "Foot-
wear Having Supportd Vinyl Uppers." These were officially valued at 44*
a pair. Obviously, one ptir of trach shoes, usable only for brief novelty wear,
cannot be equated with a standardd pair of leather shoes produced In a U.S.
factory at almost ten times the cost. Only by such counting can the industry
estimate imports as 18.9 per cent of domestic shipments in 1965, 15 per cent in
1960, and close to 25 per cent In the first half of 1967.
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To avoid such distortions, shoe Import figures in Table I attached excluded
such vinyl shoes from total numbers of pairs imported. This is as precise a
basis for comparability between Imported and domestic shoes as the data
appear to allow. If the exclusion of the tens of millions of cheap vinyl imports
may bias the Import series downward by a few percentage points, it more than
eliminates any implication of bias on the high side through counting possibly
inferior foreign shoes as equal to U.S. produced shoes. It establishes that the
estimates used of shoe imports are minimum estimates which tend more to
underestimate than to overestimate the impact of imported shoes on the domestic
market.
The Cuchm .o s

Most of the Jobs which the leather and shoe industries provide are the very
kind which our nation now needs so desperately to still the urban crisis and to
meet rural poverty. These Jobs can not simply be lost and forgotten. Every
unskilled and semiskilled job which the Administration and Congress permit
imports to knock out will have to be made up probably by the creation of a gov-
ernment-provided or government-subsidized Job. The present social crisis and
tension will not allow the elimination of work and hope of tens of thousands
without the sharp escalation of the serious troubles which our nation already
faces.

Free trade theoreticians and grant economists may find all sorts of magnificent
figures and demonstrate how labor intensive Industries, such as shoe and leather,
must simply be sacrificed for the benefit of these statistics But ghetto workers
who have lost Jobs which they held for 15 or 20 years or rural employees who
have found work after being thrown off the farm do not understand or care to
understand these statistics. They want and need work which is in their capacity
to perform. They seek a better, useful existence-not an uprooted, aimless
and hopeless life.

The problem will not go away. The Administration and Congress must come
to a decision either now or, under more desperate circumstances, later. Will the
Administration and Congress seek to save these industries and their hundreds
of thousands of Jobs or will the Administration and Congress establish in each
community other work for the employees who are thrown out of their Jobs?

We would choose to save the Jobs. We would suggest that quotas be applied
to Imports of leather, leather products and shoes. We believe that such action
is less expensive to the economy, less disturbing to the community of the areas
where leather and shoe plants are now located and much more satisfactory to
the workers involved.

TABLE I.-SHOE PRODUCTION, IMPORTS, AND EMPLOYMENT

U.S. production ImportsI (million Employment
(million pairs) pairs)

1967 (6 months annul ft) ....................... 593 77.3 226,000
1966 ............................................ 646 55S5 237,200

1965 ............................................ 629 40.0 233,400
1964 ............................................ 613 38. 6 230,500
1957-59 average ................................. 607 22. 7 242.900

1 Excluding rubber and vinyl type shoes valued at less than 50 cents a pair produced primarily in eastern Asia and
Japan.

Source: U.S. Production and Imports, U.S. Department of Commerce; Employment, BLS series for all employees.

TABLE II.-JOBS LOST TO IMPORTS

Percent imports to US. Total job loss to imports
shoe production

1967 ................................................ 13.0 2,14711966 ................................................. 8.6 20,3991965 ................................................. 6.4 14,938

1964 ................................................. 6. 3 14,521
1957-59 -------------------------------------------- 3. 7 8,987
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TALE Ill.-LEATHER PROOIICTION AND IMPORTS

PIller ameunk in uaedsl

U.S. shipments U.S. Imports Percent ImpotS W
elhipmeats

1967 (6 month annual rate) ........................ I $714.457 $70,584 9.9
1966 ............................................ ' o 017 74,996 9.3195 -------------------------------------------- 720,94 W WII IsgUe
1964 964----------------------------------------- 658, 240 52.664 8.1957-59 averae ................................. 1676, 06 37,413 s.S

I Dollar volume of shipments in 1967 1966 and 1957 estimated on basis of Federal Reserve Board index of lether produc-
tion adjusted by uLS wholesale price index for leather. Other years are shipments as reported by U.S. Department of Corn.
mece survey or census of manufactures.

TABLE IV.-LEATHER INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT AND JOBS LOST THROUGH LEATHER AND SHOE IMPORTS

All leather tanning Jobs lost to leather Jobs lost to shoe
employees Imports Imports Total

1967 .................................. 30,300 3,000 3.242 6,242
1966 .................................. 31.600 2,940 2,212 5,152
1965 --------------------------------- 31,600 2,940 1,643 4,503
1964 ................................. 31,400 2,500 1,156 3,6561957-59 average ....................... 38,000 2,090 1,140 2,230

' Based on tanners council estimate that 82 percent of leather is used for shoes.

(Telegram]

NEw YoSr, N.Y.
lon. RuSSELL LoNo,
Chairman,
Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

This is in connection with the hearing on bill No. 9. 2540 presented by Sen-
ator Muskie entitled "A bill to provide for orderly trade in footwear."

While we are not In the footwear business this company Is actively engaged
in the hide and leather business participating to a large extent in the exportation
of these materials all over the world with not insignificant impJact in foreign
exchange earnings for the United States.

It was rather surprising to learn of the attempt to introduce an Import quota
system for shoes. The United States is the largest shoe prodlucing country In
the world in absolute terms and on a per capita basis. Imports of shoes of all
kinds represent somewhere around 10 percent of our total consumption. These
imports include specialty and noncompetitive footwear as well as promotion
for new fashion trends, developments and merchandising. This latter category
is in fact a stimulus to the domestic shoe industry in creating a grater overall
market for hides, leather and shoes domestically as well as Internationally.
The dangers are particularly great since the Imports represent such a minor
part of our total consumption in trade terms we may well gain a dime and lose
a dollar.

Import quotas on shoes will certainly have retaliatory impacts that in the
long run can only have negative results on the American economy. Being engaged
in allied trade to the shoe industry we must earnestly and respectfully urge
the committee to adopt a broad view and not restrict international commerce.

Respectfully,
CHILEWICH Coup.

STATEMENT ue' THE IMPORrE FOOTWEAR GROUP, AMERICANX IMPORTERS

AssOcIATION, SuBMrrrzD BY STIT v HEMMENDINGER, AND DANIEL,, Arronirgys

SUMMARY

Imports of footwear play an extremely valuable role In the U.S. economy by
averting the consequences for the consumer of an acute labor shortage in the U.S.
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shoe Industry. There are no workers to 1il the jobs supposedly lost to imports;
they are busy in more efficient, higher-paid industries.

Implirts of vinyl footwear from Japan are particularly valuable for the U.S.
onsumer because they meet the needs of poor people for shoes in the $1-2 range
that are unavailable from domestic production.

Ruber-soled and waterproof footwear now enjoy unfairly high rates of duty,
tmat were not reduced in the Kennedy Round.

Quotas would put intolerable bureaucratic barriers in the way of a constantly
shifting trade In a styled consumer product.

STATEMENT

This statement is submitted In opposition to 8. 2540, 8. 1440, and other pro-
posals pending before this Committee that would lead to the establishment of
quotas on footwear imported into the United States. Members of the Imported
Footwear Group are engaged primarily in the footwear trade with the Far East,
and are responsible for a large part of the importation of rubber and vinyl foot-
wear. The trade in imported footwear is divided roughly into three parts: leather
footwear entering largely from Italy, Spain, and other parts of Europe; foot-
wear with uppers of vinyl (polyvinyl chloride) entering largely from Japan and
-other sources in the Far East; and waterproof footwear and sneaker-type rubber-
soled footwear, which also enters largely from the Far East, but which enjoys
vastly greater tariff protection than do the other segments of the trade. As yet,
there is no substantial trade in the high quality plastics which are substitutes
for leather.

The Trade Pres Tells the Story of Labor Shortage
The foregoing conclusions are not economic deductions. In the case of the foot-

wear industry, which has a multitude of different establishments over auny
states, the facts are well documented by the trade press. Attached hereto are a
few of the articles that have appeared in the last two years in the "Footwear
News." the "Boot and Shoe Recorder," and the "Wall Street Journal." The fol-
lowing is a brief summary:

On March 22,1966, the "Wall Street Journal" reported:
"Endicott Johnson Corp. Is considering consolidating some of its shoe-manu-

facturing plans due to acute labor shortage. * * * 'We could use more than
300 people right now, and the truth of the matter is that we can't get them.'"

On 31.iy 5. 1960, the Chairman of United States Shoe Corp. said:
"We can el more shoes than we can make .... Labor is tihe most vulnerable

facet of the shoe business. It is a traditionally low-paid industry anyway, and
because of heavy industrial growth in some established cities it is difficult to
improve on the situation. You have to go to new communities to get the workers
you need. At our existing plants we are just not getting them."

Oil August 18, 19M6, the "Footwear News" did a roundup study of employment
and headlined its account: "Luck of Skilled Labor Still Plague.s Plants." Stories
datelined New York, St. Louis, and Boston bear out this headline.

The traditional leather segment of the Americ.amn footwear industry. represented
by the National Footwear Manufacturers Association. has been asking for quota
protection against Imports for years, during most of which time the American
industry has been steadily expanding at the same time that imlp)rts have been
increasing. Year after year, the industry has been telling of the number of Jobs
that would exist in the American Industry if the Imported products were made
in the United States. The story ham omitted many relevants facts.

Role of Shoe Imports in the American Reonomy
The fact Is that Imports of footwear have been playing an essential role and

constitute almost a textbook example of the importance of liberal trade policies
In a dynamic economy. Despite much sophisticated machinery. the mInifacture
of shoes continues to Involve a lot of handwork, and shoe factory Jobs are among
t),( least sought after for reasons of conditions of labor and pay. The result has
bee*n an acute shortage of labor for the shoe Industry despite the mounting de-
mand s of an affluent society. The natural consequence has been an increase in
imports, in which many of the established manufacturers have Joined by using
imports to fill out portions of their lines. This has had three extremely desirable
consequences for the American economy: It has freed labor for the more efficient,
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higher paying Industries: it has made products available to the Imblic at Irices
which they can afford: and It has helped to restrain inflationary trends with
respect to a vital consumer product. Without imports, the result would have been
higher prices for shoes, perhaps higher wages to attract more labor, fewer shoes
purchased. and greater inflation.

On September 29, 1966, the "Footwear News" did another such roundup
with dateline stories from Milwaukee, St. Louis, and Boston, emphasizing:

"The shortage of shoe manufacturing labor has brought with It a whole
range of unexpected and unforeseen higher costs to producers--cots that are
barely visible and that can be calculated only with difficulty. They are adding
substantially to manufacturers' costs as they figure prices on tWeir spring
lines."

On September 29, 196M, the "Footwear News" had a story from Puerto Rico
describing the training of footwear workers there. It was explained that a
major reason was that:

"... in the Northeast United States. the established shoe Industry is experi-
encing a shortage of trained workers."

The same subject was treated by the "Wall Street Journal" on December 27,
1968, In a long article headlined: "Puerto Rico's Labbr Surplus Keeps Luring
Manufacturers From Worker-Short U.S." The article cites cases of firms that
are opening plants In Puerto Rico because they simply cannot find workers in
the continental United States.

In its Issue of January 1967. the "Boot and Shoe Recorder" devoted more
than seven pages to a story entitled: "Labor Shortage Rocks Shoe Industry,"
ujaying:

"The shortage of labor is the greatest concern of all facets of the industry
from manufacturing plants to material and sunply firms to salesmen on the
road to retail shoe stores and departments. The skill factor has been watered
down while the cost factor has spiraled up and these two forces are pulling
footwear apart at the seams."

Many examples are cited in this article of workers who desert for other indus-
tries or refuse to go Into shoe factories.

On Jnne 1. 1967. another account In the "Footwear News" was headlined:
"Acute Labor Pinch Harasses Central Pa. Manufacturers." The story relates
that It is impossible for shoe manufacturers, even the few In the area that have
unionized plants, to compete in wages and fringe benefits with their stronger
rivals such as electronic, steel, aluminum, and machinery makers. Also, young
persons, Just out of high school and college, are not ruhlng into factory work as
they once did. Even shoe factory Jobs that eventually could lead to top executive
spots in the various companies are not bringing many applicants.

No doubt there are particular producers bedeviled by labor shortage who
feel that the existence of imports makes It harder to raise prices and wages. Even
without Imports, consumer resistance would limit the ability to raise prices. And
when the interests of the American economy on the whole are considerd, it Is
obvious that the imports play a constructive and necessary role. Without them the
whole American people would be much the poorer.

Role of Imports from Japai is tke Marketplac#
Approximately one-half, according to the Department of Commerce figures,

of footwear imports consist of products with vinyl uppers that come mostly from
Japan. These are very largely in the women's and misses category and are mostly
casual street shoes of various types, some with toes and backs, some sandals, and
a wide variety of style. Most of these have vinyl or rubber soles. The women's
and mishs shoes in 1967, according to official U.S. statistics, had an average
f.o.b. value of 50 cents. Since this is an average, the actual prices varied from
around 35 cents to around 70 centL This means that practically all such shoes
sell at retail in the range from $1 to $2.

There is no serviceable comparable footwear available from American produc-
tion in this price range. The., shoes have performed an invaluable service to the
American economy in supply essential footwear to people who cannot afford
more, and unfortunately, there are still many such people. To a large extent these
are sales that would never have taken place if the imports were not In the
market. People can get along by putting cardboard In an old pair of shoes If
they have to. Obviously, these are not high quality products, but they are good,
serviceable, attractive products which have come Into existence because of the
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skill and ingenuity of the Japanese producers in using vinyl as a product for
shoe uppers. This is a by-product of the fact that the Japanese have for a long
time used vinyl for products in the domestic market, and they have developed a
vinyl shoe technology which the U.S. producers have not seen fit to exploit. The
American industry is built on the leather shoe, but there are not many countries
of the world that can afford leather shoes as can the affluent sectors of the
American economy. The underdeveloped portion of the American economy needs
the same tyie of products that are made for the less affluent nations of the world.

Statistically, an impressive picture of a tide of imports can be painted by
stressing the quantity of vinyl shoes, but when their role in the market is
examined they have virtually to be excluded from a serious examination of areas
of competition between imported and domestic products. There are other products
often included in statistical aggregates that are altogether non-competitive-for
instance, song rubber sandals (zories), imports of which amounted to 32 million
pairs in 1966. They compete with the U.S. barefoot industry.*

Rubber-Soled and Waterproof Footwear Need Les, Not More, Protection
The rubber sector of the footwear industry has enjoyed for many years

extraordinarily and unjustifiably high rates of duty based upon application 34
years ago of the equalization of cost of production provisions (Section 336 of the
Tariff Act), and there is no occasion to consider the adoption of quotas to protect
this Industry.

The rate of duty on boots and overshoes that enter under Item 700.53 of the
Tariff Schedules is 371/2 percent; the rate on items which enter under Item 700.52
is 25 percent. These rates were not reduced in the Kennedy Round. and they
are highly protective. They were legislated in 1965 after a bitter controversy in
a law that did away with ASP valuation for these products while greatly increas-
ing the duty. The result has been a considerable reduction in the volume of
imports.

Rubber-soled foo!"..ar entered under Item 700.60 is still subject to the Amer-
ican selling price basis for valuation. The rates were not reduced in the Kennedy
Round. The ad valorem equivalent on the usual valuation basis varies from
product to product, mouth to month, and source to source because of the vagaries
of this peculiar system of valuation. At this time, to the best of our information,
the equivalent is approximately 50 percent ad valorem, 5 times the current
pre-Kennedy Round rate of duty for men's leather shoes, 21j times the current
rate on ladies' shoes, and 4 times the rate on shoes with vinyl uppers.

It is absurd for the domestic rubber footwear producers to persistently com-
plain about the guidelines for appraisement of ruober footwear on the American
selling price that became effective February 1, 1966. No doubt by doing so they
hope that attention will be distracted from the unduly high protection they
actually enjoy, which stands out like a sore thumb in comparison with the tariff
protection enjoyed by practically every other light industry in the United
States. including the rest of the footwear industry. If the rubber footwear in-
dustry had a case to be reserved from the K 'nnedy Round. so did many, many
other industries. If they had all been reserved, there would have been no Kennedy
Round.

The new guidelines did not lead to a reduction of duty, because for three years--
during which domestic production expanded greatly-appraisement was sus-
pended and intporters anticipated the new guidelines iu pricing goods into the
U.S. inarket. The guidelines are consistent with the administration of the
ASP duties on chemicals and are clearly right as a matter of law.

The statistics with respect to items that enter under Item 700.60 of the Tariff
Schedules, which is generally regarded as the sneaker item, are misleading.
The grand total of these are always used by those who are seeking t show a
large number of imports of rubber-soled shoes with canvas uppers. Half
of these, however, are not actually assessed on the American selling price,
because they are not like or similar to American-made products. The exact
composition of this non-ASP group is not revealed by any of the official U.S.
statistics. A sample was taken last year by the Imported Footwear Group by
questionnaires to members to assist the Tariff Commission. It revealed that

*The oflictal statistics have also to be used with a certain amount of suspicion. For
Instance, the Census Bureau reports 1'300 000 pairs of vinyl shoes from Taiwan at a value
of $8.525 in early 1966--a unit value oi ,nuch less than one cent a pair. Not even the
clever Chinese can do this.

,85-46--7-pt. 1---31
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most of this non-ASP category does not cdnsst of sneaker-type products at all.
The majority consist of a s of vinyl product., such as snowboots, sandals
snipers, and casual shoes, that are entered under Item 700.60 only because of
some accidut of constuc which brings them within the technical denUtions
of this Item

Moreover, the figures usually. used disregard Puerto Rico production, which has
been growing. The official figures for earlier years disregard sneakers that en-
tered under other tariff paragraphs because of special construction features.

When all the appropriate adjustments are made, sneaker imports in 1967 found
to be about 18 percent of the market, as compared with about 26 percent In
1961 and 1962. This Is about 16 percent of U.S. production, not 29 percent as
claimed by the U.S. producers.

Although the vogue for sneakers which caused a high demand for both domestic
products and imports t- ve leveJed off, the production and sales of domestic rub-
ber-soled footwear continue strong and at very high levels compared with five
years ago.

Moreover, the American produ(*rs of rubber-soled footwear have gone heavily
into the machine-made products, that is, sneakers whose sole is produced and
molded to the upper in a single operation, with a great saving of labor. These
products are extremely competitive today with imports that formerly were
strong in the low end of the market. In view of new entrants in the field, there
is reason to believe that not all of the machine-made products are fully reported
in the official statistics. Since the machine-made sneaker requires heavy capital
expenditure and is low in labor costs, the comparative advantage In this product
favors the United States. and there are few, if any, imports.

There is no possible case for the imposition of quotas on rubber-soled footwear.
The appropriate legislation for this product would abolish the obnoxious American
selling price method of valuation and fix a fair rate of duty based upon recent
experience, as a base for negotiated reduction, as was done with comparable
products In the Kennedy Round.

Evil* of Quotee
It is hard to believe that the sponsors of quota legislation have considered

deeply their significance for the conduct of the trade of the United States.
Such controls are either worldwide, which means an unseemly scramble to get
under the line; or they are by countries, which gives to some authority the
unenviable task of determining not only a fair historical basis, or what changing
conditions call for recognition. The normal working of economic forces is
abandoned. The normal changes in trade patterns resulting from economic devel-
opment and the varying economic trends within all the countries concerned
no longer determine trade patterns, and there is substituted a fallible human
judgment exercised through pondersou bureaucratic machinery. On both the
import side and the export side, someone is going to have to decide to whom
the country's quotas are allocated, or else there wll be an unseemly and un-
economic scramble to bring in goods before they are wanted in the market. There
is no possibility of complete fairness In such allocation. If goods are brought in
to meet exigencies of the quota, market forces are again Ignored, unnecessary
charges for warehousing are incurred, and ability to style to the market Is
impaired.

This whole process is particularly difficult and odious when consumer items
are involved, and even more so when apparel Is involved, which Is highly subject
to whims of fashion. It is impossible for a store buyer or the importer to plan
intelligently, and everyone concerned suffers from inability to use imports
flexibly as a market resource.

We cannot state too strongly the concern of footwear Importers over the pros-
pect of having to conduct their business under controls of this character. Con-
sider the problem of a buyer who goes to the Far East, as is frequently done. and
visits four different sources, i.e.. Japan, Korea. Taiwan, Hong Kong. Buying Is
ordinarily done for delivery In the United States four to eight months later. The
buyer has already to Juggle a myriad of factors: price, style. quality, ability of
factory to schedule and deilver..The buyer who had also to take Into account the
availability of a quota to his producer or to himself would go insane. On the
other hand. when the results were In, a few companies-who had enjoyed strong
lwsitions In the pest might be preserved from the rigors of competition and profit
unduly.
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Consider further, with repect to these products of light industry, that fhere Is
a trend away from Japan, whose costs are Incesing as it moves to a hle
technologicsralevel, to other countries of the Far East, particularly Korea and
Taiwan-countries which the United States as a matter ot policy is ha9
see achieving viable economies. The U.S. would like to see many other undetk
developed nations achieve enough exports to permit economic development-4e
Philippines Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaya, India, Burma, Pakistan. A history
allocation of quotas would freeze out these nations, while bureaucratic decisims
would do a far worse job than natural market forea

The American people have firmly rejected controls over the U.S. economy except
when ii tin'e of war they were rbolutely unavoidable. We cannot believe that In
a moment of blind protectionism the Congress of the United States will depart
from traditional free enterprise principles and place such shackles on the import
trade.

(S. 289, a bill to protect the domestic economy, to promote the
general welfare, and to assist in the national defense by providing for
tn adequate supply of lead and zinc for consumption I the United
States from domestic and foreign sources, and for other purpose
follows:)
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1 That h6 Act may be cited as the "Lead and Zinc Act

2 of 1967".

3 TITLE I-LEAD

4 SEc. 101. As used in this title-

5 (a) The tern "lead" iueans lead naetal, as defined in

6 subsection (b), plus lead ore, as defined in subsection (c).

7 (b) The terin "lead inetal" Imieans the dutiable lead

8 content of all unwrought lead and lead waste and scrap

9 which, if imported into the United States, are subject to

10 duty under part 2G of schedule 6, Tariff Schedules of the

11 United States.

12 (c) The tern "lead ore" means the dutiable lead con-

13 tent of lead-bearing ores and other materials which, if

14 imported into the United States, are subject to duty under

15 part 1 of schedule 6, Tariff Schedules of the United States.

16 (d) The term "imported into the United States" means

17 entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption

18 within the meaning of the Tariff Classification Act of 1962,

19 as amended.

20 (e) The term "Tariff Schedules of the United States"

21 means the Tariff Schedules of the United States established

22 pursuant to section 201, Tariff Classification Act of 1962.

23 (f) The term "ton" means two thousand pounds.

24 (g) The term "quarter" means a calendar quarter.

25 (h) The term "quarterly quota for lead" means 80 per
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3

1 centum of the quarterly average of the total general imports

2 as reported by the BJureatn of the Census of lead imported as

3 lead metal and lead ore during a quota base period consisting

4 of the ten consecutive quarters prior to the quarter preceding

5 the effective date of such quota as provided in section 103.

6 SEC. 102. No lead shall be imported into the United

7 States in any quarter after the amount of lead imported into

8 the United States during such quarter equals the inlort

9 quota for lead for such quarter established under section 103.

10 SEc. 103. For purposes of section 102-

11 (a) If for awiy a period of three consecutive calendar

12 months, the stocks of refined soft lead and lead content of

13 antimonial lead owned by the United States primary pro-

14 ducers, at their own plants and elsewhere, at the close of

15 each month exceed 250 per centun of the average monthly

16 domestic shipments of refined lead by such producers during

17 the same three-month period, a quarterly quota for lead

18 metal and lead ore shall be applied effective the first day of

%19 the quarter following this determination, as provided in see-

20 tion 101 (h).

21 (b) The import quota for lead ore shall in no event be

22 less than thirty thousand tons.

23 (c) Except as provided in section 103 (b), 50 per

2 centum of the total quarterly quota for lead established under

25 the provisions of this section shall be allocated to lead ore.
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4

1 (d) The quarterly quotas for lead ore and for Itad inetal

2 established under the provisions of this ection shall he allo-

3 edited by the Seretary of the Interior to priiluiial sulpl.ia

4 countries in proportion to iliiorts froil Such countries (iu'ilig

5 the quota base period described in section 101 (h) . Specific

6 quotas shall lie established for lead ore or lead wetal as the

7 case may lie, for each country supplying more than 10 per

8 centum of the total such lead ore or lead Wt01l imported dtr-

9 ihg stuch period and the unallocated balance of the lead ore

10 quota and the lead metal quota shall be assigned to all other

11 couttries.

12 (e) If, while the import quotai e.allished under ..ectiona

13 103 (a) is in effect, stocks of refiaed soft head and lead content

14 of auitimioiial lead owned y the Iniited States primary pro-

1 ducers, at their own plants and elsewhere, at the close of any

16 three consecutive months are less than 100 per centuma of

17 average monthly domestic shilnlts of refined lead by s.ucah

18 producers during those same three months, the quarterly

19 quotas established under provisions of this section shall he

terminated, effective on the date of such deternination by
21 the Secretary of the Interior: Provided, however, That, in

22 making a determination of the relationship of primary pro-

23 ducers' metal stocks to domestic shipments, the Secretary of
24 the Interior shall consider the effects of any temporary and

25 significant loss of lead production.
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1 TITLE II-ZINC

2 SCc. 201. As used in this title-

3 (a) The tern "zinc" means zinc metal, as defined in

4 subsection (b), plus zinc ore, as defined in subsection (c).

5 (b) The term "zinc metal" means the dutiable zinc

6 content of all unwrought zinc (except alloys of zinc and

7 zine dust) and zinc waste and scrap which, if imported

8 into the United States, are subject to duty under part 211

9 of schedule 6, Tariff Schedules of the United States.

10 (c) The term "zinc ore" means the dutiable zinc con-

11 tent of all zinc-bearing ores and other materials which, if

12 imported into the United States, arc subject to duty, under

13 part 1 of schedule 0, Tariff Schedules of the United States.

14 (d) The term "imported into the United States" means

15 entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption

I; within the meaning of the Tariff Classification Act of 1962,

17 as amended.

is ((1) The ericn "Tariff Schedules of the United States"

19 neans the Tariff Schedules of the United States estab-

20 li.hed pur.suant to section 201, Tariff Classification Act of

21 1962.

22 (f) The term "ton" means two thousand pounds.

23 (g) The term "quarter" means a calendar quarter.

24 (h) The term "quarterly quota for zinc" means 80
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7: Si:c. 202. No zinc shall be imported into the Uiuittil

,31 Sinte- in any quarter after the anuotint of zinme imported into

!' the Ulied States during such qutiarter equals tile imlport

1t) 4oita for zinc fr such quarter established inder actionn 20:%

11 S1¢1'. 203. For purposes of swetion 202-
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R; monthly domestic shiplments of slab zinc by such producers

17 during the saume three-mourlh period, a quailerly quota for

18 zina metal and zinc ore shall be applied, effective the lrst

19 day of the quarter following this determination, as provided

20 in section 20l (h).

21 (b) The import quota for zinc shall in no event be less

11 than one hundred and thirty thousand tons.

2:3 (c) Eighty per centumn of the total quarterly zine iai-

24 port quota established under the provisions of this section

shall be allocated to zinc ore.
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1 (d) The quarterly quotas for zinc ore and for zinc metal

-2 established under tie provisions of this section shall be allo-

3 cated by the Secretary of the Interior to principal supplying

4 countries in proportion to imports froin sich countries dur-

3 ing die quota base period de 'ilwed in section 201 (h).

6 Specific quotaq shall be established for zinc ore or zinc metal,

7 as the cao may be, for each country supplying uure than 10
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11 other countC
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23 the Secretary of the Interior shall consider te effects of any

24 temporary and significant loss of sine production.
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Ssc. 301.. ,Iiul in this titl4"-

(a) The &M,'* specificd manufactured lead article"

pntul* the/ olloiiitems which, ifi ported iWto tlu " eitrI

States, are meubict eto duiy u4oder the Tariq Schedule. of the

United States, as indicated:

Lilharie (K4hedule 4, part B, item 473.52);

I VAit. lead (iitle- , part 9Bo items 473.60 and

Plates, &lec,ot,, ipe, asd tube of lead (aced.le 6,

part 2G, jtigme 624.10 and 624.50).

(ai) The ktrit "specified manu~fact ured ladn article"

means te following items whick, imported into ts United

States, are subject to duly under the Tarif Schedies of the

United Stata as idi ed:

Leadd zinc oide (sh d edul 4 , part 9B , items 4 73.46'

and 473.4);
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I Xhw 'idr ('cA ule f1. 1#r11t911. itre f; .'0.; 6 ,,,,l

2 473.78);

3 Allop o/ itic (v'cedule 6. pat211, dent 6.I26%0):

4 I'hbhs., 'l.. ,,d .sh,.r*i #o fIIU (.xlch,lc 6, ,ort

5 411, itis 626.1. throh, 626.21)

6 Zic wire ('ledule 6, ,art 211, items 6o26.30 and

7 626.31):

S Zinec pxowticT and fIkes (.whedile 6. prt 211, it is

4 6426..t0 ad 6.26.42).

10 (c) The terma "imported into lite 'aild ltde.mt" 1 icl.,

11 entered, or withdrawn are u'(cuttve., /ur (,,.Nitllion

12 ,vilhi, the mui,!l of /the ''trif ( loc.viilircal it/ .,/ 196.

13 1 Srxv. .402. (a) The Sterc'tar! #,f /u Ih a Idi,,r sisall c.,thi-

14 liiA quarterly import quotas fur anj "vim.i/iedl awnflou

15 tured lead article" or "tepci/ied Inu fac tru.red :inc artic."

1 equal to 100 per centum of avertige imports of ssch article

17 during the quota basn period as 1 'ovidecd inl actions 101 and

18 201, where the maaufactur'ed iu ad article or itanuf actured

19 zinc article is imported in any calendar quarter tcunmenci g

20 with the calendar quarter that a lead or zinc quota, respee'

21 tih'eiy, becomes efecite under provisioas of .cieu 103 or

203, in quaantities equal to 110 per centum or wore of the

23 era e quarterly import# of suck article daring Ie quota

24 base )eri,;d as provided in seetion 101 or 201.

2. (b) The Scr'etaty of the Interior may establish quar-
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1 terly import quotas for any other manufactured lead article

2 or manifaetured :inc article equal to 100 per centum of

3 average imports for such article during the quota base period

4 as provided in sectio.s 101 and 201, wheie (1) more than

5 J0 per centum of the gross weight of the article is attributable

6 to itm lead or sine .ontent, respectively, and (2) the manufac-

7 tared lead article or manufactured zinc artle is imported

8 in any caletmlar quarter sdseguent to the late that a lead

9 or zinc quota, respectively, bcconaes elective under provisions

10 of section 103 or 203, in ijewutities cqueul to 110 tper centum

11 tr more of the average quarterly imports of such article dur-

12 inag the qtula base in'riod (. provided i. stctioa 101 or 201.

13 Se. 303. (a) No manufactured lead article or manu-

14 actdurcd zinc article shall be imported into lite United States

i any quarter a/ter te amount of suc manufactured lead

16 article or manfactured sine artide imported into the United

-17 State. during suck quarter equals the quarterly import quota

I established for such article under this til.

19 (b) Import quotas for manu/actured lead artie or

0 manufactured tine articles established under provisions of

21, thi. title shall terminate elective on the date of termination

22 of quotas for lead metal and lead ore or zino metal and zin

ore as provided. in section 103(e) or 203(e) or 405 of

24 this Act.

25 (c) Any quota eaihe in accordance with this tkle
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1 x.4wll bcusie 'lfederr',ll a If prrilv Ibf.i., the fiirI diay of ie'

2 mmalt/ jol1Diu! Ihe moith in ,'hich /w S Sict'ral dletermc.e

3 t le midildutions wt forth in this title are Prt.

4 TITLE IV-GENEIAL PRVISIJ18

S Sic. 401. The import quotas provided for in titles I, II,

t; and III of this Acte shall he dtenniid amd pulblislhed by the

7 Secretary of the Interior. The th-terminiiolt of qyuirltrl

S import IUola s lirvided for in swtios 10:3 and 203 tof Ihi

1 Art s inll he made its lr..ptly it po.silile ifter the vh-. of

io the period of three t'ti.etltive 1ii1ilh.1is pi(lrovided il wv-

n ti.ns 1M3 (it) and 203 (:) thitt pr.c.de the ,jtrter for %% i.,

12 such qEuta, are determined.

13 Ssc. 402. Whenever wrchaidise tintaining lad oir

14 zinc is exported and duties are refnitded mis drmwback with re-

15 opcct to such lead and xhie under the provisions of section

10 1313 of title 19, United States Code, the exprter of the

17 merchandise containing the material on which duty had beel

18 paid shall Im penitted to eider or wiihdraw from wirehise

19 for consumption within a period of one year from the dte of

20 such exportation, a quantity of lead or zinc equivalent to the

21 quantity as to which dities ar% refuided and such quanttity

22 shall not be subject to the quotas established under titles I

23 and II of this Act.

24 Sc. 403. The quotas provided ji this Act, as deter-
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Senator Bztrrrr. We now come to the last chapter in today's hear-
ings, lead and zinc.

Senator Anderson of NAew Mexico was very anxiotm to be present
for this part of the hearing, but. word has just cone in that lie is tied
up in a conference on the NASA legislation, and he sent word that
that part of the bill in which he is interested has not yet come up, so he
will reWuIin. there. lie may come in before we are ihrou ifh.

Our first witness is Mr. Clark Wilson of my city of Salt Lake, and
I would like to make a brief statement before Mr. Wilson begins.

lie served for many years as chairman of the Zinc Producers' Coin-
inittee, with headquarters here in Washington, and has only recently
returned to Salt Lake as resident taniger of the Anaconda Co.

lie appears on behalf of S. "89, the flexible lead-zinc inlort quota
bill, which is the latest in a long series of attempts to find a -satisfiac-
tory legislative approach to this problem. This bill S. 289 prove ides forflexible quota legi atonwitha 55-year tem .

During this period, if domestic producers' stocks rouch levels con-
sidered excessive as defined in the bill's quotas on either lead and zine
ores or metals then bxecome effective for a 5-year period. The quola s
would be caecelled if stocks were reduced belov normial levels anl
additional imports were needed.

It would be easy to administer such a bill, and I think it would go
into effect only when it is necessary to stabilize the supply consumption
ratio at proper levels, so this is very truly a flexible quot a I r)psit ion.

I support the bill, and I support Clark Wilson.
Mr. Wilson, we will be very happy to hear you.

STATE ENT 0F CLARK WISON, REPRESENTS TM LEAD -ZINC
PDRODUCERS CONXITEE

Mr. Wm.wor. Senator Bennett I certainly thank you for that kind
introduction. You have done suci a good job on explaining what we
are doing that perhaps I should retire, but I won't.

Senator Bzwxs'r. I think you have got to justify your expense
account.

Mr. Wmaox. Thank you, sir. I have a few folks in the audience
who will appreciate that remark.

I have noted that quite a few witnesses have been pretty well
buttressed here by compatriots. While I may appear alone, Ican assure
you that I do have a good many friends in the audience who are
on te same side of this bill as I amt and as vitally interested.

Senator BENzNEr. Including me.
Mr. WiLsoN. Including you; yes, air, and other good friends in

the aenate and the Congress
In lieu of having the various people here with me, I have three

statements one that is onepage that I won't read, one a few pages
that I will go through, and an annex that goes into some detail as
to a history of our industry economically letraltively, and also a
little more detail on the provisions of the eila

Senator Bvmirr. Those statements which you will not read will
be included in the record following the one you do read.

Mr. Wnwaor. Thank you, air.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appear on behalf
of the domestic lead-zinc industry to support enactment of S. 289,
as amended, a lead-zinc import quota bill. This would provide a
short term program of import controls on unmanufactured lead and
zine that woul be applied when and if needed.

This need would be determined by the normal relationship of
domestic producers refined metal stocks to shipments of these metals to
the consumer. The provisions are a refinement and liberalization of
previous legislative proposals and are designed to maintain a healthy
and necessary segment of our domestic mining and smelting industry,
provide adequate metal stocks for the consumer at reasonable market
prices and permit imports of lead and zinc from other countries at
levels needed to supplement our domestic production.

Mr. Chairman, we have prepared a detailed statement of the many
factors that have affected our industry in the past, the current situa.
tion and an evaluation of the near future, with comments on the
provisions of S. 289, as amended, and the action of this legislation
in providing a method to stabilize supply and demand of the two
metals. I would like to introduce this as an exhibit for the record
and summarize briefly its content&

The statement includes a discussion of the economic factors affecting
the 17.S. industry beginning in 1950, due to excessive lead-zinc imports
that eventually resulted in a Presidential quota proclamation effective
October 1, 1958, to October 1965. This came about following a long
-nriea. of events including numerous Tariff Commission studies initiatet
by dhe industry, with two unanimous findings of import injury with
rec'tmnIendat ions for corec tive controls, and several alternative pro.
posal. by the executive departments that. were either not long-term
planning or were not programs acceptable to the Congress and theindustry.At this point, Senator Bennett, I would like to refer to a statement
submitted to this committee yesterday by Secretary U'dall, and on
page 2 he commented that the Department of the Interior and other
agencies which have reported on S. M are opposed to its enactment.
I might say this was no surprise ot us.

Quoting Secretary Udall:
Our oppositlom is based on the belis that adequate remedles are available to

the lead and sine Industries as well as to other industries threatened by Increased,
Imports resulting from trade concessions and that reie should be taken only
after a finding of serious InJury or thfat ot injury.

And on page 6 of this same statement, I quota:
Sine 18(1 all trade expansion legislation has provided a means of c wape

for Industries suffering inJury from increased imports due to trade concession.
The domestle lead and sine Industry availed Ita*l of these provisions.

Well, now, as you know, . 289 was the subject of discussion in the
Senate Interior'Committee. It was there amended. They issued a
committee report, and they comment on this particular item of escape
clause in the report that accompanied their amended bill, and I would
hike to just mention what they have d. They aid:

he neptive attitude of all tour reports is argued on one basic theme with
varying embeliahmst.--)omestle produces of lead and ine may avail them-
selves with remedies provided In the Trade 1hansios Act relating to Injury
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or tho threat of injury from Imports on which tariff concessions have been made.'
The committee views this argument " us lacking in validity and in complete
disregard of the facts as shown by repeated experience. This committee report
has cited the industry experience with time-consuming Tariff Commission studies
over the past IT years. The Commission has provided numerous excellent factual
reports and two unanimous findings of injury with recommendation for necessary
import control#. We repeat that the only Executive Department action was the
delayed and partial acceptance of one recommendation that did not meet the
needs of the conditions of the time, being "too little and too late." "Zven this
avenue of help is now closed under provisions of the Trade Expansion Act of
11J. Import restrictions or adjustment assitaw* to industries, comnpanlest or
workers can only come about after the Tariff Commission can make affirmative
findings that (1). the Imports in question are entering the U.S. in increasing
quantities, (2). that the Increased imports are due "in major part" to trade
agrtement cone ,vsions, and (3), that such increued imports tire -the major
factor" in caitw'ig the Imiport injury.

Woo have reported that the law has been tested by twenty caes.. one from the
zinc industry, all with negative results. We would ,umniarize this deipartmental
solution as having been ineffective in the past and imptsible to use at the present
time or In the future.

I would hope that we would hear no more from executive depart-
ments on this type of relief. It certainly points out that the only relief
the industry has is congressional action.

Returning to my statement, the statement discusses the intensive
effort of the industry to replace the inflexible provisions of the quota
proclamation with flexible quota legislation introduced in the Con-
gress. This would have provided a continuing long-range mineral
program for the industry, allowing for changes in domestic production
and consumption and changing patterns of production by the export-
ing nations.

Unfortunately, this industry effort, supported by many Members of
the Congress, was not accepted by the executive department. The
quotas were canceled and no plan provided to prevent recurrence of
the experience of unnecessary imports that have in the past closed
many mines with loss of employment, reduced income, and resulted in
unprofitable operations.

We diwussed the latest available statistical information describin
the increase in consumption of both lead and zinc sine# 19M3 with
rc(luctions in surplus metal stocks, improvements in market prices
and renewed encouragement to the industry for expanding explora-
tion and development so nmewary to the future of our mining
operations. •

We take note of metal sholages in 1964 and 1965, retiring some
releases from the U.S. stockpiles, but, present statements from relia.
ble forecasts of expanding mine and smelter production, worldwide,
that indicate metal suPl1mes are again building to a surplus position,
with a weakening of metal prices all around t3e world.

Here I might refer to the International Lead-Zinc Study Group.
This is an organization of 26 nations that meets annually to assess
the current position and tries to project the situation for dhe coming
year. This means mine production, metal production, metal conswnp-
tion and a resulting balance or deficit. Such a meeting was just re-
centy held in Geneva, and while some of the fi roe not available
for the public, the balance sheet does indicate in the case of lead
in 1968 there is an estimated surplus of 169000 metric tons, and in
the case of zinc an estimated surplus, worldwide, of 227,000 metric
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tols, so again we can look to this surplus position as being a threat
to our market, which of course is tile favored market in the world.

The l.S. price of lead dropped 2 cents per pound in 1966 and zinc
teased I ceInt in May and June 1967.

Senator liENtET. Slay I interrupt you there. Do you have in your
mind the figure repireillt iig the percentage which our market bears to
the total market of the worldI

Mr. lViinu)ox. I would say roughly we con-stnke about a third of the
world's lead and zinc.

Senator BEN.t nNT. Thank you.
Mr. Wmsox. The forecasts indicate that the rate of increase in

production will exceed consumption during the next 3 to 5 years and
we ('a) easily be facing a lriod of excmiivo, unneeded inmorts that
will once again adversely affect our mining and Winelting industry.
This is a recent example of the "loxmi anld bust" cycling that has
be.n1 tM1i,.al of the econoyiv of our industry. I don't mean to say that

-we are bust now, but I can'sAe that we have these problems facing us.
If this should happen again--this time we lalust bt ready-With a

plan that will take effect before the serious injury occurs. *S. 289, as
amienhtld, is the plan.

Mr. Chairman, th,se are just the highlights of the industry busi-
ness ex perience and the iwed for a minerals policy. The detail is
available in the accompanying statement.

The general industry situation worldwide is still one of expanding
production with the exception of the 3-month U.S. strike that has
closed 80 percent of the lead smelter output and 27 percent of the zinc
smelter capacity. In spite of the strike that is now affecting imports
of lead-zinc ores and concentrate s, total lead imports of ore and
metal through August 1967 have increased 26 percent over the same
period of 1966.

Zinc impots increased 18 Iereent. Also in spite of the strike, stocks
of both metals are at adequate levels compared to shipments to con-
sumers, although the trend of rapidly increasing metal stocks on the
United States, particularly for zinc, during the first 6 months of
1967 has halted and slightly reversed.

An offset to the loe of U.S. zinc production is the lor of zinc con-
sumption due to the strike at Ford Motor Co. When these local issues
affecting production are settled, the riing tide of imports will con-
tinue to be a threat to the economy of the U.S. leadzinc industry.
We can only repeat that now is the ime to provide the correct import
control plan for the near future.

sUxAXar oW nvsxoNs

1. We still believe that the executive department should prepare a
minerals policy and provide controls to encourage domestic produc-
tion in relation to imports. This is necessa-y not only for lead and zinc
but other metals as well. From what we know of executive depart-
ment activities in this area, it is logical to aimm that wme time will
elapse before we have sucha policy. Action under S. M would be
limited to one 5-year term but will act as stopgap legislation while
Congress considers more permanent legislation and to serve while we
wait for an overall minerals policy.
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Senator, I would like to emphasize that this is a (1), 5-year-term
piece of legislation. We do not want any nisconceptions that we are
looking for cradle-to-the-grave type of action, (2), in legislation pro-
po:ed prior to S. 289, the quotas defined would have become effective
oil the date of e ctnuet of the legislation. They were needed at that
time to supplement or modify the quota proclamation. Import require-
weats increased during the past 2 years and are currently greater
than the amounts of the quota proclamation.

We do not require limits on imports at the present time; however,
the point has been made that under conditions of future world 1)ro-
duction and consumption, imports may exceed our needs. S. 2S9
provides for a three year quota on either lead or zinc, if import
imitatiots are required at any time during the 5-year term of the
legislation. Mr. Chairman, I wish to emphasize that the 3-year quota
will come into effect only if supply-and-demand conditions reIqiire
the need for import limitations.

Such a quota must be activated by the market factors of supply
and demand. This must be automatic, based on practical and easily
available statistical information. S. 289 proposes that quotas will
come into effect for either manufactured lead or unmanufactured
zinc whenever the Secretary of the Interior finds that stocks for a
period of 8 consecutive months of either metal, owned by primary
producers, exceed a specified percentage of the average shipments of
either metal during the same 3-month period. These shipments accu-
rately reflect the consumption of lead or zinc in the United States.

I would like to refer again to the statement by Secretary Udall.
He mentioned that "S. 289 requires no finding of injury or ti'reat
of injury resulting from increased imports. In fact, there need not
even by an increase in imports. The bill only requires that the level
of stocks owned by producers shall be in the case of lead two and a
half times the monthly shipments and for zinc one and three quarters
times the monthly shipments Thus the control of imports would be
determined by industry actions rather than by competitive actions
in the market lace."

Now, the ony trouble with his reasoning is that it takes a lot of
lead and zinc to trigger this quota, and based upon current ship.
ments of zinc and if we were to take a price a cent or two lower
than it is ri it now, this would mean an inventory of about $8
million worth of zinc that would be necessary to trigger a quota for
zinc. In the case of lead, the figure comes out, using a price somewhat
lower than it is now, because we would assume stcks are excess to
our consumers needs, we would probably have an investment of $25
million, and knowing the lead-zinc industry leaders as I do, I can
assure you that they are not going to go around investing these
millions of dollars just to trigger a quota. so I do not ag.re with Mr.
Udall's idea that the industry is going to intentionally trigger quotas.

Senator Bzmrnr. They would rather sell part of that inventory in
the market than buy for the purpose of triggering a quota I

Mr. Wneoiq. T am sure that when the inventory began to build
up they would retract their operations in order to conserve theircsital.

th From the industry experience since mid-1964, operating under
the quota proclamation, we recognize that quota can become too
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restrictive if consumption increases faster than the supply. Accord-
ingly, S. 289 provides that if during the 3-year term of a lead or
a zinc import quota, enacted as indicated above, there should occur
a shortage of the metal in the United States again determined by
the relate level of producers' metal stocks, the import quota woll
be canceled.

Here, again, this is a protection for the consumer to be sure that
he has the necessary supply.

Senator Ii ixt.Nrr. This is an all-or-nothing change. The quota is
not scaled down. It is canceled.

Mr. WnusoN. It is canceled, and it cannot come back again under
the terms of the legislation.

4. The quotas set by the Secretary of the Interior would 1. 80
percent of average quarterly, imports during a base period of 10
quarters; immediately preceding the quota calculation. Thlis would
provide current import information that would fairly serve to e.i ah-
lish a quota for a 3-year period. Specific import quotas would be
assigned to countries with an import record in excess of 10 percent of
imports during a current base period determined at the tine a quota
plan became effective. Countries with a lower level of imports would
participate in an "all other country" quota.

5. Specified lead or zinc manufactured products should be placed
under an import quota during the period that a quota is in effect on
lead ores and metal or zinc ores and metal, respectively, if imports
of the manufactured item increase substantially after the quotas are
in effect. Once again, we know from experience during the quota
proclamation period, that imports of certain lead-zinc manufactured
items were stepped ip as an end-run" around the quota on unmnna-
factured material. The Secretary of the Interior should be allowed
to place limitations on exeesmive imports of any manufactured lead
or manufactured zinc item during a lead or zinc quot. period, respec-
tively. S. 289, as amended, permits this action.

6. The provisions of S. 289 recognize the need for imports of lead
and zinc, but, it must be remembered that the U.S. industry has and
is in the process of investing hundreds of millions of dollars in
expanding domestic lead-zinc mine and smelter production. Accord-
ingly, minimum quotas are included to provide the importers a
reasonable share of the U.S. market, but the ratio of ore to metal
has been changed from the old quota proclamation to conform to
U.S. potential production of these items.

In the assignment of quotas to importeL', %. 289 recognizes the
change, in trade patterns in recent years in the various countries. In
the assignment. of minimum quotas S. 289, despite the potential of
our own domestic industry, recognizes that our domestic production
may be limited by eonomics if s apply and demand are to be equalized
during a quota period.

7. Manufacturers of lead-zinc products for export using foreign
metal during the proclamation period, were required to enter this metal
under the quota from the country of origin, and, in so doing became
les competitive in export markets against foreign manufacturers who
bought metal at the foreign prices. Unlike the quota proclamation
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provisions, S. 289 will permit such manufacturers to use imported
material, obtain a refund of duties on this metal, and this mel will
not be charged to the quota. This means a United States manufacturer
slling in the foreign market may obtain his lead and zino at the
foreign price, consistnt with the market in which he is selling and
accordingly his business practice will not be disturbed by enactment
of S.29.

Mr. Chairman, thisplan is much simpler to implement than previous
legislative proposals. It is fair to the producer, consumer and importer
alike and would only be in effect when necessary to stabilize the
supply-consumption ratio at proper levels. We urge that you and
your committee approve S. 289, as amended.

(The prepared statements accompanying Mr. Wilson's oral state.
ment follow:)

SuVM"T e M& CLOaX L Wuaox's Ow.r STATxx=T, REcoMMLD nZ TX3
ENACTMZ T Or S. 289

For years the domestic lead-nine mining and smelting industry has been sub-
jeted to recurring cycles of an over supply of imported metal, exceeding our
needs, that have adversely affected United States metal prices, closed mines,
reduced employment. and curtailed the exploration and development required
to maintain ore reserves. Since 190 the Industry has tried all possible routes
for relief from this unfavorable economic situation by proposing plans that
would limit imports to quantities required to supplement our domestic production
and adequately service our customers' needs. The industry effort has Included
twelve actions before the Tariff Commission. with findings of Import injury,
and a series of legislative proposals that would provide tariff or quota import
controls. With the exception of a Presidential Quota Proclamation, them has
been no acceptance by the Executive Department of any of these proposals, nor
have they offered any constructive alternatives. Assistance to the industry must
come from the Oongress.

S. 2WO, as amended, will provide for interim, short term Import quota controls
for either lead or zinc, If and when needed, pending formulation and initiation
of a long range minerals plan. 8. 289 should be enacted now to provide the neces-
sary standby controls that can be activated Immediately as a cycle of metal
surplus, due to excessive imports, begins to build.

.q. 289 Is actively supported by the majority of the United States lead-sinc
mining and smelting industry.

ExRZmr I
SUPPLUMENTAL STATUMBST OF CUM L WIUJsON

8ince 1959 there have been six plans for control of lead-sinc imports introduced
as legislation In the United States Senate. These are summarized in Annex I of
this statement. These plans have varied in the type of control proposed and have
been progressively liberalized or have become less restrictive as the general busi-
ness conditions of the industry, worldwide, have Improved. This Is particularly
true of ,8. 299. as amended.

The differences in these legislative proposals reflect improvements in domestic
and foreign consumption, production and the market price of both metals that
has occurred, particularly since 1963. However, there Is a continuing need fot
hnilsort quota legislation that emphasises once again the lack of an overall min-
erals policy to encourage maintenance of a necemary segment of our lead-sine
mining and melting Industry and reemphasizes the absence of any constructive
proposal for such a minerals policy from the Executive Department.

Before discussing the provisions of & 289. 1 would like to (1) review the several
factors leading up to the Issuance of the Presidential Lead-Zinc Import Quota
Proclamation In 1958. (2) the efforts of the Congress and the Industry to substi-
tute legislation for the Proclamation that would provide effe tive and reasonable
Import regulations, (8) the activity In connection with cancellation ot the Proc-
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lawatlon, and (4) a survey and forecast of economic conditions, current and
future. These are the basis for our continuing request that an effective domestic
minerals policy be proposed and adopted by the Executive Department. Lacking
that, 8, 2§ must be enacted as an Interim measure.

FACTORS FRKCXDNG QUOTA PROCLAMATION

The Quota Proclamation was an Executive Department temporary action that
was taken in lieu of a series of industry proposals for a Iong-range minerals policy
designed to stabilize imports at levels required to supplement domestic lead-zinc
production. A brief review of these efforts provides the necessary background for
understanding the quota provisions of previous legislative proposals and the lib-
eralized form proposed In 8. 20.

1. Metal prices were at or above present levels following World War I1, but
dropped to uneconomic levels In early 1950. At that time, the lead industry filed
an escape clause action with the Tariff Commlion requesting that the 1931% duty
reduction of 50% on lead imports be canceled and the statutory rates of 1930 be
re-established. This application coincided with the cancellation of a Mexican
Trade Treaty, containing the escape clause provision. Following abrogation of
the Treaty. 1930 duty rates on lead were restored.

2. Five months later, June 1951, tariffs on both lead and zinc were reduced 50%/o
and 60%, respectively, at the Torquay trade negotiations and have remained at
these levels.

& The Korean War changed the economic situation but on a short term ba'.ix.
As market prices dropped following Korea, the lead-zinc industry filed Its first
escape clause action under provisions of Section T of the Trade Agreement.s Ex-
tension Act of 1951. On May 21, 1954, the Commslon made a un, ahimous finding
that serious injury was resulting from excessive imports and recommended the
maximum permissible increase In duties.

4. These recommendatIons were not accepted by the President, who termed the
duty rates proposed as Insufficient to "reopen closed mines". In May 11-. he
instituted increased defense stockpile purchases and subsequently initiated barter.

5. Bartering in lead and sine was stopped in early 1957 and defense purchases
ceased in mid-198. Prices for both metals decreased 30 per pound in 1957.

&. The President had stated that if stockpile action in len of accepting the
Tariff Commission's proposal did not accomplish the objettives he sought, he
would be prepared "to consider even more far-reaching measures". In June. 1957
the Executive Department proposed legislation for suspension of duties and sub-
stitution of excise taxes whenever the market for the two metals was below "peril
point" levels. Following a hearing on this legislation in the House of Represents-
tives, the President was advised by the Chairman of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee that Congressional action was not appropriate since the President had
authority to act under provisions of the escape clause and National Security
amendment.

7. The industry filed a second escape clause action with the Tariff Commission
in September 1967 requesting increased duties and import quotas. In April 1958,
the Commission again unaimously found serious injury from imports. In a
"spilt-finding" the Commission recommended increased duties and a quota limi.
station based on 50% of imports during the period 1903 and 1957.

& At the conclusion of a 60 day period following the Tariff Commission's find-
ing, the President announced he was "suspending consideration" pending action
by the Congress on a proposed "minerals stabilization plan" submitted by the
Executive Department and introduced in the Senate as 8. 4036. This legislation
passed the Senate but failed to paw In the House as Congress adjourned in August1908.

9. The President was faced with a final decision and issued Proclamation No.
327, September 22, 1958, establishing absolute quota restrictions on imports for
consumption of unmanufactured lead and zinc, effective October 1, 1958. How-
ever, the quota amounts were set at 80%, rather than the recommended 50%. of
the average annual cmmIercial Imports for the ,'ase period, much more generous
to the Importer than recommended by the Tarlff Commission. There was no
chang. In basic tariff rates and no provision for quota control of manufactured
Items.

By the time the President took this action, the damage was dons. The quotas
were too Uttle and too late. We were dooded with unneeded Imparts In 19ST and
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early 105K Producers' stocks wen, at all time highs and market prices were at low.
uneconomic levels. You will recall that domestic mines closed. enmploynent and
production dropped. The quotas did not equate metal supply with demand. La.kIng
the natural market factor of greatly Increased metal consumption, the Industry
bad one alternative or source of astlstance--Cogrewslonal action.

LIS01LATIVI3 ?51W05ALS

The Congress and the Industry have worked diligently to prole legislation
that wisuld effectively consider the intertitu (if the i,,ad.zine e onuamer. tie pro-
du.'er, the Importer and also present a plan acceptable to the Exetutive IIMrt-
mt-it. With thee several factors to consider. the legislative prolvisals over the
past several years have been altered to meet the various interests and the cluaginig
ctudltioiis. A resnid of these propioals in attached as Annex 1. The Changes lunl.
cafed in this series of proposals have been made to weet the changing reuire.
imierto, for Iuport controls as the tconoamics of the industry changed here and
abroad.

At all times the basic preumle of the legisltiu iprojlwpo has remained as
follows:

1. It Is essential to the economy and security of our nation to maintain a
necessary segment of the domestic lead-ine mining and smelting Industry.
This implies in addition to domestic production, the incentive to explore
and develop new mineral deposits.

2 Adequate supplies of both metals must be available to our domestic con.
simers and at market prh.'s attractive to the present and the expanding
future use of lead and ime.
& We recognize that Imports are required to supplement the domestic ore

and metal supply. The principle of a minimum quota provides that a share
of our markets will be allocated to the nations exporting lead and zinc.

Earlier In this statement. I referred to ilprovements in the state of the
industry. !inte 196& domestic consumption of lead and sle ha. Increased 12
and 27 percent, respectively. There hua been a similar increase In foreign (.on.
siiniption. This gradual Increase In consumption brought about at slmillar derrea.t.
in lonestlc producers' metal stocks. As stocks approached normal level%., market
prices strengthened providing profitable operations and encouraged exploration
for and development of new sources of supply.

On several occasions, before Congressionsl Committ*es. we have commented
that a nine is not a spigot that can be turned on and off at will as suppliles ar
required. The truth of this statement has been proven since 19(13. By mid-1904.
demand was exceeding the supply. Mines that had been closed were re-opening
and Interest was renewed it finding new oreltoiles, but this process was too slow
to meet immediate requirehenta. In addition, some countries r.durId their
haltorts below quota levels ax their own consumption requirements Inereaied.
Other countries with supplies available were limited to a maximum import
tonnage by the absolute quota system. A combination of the necessary 'lead-time"
to ni.tivate domestic mining and smelting operations and the Imintations of an
inflexible, absolute quota proclamation, produced a metal shortage for both
lead and zinc In the united States.

nTOCXPUI aALUt

Immediate action was required to Increase metal supplies. In mid-1964, the
domestic lead-sine producers Joined with the consumers in sponsoring legislation
for release of 50.000 short tons of lead and 75.000 short tons of zinc from the
National Stockple. These quantities were easily assimilated in our expanding
markets. A second release of i0.000 short tons of lead and 150.000 short tons of
zinc was authorized in April 191. A third zine release of 200,000 short tons was
authorized In November 196: howevr. at this time the General Services
Administtion. as the representative of the lxecutive Department, was advised
by the domestic producers that the domestic and world supply for sine metal
was improving and urged caution In authorizing stockpile releases that might
cause market disruption.

I rveat that stoekple slat were a neemary part of the domestic metal supply
in 1964 and 196M. as rising consumption moved ahead of the "lead-tinme" required
to get new prodution on stream. The need for stockpile sales changed and
decreased rapidly In 1966, for all practical purposs commercial stockpile salef
should disappear In 1967. The exception In 1906 was the purcha or lead to
supplement production lost In Mihourl smelter expansion, now completed.
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SUMMARY OF STOCKP4IE SALES

p. 000 35. -

lift n... . 00 216,72 lI.t 13,3

During the year. pressure mounted on the General Services Adninlsutatlon to
rell "surl)lus" stockpile materials as a weans of providing additional revenue
for baluncidg the federal budget. In an effort to expedite lead-slue sales, the
(ISA proposed that all remaining material authorized for disposal be plated for
#ale a a shelf Item. This was initiated in February as sales during a one-week
period each mouth and later plated on open atccuut. In mid-year the GSA began
a Series of conference. to urge consideration of a long-range plan for sale of
stub,,ntial quantities of stockplie lead and lue. This would rtquir Cougrm*
swlmal authorization.

GM. wase luformed that the statistical pmoitlion of the Industry in the United
States and throughout the Free World had changed to the point where additional
males will disrupt normal channels of supply.

S5V=W Of 50MOMIC SITUATION

I would like to move back again to the hanging econonie conditions In 1964
and discus the events leading to cancellation of the Presidential Quota
Pric.lawation.

ft~etion 3l (d) of the Trade Expasion Act of 192 requires an annual review
of ansy industry operating under import restrictions pursuant to action autboris d
by an enpe clause finding of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.
Thi. type of nation was the busis for the lend-zinc import quota plan. A report
under thi4 authorisation was sent to the President on (ktober 1, 1963 and referred
to the ffi-e of the Special Itepreseutative for Trade Negotiations (called the
Herter Group). The Trade Expansion Act provides further that the President
may ank for Tariff Comm mission advice of probable economic effects to an industry
by the reduction or terzulnatlim of au ilmport restriction. Apparently, In view of
improving conditions within the Industry the llerter Group recommended a full
mettle review of our industry. The President ordered , such a hearing In March 196.
Thin was held in June 1M64. and the report lsued in Junse I1t)5. The Commiusiou
reported to the Presideat that termination of quotas on unmnanufactured lead
and zinc "would Dot likely have a detrimental effect on dome*.te lead mad sine
producers unlee world demand for thee metals should subside substantially In
relat Ion to world supplies'.

The report to the President was referred to the Ilerter Group for study and
re omwneudatlout. This study was made through an inter-agency committee,
principally representatives from Departments of Interior (Chairman), Com.
inerce. statt% labor and Treasury. Representatives of our Committee conferred
with all these Departmeuts and the Counsel to the President stating our position
on this report as:

1. No precipitous action should be taken to change the present quota system
until the effect of stockpile release and the effects of the worldwide build-up
of production, on domestic and world markets could be evaluated.

2. The logical adjustment to solve Inequities of the absolute quo*. proclama-
tion was substitution of provisions of the flexible quota legisiat.,n, ,. 264.
Friends of the industry in Congress agreed with this position and so advised
the President.

The reasoning was logical and valid: but effeetve October 22, 1M6 the
Pretdent terminated the Quota Proclamation on entry of lead and sine ores
and eoncentrates and 30 days later on the entry of lead and sine metal.

The President terminated the quota with so provision for a continuing lead.
sine minerals pollca. He did refer the Industry to the Tariff Commissimon for
any needed future relief and uried the Oommsioalm to expedite its pocedure
and proceedinl This avenue of "belp" has bee thoroughly explored In 90 case,
Including one from the lead-ane industry, all with negative results. The provt.
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sous of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 elimInat any practical possibility of
the Commission being able to come up with a finding of injury to the Industry
due to excessive imports.

In the discussion of releases from the stockpile, reference was made to hn-
provements in lead-sine consumption in the United States and around the world.
The final figures for 1966 show that current economic conditions for both lead and
zinc, here and abroad, were good.

The domestic lead price held constant through 1965 at 164 per pound, fo.b.
New York. This was reduced to 154 on May 5, 1966 and again to 144 on October 10,
1906, closing the year at that level. Both price reductions were made to
"restore the world balance" In pricing the metal, reflecting the decrease in quotes
on the London Metal Exchange. 1906 domestic consumption set a new record.
The additional metal supply came from Increased mine production (six percent),
an Increase in Imports of lead ore (eighteen percent) and lead metal (thirty-one
percent) and stockpile sales of 73,000 short tons (not all delivered In 1966).
These offset a temporary reduction n smelter production. Producers' and con-
sumers' metal stocks did not show much change during the year.

The domestic price for zinc during 1966 remained at 14.5* per pound, f.o.b. East
St. Louis but dropped 10 per pound during May and June of 1967.

The producers' price outside the United States, 13.75# (110) per pound at the
beginning of the year, was reduced to 12.75# (102) per pound in March and to
12.250 (98) in June. The London Metal Exchange responded to these changes,
from a high of 17.54 in July 1964. As In lead, domestic zinc consumption set a
new annual record in 1963. Zinc production in 1966 was affected by mine strikes
in Tennessee, a smelter strike in Illinois, a new zinc mine platd in operation
in the State of Washington and an electrolytic refinery reopened in Montana in
the latter part of the year.

Slab zinc production was 8rlv above 196& General Imports were entered at
substantially increased rates, 2 pertnt for ores and a startling 82 percent for
metal. Stockpile sales totaled 42.000 short tons, compared to 219.000 short tons
In 1065. Mine production In 1966 was six percent under 1965, due to strikes,
but will probably increase well above this figure in 196?. Consumers' stocks were
fairly stable during the year, but producers' stocks have now Increased from
40.000 short tons In January 1008 to 133,000 short tons on September 30, 1967.
This Is equal to 150% of one month's shipments, the normal minimum stock
levels.

We would hope that the present economic situation (asuming settlement of
the current strikes) could be extended, but such a projection will be affected by
announced expansion of the mining and smelting industry around the world
during the next three years. Also with the decline in automobile production in the
United States, since stocks have increased, as indicated before and adds urgency
to this testimony.

In previous statements before Congressional Committees, we have discussed the
activities of the International Lead-Zince Study Group. The principal con-
tribution of this activity continues to be the accumulation of statistical informa-
tion on mine and smelter production and consumption for a three-year period.
The last session, held In November 1966, covered 1965, 1960 and 1967 estimates.
Each year a world balance sheet is prepared for metal production and consump-
tion, Including net trade with centrally planned economies and government stock-
pile sales. For lead It appeared that there would be a deficit of supply of 13,000
metric tons in 1966, and a surplus of 45,000 metric tons in 1967. For zinc there
was an Indicated surplus in 196 of 38,000 metric tans and 123,000 mertic tons
In 1967.

The 1908 and 1967 estimates of zinc mine and metal production took into
account some cutbacks announced by producers outside the United States a few
weeks prior to the November meeting.

The lead and zinc world surplus balance forecast In 1967 was without any sales
that might be made from the United States stockpile.

EXPANDING MINS AND SMNLTU P OUCI ZO

Each year a survey is prepared of the announced expansion of mine and
smelter capacity by country. Those figures were published In the January 1967

A- a" Affus Jouue and are rproduced for this statement as Tbles
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1. II, and IlL. Lead and sim mine capacity are both estimated to Increase 19%
to 20% by 1969, compared to 1966, The smelting capacity expansion Is estimated
at 14% to 15%.

The problems of projecting consumption are so nebulous that the Study Group
is trying to do this on individual Items, but no overall figure Is available. Based
on trends, the Increased capacity given above Is at a greater rate than the in-
crease In consumption for the past three years. Consumption depends on the
overall economy of all countries. We have noted softening In European demand
for lead and zinc caused by Industrial recession In both the United Kingdom and
Germany. This, In turn, Is reflected In Increased Imports to the United States.

I have previously noted that our consumption I. being affected by reduced
automobile production. I do not wish to be a pessimist in times of prosperity, but
our Industry has been through these cycles of feat and famlne enough times to
be looking realistically to the future.

We can easily be facing a period of excessive, unneeded imports that will once
again adversely affect our mining and smelting industry.

If this should happend--Ala sms we msa be redp--with a plan that will
take effect before the serious injury occurs. 8. 21 is the plan.

SUMMABY Or PROvZ1oNS

1. We still believe that the Executive Department should prepare a minerals
policy and provide controls to encourage domestic production in relation to
imports. This is necessary not only for lead and nine but other metals an well.
From what we know of Executive Department activities in this area, it is logical
to assume that some time will elapse before we have such a policy. I have pre-
viously commented on changes that have been proposed in legislation as the
supply demand relationship of lead and zinc recovered from depression levels. In
light of these changes, it is quite possible that further adjustment may be needed
as production-consumptlon patterns change around the world. S. 280 will act
as "stop-gap" legislation while Congress considers more permanent legislation
and to serve while we wait for an overall minerals policy.

2. In legislation proposed prior to 8. 54, as amended last July, the quotas
defined would have become effective on the date of enactment of the legislation.
They were needed at that time to supplement or modify the Quota Proclamation.
We have stated previously that import requirements increased during the past
two years and are currently greater than the amounts of the Quota Proclamation.
We do not require limits on imports at the present time; however, the point has
been made that under conditions of future world production and consumption,
imports may exceed our needs. S. 289 provides for a three year quota on either
lead or zinc, if import limitations are required at any time during the five year
term of the legislation. I wish to emphasize once again that the three year quota
will come into effect only If supply and demand conditions require the need for
import limitations.

Such a quota must be activated by the market factors of supply and demand.
This must be automatic, based on practical and easily available statistical in-
formation. S. 289 proposes that quotas will come into effect for either unmanu-
factured lead or unmanufactured zinc whenever the Secretary of the Interior
finds that stocks for a period of three consecutive months of either metal, owned
by primary producers, exceed a specified percentage of the average shipments of
either metal during the same three month period. Theme shipments accurately
reflect the consumption of lead or zinc In the United States. To "trigger per-
centage" for lead is 250% and for zinc is 1T5%. The percentage figures must be
different as primary producers' lead stock figures do not include the substantial
production of secondary lead that has been relatively constant and substantial
In comparison to the primary production. These percentages have been deter-
mined from past experience as being the levels above which market prices will
weaken and incentive for maintenance of the industry will decline. The per-
centages or "triggers" are high. but they should stabilize the United States
market at levels that will help the domestic industry. Such a stabilized condi-
tion will likewise be ot benefit to foreign producers because of the United States'
dependency on substantial imports of lead and zinc.

S. From the industry experience since mid-1964, operating under the Quota
Proclamation, we recognize that quotas can be become too restrictive if con-
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kwuptioa increases faster than the supply . Accordingly, 8. 2W1 provide* that if
durlu the three year term of a lead or a zinc Import quota, enacted as indicated
above, there should occur a shortage of the metal In the United $tate,, again de-
termined by the relative level of producers' metal stocks, the Import quota would
be canceled. The percentage or "trigger figure" for quota cancellation for lead
is 10E of average metal shipments during a three month period and for ziuc
T5%. Hero again, past experience, and this during the last two years, ha idi-
cated that this ratio of metal stocks to metal shipments will maintain adequate
aupples for the consumer. It theme 'one-shot" quotas are canceled new legisla-
tion will be required to authorize further Import controls.

4. The quotas set by the Secretary of the Interior would be 80% of average
quarterly Imports during a base period of 10 quarters; immediately preedin
the quota calculation. This wouid provide curreut import Information that
would fairly serve to establish a quota for a three year period. Specific import
quotas would be assigned to countries with an import record in excess of 10%
of imports during a current base period determined at the time a quota plan
became effective. Countries with a lower level of lmpx'rts would particilpte
in an "all other country" quota.

5 Specified lead or zinc manufactured products hhoul4 be placed under an
import quota during the perI.'d that a quota is in effect on lead ore and tetal
or zinc ores and metal, respectively, It imports of the manufactured item in-
creases substantially after the quotas are in effect. One again, we know from
experience during the Quota Proclamation period, that imports of certain lead-
zinc manufactured Items were stepped up as an "end-run" around the quota
on unmanufactured material. The Secretary of the Interior should be allowed
to place linitatlonst on exceive il rts of auy manufat,.'rt' lead or maiitfae-
tured zinc items during a lead or zinc quota period, respectively. These provisAons
are ncluded in Title III of S. 2%9, as amended.

0. The proviaions of S. 2bV recognize the need for Imports of lead and zine,
but, it must be remembered that the United States Industry has and is in th,
process of investing hundreds of millions of dollars In expanding domestic lead-
zinc mine and smelter production.

Accordingly, minimum quotas are included to provide the importers a rea.-on-
able share of the United States market, but the ratio of ore to metal has ben
changed from the old Quota Proclamation to conform to United States potential
production of these items.

When have new mine production coining on stream In the United States by
1W00--imrtieularly so for lead. New smelters are being constructed to treat this
tuaterial. Some custom smelters particularly In western states, will require
imported material to augment domestic mine production. Accordingly, S. 289
iptcilles a minimum quota for lead ore of 30,000 mhort tons per quarter. If the
Setcretary of Interior is called ulp)n to determine a quota for lead, he must
guarantee 30.000 short tons for lead ore. If the quota as calculated, exceeds 60.000
short tons, It will be divided equally between ore and metal. A sample calculatIon.
using 1906 as a base since this represents actual Import experience not affected by
the Quota Proclamation, Indicates the quota would have been at the Proclama.
tion level with a greater allocation to ore and lesser to metal than in the old
Pr, -lanation.

The zinc minimum quota Is left at the Quota Proclamation level of 1.0,000
short tons per quarter, as domestic zinc production expansion Is less than that
for lead. As in lead, the ratio of ore to metal has been increased but to a lesser
extent. The sample calculation here, similar to that for lead, Indicate* a 23%
increase over the Proclamation level. again with ore increased, and metal slightly
decreased from Proclamation amounts.

In the asmignment of quotas to Importers, 8. 289 recognizes the changes In
trade patterns In recent years in the various countries. In the assignment of
minimum quotas 8. 289. despite the potential of our own domestic industry,
recognizes that our domestic production may be limited by economics If supply
and demand are to be equalized during a quota period.

7. One last provision of note. Manufacturers of lead-zinc products for export
tion foreign metal during the Proclamation period, were required to enter

this metal under the quota from tho entry of origin. and, In so doing became
less competitive In export markets against foreign manufacturer who bought
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wetIal tt the frn-Igia pIries. Unlike the quota i'rlrtiuaation lruvlouK., S. "N)
will jwroitt jiuv.] munuiaclturerv; to tiv wuteral f1W* a loondd wUrehou4U. iibitsiin
it refund of duties on this metal, and this metal will not be charged to the
quota. This meuna a UtaiLed &StuteA manufacturer .wlliig in the foreign market
may obtain his lead and zinc at the foreign price. comuia4tent with the market
in which he Is selling and accordingly his buasues practice will not be disturbed
by enactment of 8. 289.

This plan Is much *Impler to ImIglement than previous legislative proposals.
It Is fair to the producer, consumer and Importer alike and would only be in
effect when necessary to stabilize the suitply-conhsumiiption rtio at proper levels.
We urge that you and your Committee approve . 18A, as amended.

TABLE I.-CHANGES EXPECTED IN LEAD MINE CAPACITY I

I9 ebmated produe.
ano (mer4 tos Plp

Addition to capacity
atheduled for 1966-4

(metre tpy Pb)',

Afmfricas:
U.S ............ ...........................
Canada ..............................................
Peru ..................................................
Mexico ...............................................
ArleMta ...............................................
( ...0... ooo.. . .. .... o .. o..o...... .... o

heland .................................................
Spain ...................................................

Okanan and As:
Australa ................................................
Japan ..... .............................................
Republic of Korea ........................................
ien ....................................................

Total plnned new caWity ..............................

31Z. 000
21, 000

171.00
21.000
26.000
35,000
64000

360. 000
6400
11,001O00

1M. 000
33,000
22,000
1. 000
11.000

10,000
19.000
10.0 0

72, 000
17.000
11.000

4411. 000

I As reported in the January 1 "Enineeniq and Miing JournaL"
' 1966 total, 2,121,000.
1 Now capacity cannot be added to 1966 production to arrive at aggreple Industry capacity. Now capity estimate do

eMt comer market influees, avadlabllty t Sa4 delys, Of AuteNwa 01 exsill nN
419 peicesnt of 1966 protWion

TABLE II.-CHANGES EXPECTED IN ZINC MINE CAPACITY I

1966 estimated Addition to capacity
Country production scheduled for 1966-4

(metric i 1.) I (mtric tpy Zn) I

Amer"$as:
U S .....................................
Canada................... ...........................
Peru ...............................................
Mexx . ...........................................
Argentina ............... ................................

awope:
West Gerany ...................................
Italy............................................
Swede .. .....................
Yugodv ........... .....................
Spain..................................
rance ...............................................
Ireland ..............................................

eants ed Asia:
Aus ia ............... ................................
Jan .............................. .....................
I.ran...................................

In isl6 .. . ... ... ...........................

TOW talsied new capacit........................

26t 000

00026.000

121,000

73 000
1o.000PZ 000

352,000
254.000

16.000
11,000
5; 00

9 000
23k,000
37, 000
14.000
11.000

14,000
32.000
12.000
30.000
30,000
1.000

7000
7,000
5. we

ow4,0

Count"0

I As reported m tM Jafiry 11W "Eag Inwins sd Mbuiq )Jo ."
11966 total--3,651.000.
I New capacity cannot bO added tb 1966 products. to arrive at =10pt industry capacity. New cap oy estiatl

6 not consider market influencgs, avsalahlty al kanks delay, as V a otwef :=ate NAM.
* 20 prsit slim pesdects.
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TAKE III.-CHANEGS EXPECTED IN LEAD AND ZINC SMELTER CAPACITY I

1161 lead Addition to lead Is" zinc smentew Additiqn I zinc
Product silmt' capaity Production3  s" , paety

(m it Wa) by It" (me4 i
hasw yes) tea pa yes,)

Uomd Sis . ...... 138000 250000 1.002 000 40.M0
Fite- . . 13,000 25.000 19:00 25,000
Unied K gdom .... .. 13, O0 15.000 10000 S. 0
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1. 8. 2169, introduced in June 19V, proposed a 40 import tax on metal when-
ever market prices dropped below prescribed "peril point" levels. (15 for lead
and 131/ for aine).

2. 8. 1747, introduced in January 1961. would have provided a flexible tax.
I.e., a basic 2¢ tax would be assessed on all imports of lead and zinc metal, and
an additional 20 would be applied when market prices dropped below 13%0
per pound. This would be removed above 141/10 per pound.

& 8. 1534, the subject of your Committee hearing in August 1963, was intro-
duced In May 1963 and proposed a flexible quota plan. The importer was guar-
anteed a minimum quota, somewhat below the Proclamation level, when the
price for each metal was below 13.5# per pound. A flexible quota, the difference
between stipply and demand, would be established when metal prices exceeded
this level. The ratio of imported ores to metal was increased compared to the
Proclamation percentage to assist domestic custom suelters, and global quotas
were proposed to accommodate changes in the pattern of world production of
these two metals. 8. 1534 was the first effort to make adjustments In the inflexible
provisions of the Quota Proclamation.

4. 8. 153# was reported to the Senate by Senator Anderson on December 10.
1963 with an aemsdmess in the nature of a substitute. The provisions for the
minimum import quota were liberalized. The flexible quota, referred to above
was to be "triggered" by the ratio of producers' metal stocks to their shipments
a direct measure of domestic consumption. This eliminated the use of a market
price as a trigger-an item criticized by the Department of Interior at your
Committee hearing. Assignment of quotas was by country but with provisions
for adjustments, allowing others to participate, If thee assigned quotas were
not used.

5. S. 564. introduced January 196. provided further liberalization of minimum
quotas up to the level provided in the Quota Proclamation. Th. calculation of
a flexible quota included both long and short term factors of consumption to
eliminate sharp variations in the calculation. Supplemental quotas were provided
In recognition of increasing domestic and world consumption.

. 8. 564 amended by a substitute bill in July 196, was essentially the terms
of & 289, the subject of discussion in thi hearing.

Senator Bz-stn-. Thank you, Mr. Wilon, very much. I needed no
conversion, but I think this is an excellent statement, and I will do the
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best I can to see that the absent members of the committee have it
brought to their attention. It is good to ee you in Washington.

Mr. WuoN. Thank you vey much, Senator.
Sengatr Bzxzrr. Now we have Mr. David Iiihe secretary of the

American Die Casting Institute. lie will be followed by Mr. Aubrey
Fletcher, the executive vice president, C. Twimant, Sons & Co. of New
York, who will be our last witness.

Mr. Line, will you identify yourself and proceed with your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF DAVID LAIN, SECRETARY OF THE AMERICAN
DIE CASTING INSTITUTE, NEW YORK N.Y.

Mr. LAINE. My name is David Laine, I am secretary of the Amerlcan
Die Casting Institute, located in New York City--the trade associa-
tion of the custom diecawsting industry. I should like to thank the com-
mittee for this opportunity to express the opinion of the principal slab
zinc-consmiuuing industry on the subjet . of i port quota s.

To conserve the time of the committee, I have the testimony that I
gave earlier before the Interior (" nmittee as part of this talk, aud I
will go even further in trying to shorten my testuniony. I am mindful
of the fact that Mr. Wilson's presentation indicated some movement
toward trying to make the bill more workable. The only trouble with
it is that it does not work that way. The problem is one of Selling the
end products of zinc, not selling zinc.

Diecasting is the major domestic market for zinc and also the mar-
ket with the greatest potential for growth. The alloys used to produce
diecastings is the real answer to stabilizing and protecting the health
single use. Maintaining and expanding the high level of use of zino
liecastings is the real answer to stabilzing and protecting the health
of the domestic zinc industry. In our opinion, quota legislation will
serve only to prevent growth in, and diminish, the use of zinc for
diecasting.

Our reasons for this opinion are that the present quota proposals
are unsound unrealistic and unworkable. We have tried for years to
establish a difference between special high-grde zinc which is the
only grade of zinc that can be used by t e diecasting industry, and
zinc. The limitations that occur in S. 289, and as far as I can hear
the limitations in the amended bill, are more restrictive of metal im-
ports than the quotas which were in force from 1959 through 1965.
The only time that that quota system was really put to the test in
1964 and 1965, it failed, and sufficient metal for diecasting needs could
neither be provided domestically nor imported.

There is one difference now, however. The shortage of special high
grade zinc that occurred in 1964 and 1965 was overcome by the relearn
of metal from the stockpile, whereas the shortap which will be created,
whenever this legislation is triggered, have no buffer stock available
to overcome it.

Senator Brxurr. May I ask you a question at this point. Do the
smelters produce the slabs which you use in diecasting or is there some-
one in between who takes zinc fiom the smelterl

Mr. LAun. We take slabs from the smelter, and they are alloyed

ss-4e-4--.l 1---as
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either by the die caster or by an inbetween alloyer. TIle problem is one
of supply of slecial hih-.grade zinc.

Senator IrsxTrrr. This Is my question.
Mr. LAiNE. And the smelters have not, were not able to produce

enough special high-grade zinc to meet the needs of the industry.
Sen actor Jv xErrr. This was iy question. Do the mnelters themselves

pnxuce this differeim and spial quality I
Mr. LAINE. Yes.
Senator B t . Or is it required that sommne else do it k
Mr. I.N:. No, the smelters ptduce it and there was insufficient

calamity to meet our requi eent.
,S senator Ih: ,., -frf. Do you know whether tis is being corrected bythle slters
Mr. tix.. Yes. They will correct it with time.
Senator lIEv N.-rr. liive they corrected it I
Mr. LAIXE. Not yet. But there won't be an market left. This is thepoint that I nutke. They are faultinig the needTs of the industry, and as

I have pointed out, we are living in 1970 right now. Automobiles for
1968. and that is 60 percent of diecasting con mnption, are being pro-duced with zinc diecastings that were designed from to 3 years ago.
1969 models will not he affected so severely but the 19"0 rmiodels will be
definitely hurt, should tlere be any kind oi quota legislation that will
affect the supply of zinc. I think that a quota system that faults that
need, the need of its pl'inipal consumer, is somehowv unsound.

Senaor lEN NrF.I )o) I understand your ttit iinany that thle automo-
bile imitufactuivr kee1vi 2 or 3 years' supply of zinc ahead?

Mr. L.xIN.. No. They design ahead.
$eauator BEN.N.'F'r. 1 know they design ahead.
M1r. rAIY.. And in tlose designs, they specify whether it will be

zinc or not zinc. Now any automotive part that I kLow of can be made
of ziin or of something else.

Senaltor lkNmNprr. For instancel
Mr. .iN\:. Plastics. Now, let us looxk at that, because this is why

we think that tle program is unrealistic. It does not recognize th~e
innlnwt that it will have on the sizo of the future market for zinc die-
'a4 ~tug. W e are mOt inunune frnt oi~I petition. The prospect of a quota,

of short suply or of high price, which is inherent in the terni "quota"
will intensify designing away front zinc die castings. The Aimericani
Zinc Institute on July 18, 1967, announced the iiitalaion of a larsre-

i.le-lublicity effort, to counter the threat of plastic holdingss being
substituted for zinc diecastings. This trend of desiling away frmi
zinc alreuy exists in the automobile industry-which uses over 60
pwI-ent of all zinc diecastings produced in the United States.

In their opinion, whether we can it stabilization or adequate supply,
"quota" to them means danger to forward planning and the design
departments both in automotive and in the appliance industites. I have
detailed that in the testimony before the Interior Committee. It is a
fact of life. The fact is that whent you have a quota on a material, it
makes the job of trying to sell a zinc die-cast part almost. impoihle.
First we have to offset the propaganda and selling efforts of the com-
petitor, the price that the competitor ,ells at, and all of the other
factors that are involved if' a very complex sale, because they are
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tM)ilig at high cost for future )roact ion, anad this is a very difficult
sit 111t 10n.

'Now, it will 1* far tougher if there is quota legislation a(Iltted, "I'd
we think that that will te legislating a coulrm of action that io going
to defeat its own pIliapMjse. I ant talking aboijl Sl1'ial high-grade zinc.
I am not getting into the entire lead and zine sitt utior. 'i is a spe-
cial case, and it is going to really have a very disastrous effect.

,S.enator ltr.:N xt-rr. 'an you tell the contitee or tare figr ns avail-
rlblo which wcahl inliiate tile extent to which plastics have already
Ipeuetruttd tiat, laarket that you consider to belong to you I

Mr. JlAx.N:. The We.t estimate that we had at the tine of the testi.
niIo" last April was 54 million Immnls in 1968 vehicles.

Seniator lBE .,'rr. And what lwrweatage of that is the total that'you
llight have had ? You gave mIme it Iouid figure, 54 million pouAds.

Mr. .mINK. That was out of a total automotive use, I believe, of
around-Senator lII:.x. Err. is that in your statementqt .

Mr. LAxr. Yes, the figures are there.
Senator Bx.-#,.-irr. You will comule to it then. I amn ,iorrv.
Mr. ITAjir. But above all of those problems is the fact that the pro-

posed legislation is actually unworkable. It cannot work. Let me ex-
plain why.

Here is the situation: 50 to 60 percent of the total slab zinc import.
ed annually cones front Canada. This tonage is. virtually all SjX'ial
high-grade zinc. Quota legislation is going to alret thi..-

Second, each of the three Canadian zinc prodIers owns one or
motre dievasting plants, and the automobile industry also owns die-
casting plants in Canada. Third, tile Canadian autonlo11ile agree-
ment pernits the entry of original equipment automotive pUts free
of tariff or quota rest ictions.

To the diecasting industry this means that zinc diecatiting i)ixlued
in Canada, of Canadian special high grade slab zinc, can, and u1i-
doubtedly will, replace any special high grade sia1) zinc that light be
denied entry by quota limitation. We think this will not be of nm,.h
more use to ihe domestic zinc industry than it will be to us.

As we see it, this is legislating futility not a limitation on imports
of zinc. We suppose it will become known as the back-door policy of
our diplomacy.

We are as much interested as the zinc industry is in a sotind market.
We have heavy capital investments in zinc ditcasting facilities, want.
to build domestic zinc markets by increasing the dome~.tic use of zinc
diecaaing&

We want to build domestic zinc markets by increasing the domestic
use of zinc diecastings. Quotas which intenify designing away from
zinc, or make it attractive to bring in quota-free zinc diecastings
from Canada, are not, as we see it, in the best interests of the die.
casting industry, the domestic zinc industry, or the national economy.

In our opinion the best thing that the committee could do is issue a
statement that would deplore the thought of quotas on special high
grade zinc. That might help the automobile industry see this thing
straight. Right now we are in a mess with them as far as future design
is concerned. We are quite sure that any material implication wtith

4,87
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relationship to the supply or price of zinc will just be one added point
that will switch a design to plastic or some other material and in major
quantities That is our opinion in opposing the provisions of the bill

(The complete prepared statement of Mr. Laine together with the
attachments thereto follow:)

STATMZWT Or DAvM LAyg, 14-ugrMAaT, AMgazcAx Dis CASarMe INSTrrUTS,
Orvoszxo Zwo Imurr QUrTA Paovzssos or . 2

My name is Davld Llue. I ,iti se.rtary 4'f the American Die (iastig InMtitute,
located in New York Cty-the trade amwsciatiou of the custom die casting in.
dusty. I should like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to express,
the opinion of the principal slab zine cotumlng Industry on the subject of
Import quotas.

To cos serve the time of the Committee, I have appended my testimony, before
the Subeomtnittee on Minerals. Materials and Fuels of the Senate Committee on
Interior and Insular affairs, on S.-K-the Lead and Zinc Act of 1967. In that
testimony I covered specific details of the bill. My purpose today is to cover
developments since that testimony on April 12) 1IT and to picture for you the
Impact on the use of zinc for die casting now and in the future of legislation
|ti j)Ming quotas on zinc.

Die casting il the major dometdie market for zinc and also the market with
the greatest potential for growth. The alloys used to produce die castings require
the cotsumption of more slab sine than any other single u. e..Maintaining and
exlanding the high level of use of zinc die castings is the real answer to
stabilizing and protecting the health of the domestic zinc Industry. In our
opinion, quota legislation will serve only to prevent growth in, and diminish,
the use of zinc for die casting.

Our reasons for this opinion are that the present quota proposals are unsound,
unrealistic and unworkable.

The quota scheme, as proposed makes no provision for an adequate supply
of special high grade slab siec-the one and only grade which can be used for
die casting. The proposed limitations in S. 2h9 are more restrictive of metal
Imports than the quotas which were in forte from 19.59 through 1(5. The only
time that quota system was really put to the test. In 1964 and 1965, it failed.
and sufficient uietal for die casting ned xs could neither be provided domestically
nor imported. There is one dlfferet'ne now. however. The shortage of special
high grade zInc that occurred in 194 and 195 was overcome by the release of
metal from the stockpile. where the shortage which will be created by the
proV sd legislation wit, have no btuffer stock available. There is no longer any
special high grade slab zinc left In the stockpile. Any quota system which faults
the needs of Its principal consumer is unsound in coneption.

Legislating a shortage for the particular grade of slab zinc needed by the die
casting industry is unrealistic, in that it fails to assess the impact it will have
on the size of the future market for zinc die castings. Zinc die castings are not
Immune to competition from other materials and process. The prospect of
short supply, or high price, which are inherent In the term "quota" will Intensify
designing away from zinc die castings.

The American Zinc Institute on July 18 1967 announced the Initiation of a
large Peale publicity effort to counter the threat of plastic molding being sub-
stituted for zinc die castings. This trend of designing away from zinc already
exists in the automobile Industry-which uses over 0% of al zinc die outings
produced in the United States.

Regardless of the use of euphemisms as "stabilization" or "adequate sup-
ply" the word "quota" means "danger" to forward planning and design depart.
ments of the automobile and other major industries. This is a fact of life. As tough
as it may be for die casting to offset the propaganda and selling efforts of its
competitors it will be far tougher if quota legislation Is adopted. We think that
legisl4ating a course of action that will defeat its stated purpose is unrealistic.
To make bad, worse, is the fact that the proposed legislation is unworkable and
cannot work even if adopted The at situation existing today compl this
Conclusion.

L % to M% of the total of slab sine Impted annually =oms from
Canada. This tonna is virtually all grade c.dM 4uota leisa.
tin would, obvious, affet thIs
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1 Each of the three Canadian zinc producers owns one or more die casting
plants, and the automobile industry also owns die casting plants, in Canada.

8. The Canadian Automobile Agrement permits the entry of original
equipment automotive parts fre of tariff or quota restrictions.

To the dle casting industry this means that sine die castins produced in
Canada, of Canadian special high grade slab zinc, can. and undoubtedly will.
repce any special high grade slab zinc that might be denied entry by quota
limitation. We think this will not be of much more use to the domeaitic sine indus-
try than It will be to us.

As we see It, this Is legislating futility not a limitation on Imports of zinc. We
avow it will betome known as the "back-door" police ot our diplomacy.

We. as die casters, with heavy capital Investments in sinc die casting tacillities,
want to build domestic zinc markets by Increasing the domestic use of zinc de
casting%. Quotas whihh Intensify designing away from sine, or make it attractive
to bring in quota-free zinc die castings from Canada, are not, as we see it, in
the best interests of the die casting industry, the domestic zinc industry, 9r the
national economy.

In our opinion i strongly worded press release by the Senate Committee on
i'lnante deplor tg the very thought of quotas on zinc would be the strongest help

the zinc industry could get at this time.
11ank you, Gentlemen.

Exarn WFN0U IE ING&W (W THlE 8vcournrTrg ON MinsmALs, MATEALa, AND
FVU" OF TiE COMMITT&I ON INTIO54 AnD l~ssULAa AsirAis UIxTWn STATUS
SMATE 8. 2W

aTATKUI4NT of DAVTP LAIN15 SUCIETART, AMERICAN nix CAsTINO iNrirTUix

Mr. LAn. My name is David Lahe. I am secretary of the American Die
Casting Institute located in New York City. The Institute Is In the trade amoca-
tion of the custom diecauthig industry.

We oppose the import limitations on zinc proposed In Senate bill 289. More
specilcally, we oppose the limitations on imports of sine metal.

The proposed quotas on imports of sine metal are, we believe, both discrimina-
tory and unreallsti--particularly since they make no provision for an adequate
supply of special high grade slab zinc for die casting consumption-the principal
domestic use for slab zinc.

Experience under the late and unlamented quota system and statistical evi-
dence confirm the continuing imbalance between domestic production of special
high grade slab and consumption for diecasting alloy. The Impication Of now
legislating this shortage is a matter of deep concern.

The statistical picture Indicates that from 195N to 1966 domestic slab zinc
production increased 29.T percent and total slab zinc consumption increased 57
percent. In this same period the highest increase In domestic production of special
high grade slab zinc was 4.4 percent and the highest increase In consumption of
specal high grade was 64 percent both of these in 1t5.

I don't like statistical presentations. In the present came I think statistics are
unnecessary. All I mean to point out Is that dstasting is the fastest growing as
well as the largest market for slab zinc.

Here are some pertinent considerations. In 1964 and 1905 with metal quotas in
force-and more liberal than those proposed In Senate bill 29--the demands
for special high grade slab for decasting could not be met. This resulted In all
kinds of maneuvering including premium prices for diecasting alloy---substantial
tonnages moved at premiums up to 5 cents per pound. Fortunately, with the
agreement of the zinc industry, legislation was passed to release sine from
stockpile. All, or virtually all, that was sold was special high grade. Without this
supply automobile production would have bee serlousy Inmpeded and the general
economy would have suffered.

There Is now no special high grade slab sine in the stockpile and no emergency
bank to offer n lie. We feel this should not be forgotten.

Another consideration Is this: Automotive use. since 1962, has been almost 00
percent of total sine diecasting output. Increase. in the use of sine diecastings
per car are most Important and represent real gains for the sinc indu try. Such
gains, however, are often undetectable because of the tremendous impact of
psenger car volume on total mat g resumption.
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For example in 195, when 9.8 mIlliou passenger cars were produced, we esti-
mated equivalent use of zinc diecastings per car at 81.1 pounds, and total auto-
motive use of zinc diecastings at 882,000 tons In 1966 passenger car production
was 8.6 million and estimated equivalent use per car was up to 85.8 pounds but
total automotive use of zinc diecastings was down to 360.000 tons. Obviously had
car production been 9.8 million, diecasting use would have been up to3,.000 tons.

We. of course, recognize this difference between total consumption and per car
use. It is to diecasters a tact of life. While the feast or famine of total passenger
car production are completely beyond our control, we strive to Increase the use of
zinc diecastings per car.

This Is done by working on advanced designs and engineering zinc diecastings
to the style concepts of future automobiles. To us as diecasters and to the zinc
industry this Is crucial. Adoption by an mitomollle manufacterer of additional
zinc die-cast parts Is not easy to accomplish. When a part appears satisfactory to
the designers and stylists and engineers it is still subject to economic evaluation
against competing designs, produced of other materials and by other methods.

It is no secret that a signili-ant number of zinc diecastings have already been
lost for some 1918 as well as 1970 model vehicles. We are at present fighting to
remain them for 1971 and future models. The zinc Industry knows this-or some
prtducers, at least, know It,

We seriously doubt that the proposed quotas of slab mine will help regain zinc
diecasting markets or build new ones. We feel quite sure that the imposition of
quotas will bring about an Increasing trend to design away from zinc dlecastings.

Another consideration that appears to have been overlooked is that the im-
position of quotas on Imports of metal may very easily boomerang as far as
sine diecasting production for automobiles Is concerned. Under the terms of the
United States-Canadian Automotive Ascreement the sine die-cast parts of new
automobiles can be i.-oduced in existing Canadian dietstlng plants and be
shiplpled Into the United States free of both tariff and the proposed quota
restrictions.

These are pertinent considerations which we. as diecasters, feel must be
given cousideration from ibe practical standpoint of protecting and Increasing the
consumption of zinc.

Returning now to the bill Itself It seems to us that, in the statement of
purpose. the words "to assist in the national defense" are unrealistic In the
absence of a stated military requirement for sinc. This Is especially so since
there is no provision In the bill to assure a sufficient supply of special high grade
zinc which would be the Important element In military requirements.

In section 201 (b) the failure to distinguish special high grade sine metal from
other unwrought sine appears to us as discriminatory 'nd unrealistic for the rea-
sons already stated.

In section 201(h) the determination of a quarterly quota by lumping general
Imports of sine metal and sine ores makes no distinction for variat,)ns or
difference in requirements during the base period for metal versus ore and for
special high grade metal In particular.

In section 208(a) the use of producers stocks of slab sine versus domestic
shlpments by such producers as a triggering mechanism appears to us as
discriminatory In that It takes no account of consumption or consumer Inven-
tories of slab sine and zinc Ingot.

In section 203(b) the setting of the minimum quota at 180.000 tons appears
unrealistic since this level proved insuff cient in the past.

In section 208(c) there Is double discrimination n that ores are unduly favored
over metals and in the failure to assure sufficient Imports of special high grade
slab zinc In the light of the apparent shortage of productive capacity to meet
dlecasting needs.

In section 203(d) the assignment of specific quotas to countries supplying more
than 10 percent of total Imports In the base period is discriminatory and un-
realistic. The ratio of producers stocks to producers shipments is critical and we
believe subject to manipulation. In addition. it makes no provision for considering
changes In rates of consumption as related to productive capacity for special
high grade.

Section 406 provides that quotas established under the act shall be In effect
for a term of 3 years unless terminated by the ratio of producers stocks to
producers shipment& This makes no provision for assuArng adequate supplies ot
special high grade sine. In fact high Inventories of prime western or other grades,
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could inhibit terulnatlon of the quota in the face of a shortage of special high
grade which is sure to develop In the light of the shortage of current productive
capacity for special high.

It is our considered opinion that, It this legislation were In force, In the light
of todays reduced level of automobile production, quotas could be triggered by
August or September. Should this happen It would appear to limit the avalabilty
of special high grade slab zinc to about 575,00 tons per year-this total
represents the 1965 rate of domestic production of special hih-48ZO00 tons-
and, incidentally, not all of that went to dlecasting-plus 93,000 tos of the
104,000 tons minimum of metal annually Importable under the bill.

This Is the only calculation that can be made from a diecasting standpoint-
and, incidentally, it happens to be the calculation that was made by our largest
customers-and It spells out a supply situation that Is less than consumption In
19065 or 1906 and below requirements for 196" and the ensuing 3-year period.

It offers no hope of meeting diecastings needs for special high grade ainc In 1970
which we estimate at over 800,000 tons

I EITI ENT STATISTICS

Coumpa of
Prodeactis d COGuam of Preodt of 1046u1 special hob-arad

$lobza lb aa high-rads "~baa sw a ZWW docaubag

1956 ............ 8, e 331.3 3.4
IWO ......... 1 357. . 331.1
1961 .......... 2.6 931. 33 337.2
1962 ............. 38.. 1 411 .0
1964 .......... 1, 025.7 1 05. 1. 51.4

1916 O.........lt 1KI 481.9629
196l 6......... 1.11&4 1, 400.. 4666

I J',okowl.

Sesiw: U.. emeef veis

Senator Moss. Thank you, Mr. Lane, for your thoughtful testimony, and
representing the users of zinc, of course, you have great interest In It.

You say that there Is no special high grade zinc in the stockpile and no emer-
gency bank to offer relief. Would this indicate that there Is no surplus at all of
zinc now in the market?

Mr. LA=W. At the present time, there Is inventory in the hands of produced
and inventories in the hands of consumers, but should consumption rise to a level
of 9 million automobiles, there Is not enough, and there is no longer a stockpile
to get excess from. The Inventory that the producers had dropped very rapidly
when automobile production went up, and there Is now no place to turn.

You see, the fact of the matter is that the die casting Industry Is living
In 1971. That is where we are right now. And when the automobile Industry
looks at a part, to decide whether to make it out of plastic or to decide to make
It as a zinc die casting, their economic analysts come up with the fact that they
are not going to be subjected again to demands for premium prices for either
die castings, because the metal Isn't available, or the metal, If they are making
It themselves, and they have already started designing away from zinc die
castings.

This to 1967; It is not In the statistics. I doubt that the statistics for 1967
will show a drop of any considerable amount, barring a strike In the automotive
field, of total consumption. But we know these parts are already gone. We are
not going to be making them for 1968 and 1909 automobiles, and from now on,
the new ones that are coming up, we get told, "How do we know there will be
material?

Now, how do you answer that In the face of a quota bill, which to everybody
In the world except the zinc industry means a restriction? Quota means retri-
tion, and If you can take this out of the minds of the analysts in the automotive
field and the appliance industries, then we have something But as a practical
matter, it does no work.
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Senator Mods. Well, of course, there would have to be some piling up of intc
before you could trigger the quota into efteot. Is that not right?

Mr. LJmaa. Senator, as of March 81, according to the American Zine Insttl-
tuto, the Inventories of producers were 125 percent of their average sales. It Is
not at all Inconceivable, over the next 3 months, with the autotobile Industry In
the situation that It Is. the consumption can drop so considerablp that If pr due
tien remains where it Is, that the situation with ngard to the triggering meclian-
ham would be satisfied. Thin Is what we are talking about.

Yes; there will be a buildup In inventories at certain times. The automobile
Industry builds up inventories. About every Industry I know builds up Inventorles.
They also plan their prxutiton canfully to usiet the needs of the market. They
conult conmumers, and they try and come up with a balanced program. I don't
think the ainc Industry ham done this, Senator.

Senator Moss. You testified there Is already a degree of substitution for sine
In the automotive industry. What to the principal substitute material?

Mr. LTAzr. Plastic molding.
Senator Mos. Plastic molding. And your point Is that without insurance of

a supply of ztinc, you have little opportunity to compete and get back Into zinc
die castings, rather than having them continue with the plastic?

Mr. LAINv. That is right.
In addlUon to our problem. of competing with the plastic molding, we get

faced with the question of "low do we know there will be, enough zinc?" We
cannot answer this. There Is nothing In this bill that Indicates anything except
that there won't be enough.

Now, Clark Wilson, this morning, did recognize, did state that the producers
recognize this, but Isn't it progilemu of the producers recognizing it. It is not a
problem of me recognizing It. Our customer Industries do not recognize It. They
go by the book. and here In what was produced, and here Is what will be allowed
In. and everything else is If motey, and there will ie pie In the sky when we get
there, but we don't have it, and unless we can justify It right now, It is Jutt as
easy to tell )our lpetolbe to design away from zin. Oiie producer has exitanhled,
one customer of our hidtustry. and itn automobile producer has expanded Its
plastic molding facilities, by six times, and while this is not neve, urily the end
of the world, and we don't think it Is. It does not make it easler to go back to these
px,4qlae and face the fight over inad4ijuate supply of material In addition to
everything else. And from a realistic standpoint, this Is what It means.

Senator Moss. When you nferred to. or said. that there would be a specific
quota for only one country, were you referring Just to the United tates?

Mr. LAIIL. No. Canada is the only country that exceeded 10 percent of the
allowable metal Import. They would be the only one with a quota, and they
are the ones that probably neeld It less, because they can tend It In as finished
die castings. I think the United States-Canadian Automotive Agreement Act
probably In only beginning to be felt, but faced with a quota on shipping metal
in, I think they would vastly expand their die casting production. I don't think
there Is any question about It.

Senator Moss. Thank you. Senator Jordan?
Senator JoaAit. No questions
Senator Moss. All right. Thank you, Mr. LaIN. We appreciate very much

having your testimony.
Mr. LA xN. Thank you, sir.

Senator Bqnrrr. I appreciate your comments. On pazo 44 of the
report of the Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs dated April 12, 1967, there
i. a parngraph which contains estimates of the production of special
high grade in the United States. This is Mr. Wilson testifying:

At this point. Mr. Chairman. I would like to mention that there has been some
comment that In the cas of zinc while our overall camelty might be sufficient to
take care of our consumers, In the ease of special high-gade zinc we might pos-
sibly have a tight spot. Rome of our people have furnished information that
special high-grade sine capeity at the present time Is 11.000 short tons per
year. Part of this Is used for high grade, but this Is a pretty good figure regarding
the special high grade. In 19M we produced 50,000 short tons of special blb
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grade, and we used somewhere between 600,O0 and 625,000. It looks as It we are
In good shape there as the Imports will Include special igh-grade so that we do
not thiuk there ln any particular problem.

Do you have those figures?
Mr. IjAiNI. I do not Ihve that particularly. I am familiar with those

figures, however. All I can y is that all of the special high-grade xins
which is produced in the United States is not ued for distasting.
There are other use. In the testimony which I gave earlier, I showed
the reductionn of special high-grade slab zinc. The figures canie from
the Bureau of Mines, and I showed the consumption of special high-
grade zinc for directing, and in 1965 the production of special high.
grade slab zinc was shown as 481,000 tons, and the consu ption of
special high-grade slab zinc for diecasting was 629,000 tolls. it 1966,
this was a preliminary figure, there was 466,000 tons produced, 03,000
Consumed.

Senator Bx :Nlvr. And Mr. Wilson's figures say in 1966 we pro.
duced O69,000 tons and consulted between 600,000} and 025(X) tonas, o
his production figure is higher thun that of the Bureau of Mines.

Mr. Ltiv.. That is riglt. Also as I say those are total production
figures, and we do not get all of it. There is a need for inrports but we
are deahig with a psydcological factor in a vulnerable market. We
are not dliing with actual supply. We are dtalijg with the reasoning
that a manufacturer goes through in determining whether he will or
will not design a part for zinc.

Senator lZNNEr. Suppose there was a substantial curtailment of
zinc ptxruction in the Vnite, States as the result of a break in the
price. This is very real to me because the big zinc mines in my Stat
that I knew 20 years ago are closed, and there is no production coming
out, of them. What, then, would be the effect on people who cast special
hi It-grade zinc parts t

ir.LArN. They would have problem& There is no question about it.
Senator I1uwNwr. So the thing has a balance. If you get it down too

low, you Whut off your domesti supply. If you get it up too high, the
automobile manufacturers we something else.

Mr. LAINz. That is right, but one thing occurs to me, and that is that
the bill was not gained specifically at special high grade.

Senator BNkxsrr. That is right.
Mr. LUNs. And it has a lot o other things in it.
Senator Bxxxvrr. That is right.
Mr. LAIN:. I have been trying for 20 years to get special high-grad.

die divorced from other considerations tXrough some special treatment,
but it does not seem to register that what we are talking about is an
attitude on the part of the end product consumer, the designer for the
future.

Senator Bzzczrr. I see the picture.
Mr. TAtI. And it is a very difficult situation, Senator.
Senator BzNn1'r. Thank you. We still have one more witness and

since 6 o'clock is coining up, I would appreciate it if this discussion
ended and Mr. Fletcher may conie forward if he is present.

Will you come forward, please, sir.
Mr. P r rt. Yes, sir.
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STATEMENT OF AURREY FLETCHER EXECUTIVE VICE PREIDENT
OF TIE lRM 01 C. TENNANT, SONS & 00., OF NEW YORK CITY;
ALSO PRESENTING A STATEMENT FOR TIE AUSTRALIAN
MINING INDUSTRY COUNCIL o

Mr. Faircitrm. If I may, Senator Bennett, I intend to present two
separate briefs. I would like if I may to have the full text of the
statements which I have presented to the committee inserted in the
record.

Senator Baxxrrr. These will be included as though you had read
them.

Mr. Fimuzca. But for the sake of brevity here I shall simply
deliver a rather brief summation of each of them and then of course
be available for questioning.

My name is Aubrey Fletcher. I am executive vice president of C.
Temiant, Sons & Co., of New York, and I am pleased to have this
Opportunity to appear before you to present our general views on
the matter of lead and zinc import quotas and our specific views on
5. 289 the proposed Lead and Zinc Act 1967.

C. fennant, Sons & Co., of New York is an American corporation
with headquarters in New York City. As merchants engaged in foreign
commerce for more than a century, and in the trade of nonferrous
metals and ores for nearly 50 years, we wish to submit this statement
registering our opposition to S. 289.

1. HISrCAL BACKGROUND

Over the past 15 years or so a great number of hearings have been
held, some before the Tariff Commission and others before committees
of Congress, in order to study various proposals designed to provide
added protection for the domestic lead sine industry. As a result, in
1958 a system of import quotas were imposed by the administration
in the hope that they would provide the domestic industry with the
protection they were seeking, but after 7 years they were removed
having failed in their objective.

The Tariff Commission, which has studied the lead-zinc situation
exhaustively on many occasions over the past 14 or 15 years, has
expressed itself fully and unequivocallv on the unsuitability of import
quotas as a means of protecting the aomestic lead-zinc industry.

The Commission first expressed an adverse opinion on lead and
zinc quotas 13 years ago in its report to the President of May 1954
(p. 80). Subsequently, Commissioners Sutton, .Jones, and Dowling
devoted 81 page in the Commission's report of April 1958 to a
thorough and explicit statement. of their findings which constitute an
excellent summation of the reasons why quotas would be undersirable
and harmful to the 1.S. lead-zinc industry.

At that time the Commissioners stated (p. 85 of their report)
"we reject quotas as a feasible remedy in this instance" and in thenext paragraph they go on to state that in their opinion "the impos-
tion of quotas would be definitely harmful to the best interests of
domestic lead and zinc Producers."

In their report to the Congress dated March 16 (p. 159), and
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made pursuant to Snate Resolution 16: of the 80th Congress, the
Tariff Commission again expressed their objections to quotas and
commented that "Import quotas are prejudicial to the establishment
of domestic lead and zinc ining operations on a sound and, more
particularly, stable basis."

In a later report to Congress in May 1962 (p. 48) and made pursuant
to Senate Resolution 206 of the 87th Congress, after some 8% years
of operation under the then existing quotas, te Tariff Conmission
concluded "that import quotas had not proved to be a mtfactory
means of curtailing imports of lead and zinc."

A substantial portion of the domestic lead-zinc industry has sup-
rted the Tariff Coninssion in these views. In a petition dated

November 24, 1959, six domestic lead and zinc mnelters requested a
review of the "escape clause" action on lead and zinc. They generally
took the poition that import quotas were not a suitable means of
protection for the industry and that "the maintenance of quotas whicharbitrarily limit supplies may prove a dangerous course to follow"-
page 4 of the petition.

The record shows that the weight of all the evidence over the
years has been consistently and overwhelmingly against import quotas
as a means of protection for lead and zinc.

2. CONSUME RM ErloNs

There is a consideable degree of opposition to lead and zinc import
quotas in the domestic consuming industries. The American Die-
Casters Association, speaking for a major segment of the zino con-
suming industry has repeatedly expressed its objections to such meas-
ures to various Govenraent agencies. The Association of American
Battery Manufactureis and also a group of large tetraethyl inanu-
facturers-who all together represent 54 percent of the lead consump-
tion in this country--also filed statements with the Senate Committee
on Interior and Insular Affairs expressing their objections to S. 289.
Their opposition is on the record so we will not attempt to speak
for them here.

3. om VzIFs OF . 2s.

The precise objective of S. 289 is not clear to us. Apart from the
general indication that its purpose is "to protect the domestic economy
and promote the general welfare" the only other stated purpose is that
the bill is intended "to assist in the national defense." There are, how.
ever, well over 1 million tons each of lead and zinc in the national
stockpiles and the OEP has declared all this tonnage as surplus, having
fixed the national defense requirement as zero for stockpile purposes.
Furthermore, two of the world's major producers, Canada and Mexico,
are our neighbor countries with rail supply lines to this country.

Although the bill does not say so, its sponsorship would lead one to
expect that its prime purpose is to assist the domestic mining industry.
However, as the bill is ijow written, it is difficult to understand how it
can be of much help to miners.

The wording of title I, sec. 101 (d) and title II, sec. 201 (d) defining
the term "Imported into the United States" means that, whereas the
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bill gives the appearance of imposing import quotas on metal and
concentrates alie it really does not do so in practice, and practical
implteras tion 0 the concentrate quotas is left in the hands of thesmelterm

Most domestic smelters are bonded and under S. 28 they could
continue importing concentrates in bond, in excess of the quota limita-
tions; they could, if they wished, proem these concentrates into metal
and they could also deliver some of the metal to the market. This
means that there is at best only a qualified limitation of imports of
concentrates and ore under this bill so that it is difficult to see what
benefit it would confer upon the independent miners.

The major importers are, in fact, the U.S. domestic smelters them-
selves, particularly the zinc smelters, who imported over 520,00 short
tons of metal contained in concentrates in 1960. Here again S. 289
clearly intends to try and help, not the mines, but the smelters who wish
to maintain a high rate of imports since it fixes minimum import
quotas on (a) zinc concentrates at 104,000 tons per quarter, or 416,000
tons per year and (b) lead concentrates at 30,000 tons per quarter or
120,000 tons per year. Both these minimum quotas are roughly at the
level at which the smelters have been importing over the past 8 or 4
years.

The purpose of the bill would, therefore, appear to be, not so much
to help the miners nor to effect an overall limitation of imports, but
to reduce the consumers' share of the imports by increasing the
smelter's share, and thereby ensuring that the smelter gets the benefit
of any financial savings on imports, instead of letting the consumer
get these benefits.

4. OBJECTrONS TO L 269

There is no reason to believe that, in practice, S. 289 would work
any better than the import quotas established in 1958 and we object
to it for the following reasons:

(a) As the earlier quotas conclusively proved, it is simply not
possible to insulate the U.S. market from the outside world market
because the United States inevitably depends on imports for part
of its lead and zinc requirements. In fact, the ineffectiveness of quotas
is demonstrated by the fact that in 1962 3 years after the previous
quota system was imposed, the lead price in the United State sank
to 9.50 cents, its lowest level in 15 years.

(b) The quotas under this bill would be imposed. or removed, not
at the decision of the Government, or some impartial agency, but by
the domestic smelters themselves, who alone can control the dispoSIM
tion and levels of their stocks. This means the domestic smelters,
whose stocks only represent part of total market stocks, themselves
would have the power to decide when the metal quotas should come
on and when they should come off as well as having the power to
manipulate the concentrate quotas. This means to us a new and dan-
gerous precedent to establish in international trade matters and wo
consider it to be one of the most objectionable aspects of this bill.

(r) This form of quota discriminates against those oversM sup-
pliers who are geographically located farthest away. Tbnnage which
is eligible for entry at the time a steamer booking is made may be
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excluded by the time it arrives at the U.S. port, if a long sea voyageis involved where as other shippers lctd ose to the United states
would suffer no such disadvantage.

(d) The allocation of the lead quota 50 percent to ore and 50 per-
cen' to metal is a new and arbitrary divWon for which there is no
hisorical basis in recent years, and such a "0-50 division would
operate with unusual seventy agist th exporters of metal.

Senator Bz rn-r. May I stop you. Do you mean exporters or ir-

Mr. Ftrvuu I mea the overseas countries exporting metal by
that statement.

(e) The proposed quotas under S. 289 would involve extremely
severe reductions for both lead and zinc metal imports. Although tle
bill appears to indicate a cutback to an arbitrary 80 percent of previ-
ous levels under the formulas purposed, we estimate that in practice
lead metal imports could be rieducd to less than 50 percent of the
1968 levels and zinc metal imports could be reduced to less than 45
percent of the 1966 levels. In fact, the level of the metal quotas under
S. 289 would probably be much less than the metals quotas which
existed from 1958 to 1965-which were themselves a reduction from
the 1953 to 1958 level of imports--although U.S. consumption has
greatly increased since that time. We see no justification for such a
severe cutback on quotas which are supposedly designed as a standby
measure.

Furthermore, very few countries would have their own quotas un-
der this bill. In the case of zinc metal, for example, only one country
would be likely to have its own quota, and in the case of zinc concen.
trates only two countries presently appear eligible for a quota of their
own. In the case of lead concentrates, only three countries may be
eligible. This denial of individual country quotas is also more restric-
tive than the 1958-85 quotas and would probably generate even greater
difficulties.

To enact such restrictive and reduced quotas would be, in our view,
a backward and most punitive step, foi U.S. consumers as well as
overseas shippers.

(/) An acute problem would arise in trying to implement long-
term contracts under such a restrictive quota sceme. A domestic con-
sumer buying foreign meta would never know in advance how much
material they couldcount on receiving from their foreign suppliers.
Since the US. domestic mine cannot supply this country's total re-
quirements many of our domestic consumers must depend to a large
extent on imports which they frequently purchase under long-term
contracts. The uncertainty such quotas would cause with respect to
their future import.supplies would make it Tery difficult for them to
run their business in an efficient manner. We can think of nothing
more likely to discourage consumers from using lead and zinc.

5. 0VOCLUSJON5

Lead and zinc are international commodities in which prices are
governed by a worldwide law of supply and demand and unless acounty is v independent of ouide markets it cannot per-
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manently insulate itself from outside influences by quotas, duties, or
by aniy other artificial meas.

Since the United States depends on limits as a matter of necessity
for a substantial portion of its needs of lead and zinc. it follows that

rices in this country are bound to be affected by outside worlo prices.
Jo try to legislate against the law of supply and demand or to attempt
to support the domestic mining industry by Government restrictions
on a long-term basis is futile and self-defeai ng, and the record of the
past 20 years clearly demonstrates this.

One of the main reasons for this is that lead and zinc are not manu-
factured items. They are basic raw materials for industry. Lead ad
zinc mines cannot be artificially created. The ore can only be mined
where it is fowid, regardless of geographical IMundaries. The basic
fact is that the United States is not now and does not expect to b@
in the foreseeable future, self-sufficient in lead and zinc mine produe-
tion. Quotas will not put ore in the ground where it does not already
exist.

Furthermore, as findings of the Tariff Conmission have already
determined, lead and zinc imports are not a matter of cheap labor or
low manufacturing costs abroad. The governing factor in the eco-
nomnics of mining is the grade of ore in the ground and the nature of
the ore-body.

The four countries which have traditionally supplied the major part
of U.S. lead and zinc import requirements are Australia, Canada,
Mexico, and Peru, and these four countries already suffer from gen-
erally unfavorable balances of trade with the United States. In other
words, they are already buying from us more than we are buying from
them, and they have been doing so for several years now.

Over the 3 years 1964-68 inclusive, Australia's annual trade deficit
with the United States has been approximately $400 million per year.

Canada's trade deficit has been approximately $800 million per year.
Mexico's trade deficit has been approximately $400 million per yar.
Peru's trade with the United States was virtually in balance for

1966, but for the previous 5 years, Peru too ran a deficit in its trade
with the United States which ranged between $29 and $90 million per
year.

Trade between friendly nations cannot be a one-way street and if
we reduce the ability of our friends and allies to sell to us, it follows
that we correspondingly reduce their ability to buy from us.

I thank you, Senator. That is the end of my first statement on behalf
of C. Tennant Sons & Co.

Senator Brxxwr. Fine.
I will be happy to listen to the second.
Mr. FurzP.. I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear be-

fole you ag in to present a statement on behalf of the Australian
Mining Indurstzy Council. Thepurpose of which is very respectfully to
register our objections to the imposition of lead and zinc quotas and
to protest against the provisions of S. 289, the Lead and Zinc Act of
1967. The Australian Mining Industry Council includes over 10 com-
panies engaged in prospecting, mining or mineral processing activities
and it includes all the Australian producers of lead and zinc.

Australia is one of the world's largest producers and exporters of
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lead and zinc. The Autgralian lead and zinc mining and primary smelt-
ing industry, therefore, has a most real interest, either directly or in-
directly, in the large U.S. economy as a market for a proportion of
their normal output of lead and zinc.

For' the following reasons the Australian Mining Industry Council
is completely opposed to the relinplsition of quota control of imports
in tile 7.S. lead and zinc market. The United States has historically
relied upon foreign suppliers for a very large portion of its consump-
tion. Over the last 8 years the measure of this reliance has been for
lead in excess of :30 percent, and for zinc in excess of 40 percent.

By the imposition of quota controls, the existing rest of the free
world supply that is thereby diverted suddenly from the U.S. market
is likely to cause violent movements to prices outside the United States
and chaotic conditions in the world markets, which would inevitably
affiert prices inside the United States.

2. Khort-term fluctuations in quotas as proposed in S. 289 would
be particularly unsettling to those producers located geographically
furthest from the unitedd States. The long freight haul from Australia
would mean that for much of the time the Australian producer would
not know if quotas were applicable and if so what his U.S. quota
would be at tie tine of arrival.

Next, and I do want to point this out, the U.S. domestic producer
alrtedy has a not insignificant protective tariff on lead and zinc, and
the.e have not been changed by the Kennedy Round, nor is there any
suggestions whatsoever that the existing lead and zinc duties be reduced.

The provisions of S. 289 would af ect Australia's trade with the
United States in lead and zinc very seriously indeed. Under this bill,
Australian imports of lead metal to the United States would be re-
duced to 40 to 50 percent of their present level and on zinc metal there
would be no quota at all for Australia, which means a potential re-
duction of 100 percent from previous levels.

Such a sudden and damaging reduction of Australia's sales volume
in the U.S. market could have serious repercussions on the Australian
lead-zinc industry and also on Australia's balance of trade with the
United States. The effect of such quota controls would be to increase
Australia's substantial deficit of trade with the United States.

Australia is a very good customer for U.S. exports and for many
years has been buying substantially more from the United States
than the United Statesbuys from Australia. In fact, Australia is cur-
rentla buying 25 percent of all its imports from the U.S.A., while the
U.S isoly taking about 12 percent of Australia's export& In ab-
solute terms, the deficit against Australia in its trade with the United
States has increased over recent years as the following table shows,
and that table shows about a 400 million figure that I mentioned in my
previous brief.

Australia's adverse balance of trade with the United States has in-
crea.ed dramatically as a result of stepped-up defense procurement in
this country since Australia's involvement With the United States in
Vietnam. Australia is now faring some years more of heavy defense
purchases in the United States. However, the degree of the present
deficit is already unhealthy, and it is disturbing to contemplate that the
United States may through unilateral actiofi further aggrvate this
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deficit and deny to Australia the opportunity to maintain a not un-
el of trade with the United States in these important

and traditional commodities. As friendly allied countries, it would
not appear unreaonable to expect the United States to 1 sympa-
thet1c if not actively cooperative towards assisting Australia in re-
ducing this large deficit rather than legislating new uksures to-
worsen it.

The Australian Mining Industry Council wishes to record its ap-
preiation for the committee's courtesy in agreeing to hear their views.

I thank you, Senator Bennett.
(The prepared statement referred to by Mr. Fletcher in his testi-

mony follows:)

STATSMINS O' TIM AUSTIALAN MINING 1l9DSTAT COuNcIL IX OP'OSrioN TO LgAw
ANO ZINC IMPOST QUOTAS AND TO 8. 281, RluSrmS n BY AUnaZY FLwrvuia

My name to Aubrey Fletcher. I am Executlve Vice President of C. Tennant,
Sons & Co., of New York and I greatly appreciate the opportunity to appear before,
you on this occasion to present a statement on behalf of the Australian Mining
Industry Council, the purpose of which Is retpectfudly to register our objections
to the Imposition of lead and sine quotas and to protest against the provisions.
of 8. 280, the "Lead and Zinc Act of 1907".

The Australian Mining Industry Council Includes over 100 companies engaged
In prospecting, mining or mineral processing activitim, and It Includes all the
Australia producers of lead and sine.

Australia is one of the world's largest producers and exporters of lead and zinc,
and the Australian lead and sine mining and primary smelting industry has a
most real interest, either directly or indirectly, in the large U.S. economy as a
market for a proportion of their normal output of lead and sine. The following-
table sets out the Australian production figures for 1963-1966. in Thousatnds of
Short Tons:

Ila Is" 1WI 1is"

Nlow ae ...........................MiasleW"...........................4441.

3"em: Nt* bulse* ioWuso d Low s $dn GiuO* IW, e. VIII, ML L Coeaud Ile mekit its.

The mine production figures relate to metal in concentrates and the differ-
encee between them and the reined metal figures Indicates the extent of
concentrate exports.

For the following reasons the Australian Mining Industry Council iN com-
pletely opposed to the re-imposition of quota controls of Imports to the United
States lead/sinc market:

. QUOA 0OM0A WILL UI=o0UL -AM ' NORMAL woM TRADING AND TAI Wonts.
C5l 01 LEAD AND ZINO

The United States has historically relied upon foreign suppliers for a very
large portion of Its consumption. Over the last 8 years the measure of this re-
liance has been. for lead. In excess of 30 percent and for zinc. In excess of 40
percent. If, by the Imposition of quota controls, the United 8tates expansion In
the production of these metals presently being undertaken, is to be isolated
and protected from the normal influences of price adjustments determining the,
level of supply and demand, the existing "reed of Free-World" supplies thereby
diverted suddenly from the US. market are likely to cause violent movement to
prices outside the U. and chaotic conditions In tl. world market It Is gener-
ally accepted that the U. Internal prie for lInd and alne tan nevw be con.
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pletely free from the infuences of variations in the world prices outside the U.&
and any sharp decline In prices outside the U.S. Inevitably will efct prices ln-
side the U.S.

There does appear, therefore, to be a real danger that the proposed controls
will accentuate, certainly outside the U.S., and probably also within, the in-
stability in prices which it Is presumably their purpose to diminish

S. THU IM?0SnOX OF 9L" AoND So0 QUOTAS WOULD n INONSIENT WJT TUe
ornOrzvim OF SATT

GATT's aim is to facilitate rather than to hinder the flow of International
trade, and recognises devices such as quotas as undesirable, except to afford
temporary protection in the establishment of new industry. It is known that
some new and rich lead/zinc fields are coming Into production in the U.S. in the
near future, but it is difficult to accept that the investment decisions associated
with theme ventures have been made on the basis of their requiring rotection
within the terms of GATT Escape Clauses, It is submitted, therefore, that the
wider alms of GAT' should not be discarded.

8. ?PXXVOUs 3x1 MCN Or QUOTA USTRIOnoNS ON LZAD AND JUNO ?30VoDU]PR OOF
THAT SUCK 0XvYCS XMNUs&MLT AND HASMULLnTN5105 = e IN TUB,"5
MI~rALS

The U.S. Tariff Commiwlon has, in the past, expressed views to the above
effect and, In a report to Congress In May 1962 (Page 48) It stated "that the
quotas were dlscrimlinatory in their effects, favouring some concerns while
creating unusual ditfculties for others and that they seriously interfered with
normal trade relations"

This statement is substantiated by the experience of Australian zinc under
the previous quota arrangement. Australian zine was not given a quota of its own,
with the result that commercial imports of Australian zinc wete unpredictably
and drastically curtailed. The quota proposals of S. 289 would appear to per-
petuate and exaggerate this type of discrimination.

4. slor-T3 rlUcrUATions = QUOTAS CAUVLATE IN ACCOXOANC3 wIrE TX$
PZOP0S0 SRoal-mM 133100 O IMPORT UTITLBM MUST 135 TO BE UNEqVAL
TO THUIS 3r130 oN DWESEX? S FLMU

Such variations would be particularly unsettling to those producers located
geographically furthest from the U.S. The lone freight haul from Australia
would mean that for much of the time the Australian producer would not know
Ift quotas were applicable and It so what his U.S quota would be at the time
of arrival A shipment made to the U.S. to take advantage of the removal of

na cotl might find that the quota had been re-a ppl led again by the time
t1:.carit vessel had arrived. The quota concept ignore. the necessity of
continuing relationships between supplier and customer-such a relationship
has, since 1948, been a mutually satistying feature of Australlan/U.S. trade in
these metals

S. DOMESTIC MINZS UNALS TO MT C0M1'T0TION AT CURAEXT PalCX AND WrT
13S3KTM T 1 1301101100 SHOUL,!? XNUsOSAr, US CARS FOR IN OM OTHRa
MAXNS

Not only are the current prices of theme metals at a comparatively high level.
but In addition, the U.. domestic producer already has the advantage of a
not insignificant protective tariff. In the came of lead ores this amounts to 0.75
cents per pound on lead content and 1.0625 cents per pound for refined lead.
For zinc ore the tariff is 0.67 cents per pound on sine content, and 0.7 cents per
pound for refined sine.

In addition, the U.& domestic producer Is placed in an advantageous sltuatiou
because he already operates within the world's largest consumer market. He
can nearly always offer faster delivery, and can usually do it with leser freight
costs than overseas shippers.

The domestic producers competitive situation has been further enhanced by
recent technological changes which at* referred to In th report of the Tarif
Commission In June 1906 (PaN 9).

88-465--ST-pt. I-44
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"Most domestic pwoduters will probably be in a stronger position to met
future import competition without import quota restrictions than in the
past. as their competitive position has improved sulbstntially in the I*M
6 years. Production ha. beeu ottneitrated li larger more highly mechunised
and more efficient mnes, reiulring less labor per unit of output. The effi-
ciency of lead and sine wmeltig and refinlua has almo iliroved, Uostly
through mudernisation of facilities, concentration of production in tb$ more
efficient plants and near capacity operation In recent years."

6. Tilt riovIszo:S OF' S. 285 WOULD AFVVTI AVItTRLIA'S TRAIE WITH Tillt 1.8. IN
LEAD AND ZINO VErJ hSIOIRLY INDEED

l'udr this Bill Australian Imports of lead metal to the '.S. would be redut'd
to 40 - 4, of their preewnt levels. and on liw metal there wuld Ie t,, qu'sti at
aill for Australian sine metal, which would lititeitially result it a 1)10- reduction
from previous levels.

S4uth a sudden lnd damaging naldll.tion of Australia'ss roltnp in the
U.. market could have m-riousi lIerrlsen lous on Australia's lead/ainc industry.
and also On Australia's balance, of trade with the U.S.

T. TilE EFF&Y.I OF QUOTA t.'NTROI.a WILL UF. TO IC lAiE AUSTRALIA'S MRtySTANTIAL
DE'ICIT IN TRAI)E WITH UNITED STATES

Australia Is a very good customer for U.S. exports and for many years hias
been buying substantially more from the U.S. than the U.S. buys from Australia.
In fact, Australia Is currently buying 25% of all its Imports from the U.B.A.
while the U.S.A. Is only taking about 12% of Australia's exports.

In absolute terms the deficit against Australia In Its trade with the U.S. has
increased over recent year as the following table shows:

i llUbaeefs d Astah doll"

1INS 1%4 136 1W6

Austrisea imsort fhem Unted Slts$ of AmUc ............... 473, 7I .470 700. 346 M '6
An#&re** s le Ueed So d Ams ...................... W 5618 23K M 1K W

As ddt......................................... lk 30 31221 4Wo,518 WNS

Sam: FmvWwd ftwm tm go mses of Ceoos and 31abhss

Australia's adverse balance of trade with the U.& has ieamsed dramatically
as a result of stepped up defense procurement since Australia's involvement
with the U.8. In Vietnam.

Australia realises that she may not always be aWe to achieve a balance with
each of her overseas trading partners and expects that, at best, se will
continue to incur substantial trade delicit with the U.L for *me time to come,
particularly since Australia In now facing some years more of heavy defense pur-
chases in the United States. However, the degree of the present deficit is already
unhealthy, and it is disturbing to contemplate the powdbilit that the United
States may, through unilateral action, further aggravate this deficit and deny
to Australia the opportunity to maintain a not unreasonable level of trade with
the U.. in these Important and traditional commUlties. As friendly allied coun-
tiie it would not appear unreasonable to expect the U.& to be sympathetlc, If
not actively cooperative, toward assisting Australia in reducing this large deficit
rather than legislating new measure to worn It.

5. CONCLUaION

The Australian Mining Industry Oouncll is completely lqlwmed to quota devie.
In world trade in lead and zinc; Its oppiOdtion to a quota t.uatrol system is based
on practical experience of it as a principle, and It Is convinced that the new
form in which the principle reappears not only maintains Its basic unaccept.
ability, but increase the Intriacie of Its operation.

The Ausallan Mining Industry oud wish to record its appreciate of
the Committe's court in aeg to hear the Australan views.
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Senator BV:x rr. Thank you, Mr. Fletcher.
Does Ausralia have any protective program or any program to

protect its own lead and zinc industry f
Mr. ILEILJIEM. 1 would luwve to go back. If I remember rightly,

they have very little. I think there are no duties at all on lead metal
or read concentrate, and none on zinc concentrates. I believe their, is a
duty on zinc metal, and I am afraid I do not know front memory. It
is somewhat academic. Australia--

Senator lit' NNL-r. loes not import f
Mr. Fi'imimt. No, it is not likely, she produces so far in excess of

her own needs that it is rather academic.
Senator BEt.sNNsrr. A couple of years ago Australia ininmled a quota

on American tobacco, so Australia is not above using the quota system
to protect an infant industry.

Mr. FiLrr'jIEIR. Senator, I do not really want to get into tobacco,
because I att really here on lead and zinc, but I do happen to have
sonie figures that I have been given by the Australian Government on
tobwco. I do not think it is quite correct to say that Australia imposed
a quota on tobatco, cording to the information I have.

There is no limitation as such on the importation of tobacco into
Australia. They do require the use of a certain percentage of domestic
grown tobacco. The figures I have before mne show that despite this,
U.S. exports of tobacco, both in poundage and in dollar volume, have
been virtually constant froin 1951 through 1966. There has been no
decline in Australia's purcha.ses of tobacco from this country. There is
in effect, and I think this is rather interesting, a ceiling on the amount
of tobacco that the Australian domestic growers may sell in their own
country, and any increase of consumption is made up by import&

Senator Bmczvvrr. But if you preserve a relationsiip, i you pre-
serve a percentage in all tobacco product, which must be made up with
Australian tobacco, and then you have a ceiling, then you effectively
control the amount of tobacco to be consumed in two ate don't youi

Mr. FLumJrHR. Well, you do not control the amount of tobacco to
be consumed, Senator. Clearly consumption can be whatever it wants
to be. It is a matter of determining where that consumption will be
supplied from. In this instance actually the facts are that 50 percent
of Australia's tobacco is still being imported, 50 percent of the market
is beig supplied by imports, and-that the United States, despite this
(j,'nta arnigement that was made, and it is an internal type of quota I
will use that word for want of anything better, despite that fact the
U.S.A. exports of tobacco to Australia have not declined either in
dollar volume or in poundage, but if I may excuse myself I really do
not want to get into tobacco any more than that. I (1o not know any
more than that.

Seatsor Bzxs=mT. I am not prepared to go into it at any grater
delth, either.

Mr. FLzwaim. There are quotas, Senator, and I believe this country
has them too to some extent on textiles and dairy products, too, and I
believe in oil. I am not really qualified to comment on the merits of
these other quotas per se. I think insofar as lead and zinc are con-
cerned, they are dubious, a very dubious remedy, and I prefer to limit
myself to lead and sine.
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Senator BuNk-rr. The only reason I brought if up is that in the
conclusion you say Australia's opposition to a quota control system is
based on practical exprience of it as a principle.

Mr. FLT.wira. Oniead and zinc.
Senator BEYxrFT. But you are limiting this to lead and ;inc.
Mr. F imua. Oh, yes, sir. I make that very dear. I am well aware

that virtually every country in the world has duties and quotas of one
sort or anotfier on a broad range of commodities. I do not think that
any country would claim to be completely free trade, and I wouldn't
want to Rtand here and say that Australia was, They make no such
claim. We are talking about lead and zinc here.

Senator Brx.zTr. I appreciate your appearance hre. I am ure
your information will be very useful.

(The committee subsequently received a communication from Mr.
Fletcher, which follows:)

Nzw Yoax, N.Y.
Senator Rvsslz.L B. Lo.No.
Chairman. Senate Finence CommiSeC,
U.& Senate,
Weak imts, D.A.:

With respect to your committees current hearings on import quotas we respect-
fully wish to request that there be inserted into the record of your hearings
pages 85 to 108 Inclusive from the U.S Tariff Co'umisioa report to the Presl-
dent on lead and sine under escape clause Investigation No. 05 dated April 195&
We are happy to make copies readily available to you from this office If you
should so decide.

(The above relerred to tt awde * Pert of the O* dl Ass91 the oommsUee.)
Since these pages are particularly germane to the question of Import quotas

as applied to lead and sine and were written by an Impartial body after ex.
tensive Investigation and public hearings we feel confident that the valuable In.
formation contained therein will be useful to your committee in evaluating this
question.

I much appreciated the opportunity of appearing before your committee
yesterday and wish to express my thanks for the court~eies etesded me by
you and your colelaguee. Ausuvr Ftrcuu,

BRecuive Vice President. 0. Tennent So" & Co of New Fork.

(The following are coinununications received by the committee ex.
pressing an interest in the preceding subject:)

STATUIZIT Or SwNATOR How~mo W. CANNON IN SUMPOS 01 A Ruvzm ftmma
LrtA-Zuo IMpomR QuoTA Pt Uxoza S. 289

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, as Senitor from Nevada I
would like to express my concern about our domestic mining Industry and, on
a broader oale. a need for an overcall minerals policy.

I am testifying on behalf of the lead-sine quota plan as envisaged under . 280
because I feel that at this point in time we must come up with a vigorous fort.
sighted minerals policy which will give primary attention to the health of the
domestic industry while at the same time give foreign exporters some assurances
of their share of the American market.

To date we have had very piecemeal legislation or the adoption, by Executive
Order, of temporary controls and import quotas to fit unforeseen conditions af-
fecting the supply and demand of strategic minerals In the lead and sine indus-
try, this has been damaging and If thi situation Is neglected much longer, can
prove disasterous.

Let me explain what has happened. Since the Second World War, Industrialize
nations overseas bean to take advantage ot our foreign assistance slogan of
"Trade not aid" and came close to swampingus with their exports. By 1958 we
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were caught with too many thousands of tone in imports of lead and sinc with
the result that our doineatie producers either had to se many of our mines and
smelter closed or we had to put some kind ot lilitation on excessive imports.
In my own state of Nevada the sine minin Industry near Poche was completely
wiped, out. Other areas aiso suffered d r .

IaWW, in the light of our increasing Industrial needs, and particularly our
requirements in our war-preparedness effort, the Administration came to rea-
Ue that the quota Ulmitations were no lonpr necessary, and quotas were abol-
lobed in October 19M5.

However in the last two years the picture has changed and once ii b-ain the
domestic lead-de industry has proposed a flexible quota import system.

What has happened? First of all, new developing nations are getting into the
act and are exploiting their mineral resources. American and European com-
panies are establishing many new overseas sources of strategic minerals. Today
there Is actually a world-wide surplus of lead and sine. And Indications are that
this surplus is ng alarmingly; It is tar greater than the Industrialized
nations can onume.

At home we have reopened old mines. We have developed new sources. We have
expanded our concentrating. beneilciating and smelting facilities.

This means that with increasing domestic production of lead and sine, the
peestage of our total requirements on which we have to rely for imports is
steadily dropping Yet, because of the increasing world surplus of lead and sine,
coupled with lower overseas prices than domestic production costs, we are being
faced with ineasingly uneessary and competitive imports. If this condition
continues, we will again be faced with the prospect of closing down quite a few
of our domestic mines with resulting unemployment and dislocation.

But an inflexible quota system is not the answer. Norms must now be estab-
lished for a fair and workable minerals import policy. I feel that 8. 280 s a step
In that direction. This plan, with Its various percentages of inventory stocks,
quotas of use and metal quotas by country and various other flexible quotas

i bigh may be exceeded under various conditions is simple, fair to producer, con-
numer and importer alike and would be in effect only when found necessary to
stabilise the supply-consumption ratio at proper levels

Its objectives are to maintain a viable domestic lead-sine industry, provide our
Industrial lead-ine consumers with readily available supplies, allow reasonable
quantities of imports ot lead and sine to supplement our domestic production,
and to allow foreign producers access to our market. Under this plan flexible
quotas would only be invoked after the Department of the Interior certifies to the
President that excessive imports of lead and sine might tend to hurt the domestic
Industry.

The proposal provides for flexlble quota legislation with a five-year term. Dur-
Ing this period, quotas on either lead or sine ores and metal would become effeo.
tive for a three-year period If domestic producers' metal stocks reach levels con-
sidered excessive as defined In the bilL The quotas would be canceled If stocks
were reduced below normal levels and additional Imports were needed. A mini-
mum import quota would be guaranteed.

Mr. Chairman, we must not wait to act until trouble once again hits our mining
Industries. This plan is a step In the direction towards an overall national mineral
poicy a! U ~,it * Ad ALC i L'atldg eL t sAUUdp For Lhem a6evs, 1 fuel & 46
is worthy of favorable Committee action.

8TATr.Msi or Hox. JN B. Jowk&N, A U.S. S=SATos FROM T3S STATS Or IDA.O
ON S. 280, TAKn rutxa LmaZno Bu.L

Mr. Chairman, it Is a privilege and a pleasure for me to express my views to
you and members of your Committe on 8. 289. which I have cosponsored.

This bill Is intended to keep our lead and zinc mines in operation and yet to
assure an adequate supply of these base metals through reasonable imports.
Because of depressed prices on thee minerals a few years ago, through an over-
supply, quotas of imports were placed In effect. In the last few years. consump-
tion as Increased, and the oversupply has been reduced to a reasonable level, so
the Import quotas have not been removed. Since the Import quota controls were
terminated In October of 1965, there has been no legislative protection to amure
the lead and sine industry that the present favorable situation will continue.
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It t itlremcs .ideralde time and a great deal of expense to aelerate produc-
tion or £4 get back into ful mining production when mine are torrid to close
down I*.aut.. of low prices for ore. With the detenoe and Industrial problems
we isow fave. we should be cotwidering plans nd programs whivh will prevent an
overstiplply of these netals which well may lower the price no that our domestic
uines niny again le forced to eloeo down. We. ot cou me. must still iasure liat

there will be adequate supilien of lead and zinc available at resonable prir.,
through imports. It Is a delicate balance to maintain, but I believe the flexible
quota plan as outlined In S. 2W will meet this objective. Thin bill will give the as-
surnae so that mwre exploration and expansion in proceooin In the lead and line
industry will be possible and feasible. It In fair to the importer because such
needs. will ie, more clearly identified Said defelne. ?4pee~tie Inilpert qutas will Ie
assigned to countries with an import record in excess of 10% of Impearts to a
certain liaiea is'riod determined at the time the quota plan becnie effective.
Countries with the lower level of Imports would latticlpate In an "all other coun-
try" quote. Procesors will be pirtected as individual lead or sine minufaettired
prlodutt will be placed under an import quota during the period a quota In In
ePfe.t on lead ores and metal sine orte.. it the Item entering the United States
is at a rate' defined as t stit excessive. The pnexe4ors and conumers will be pro,
to.ted on a long-mange basis through the stabilization of a firm supply (f these
ores from domestic rodueers.

The bill promree a five year term to permit re-evaluatIon of the program at
proper Intervals until a minerals pollc has baeen clearly enunciated. The prolusal
would also provide that during the term of the lead or sine Inlmort quota . It a
shortagr of these metals ,hould occur In the U.N. as determined by the relative
level of producers of metal stocks, the Jlmpo1rt quota could be anelled.

In summary. we do not want our mines to e forced to close again: we do nwt
want to shut off Imports which may be needed If tbe domeptie consumltion
Justified it: and the processor and consumer should be assured a supply of these
basic metals at a reasonable pri.

CofoaURNA OF TR Imc'Mn 8?lATKs.
Hots ors RzrwawsrAnvxs,

Weahoptop, D.C.
Hon. Rusm I Loxa.
CAhfrum. smte Flme Comm4ttee,
U.S. Sote, Woukinkgnl, D.C.

D&aa 8iMATos Lou.e: The people of my District and the Stale of Waxhlncton
are concerned that some action be taken to protect the lead-sile industry. The
ups and downs of the Industry have resulted In elosurme, unemployment and losn
of revenue. This Industry ould and should be stabilled.

Virtually all the small lead-sine mines In Washington were eliminated from
the production picture by the depressed price situation which prevailed during
the years I9T-R There is now some evidence that the Industry Is beginning
to recover from this period. In 196X higher pries provided the Impetts for
increased exploration and development activities. Results of this Inereael In.
terest in my district are evident. In 1164 the value of lead prodned in the State
of Washington. primarily in Pend Oreille and tevens (lountieo in my district.
was approximately $1.501.52. an approximate $40000 increase from the 1962

ue. 7h6 ,e.er,,notwd to .M .4W in fliwk and declined slightly in 1VlI to
$1.70.41R. In 1963 sine productIon, primarily from the sante sources an lead.
totaled 2Z=.. tons valued at $1.5 million and in 196 Inerteast to 24.772 tons
produced with a value of approximately ST million. It Is essntial that the new
Joh created and the resulting revenue be protected. We do not want a return to
the gloomy 197 -1962 period.

The new developments In the Industry were stimulated by Increasing con.
sumption of lead and line In the United Stat" and abroad during 19K. -11)(.
RxpansIon In the Industry In going on all around the world. The tenixrry
shortage of lead and sine experienced In 1M can easily change to a Purplus In
foreign market . This surplus results In exesive and unneeded Imports Into
the r'nitr4 Statea. Tn Irtoher 1M1 the 196 lead-zine quota proclamatlon was
terminated by the Preldent, opening wide the door to our market for any world
surplus of tbes metals. The figures speak for themselves: in 19M6 lead Imports
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ro to 432,.75 tons from 343.b7T tions In 11105, and. In the first eight months of
this year, lead imports soared to 340,.510 toins fr)jn 2 t ,#&8 tonis to the com-
parable 19M(6 Irlod. Total since imports in 1IM amounted to T7W7*4 tons. rom-
pared with 57T.K'4 tons In the preceding year. During the first eight months
of this year, total siu imports were 549.UW tons or some 57.U(W tons greater than
the 41V2.3W tons Imported In the comparable 19W1 period.

When foreign dumping of surlus lead and sinW oc'ur, prlee for tour (loIntetir
supplies plunge downward. The domestic lead price held toustant thlougi 11.90
at lId* per pound, t.o.b. New York. This was reduced to 154 on May 15 ltt and
again to 140 (the current price) tons Okctober 10, 1*Jt. From (Octspber .1 14 to
May of this year. the price dropped It to 13V pwr pmuud. f.o.b. East St. LoulIc

It is imperative that a inun be enmted to serve as a deterrent to exessive
Imports, or we are likely to fate a repetition of the intolerable and inexcusable
conditions caused by the unneeded Imports in 1957 and 11158. When imports are
depressing our market. prices drop, and employment, production and prfitss
suffer. Communities throughout the viountry where lead anid si' ar oistluced
will sharply feet the loan of Jobs, wages and taxes. Something must be done to
prevent this.

The Ixecutive department has consistently refused to actpt its reapona*ibility
to formulate a national minerals policy whilh would stalillze the market and
encourage the lead-sine Industry to explore and develop new ore reserves. The
industry must turn to t'ongres for sutIs a plan. I feel K, 2W), the lesed-Zine Act
of 1907, Is the plan to Insure the health and growth, and conselquent stability.
of the domestic lead-sine industry. This legislation would authorize the establish
meat of quarterly Import quotas on lead or sine metals and ores, when and If
needed. Theme quotas would be triggered toy the relationship of neldi shiputs
and the supplies held by domestic primary producers. The quotas would be re-
lated to a fxed quota base period for Imports of articles manufactured from
these metals The Secretary of the Treasury would administer the quotas.

This legislation recognizes the fact that Imports of lead mud sinc ores and
metal are needed to help supidy the I.S. consumer. From past experieuce, how-
ever. we know that when world supply exceeds demand, the surplus seeks the
U.S market: and, as in the past, this results In the closure of lead-sin opera-
tions with a consequent loss of employment and revenue.

Some of our present foreign sources might not always be friendly to this Na-
tion. or their supplies unavailable to us when desperately needed. It is, therefore.
neemary that we maintain an adequate segment of our domestic lead-sine In-
dust ry. not only for our economy, but also for the Nation's security.

In the interests of the lead-sine workers, their famles, the communities the"
support and their contribution to the national economy and national security. I
respectfully urge your Comlttee to act favorably on 8

Sincerely yours,
TitowAs K Fo.ar.
Member of Coagrraa.

STATrKmax? or 11ox. JAuss F. BArTTr. A 17.8. RKWPaSAMSTATIV3I FEIOM THiU STATIC
OF MOTA

Mr. chairmann . thank you for allowing me to presnt a statement expressing my
support of legislation which would set a flexible Import quota for lead and sine.
I ha" 1ntrMrtn.' Ide et Ifie elatt"e it the Hnurxe nf Ppr cntatA, XIi.IL
276K My hill calls for Import controls to encourage and maintain a healthy do-
mestle mining and smelting Industry. This Is logical for the economy and defense
of our country. Such a plan should be a part of the long-range mineral pnoram
sponsored by the Executive Department. Congress has many times asked the
Executive for much a program, with no response, and so the Industries. Indivilu-
ally. have vugwsted and requested from Congrew their own plans and provisions.

With the improved businem conditions of the past two years, the lead-xinc
industry has now proposed an Imlmrt quota plan for lead. sine ores, and metal.
that has been considerably liberalized from previous legislative suggestion. The
basic feature of this legislation In the proposed application of an Import quotn
for either metal whenever the producers stocks of lead or sine reach levels that
are considered excessive to the consumers' demands. We know that lead and sine
mining and meter production Is expanding rapidly around the world and the
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tight supply situation of past years is easing and could readily change to a world
surplus that would again invade our markets. This legislation will provide the
necessary import controls, when and if needed, and serve as a deterrent to exem
siye imports until the Executive Departmeut takes proper action on the long-range
minerals policy.

The Executive Proclamation providing lead and sine import quotas was
cancelled in October o 195, leaving no provision for a continuing 4mport
control plan. Production and cousumptlon of lead and sine have been in-
creasing in the United States until 1964 and our Nation should now make
plans to encourage the continuous development of our domestic industry.
Expansion of production, world-wide, presents the distinct possibility of sur-
plus metal stocks during 1967 and, as In previous years. this surplus will
affect our market. It Is imperaUve that a plan be enacted to deter excessive
Imports of lead and zinc.

I also Introduced this legislation in the NOtb Congress. HR. 10062. but time
did not permit consideration of this measure, last year. The current bill
provides for flexible quota legislation with a five-year term. During this
Iwrlod. quotas from either lead or zinc ores and metal would become effect
tire for a three-year period, If domestic producers' metal stocks reached
levels considered excessive as defined n the bill. The quotas would be can-
celled If stocks were reduced below normal levels and additional imports
were needed. A minimum import quota would be guaranteed.

Thank you for permitting me to submit a statement on this legislation,
and I appreciate having the opportunity to express my views to your
committee

8TAUMZT Or How. WATnE N. AsMAZ. A U.8. RWSWAWZTATMVS Fnox TIn STATS
or OLaOAD, OnARuXnl, HBOu INTnm3oS AsD Iwsmas AWAno ComiMRTr

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the privilege and
opportunity to present a statement to this Oommittee in support of & 280. a bill
to provide for an adequate supply of lead and sine for consumption In the United
States. As you know, I am a sponsor of a similar bill in the House which Is now
before the Ways and Means Committee, and which I consider essential to the
maintenance of a stable and prosperous lead and sine Industry in my borne state
of Colorado as well as in the rest of the Nation.

This legislation Is an interim program, awaiting the devwlopment of a minerals
policy. It would authorize the establishment of import quotas on lead and sine
metals and ores when and If needed, and In my opinion is the most liberal plan
for limits on imports that has ever been proposed in Congrem with support o
the domestic industry. I firmly believe that its enactment will serve as an efre-
tire deterrent to prevent a surge of unnecesary Imports such as history records
we experienced In the late GO's.

In my opinion, the lead-sine Industry has been patient In Its efforts to achieve
a minerals policy that would guarantee an adequate supply of lead and sine
ores and metals that would be available from all sources at reasonable cost.
This Industry has a long and consistent record with Congress and with the
Executive Department In the search for this objective. The lead-sine Industry has
consistently based Its efforts on the principle that there must be a maintenance
of a soundly besed domestic lead-sine mining and smelting Industry, ade,-
quately encouraged in the exploration for and development of new metal re-
serves. To this principle, it has given staunch advocacy for a constructive policy
of prorldirg dcmc3tic lcad-zinc corsumeri w h ad 4 ' AupolI. o u.atL
both present and expanded requirements, and a recognition that reasonable
quantities of imported lead and sine are necessary to supplement domeptie
production.

I Should like to briefly outline some of the major actions which have oc-
curred over a long period of years in the lead and sine mineral policy fields.

As early as 1950, the Committee, of which I have the honor to be Chairman,
held hearings on a resolution which I sponsored, calling upon the Exet'dtive
Branch of the Government to propose a minerals policy designed to foster and
encourage maintenance and development of domestic mining, orderly discovery
and research to promote effective use of domestic metal and mineral reserves.
Congress adopted this resolution, but. to date, no such policy has been forth-
coming from the Executive Department. rhis lark of an executive ywilh(y de-
termination has resulted In many Intervated members In Congress Initiating a
long series of legislative proposals which would establish Puch a minerals
policy. Thus far, a major policy proposal has not been written Into law.
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Early In 191A the lead-zinc Industry, as well as many of us in Congress became
quite concerned that the lead-zinc Import Quota Proc-lamatioun of 119 did not
accommodate changes In domestic consumption or the changing ability of foreign
nations to supply metals and ores needed by U.S. consumers. The Industry
recommended a plan to liberalize the quota system and take into account the
changes in foreign sources of supply. Measures incorporating the industry pro-
posals were Introduced by me and many of my colleagues. During the same year,
the Executive Department reviewed the relationship of the Quota Proclana-
tion to conditions in the Industry. Following a Tariff Commission investigaUon
of the lead-zinc situation, the industry strongly urged the Executive Branch
not to abandon the quotas. even though they were cumbersome, until a com-
prehensive minerals policy had been adopted. e-spjite this I4ea, the quota
proclamation was terminated In October 1tJ5 and no provisihn was made for a
continuing lead-zinc mineral policy. Legislation pending in Congress was then
re-evaluated and as a result, my bill BR, 511 and S. 20 were introduced In the
present Congres.%

The history of lead and zinc mining, both In the United States and In my own
State of Colorado, has been very much like a yo-yo--up and down, depending upon
the nature of the serious crisis that was faced at the time. We have witnessed
both feast and famne. We have seen excessive metal stocks accumulated, un-
profitable price levels and reduced mine and smelter production. We have seen
Increased consumption encourage the re-opening of mines, the development and
production from new ore resource and the expansion of mining and smelting
facUltes. This up and down action should be replaced by stability.

Let s take a look at the current situation. Work stopimps in the steel In-
dustry have idled 42% of the Nation's lead refnery capacity and about 80% of
its lead smelting capacity. Blab zinc production Is off approximately 25% due to
the stoppages. The existing work stoppage In the automobile Industry has been
e, mated to mean a sharp curtailment in the use of zinc both In die cast and
galvanized sheet form. The Idling of capacity and the drop In usage have bteen
accompanied by cuts in the price for both metals. which heretofore had remained
at relatively stable levels. These factors presage a possible warning of another
depressed period in the life of the Industry. There are growing signs that world
production might soon create another surplus situation that could force the in-
dustry Into another period of depreselon. This I supported by the fact that our
Imports have Increased since the quotas were removed. Particularly significant
Is the fact that In 9 T. imports of sine are running at an alarming rate of 75%
of consumption, exceeding the import rate of the 19W0's which had xuch a severe
depreming effect upon domestic industry. I believe that prompt Congressional
action now is absolutely necemary It we are to bead off another crisis in our
domestic lead-sine industry.

I consider the flexible quota system provided In R. 210 and H.R. 51, to provide
both a fair and effective Interim solution. ;aendiiig adoption of a sound. long range
mineral policy. I do not believe that we should sit back and wait to act merely
because the Executive Department continue to re-state its position that such
proposals are counter to the International trade policy of the United States. The
lead-sine industry Is tired of running the gamut of proposals for barter, stockpile
purchases and disposals and countlem Tariff Commission hearings with no-
effective findings because of the Inadequacies of the law to fully protect domestic
Industries. Any Immediate mineral policy for the lead-zinc Industry will be by
action of Congress and I believe that enactment of the legislation pending before
this Committee will be a sound step forward to stability In the lead-sine Industry

I urge prompt approval by this Committee of the pending bill.

CooM Or T33 U,'Nrr= STATES.
lHouse OF RtraRlNTTIVKR,

Washington, D.
lion. Ri'sarj. I. Losa.
('Arrn , mae FinanM Committer.
U..R. afte, Weakington. D.C.

Daqa BENATO0 Loe: I would Ilke to urge favorable action on S. 2M9g the Lead
and Zinc Act of 1967. It is my opinion that this bill is vital to the preservation
of a healthy, stable domestic lead-sine industry.
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ME.utana in one of the leading produ*r and lntssors of both ltad and zinc
In the United Statem. However. adverse utarket conditions and other eonomic
factors have continued to keep the mining and treating of both metals below
normal levels.

fiand and inc deptwits. mostly In my district, are widely stattered, and anumlber of small mining operations produte limited amounts of both auetals,
usually in conjunction with silver or other types of minting. The marginal nature
if these operations makes them highly dependent upon market conditiun. For

example, the major producer of both lead and zinc is The Anaconda Company's
properties in the Butte area. In 195T these mines produced T4% of the State's.
zine nn1 79% of its lead. Led and zinc mining was stopped in the Butte urea
In 19110 and 1961. Mining was reu med in 19(12, but substantially below the opira-
tions that were maintained ten years previously. In January of this year. thp
Anaconda Company stopped its sine mining operations in Montana, as they werebecoming uneconomic even at the then current price of 14s cents per pound.
Other producers in the State have experienced the same operating difficulties
during recent years with intermittent shutdowns resulting in a loss of revenue
and Jobs throughout the State.

When our market Is flooded with imports. the domestic price of these two
metals drops., mines close and jobs and revenue are lost. 19M and 1907 importsof lead and sine show a substantial increase. During 19066. there was an l8%
Increase In imports of lead ore and a 31% Increase in imports of lead metal For
inc. the figures were a 22% Increase for ores and an 82% increase for metal.

Total lead Imports of ore and metal in the period of January through August
of this year have Increased 26% over the comparable 1966 period. Zinc imports
for this period of 1967 increased 18% over the same period of 1906.

As proven In the past, theme unneeded and excessive Imports cause adverse
market conditions for the lead and sine industry. The lose in employment and
revenue is felt sharply by each segment of the Country where lead and zinc
operations help support the economy. The industry needs the amurance of a share
of their market, S. 2O is this assurance.

Sincerely,

JMember of Coaores.

Co1sas8 Or TXU Uiiiu SATS6
Hiouss or Rl nnssmTATym

WeAltutoo., D.C.
Hon. Rus= B. Loxn,
Chalrman. sleate Filance Committee,
U.S. 8exate, WesAkigt o, D.C.

Dr.An Ma. CnHAIMAN: I would like to urge favorable action on 8. 289. the Lead
and Zinc Act of 1967. This bill In designed to stabillse the domestic lead-inc indus-
try by allowing the industry to maintain a reasonable level of production and to
expand output on a competitive basis. I feel this is necessary for the Nation's
security and economic growth.

My home state Tennessee is the largest sine mining state in the country. This
position is a result of developments since 1955 when Tennese produced 40.216
tons of recoverable zinc. In that year it ranked sixth in size. In 1965 mine pro-duction of recoverable zinc was 128,000 tons and represented some 20% of the
total U.S. production. This increase In sine ore output in Tennessee is due tofavorable market conditions which encouraged extensive exploration, the dhi.
covery of new ore bodies, and their development into efficient mines. In 1965 these
Tennessee operations provided employment for more than 1,500 men and an
annual payroll in excess of $5,000,000, These jobs and revenue must be protected.

In spite of all the favorable activities, the sine mining industry in Tennessee
has exIperienced serious setbacks resulting from depressed metal prices. The
domestic lead-sine industry has for years suffered from a continual vacillation
from prosperity to poverty. The cycle is simple and repeating. When resumption
of these metals rises, proluction is stepped-up all around the world, and there
soon occurs a world surplus which results in heavy importation of lead andzinc Into the more favorable U.S. market. This depresses our own industry by
lowering the domestic price. The industry must, of course. close down unprofitable
operations, and this results in job looses and a loss of revenue to the district,
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state and Nutlun. When there li no longer a surplus or a national emergency
occurs and iureasl domestic produation is needed. time is required to re-4)jen
eloped mines, smelters and reflueries. Theae operations are not overnight
ucvurreutims.

Luring the Ierhsl of ItIrA to 190.3 the lead-zinc Industry experienced excedaive
metal stocks, low prices, and a greatly reduced mining and sweltering produc-
Lion. The direct cause of this (ondition was a flood of lid and zinc impxerts from
foreign sturces. The industry has been slowly recovering from this period;
however, the signs of deression are with us again. There is a world surplus of
these metals,. and they are finding our market. The imports of lead during 196
wen about W.l greater than In 1905, while the imports of zine Increased over
330 during the sene period.

In the past the polihy has been to respond to a crisis in this Industry after
it has murred. S. 2W would prevent the crisis.

Sincerely years,
JOHN J1. DUrNCAN.
JMme of C'OMM"ee.

STATEMLNT OF lio . HJAtoLD T. (Hiz) JOINSON, A '.A. R1AWBNSaTATIVg h'NaO
Tilt STATE or CALuSZZxA

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your courtesy in allowing me to testify In support
of t. 29, the Lead and Zinc Act of 19067. I have long been concerned about this
problem and Introduced a similar bill on the opening day of the t0th Congress
on the House aide. It is H.L 57.

1 feel it Is imperative that imuedlate action be taken to protect our domestic
lead and zinc Industry. Unneeded Imports which reach our market depress the
domesUc price, which, in turn, results In the closing of lead-zine operation. and a
subequent loss of Jobs and revenue. World surpluses of lead and zinc have in
the pest and will continue to seek and find the U.S. market, and then the vicious
cycle has begun.

The Second Congressional District of California, which I have the honor to
represent, and the State itself have been a victim of the feast and famine periods
of the industry. During World War II and the Korean Emergency, a fairly sub-
stantial number of mine were brought into operation In my DistricL Them
mines contributed a great deal of wealth and employment for segments of the
California economy.

May I bring to the Committee's attention some Atistic. I believe they will
fBnd of Interest? When lead pritve began to drop below 160 during 1157. the
mines began to clove until only four in the State were listed as active lead-sinc
mining operations In 1964. From 1948 through 198, CaIforuia produmd ap-
proximately 1.4 percent of the United States' domestic zinc production, and
approximately 2.6 percent of the United States' domestic lead production. Today's
production in practically nil compared with that of the early 90' From 195l
through 115, the value of California's zinc production averaged approximately
$2,E()0,000 Ier year, and the value of lead production averaged approximately
$2.1400.000. In 1965 the total value of both metals was lea than $2,OOUUO. Nine
mines in three counties yielded all the recoverable zir' fromll the State In 1965.
Over 97 percent of the output came from ores mined in Inyo County in my ('on-
gremsional District, and more than 90 percent of the 8tate's lead production came
from this County. one of the nineteen counties which make up the seond Con-
gressional DistricL

California's lead-zinc mines played an Important pert In supplying the Nation's
needs for metal during World War I and World War II and the Korean Emer-
gency. Since thi, time. the Industry in the State ham declined to minor produt-
tions in small quantities. If such an emergency were to arise again. It would take
a considerable length of time for the Industry In California to recover, and again
1e able to assist the Country In supplying these vital metal.

The closing of the lead-sine wines has ost (C'alifidrnla million tf dollars in
waies, tax revenue, foreign revenue and community support.

Mr. Chairman, this Is a tragic loss of new wealth that cannot be made up
through other means.

A slight measure of protection, such as offered In S. 289 which the Committee
is considering today, would insure preservation of our remaining segment of the
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lead-sine industry, prevent further closures and encourage exploration and
development leading to a more Lealthy, stable industry.

I would like to point out In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, that this Is Important,
not only to California's economy, but to the Nation's economy and security.

Thank you.

STATSKL'IT O HoW. WALTER & BASING. A U.S IR&S5ETATIVS FOM TEn STATs
or NzvAA im ButAhr or L 289, LD-Zbo STAsza"Tox Bu.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to submit a statement on behalf
of & 289 under discussion today. I have introduced a similar bill in the House,
HLR. 5, and I feel that It Is extremely important that this legislation before
the Committee today receive favorable consideration.

This bill is one that would be fair to the producer, consumer, and Importer
alike and would only be in effect when found necessary to stablUe the sulqy
consumption ratio at proper levelr

The flexible quota system proposed In the legislation before this Committee
is fair and Is a most effective possible solution pending adoption of a sound,
longer-range minerals policy.

It is a known tact that production of lead and sine has been Increasing on a
world-wide bilis. and there Is a very strong possibility that the surplus will
seek American markets. Therefore, It Is Imperative that we have a reasonable
import quota plan, and the legislation before the Committee today provided such
an import quota plan.

During the past dozen years, the domestic lead and sine Industry has pro-
posed many plans which would lead to a mineral policy for this country, but
theme plans hia'e failed to produce favorable action by the executive department.
The egislation before the Committee today will certainly stave off what we
have gone through In the past, when we waited until a serious crisis hit the
Industry, then we turned to some emergency program to pull the industry
through.

A prosperous and stable lead-sine Industry is Important to our nation. Letos
be prepared and head off any future crisis in the lead-sine Industry before It
can develop. And the Committee can do Just that by giving Its approval to the
legislation being discussed here today. Thank you.

8TAIShL'T Or THIi OTNWESTXRN MONTANA MINING ASsOCuTION, Wu.4MA
HAND. VICK POMIXDrT oN Impo=? QuoTA LISL.ATION ONr LW?9 A1n Zo

Association objective:
(1) To provide reasonable price stabilization for the two metals.
(2) Thereby avoiding the intolerably low prices.
(3) To streamline the Tariff ommission's functlons

(i) So that relief can be had before it is too late.
1. Thereby avoiding the almost complete collapse as witnessed

from 196 to i63.
Association recognizes that:

(1) This Country may not produce sudfiut Lead and Zinc to salti our
needs at reasonable prices.

(2) That we must trade with other countries and Lead and Zinc should be
importeL

(3) In the public's interest, our Country must produdce a reasonable
quantity of the metals.

(a) Therefore, we must make the Industry attractive for production
and for exploration.

The obJective of this association Is primarily to add reasonable stabilization to
the price structure of these two metals. While we appreciate that price fuctua-
tions wll occurr as a matter of supply and demand, we would like to convey to
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you that unreasonably low prices over an extended time causes hardships that
may take as long as Aive or ten years to recover from.

It is felt that the Tariff Comwndoon's functions must be streamlined so that
they can react to the situation In time to do some good and not after It is too
late &* was the cae In the six (6) year period from IOU to 19M1

It is recognsd that some ot our members qualify for the "Lead Zinc Stabiliza-
tion Program" for which we are very fortunate. But we realize that this may
not be extended indefinitely.

Further, we appreciate that this Country has a balance of payments deficit and
that we must trade and attempt to expand our exports Also, that we do not, as a
Nation, produce sufficient lead and zinc to supply our needs. And certainly we
can not at attractive consumer prices. So we do not advocate the termination of

however, we feel that In the Public's Interest this Country must produce a good
share of what It consumes and so the Industry must be kept healthy in both
production and exploration.

DD ox, MONTH.
Hon. RUSSEL B. Laxo,
Reate Finane CoiaWtte,
Wasington, D.C.:

We endorse S. 280 wholeheartedly nince It would add a measure of stability
to the price of lead and zinc. Wide price variations have seriously injurt-l the
mnall lead and sine mines.

SouvwKru MONTANA MiNING Assoc 'ToN,
LvonAa LATz.T Preuident.

MXLzso AG&OCIATION OF? MONTANA,
Butte, Montan.

Hor. RussL B. Lose,
Chairman, Scnte Finene Oommdl4ee,
Wskinfl^on, D.O.

DrEa SL' AToa: The Montana Mining Association would like to go on record In
support of 8. 28, the Lead Zinc Act of 1967.
The lead-zinc Industry in Montana is In a very depressed position today and

we feel that without the protection that S. 289 will give it the only thing that
this part of our mining Industry In Montana will have to look forward to Is a
complete closing down.

We urge your support and others on the committee to help protect the remaining
lead-zinc industry we have left In the State of Montana.

Yours very truly, PL1TU J. AxTONIOLI,
orctru-Manaper.

C3T=Kms CoMMnrm We Srtau aaox Iajw-Zwo Ixnusvar,
Fla$ Rlevr, Mo.

Hon. Rusas. B. LONG,
Ch4airmam 8enate Finame Committee,
Wekngton, D.C.

DA SNATO: During the past 18 years this committee has directed nu-
merous letters to members of the Congress urging legislation to protect the
domestic lead-zinc Industry. In that period, several bills have been Introduced
and each has been studied as to the effect It may have on this and other mining
areas. It is our opinion that S. 289, "a bill to protect the domestic economy,
to promote the general welfare and to assist In the national defense providing
for an adequate supply of lead and zinc for consumption in the United States
from domestic and foreign sources and for other purposea" will come closer
to the objective than any recent proposed legislation.
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Senator Audersm and the members who are co-sponsors are familiar with
the problem of areas such as ours. Thiu. the largest lead producing area in the
nation, has suffered up,, and downs Including the largest percentage of popu-
lation lots than any area In Misumri.

Our country must Import both lead and zinc. When the new wines of this
area cone on stream within the next two or three years, the demand for
imported metals will be reduced. We are aware of the delicate balance of export.
import necessary for the good of our economy. Import quota seem to be the
fairest and most equitable manner of preventing the boom and bust cycle
of many of our basic producers.

We whole heartedly supportt the principles of 8. 289 and are making known
our feelings to other members of the Congress.

Sinceerely yours, T. J. WATKINS, CAiSrman.

Tum Naw JusT Zixc Co.,
(iirun, ('olo.

Senate bi l,289,
Hon. Russ B. Lo.co,
Chairmane. senate Fixenan ('ommitthe.
Senate Oee BuIdlusg
Weahinplon, D.O.

DRAB Ms. CuAIRMAX: The Executive Committee of the Colorado Mining A*-
sociation has reviewed 8. 289, the Load-Zinc Act of 1967, and Report No. 118 )m
Lead-Zinc Industry Stabilization. We wish to add our support to 8. 289 which
we believe will contribute much to the stabilization of the domestic lead-sine
industry. Ruch stablUty Is essential to the security and economic growth of
our nation.

We further believe that the proposed legislation will assist in the world-wide
stabilisatlon of the lead-zinc Industry and will assure the smelters and refiners
the opportunity to maintain their operations with continued friendly association
with exporting nation&

Your favorable consideration of 8. 289 is requested.
Very truly yours,

A. L IIAYzs.
Chairman, Lead-Zinc Committee, Colorado 111mb, Asaaodation.

PLA a I'U.3, Wi.
Senator RI'SSZI.L B. LONG,
ScOuate 0ek Bilding,
11Iashington, D.C.:

The zine and lead operators of this area urge support of your committee of
K 2SU as the only means of protecting the industry In Wisconsin, Illinois, and
Iowa.

WIScoNSIx, IUUZ401s, AND IOWA ZINC &
Lub Paomucms AssocxTT0x,

W. Roy Kori, P/estevi W s., C7omwo

Duwmoa, MwE.
lion. Russ tLI. Lo. o.
Chairman. Finanoe Commtte,
U.S. Beate, Waski#esoo, D.C.:

As an officer of a small American business using sine metal I strongly object
to bill & 289. It Is intended to hand over to the few large producers In the United
States virtually complete monopoly of the sine markeL

Sincerely,
AcMa MwrL Co..
DAVID 8TNJ&.
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BOOZYUJA K&
Ho RussziI & Lon,
Chairman, Comm4ttee oni Fxwa ,
U.s. Bowie 0o50 Bvdisg,
Wa,Ahie#ou, D.C.

The Independent Zinc Alloyers Assocation are amongst the largest consumers
of special high-grade slab zinc In the United States and so approximately 501
of all zinc alloys marketed In this cvuntry.

With reference to the current bearings before the Committee on Financ of
the U.S. Senate, we respectfully wish to indicate for the record of this hearing
the support of the association for the statement of the honorable Stewart L
Udall, Secretary of the Interior before your tmmittee on Wednesday October 18.
Specifically, we support Secretary Udall's statement that under 8. 28i) "the on-
trol of Imports would be determined by Industry action rather than by competi-
tive actions In the market place".

Further, we Invite your attention to the statement of Mr. Clark L. Wilson
before your committee on October 19, and his supplemental reuarks to the effect
that a $38 million inventory would be required to trigger zinc quotas under S. 219.
Currently published figures Indicate there Is approximately $=h million In zinc
metal inventory In this country today. Under relatively normal market conditions
a $38 million sine metal Inventory including metal In bonded warehouses would
not he abnormal. Furthermore, an Inventory of $3 million In zinc ore would
probably be less than a 2-month supply and wholly Inadequate for normal
production requirements.

In the current market the Inventory of zinc metal Is declining and metal aim-
ports are lower this year than l1st year, whereas the imports and Inventory of
sine ore Is escalating. This condition is the result of actions by and therefore
favors 7 or 8 companies in the United States which produce zinc metal from sine
ore and also produce vac alloys In competition with members of our asso nation.

Quotas under 8. 28 triggered by inventories held by the sinc-producing con-
panies rather than by market conditions clearly would favor these companies.
They would benefit from high inventories of zinc ore, readily convertible to zinc
metal and for use In their own alloying operations, while independent sine alloy.
ers without the capability of processing ore and dependent upon these same ore
converting companies and upon import metal for supples would face metal
shortages.

The IZAA is opposed to S 289 because Its members feel the remedies de-
lineated In the bill may too readily become an Instrumentality for control of
the zinc market by a few large companles.

RaCHAR J. BAum,
Prmident, Care esterm Alloya, lnv., Mtybrook, N.Y.

UTAH ]1.1,ix AssocuTion,
Hal. Lake City, Utah.

Hont. RusazLL B. Low,
Chokin a Bote Fdienoe Comm4ttee,
senwe Ohle B,, , , Wehialoft, D.C.

Dun SAzmm Laox: The Utah Mining Association firmly supports S. 289, the
the Lead-Zinc Act of IMU. We are pleased that your committee Is holding hearings
on the matter at this time, and we sincerely urge favorable consideration of the
bill.

The domestic lead-zinc mining Industry has had brief relief from the damaging
effects of the excessive imports which prevailed from 1Ol through the early
IINM00. Most of the small, Indeptendently operated mines were forced out of business
during that period. Mujt of the major operators were able to hang on by the
"Skin of their teeth" through support from other segments of their business or
by drawing on capital to sustain operating lownew,

Present conditions Indicate a trend of Increased imlmrts, lowering prices and
return to distresing economics of operations. Witnesses at the hearing will
review details of that trend, so the discussion will not be repeated In our letter.
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As chairman of the Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee In 19W-196, I presented
a statement before the United States Tariff Commission on January 12, 1960,
pursuant to Senate Resolution No. 162, 8oth Congress, Frsat Session, 19M. I would
like to present a summary of the distressing conditions prevailing In the domestic
lead-zinc Industry at that time in the areas of domestic production, imports and
metal prices:

147-4 1ir 16 li

DOmeftic mine pedctioe of ead&dWis (dm
on):

Lead .................................... 3 i. ow 342.600 333,500 267.400
Zinc ......................... $A 10 K00 dtOc

Impb for womempti uamaMlfactsrgd Wod 850zinc.
Lead ..................................... 324.333 457,000 575. 000 "1 ON
Zinc ...................................... 325,000 Im m 051.000 726,000

Prkes, eand aztn (at pmearned):
LeWa................................ 11L023 1&.488 it" Uj 103
hat ................................... 12.078 10.15 11.30 1

On September 22, 1958, President Eisenhower announced the Imposition of Im.
port quotas on lead and since, effective October I 1068. They were helpful to the
extent that they slowed the import flood but have since been removed. The quotas
were Ineffective for several years in reducing surplus lead and zinc on domestic
markets, as is evidenced by the fact that the price of lead drifted downward to a
low of 9.631# In 192 while zinc gained only about 1t in price by that time.

During the above cited period of distress, Initiated by unlimited imports, the
Trade Agreements Act provided for relief from such distress In the "Escape
Clause." The 1968 "quotas," rescinded by presidential proclamation October 22nd
19,. were imposed In lieu of duty increases recommended by the Tariff Com-
mission In several previous hearings on the problem. The "Abcape Clause" was
deleted in later enacted trade agreement legislation.

Thus the Domestic Lead-Zinc Mining Industry faces possible repetition of the
190 to early 190 distress conditions without the meager protecton, furnished by
the quotas imposed in 1958 or the Escape Clause actions provided for In previous
trade agreement law.

Again, we appeal for serious consideration of 8. 289 as a means of affording the
lead-zinc mIning Industry reasonable protection from excessive Imports when
they should naterlalise.

Sincerely yours,
Man P. Roulrn, Manswr.

Airmail

STATI MENT OF THE MIxixG ASSOCIATION oF CANIADA. R BL 5. 89, TIM LtAo-
ZINC STABILIZATIOY BILL, SLM-rrTT ar V. C IV]aaiOUOut, Vics-PzzawueisT
AND MAXAGIXo DiawcTon

Honorable Sir: The Mining Asmodation of Canada, representing the mining
and smelting industry on a national scale, greatly appreciates the opportunity of
presenting, on behalf of the Canadian lead and zinc producing Industry Its views
on Senate Bill 289, the Lead-Zinc Stabilization BIlL

1. Casada'a Isnercit: Canada's lead and zinc producing Industry Is deeply con-
cerned by the legislation proposed in Senate Bill 289.

The United Stateo Is the world's lart single consumer of these metals, while
Canada Is the world's largest supplier of mined zinc and. in the Free World, the
third largest producer of mined lead. Canada has traditionally been the principal
outside source of supply of alnc and a major supplier ot lead to the United State.
market.

2. The United States market requires and has always required substantial
Imports of these metals to meet Its needs. In 1968 imports accounted for 50%
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of zinc cousuption and 3% of load consumption. In that year Canada supplied
56% of total United States Imports oi ainm and 20% of total United States Imports
of lead.

Growing United States requirements since 19160 have called increasingly on
Canadian sources of supply, and this has been a significant factor in the devel-
opment of large new Canadian lead and zinc miae and metal production, by both
Canadian and United States Interests.

& In the last few years conditions in the Free World lead and zinc Industry
have compLetely changed. On a world-wide scale, much greater stability ha,. been
achieved and Is being maintained. The industry has strengthened Its interna-
tional organizations for resereh, development and promotion of lead and zine.
Theme developments, along with the action of many producers to avoid excess
stocks by production cutbacks, will continue to help In balancing supply and
demand In the Interests of greater market stability and a reasowible level of
priced.

There Is a much better understanding by the Industry today of the Cactors
which caused violent prlc fluctuations In the past aid a greater awareness on
the part of producers of their ability to control these factors and of their
re.spousiblllty for maintaining conditions of reasonable market itabilty. Cana-
dian producers hae been very much aware of their response b lities In this
regard and have utted accordingly. The Canadian industry has nuot cotributed
and will not contribute to Instability in the United States market.

4. In the light of these ptitive efforts, the adoption of Stnate Dill 2,% would
be a rtrgrade step. We believe that the legislation prolxwed would lead to the
flluwing undesirable results.

5. United tates eoi.iiners of lead and zinc, metal and conentratts would
loe detnml the security of regular and continuing supplies from the logical and
weli-establlhhed Canadian sourced on which they have traditionally relied.

(L (The Immediate effect of imposing a quota system by the United statess by
diverting substantial supplies to other markets, would be to exaggerate the Im-
balan in those markets, leading to depressed prices and a new cycle of world-
wide instability.

T. Experience lnllcates that the United States could not by the Imposition of
a quota system Insulate itself against such world conditions. This was evident
during the years when the former quota system was !a effect.

& New trade patters would be established outside the United States, and
supplies would not be readily available to United States counumers, when they
needed them.

9. Cana(la in the major trading partner of the United States and its best
customer. Canada experiences a heavy annual deficit of merchandise trade with
the United States. Of recent years, this has amounted to approximately $1 billion
annually. T'his adverse balance would be aggravated by the proposed legislation,
which seeks to restrict access to the United States market of the products of a
iuajor Canadian resource industry and would in turn impair Canadian ability
to purchase United States goods.

M(1. Restrictive trade action by the United Statex such as ix tvntemldated
In Bill 289 would represent a disturbing departure from the positive contribution
niade by the United States to the success of the Kennedy Round agreements, and
could have adverse repercussions on world trade, going well beyond the lead and
sinc sector.

We appreciate that the Bill under consideration represents on behalf of Its
0ponmors a sincere attempt to safeguard the interests of an Important United
States industry.

We sincerely trust, however, that, In assessing Its effects, its International
Implications will not be lightly dismissed or Ignored. We earnestly hole that ao
Action will be taken which could have Injurious consequences for the lead and
tine industry on a world-wide scale, and for the major trading partners of the
United State, among which Canada holds the most prominent place.

On behalf of the Canadian lead and zinc producing industry, we wish to reg-
bIter our firm opposition to any new restrictions on Imports of these metals into
the United Statea.

8-4--67-pt. 1---4
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HwRMING Buos. & Sxrru, Iwo.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.Hon. Russr. Lozwo,

Chairman, Remate Finance Committee,
U.S. Renafe, W"hlesgton, D.O. *

DrAa SazxAaT LONe: I respectfully request to make a statement c6ncernlug
the proposal regarding quota restrictions on Lead-Zinc.

Henning Bros. & Smith is an independent alloyer of zinc-base die casting alloy,
the principal raw material of which is Special High Grade Zinc. It is on this
metal that I would like to focus my attention. During 1904 and 1905, Henning
Bros. & Smith was severely curtailed in its supply of its most important raw
material, Special High Grade Zinc. During that time there were quota restric-
tions on that metal My company suffered a serious loss of sales due to Its
Inability to obtain a sufflient supply of Special High Grade Zinc from the
domestic producers. All of the producers and Importers of this metal with the
exception of one importer cut supply of this basic raw material to us by at
least 50%. My records and experiences have shown that restriction of a raw
material does not work. The law of supply and demand is a very strong and valid
law In my opinion.

The United States of America was founded and Its Ideologies are based on
the premise of free enterprise. How can we, an independent alloyers. operate
freely when we face the probability (as we did bWfore) of not beitg able to
purchase sufficient raw materials to maintain our position in our industry.

The majority of the United 8tated producers of Special High Grade Zinc are
also producers of zinc-based die casting alloys. TLrefore, they are in direct com-
petition with the independent alloyer, such as we at Henning Bros. & Smith.
When the Special High Grade Zinc supply becomes tight tweause of increases la
the zinc die casting industry will the producer in the United States sell my cola-
pany more Special High Grade Zinc, or will he decide to produce more die casting
alloy? I believe the question answers itself.

I am a firm believer In protection for American industry. Henning Bros. &
Smith, Inc. Is a 100% American industry. Where in this bill proposed today is the
protection for my industry? If we are allowed free access to all channels of supply
for our raw materials, we will be able to survive spot situations such as occurred
during 1984 and 198&

I must oppose any quota arrangement which restricts my company from access
to all sources of raw material. There must be equity and fairness to alL. Quota
limits are cumbersome and do not provide the mechanics to aid a supply situation
at the time of need.

Thank you for the courtesy of submitting our objection to quotas on lead-zinc,
most specifically Special High Grade Zinc.

Very truly yours,
GusTAV E. HErixo.

IDAnIo MIiNGo AssocuTIoN,

Hon. Ruszu. B. LoNo, Bolee Idaho.

Ckolrm4, Seate Fitace Commf tee,
New Sente Offie Builkig, Washingtos, D.C.

Dzs SiZNATon LoNG: As representative of a major segment of our nation's
lead and zinc producing industry, the Idaho Minin Association strongly supports
and urges the enactment of S. 289, the Lead-Zinc Act of 1967.

This legislation is extremely Important to the economic stability of Idaho's
mining industry and to the welfare of our state, particularly those areas which
depend almost entirely upon mining for their economic support.

Idaho ranks second in the nation in production of lead and among the top three
In production of zinc. Mining is our third most important Industry in terms of
value of production.

During the past two years, since termination of the Presidential Lead-Zinc
Quota Proclamation in October, 1965, we have witnessed an alarming increase
in Imports of both lead and zinc. Last year lead Imports were about 25 per cent
above the 196 rate and zinc Imports were more than 80 per cent higher. Fitres
for the first seven months of this year Indicate that. the flood of foreign produc-
tion into our markets Is continuing unabateL
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It Is obvious that excess world supplies are again seeking and finding an
outlet In the domestic market Lower foreign prices have exerted and are con-
tinuing to exert heavy pressure on the domestic price. Since the fixed quotes were
lifted the price of lead In this country has declined from 16# to 14# a pound and
sine has slipped from 14%# to 13%#.

The situation today i disturbingly reminiscent of the 1"n(Ya when the domestic
lead-sine Industry was literally driven to the wall by the adverse impact of
egc tdve Imports, while endeavoring over more than a decade to utilize any and
every administrative remedy that was supposedly available.

The experience of those dark years is still fresh in our memory. We are again
faced with a threat of serious injury from unontrolled imports and we do not
feel we can or should be asked to rely on verbal assuranc*s, however sincere.
that adequate administrative remedies are available and will be used expedi-
Uously and effectively.

It is our firm conviction that the legislative remedy provided in S. 289 Is not
only desirable but extremely necessary to the continued welfare and ,stability
of the domestic lead-zinc mining Industry. We earnestly solicit your support of
this bill both In the Senate Finance Committee and on the floor of the Senate.

We respectfully request that this letter be Incorporated Into the record of
the hearing on import quotas now underway before the Senate Finance
Committee.

Respectfully submitted.
A. :. TsLx, Stcrc-lerW.

NEVADA MI zo AsSLATION., IWC.,
Rcho, Xev.

Subject : S. 289, the Lead-Zinc Act of 1967.
Hon. Rvsstu B. LoNG,
Chairman, Sesale Fina"oo committee ,
Senate Ofloe Buildiog, Waektinto6, D.O.

Dna SriAno LoNG: Nevada Mining Association endorses and urge favorable
consideration of S. 289 as a moderate control over imports to stabilize doweatle
production of lead and sine and, thereby, prevent to some degree disastrous
fluctuations that have repeatedly disrupted operations and depressed the econ-
omy oa communities dependent thereon.

Th. writer's experience as a mining enlneer and mine operator over a period
of more than 85 years has been in production of complex lead-sine ores of Nevada,
California, and Utah. During this period, I have closely observed the effect of
Government policies that have repeatedly failed to prevent violent price fluctu-
atlonL

We urge the Congress to adopt a measure which will help stabilMse the domestic
lead-ine Industry and dependent communities.

yours, PAUL GaMnL.

BOLU Zimo MANWacuzwnas AssoCIATION, 2c9.,
We.ngton. D.C.

Hon. Russ= B. RLexa,
Ckefrmas, Commttee on Pimme,
U.. eeste, Wasinstou, D.C.

DRAS ML CHAIUMAN: This Is submitted In connection with the Committee's
hearings and Investigation Involving unfair import competition.

It is requested that this communication be made an ocial part of the record of
the Committee and printed In the hearings.

The Rolled Sine Manufacturers Association consists of the six United States
manufacturers of rolled sine products for sle. Rolled zinc consists of sine In
sheets, strip sine, plat (including engraver plates). rod, and wire. The domestic
rolled sine Industry is one which has snEfred greatly from import, particularly
imports from communist Yugoslavia.

Imports of sine in sheets from Yugoslavia have resulted In critical Injury to
the domestic sine sheet manuAeturing Industry. In 1902 Imports of zinc in sheets
constituted a quantity equivalent to only one per cent of domestic Industry pro-
duction. Imports then Increased continuously. Ten years later, for 19M2. imports
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of vine in sheets were viluivalent to 48 per cent of domestic pieluctoi. With this
erltllial situation, doneutic mancufacture'rs of siue In shee-tx were redued to two
In number, and since 1112 only two |Tniled Statet manufacturers produce ine In
sheets. With only two companies still in the bnminess tiay. It is4 not fesiblei to
continue to at.emble domestic industry statistics without revealing Indivildual
(cdnipany statitlcs; but we are convinced that imports today which artprlmarily
fromst Yugoslavia account for halt or more tof the I'nited tti nrket for zill
ill sheets. even though In 1952 aimorts avaantpd for a qaintity tequivaIlti't in only
)iip per cecit of domestic industry prodiletti.

The 19t1,i average hourly earninjIs in the Uniteld States rolled sine Ildustry,
aside frm fringe benefits, were $2.7T. This c,,mbuares to a Yucgoslavian *zge In
l9ti of only 2? cents per hour which prevailed in the nconferrousc metal ianufar-
turhig indw'tri^. Thus. our wages are approximately ten times the wages MIA by
our irinciail foreign competitor, which is Yugo-,wivia. While we have kien crit.
(ally injured by imports of ine In sheets. we would like to pr rev wheat market
we have left for zilac in sheets: and this may Ise done only by an Inimort quota.

The rolled sine Item of largest nuaifacture is strip ilc. Iteenaue of moore
Import duty protection. we had bcanure early able to) c'ocaaple with Iniporta
uil 19Mll. Now that foreign suppliers have made major inrmals In the market for
zinc' In sheets. they are prO'e41ilag rapidly to capture the strip xic market.

Prior to 11K. Imports of strip sile were minor. They were still Iniir ill VMSl
when only 14.452 pounds were itirlrtleci with a vilua' of $4.Lit=. However. for 1INi
linliorts had increasel fr(on 14.452 pctilun with ia value of $4.335 to (41..r.'T Ismcmls
with a value of $IN,%M4. The dlonestie strip Sioae induilry will go lie way of tile
hloinetie zinc in sheets industry we are fearful ucllese we obtain an lllilSIrt qlota

on strip Sile. In the ('case of strip ailte, the principal foreign c c',iptition is of
unitedd Kingdom origin.
Alsm. we are very much concerned regalnliag imports of zlin wire asi well as

other rolled inlc pnIducts and have liven cenci'erned that our Government hias Ien
willing to permit this serious injury to the dlicaestie rolled alo in Idustry.

ProvIsions in 8. 289 an reported favorably by the Semate Interior anId Ilnsular
Affairs Comnittee on Mlay 4. 119617, would deal constructively with the matter.
Title III of this hill would imlicue (Iutaa on the various rolled linc produts
under certain condltioas when quotas are In effect onl zinc metal

We are pleased that the Committee now is turning its attention to the convid-
eralon of this problem. In addition to the seriouse problem already confrtniting
the domestic rolled zinc Industry. even a greater problem would occur If qimas
should be laced on zinc netal without quotas also being placed on rolled nine
products.

gin(. the Interior and Insular Affairs Cimmittee ac(ted unanlmously in report.
Ilg fl. 280. there bas been another development of tremendous signiflcance. In Eke
rccestly macluded Kenaedy Round of Isternattonal Tariff Negotitlkm , everl
aingle rolled sine product ctcgorg w" ngoltoted for a fU 50 per cent tri
rcpuetio. Wo us, this is an action defying understanding and explanation and
representing the height of administrative Irresponsibility and abuse of disrem.
tionary authority. The administrative authorities did not exhibit temperance.
restraint, or responsible administrative discretion. It Is our contention, therefore,
that Congress has no choice but to intervene in the matter.

Under the circumstances, we believe that quotas provide the most logical
answer. Rolled zinc Import quotas would enable foreign suppliers to maintain
sales In the United States market, and also to enable them to make substantially
more money by such sales because of the lower Import duties which will com-
mnce to take effect within a few months. With foreign suppliers abl to Increase
substantially profits on their current substantial sham of the United States rolled
zinc market, there would be no bona fide basis for objection on their pert to Import
quotas.

Our Industry has been patient while the industry has been Injured, and we
have experienced volume decline and profit decline and elimination. We now
hear it urged that the Import problem be considered as separate legislation. We
have waited patiently for years to have the problem considered as separate
legislation. Sinee it has not occurred, we maintain and urge that the only
reasonable approach t to add amendments to the Social security BIll. H.R.
12060, dealing with the Import competition problem. To this end we urMe the
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quota aplprouch, and concerning rolled suc products, we urge the adoption Ot
th. prol iolus of Title III of K 2bW1

JteJpeMctfuliy subnitted.Jia .Mec.

J.AM1 K. MACK.

STAT.kSI:NT or AMICTAIA'O, INC.. $u411rITTK BY JoHN J. |,X.NON, EXsEIaTIVr "I('E

I'arK5ZNT. 3 OP.POaITION TO THIE i'ROaNOED IAA-Zi:c AcT or l1W. M2

Ametalco Inc. Is a New York corporation engaged In marketing metal and
mineral products fron domestic and tonign sources chiefly as safest agents in all
Important Industrial countries of the world. Our sales rtpreselt a substantial
portion of the lead and zine consumed in the United States. It in our understand-
ing that thin committee in considering among other prapoals a bill,. 89, known
am the "Lead and Zinc Act of 106T."

The provisilons of S. 2W briefly are that under certain conditions which might
arle in the future, namely, an increase in stocks of lead and sine' held by
prdtu'ers in the United ttate. Import quotas would be established according
to the formula given In the iroosed law. This makes a Judgment of Injury to
the domestic producing Industry without determining whether in fart Injury
occurs. Previously proposed quota legislation for thee metals has been rooted
In the same questionable assumption.

Quotas for lead and sine are not unknown to this industry-miner..mnelter.
consumer. Importer and foreign supplier. A system of quotas proclaimed by
President Eisenhower was In effect from October 1. IIK) until removed by
President Johnson In October, iIM5. Pior to October. 1148 and during the yearn
following, much testimony was given before the Tariff Comnssion by repre-
mentatives of all sectors of Industry. Nothing In the record of those years
makes It possible to determine from available data the effect of quota remtrictions
am distinguished from other factors on domestic prices and Invome of producer
of lead and sinc, nor upon mine production, swelter output and domestic
Coll IMption.

Whatever may have I.%'n the beaimeit of the quota rt-4trictlons during that
pIerisl. they hadl other effTe.s lhast were hanfti lwstu'ause of their inherent rigid.
iry. The result was a serious dlsr, ptlan of normal lusiness opieration. It the pro-
Imiped s lUOll Iotsysten were now in effect whiie important 10gnients of the domestic
orinslucig Industry have been stnk fer three months, there would be no quick
relief fur consumers from additional mipplies available In the market plave.

It is clear from thp roorts of the Tariff ('CommislIon and other evidence pre-
sested by leading Industry sources that. quotas were not a measurable factor
either In increasing the prices for lead and sine or lireventing them from drelin-
lhg. The truth Is that It In primarily the changts In Industrial activity both here
mnd abroad esecially as they affect the demand for durable goods that determine
the market for these metal. There in no magic device In the form of quotas or
other Import restrictiona tht can Insulate the domestic Industry from the effects
of Psuch changes short of measure so severe as to result in stifling mining and
smielting operations.

The recent temporary decline In domestic consumption of both metals magnifies
the eaffIn of the rise In Imports. It Is not In the best interest of this country and
the lead-zinc Industry to Impose restrictions on imports every time there is a
cyclical downturn In consumption. Anyone familiar with the Industry believes
that lead and sine consumption will expand In the years to come, provided the
Industry maintains and preferably enhances Its present programs to Improve ix
competitive posture by aggressive research and market development on an Inter-
national scale. It Is In positive, dynamic Individual roanpazy and organised group
effort that the future ot lead and sine Is best directed, In our view. any restriction
to supply In likely to hinder the anticipated growth in consumption and to result
In creating a permanent problem.

Far from serving any useful purpose, we believe that quota restriction are
a distinct burden to nduptry. When availability I threatened, Industral con.
umers Inereaingly look for sultable substitutes. Te fear nurtured by the un-

certainty that at some future date quotas might again be suddenly Instituted
may caum Important cousuminl Industries to doubt one again that adequate
supplee of mine and lead will be available at meonable price. and hence In.
tensifty t search tot substlttes.
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Another pertinent question is whether restrictive or protectlonust measures
such as import quotas achieve the stated purposes of the proposed bill. A liberal
trade Iolicy that includes avoiding such measures is In the best economic and
security Interest of this country. It has been the offiial policy of the United

States for the past number of years to seek an expansion of foreign trade with all
countries of the world.

The Trade Expansion Act of 1962 passed by the Congress has the purpose of
stimulating economic growth and enlarging foreign markets for U.S. products
through the development of nondiscriminatory trade. This was the basis of our
participation in the Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations. Lead and zinc were
exempt from negotiation. Since lt-ad and zinc have already been given protection
from tariff reduction, any further effort to hinder trade in these commodities is
directly contrary to this country's obligations as stated by the President and
the Congress and agreed to in the rent GATT negotiations.

Expansion of foreign trade is a worthwhile objective for It Is the surest way
to improve the development of ail peoples in all countries, Including our own.
The potential is very great. It can mean an enormous demand for industrial raw
materials for the needs will grow, especially in the developing nations. This
should benefit the domestic lead and zinc industry as well Imports are necesary
to enable foreign countries to earn dollars for the purchase of American products
and services. Limitations on Imports, therefore, have a direct effect upon exports
which may In fact be magnlfied because of retaliation.

Over half of U.S. ! -prts of lead and sine concentrate and metal come from
Canada. Xlexico, Perv Australia and other less developed countries where this
country has a snecia nteret to promote mutual trade. National defense re-
quirements do not justify overprotection of the domestic lead and sine Industry
slnce In an emergency tbe strategic commodities could be obtained In sufficient
quantity from Canada and Mexico which are contiguous to this country. In
addition, the government stockpile is available for emergency use.

No consideration Is given to the cousumer In this bill. He Is subjected to all the
uncertainties Imaginable. lsloctation of uppily, high prices, shortest, in-
effiient produtlon, dismissal of labor, which were experienced by some con.
sumers during the previous quota. are all pomibllitlea. Partly as a result of past
shortages and apprehension regarding future supply of the two metal., along
with other vital consIderations, alternative materials have replaced and are
now replacing both lead and zinc In important applications. This trend will con-
tinne and may be accelerated if action Is taken which has the effect of creating
doubts as to whether there will be an adequate supply at competitive prices.

4)au specilic examples of loss of markets Include the use ot plastics In auto-
motive grilles, fender extensions, headlamp bezels and instrument clusters where
sine die catings were previously used. The lead storage battery Is vulnerable
to other typen of energy sources such as fuel cells. lithium-chlorine, nickel-
cadmium and air-batteries In certain applications. 0able sheathing Is also vulner-
able and, in fact. lead has suffered severely from loss of its previous leading
role in the communications field.

This bill would jeopardize competitive prices for lead and sine-that Is, prices
at which production is maintained on a profitable basis and yet give a surance
of supply at reasonable prices to consumers, thus encouraging the widest possible
ulse ot theme metals.

We merlously doubt whether legislation is needed to enact a quota system gov-
erning Imports of lead and zinc. based on events which may occur In the future.
This Is especially so In view of the experience with quotas between 1968 and 196.

The domestc producing Industry is not without remedy. Should there be a ques-
tion In the future as to whether lead and zinc are being Imported In such Increased
quantities as to cause or threaten serious injury, formal Investigating procedures
to conxider all relevant facts can be instituted under te escape clause provision
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

We do strongly urge this committee and the Senate not to pans the proposed
legislation on the grounds that It Is premature and unnecemary at this time and In
the light of post experience has proved tohe an unsa tter means of iUnprovi
conditions In the lead and sinc industry.

If the purpose of this bill is to maintain lead and sine prices at hb levels
to support uneconomic production and it national considerations warrant It, then
a program o subsidies for and on behalf ot suck produces miglht be examined.
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Tns Ouw SuLruva CO., IxC.,

New. York.
Senator Rusmu. B. Loa,
Cha0"Wg'4, Comm ilee on Pdinam,
U.S. Senate, 1aS eigos, D.O.

1)ra SrnAToz Loo: As the head of a United States company that has recently
brought a major new zinc mine Into production in Canada, I am writing you this
letter to set forth our views on the proposed zinc import quota legislation (Title
II of 8. 289) uow pending before your Committee.

Briefly stated, our position Is that current United States sine production
capabilities fall so far short of current United States ainc requirements that
Imposition of arbitrary standby zinc import controls at this time would not
only be unnecessary and premature but would also do a positive disservice to
the national economy.

In saying this, I want to make It clear that Texas Gulf Is not opposed to the
application of sensible, flexible, selective Import controls when and as such
controls may be required in the national Interest. On the contrary, Texas Gulf
Is keenly interested In the establishment of a sound overall national minerals
policy because Texas Gulf has been engaged in the mining business In the
United States for more than half a century and has over 00,000,000 Invested In
diversified mining and upgrading operations in the states of Texas, North Caro-
lina, Utah and Wyoming.

However, the main consideration in establishing any national policy has to be
actual national need and, so far as zinc Is concerned, that the United States needs
today is not Import controls but rather stronger trading relations with Its prime
external suppliers In Canada and Mexico and stronger Incentives to United States
companies to step up their exploration activities throughout the Western
Hemisphere.

The hard tact Is that United States smelter production ouly amounts to about
H0% of total United states zinc usage and United States mines are only capable
of producing about 58% of the sine concentrates needed to sustain even this
plainly inadequate level of domestic smelter production.

The best evidence of this is the authoritative estimates Just recently released
I." the highly rese'ted United Nations Zinc-Lead Study Group. Those figures
Aoai that total United States sine usage In 1SM8 will amount to 1,300.000 tons.
versus total domestic smelter production of only i,0a0,000 tons and total domestic
|sminhe prxliction (it only W,000 tons. This means that, In order to make ends
turet in IWKM the United States is going to have to Import a total of 705,000 tons
of lic of which about 435,M tons wonld be In the form of sine concentrates and
alout 270.000 tons would be in the form of final ied metal.

Under theme cireumstaner, It is diffiult to mee the need or Justification for any
zine import controls at this time, much less the arbitrary "magic number" sort
of restrictions which would be imposed by Title Ii of S. 289.

As pointed out during the hearings held by the Minerals, Materials and Fuels
Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, the
sine Import controls contemplated by 8. 280 would be triggered by Imperatives of
inventory arithmetic rather than by Imperatives of the overall national Interest.
The reason for this, of course, is that, under . 289, sine import quotas could
come into force without regard to whether domestic sine producers were re-
celving a reasonable return on their Investment and without regard to the ad-
verme effect that Imposition of such quotas might have on domeste sine users,
or on our International trade relations or even on our national security.

None of thee things would matter. The only thing that would count would be
whether stocks of lab sine owned by United States smelters happened for any
reason to exceed 115% of the average monthly domestic shipments by such smelt-
Prs over a three month period. In other words, everything would turn on whether
domestic sine stocks fell above or below an arbitrarily seleted numerical level.

We do not believe that any convincing evidence has been or can be offered to
establish that the national inte automatically requires that sine Import
quotas be imposed If and when domestic stocks should ever exceed this rigid
175% limitation. On the contrary, we think that the United States would be far
better advised to reserve all it options so that it can tailor Its future actions
to actual future eumstances. In abort we believe that Title II of & 28
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is as illeoncelved as It is il-timed and, therefore, should not be enacted into law.
I hope that this frank expression of our views on this Important subject will

prove helpful to the Committee and I respectfully request that this letter be
included in the record of the Committee's deliberations.

Yours very truly,
CLAuDn 0. 8Taeaiass, Pr eident.

STATKUZNT OF STJEWART L. UDALL, SECRETARY OF THa INTERIOR

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity
to testify on 8. 289 as amended.

We understand and appreciate the concern and apprehension confronting the
domestic producers of lead and sine who do not want to face the prospect that
ezoeve imports ,nay once again threaten serious injury to mines and smelters.
We are sure that this distinguished group of Senators share this feeling.

The bill being considered provides that restrictive quotas shall be imposed on
imports of lead and zinc should metal inventories of primary producers reach a
given level In relation to their monthly shipments. Quotas are to be applied to
metal, to ores and to manufactured articles. These quotas would limit imports of
unmanufactured lead and sine in any quarter to 80 percent of the average quar-
terly imports during the preceding 2 years. Fifty percent of the lead quota
must be in the form of ore. There are provisions for minimum quotas and for the
allocation of the quotas among supplying countries.

The Secretary of the Interior is directed to establish quotas on the quantities
of specified manufactured articles equal to 100 percent of the baee period. lie is
given discretion in the establishment of quotas for any nonspecified manufactured
article.

For unnianufactured lead the quotas are imposed when inventories exceed 250
percent of the average monthly shipments. For unnmanufactured sine the quotas
are imposed when metal stocks exceed 175 percent of the average monthly
Pil ments.

Thee quotas come to an end if stocks drop to given levels. The lead quotas
would terminate when stocks for 3 months are less than 100 percent of monthly
shipments. The sine quotas would terminate when sine stocks for 3 months are
les than 75 percent of monthly shipments. Quotas may not run longer than 3
years and the basic authority to inpose quotas expires at the end of 6 years.

This Department reported on an earlier version of S. 289 on April 3, 1167, to
the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Thereafter, the bill was
the subject of hearings before the Minerals, Materials and Fuels Subcommittee
on April 12 at which time this Department prmented testimony in opposition to
the bill. The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs reported the bill
favorably, with amendments and it was thereupon referred to your Committee.

The Department of the Interior and other agencies which have reported on
8. 289 are opposed to Its enactment. Our opposition is based on the belief that
adequate remedies are available to the lead and sine industries a well as to other
industries threatened by increased imports resulting from trade concessions and
that relief should be taken only after a fAnding of serious injury or threat of
injury.

We are further convinced that Imposing or the threat of imposing quantatitive
restrictions would not only result in serious repercussions in our foreign relations,
but would adversely affect continued growth in U.8. exerts of products contain-
ing o percentage ot lead and sine. Unilateral mposition ot quotas on imports
would-undoubtedly bigger retaliatory actions on the part of out major trding
partners encompassin& the whole rang of U.S. exports. This Committee Is
aware of the repercusons of the infamous "chicken war" of some years ago, and
the retaliatory actions this Government took. -

it is particularly Important to note that from the standpoint of national
defense, this JeisIaIOn Is not required since the national stockpile contains
more than a million toe of each metal-all ot whioh is in exem of the objectives.

This Committee has available to it the testimony of April 12 by Assistant
Secretary Moore dealing with the backpund history ot the lead-sine situation.
Therefore, I wil oal* recap some of the more important recent developments
affecting production ad trade in lead and sine.
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An yot know, on Octoku.r 22, 1965, the Prtsident terninaited the lead-zine
quotas. Inmnediately prior to this date there were Phortages of both nietals, par-
tietlarly nine, in this colnatry. Accordingly, total head imports of ore atid nwtal in
19418 were 2,5 percent greater thatn in INN(|I. Zinc imports sere 37 percent greater.
Except for some hedgitig in tuiticipatioi of n strike, lead and ziiie nc .tal imports
dropped back and stabilized at naormail h'vel dtriig the first half of 1967. Most of
these increwed imports, along with inf'rn-aaed prodiutiioti, have bu41 1ltsorbed

without difficulty, sinee 1908 set a record for the eonsUimption of le:d and zinc.
In pllte of the ineremutid imports aid ineremied dometi otitptit aid in alpite of
sltiitlaltial releams. front the IIatiosil stockpile., prixilcers sotoki at yearst-ld were
still low-primiary I-ad producers stocks at the lowest level since' the Korean
entergw'ncy, whereas -Inc producers who had expanded their otltput to record
levels in 1161 antd 1108 built tip their slocks to iid-1964 levels.

I)olnestic imie production of lead himts grown steadily during tlie papt 3 years.
It hits risen front the record-low level of 1962 hack to where it was in 1957. Mine
prodileion of xilie ,tirpas.med iM41, 49) toi, in 19615 for the first time tteinr Korea.
Work stoppages in 11.iJ cau d output to (,II slightly ibelow 61I0,(MKp n oS. The
current strike will eause the yearly lead prioduetios level to drop signifieaintly
below 110 ond have a somewhat li.er efftuet on Y-i production.

,Slab sine produce ion met new records in both 19615 !.nd 1.166 aud the ouitpit of
primary lead in lIN41, while not a record, was (illtai the Iest yeam of the poit
decade: l)entand for had h'ri t'ontluinted at high levels and prices have eniaianed
itehallnged mincr the' end iof 116 .

With this description of the current status of the lead-zine industries, let 'as
recognise the fact that the propowd qulota bill is not intended to provide help in
times such ts w hen demand is good and stocks are manageable. This bill Is designed
to impose quiotas on imports when producers stocks of metal reach a level con-
sidered excessive relative to shipment.

Since lead-zinc are internationally traded commodities we can only appreciate
the concent of the domestic industry when we place them In the perspective of
mine and smelter expansions taking place around the globe.

The International Lead Zinc Study roup which has, just finished its latest
meethig has tabulated the productive capacity o now mines and smelters now
under conjstruction or planned for completion through 1969. This recap iudic&sts
that the potentiad increase in production of both lead and zinc could be substan-
tially in excess of anticipated demand. At this juncture it should be noted that
nearly all of the principal producing companies of the world participate in these
meetings or are kept informed of the Study Group's activites

The planned expansions in sine capacity is taking place outside the U.& and
the biggest expansion of lead capacity is scheduled for southeast Missouri by
domestic firms. Relating this lead development to the provisions of the proposed
legislation, one could expect that a buildup of lead metal inventories to a level
which would trigger the establishment of quotas could be caused by sharply
incased domestic production without any increase in imports.

8.2 89 requires no finding of injury or threat of Injury resulting from inereawd
Imports. In fact, there need not even be an increase in imports. The bill only
requires that the level of stocks owned by producers shall be in the case of lead,
2 times the monthly shipments and for sine 1% times the monthly shipments.
Thus the control of imports would be determined by industry actions rather than
by competitive actions In the market place.

Since 1951, all trade expansion legislation has provided a memns of escape for
Industries suffering injury from increased imports due to a trade conceision. The
domestic lead and sine industry availed 1tW of these provisions. As the Tariff
Commission pointed out in the June 1965 report recommending termination of
the quota system, most domestic producers were in a stronger position to meet
competition than In the past. Production has been concentrated in larger, more
highly mechanized and more efficient mines. The efficiency of smeltiug and
refining has also improved through modernization of facilities.

While we understand the current concern of the producers, we do not believe
it is in the national interest to single out the producers of two commodities and
depart so far from our established trade policies. Such departure would hurt our
relations with important friendly countries and adversely af3et U.. exports.
Canada and Mexico as good neighbors and customers are als important suppliers
of lead and sine. Australi would be another country that would suffer from the
propped quota system. They all resent this form of trade restrictions imposed
unilaterally and without reference to the procedures for the determination of
Injury as provided for by the Congress. This Department is aware of the producers
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concern that the time elapin between the filing of a petiton with the Tariff
Commission and a final deternination allows the injury to widen and deepen and
to make recovery more diffloult. The President underscored this when in termi-
nating the quotas in I9M5 he urged the members of the Tariff Commission to
streamline and to redouble its eforts to expedite proceeding. in any case where
del& might bar effective action. 0

We are hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that there will be no need for the industry to
seek relief from imports. A number of factors support this hope and should go a
long way toward ameliorating the problem. The development and dissemination
of more reliable statistics on production, consumption, and trade in lead and zinc
should permit industry management to make the proper Investment decisions.
The work of the Internatioal Lead Zinc Study Group and the widespread partici-
pation of major producers of the world in its endeavors have created an awareness
on the part of all producers as to the nature and sensitiveness of free world had
and zine markets, partidar21[ the U.S. market.

Those irma Wpnng future investments in lead and sina are now better
informed regarding the market demand and the presently available supply and.
behaving rationally, can be expected to adjust their output so that supply and
demand will be kept within reanable balance. There Is some evidence that pro-
ducers of zinc within and outside the U.S. are already making such adjustments.
There are also some indications that constructive plans for the development of
new U.S. lead deposits are not moving as rapidly as expected.

Mr. Chairman, I have purposely avoided a discussion of the technical aspects
and difficulties o administration that the proposed legislation would bring about
so that we could focus on the major Issue. Can we ignore existing trade policies,
make an exception by providing different treatment for lead and since producers
with complete disregard for the normal market mechanisms, or should they be
afforded the same treatment provided for all other domestic industries.

Senator Bvomr. We have finished the list of witnesses for today.
We will meet tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. We will meet hero to
hear textile, steel, and meat I appreciate the patience of those who
have waited so long, and I hope we can get through more quickly
tomorrow.

(Whereupon at 5:50 pm. the committee was receded, to reconvene
.at 10 aim Friday, OeWAer 20, 1967.)


